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KSC/PAO
The Launch Oirect~r has given a GO to pick up the
count and proceed to lau,1ch. Th~ Launch Di rector, Bob Seek,
talked to Bob Crippen during this period wishing him a very
successful mission and looking forward to seeing him back here on
the morning of the 12th. Rob Crippe~ mentioned that he had a
superb vehicle and he plans to bring it back in exactly the samp.
condition. 30 seconds away f~om picking up the countdown, and
proceeding towards launch of 41C, the fir~t mission to go out,
capture a satellite in orbit, repair it, and place it back. 15
seconds away from picking up the countdown. The NASA test
director counting down to picking up the count once again, and T~ mAnutes and counting.
The launch events are now being
co~trolled by the Ground-Launch sequensoc from now up until the
T-25 ~~cond point when we'll switch to the onboard redundance set
launch sequencer. ~he ground-launch sequencor is part of the
launch proces8iilg system and operates by relaying commands to the
Orbiter's onboard computers which then reports back to the launch
processing system that the commands have been executed. Earlier
in the countdown, the NASA Test Director and Launch Director were
commenting on the smoothness of thp. countdown and commented that
that's what we have the ground launch sequencer and the launch
processing system for. The primary job of the computers onboard
is to check that all the launch commit criteria, such as
propellant loadG, temperatures, pressures, and other requiremencs
are proper. T-8 minutes and counting. Everything proceeding
smoothly towa~d an on-time lift-off of 8:58.
l<SC/CAPCOM

OTC flight.

SPACECRAFT

I copy that.

SPC load is complete.
Thank you.

KSC/PAO
Less than 30 seconds. At that particular pOint,
the crew access arm will start retracting and we have the crew
access arm beginning its retracting from the Orbiter. If an
emergency should arise, the tower can be put back into position
within 15 seconds. Houston is sending a final update to the
onboard computer for antenna management, and the AC electrical
bus sensors have been placed in monitor by pilot Dick Scobee. T7 minutes and counting. Everything going smoothly. T-6 minutes,
35 seconds, and counting. Pilot Dick Scobee is performing the
auxilary power unit pre-start which consist of positioning a
number of switches and verifying that they are in the proper
position.
KSC/CAPCOM

(Garble) performing a pre-start please.

SPACECRfiFT

APU pre-start (garble)

KSC/PAO

Coming up on the 6 minute point in our countdown.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) pre-start's complete.
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KSC/PAO
T-5 minutes, 57 seconds, and counting. And, Dick
Scobee reports the APU's are now configured for start-up. T-5
minutes, 30 seconds, and counting. The flight recorders are
on. These flight recorders provide measurements of Shuttle
system performance during the entire mission for playback after
landing. At the 5 minute point, we'll get a go for APU start.
The APU's, or auxiliary power units, are used to provide
hydraulic power to the aerosurfaces and engines for steering. T5 minutes and counting.
CAPCOM

APU start.

KSC/PAO

And, we have a go for APU start.

KSC/CAPCOM

And, CDR reconfigure heaters, please.

SPACE~RAFT

Roger.

Heater reconfiguration is complete.

KSC/PAO
The ijeater reconfiguration is complete and APU
start is complete. The liquid Oxygen fill and drain valve in the
external tank has :>een closed, and topping of the tank
completed. Pilot Dick Scobee reporting that all 3 of the APUls,
or auxiliary power units are up and running. The liquid oxygen
drain back has been started. This means that liquid oxygen is
flowing through the main propulsion system and back to the large
storage tank to cool the system slowly down to 207 degrees below
zero so that they'll not be shocked by the torrent of Super cold
fluid at the time of engine ignition. Just passed the four
minute point in the countdown. And, the firing circuit for the
solid rocket booster ignition and range safety destruct devices
has been armed by the ground launch sequencer command. T-3
minutes, 40 seconds, and counting.
END
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KSC PAO
- - to cool the system slowly down to 207 degrees
below zero so that they'll not be shocked by the torrent of super
cold fluid at the time of engine ignition. Just passed the fourminute point in the countdown. And the firing circuit for the
solid rocket booster ignition and range safety destruct devices
has been armed by the ground launch sequencer command. T-minus
three minutes, 40 seconds and counting. The elevon speedbrakes
and rudder are now being movod through a pre-program pattern to
ensure that they're capble of dOing their job during the
flight. The Shuttle is now on internal power; however, the fuel
cells are still receiving their fuels from the ground-support
equipment for another minute. Coming up on the three-minute
point in our countdown. The eng i nil gimbal or movement check of
the main en~ines is underway to ensure they're ready to control
the flight. And T-minus three minutes and counting. T-minus two
minutes, 55 seconds and counting. The profile of both the engine
gimbals and the aerosurfaces was satisfactory. Th~ liquid oxygen
valve, for filling the external tank, is closed and
pressurization has begun. The gaseous oxygen vent arm being
retracted at T-minus two minutes, 30 seconds and counting. And
the fuel cell ground supply of oxygen and hydrogen has been
terminated. The vehicle now using its onboard supply. T-minus
two minutes, 15 seconds and the main engines have been moved to
start po:);,tion and the astronauts have cleared the Caution and
Warning memories of their onboard computers. T-minus two minutes
and counting. The liquid hydrogen vent valve has been closed and
flight pressurization underway. T-minus one minute, 45
seconds. The computer will automatically verify the readiness of
the main engine at T-minus one minute. T-miHus one minute, 30
se~onds and counting.
Everything gOing smoothly as we look
forward to liftoff of 41C. T-minus one minute, 15 seconds. The
liquid hydrogen tank at flight pressure. Coming up on the oneminute point in our countdown. T-one minute and counting. The
firing system f~r the sound suppression water system is armed.
The hydrogen igniters under the Orbiter's engines have been
armed. These devices assure that any hydrogen flowing through
the engines does not accumulate. T-45 seconds, just 14 seconds
away from switching command of the countdown to the onboard
computers. T-35 seconds, the GOX vent arm fully retracted an0
we're switching command to the onboard computers. The SRB
hydralic power units have started. T-20 seconds, T-17, 16, 15,
13, 12, 11, 10, we are GO for main engine start, 8, 7, 6, we have
m~in engine start, 3, 2, 1, solid motor ignition and lift off.
Lift off of Challenger and the first flight to repair a satellite
in space. We have cleared the tower.
PAO
Houston controlling now. Roll program initiated.
Good roll puts the Challenger in the proper attitude for its
flight down range, standing by to throttle down for a max que.
All engines running at 104 percent. Engine performance
nominal. 35 seconds. Throttles down to 67 percent as Challenger
goes through its period of maximum dynamic pressure. Velocity at
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2,000 ft/sec, altitude 3.8 nautical miles, 2 miles downrange.
€ngine still at 67 percent, standing by to throttle back up as
Challenger passes through the speed of sound. Velocity. All
throttles.
PAO
SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston, go at throttle up.
Roger, going throttle up, nice ride.

GREENE
All throttles back up to 104 percent of rated
thrust. Altitude 10.5 nautical miles, velocity ~,200 ft/sec.
Distance downrange 7 nautical -nilE'!s - ..
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go at throttle up.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go at throttle up, nice ride.

PAO
All throttles back u~ to 104 percent of rated
thrust. Altitude 10.5 nautical miles, velocity 3,200 feet per
second, distance downrange 7 nautical miles. Engine performance
contillues nominal, APU speeds, temporatures and pre~sures all
look good. Velocity 4,000 feet per eecond, altit~de 15, 16
nautical miles, distance downrange 11 nautical miles. Standing
by for a chamber pressure call which will be the precursor of
solid motor separation.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) and 50.

CAPCOM

Roger.
We have separation.

CAPCOM

Roger, separation, looks good.

PAO
Nominal separation of solid rocket moto~s.
Guidance has converged as planned, and main engine performance
still looks good. First 3tag~ performance called out as being - CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, low first stage.

First stage performance low.

PAO
That call indicating to the crew that subsequent
calls may be a little bit later than initially programmed. Main
engine performance still nominal, pressures, temperatures arc
well within nominal constraints.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, 2-engine TAL.

Two engine TAL capability.

PAO
That call. advising the crew that if one main engine
should fail, the Challenger can still make it's trans-Atlantic
abort site to Dakar airport at Senagal on the west coast of
Africa. Engine performan~e still flawless. APU pressures,
temperatures, and speeds are right on the mark. Challenger on
course and on time, flight director Gary Coon getting a status
report from all positions in the Mission Control Room. All
conoole ~osition8 report GO. Challenger on course and on time.
Velocity 7,000 feet per socond, altitude 54 nautical miles,
distance downrange 88.90 nautical miles. Mission el~psed time 3
minutes 50 seconjs. Engine performance, APU performance, fuel
cell performance all look very good. Velocity 8,000 feet per
second.
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Negative return.

PAO
That call indicating that Challenger will continue
to fly forward looking for press to MECO call and press to main
engine cutoff and that call due in 10-15 seconds. Engine
performance still looks completely nominal. Altitude 61 nautical
miles, distance do~nrange, 140, velocity 9,000 feet per second.
The press to MECO call due momentarily. Vehicle performance
still flawless.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houstor.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, press.

Press to MECO.

PAO
Velocity 10,000 feet per second, altitude 63
nautical miles, distance down range 185 nautical miles. Mission
elapsed time 5 minutes. 3 1/2 minutes remaining of main engine
time in this ascent. Velocity 11,000 feet per second, altitude
64 miles, distance down range, 222 miles.
All console positions
in the Mission Co"trol room are very quiet. No anomally calls by
any of their positions. Velocity, 12,300 feet per second,
altitude 64 nautical miles, distance down range 260. Five
minutes, 50 seconds mission elapsed time. Engine performance
continues to look good.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger,

sin~le

Single engine TAL capability.

engina TAL.

PAO
That call advising the crew that if 2 main engine
fail, that Challenger can still make Dakar on one remaining good
engine. APU performance still is nominal providing hydraulic
pressure to the main engines and the aerodynamic surfaces. Fuel
cell per formance is nominal. All engines cunning I:;Imoothly. 104
percent of rate of thrust. Six minutes 40 seconds mission
eldpsed time. Velocity 16,000 feet per second.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Fuel cell performance is nominal. All engines
running smoothly. 104 percent of rate of thrust. 6 minutes, ~O
sec mission-elapsed time. Velocity 16,000 ft/sec. Altitude 61.6
nautical miles. Distance downrange 390. Challenger on course
and on time.
CAPCOM

Challenger Houston, single engine press to MECO.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, aingla engine press.

J?AO
That call from CAPCOM, John Blaha, advising the
crew that if we have two engine failure that Challenger can make
orbit on one remaining main engine. Ascent profile continues to
be right along the program path at 1 min 30 seconds, about one
minute remaining of main engine performance. Velocity 20,000
ft/sec, altitude 58 nautical miles ns Challenger dives to qain
velocity. 566 nautical miles down rango. Mission-elapsed time 8
minutes, just 38 seconds remaining of main engine time as engine
performance continuelJ to look good. velocity 23,000 ft/sec. APU
perfc)rmanc~ nominal, distance down range 656 nautical miles,
altitude 58 nautical miles, Looking forward to main engine cutoff at 8:30, just moment~rily now.
SPACECRAF'!,
about 500.

Okay we have MECO, at about 26:50 and 11m up at

CAPCOM

Roger that, sounos great, Crip.

PAO
MECO right on time.
external tank.
SPACf:CRAFT

We have separation.

CAPCOM

Roger, separation.

Standing by now to get off the

PAO
Mission Cormnander Sob Crippen confirming external
tank separation nominal. Flight Director Gary Coen getting a
GO/NO GO status from the control team for ~hut down of APU's and
all report GO.
CAPCOM
Chal!enger, Houston, OMS 1 is not required.
shut down on time.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, understand.
shutdown on time.

APU

OMS 1 flot required, APU

PAO
That oa1l from CAPCOM John Blaha, confirming that
we have direct insertion orbit, first of a kind orbit for
Challenger or any Space Shuttle orbiter and precludes the need
for OMS 1 burh, APU shutdown, as reported, will be on time and
nominal. Mission-elapsed tilne 10 minutes, 40 seconds. The
initial data indicates an apogee of 251 nautical miles, an
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perigee of 32 naulical miles. Those figures will be refined
further as we continue to acquire more data from the tracking and
guidance network. Booster systems officer reports that the dump
of tne MPS, a reaction control system burn, was scheduled shortly
after exte4nal tank separation, which facilitated the dump of
propellants in the main propulsion ~ystem. Booster systems
officer reported that occurred on time and nominally. Ascent to
here in the Mission Control Center was a very quiet proce~s and
the flight control team - CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston is with you through TORS.

SPAceCRAFT

Okay, John, Loud and clear through TORS.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud and clear, also.

PAO
Mission Control now communicating and re~eivin9
data through the tracking and data relay satellite system. The
ascent profile was noticably quiet in terms of no anomalous calls
from the Challenger crew or from the MOCR. The RMU systems
officer reports nominal shutdown of the three auxiliary power
units that provide hydraulic power to Challenger. Of course, APU
performance are not required once the vehicle is in space. And
the aorodynamic surfaces are of no utility. As CAPCOM John
Blaha's call indicated, there won1t be an OMS 1 burn, OMS 2, if
determined to be nominal, would occur - END OF TAPE
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PAO
As capcom John Blaha's call indicated there won't
be an OMS 1 burn, OMS 2, if determined to be nominal, would occur
at mission elapsed time of 42 minutes, 55 seconds. OMS 2 burn
would be of 128 seconds duration, producing a delta V of about
191 feet per second.
CAPCOM
Dakar.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, John.

We will be handing over to

See you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. That call by
capcom John Blaha indtcates the handover Qf communication and
data from the TORS system to the STDN site at Dakar, Senegal.
This is Mission Control, Houston. Mission elapsed time, 15
minutes 44 seconds. Tracking data reports preliminary orbit
showing an apogee of 252.1 nautical miles, perigee of 31.9
nautical miles, which is very close to the air pre-predicted
nominal of 251 by 33. Data shows the vent doors through which
Orbiter was connected to the external tank have closed and
latched nominally. Flight dynamics officer advises the flight
director that OMS 2 targets as put onboard pre-launch will be
good. The initial orbit close enough to predicted norms that the
time and duration of the OMS 2 burn is not going to be altered.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, copy, John.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
The solution looks good.

Nominal OMS 2.
Nominal OMS 2, thanks.
Your targets are onboard.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we concur, and 11m ready for a gimbal check
whenever you are.
CAP COM

Roger, we're looking for it, Crip.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. This gimbal
check intended to verify the performance of the OMS engines to
perform gimbal movements and keep a thrust in plain during the
OMS 2 burn. OMS 2 would occur nominally at 42 mim'.tes 55
seconds, mission elapsed time. A gimbal check in progress now,
and the data so far looks good.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston.
good onboard.
CAPCOM

Challenger, the gimbal checks look

Roger, Crip, I'll see what G&C

s~ys,

one minute.

PAO
This is Missicn Control, Houston. Ground data
confirms a good check of the OMS engine gimbal function. Mission
elapsed time 20 minutes, just 22 minutes away from the OMS 2 burn
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which will produce an orbit ot, predicted orbit of l52.~ nautical
mila apogee by the desired perigee of 137 nautical miles.
SPACECRAFT
burn att.

Okay, Houston, Challenger.

We're in route to OMS

CAPCOM
Roger that, Crip, and G&C is still reviewing his
data on the TVC.
SPACECRAFT

Fine and dandy.

CAPCOM
good.

Roger that, and G&C says the gimbal check looked

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Don't want to rush G&C.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, at mission
elapsed time 21 minutes 30 seconds. The burn attitude for OMS 1
will be with the astronauts facing foward and heads down. And,
m~ssion commander Bob Crippen affirming that the crew is
preparing to put the ship into that posture.
PAO

This is Mission Control, Houston. Mission elapsed
25 mir.utes, Challenger's on-orbit velocity shows that 25,216
feftt per second.
ti~e
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PAO
On-orbit velocity shows that 25,216 ft/sec. The
ship is now at an altitude, presently, of 173 nautical miles,
climbing to its apogee of 252 and presently located just over the
west coast of Africa. This is Mission Control Houston, missionelapsed time 27 minutes, 20 seconds. We're just about 15 minutes
away from the scheduled OMS 2 burn, the duration of that burn
will be 128 sec, produce a Delta V of 191 ft/sec and intended to
raise perigee from the present 32 nm of to an intended 137 nm.
Challenger's altitude presently 191 nm still ascending to its
predicted apogee of 252.
SPACECRAF'r

John, you guys still down there?

CAPCOM

Roger that, Crip, still with you.

SPACECRAFr.r

Okay, the view from here is as fantastic as ever.

CAPCOM
Roger, that Crip.
gOing up the hill this morning.

You guys really looked good

SPACECRAFT
Yes it was a nice day for the launch.
just handle that kind of stUff on ~ntry.
CAPCOM

Now, if we

Roger that.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Bob Crippen's
observations affirming that th~ view of the earth on this, his
third Shuttle flight, is as spectacular as ev~r. Guidance
reports Tig for the OMS 2 burn, 42 min 54 sec intended to produce
Delta V of 149 ft/sec, 149.1 ft/sec. That burn due in about 11
min at Mission-elapsed time, 32 minutes even, this is Mission
Control Houston.
SPACECRAFT
The ride from this altitude is going to have some
mighty pretty sights.
CAPCOM
Roger that Crip, we're looking forward to hearing
from y'all about those and your pictures.
SPACECRAF'r

Yes, sir.

PAO
Challenger's altitude presently at 227 nm, previous
high orbit for a Shuttle is 185 nm on STS-6. Challenger still
ascending, now at 230 nm, still climbing to an apogee of 251.
They are 8 minutes away from ignition, the OMS 2 burn, that burn
will occur while Challenger's in sight of TORS. However, we'll
lose the Signal shortly after the burn, so we won't be able to
get a good data report until we reaquire again ~hrough
Yarragardee This is Mission Control Houston, Challenger now just
passing across the east coast of south Africa, approaching the
Madagascar we're 5 minutes away from i9nition from the OMS 2
burn, current altitude is 243 nm, still climbin9 to the apogee of
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251. And this again is the hiqhest altitude we've had in
orbiting Space Shuttles, so far in the Shuttle program.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, welre gOing to be going LOS
near the completion of your OMS burn, we will see you at
Yarragsrdee at zero plus five two.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger Houston, we're gOing to be going LOS
near the cOMpletion of your OMS burn, we will see you at
Yarragardee at zero plus five two.
SPACECRAFT

Zero plus five two, see you at Yarragadee.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, we are 40 min, 11
seo mission-elapsed time, Yarragadee will be a voice only pass,
no data. And tho ignition for the OMS 2 due to occur in two min,
30 sec and we will have data confirming the initiation and
duration of that burn.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, are you still there?

CAPCOM

Roger, still with you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we got a visual on the ET.
of us and well below.
CAPCOM

Way out in front

Roger that, fantastic.

PAO
This is Mission Control at Houston at 41 min, 7 sec
mission-elapsed time. Commander Bob Crippen reporting visual
sighting of the external tank and no glow indicating that the
tank has not yet leached a sensible atmosphere and is not
producing any glow from the heat of re-entry. Activities onboard
the ship nwo are preparing for on-orbit, the events, stowing
gear, taking out checklists, and making sure that the appropriate
portions of the Flight Data File are available to the crew for
the early orbital insertion activities. Standing by for ignition
of OMS 2 in 10 sec. Nine, eight, seven, six, five, four, three,
two, one, zero. Propulsion Systems Officer reports ignition and
that both engine performances looks good. This burn scheduled to
last 128 sec, 2 min and 8 sec. And we will be out of sight of
Challenger when the burn shuts down and we'll have to wait for
voice contact through Yarragadee We'll be LOS in about a
minute. This is Mission Control Houston, the computer system
provided us tracking for a little bit longer than the predicted
model showed and the Propulsion Systems C'!ficer verified that he
was able to see the OMS 2 burn throughout shutoff and that the
engine performance and the Delta V's lookad good. We are now LOS
through TORS, we'll acquire voice only through Yarragardee in 6
min and 34 sec. at mission-elapsed time 45 min, 35 sec, this is
Mission Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, we're
50 min mission-elapsed time, just about two min away from
acquisition of Signal through the UHF station at Yarragadee.
Wetll have voice with the orew and get their report on the OMS 1
performance. One of the by products of a direct ascent launch is
that the external tank re-enters in a configuration different
f~om that which we've observed in the past.
The ET, normally on
previ~us launches, has landed just short of Australia, in the
Indian Ocean. On this ascent profile, the external tank
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goes into a higher sub-orbital trajectory and lands in the
central Pacific, j~st short of Hawaii. Accordingly, is gives us
the opportunity to observe the tank through tracking facilities
at Hawaii during that entry since it is projected to land within
the 250-mile range of the Hawaii data acquisition sensors, And,
accordingly, as the ET, external tank, re-enters and lands, one
of our test objectives is to acquire tracking data on the tank
breakup and to corroborate that data with what we think we have
observed on previous breakups and help us understand better the
dynamics of external tank re-entry. We'll have signal through
A(getty in less than half a minute. That mission-elapsed time,
51 min
END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - observed on previous breakups and help us
understand better the dynamics of external tank re-entry. We'll
have a signal through Yarragadee in lesa than 1/2 minute.
Mission elapsed time 51 minutes, 50 seconds, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, with you through Yarragadee for 10

SPACECRAFT
Okay, loud and clear. The burn was nominal and on
time, and we're in the process of doing the OPS reconfigure at
this time.
CAPCOM
Roger that, thanks Crip.
complete burn.
SPACECRAFT

And, the ground Raw your

Very good.

PAO
Mission commander Bob Crippen reporting DPS
reconfig which reflects reprogramming the data processing system
onboard to support on-orbit operations. Computerized data from
the OMS 2 burn is almost certain to change as we receive further
refinement but as we pass over subsequent tracking stations, the
initial data acquired through the TORS systems is just a perigee
of 150 nautioal miles. We'll be AOS through Yarragadee for about
9 more minutes.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're going LOS, Yarragadee,
in 30 seconds. We'll see at Hawaii at I plus 20.
SPACECRA~~T

One plus 20, see you there.

CAPCOM

Roger that, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
And, a quick one for you, John. We got a APU 2
water boiler, H20 quantity, if you have it down there, you miqht
take a look at. Now it's reading 75 which we think maybe you
guys (garble) the TMBU's
CAPCOM

Okay.

Thanks a lot.

We'll work on it for you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We've lost
signal through the UHF station at Yarragadee that call by
commander Bob Crippen questioning the supply of water in the
cooling system, the water spray boiler, which cools the APU
system. It looks as though the change in quantity is just a
product of the APU's having been shut down and the water level is
being restored to higher capacities. We acquire signal again
through Hawaii in 17 minutes. That Hawaii pass will be just a
little over 6 minutes in duration. And, that will give us
anothar chance to take data from the vehicle and to refine the
orbital parameters further. And, represent the first chance
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we've had to do that since TORS LOS. The apogee and perigee as
shown by the data so far are 251.3, two five one point 3, apogee
and ~ perigee of 115.2. That perigee is almost certainly going
to ~:~nge as we get further data through the Hawaii station. At
mis~lon elapsed time, 1 hour 4 minutes this is Mission Control
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We're about a
minute and a half away from acquisition of signal through
Hawaii. Mission elapsed time is 1 hour 18 1/2 minutes. If
you're - be looking at the AOS/LOS chart in the Mission Control
Center, the circles reflecting AOS cones may not be accurate.
They're drawn for a 260-nautical mile circular orbit, and are not
changed or modifled according to the actual orbit. Challenger,
presently, is at an altitude of 233 nautical miles. So, there
will be some inaccuracy associated with the ground station
coverage as displayed on the MOCR map. We'll be AOS in about 20
seconds, expecting the crew to report on th~ progress of payload
bay door operations. They should have initiated the radiator __
END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - receive further ground station coverage as
displayed on the MOCR map. We'll be AOS in about 20 sec,
expecting the crew to report on the progress of payload bay door
operations. Should have initiated radiator deployment.
CAPCOM
5 minutes.

Challenger, Houston is with you through Hawaii for

SPACECRAPT
Roger, copy time.
for payload bay (garble.)

And we are assuming we are GO

CAPCOM
Roger stand by one.
for opening the payload bay door.
SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston, we are GO

GO for openiny the doors, thanks a lot, John.

CAFCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going to be handing over
feom Hawaii to TORS in 30 sec.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. We're going to
have about a 2-minute LOS between Hawaii tracking and TORS AOS.
This is Mission Control HOllston, we're AOS TORS.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston's with you again through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're getting the doors coming open.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Mission-elapsed time 1
hr, 28 min, ~4 sec, mission commander Bob Crippen reporting that
the payload by doors.are - SPACECRAF'r
John, how about giving me a short count, you're
going to be very, very weak today.
CAPCOM
three.

Roger, Challenger, Houston, testing one, two,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's not bad.
pod (garble) looks good.
CAPCOM

You can tell Henry his OMS

Roger that Crip, thatts good news.

SPACECRAFT
And, Pinky reports for the 360 folks, that we got
that payload bay door opening shot. We think it looked pretty
good.
CAPCOM

Roger that, we'll do that, Crip.

CAPCOM
Challenger Houston we would like to ship you some
varible parameters. A G&C Spec 1, please.

}
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PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. G&C Spec 1
enables the ground to uplink commands to the onboard computer
system. Mission Commander Bob Crippen reporting that payload bay
door opening occurred nominally and the RMS systems officer here
in the control center verified that wo got good two-motor time on
that door opening. Mission-elapsed time, 1 hour, 31 min. This
is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger Houston, you Clan have the CRT with the
G&C SPEC 1 and we would like an 8M SPEC 1, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That's on CRT 4.

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you.
2 is your's now.
SPACECRAFT

And Challenger Houston, the CRT

Yes, sir, wo unoerstand, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. The SPEC I
actions, transferring command authority between the ground and
the crew, for onboard CAP (garble) 2 displays.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, CRT 4 is your's, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you, John.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Flight Director
Gary Coen now polling flight controllers to get a GO for orbital
operations. Have the results of that survey in just a moment.
Ail positions are reporting a GO for orbital operations. This is
Mission Control, all flight controllers have reported GO for
orbital operations, that call is due to the crew at roughly one
hour, 40 min mission-elapsed time. And CAPCOM J~hn Blaha will
probably wait until the appropriate moment in the crew activity
plan to uplink that advisory to the crew.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, I guess wetre standing by for
your GO on on-orbit OPS at this time.
END
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SPACECRAFT
HouRton, Challenger, I guess we're standing by for
your GO for on-orbit OPS at this time.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip. You're GO for orbit OPS and we'd like
an SM checkpoint and an item 48 to both GNC and SM, your
convenience.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll put those in work.

CAPCOM
Challenger, HOlL': con, your conveni('nce. We're GO
for the high-load evap off, and after that, you're GO for VERNS.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Those two
rec('nt calls by capcom John Blaha indicating that they are go for
deactivating the flash evaporator system, now that the payload
bay doors are open and the radiators are active and effectively
dispersing the heat, performing the cooling functions for orbiter
systems, and we'll be go for vernier operations verifying the
function of the Challenge" of vernier RCS system. Mission
elapsed time I hour 41 minutesf 30 seconds, This is Mission
Control, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger. Mighty pretty picture coming
ba~\ over the Cape at this altitude.
CAPCOM

Roger that.

Bet it is, Crip.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at I hour 47
minutes 29-30 seconds mission elapsed time. The INCO in the
Mission Control Center has repolted that his data shows the ~u
band antenna has been deployed.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, Challenger. We're clicking along
here pretty good, how are things gOing down on the ground?
CAPCOM
Roger. They look real good, Crip. I have an
answer to your question on the APU 2 water boiler quantity it you
are ready.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. The 8M was initialized at an FDA of
70, and that's why you got the down arrow we think. We've since
TMBUed it, that limit to 60. We're currently showing an APU 2
water boiler quantity of 74.6.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That sounds all reasonable to us.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. That discussion
in response to miSsion commander Bob Crippen expressed concern
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during the Yarragadee at 48 minutes mission elapsed time when he
saw a low quantity indicator on an APU water spray boiler tank.
And, the assurance by capcom John Blaha, that that level was not
anomalous ~nd that they have subsequently changed the alarm
mechanism. The TMBU is a table maintenance buffer update which
has the effect of re-establishing the limits at which alarms are
tri.pped. And, John Blaha indicated that the ground had sent up a
TIMBU which te-establishes a more reasonable limit for the water
quantity.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

And, Houston, - go ahead, John.

CAPCOM
switches

I

SPACECRAFT

Roger. If somebody's back at A12, I have 3
need to get you to configure.
Okay, we're there.

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay. The APU heater gas generator fuel pump 1,
2, and 3, to off, 0 F F.
PAO

This is Mission Control, that panel is located __

SPACECRAFT

(garble) off

CAPCOM

Roger that, thanks.

0 F F.

PAO
This is MisSion Control.
the aft ccew station behind the __
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, that panel is located at
the aft crew station, behind the commander and pilot.
SPACECRAFT
For GNC, we're down to where we're ready to ex~cute
a little self-test on the startracker. The Z-tracker is still
looking at the Earth here and consequently it does have the
shutter closed and th~ little procedure would have me do an
override, we're, it's sitting there facing the Earth, I don't
think that's a problem, if GNC's still, we'll press on with that.
CAPCOM
Roger that.
answer from GNC.

Stand by, Crip, and I'll have the

PAO
This is Mission Control. This question having to
do with the startracker on the inertial measurement unit, the
navigation aides that provide velocity vector information and
position information to the crew.
CAPCOM
GNC says he doesn't have any insight into it with
data right now, Crip, but he is happy that you go ahead and
proceed.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Well, let me ask a question. Will the
Earth's albedo do any harm to the startrac~er with the shutter
open?
CAPCOM
it.

Roger, GNe says no, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that·s what

PAO

This is Mission Control- -

I

So, you're GO to open

need to know, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
We got both fails which we sometimes have seen on
the startracker, we'll do it once more.
CAPCOM

Roger, understand both self tests failed.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, they may not be quite warmed up enough.

CAPCOM

Understand.

PAO
Mission Commander Bob Crippen reporting failure of
the star trackers to - SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

The second time they got - both passed.
Roger, that's good news, Crip, thanks a lot.

sax
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PAO
That having to do with the star trackers passing the
second self-test procedure after having warroed up, Challenger
presently at mission-elapsed time 1 hour, 53 min, just crossinq
the southern United States, In a few moments wetll be flying
across Houston and into the Gulf of Mexico, on its first orbit of
the Earth. INCO reports the Ku-band selt test is in progress and
that he SGes some good looking data being downlinked from that
instrument.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, I have a note for you in the
payload OPS checklist, whp.n you have a second.
SPACECRA~'T

Okay, go ahead,

CAPCOM
Roger, just a reminder to - over on page 1-4,
during the FSS activation procedure, to leave the SCIU on, so
that we can monitor the temp.
SPACgCRAFT
Okay, and you might, when we get around to that a
little bit later, you might call and remind us, in case we
forge t.
CAPCOM

Roger, we'll do that.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Gtound tracking
has reported projected apogees and perigees as follows: apogee,
251.8, 251.3 nm, perigee, 115.3, 115.3, an orbital period of 1
hour, 31 min, 30 sec.
CAPCOM
UHF.

Challenger, Houston is with you through Botswana,

SPACECRAF'r

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, wefre going to be going LOS,
Botswana in about a minute. We'll be having intermittant comm
with TORS for about 5 to 6 more minutes, if no comm, we'll see
you at Yarragadee at 2 plus 29.
SPACECRAF'f
readable.
END
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CAPCOM
Roger, just for about five to six more minutes, if
no comm, we'll see you at Yarragudee, at two plus 29.
SPACECRAFT
readable.

OKay, we got a good echo sent up, but it was still

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston is with you through Yarragadee
for nine min.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Houston, Challenger.
Go ahead, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
I tell you, John, if you're looking for something
fun to do, you ought to try this sometime.
CAPCOM
flight.

Roger that, Pink, 11m looking forward to the

SPACECRAFT

John,

CAPCOM

Roger that, everybody down here's smiling.

SPACECRAFT

Called rubbing it in.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
and two,

I'm just getting into the FSS activation, steps one

CAPCOM

Roger that, welre following you.

~t's

really exciting,

Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, John, we got the plex on.
looks like it's talking.
CAPCOM

It

Roger that, that's good news.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, FSS activation, ~teps one and
two is complete and nominal.
CAPCOM
Roger that, you guys are really doing a good job.
We're going LOS, here at Yarragadee in 30 seconds, we'll see you
at Guam at two plus 44.
SPACECRAF'r

Yes.

PAO
This is Mission Control at Houston. Loss of signal
here at Yarragadee on Challeng3r's second orbit, next station in
six minutes, Guam. The checkout of the flight support system
complete, upcoming at approximately throe hours elapsed time will
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be chec!kout of the RMS, remote manipulator system. Br ief power
up, a heal.th check on t'he remote arm and power down and then the
first meal in space for this crew at an elapsed time of two
hours, 39 min, Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston is with you through Guam for
three minutes.
SPi\CECRA~"T

Houston.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, John, we just got Que star aligned and I'll
give you a data whenever you are ready.
CAPCOM

Okay, ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, minus Y tracker was star 30, minus Z was 29,
A (garble) error was .02, Delta X for one was rninus.02, plus .09
minus .03. For two, it was minus .06, plus 00, minus .01. For
three, it was plus .01, minus .03, minus .14, the time was
012z42:00.
CAPCOM

Roger, that, we got the data, thanks a lot, Dick.

SPACECRAr'T

Okeedoke.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS in 20 seo.
See you at Hawaii at 2 plus 56.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
6 minutes.

Challenger, Houston is with you through Hawaii for

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear, John.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

You're loud and clear also.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
couple of minutes.

Going LOS Hawaii, TORS in a

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer. Walcome aboard. How are you doing
morning, afternoon, whatever your time is?

thi~

CAPCOM

Roger, doing super.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jer, this is really exciting.

CAP COM

Roger, we're looking to several more days of it.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through TORS.

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear. The arm is deployed, double motor
time and we're taking the latches off.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds goad.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. INCO's got a high Ku rate up
and we'd like to look at some TV's if you'd let us.
SPACECRAFT
Be our guest. Right now, we're using a few
cameras, but why don't you tune in on camera Alpha at this time.
CAPCOM

Okay, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT
CAPC0M

Okay, and live got that selected on you downlink.
Roger, we've got a good picture.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Terry's got the arm coming out.

CAPCOM

Roger, we see it.

'~hilnk

you.

SPACECRAF'r
Nominal time of course and we did see that little
hesitation right at the very end that Dale commented on before
the talkback went to deploy.
CAPCOf.i

Okay, 'rJ.

We copy that.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger, we're not using camera
delta at all if INCO wants to take that and play with it, look at
anything else, that'll be fine.
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Thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
briefing coming up,

Change of shift

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) I'm sure, Jerry, you guys - RMU - and
everybody saw that the RMS checkout went super and TJ's in route
to do the EIS checkout.
CAPCOM
guesses.

Roger, Crip, copy that.

And, we've all got our

PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Ascent team flight
director, Gary Coen will hold his chunge of shift briefing in
approximately 5 minutes in room 135, building 2, JSC, 11:30 a.m.
central. Mission Control.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger. If you'd like to select the
RMS end affector camera right now, in fact I'll do that for you
if that's okay.
CAP COM
Okay, we just lost all the TV downlink.
saw was 6 black balls. Can you confirm that?
SPACECRAFT
I can,
no that's what we see also.
sure makes the LDEF folks all happy.
CAPCOM

What we

Which I'm

That's a roger.

SPACECRAFT
And, Jerry, you can pass on to Dan Germany that the
WSCS checks out just fine.
CAPCOM
Well, you've just taken a rock from around his
neck, he's right behind me right now, smiling.
SPACECRAFT
I always keep Daniel smiling.
And, Houston,
Challenger is, RMU about ready for the APU steam vent, heater
(garble)
CAPCOM

That's negative, Challenger, not yet.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, no s\l/eat.

SPACECRAFT
held mike?

Houston, Challenger, how you read through the hu.'

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud with a little bit of __
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That's negative Challenger, not yet.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, no sweat. Houston, Challenger, How do you
read through the hand held mike.
CAPCOM
Roger, you're loud with a little bit of scratchy
noise, but you're clear.
SPACECRAF~
Okay, your volume isn't all that great.
give me a little short count.

Somebody

CAPCOM
Roger. Challenger, Houston, counting one, two,
three, four, five, five, four, three, two, one. Count out.
SPACECRAFT
is there.

Okay, that's certainly acceptable comm here if it

CAPCOM
Okay, you're readable.
ends of the transmission.
SPACECRAFT

I

just get a ahhhhhh Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM
I think that'll help.
switch throw on A7L.
SPACECRAF'r

It tends to clip at both

Challenger Houston, I have a

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like to start heating up the MAD's,
MAD's strain gage to on, please.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, you got it on? Houston, Challenger, we're
trying to store the MPM's at this time, and if that's all hunky
dory~ we'll roll them right back out.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we stowed (garble) motors.

CAPCOM

Roger, we concur.

S PACECRAF'l'

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead Challenger.

We're deploying.

SPACECRAFT
Tell you what, Jerry, this is some view, we've got
a lightening show gOing on over, looks like Africa, that you
wouldn't believe.
CAPCOM
Wish we could be there with you, Pink. Challenger,
Houston, TORS is dropping in and out. We're about three minutes
to LOS through Botswana, Guam is next at one niner and Pinky it's
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kind of hard for us to even tell what the weather's like even
though it is very nice outside, since we don't even have windows
in here.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll see you at Guam.
over, it was beautiful in Houston.

Last time we went

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Four hours, one
minute into 41C, flight of Challenger, 17 minutes away from next
station at Yarragadee. Meanwhile, we have some information on
the external tank tracking, and impact. The external tank
impacted near the nominal pre-mission predicted point, southeast
of the main island of Hawaii. There was good optical coverage
from both the ground and from airbourne sources. And a good
track from the Hawaii radar and the whole footprint of the
breakup and impact of the fragments of the external tank were
within the predicted footprint, however, instead of closest
approach to main island of 109 nm, it was more like 115 nm
away. The details of this breakup, we'll need some evaluation of
the data gathered out on the site, which because of logistics of
getting video cassettes and whatnot back to the mainland from out
in Hawaii will take several days, something like five working
days before we do have the video cassettes of the optical
tracking_ Fifteen minutes away from next station at Yarragadee,
at four hours, three minutes, Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, acquisition of
Challenger through Guam in 20 sec. Starting orbit number four,
the crew currently in the midst of a meal period.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, through Guam for seven minutes
and we'll be sending you a new state vector.
SPACECRAFT
END
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston through GUAM for 7 minutes, and
we'll be sending you a new state vector.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear, Jerry.

SPACECRAF'r

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Okai, Jerry, welre ready to do the FSS checkout
here. We're gOing to stand by until the Sun comes up to get some
good lighting for the VTR and do it over the states so you guys
can see some of it.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy that.

SPACECRAFT

We got sunrise in abut 2 minutes.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

It should be shortly.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston going over the hill, GUAM and
Hawaii in seven.
SPACECRAFT

See you, Jer.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston through Hawaii for 5 minutes,
and weIll take whatever TV yould like to send to us.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. We're getting ready to take VTR, and
just scout around on the FSS and they're using camera's Band C.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and welre starting the FSS check out now.

CAPCOM

Copy.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. I have you're NCI burn pad
for you whenever you're ready, and we're sending up your targets.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) stand by.

SPACECRAFT
TV?

Jerry, verify for us that you got good down link

CAPCOM

That's affirm, Ox. We've got good TV.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry.
(garble) I just turned MSB on.
Everything looks good the amps are reading .09 and starting to
(garble) at .08, I just got to press on.
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And, we're ready to copy the pad.

CAPCOM
balls.
zero.

Okay, NCI OMS burn pad, right OMS, TV roll, all
Trim load pitch plus decimal 7, right yaw minus 5 decimal
W~i9ht 244,713, 717, correction, 717.
Tig all balls,
~lant 05:17:57.7.
Tig 7 delta VX plus 11.3, Y all balls, Z
decimal 1 positive. Burn att roll 201, 202, 331, delta V total;
11.3, Tgo :14, Vgo X plus 10.67, Y negative 2 decimal 26, Z plus
2 decimal 88. Target apogee 251, perigee positive 121. And on
the helium pressure VAP ISOL's, alpha open, bravo closed.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, coming at you for NCI the right OMS TV all
balls. Trims plus 0.7, right yaw minus 5 point zero. 244,71.7,
that's zoro slant 05:17:57.7, plus 11.3, all balls, plus 0.1.
Attitude is 201, 202, 331.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
plus 2.88.
END

OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Four plus 10.67, (garble) 2.26, excuse me, that's a
minus 2.2G and plus 2.88, <garble) 251 by a plus 121, it will be
A open and B close.
CAPCOM
Roger, that was a good readback, except we'd Delta
V totals and TGO's, I stepped on you, I ~as trying to tell you we
were going LOS.
SPACECRAFT

Sorry,

CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

SPACECRAF'!'

See you in a minute.

Delta V total is 11.3;

TGO, 00:14.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, back with you through TDRS and
we're getting some good TV of the launch lock.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenge,,-.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry. We got cabin TV set up and you're GO
to select any of the cameras other than nand C.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

You can select Band C but we'll be running them.

CAPCOM
and C.

Okay, we'll keep our hands off the controls of B

CAPCOM
pOSitioning.

Jerry, I'm about to start the FSS (garble)
The checkout was good.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, we're about to undo the launch lock
here. I got it, I think you got it on downlink.
CAPCOM

Roger, we got a good picture of it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, we're ready for the (garble), now.
It's on its way.
CAPCOM

Okay, and we've lost TV for the time being.
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SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, for EECOM, we did find where
the waste water dump ISOL valve was opened up in the (garble),
but I never did see it in the, for the supply water dump ISOL and
I would have figured that we would've wanted to open that by
now. Do we just miss that, or what's the status?
CAPCOM

Stand by, Crip, we'll get you an answer.

SPACECRAFT

Also, we're just about to go to RAD out high.

CAPCOM

Copy.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRA~"rr

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, with an answer on the question concerning
the supply dump ISOL switch. That will stay in its current
configuration until we initiate the first dump, and then it will
stay open from then on until we corne home.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's real fine, thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
Good pictures of it tilting.
SPACECRAFT

We got our TV back again.

Okeedoke.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going to select your
inside camera for some downlink.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, go for it.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're planning on sending you
a weather message at Ascension, is the teleprinter configured?
SPACECRAFT
try it.

(garble) disc should be configured.

Go ahead and

CAPCOM
Okay, we'll get you at Ascension, it will be about
10 to 15 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Jerry, the rotater is going now.

CAPCOM
Okay, sounds good. Challenger, Houston, you're go
for terminating the APU cooling and we're going to hold off on
the telepr inter message unt il Guam, it's too close to the bl1r n,
at Ascension.
SPACECRAFT
gOing, now.

Okay, GO for APU cooling and we got the rotater
It looks like it's almost to the null position.
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Copy that.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Downlink
television currently of the checkout of the Solar Max ~1ission
satellite flight support station in the aft portion of the cargo
bay.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, FSS checkout complete. All platforms in
the burning position. Everything went on time and no anomalies
at all.
CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Boy, is this fun.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jer.

CAPCOM
there.

Roger, Pinky, we were wondering how it's gOing up
You guys having a good time?

SPACECRAF'I'
END OF TAPE
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Go ahead, Jerry.

Roger, Pih~!. We were wondering how it's going up
You guys having a good time?

SPACECRAFT

Stand by, 1111 take a poll.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston in the blind. TORS is dropping
in and out. We would recommend B normal OAP to get your roll
rate up to get to burn attitude.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston back after TORS drop, we
recommend B normal OAP to get the roll rate up to get to
attitude.
SPACECPAFT
Yes, Jerry, I guess I thought I was going to make
it here in vernier's. Are you showing that I won't make it there
in time?
CAPCOM

That's

w~at

our pointing people are calculatinq.

SPACECRAFT
I just hate to use all that (garble).
I promise to be in attitude in time?

How about if

CAPCOM

Roger, that will make us happy.

SPACECRA.FT

(Garble) ldO degree roll maneuvers.

CAPCON
56.

Challenger, Houston, going LOS Botswana, Guam at

SPACECRAF'f

Roger,

okay, Jerry.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite during the end of fourth orbit for
Challenger on flight 41-C. Next station in 19 minutes, GUAM.
About 4 hours remaing in the crew wake period before they begin
the overnight sleep period. Checkout of the solar n~ax satellite,
the cradle holding fixture went well. Some downlink televison of
that operation. Th&y have one more maneuver coming up before the
sleep period for the rendezvous sequence. That will be in
elapsed time of 7 hours 6 minutes. This is a plane change
maneuver that is done if required. If the value and computation
is zero, the maneuver WOuld be deleted. 17 minutes to
reacquisition through GUAM and an elapsed time of 5 hours 38
minutes, Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston, 20 seconds until
reacquiSition through GUAM. FOllowed by Hawaii and tracking
satellite on orbit number 5 for Challenger.
CAPCOM

-

1"~·

•. r-

•

Challenger, Houston through GUAM for 6 minutes.
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We're just now having sunrise.

CAPCOM
Roger that. That's what my map says. And,
Challenger, Houston, we'll be prepared for t~e video tape
recorder dump over TORS. If you'll have it set up, we'll give
you a call when we're configured and ready. Also, we'll be
sending you a teleprinter message number 1. Entry weather data
for orbits 7 through 13. I have your NPC OMS pad for you, and
also we'll be sending you the targets.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. We copied all that and we're ready
for the pad in just a minute.
C'&.PCOM

Okay.

SPACECRA(o'T

Okay, Jeer), we're ready to copy for the NPC.

CAPCOM
Okay, I'll read it to you and you can read it back
to me at Hawaii so we don't go through a gap here. Also, the
teleprinter message should be onboard. We'd appreciate you
looking at it when you get a chance and making sure the system is
working. Okay. NPC burn pad: OMS teft, TV roll all balls, trim
load pi tch plus
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
- - get back to me at Hawaii, so we donlt go
through a gap here. Also, the teleprinter message should be
onboard, weld appreciate you looking at it when you get a chance
and making sure that the systemls working. Okay, MPC burn pad.
OMS loft, TV roll, all balls. Trim load, pitch, plus .7, left
yaw, plus 5.1, weight 244,441, tig all balls/06:57:35.4 Peg 7
targets, X all balls. Delta VY plus 9.3 all balls. Burn
attitude, 227, 282, 289. Delta V total, 9.3, TGO:12, VGO-X plus
8.80, plus 1.87, plus 2.37. Apogee 251. Perigee, plus 121.
Helium press VAP ISOL'S, Alpha open, Bravo closed and waive qot a
minute, 50, if you·d like to read back.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, coming at you, left, TV roll all balls plus
.7, left yaw minus 5.1, 244 441, 0/06:57:35.4. all balls plus 9.3
all balls. 227, 282, 289. 9.3:12, plus 8.80, plus 1.87, plus
2.37. 251, plus 121. A open. B closed.
CAPCOM
Roger, that was a good read back, except a positive
left yaw 5.1 on the trim load.
SPACECRAFT
Oh, yes, that would work better, thank you.
Houston, Challenger, Jerry, teleprinter works fine, we got
message number one.
CAPCOM
Roger, thank you. Challenger, Huuston goinq over
the hill a Guam, Hawaii, in eight minutes and your target should
be onboard. They look good to us.
SPACECRAf"T

Thanks a lot, Jer.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. And a gap here
between Guam and Hawaii. Acquisition of signal about five
minutes away. CAPCOM Jerry Ross read up to the crew of the
Challenger, the maneuver table for the plane change maneuver,
which is sligh~ly earlier than the pre-mission flight plan.
That's an elapsed time of six hours, 57 min, instead of 7:06.
Total velocity change, 9.3 ft/sec. Not changing the orbital
measurements at all, it'll still be 251 nautical apogee and 121
nautical at perigee. But, as the name implies, the maneuver
direction is totally out-of-plane, to assist in getting lined up
with Solar Max for the rendezvous. Four minutes away from
reacquisition through Hawaii, orbit five, Mission Control
Houston.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
want VTR's.

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for seven.
Okay, we got you, Jerry, and let us know when you

CAPCOM
Okay, INCa WOuld like to wait until we get on to
TORS and make sure we don't have any drops.
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S?ACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, we got. What do you want on there?
We've got the initial checkout or do you want the activation?
CAPCOM
for Ox.

Stand by, I'll get an answer.

SPACECRAFT

Go head, Jerry.

Challenger, Houston,

CAPCOM
Roger, Ox. The things weld like to get played back
are those that ace spelled out on photo TV checklist, page 1-4,
opposite the scenario.
SPACECRAF'f

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, welre going to be uplinking a
REFSMAT Delta that will - END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're gOing to be uplinking a
REFSMAT delta that will be incorporated during your IMU
alignment.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. Thanks. We've got the VTR set up for
the dump it may not be exactly what you want, but it will be real
close.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy.

SPACECRAFT
times.

And, Jerry, for the payloads, I have the (garble)

CAPCOM
Okay, copy.
that when we get on TORS.
SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

We're going LOS here, why don't we get

Sounds like a winner.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston through TDRS.
and ready for VTR.

We're locked up

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll set it up (garble) and it should be
coming down smoothly, and that time if you're ready to copy.
CAPCOM

Roger, ready.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) days, 6 hours 8 minutes and 58 seconds.

CAPCOM

Copy 6 hours 8 minutes and 58 seconds.

SPACECRAF'r

You got it.

CAPCOM

Roger, weill look.

Okay, you should have TV coming down.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. This is camera C just a little
commentary for you and just had a survey, I believe this was done
before we did the positioning of the (garble)
CAPCOM
Roger, and on A7 if we could have the TV control
switch to command, please,
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and Jerry, this is obviously the aft end of
the (garble) and we're coming up on the toolbox down there.
CAPCOM

7SF

'j

Roger, we see it.
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SPACECRAFT
And, the reason the lazer is on there once in a
while, when you (garble) both ways, he lurned it on accidentally
and I tried to turn it back off.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
You can see the berthing ring there and this w~s
before we (garble) it up.
CAPCOM

Roger, we're getting a good tour here.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, we're gOing to stop and give you some
cabin TV for a second while we go fast forward. I think we need
to go up a little bit.
CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We've had a couple drops on
TORS. Are you trying to downlink to us right now?
SPACECRAFT
Jerry.

Yes.

CAPCOM
now.

Okay.

We're not gatting anything in house right

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll go ahead a stop and try it ovp,r.

We got a downlink of the rotation of the FSS,

CAPCOM
Okay, we'll check our configuration down here and
see what's going on.
CAPCOM
And, Ox, can you give us a li'le scene so we can
verify when we get synced up.
SPACECRAFT

In work.

CAPCOM

Okay, we're still not getting anything.

Okay, you got the flight deck now?

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. You've got a cabin scene, and our
downlink monitor showing you're getting it from here.
CAPCOM
down here.

Okay, Ox, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry, you guys still don't have TV?

We'll continue to chase it

CAPCOM
Well, we had it very briefly. I think we've got
problems out at White Sands, but we're still chaSing it.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're getting a good flight
deck picture now. We'd like to go ahead and start the dump.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. It's coming at you in just a
second. Okay. YO\l got it yet?
CAPCOM
now.

Roger.

Got a good picture.

Looking at the spider

SPACECRAFT
Okay. We started over frcm what we got on the
checkout and we'll just run it all the way through •
CAPCOM
here.
END Or' TAPE
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got it yet?

Got a good picture.

Looking at the spider

SPACECRAFT
Okay. We started over from what we got on the
checkout and we'll just run it all the way through.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Hopefully we'll have that much TV time here.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're getting good
pictures. Be advised INCO's telling me we got about 8 minutes of
good time here before we're going to loose TV.
SPACECRAFT
8 minutes.

Okay.

I'll just tell you everything we got in that

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. Be advised we're sending
you new TORS state vector. We think that might have been the
problem.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAF'f

Well, we got a gimbal check coming to you.

CAPCOM

Okay, stand by and I'll see if GNC is ready.

CAPCOM

Okay.

They say they're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, when ready, we are now maneuvering to burn
attitude. We'ce going to get it off a little bit earlier this
time, so we want be using those big jets.
CAPCOM

Roger.

Sounds like a good idea to us.

SPACECRAFT
Say, Jerry. If you're still there, we're searching
around on the VTR to find the rest of that FSS checkout.
CAPCOM

Okay.

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Actually, Jerry, I think you saw most of that stuff
earlier, but we've shown you basically everything we had of the
FSS checkout and so we plan on reusing this tape.
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CAPCOM
Okay. I copy, Crip. You plan on reusing the
tape. I'll check with Payloads and see if they're happy with
what theY've got.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. The Godard folks are happy
with the views they've seen of the hardware and they're willing
to let you use that video tape again. We're getting some good
cabin pictures and ho~efully, if you'll let us, we'll watch you
during the burn.
SPACECRArT
You're more than welcome to. We're getting a
little flare out of the picture. We've been trying to improve
it, but - and all the Goddard folks and the Langley folks, hoth
the payloads look like they're in excellent condition.
CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds real good to us.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Crew of
Challenger getting prepared for the second of several manevuers
or rendezvous. This one is the plane change scheduled at six
hours 57 minutes.
SPAceCRAFT
(Garble) be able to see us when we burn here.
Pinky and I'll float in the middle and show you the acceleration
you get from the OMS burn.
CAPCOM

Okay, Oit,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 5 seconus, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Roger.

~PACECRAFT

You can see the engine burning real good here at

nigh t.

Weld like to watch that.

We're watching.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We've loat our TV downlink
and be advised we really eujoyed watching all those views. Dale
Gardner just gave me a call a little bit ago and he calculated
from the TV views he got that that must have been about a 1 Ox
per second acceleration during the OMS burn.
SPACECRAF1'

All right.

CAPCOM
at 46.

Challengel:', nouston.

SPACECRA£i'T

See you there, Jerry.

LOS

'rDRfj 3

minutes.

nawai i

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. r~ss of Signal
through the Tracking Satelllt~. Nearing the end of orbit 5.
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Loss of signal period of som~ 33 minutes here before
reacquisition at Hawaii at 7;46 elapsed time. Challenger crew
apparently winding down the day's operations in preparations for
their sleep. In about 2 hours and 16 minutes, the sleep period
should start. The final rendezvous maneuver scheduled today, the
plane change maneuver of a 9.3 feet per second out of plane was
done at 6:57. Some 9 minutes ahead of the pre-mission flight
plan time. We'll return in 32 minutes at Hawaii. That's __
END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - per second out-of-plane. Was done at 6:57.
Some 9 minutes ahead of the pre-mission flight plar time. We'll
return ir. 32 minutes at Hawaii, at elapsed time of 7 hours, 13
min. Mission Control Houston.
GODDARD
This is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center at 7 hours, 16 min. mission-elapsed time. With the flight
support system checked out and in position for berthing, the
Goddard Payload Operations Control Center, or POCC, is ready to
begin preparing the Solar Maximum Mission satellite for
rendezvous with the Shuttle, Sunday. First preparations will
begin Saturday around I p.m. Eastern Standard Time, as the POCC
powers down the satellite's instruments and se,rres its
subsystem~.
In the meantime, the poce continues to monitor the
health of the SMM satellite and reports it in good shape and
position for retrieval and repair. The payload Operations
Control Center at Goddard has directed the Solar Maximum Mission
satellite since its launch in February 1980. Following the usual
NASA pattern of ope satellite, one eontrol room, the facility is
the only control room for the satellite and provides its entire
ground support. Retrieving the satellite will require close
sychronization of the satellite's activities with the astronauts'
work. Prior to astronaut retrieval of the Solar Maximum Mission
satellite, Sunday, the POCC will disarm the satellite'S
pyrotechnics and command shutdown of its remaining attitude
control system. These steps will facilitate Astronaut George
Nelson's efforts to stabilize the satellite, before pickup by the
Shuttle's r~mote manipulator system. Before repairs begin in the
Shuttle's cargo bay, ground controllers also will shutdown
electrical power aboard the satellite and, following crew work,
the POCC will verify the satellite's repair. The Goddard POCC
can r.ommunicate directly with the Solar Maximum Mission
satellite, both through Goddard's tracking network, which
includes ground stations and the tracking and data relay
satellite, and through a payload interrogator, similar to a
ground station, which is carried in the Shuttle's cargo bay. The
POCC also is linked to Johnson through Goddard's NASCOM, NASA
Communications Network, utilizing commercial communications
satellites. Followiny the STS-4IC mission, the Goddard POCC will
check out the performance of the repaired Solar Maximum Mission
satellite for approximately 30 days. The control center will
then return to routine operation of the satellite. At 7 hours,
18 min mission-elapsed time, this is the Goddard Payload
Operations Control Center. We will follow with periodic updates
of POCC activities, as preparations for rendezvous begin
tomorrow.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Thirty seconds
away from acquisition of Challenger through the station at
Hawaii. Early in orbit number 6 of Challenger. Hawaii overlaps
tracking satellite. We should have about 50 plus minutes of
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Seven hours, 46

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for seven and a

SPACECRAFT
Okay, loud and clear. And, Jerry, we're just doing
a little photography through the Hawaiian islands, again.
Anything exciting gOing on?
CAPCOM
notes.

You ought to be telling us.

SPACECRAFT

It looks prett.y exciting from our standpoint.

I haven't got any

CAPCOM
Roger, there's nothing on the desk, here, as far as
volcano reports or anything like that for you.
SPACECRAFT
I just wondered whether you were holding anything,
you needed to get uplinked. EECOM, we already initiated our auto
fuel cell purge for this evening.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that. And Challenger, Houston, if
you're looking for things to do, I guess, we could do the speaker
box checkout early, if you'd like.
SPACECRAFT
again.
CAPCOM
little bit,
END OF
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CAPCOM
Roger, copy that. And, Challenger, Houston. If
you're looking for things to do, I guess we can do the speaker
box che~kout early if you li~e.
SPACECRAFT
again.

I

cut you out in the middle of that, Jerry.

Say

CAPCOM
Roger. If you're trying to get ahead of the game a
little bit, I guess maybe we could do the speaker box checkout
early.
SPACECRAF'r

Well, you're doing it right now.

CAPCOM

I

guess we're doing it early.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, we've been working on speaker boxes for about
the past couple of hours.
CAPCOM

Okay.

I

understand both of them are working okay.

SPACECRAFT
Affirm. And, Jerry for Tod. 'l'he bees seem to make
it up there okay, and they're busily at work down there.
CAPCOM

Working like busy little bees, okay.

Thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. If we can get a GNC spec 1
we'll get some variable parameters up in preparation for the
COASt
SPACECRAF'r

Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Copy.

CAPCOM
TORS.

Challeng~r,

SPACECRAFT
back.

Okay, Jerry, thanks, we'll be here when you get

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston on TORS.

SPACECHAFT

Loud and clear, Jerry.

CAPCOH

Challenger, HOuston.

SPACECRAF'r

Thank you.

Coming up_

CRT 2.

Number 2.
Houston.

Have a short drop handing to

Spec 1 is yours.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, with an advisory
for news people covering 4l-C at all NASA locations. The change
of shift briefing with John Cox, flight director, which had been
sCheduled for 6:30 central, has been moved up 1/2 hour to 6:00
p.m. central. Originating out of the small briefing room, room
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135 in building 2 ~t Johnson Space Center. To repeat. The John
Cox flight director change of shift briefing has been moved up
1/2 hour to 6:00 p.m. central. We're still under the tracking
satellite on orbit 6 "ith Challenger. Crew winding down into
their pre-sleep activities. At 8 hours 3 minutes, Mission
Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. I've got some evening status
notes I'd like to give you when you get a chance.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'd like to hear them.

CAPCOM
Okay. First of all we'd like to tell you guys that
the folks down in Florida got a chance to see a great launch this
morning. In fact, we had live TV tracking of it all the way to 6
plus 40. Folks down here say that the RMS, FSS, and the LDEF all
looked real good and we're looking forward to additional work
with those tomorrow. Goddard and Langley folks are all very
happy with everything so far and the way you guys have been
p~rforming and working with hardware.
And, the rest of the guys
dowo here in the peanut gallery would like to thank you for all
the extra ~V that we got today. We really got some interesting
views of life on orbit. As far as anomalies go - SPACECRAFT

(Garble) off tonight.

It'll get better.

CAPCOM
Roger. Copy that. As far as anomalies go,
there'll be some details in the overnight message. However, be
advised there's nothing that we're concerned about at all. Just
mainly a couple of ducers that have shifted or failed. You'll
get the details. Also be advised we've got a pre-launch TMBU
update coming up to you and I'll let you know where that site'll
be. Flight planning deltas, we anticipate none tomorrow.
Nominal cap activities, prop usage so far has been nominal and
the cryo usage has been just slightly less than planned. H2
looks like, maybe a little bit in the order of 4 pounds that
we've made up so far.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. These are all good words, I hate to see
(garble) just sitting over there not having anything to do.
CAPCOM
Rog. Copy that. We've got a couple of notes for
you. If the EVA guys are around and Crip in particular would
like to talk a little bit more about the words we gave you
yesterday at the Cape.
SPACECRAFT

Sure.

We are listening.

CAPCOM
max

Okay.

This is concerning the combined MMU solar

END
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CAPCOM
If the EVA guys are around and Crip, in particular,
would like to talk a little bit more about the words we gave you
yesterday at the Cape.
SPACBCRAFT

Oh , sure, we're all resting.

CAPCOM
Okay, this is concerning the combined MMU Solar Max
motions. The guys went back and scrubbed their numbers
further. The end result is that we woulrl suggest using the pin
that's over the ACS module as is planned. Suggest using nominal
OPS, i.e., after scrubbing their numbers, the motion which they
now see is considerably less than what we had discussed
earlier. If you do, however, see any problems, Crip, that you
don't like, go ahead and have Pinky go to attitude hold and t~en
you can voice him into the attitude you'd like him in. The
motion magnitllde is considerably less than what we'd talked
about, especially on the plus Z pin, the one over the ACS
module. The minus Z pin has slightly larqer, but it's about one
half the magnitudes we were talking about yesterday. And the
period of the wobble is in the neighborhood of 15 min. One final
note for you, the good news is the mugs are in, the bad news is
they're on your desk instead of onboard.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble). Hey, ~p appreciate that info regarding
the dynamics with Pinky out there, tied onto the Solar Max and
that sounds like a reasonable plan to us. We'll so proceed.
CAPCOH

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, got anything else going there?

CAPCOM

Well, after you give us

SPACECRAFT
stars, here.

We're going to get read1 to snap up a couple of

CAPCOM
Okay, that sounds good. After you'd given us your
earlier call, we'd thought about giving you about three or four
more OMS burns tonight. And we asked the Langley folks if they
wanted to deploy, but we figured we'd give you a good night's
rest instead.
SPACECRAFT
Yes I think we'd just as soon enjoy the view for
awhile. Now, I think the Challenger is really performing like,
John, looks to me like a champ. She's really been a sweet ship,
today, and I hope, I expect, her to continue that way for the
rest of the flight. Sure was a super ride out of the Cape
today. I know all those folks down there got a good view, but r
can guarantee you, we ha~ the best one.
CAPCOH

Roger, we understand and agree with that.
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SPACECRAFT
I think one of the most interesting siqhts we did,
was to actually have a visual on the ET as it was going away out
in the front of us.
CAPCOM
Yes, that was an interesting report. We were gla~
that you didn't report that when you came stateside, that you
could still see it.
SPACECRAFT
No way. As soon a~ we lit up from the
maneuver, we marched right away from it.

o~s

CAPCOM
Roger that and flight's telling me that several
folks there on the Hawai ian islar..Js got a good s iqht ing of the
tank as it came in.
SPACECRAFT
D'1'O.

Outstanding.

I hope we managed to accomplish that

CAPCOM
Roger, everybody's shaking their heads down here.
They think they got good data.
SPACECRAFT
numbers?

Houston, Challenger, is GNC copying the IME

CAPCOM
Stand by, we'll check. Challenger, Houston, we got
all of the data except foe the angular error and the torqueing
time.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, torqueing time was 8 hour~, 31 minutes, and
20 seconds and the angle error was .02.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy those.

SPACECRAF'r
And, (garble) we got Hadar sit t i nq r igh tout thece,
outside the glass and we're going to get on it and take a shot at
it here in just a second.
CAPCOM

Copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Hou~torl, Challenger, the (garble) mark on the COAS,
the bias was .18, we boutgt that, and the recheck was .11 as it
went up right along and that was all calibrated at 8 hours, and
40 minutes and 55 seconds.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy all that and he advised we've got a
littlo less than 8 minutes to LOS TORS, chances of comm starting
to drop in and out are pretty good now. Hawaii is next at 09
plus 22 and we'll have a teleprinter message for you there, it
will he message number 2, which is a TMBU summary.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, that'll be fine. I think, we'r~ ~oing get
(garble) back to attitude here and go grab some chow.
CAPCOM
~NO

Sounds good.
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CAPCOM
And we'll have a teleprinter message for you there,
it'll be message number 2, which is a TMBU summary.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that'll be fine. I think we're going to get
in route back to attitude here and go grab some chow.
CAPCOM

Sounds good.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'd like GNC SPEC 1 to
change back the variable parameters.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, you got it on SPEC E2.

CAP COM

Copy

SPACECRAFT
Jlouston, Challenger. We accidentally resumed that
SPEC I and I'm not sure whether that interrupted what you were
doing, but we have it back on CRT 2.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, thank you.

DPS says they're done with it.

PAO
~his is Mission Control Houston.
Loss of signal
through track ing sa tell i te. Ua'"" a i i next stat ion in 31 mi nu tes
where the final call to the crew prior to their sleep period will
be made. The crew currently completing their housekeeping chores
in the presleep p~riod and grabbing a bite of chow, as Crip
mentioned. A reminder to news people covering the flight, the
change of shift with off-going flight director, John Cox has been
moved up one-half hour to 6:00 p.m. Central, in the JSC briefing
room building 2. This is Mission Control, 8 hours, 51 minutes.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Rtill loss of
signal until some 20 minutes from now when Hawaii will acquire
Challenger for the final pass of the evening as the crew goes
into their sleep period. Again, a reminder. The change of shift
briefing with Flight Director John Cox has been moved up to 6:00
p.m. central in the JSC newsroom briefing area, room 135. Nine
hours, 2 minutes. Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston, standing by for
acquisition through Hawaii in about 2 minutes and 30 seconds.
It's possible we'll get the final call for the night to the crew
before they enter the sleep period. MET 9 hours, 20 minutes, 41
seconds. This is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Houston, Challenger hears you loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll be sending you message number 2 on the

;;
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TMBU's and we've got a switch on A7 we'd like to throw.
SPACECHAFT

Ok, I'll be upstairs in just a second, John.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, John, go on A7.

CAPCO~

Ok, it's go A7L MAD strain gauge to PCM enable.

SPACECRAfT

Ok, MAD strain gauge to PCM enable.

CAPCOM
Roger that. With that message we have no more down
here. If you don't have anymore for us weill try to be quiet and
wish you a happy evening and a good sound sleep. See you
tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT
in a minute.
END 01;' TAPE

Ok, thank's a lot.

Welre going to go beddy by here
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston. We are standing by to
begin the change of shift briefing with John Cox at approximately
6 p.m. in building 2, room 135. Again that change of shift
briefing at 6 p.m., approximately, building 2, room 135 at the
Johnson Space Center. At 9 hours, 57 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. For those of you
wondering where we are in relation to the Solar Max Satellite,
FIDO reports we're currently 6500 miles below and behind Solar
Max but, in his words, catching up fast and we're closing at
approximately 400 miles per hour. Those numbers will, of course,
change pretty drastically tomorrow when we institute several mor~
burns. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston, all quiet here on orbit 8
as Challenger crosses the mid-Pacific Ocean headed toward South
America. The crew is 1n their sleep period and we have about 6
hours left before they get up in the morning. The Plight
Activities Officer reports that based on today's activities and
any changes which mayor may not have had to take place because
of today's activities, we're in good shape for tomorrow. We
don't anticipate changing the crew activity plan around very much
at all. Everything that we'd planned to do tomorrow will take
place on time and as scheduled. Otherwise, all quiet, all the
Systems Officer have reported very nominal performance of the
spacecraft. And we're looking forward to a deploy of the Long
Duration Exposure Facility tomorrow. Also plan to go to a 10.2
cabin pressure tomorrow, which is something of an extende~
prebreathe, if you will, to prepare us for the EVAs later in the
week. At mission elapsed time, 11 hours, 18 minutes, 28 seconds,
this is Mission Control, HOUston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Challenger approaching
the west coast of Africa as it begins orbit 9 so far in mission
41-C. All quiet here in Mission Control. The crew has
approximately 5 and 1/2 hours left in their sleep period. The
planning team is taking a look at tomorrow's schedule. Although
it's thought that the changes to that will be very slight and
also viewing a playback of today's television downlinks from the
Challenger. Mission elapsed time, 11 hours, 52 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••. at 11 hours, 52 minutes, thin is Mission
Control, Itouston.
PAO
Misf.;ion Control, Houston. On Nl\SA select, you're
sooing some membors of the IMAX team setting u~ here in Mission
Control for some filming during this fliqht. IMAX, of course, is
one of the major payloads on the Shuttle this fliqht. They'll he
taking Borne footage here on the ground as well as in orbit.
Meanwhile in space, evorything qlliet onboard the Challonger. An~
now on orbit 9, over the mid-Pacific Ocean. About 4 and 1/2
hours left in the crow sloep period and here on the ground,
everything also quiet here in Mission Control. At mission
olapsed time, 12 hourH, 40 minutos, this is Mission Control,
Houston.
PAO
~ission Control, Houston.
That's the IMAX camera
thore going up on top of the tripod here in Mission Control, as
they prepare (or somo filming that they'll do tomorrow. Mission
olapsed time, 12 hours, 49 minuteA, this Ls Mission Conteol,
!louston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Still very quiet here in
Mission Control as tho Orbiter Challenger pasnes over the Pacific
Ocean on oebit 10. It's so quiet in fact that Flight Director
Randy Stone was wondering a few minutes ago if anyone remembers
it a planning toam has been ready for the crew to wake up about 4
hou~s before th~y actually wake up.
Wondering if t~at's not
something of a record. At mission elapsed time, 14 hours, 16
(llinutes and 50 seconds, this is Mission ContrOl, l{ouRton.
PAO
~ission Control, Houston.
We're about 2 and 1/2
hours aWdY from the end of the crew's sleep shift. Update on
pooitlon of Challenger relative to the Solar Max at 15 hours
mission elapsed time, 15 hours straight up, we were 4,956
nautical miles below and behind Solar Max. The closing rate is
about 400 miles per hour and that will continue to be updated
throughout the night. At 15 hours, 1 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is Mission Control, !Joust,'n.
J;;NO 0[<' '1IAP,.;
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CAPCOM
Mission Control, Houston. About an hour and a half
left in tho orew's sleep period. We are a few moments from
aoquistion of signal through TORS. We expeot the wake-up music
to go to the orew, the wake-up oall to go to the orew at the next
approaoh to aoquisition of TORS East whioh would be one orbit
from now in ~bout 90 minutes. All still very quiet here and
given the very quiet nature of this shift we're going to begin
the prooess of asking the newspeople at the NASA newsoenters
around the country, let us know if they want to have a chango of
shift briefing at 2:00 o'clock, that's tho next scheduled change
of ~hift briefing with off-going Flight Director Randy Stone. If
we don't hear otherwise, our intention is to canoel that briefing
and if you have any objeotions to that please call the newsrooms
around the country, speoifically the JSC newsroom in Houston ann
they'll get the word to us. MET 16 hours, 1 minute. This is
Mission Control Houston.
END OF
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Wake up music (A Boy Named Sue)
SPACECRAFT

Okay, okay, I give.

CAPCOM

Morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Good morning, Houston.

CAPCOM
that.

Your friendly Capcoms take no responsibility for

We're up.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, and we've been up for half an hour or so
and got the teleprinters out and read and don't have anything for
you except if you want to do the interconnect, we'll do that
while you're watching.
CAPCOM

Roger, welre go if you are.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I think he took that song personal.

CAPCO:.i
And Challenger, Houston, we got a new state vector
coming to you.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAPCOM

Roger, we concur.

Okay, let's get that.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Flight would like to point out
you're now starting orbit 41 charlie.
SPACECRAFT

Could you say that again?

CAPCOM
Roger, we just wanted to point out you're now on
orbit 41 charlie. Or would you rather we play the wake up music
again?
SPACECRAFT
It's a good thing you didn't have a song about
Pinkys. Happy triscodecaphobia to you.
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
The reason you're not getting much conversation is
everybody's chow1ng down.
CAPCOM
Roger, understand.
here if you'd like some.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
tweaking the

We've got some lasagna down

Right.
And Challenger, Houston, just be advised we'll be
platforms here for YOll.

um
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Say that again, Guy.

CAPCOM
Roger, we're going to tweak up the IMUs with a
couple of real small biases.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAF'f
Houston, Challenger, quite a bit of noise just
started coming through the comm syst~m. You doing something?
CAPCOM

That's a negative.

SPACECHAFT

Okay.

Okay, it was coming through uniform.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy. And Challenger, Houston, we were
seeing fluctuations on UHF down here, also.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, that report by
Mission Commander Bob Crippen referring to some light noise
coming up through the UHF system. We believe originating from
White Sands, just a spurious signal Which produced, apparently
produced a burst of static onboard Challenger.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. That report by
Mission Commander Bob Crippen referring to some white noise
coming up through the UHF system, we believe originating from
White Sands, just a spurious signal which apparently produced a
burst of static onboard Challenger. MET 18 hours 28 minutes.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 18 hours 36
minutes MET. We're LOS through the TDRS system. We'll reacquire
again in about 12 1/2 minutes voice only through Yarragadee.
Obviously very quiet pass as the crew engages itself in the postsleep activity configuring for the day's orbital operations,
preparation of breakfast, and stowing curtains and reco~figuring
cabin lighting. At MET 18 hours 37 minutes this is Mission
Control Houston.
CAPCO:.s

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRA1"T

Ok, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger, load and clear also. We dropped off a little
early on TDNS there, they're having problems at White Sands. We
hope to get it back up here for the next pass.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, great.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 45 seconds to LOS, see you on
TDRS at one niner.
SPACECRAFT

Ok Houston, see you then.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAF'r

Ok, Houston, Challenger,read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear also, Dick.

SPACECRAFT
Okay and we've got the star align results if you
care for them.
CAPCOM

Rog, we're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT
Ok it is stars 29 and 30, angle error was .01. For
IHU 1 it was minus .02 plus, .23, plus .06. For 2, it was minus
.26, plus .01, plus .03. For number 3, it was plus .04, minus
.19, minus .34. Parking time was 0 days 19 hours and 14
minutes. Over
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy all.

SPACECRAFT
last week?

Good morning air god, how was the Indian Princesses

Thank you.
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CAPCOM
It was supposed to b~ at Joe's house but he was
down at the Cape w~tching you guys take off
SPACECRAF'r

Yeah, I was kind of tied up myself.

SPACECRAF'r
h(!re.

Yeah, Guy, I'll tell you one thing we need more of

CAPCOM

Roger, what's that?

SPACECRAFT
We need some more window cleaner here from all the
nose prints on the window looking out. It's like a little kid
gOing on a ride across the country with his Dad. Just spend the
whole mission up here looking out the window.
CAPCOM

Roger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, we've handed down to MILA now.

SPACECRAF'r

Say that again.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

HOUston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, Ox and I just decided to take the bees out
of the locker. They are really interesting. They seem to be
mostly still alive and we just saw the queen is free and she's
out wandering around. We can't see through the bees well enough
to see if any of the hives are being built yet or not but maybe
it'll grow out in the next couple of days.
CAPCO:-1
CAPCOM
Bermunda.
END OF 'rAPE

Roger, we copy.

Thank you, Pinky.

Challenger Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS
We're •••
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS,
8ermuda. We're going to stay on STND. We'll see you at Dakar in
6 minutes.
SPACECM~·T

Okay, Guy, we'll see you there.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like to get the star
trackers to track, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing back up to
TDRS in ahout a minute.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, thanks.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

You're loud and clear through TORS.

CAPCOM

You too, T.J.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 1 minute to LOS, TORS.
you at Yarragadee at 25.
SPACECRAFtI'

~~ay,

See

see you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, mission ~lapsed
time 20 hours, 13 minutes. We're LOS through the TORS system and
get voice only through Yarragadee in 11 minutes and then we'll
overlap into Orroral 20 minutes from now. And of course, we witt
get downlink data from Orroral. A Solar Max spotting guide has
appeared on the MOCR Mercator projection map where he will do a
visual track and watch as the Orbiter chases the Sola, Max
satellite across the skies. We're presently at orbit 14 at
mission elapsed tim~ 20 hours, 14 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston in the blind. Apparently we
have a line f:~oblem. We can t t hear you at Houston but they were
hearing you at Yarragadee.
SPACECRAF'I'

Is it complete Yarragadee on air to ground?

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, radio check, UHP.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, how do you read on uniform?

CAPCOM

Read you loud and clear now.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, well, I appreciate all my friend~ down there
at Yarragadee paSSing all the data on a while ago when you
couldn't. Incidentally, for the HRM time, the initiate time on
that was 20 hours and 12 minutes.
END OF TAPE
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Roger, copy 20, 20.

SPACECRAFT
Roger that. It's been almost 3 years since John
and I had a chance to get down to (garble).
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Houston.

CAPCOM
Orroral.

Challenger, Houston.
Did you give me a call?

We just handed over to

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Guy, 1 was just saying (garble) but I thought
we checked forward and aft RHC's, THC's and all checked good.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy Crip, thank you.

CAPCOM
'l'ORS at 58.

Challenger, Houston, 50 seconds LOS, see you on

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

CAPCOM

r.hallenger, Houston with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, go ahead, we're with you. Ano Pinky and I
just started on our prebreathe about 5 minutes ago.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good, Ox.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 20 hours, 59
minutes mission elapsed time. Jim Van Hoften reporting that he
and George Nelson have begun the prebreathe of pure oxygen to
purgo nitrogen from their systems in advance of the EVA and the
cabin will soon be depressurized down to 10.2 psi. The cabin is
presently is at 14.5 • And we'll be on TORS for another 40
minutes.
SPACECRAFT
Looks like we almost must be visible coming across
the Cape, this morning. Looks like it'sjust about (garble).
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. EVA Systems
Officer Terry Neal in the Mission Control Center here has
reported to the Flight Director that only about a minute or 2
remaining in the prebreathe period for EVA prep for the
astronauts, George Nelson and Jim Van Hoften. Mission elapsed
time is 21 hours, 38 minutes and we have 14 minutes remaining on
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This is Mission Control,

CAPCO!o1
Challenger, Houston, we've got targets ready to
send up to you and I've got PAD's ready to read to you,
SPACECRAFT
Okay, (garble), we're just about ready to start
dumping the cabin here.
CAPCOM
END O!-' TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we've got targets ready to
send up to you and I've got PAD's ready to read to you.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, send them to us, we're just about ready to
start dumping the cabin here.
CAPCOM
Roger, and we've got a new state vector coming
also, and if you're ready to copy, I've got the NH 1.
SPACECRAFT
awhile.

That's a negative, we'll get it from you after

CAPCOM

Okay, sounds good.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, data now showing
that the cabin depressurization has been initiated. Pressure
dropping from 14.5 psi now down to 14.1. It will be reduced
ultimately to 10.2. This function par~ of the prebreathe
protocol necessary to prepare the EVA astronauts for their extra
vehicular activity.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, you still have it?
try to copy any time.

We're ready to

CAPCOM
Okay, coming to you. It will be OMS right; EV
roll, all ball, trims plus 0.7, plus 5.1, minus 5.0, ~139031 TIG
000/22:50t09.4, PEG 7's, plus 0011.7, all balls, plus 000.1; burn
~t 153016005; delta V TOT, 0011.7, 00:15, plus 0011.09, minus
002.34, plus 002.99, 258 by plus 121. The yap iso1s are alpha
closed, bravo open. Note, for right OMS e~gine failure, downmode
to RCS innerconnect from right OMS. Read back. And Challenger,
Houston back with you on TORS, we had some dropouts there.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, did you catch any of my readback?

CAPCOM
That's a negative, Crip, we've got about 4 minutes
left here at TORS, let's wait til we get to Yarragadee at 01.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, that will be fine.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, at 21 hours 48
minutes ~lission Elapsed Time. That readup from CAPCOM Guy
Gardner had to do with the NH I burn. The normal height
adjustment burn which should occur roughly on time as programmed
about 22:50 Mission Elapsed Time and is intended to produce a
delta V on the order of 13 feet per second -- or 16 feet per
second. With a TIG of 22 hours 50 minutes Mission Elapsed
Time. A 11 t tIe later in the morning, the NSR burn, or NSR
manuever, NSR standing for normal Slow rate, a coel1iptic
maneuver, will be performed later on in the morning. We'll lose
signal through TORS in just a moment or two and we'll reacquire
through Yarragadee the VHF station there in about 12 minutes. At
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Hission Elaped Time, 21 hours 49 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston".
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAPT

Okay, Guy, we got you loud and clear.

CAPCOM
convenience,

Roger, you're loud and clear also and at your
ready to hear a readbac~ on Nfl 1.

11m

SPACECRAFT
Okay, can you stand by 1, Crip's down on the
middeck right now.
CAPCOM

Sounds good.

SPACECRAF'f
you.

If you're still ready, I'll give that readback to

CAPCOM

Roger, we're ready, go ahead,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you dropped out on a couple of spots but I
think I got it all. It's a right engine, TV roll all balls, .1
and the right yaw is -9.30, right (garble) 48903. That's the
only one I wasn't sure about. And 0 days, 22 hours, (gar ble)
minutes, 09.4 seconds. And delta V's +11.7, all balls, (garble)
4.1, and 1/3016 is 005, delta V TOT is 11.7, (garble) 11.09,
-2.34, +2.99, +98, +121 is A closed, B open. Downmode is an RCS
interconnected for right. Boy, I look at that weight, I know
it's wrong. Go ahead.
CAPCOM
Roger, the weight is 243903 and I missed your
pitch trimload, it's +0.7.
SPACEC RAF'f
was +0.7.

Okay, we got the weight of 243903 and it's trim

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. good readback.
if you're ready for that.
SPACECHAF'f

Just a moment.

I've got the NSR pad

Okay, ready to copy.

CAPCOM
NSR is OMS both, TV roll all balls, trims plus
0.7, minus 5.7, plus 5.7, 243619, TIG 000/23:34:53.0, PEG 7's
plus 0230.5, all balls, plus 015.4, burn attitude 204200345,
delta V's 0231.002:24, plu~ 0223.01, all balls, plus 060.16,258
by plus 255. The valves are alpha closed, bravo open, downmode
to single engine burn, crossfeed halfway through, read back.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. The TV roll is all balls, it's a plus 0.7,
minus 5.7, plus 5.7, weight's 2436190/23:34:53.4, plus 234.5, all
balls, plus 15.4, 204200345, 331.02:24, plus 223.01, all balls by
60.16258 by plus 255. It's A closed, D open, downmode single
engine crossfeed halfway.
CAPCOX

Roger, good readback.
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SPACECRAFT
Yes, we got to circle back and forth (garble) PP02
and Charlie right now because (garble), but we're getting about a
.1 difference between PP02 alpha and beavo. PP02 alpha is 2.75
bravo is 2.85, so we take an average between those? Or do you
have a recommendation which onets more accurate?
CAPCOM

We prefer it bravo, crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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You got a recommendation

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with data through Ororral
now. We've got a new improved Orbiter state vector along with a
TORS vector to send you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay Guy, we copy.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
you on TORS at 36.
SPACgCRAF'r

We're 1 minute till LOS.

SJe

Okay Guy, see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Mission elapsed time 22
hours, 17 minutes. That TORS AOS comes in 19 minutes.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Loud and clear also.

How us?

SPACECRAFT
Okay Guy, I got, we managed to get down to the
10.2. Everything all spiffy only we had a little configuration
problem and it looks like we're going to be having to go back and
do it over. Unfortunately when we were breaking off we
discovered that the LEU 02 valves were not on and so the guys
really had not been (garble). Guess really what r need to know
is do we have enough consumables on board such that I can go
ahead and pump back to 14.7 and do the prebreathe and repeat?
CAPCOM

S~~nd

by Cri.p, I'll check on it.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. As Mission
Commander Dob Crippen reported they were improperly configured
for the prebreathe. The LEH 02 valves were not open during the
prebrea the and that mak.es that pr ebrea th ing per iod ~~f fect i vely
useless and prebreathing is going to have to be reaccomplished
either by repressurizing the cabin and repeating that protocol or
by doing the 3 and 1/2 hour prebreathe in the suit and the
control team right now is discussing which of those two
alternatives to be preferable and which would account for the
lesser hit on the consumables. Mission elaps~d time is 22 hours,
40 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
repress.

And Challenger, Houston. Stand by on the cabin
Welre evaluating consumables.

?
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We're standing hy.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. The protocol for
repeating the prebreathe is still being discussed here in the
Control Center to determine the more effective way of doing or
redoing that procedure while having the least serious affect on
consumables, particularly nitrogen in as much as it would take a
substantial amount of nitrogen to repressurize the cabin back up
to the 14.7 level to repeat the whole prebreathe and depress
process. They're putting a hold on those discussions right now,
however, as we prepare for the OMS burn, the NHA mQneuver, the
normal height maneuver, normal heighth adjustment maneuver with
TIG in 1 minute and 30 seconds.
PAO
TIG in 30 seconds. propulsion Officer reports that
good looking burn and Guidance reports the - SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, Challenger.
burn. It looked good onboard.

I assumo you saw the

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. Looked good to us and we got the next
set of targets coming up to you.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Looked good onboard.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. Looked good to us ann we got the next
set of targets coming up to you.
SPACECRAFT

Rog.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, targets are onboard and we're
still evaluating the repress.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM
We're basically looking at several different
options. One is to repress the cabin, we're trying to see if we
can get by with something less.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Yes, we thought about making the guys
breathe up here a little bit longer or something and didn't know
whether we had any way of evaloating that.
CAPCOM

Rog.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, anybody got a problem with us
going ahead and maneuvering to the NSR attitude.
CAPCOM

Let me check on that.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

You're go to maneuver, Crip.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Bob Crippen's
last call requesting to go ahead to position the ship in the
proper attitude for the NSR maneuver •• the normal slow rate
maneuver, also called a co-elliptic maneuver. He was given that
GO and that tig scheduled in 39 min.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, you're GO for a nominal
repress and the prebreathe.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll put that in work.

CAPCO~

Roger, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. As uplink by
CAPCOM Guy Gardner, the decision is to repress the cabin and
repeat the prebreathe process. The principal option under
consideration was to hc.ve the ccew suit and do a three and a half
hour prebr~athe as was done on STS-6. But, obviously, that was
disregarded in favor of repeating the pror-ess and simply taking a
hit on the consummables. Mission-elapsed time 22 hours, 50
min. This is Mission Control Houston.
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PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Data showing that
Mission Commander Bob Crippen is pumping the cabin back up.
Pressurels increasing (rom the 10.2 back up to, presently, 11.1
and climbing steadily, This is Mission Control Houston a further
discussion in the case that the affect on consummables by having
to repressurize the cabin won't be as significant as first
thought. The nitrogen consumption, which would be increased by
repressurizing the cabin, was computed based on the assumption
that we'd have to repressurize one of the extra vehicular
mobility units with nitrogen stored onboard. And, of course,
there is an extra EMU carried onboard. So, on the second EVA,
rather than repressurize the first EMU, we'll be using the
nitrogen source available in that second pressurized EMU and
thatls going to save us from - END OF TAPE ••
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PAO
- - EVA rather than repressurize the first EMU
we'll be using the nitrogen source available in that second
pressurized EMU and that's going to save us from approaching red
lines on nitrogen consumption. Mission elapsed time 23 hours, 10
minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCO~

Challenger, Houston.
I'd like someone to get for me.

I got a switch on panel A7

SPACECRAF'r

Go ahead.

CAPCO~

Roger, we'd like on A7 the MAO strain guages to ON.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, coming on at this time.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
And the cabin looks good to us, we're going to put
the guys on prebreathing (garble) this time and give them 45
minutes, then we'll bring it down.
CAPCOM
Roger Crip. I just got another note on that. We'd
like you to stay at 14.7 before the guys start their prebreathe
and then go through the nominal prebreathe followed by the
depress.
SPACECRAF'r

I'm sorry.

Say that again.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like to stay at 14, we'd like you to
stay at 14.7 for 1 hour just to get back to that level and then
start the prebreathe after 1 hour and then prebreathe for the 45
minutes and then the following depress start.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll wait 1 hour before we start the
prebreathe then.
CAPCOM

Roger that.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. As Bob Crippen
indicated the cabin pressure is back up to very nearly 14.7 and
the Flight Control Team doesn't feel that repeating the
prebreathing procedure is going to affect the timeline at all and
that the EVA astronauts will be able to prebreathe with helmets
on and do the LDEF checkout work in parallel with the
prebreathing procedure. Mission elapsed time is 23 hours, 23
minutes this is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM

prebreathe.
SPACECRAFT

Challenge, Houston with a question on the
Go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Roger. Folks down here were just curious on how
you noticed that you had not had the oxygen on for the
prebreathe.
SPACECRAFT

When I got ready to tUf.n it off.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, I guess the, they were breathing through the
anti-suffocation valve on the suit.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy.

Thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
Wetll see you at Yarragadee at 39.

We're 2 minutes till LOS.

SPACECRAFT

Rag, see you there.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT
and on time.

Okay, loud and clear Houston,

CAPCOM

Roget copy.

CAPCOM
'rDRS at 14.

Challenger, Houston going LOS.

SPAcr;CRAFT

See you there.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii.

The burn was nominal

Sounds good.
We'll see you at

SPACECRAFT
O~ay, we're with you and this arm, you can see we
have the arm uncradled at this time.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy and be advised we'll be staying on the
STDN sites this pass through the end of Ascension and we'll be
set up to receive the live TV at Goldstone and Mila.
SPACECRAl-'T

Roger, we understand.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. After the coelliptic maneuver last orbit the altitude has changed somewhat
with Challenger, currently perigee is at 255.3 nautical miles by
258.9 nautical miles of apogee. The period is now 1 hour, 34
minutes, 17 seconds and at that altitude the tracking satellite
acquires the Spacecraft much earlier - END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - currently perigee is at 255.3 nautical miles by
258.9 nautical miles at apogee. The period is now I hour and 34
minutes, 17 seconds and at that altitude the tracking satellite
acquires the spacecraft much earlier and for a much longer
time. We have an excess of I hour satellite tracking on this
orbit. Standing by for live television through Goldstone and
MILA of deployment of the Long Duration Exposure Facility. This
is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Goldstone in 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
See you there. We've got a capture on (garble) at
this time rigidized and weire timing up 2 and a half minutes.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston through Goldstone for 9

SPACECRhF'r

Ok, we have a camera set up for you.

CAPCOM

Ok, we're ready to take it.

SPACECRAFT
the camera.

As soon as you get that one you can select between

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we'll go ahead and do the pan and tilting
here. And we have 6 white little (garble).
CAPCOM

Copy, 6 white ones.

SPACECRA}c'T

Tell all those PI's to go out and have a beer now.

CAPCOM

Roger, TJ, copy you want a beer.

SPACI~CRAF'r

An~

CAPCOM

Ok, 1+59, they turned white.

SPACECHAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger.

they went white at exactly 1:59 after (garble).

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Jerry, for EVA we completed the checkout of EMU
number 3 and everything nominal.
CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, and we're going to prebreathe and then start on
the other (garble).
CAPCOM

Copy that.
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They went up 5 minutes (garble)

CAPCOM
And Challenger, we're getting a good picture from
the flight deck.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we're getting sunrise here on the flight deck,
so it's going to be a little bright for INCO I imagine.
CAPCOM
cameras.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, we're looking at the various different
We're looking at the EIS right now.
Yes, we're watching what your looking at.

SPACECRAFT
INCO might want to take that delta camera there and
zoom it back.
CAPCOM

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

It's a big satellite.

CAPCOM

Quite a blivit you got there.

PAO

Mission Control Houston, the - -

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, we're looking right up the (garble) right up
on the (garble).
CAPCOM

Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT
And for INCO we worked on that mid deck picture a
little bit more. Might be more reusonable for him to select it
now.
CAPCOM

Ok Crip, we'll take another look.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, 5 minute check was good on the EIS indicator,
we're going to LDEF deploy.
CAPCOM

Copy that.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, the ground color
conversion is intermittent on these pictures coming down from
Challenger.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Crip, I've got a slight
modification to the Orbiter attitude for deploy on FS 3-8.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, just a sec.

CAPCOM

R0ger, I see your pen in hand.

(

SPACECRAFT

Rog, go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Ok, the changes are in the attitude. Pitch is
164.0, Yaw 350.0, Omicron is O. That's an update, theY've
tweaked things again after looking at the new jOint angles of the
arm.
SPACECRAP'.{'

O.

Ok, we copy pitch 164.0, yaw 350.0, and omicron is

CAPCOM
Roger, that's affirm, and the sunrise time of 3
hours, 22 minutes that came up in the teleprinter message is
still good.
SPACECRAP'r

Alright, 3:22.

CAPCOM
Challenger, INCO would like to do some commanoing
to delta, if that's alright with you.
CAPCOl1
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. INCO would like to do some
commanding through delta if. that's all right with you.
SPACECRAF'J'

Yes sir you can have delta.

SPACECRAFT
And Jerry, does INCO have an SPC in at this time
through the (garble) sometime later or has that not been done
yet?
CAPCO~'

Stand by.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're going to do that by
realtime command and we need a call from you about 15 to 20
minutes pr ior.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We're on Bermuda now. No
longer getting TV downlink and be advised GUIDO's ready to send
you up a target state vector for the LOEF deploy.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, real good, Jer.

CAPCOM
2 minutes.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'T

Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Dakar for 9 minutes.

Going r. os Bermuda.

Dakar in

we'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry, you're loud and clear and we're just
about ready to undo the payload retention latches.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that.
SPACECRAFT

And land 2 opened in about 22 seconds.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. Everything opened under 30 seconds
and we did lose our ready-to-latch on number 2 as well as number
5.
CAPCOM
Okay, number 2 and 5 you lost ready-to-latches and
everything was under 30 seconds.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'd like the payload
retention logic power off on both of them.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'm gOing to need it again in just a second
for a little more (garble) talkback. Weill do it in just a
second.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. INCO's ready to turn on the
ASEP if it's the proper time and also we'd like to verify OAP
Bll.
SPACECRAF'r
and - -

Okay, and I think it's a good time for ASEP, Jerry,

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we haven't put in Bll because we're in free.
If we need to use it we'll initiate it.
CAPCOM

Roger copy and INCO will get the ASEP set up.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Be handing to TORS shortly
and INCO's going to turn ASEP back off. We would like a callIS
minutes prior to the initiation of the auto-trajectory work.
SPACECRAFT

Okay if we can predict it.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston back on TORS.

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear.
465 and he's going back in.
CAPCOM

TJ's now - he's bringing up this

Roger, copy that.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Be advised we've lost TDRS
corom. We're through Botswana UHF only for the next 5 minutes.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Challenger. Manual key, Rotswana, UHF
only. We've lost TORS. Weill see you Yarragadee at 18. We have
about 4 more minutes through Botswana, over.
SPACECRAFT

In a (gargle), Jer.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston through Yarragadee for 11

SPACECRAFT
You're loud and clear, Jerry. We've got 4 gray
talkbacks. There is a lot of cross coupling when you try to
translate z you get a lot of pitch and yaw and some X and very
much like what Dale reported with PFTA I think and it's probably
due to the very low arm rush turning rates.
CAPCOM

Okay TJ, we copy that.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, we do have the cabin
pressure coming back down.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, you started the depress.
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SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, we think we're
approximately 15 minutes from going through the auto-trajectory
(garble). You'll be able to get your (garble).
CAPCOM
Okay copy that. We won't be able to do any
commanding until Guam Which is 1 plus 34.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger. We think welre
approximately 15 minutes from going through the auto t~ajectory
(gar ble) • You III be abl e to get your (gar ble) •
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that. We won't be able to do any
commanding until Guam which is 1 plus 34.
SPACECRAF'f

Yes, that should work out.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Guam in 5 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

See you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. r.oss of signal
through Yarragadee. 5 minutes away from reacquisition at Guam as
the Challenger crew continues checkout of the remote manipulator
arm and berthing and unberthing and reberthing the LDEF
payload, This 21,000 pound structure is 14 by 30 feet and
contains some 86 trays of various types of materials and
materials and structures, power and propulsion science and
electronics and optics fields or disciplines representing a total
of 57 individual experiments that are being managed by 194
principal investigators around the country and around the world
actually. Welre an hour and 50 minutes away from deploying the
long duration exposure facility. The LDEF will be extended on
the remote manipulator arm. The end effector ungrappled from the
grapple fixture on the LDEF and the Orbiter simply backed away
leaving the LDEF in its own orbit and stabilized in what they
call a gravity-gradient mode where the largest mass will point
continuously toward the Earth as it stays in orbit over the next
9 or 10 months until retrieval. This mission is also one for the
Guiness Book of Records with the size flight crew aboard - 3,305,
that is 5 humans and 3300 honey bees, 2 minutes away from
reacquisition through Guam. At 1 day, 1 hour, 31 minutes ~'ission
Control Houston.
PAO

Mission Control Houston.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

We - -

Guam for 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Okay HOUston. Go ahead and turn on the ASEP
data. We were currently waiting to OCAS to the point 1.
CAPCOM

Roger, INCOls sending the commands.

SPACECRAFT
And 4er ry, we're doing the OCAS here in vernier and
we'll do the auto trajectory in the course.
CAPCOM
Roger copy Terry. INCO says the ASEP is on. Weld
like 15 minutes for a warm up and stabilization of the packaqe if
we can. If not, proc~ed.

2
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SPACECRAFT
I don't think it's any problem.
We're doing fine
on time I think. We just got a mysterious marsupial back on tho
FPSI
CAPCOM

We were afraid of that, thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Hawaii in 7 minutes and weill
be looking over your shoulder for TV.
SPACECRAFT

Okay Jerry.

We'll see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Loss of Aignal at Guam.
Reacquisition through Hawaii in 4 minutes. On the onset of orbit
18.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Acquisition
through Hawaii. Starting to get a photo from the Spacecraft of
LDEF extended out on the remote manipulator arm. Spacecraft
still in darkness.
CAPCOM
END Or"' TAPE

Challenger, Houston through Hawaii for 11 minutes.
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PAO
- - of LOEF , extend it out on the remote
manipulator arm. Spacecraft still in darkness.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through lIawai! for 11 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Rea~ you loud and clear, Jerry.
Okay, I've got
camera braVf~ coming dowh .:It you now. You might take a look at
it.
CAPCO~I

Roger, we got a good picture of the LOP-F.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston with your roference to your
problem with the marsupial onboard. We've got a resident Au~sie
down her~. Trevor suggests that you can use either a boomerang
or a gen61vic to take care of that rascal and if neither of those
work we also suggest maybe the ox wrench.
SPACECRAF'i'

I got some appropriate use (garble).

CAPCOM
And Challenger, we're going to swap to some cameraa
inside to look and soo how things are going in there. Be advised
we've sent you a new Orbiter and target state vector.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, is it sunrise again (garble) pictures of
flaring probably coming in the cabin so take a shot at it.
CAPCOM
Roger copy that and, Crip, that handheld mike seems
to give us less than totally desirable comm.
SPACECRAFT
(garble).
very clear, huh?

Tost 1 2 3 4.

That's not coming through

CAPCOM
We get it but it's still kind of scratchy and if
it's a very short transmission we pretty much lose both ends and
nothing in between.
SPACECRAF'll

Okay.

SPACECRAr'T
Houston, Challenger.
mike? Is that any better?

How do you read through this

CAPCOM
It's slightly better. There's not quite as much
scratch to it. There's some squeal when you initiate it and it
sounds like you're in a barrel a little bit but it's readable.
INCO's suggested that maybe if you hold the mike off to he side
of the mouth as opposed to right in front that might help.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger.

The squeal is coming from downstairs.
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We I re goi ng to go and

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAl<~'r

And Jerry we've developed some pretty good rates on
the Orbiter maneuver and the LDEF (garble) and we thought it
might be a good idea to call them out here before we go with auto
sequence.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'I'

Roger that.

I don't see anybody saying no.

Handing to TORS.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Back through TORS and we'd
suggest possibility of going to OAP 813 for stabilizing the
Orbiter.
SPACBCRAFT
Okay, we copy 12 is the ri9ht one and we're there
and stabilized - CAPCON

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'l'

(G(\r ble)

Handing to Mila.

•

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Rack with you through Mila
for 11 minutes and then welre going to hand back to TORS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay Jer. And Jerry welve had to update the last
points like in the OCAS it never seems to quite want to get there
so we updated everyone of the last cross points so far.
CAPCOM
scratch pad.

Okay Terry.

We've been watching that on the

SPACBCRAFT

This view, Jerry, of the LOEF is jU3t unbelievable.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy that.
TV in about 5 minutes here.

Ne should be getting some more

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Welve got good live TV again
and be adivsed we're going to stay GSTDN through Bermuda which ir,
17. Also we see the aft flight deck controller power on. We'd
like it off, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay Jer.

SPACECRAF'r

Jerry, how do you read me now?

CAPCOM

Roger, say again, Challenger.
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SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger. Yes, I was ju~t doing a radio
check back with this hand held mike trying to hold it off to the
side a little bit. How's that sound to you?
CAPCOM

Roger, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, maybe I was just trying to eat it too much.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

t

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, going back to TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Very good, Jerry, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Challenger, back on TORS.

SPACECRAFT
read me?

Okay, Jerry, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, you're loud and clear.

think maybe I was just trying to eat it too much.

How ~o you

SPACECRAFT
Okay, the auto sequence just terminated an~ being
in course, I guess, the washout here manages to reach the point
at which it quit at a reasonable time, not like vernier.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that. Challenger, Houston, we're
getting some nice live TV, again.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, and we got the LDEF in the deploy
position and the Z cameras lined up.
CAPCOM

Roger, we saw you lining it up,

SPACECRAFT
llouston, Challenger, we are Sitting here about 25
min ahead, we'd like to go ahead and maneuver the Orbiter to
deploy attitude unless you have some place better for us to go.
CAPCOM
Okay, stand by. Challenger, Houston, we're GO to
go to the attitude. We'd like to make sure we have control excel
set to 2.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, weill check all that.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Challenger now being
maneuvered to the LDEF deploy attitude which is some 49 minutes
away, deployment that is. Right at Ilawaii on the next orbit.
CAPCOM
L2 for you.

Challenger, Houston, we got a couple of switche~ on

SPACECRAFT

Okeedokee.

One of them's an 02 crossover.

CAPCOM
Okay, it's a cleanup to the prebreathe activity,
L2, we'd like 02 crossover system to open, please. And EECOM
would also like a verification that all the 10.2 cabin
maintenance activities have been completed.
SPACECRAFT
To the best of my knowledge, that is true. We will
run around and double check on it, though. Do you have any
specifics you were worried about?
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CAPCOM
I think you saw the DPDT circuit breaker still out
and he'd like also confirmation that we have the bleed orifice in
and the valve open.
SPACECRAF'r
launch.

Yes, bleed orifice, we've been running since

CAPCO:-l

Copy.

SPACBCRAFT

He's right.

The DPDT is out.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Trunnion pins on the
duration exposure facility, one set of trunnion pins visible
the picture coming down through TDHS currently. Back to the
effector target, back to the trunnion pins. Looking forward
the aft camera.

lonq
on
ehd
from

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, is it okay if we steal the
KU-band antenn~?
CAPCOM

Roger, that's affirmed.

SPACECRAFT

Okeedoke.

CAPCOM

Thanks for all the good pies.

SPACf!CRAF'I'

Houston, Challenger, you guys still there?

CAPCOM
That's affirm.
minutes yet on TORS.

It's all your's.

We've got a little less than four

SPACECRAFT
Okay. EECOM might be of interest. The water we
got onboard. It started out with just a little bubbles, hut it
is essentially bubble-free now. Best I've ever since in my 3
flight. Those hydrazine separators do something.
CAPCOM
compliments.

Roger, that sounds good.

Weill pass on your

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we're looking at a seal on
the self-test. We've got all three's on the (garble.)
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that. INCO would like you to perform
the tests one more time, Crip. And we've got ahout 2 1/2 minutes
until LOS, TORS starting to get a little bit scratchy posuibly.
Yarragadee at 5 niner.
SPACECRAf"f
END Of' TAPE ••
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PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite. Next station in 5 minutes will
be Yarragadee. The crow currently in attitude for deploying the
long duration exposure facility in 27 minutes just at the start
of orbit 19. 1 day, 2 hoyrs, 54 minutes Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenge"

CAPCO:-1
Yarl'agadoo.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

Houston.

Yarragadee for 7 and a half.
Cow.m check through

How do you read?

CAPCOM
Roger. I can understand you're calling us but
you're way down very weak.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger with a radio check.
4 3 2 1. How do you read through Yarragadee?
CAPCOM

Roger, Challenger, loud Rnd clear now.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we road you the same.

1 2 3 4 5

CAPCO:-1
And Crip, do you have any more to report on the Kuband the last time around?
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) around also.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT
and get our
CAPCOM

Same 6 here.

Guam in 4 minutes.

Okay and during that 4 minutes we're going to try
comm checks (garble).

E7i\

Copy.

l?AO
This is Mission Control Houston. Approximately 40
seconds until reacquisition of Challenger through the station at
Guam and 11 minutes away from deploying the long duration
exposure facility. Current orbit 258 at apogee and 255 at
perigee.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble). Yes that's a good comm, good comm. Okay
that's great also. Okay. I'm satisfied if you all are. Move
back out of these.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Guam for 10.
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Okay, you're a little broken there, Jerry.

Ho~ do

CAPCOM
Roger, you're loud with a little bit of background
noise and we've got 9 and a half, almost 10 minutes left.
SPACECRAF'f

Houston, Challenger you're unreadable, unreadable.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'f

That's loud and clear now, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Okay, very g00d.
turned off my UHF transmitter.

Comm check.

We checked our systems here and I
Maybe that helped.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, J'm not sure tha~ was it. There's just a
whole lot of racket on the line. We couldn't read you.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Ne'd like you to go ahead and
use the Ku as planned for radar mod~ on the SEPt Educated guess
is that maybe the LDEF ~as causing problems durin3 the checkout
and that's why we had the fail to FES.
SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry, we'll go OPS normal and see what
happens. And we did complete the EVA comm check and they were
all good.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds

PAO

~Iark 5 minutes to payload deploy on the LOEF.

CAPCOM
at Guam.
that.

go~d.

Thank you.

Challenger, Houston. 3 and a half minutes to LOS
Hawaii is next at 35. We'll be quiet. At 25 make

SPACECRAFT

(garble).

PAO
LDEF deploy coming up in 2 minutes, mark, which
will just about coincide with loss of signal through Guam as we
come on Hawaii after a small dropout of some 3 minutes we
hopefully will have a picture of the LOEF floating free away from
the Orbiter.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - we hopefully will have a picture of the LDEF
floating free away from the Orbiter. LORF deploy, mark.
SPACECRAFT

Okay Houston, she's (garble) we're backing out.

PAO

Sli9htly early acquisition through Hawaii.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston through Hawaii for 10
minutes. We're getting pictures and I think I copied it deployed
and bac~ing away.
SPACECRAFT
It's (garble), Jrlr, and it was as steady as the
Rock of Gibralter and just about as big.
CAPCOM
Roger that. Thank you very much. All the Langely
folks are cheering downstairs and we've got our LDEF buttons on
up here.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
of the deploy time, please.

TJ, we'd like a verification

SPACECRAF'r

It

CAPCOM

Copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

We got a sweat lock on the radar at 70 feet.

CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds real go'd to us.

WclS

on time.

PAO
LDEF holding steady attitude. That last radar
mark from the crew is 70 feet as Crippen described it steady as
the Rock of Gibraltar and just as big.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
delta if that's all right.
SPACECRAFT
cameras now.

'fou bet, Jet.

CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

We'd like to take control of

Go ahead.

'fou can have any of the

PAO
K-band radar currently showing the separation at
330 feet separating at about .55 feet per second. 400 feet
range, separating at .65 feet per second.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAP'I'

Challeng~r,

Pinky here.

Houston for Pinky or Ox.
Can it hold just a second.

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECR4.F'r

I've got lots of cameras rolling.
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CAPCOM
Roqer, we got an EVA question, than give UfJ a call
when you're free.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay Jerry, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Ox. While you guys were doing the suit
checkout we noticed on the gr~~~d that the amps in the vent
position wero a little bit lower than what we've seen on the
ground. We assume that's because of the 10.2 pressure in the
cabin (garble) uoing the checks. We'd like to get the amps and
RPM for the fan and both the vent and no vent for both suita if
you've got those.
SPACECRAFT
Okay we brought them down. I'll bring theM up.
And they were like 2.4 and maybe it was 2.5. Other than that,
Jerry, the suits checked out real good.
PAO
Separation distance now 500
feet per second.

fe~::t,

opening at .05

SPhCECRAF'r
Okay, Jer 'y, on the vent and PO] i. t 'ion the fan wafJ
or the EMU input amps was 3.7 on EMU land 3.6 on l~MU 2 and in
the no vent position it was 2.4 on EMU 1 and ':.!i Ol'l BMU 2.
CAPCOM
too.

Okay, copy that and understand RPM looked qood

SPACECRAFT
Yes, they stayed steady at 19, at just about 19.5
all the way through on all 3 suits.
CAPCOM

Okay, sounds good to us.

Thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Rick, (garble) would like to
get a confirmation of the radar angles that we're seeing down
here. Is the LOEF down some in pitch?
SPACECRAF'r
Yes and that's standard so the cor rect ind ica t ion
is just a little low there. I let it drop and we're going to
auto track now. As you Dee it centering up.
CAPCOM
Okay it is and thank you for th~t and be advised
again that last transmission was awfully noisy.
SPACECRAFT
PAO
California.
second.

......

~

Okay, well I can't help it.

I'm sorry.

Challenger crossing the coast of Baja
LDEF at a range of 658 opening at .85 feet per

SPACECRAF'l'
'rhe requirements and (garble) worked just 1 ike
they said it was gOing to.

.....a..'............
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SPACBCRAFT
Requirements - we were (garble) worked just like
(garble) it was gOing to.
CAPCOM
Roger, all the slmB weren't lying.
Houston, be a short dC'op of/hila we go to Mila.
SPACECRAF'l'
PAO
rato.

Chall&nger,

Okeedoke.

Separation, 900 feet. 1.2 ft!S2C separation
Range 1009 feet. Opening at 1. 2 ftlf-lec.

CAPCOH
Challenger, lIouston, the comm h.~ssage is a C;Wllera
over temp, we think It's a Oelta. We're gonna turn it off.
SPACECRAF'I'

Okay.

PAO
Range from Challenger to LORr now 1300 feot.
Opening rate 1. 5 ft/sec.
CAPCOM

ChallAnger, HoYston, handing to TORS.

SPACI'~CHAF'r

Okay, Jerry, you're loud and alear through TDRS.

CAPcm1

Roger, T.J., we'll be handing to

SPACBCRAf''l'

(Ga r ble) unders tand.

CAPCO~

5?BC 1.
SPACECRA1"'I'

Challenger, Houston, through

rr[)(~S,

shortly.

we'd like a GNC

Okay, it's your's on CRT 1.

CAPCOM
Moger, copy that, thank you.
new variable parameters for the COAS work.
'3P8C l's your's.
SPACgCRAf"r

th~m

We're giving you some
Ch~llenger, Houston,

Okay.

PAO
Range 2055 feet, Openinq at l.P ft/sec. Range
from Challenger to LOEF now 2050 feet. ~p~ning at 1.75 ft/sec.
CAPCOM

Challenger, lIouston.

SPACgCRAFT

Go, .ler ty.

CAPCOM
Roger, we're coming up on the 45 min to stop our
radar track. We would like to go ahead and do that pec the
book. We would like to not disable rendezvous nave Our hopes
are that later on this evening, weIll get a chance to go back and
see if they can reaquire with the radar.
Okay.
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CAPCOM
And a second item, we sae that both EMUls are still.
in RF, weld like to go hardline on both of those, please.
SPACECRAlt"r

Okay, we'll check that.

CAPCOi>1

Challenger, Houston, I've got a switch for you on

A7.
SPACECRA1<~'r

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like to check Dr. Briscoe's switch, the
MAD'S strain gage, weld like that on please.
S PACECRA !O~'r

It's in PCM enable now, itls going to on.

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you. Challenger, Houston, weld like
to check your attitude for the star pairs. Weld like Alpha 2 to
get the right star for COAS work,
SPACECRAF'r

Wileo, Alfa 2.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, less than 2 minutes on TORS.
I've got som9 supply water dump numbors for you.
SPACECRAl-"!,

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
next at !JO.

Roger, Alfa to 50 percent,

SPACECRAFT

OKay, Alfa to 50, Bravo to O.

CAPCOM

Roger, that.

~ravo

to 0, ann Guam is

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss
through tracking satellite. After an orbit in which
duration exposure facility was successfully deployea
and in a very staady attitude. The gravity gradient
that it will hopefully remain in for the - -

of signal
the long
on time attitude,

END OF 'I'APE.
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PAO
- - was successfully deployed on time and in a very
steady attitudo. The gravity gradient attitude that it will
hopefully remuin in for the next several months. This LOEF'
woighing in at 21,400 lb will he the largest object that the
remote manipulator arm will have to hench press until we retrieve
LDEF later this year. The earliest heavy item was the payloa~
flight test article at 8500 10 back on STS-O in August of IB3.
Oob Cr ippen descr ibed the Lr)Bf' as being stn.ad:' liS the nock of
Gibraltor and just as big, from his viewpoint. The radar, K-ban~
radar, worked groat for arranging, even though earlier, it ha~,
twice, failed the self-test, which is one of the strange things
in space flight that occasionally crop up. Meanwhile, the two
EVA crewmen were conducting communications chocks in the
spacesui t commun icat ions sys terns. 'rha tis all complete and they
cheCkout fine for tomorrow's spacewalks - first spacewalk. Thn
crew coming into the presloep activity witl1 tho final maneuver
for today would be at 1 day, 7 hours, ~nd 40 minutes - a small
Res burn, another phabing maneuver in the sequence for rendezvous
with Solar Max satellite tomorrow. Sixteen minutes away from
reacquisition through Guam at i day, 4 hours, 33 min Mi~sion
Control HOl-lston. This is ~Hssion Control lIolJaton t 30 sec away
from acquisition of Challenqer on orbit 20 through Guam.
CAPCOH

Challenger, Houston, throuqh Guam for 10 1/2.

SPACECHAJ?'r

Okay~

CAPCOM
tho last

Challenger, Houston, I've got a couple of notes for
and a half at Guam.

Jerry, got you

lou~

a~d

clear.

~inute

SPACECRAF'r

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, first of all, weill be sending you a weather
message at Hawaii. no advised that dump 'I/e gav(:! you on the
supply water will take about 90 min. Weld suggest that if you
got a chance to start that as early a9 posniblo, no you don't
overlap the bucn, that'd ba our desires. we'd like to get some
angular error information out of the alignment. t think wo got
all the rest of the data. And aftar that l'va got a littlo hit
of words on t.le rendezvous radar, what ',yo r d Ii ka to flo.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll start work on the dump, Jerry, and Crip
will have those numbers for you in a little hit and go on with
the rest of it.
CAPCOM
Okay, we got about 30 seconds hero at Guam, Hawaii
in 4 minutes and weill talk a little more about t~Q radar.
SPAC£CRAF'r

Okay, fine.

CAPCOM

Cha ll~nger, Hous ton, th rough HaWn i i for 10 mi. nu tas .
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Challenger, from the

Hoger, go ahead.

fPACECRA1T
Okay, Jer, we got all the suits chocked out, water
dump recharged, and found no pro~lems. Everything looks GO as
far as suits (garble),
CAPCOM
gooa report.

Sounds outstanding to

UB,

Pinky.

Thank you for the

Ol(a}' •
CAPCOM
Challonger, Houston, like to talk a little more
about the rendezvous radar.
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Ok, thank vou for the good repott.
Ok.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, \",'e'd like to talk
more about the rendevous radar.

(1

little

SPACECRAFT
Crip's down stairs, Jerry, he can listen to you,
but he won't be able to talk back to you right now.
CAPCOM

Ok, we can wait, or we can talk, either way.

SPACECRAF'r

He says go ahead and talk.

CAPCOM
Ok, hero goes. We'd like to get a little
additional radar data. Pirst of all you can go ahead and try to
reacquire the LD~F at your convenience or your desire. We would
like to, however, at sometime after 6+40 MET, to try to reacquire
LDEF and get some tracking data for at least 5 minutes. That
gives us beyond the 2-1/2 mile range changes of frequencies of
the radar and will give us additional data for lacer use. Also,
just prior to that time, we'd like to porf0cm a self-test, and
that would be right over the top of Guam, next pass wouln work
out pretty good for us to be able to watch it as well, over.
SPACECRAF'l'

Ok, that sounds good to us. we'll rut it in work.

CAPCOM
Ok, Scob, and just for your information, we don't
think thore is anything wrong with the radar now, W~ think it was
just as we conjectured earlier the f~ct that the LDEF was over
the top of the radar, gave us the sp.lf-test fail. Rut we'd 1i~o
to verify all that for tomorrow.
SPACECRAF'!'

Ok, fine.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like a GNC SPRC I and
also a message 8 alphe should be onboard, entry weather for 21
thr\.. 28.
SPACECRAF'r
(garble) •

Ok, thanks.

Ok, Jerry on the GNC SPEC 1, I'm at

CAPCOM
Ok, copy CRT 1, and we don't think we ever qot the
angular ereor out of the alignment from you.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

:APCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing to TORS in a
couple of minutes, CRT 1 is yours.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, thanks.
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Challenger, Houston finally back with you thru

SPACECHAF'r
Okay, Jerry, you are loud and clear.
Challenger, how are you dOing?

Houston,

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, I've got those IMU align numbers if you'd like.

CAPCOM

Ok, angular error, I think, is all we need, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

I'm sorry, say that once more, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, angular error is the only one we need, we
think we've got everything else on the ground.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, the angle error was .01.

CAPCOf.1

Roger, copy, thank you.

SPACECRAF'l'
And for the 10.2 COAS CAL, the initial number we
saw was .14, we accepted that and looking at it on the update, it
was .07, so we luft it alone.
CAPCOM

Ok, copy that, and you have a time ~lso?

SPACECRAF'r
Yes, the upoate on that bias was about I dr.ay, 4
hours and 30 minutes.
CAPCOM

Copy.

SPACECRAFT
Also, for the IMAX and 360 people, we got your
allotted quota today, but lighting didn't permit some of the
anticipated Shots, namely of the unberthing of the LOEF, but we
think we got some good shots anyhow. And I can also report tor
the IMAX folks, the reloading and so forth was all successful to
the best of my knowledge, $0 we'll be ready to shoot tomorrow.
CAPCOM
Ok, good report, thank you very much.
SPACECRAFT
And we still have a visual on the tDEF, about a
mile ~nd a half right on our nose.
CAPCOl1
Ok, copy that. Challenger, Houston, we've got
about a minute left at Botswana, next is Guam at 31, and if you
get ahead of us, we do not want to roturn the interconnect, we
want to stay interconnected this evening.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, ok, ok, well, you had a real loud echo and we
hardly copied that speil there.
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ChPCOM
Challenger, Houston, back on TORS for just a minute
or so. I wanted to verify, Ox, that you did copy, we wilt not be
ceturning interconnect this evening.
Ok, try one more time, Jerry.
CAPCOM
Ok, Ox, we want to stay interconnected for the
night, just in case you got ahead of us, I wanted to get that
word to you tonight before we got over to Guam.
SPACECRAF'r
END OF
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Challenger, Houston, back on TORS for just a
minute or so. I wanted to verify, Ox, that you did copy, we will
not be returning interconnect this evening.

CAPCO~l

SPACBCRAF'r

Okay, try one more time, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Okay, Ox, we want to stay interconnected for the
night, just in case you got ahead of us, I wanted to get that
word to you tonight before we got over to Guam.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy that.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal
from the tracking satellite. Next station in 19 minutes is·
Guam. Barlier in this orbit, Bob Crippen reported that the long
duration exposure facility was standing about a mile oft the nORe
of the spacecraft. Crew currently in presleep activity in the
crew activity plan. powering down the spacecraft systems,
getting ready for an 8 hour sleep period, with one remaining
maneuver today, which flight dynamics says looks like it may end
up being somewhat less than the pr.edicted early value of 6
ft/sec. It will more like 2 feet per second. This is NC2, itls
called, phasing burn, done with the reaction control system
thrusters. And this burn is scheduled at day ~, 7 hours, 40
minutes. At 1 day, 6 hours, 14 minutes, Mission Control Houstnn.
PAO
This is Mission Control HOllston. Acquisition at
Guam anticipated in some 20 sec. Maneuver pad will be read up to
the crew for the NC2 phasing maneuvp.r. Total of 1.7 ft/soc,
velocity change using the RCS thrusters. The final maneuvet of
the day bofc~~ the crew enters their a-hour sleep period.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Guam for 8 1/2.

SPI\CECRAF'r

Houston, Challenger, how do you road?

CAPCOM

Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECHAFT
Loud and clear.
test whenever you want it.

How me?

Welre ready for the Ku-band self-

CAPCOM
Okay, INCO standing by for that and live got some
notes for you.
SPACgCRAFT
back to you.

Okay, let me get that started and then 1111 get
Okay, Jer, GO for the notes.

CAPCOM
Okay, first of all, be advised welre sending you
up targets for NC2, also sending up some gyro bias COMPS for IMU
lY, 2X, and 3Z. Theylre all about one sigmas. Also, live qot
your NC2 burn pad for you, reference OPS checklist 10-13.
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Okay, Jer, go

CAPCOM
Okay, NC2 burn pad. On-orbit RCS burn, plus X,
ReS select item 4, TV roll 180, weight 216 619, tig
001/07:40:00.7. Delta VX, plus 1.7 all balls, all balls. Burn
attitude, roll 019.8 271.7 020.8. Delta V total, 1.7 TGO :07,
VGO X - END
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CAPCOM
- - .7 020.8. Delta V total 1.7 TGO :07; VGO X
plus 1.7; Y, all balls; 7., plus .34. Target apogee, 259.
Perigee, 256. And the post burn attitude is per the CAP. Read
b~,ck •
SPACECRAFT
RCS burn. Vector roll is 180. weight is 216
619. TIG is 001/07:40:00.7. (garble) is Delta VX plus 1.7.
Delta VY is all balls. Delta VZ is all balls. Aurn att roll
019.8. Pitch 271.7. Yaw, 020.8. Delta V total 1.7. TGO :07.
VGO plus X 1.7. Y, all balls. Z plus .34 for 259 by 256.
CAPCOM

Roger, that's good readback.

SPACECRAPT

And, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Scab.

SPACECRAFT
here.

Yeh, it looks like the Ku passed self-test okay up

CAPCOM

Roger, we concur.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That's good news.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with a note for you. Neill be
UHF only through Hawaii. That station pass will be taken over by
Solar Max tracking. Also, whonever you're able we'd like to go
ahead and start attempting radar acquisition of the LDEF, again.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay, we'll try it, Jer.

CAPCOM
SPEC 33.

And Challenger, Houston, we'll need an item 2 on

SPACECRAFT
Okay. Houston, Challenger, it looks like we're
(garble) about 9000 feet they're in range, a small ratio, you
want us to go ahead and go to auto on those edits.
CAPCOM
Stand by, Terry. Challenger, Houston, going LOS
Hawaii in 5 minutes. Your option, Terry, on what you'd like to
do with the radar.
SPACECRAFT

Why donlt we stick it in (garble).

PAO
Mission Control Houston. LOS at Guam, Hawaii in 4
minutes. During the Guam pass, the maneuvered table for NC2,
phaSing maneuver, was passed up to the crew. Also, the crew ran
another self-test on the ~endezvous radar and it passed. AlRO,
they were ranging on the long duration exposure facility and at
LOS the range numbers were 25,500 feet and opening at almost 5
feet per second. Next station at Hawaii will be UHF voice only
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in as much as that station will be tracking the Solae Max
satellite for additional trajectory numbers. Approximately an
hour and 17 minutes remaining of the crew wake period before they
go into 8 hours of scheduled sleep. At 1 day, 6 hours, 42
minutes Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, UHF through Hawaii, until we
hand to TORS.
SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear, Jerry.
radar is tracking pretty good,

And the (garble) says tho

CAPCOM
now?

Roger, copy, what kind of range you showing right

SPACECRAF'r

About 27,423 feet, opening at 4.8.

CAPCOM

Copy.

SPACECRAFT
And just for your information, Jerry, can still sec
the LDEF visually.
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
And just for your information, Jerry, we can still
see the LOEr visually.
CAPCOM

Okay, that's interesting information,

SPACECRAFT

(garble) is putting out quite a bit of smoke.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy.
rI'DRS, shor tly.
SPACECRAFT

than~

you.

Challenger, Houston, boing handed to

O'<ay, Jerry.

CAPCOM
And be advised INCO tells me we're having some
problems with TORS, so it might be a fairly long LOS.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Unable to lock up through
the tracking satellite after UHF pass at Hawaii. No big deal.
Wetll have them again at Botswana, if not at Ascension.
Ascension is extremely low elevation angle, unlikely we will be
able to communicate through that pass. Change-of-shift briefing
with Flight Director John Cox, orbit 2 team, at 5 p.m. Central
Standard Time in the JSC briefing room. We'll continue to stand
by to see if we do get comm through the tracking satellite while
Santiago and Hawaii are tied up in tracking Solar Max. At the
time of the NC2 phasing burn at 7 hours, 40 minutes r Challenger
will be trailing Solar Max by 737 nautical rliiles And at the time
the crew wakes up tomorrow morning, they will be trailing at 280
nautical miles. One day, 7 hours, 4 minutes, Mission Control
standing by.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, finally locked up on TORS.
Challenger, Houston, finally back with you through TDRS.
SPACECRAFT

TJoud and c lea r •

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. And whenever you've qat some time,
welve got some nightly status reports for you.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, let me see if I can round up Romo other
people to listen with mo.
CAPCO~

Okoedoke.

SPACECRAF'f
ahead.

Okay, everybody's got thoir ears wide open.

CAPCOM
tank re-entry
University of
E'l' for a full

Okay. First of all, a little more on the external
over Hawa i 1. Profesf30r Oao Kruckshank of the
Hawaii gave us reports that he was able to see the
3 minutes.
It ~tarted out as appearing as bright
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as Venus and increased in brightness to that of an aircraft
landing light. Ue could easily see the external tanK pullinl) a
contrail behind it and that contrail was interrupted as tho tank
tumbled. He further reported that tho oxternal tank broko into
several pieces, which ware also very clearly visible. Next item,
at all the rendezvous b~rns looked good to us and welre loo~inq
forward to a like set to:norrow. Tho [,DRr"' dl~pl\")y was SlIner. Ann
Dr. Don Harp, Langley Center Director, called un to give D big
thanks and congratulations to you from him and all the
experimenters that are onboard that device. Next itom - SPACECRAFT
Those folks did a fino job. We enjoyed, along with
you guys, to help put it out and we, are sure some people ~re
looking forward to going to pick it up in abollt a year.
CAPCON
Roger, that. 1\s I think you probahly surmiAod by
now, we think the radar is fully functional and the only problem
we held in the self-test was with the positioninq of th~ LOP.P,
there. COAS CAL's look a lot tighter to us at the 10.2 cabin,
than they did last flight, for the same two sets of cahin
pressures. No anomalies to report aga!n
SPACr:CR1\F'r

Yes, we noticed that.

CAPCOM
- - no 3nomalis to report again this evening, which
is a very happy note. Some anticipated flight plan Oeltas for
you. First of all, we'd li~e a status of the wator dump that
we've just co~pleted, hop~fully.
SPACECHAl"T
Okay, and that is complete at this time.
Everything looked just fine to us.
CAPCOM
Okay, that sounds good. You can antiCipate a waste
rl20 dump tomorrow, between 40 and 50 Dercent of the tank will be
dumped. And that'll be at the end of the BVA, so that we can
look at the dump sites with the RMS before we stow it. Also, you
can anticipate a small supply dump earlier tomorrow morning (lfter
the IMU aligns, but early enough so we won't mess up the star
tracker passes during the rendezvous. We intend to move up - END OF 'rAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay, that sounds good. You can anticipate a waste
If20 dump tomorrow, between 40 anrl 50 porcent of the tank will he
dumped an'] that will b~ at the end of the F.VA, so that we can
look at the dump siteH with the Rf.1S before we stO'.ol it. A1~o, you
can anticipate a small supply dump earlier tomorrow morning after
the IMU aligns, but early enough so we won't mess up the star
tracker passes during the rendezvous. We intend to move up- SPACECRAl'''J,'

Okay, we understand.

Okay, we intend to move up the IMU alignment as
early as possible tomorrow. \'le're looxing as early a~ 15 minutes
after wake up and if you get a chance and get into it early, 02
will be the star pair.
CAPCO~

SPACECRAF'f

That's Delta 2?

CAPCO~

Roger that, Delta 2.

SPACECRAt"'l'

Okay.

CAPCOM
Consummables report. The prop looks right on, we
picked up a little bit during the separation from the LORr
today. 'rhe cryo still looks good. You were right on the nominal
lines pretty much. And two other notes for you, first of all,
due to the set of oircumstances onboard today, several of the
fclks here in the MOCR got a chance to tryon an LEU. In fact,
our John still got it on his head, he can't get it off..
SPACECRAFT
Oh, yes, we had a couple onboard that weren't very
happy to put it on for the second timA.
CAPCOM
Roger, that, we copy. And the second item is that
all the folks down here are scurrying around trying to figure out
where that marsupial may have come from.
SPACECRAFT
1 h&dntt even seen one.
I think some guys made it
up. Okay, you guys have done super work down there helping us
out today and I think this vehicle is really outstanding. The
folks that put it together really deserve several pats on the
back.
CAPCOM
Roger, that, we'll pass those words along, Crip,
and we fully concur with those and we think the stage is properly
set for tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, sir, we got five folks on here all lookinq
forward to it. Since, perspective is any indication, we ought to
be able to pick up Solar Max to~~rrow out at TI at least. I've
still got a good visual on it now. And wetre about 34,000 feet
out.
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CAPCOM
Okay, that sounds good. We'd like to go ahead and
take the Ku back to comm at this time. And we'll need the items
on SPEC 33. And, Crip, just a command on the panel, will do- SPACECRAFT
O~ay, you want me to go ahead and disable the
cendezvous, now. I cut you out, Jerry, say again.
CAPCOM
Roger, you're GO to disable radar and all youlll
need is a command on the panel.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, do you want me to also go ahe,d and disahle
cendezvous, now.
CAPCOM
That's affirm. And Challengec, Bouston, we'll be
sending you a new state vector and a new target. Also, I've qot
some changes to your pad.
SPACECRAFT
changes.

Just a sec,

Okay and we're ready to copy the pad

CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, down in the peg 7 targets. Delta VX
will be a positive 1.5. Delta V total is the same number, 1.5.
TGO :06. VGO X plus 1.46. Z plus .29. Read back.
SPACEC~AFT
Okay, we copied for Delta VX, it'll be a 1.5.
Delta, V total will also be a 1. 5. TGO is : 06. VGO are X plus
1.46. 'i, all balls. And Z plus .29.

CAPCOM

Roger, that's a good

readb~ck.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, if you saw that, it looked
like it was nominal and on time.
CAPCOM
Roger, that's the way we like them, Crip, thank
you. And we'd like the MAD strain gage to PCM enable on A7.
SPACECHAv T
1

Coming up.

CAPCOM
And Crlp, we had a question, we saw a small jump on
AC3, we were wondering if Or. Spoc had been cycled off and on.
SPACECRAFT
em us.

That's affirm, it was done just now.

He had died

CAPCOM
Okay, copy that, thank YOll very much. Challenger,
Houston, we've got about 11 more minutes here on TORS LOS and we
don't intend to talk to you after that time. Want to remind you
about cabin maintenance Lioh changeout and we'll stancl by for a
speaker check, if you want one.
END OF 'l'APE.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we've qot about 11 morc
minutes here on TDRS LOS and we don't intend to talk to you after
that time. Want to remind you about cabin maintenance, LIOH
changeout and we'll stand by for a speaker check, if you want
one.
SPACECRAF'r
Okay, LIOll changeout is complete. And, I was
pretty happy with cabin maintenance, does EECOM think we need to
tweak it.
CAPCOt>l
Stand by, we' 11 get another vote. Challenger,
Houston, 'He'd like to bump up the pressure about two tenths
within two.
SPACECRAFT

About two tenths, that'll take it up to about

10.~?

CAPCOM
That's affirm and our John's tellinq mp. that'll
keep you in better condition for the night pass, based upon data
we saw last mission.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll do it. And Houston, Challenger, is it
okay with INCO, if we borrow the Ku-band to go ahead and do the
cable repositioning?
CAPCOM

That's affirm, we're happy about that.

SPJ\CECRAF'r

Okeedoke.

CAPCO:.1

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'r

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCO:.1
Roger, we'd like to change a couple of PP02
caution and warning limits on the hardware side. Number 34 and
number 44 are the channels we'd like to set the upper limits to
3.0. Make sure you don't got a caution and warning trip durinq
the night.
SPACECRAF'f

Okay, 3.0 on 34 and 44, weill get it.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, hopefully the last item for
you. We'd like to repress the right OMS.
SPACgCRAFT

Okay, put repress on the right OMS, coming up.

CAP COM
Challenger, Houston, less than three minutes left
on TDRS. We don't have any more notes for you. Have a good
night's sleep and be prepared for tomorrow, I think it'll be a
busy one.
SPACECRAF'r

·F

Sounds like lots of fun.

Good night, Jer.
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Good night, yalil.

fJAO
'l'his is ~1ission Control Houston. Loss o~ signal
through tracking satellite. Crew is tucked in for R hours of
sleep unless some need arises to call them next orbit. During
this just-completed pass with the satl?llite, some notes were
passed up by CAPCOM Jerry Ross to tho crew, ranqinq from
observations of the external tank break up on launch day, break
up southeast of Hawaii to congratulations on the ocoloyrnent of
the long duration exposure facility from the Langley centar
director Dr. Donald P. Harth. The final maneuvcr of today - an
RCS phaSing maneuver of 1 1/2 ft/sec was accomplished on time.
And at the time of the maneuver, the trailing distance between
Challenger and the Sola: Max satellite was 737 nautical miles.
Closuce rate is roughly 60 mph, 60 nautical miles an hour over
tho noxt 12 hours or so. The trailing distance is estimnted to
be 280 nautical miles at the time the crew wakes up tomorrow
morning. At 1 day, 7 hours, 55 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston. '{'his is Mission Control Houston, we are expecting to
begin our change-of-shift press conference with off-~oing Flight
Dicector John Cox at approximately 5 p.m. That prflss conference
will originate from building 2, room 135 at the Johnson Space
Centor. At 1 day, 0 hours, 2 minutes, this is Hission Control
Houston.
END Or' 'rAP!:""':.
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1 day, 8 hours, 2 minutes, this is Mission Control

PAO
'rtd sis Miss ion Con trol nous ton. Challenqer
currently passing through the lJawaii tracking station. Although,
the crew is in the sleep period, the cathrode ray tubes, the
CRT's aboard are one indicator of any crew activity. They're in
sleep configurations, so we're assuming they're buttoned up and
sleeping for the night. Heee in the Mission Control Center, the
handover has been completed to the payloads team and to the
mission planning team. Payloads officer reports that Astronaut
George Nelson reported that the bees loo~ alive and that the
queen bee is free and roaming around. The crew is reported to
have tracked the long duration exposure facility with their
rendezvous radar out to about 5 nautical miles. At missionelapsed time, 1 day, 8 hours, 10 minutes, we werd 709.7 nautical
miles behind solar max and nbout 8.6 nautical miles below it and
expect to be 281 nautical miles behind at 1 day, 16 hourn or
about the time of crew wake-up, where we would be about 8.5 miles
below. The flight activities officer reports that the crew
activity plan for tomorrow is going to be very, very close to
nominal, right according to the preflight crew activity plan. At
mission-elapsed time, 1 day, 0 hours, 30 minutes, this is Misnion
Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston. An update on to:norrow's
first burn. That first burn to bring u~ closer to position with
the Solar Max satellite will take place at Mission RlapAed Time,
1 day 20 hours 13 minutes 29 seconds. Again that first burn in
the morning is at 1 day 20 hours 13 minutes 29 seconds, 29
seconds. At Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day 9 hours 19 minutes, this
is t-1i5S ion Con trol, lious ton.
PAO
Hission Control, Houston. The POCC tells us that
during the last pass through the Santiago tracking station a
sucessful signal went up to the Solar Max to turn off the fine
pointing Sun sensor and telementry also revealed that all the
experiments have been shut down on the satellite. These are
prepartory moves to get that satellite ready for us to come in
and rendezvous with it tomorrow. Again, that was sucessful.
Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day 9 hours 28 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
'l'his is ~1ission Control, Houston. l'le are nON about
577 nautical miles behind Solar Max as both spacecrafts orbit the
Barth over South America at this moment. Orbiter Challenger is
below Solar Max, about 9.4 miles at this point. That range will
close somewhat through the night and it will vary somewhat
through the night. The commanding has been going on to the 901ar
11ax via the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center through the
Santiago station on tho last orbit And during this orbit also,
:,:>repar ing the Solar Ma'/C for the rendezvous in the morning. At 1
day 17 hours and 50 minutes, later this evening in about 7 hourn
or 50, the poce will advise JSC as to whether or not the SMM is
ceady for rendezvous and all steps save one have been completerl.
That last step, which will come in about 2 hours, is a command
that will configure the onboard computers aboard Solar Max for
the rondevous, and that's the last step necessary before we can
go ahend and close in. At 1 day 18 hours and 30 minutes, the
poce will begin preparations for switching communications from
the ground stations, the ground data tracking network, to the
payload interrogator aboard Challenger, and that will be going
throu9h TDRS, that'n the means by Nhich weill be communicating
with the satellite when we close in for rendezvous and the next
big event aEter that is at 2 days ••••
BND
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PAO
19 hours and 30 minutes, the POCC will begin
preparations for svitching communications from the ground
s~ations, the ground data tracking network, to the payload
int.errogator aboard Challenger, and that will be going through
TORS. That's the means by which we'll be communicating with the
satellite when we close in for rendezvous and the next big event
after that is at 2 days, 1 hour, and 10 minutes. That's when
poce will disable the attitude control system aboard Solar Hax.
It will essentially be an inert spacecraft at that point and safo
for us to move in. So all is proceeding normally here as we
prepare for a big day tomorrow with the rendezvous. We have
about 5 hours and 21 minutes left in the crew's sleep period and
we're now at MET 1 day, 10 hours, 38 minutes. This is Mission
Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
One of the Earth observationR oprortunities for the
morning, about 40 minutes after the crew gets up at 1 day l~
hours 35 minutes, will be over Rorneo where, if the cloud cover
permits, they'll have an opportunity to observe what experts ara
calling the worst environmental disaster of the centry. ~her~'s
a forest fire raging in Borneo now that so far has consumed over
7 and a half million acres of forest land, virgin forest land,
and we would like to see that from orbit if possible. They'll
also have an opportunity to take a look at a volcano on Reunion
Island, which is east of Madagascar in the Indian Ocean. That's
the same volcano that the crew of the l~st Shuttle flight, 4l-0,
took a look at a couple of times and returned some excellent
photographs of. Otherwise, all quiet here in the Mission Control
Center, wo're now at Mission Elapsed Time 1 day 12 hours 19
minutes and this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
~1ission Control, Houston.
Ne'r:e proce:1sing
telemetry through the Guam tracking station as Challenger and
Solar Max move across the Pacific Ocean, Challenger on orbit
25. At 1 day 13 hours 10 minutes, we wete 442.6 nautical miles
behind Solar Max and still about 8-1/2 milen below it. Wolre
slowly closing. By the time the crew wakAs up this ~orning,
we'll be within about 281 nautical miles of the spacecraft anrl
then begin maneuvers to close that distance fairly rapidly.
Welre at Mission Elapsed Time 1 day 13 hours and 19 minutes,
Mission Control, Houston.
~ission Control, Houston.
Challenger and the Solar
dre now over the Southern Pacific Ocean approaching the coast
of South America. When we go through the Santiago tracking
station on this orbit, the folks at Goddard Payload Operations
Control Center will be listening to the beeps co~in9 from Solar
!-tax and they'll be doing ranging on this pass to get an even more
precise fix on the exact location of the spacecr:oft. That, anrl
on the next orbit, will be the last time weill do Solar Max
ranging before we turn off the device that sends those
identifying beeps down from the spacecraft through telemetry.
And when we shut those off, that will occur on orbit 29, and that
will be about the last step in preparing the spacecraft for the
rendezvous. Here in the Mission Control Center, Solar Max repair
mission project manager, Frank Seppalina, has joined the planning
team to talk about the ••••

PAO
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PAO
••• in the spacecraft for the re~dezvous. Here i.n
the Mission Control Center, Solar Max repair mission project
manager, Frank Ceppollinn, has ~oined the planning t~am to talK
about the berthing procedure tomorrow when we grapple Solar Max.
It tUrns out tho Goddard folks have realized thore is a thermal
covering, a thermal bl~nket that wraps around the pins that will
go into tho berthing latches making the tolerance of those
latches a bit tighter than we had earlier thought, and so we're
discussing how to phrase a concern to the crew that we want them
to be cautious and conservative and watch that when they put it
into the flight support structure. There are three berthing pins
on the flight support structure ring that will hold Solar Max in
place by being able to berth two - the motion of berthing two of
those will, by the structure of the loechanism of the berthing
latches themselves, will cause the third to latch automatically
and then they can, the crew can go through and sequentially latch
each one of those rings and then arrive at what the engineers
call a hard latch. And that's when the satellite will be affixed
permanently until we release it later in the week. The berthing
latches the~~elves are tapered so that when Mission Specialist
'ferry Hart, who will be flying the robot arm, . .,hen he has the
Solar Max on the end of that arm and sets it down into the ring,
the latches will guide the pins on the Solar Max down into a
cradle. And it's a tight squeeze but they don't see that there's
going to be any real problem making it go, and once it's gone
down into that crotch, down into that cradle, they'll
sequentially latch those pins and tho Solar Max will he in olaco
and the repair procedure on the attitu~e control system can
begin. At Mission Elapsed Time, I day 13 hours 51 minutes, this
is Mission Control, Houston.
~Hssion Control, Houston, Orbi ter Challenger is no.,.,
361.7 nautical miles behind Solar Max, catching up steadily and
8.4 miles below that satellite. We're now passing over the
Indian subcontinent, the beginning of orbit 26. Atl quiet here
in Mission Control. Flight Oirector Randy Stone has gone around
the room to inquire of the status of the spacecraft during that
last pass. Through Oakar we took some data and everything looks
real quiet, real good on the spacecraft, no probl~ms to report.
There 13 a change of shift press conference scheduled for 12130
a.m. central time with off-gOing Flight Director Randy Stone and
given the quiet nature of this shift, we again are wondering
whether thore's any neceesity to go through the formalities of
hold ing tha t press conference. \'le suspect there i sn I t any need
and toward that end, we're going to go ahead and request that if
you would like Lo have a press conference, please let us know at
the NASA newscenters at Kennedy, Johnson, Marshall, or Dryden.
If not, we will go ahead and cancel probably in another hour or
so, We're at Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day 14 hours, 42 minutes
and this is Mission Control, 1I0ucton.
END OF 'l.'APE
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••• probably in another hour or 00. We're ~t
elapsed time, 1 day, 14 hours, 42 minutes and this is
Mission Control, Houston.
PAO

mi~sion

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, Challenger now about 340
miles from Solar Hax. Here's a status on Solar f.1ax at this
point. All the Qxperiments have been powered do\m. The fine
pointing sun sensor is off and through the night, we've heen
interrogating the spacecraft and shutting those experiments down,
taking readings through telp.metry on its exact position and
refining those numbers a bit. The next two steps, during a MltA
pass over Plorida, over the Florida tracking stption, on orbit
29, we'll set up communications \vith that spacecraft so that
rather than going directly from a ground station to Sola[ Max,
wetll go ~ia TORS to the payload interrogator on the Orbiter
Challenger. And that interrogator can talk to Solar Max when it
gets within about 200 feet of the spacecraft. Then, just before
astronaut George Nelson leaves the payload bay to fly over to
Solar Nax, we will command through the payload interrogator the
safing of the Attitude Control System and thus, other than its
ability to talk through the payload interrogator, th~t will be an
inert spacecraft when Nelson flies over to grapple onto it. And
so those two steps remain. All has gone well in preparing the
Solar Max for the rendezvous. We expect by crew wakeup time,
which comes in about I hour, to be on the order of 201 miles from
Solar Max and about 8 miles below it. After they wa~e up,
there'll be some burns throughout the mornin9 to close that
range, slow down the closing rate so that we gently nudge into
Solar Maxis orbit and into its vicinity. Welr~ now at mission
elapsed time 1 day, 15 hour s, 4 mi nu tes and tve ~",ollid reques t tha t
if anyone desires us to hold a change of shift press conference
tonight at its regularly SCheduled time, that they pleaso call
the JSC newsroom or the KSC newsroom in the next few minutes and
let us know. We do plan to cancel that unless objections to that
are raised. This is Hission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We're now over
the southern Pacific Ocean in an orbit 259 by 256.5 nautical
miles. Crew sleep period ends in about 32 minutes and we expect
wake-up music to go up to the spacecraft towards the end of this
TORS pass in about 40 or 50 minutes. We do intend to cancel the
12:30 a.m. change of shift press conference unless we receive any
objections from members of the news media and we would encourage
you to get those objections into us within the next half hour or
so. Welce at mission elapsed time, 1 day, 15 hours, 27 minutes
and this is Mission Control, Houston.
FAO
Mission Control, Houston, welre processing data
through Dekar and expecting the crew wake-up call probably in the
next 15 to 20 minutes or so. One of the sites listed for flight
day 3 earth observation opportunities is over Borneo at I day, 16
minutes. END OF TAPE
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PAO
For flight day 3 Rarth observation op~ortunitiea is
over Dorneo at 1 day" 16 hours, and 35 minutfls, which is about .15
minutes from now. That site is whore a forest fire is raging.
That fire has consumed about 7 1/2 million acren of virgin forost
land in Borneo and experts are calling it the worat environmental
disaster of the twentieth century. Wold like to have some space
photography of that. We have co~mandBd Solar Max throuqhout the
night and there are two steps remaining to prepare that satellite
for rendezvous lator today. First step left to us is to conmand
a different communications configuration with Solar Max, allow us
to communicate directly to the satellite through tho TORS
satollite. We would, instead of going through ground stations,
we would talk it through the TDRS, to the Orbiter and, ~once,
through the payload intorrogator to Solar Max rather than going
directly up from a ground station. Onco thatts dono, theytro
ready to command tho attitude control system to a safe position
just before astronaut George Nelaon beqins hiR apprOAch O~ the
MMU flyover. Otherwise, all has gone well in preparinq Solar ~ax
for the rendezvous. We have cancellod the 12:30 a.m. change of
shift press conference with off-going flight director, Randy
Stone. Next opportunity for a press conference will he tomorrow
morning with off going flight director, Jay Green. We'rn
currently at MET 1 day, 15 hours, 53 minutes Dn~ this is Mission
Control, HOllston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, HOllston, good morning, we have problems
with our Dakar site. Request a panel command to put us on TDRS.
S PACECHAF'r

CAPCOf'.1

Ok, I think we did that (garble) outfit

Roger that.

SPACECRAF'r
Orbit,er's back in current \dth our wake-up time
anyhow, war ked ou t 'tlell. Expect a panel command.
PAO
Miss ion Cant rol, lIous ton. necause of a
communications configuration aboard the spacecraft and down here
on Earth, we would have been unable to command switchover from
the Dakar ground station to TORS after \4e "'ent through Dakar. Ne
had read on the monitors down here that the crew was already up,
their CRTs were on, and they had begun their day no we went ahead
and called up a little early and asked them to make that switch
for us so we could get Dakar and TORS for the rest of this TORS
pass. We're now at MET 1 day, 16 hours. This is Mission
Control, Houston.
SPAC£CRAP'r

Well, that was really great whatever it was.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston. What that was was the
fight song of the University of California at Rerkeley followed
by the r~eh igh university fight song.
END OF 'rAPE
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Well, that was really great whatever it was.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston. What that was was tho
fight song of the University of California at nerkeley followed
by the Lehigh University fight Bong.
The first in honor of Ox
!Jan Hoften, the second in honor of T. J. lIact.
PAO
Nission Control, HOllston. Ne're currently 280.8 n.
mi. from Solar Max. Challenger and Solar Max now passing over
northern Africa. The Orbiter is 0.4 n. mi. below Solar Max.
First burn this morning is scheduled to occur at MET 1 day, 20
hours, 1.3 minutes, and 29 seconds. This is Mission Control,
Houston.
SPACECRAl"'!'

Hey, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead, Dick.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, would you like to see the eyro 02
sensor check?

tan~

CAPCO~I

Roger, that sounds good, we're standing by.

8PACECRAt"1'

Okey doke, corning your way.

SPACECRA1;"1'

(garble)

SPACECRAF'r

Sorry, Guy.

heater

CAPCO:-1
Challenger, Houston, \'10'11 be on a s\4itch from ~SPs
now, you can ignore the alarm.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, thanks, Guy.
cyro 02 good?

Did you copy the test roset on

CAPCO~

Roger, looked good to us too, Dick.

SPACECRA[<"l'

Okay.

CAPCO~

see you

~t

Challenger, Houston, we're a minute to r~Og.
the next TORS pass at five niner.

SPACECRAF'r

Ok, Guy, see you there.

CAPCO[\l

Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

Roger that, Guy.

Ne'll

CAPCO?>l
Challenger, Hous ton, we just turned the pgp on,
weld like an itam 6 on SPEC 62 please.
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(garble)

CAPCO~
Roger, thank you, and at your convenience on panel
A7, we'd like tho MAD strain gauges on.

SPl\CECmU'T

Ok, MAD strain gauge$ coming on.

Cl\PCOM

Roger, thanks.

SPACECRAFT
copy it all?

Also, would GN&C like his IMU line

CAPCOM
We'd like you to read it to us.
beforo we got it.
SPl\CECRAf"l'

Ok, you ready to copy?

CAPCOM

Hoger, go

~ata,

or did ho

You went LOS just

~lhead.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, at stars 2~ and 16, angle orror was .02. H1U-l
minuH .02, plus .21, plus • ~2. um-2 minus .13, minus .03, plus
.05.
U1U-3 plus .12, minus .19, minus .13. 'rhey report Clt 1
day, 16 hours, 23 minutes, and 10 seconns. Over.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy all, Crip, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, and hOW'R this little handheld
this 1I10rning?
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good to me.

SPACRCRAFT

Ok, fine.

mi~e

doing

ChalL. ilget, 1I0us ton. On the in terconnect tan\(
l:)witch, you're go at anytime. We·'d just like a little advance
notice so PROP can watch.

C{\PCOM

SPACECRAF'f

Ok, are you set up such that we could do it now?

CAPCOl-1

Yassir if. •.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, on the interconnect tank
switch, you're go at any time. We'd just like a little advance
notice so PROP can watch.
SPACECRAF'I'

Okay, are you set up such that we could do it now?

CAPCOM

Yes sir, if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll put it, we'll put it in work. Okay,
Houston, Challenger, we'll be trying to close the rig~t RCS,
correction, right OMS cross feed bravo. It -- the talkback stayed
barberpole. We're in GPC at this time and we're going to hold
here.
CAPcm1
please.

Roger, copy, we'd

SPACBCRAF'!'

Okay, coming open.

lik~

to take that back to open

And we did get an opnn.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy. hnd ChallenC')er, Houston, Crip, we're
going to stay in this configuration until post Nfl 2 and then
we'll try crossfeed again. The problem was the fuel valve is toe
one that did not close. And Challenger, Houston, c'lid you copy my
comment, we just completed a handover from Ku to S-Band.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'm not sure which comment you're referring
to, I copied regarding staying in right OMS interconnect.
CAPCO~

Roger, that was it, Crip, I'm sorry. It was the
fuel valve that didn't close and we'll work it after NIl 2.

SPACECRA[t'T

Okay, fine, get Pinky one switch to throw.

CAPCOM
Copy. Challenger, Houston, we'd like a GNC SPEC 1
at your convience for variable parameters.
SPACECRAFT

, Okay, we got it working.

CAPCOM
Thank you Ox.
yours, thank you.
SPACECRAr"l'

It's on CRT 1.

Challenger, Houston, the CRT is

Okay, Guy.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, Mission Elapsed
Time 1 day 17 hours 24 minutes. Challenger on orbit number 28,
all is very quiet aboard the ship this morning as the crew
proceeds through their postsleep activiti~ 1. Flight nynamics
Officer hero in the ~lission Control Center just gave the flight
di~ector a projection which says that rendezvous radar onboard
tte ship should acquire the TORS satellite at a range of 110
nautical miles which would OCOllr at Mission Elapsed Time of 1 ~ay
21 hours 58 minutes. And presently, W~ are trailing Solar Max at

-
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position roughly 200 nautical miles bet .• nd it and about 9
nautical miles below the orbiting Solar Max satellite. At
Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day 17 hours 25 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
a

Challenger, Houston, with a note on the right OMS
cross feed valve.

CAPCO~

SPACECRAF'f

Yeah, go ahead Guy.

Roger, it's the, on the bravo valve, the fuel valve
is apparently failed open, the oxidizer valve is operating
normally. We'd like to leave the switch in the open position.
Your NO 2 burn will be right OMS only so we want to stay as we
are until after the NH 2 and then perform the interconnect tank
switch from right to left and substitute in place of the riqht
OMS crossfeed bravo close, weld like to do the right OMS tank
isols. Both of them closed. Over.
CAPCO~

SPACECRAFT
Okay, stand by. Okay, Guy, let me ask you for a
little verification, I got D fuel valve is failed open and leave
open, Nfl 2 burn will be right OMS only, and I missed most of the
rest of that, could you run it by one more time?
CAPCOM
Roger, Dick, after the NH 2 burn, we want to
perform the interconnect tank switch from right to left OMS
feed •••
END

()~.,
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SPACECRAFT
leave open, NH 2 burn will be right OMS only. Then
I missed most of the rest of that. Could you run it by one more
time?
CAPCOM
Roger, Dick, after the NH 2 burn, we want to
perform the interconnect tank $witch from right to left OMS fee~
and instead of where you close the right OMS cross feed bravo,
we'd like to put in place of that the right OMS tank isol.
SPACeCRAFT
Okay, we got that, but understand aftor the Nfl 2 we
want to interconnect, do the interconnect from right to left.
CAPC0M
That's affirmative, and close the rig~t OMS tan~
ISOL's instead of the right OMS crossfoed bravo. And,
Challenger, Houston, on UHF through D~kar, TORS is in and out.
The only additional thing on that crossfead ,Dick, was inRteud of
the right OMS cross feed bravo to close, weld like to leave that
open and close the right OMS tank ISOL's.
SPACECRAFT

Okay (garble).

CAPCOM

Hogar.

CAPCOM
Challenger, I10us ton, \,le' vo got
and covariance matrix coming to you.
SPACBCRAFT

targ~ t

sta to vector

Ok, Jerry, sounds good.

CAPCOM
Roger, and about 2 minutes left on TORS, we'll Bee
you at Yarragadee at one one.
SPACBCRAFT
Ok, see you there. We're just going
here coming over this part of the world.
CAPCO~

clic~ity

click

Roqer, T. J.

POCC
This is tho Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center at 1 day, 18 hours Misson Elapsed Time. The Payload
Operations Control Center has advised Houston Mission Control
that the Solar Maximum Mission satellite is now ready for
retreival operations, which are scheduled to commence with the
astronauts' EVA at 9:15 this morning. Through the night, tho
Solae Maximum Missions' ground controllers in the Goddard Payload
Operations Cont:ol Center, or POCC, have been securing the
sate11ite'~ subsystems and verifying their status.
The science
instruments aboard Solae Maximum Mission have been powered down,
its battery charges have been checked, and pyrotechnics aboarn
the satellite have been disabled. Additionally, the Solar
Maximum mission's communications capabilities have been
reconfigured to receive commands and return data through the
portable ground station for payload interragator aboard the
Orbiter. The POCC plans to begin communicating with the
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satellite through the Orbiter at about 7:10 a.m., changing over
from NASA's network of intermittent Earth stations. The payload
interrogator will allo~~ uninterrupted communications with the
satellite throughout tho recovery and repair process. At 1 day
18 hours Mission Elapsed Time, this is the Goddord Payload
Operations Control Center.
PAO
This is MiGsion Control, Houston, it's 1 day 18
hours 10 minutes Mission Elapsed Time and we're less than half a
minut(J away from acquiring voice through the UHF station at:
Yarragadee. We have overlapping covera~e, we'll have Yarragadee
for 8 and a half minutes and it'll overlap with a 7 and a ~alf
minute pass through Orroral. At 1 day 10 hours 10 minutes, this
is f>Hssion Control Houston standing by for a voice through
Yarragadee.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragaden ann
Orroral for 16.
SPACBCRAF'r

Roger, loud and clear.

CI\PCOM

You're loud and clear also.

SPACECRAF'r

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOr-1

Challenger, Hou!'lton, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, Guy, I thought you might like to ~now a
little bit about what we're doing down in the (gart)le). Ox and I
had the bees out this morning, looking at them and the bees are
jus t doing 9 cea t. \ve d idn' t not ice more than maybe a doz~n
causalities in there and the rest of them, some of them have
learned to fly and they've got big chains built between where
they're starting to build tho hives and the food. There'S too
many of them in there to really see any sort of a hive but it
sure looks like they're having fun. And we've seen the queen
crawl by a couple of timen.
CAPCO~

Copy, pinky, sounds good.

END OF 'l'APE
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SPACECRAFT
••• really see any sort of a hive but it sure looks
like they're having fun. And we saw, we'vo seen the queen crawl
~i a couple of times.
CAPCON

Copy, Pinky, sounds good.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, Mission Specialist
George Nelson givinq a status report on the bee experiment.
SPACECRAFT
Frank, could we ask you a question regarding
of the (garble) supports?
CAPCOM

so~e

A couple of the what, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
I wanted to ask you a question specifically about
the TI d~lay fan that came up on, well, message 13 - - got
problems.
CAPCO~

Roger, go ahead, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, I guess those numbers for the TI delay look
like they just about doubled over what we have previously been
u~.ing, Cfln you give us the word behind that?
CAPCOM

Okay, stand by, Crip, I'll check into it.

SPACECHM'T

The one and the eleventh are both the same.

CAPCOM

Okay, we'll check over those numbers one more

ti~e.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, obviously the
quality of comm through Yarragadee is a little less than crisp.
Tho present elevation is 11 degrees, meaning that the line of
sight from the ground station, she looks at the vehicle from 11
degrees over the hor izon. f.laxhlum elevation at this 1')a9S is 12.7
degrees and initially, or - Challenger is presently at an
altitude of 258 nautical miles, which is significantly higher
than we've been in the past and that also affects the quality of
corom. Mission Elapsed Time is 1 day 18 hours 15 minutes, this is
[-tission Control, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
Alos, Guy, I was wondering whether you have the
preliminary TIG time for the first burn?
CAPCO:-1
Stand by. And Challenger, Houston, Crip, on thp. TI
rendevous delay pad, the reason that number is bigger is the NC3
burn is about 1 sigma further out. It'll be at about ~9 milcs,
and as a result, the TI burn will be a little bit greater about
12 foot per second, and that's why we have to have a larger
reserve there of the 11 percent number.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, we understand all of that, thank you.
we know approximately what NH2 TIG is yet?

PAGE 2
And do

CAPCOM
I'm getting that for you right now. And,
Challenger, Houston I have Nil 2 time if you're ready.
SPACEcnAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger, it's 1 day 20 hours 13 minutes 37.6 secondo.

SPACECRJ\FT
you.

Okay, 1 day 20 hours 13

~inutes

37.6 seconds, thank

CAPCOM
Rog. J\nd Challenger, Houston, I got a litttp. notQ
on the Solar Max berthing procedure.
Okay, everybody's listening.

SPACgCRA~''l'

CAPCOM
Okay, we're sending up a teleprinter mes~age to you
right now with a revised Solar Max berthing procedure. We
discovered yesterday there's more insulation tape on the Solar
Max berthing pins than we previously thouqht. The berthing
latches should still latch; howevor, the pins nay not slide in
the latches. This modified procedure we're sending will insure
the proper Solar Max alinement as WB latch the latches.
SPJ\CECRAI.-"r

Rage r •

CAPCOM
And the message i9 onboard and nasically you're
going to latch each latch halfway and then go bnck nround an~
latch them all the way down.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, we'll make sure we have it well
before we do any latch ~otion.
CAPCO~1

Roger. Challonger, Houston, T.OS in
See you in TDRS at 40.

_

"or"

•

~

.~,

SPACBCHAl3"r

Will do Jerry see you there.

CAPCOM

It's okay, Bob.

.......

'",_

_-..,.-

_ __

on~

8eat~d

minute,

Sorry, Guy.
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CAPCOt-l
'rORS at 40.

Challenger, Houston, LOS in one minute, see you on

SPACECRAP'r

Real good, Jerry, see you there.

CAPCOM

Itls okay, Boh.

SPACECRAF'f

Capcom are getting quicker all the timo.

Sorry, Guy.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, welre LOS through
the Australian tracking station. The flight ~ynamics officer
reported a time of ignition for the NH2 burn of 1 day, mi3sion
elapsed time, I day, 20 hours, 13 minutes, 37.6 seconds, which
will occur in about an hour and 45 minutes from now. And we'll
reacquire contact with Challenger through TORS in 12 minutes. At
mission elapsed time, I day, 18 hours, 27 minutes, this is
Mission Control, flou!':lton.
GOODARD
This is the Goddard payload Operations Control
Center at 1 day, 18 hours, 28 minutes mission elapsed time. The
payload operations control ~enter has notified Houston Mission
Control that all is ready for communicating with the Solar
Maximum Mission Satellite via Shuttlels payload interrogator
beginning a little over 3 hours from now. The POCC will be using
th~ Orbiter's interrogator for uninterrupted communications with
the satellite during retrieval in place of intermittent coverage
through NASAls network of earth stations. In preparnt:ion for the
changeover, the poce has confirmed that it wi 11 llllve Cjround
accoss to the payload interrogator through the Tracking an~ Data
Relay Sat~llite. The poce will make its final co~munications
with Solar Maximum Mission through the earth station at Merritt
Island, Florida before changing to the interrogator at
approximately 5:35 a.m. The Payload interrogator is a broadcast
and receive station lboard the Orbiter which has all the
capabilities of a ground network station. Interrogator is built
into t~e S~uttle and can rely commands and instructions to
payloads both within the Orbiter's cargo bay and outside it. The
POCC ground controllers will URO the payload interrogator to
deactivato the Solar Maximum Missionls attitude control system
before tho satellite is retrieved. Once the Solar Max is be[thed
in tho Orbiterls cargo bay, commands will be nent to it through
tho umbilical attachment of the fliqht support system to power
down Solar Max fully and make it safe for repair. At 1 day, 18
hours, 29 minutes, this is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Centor.
CAPCO.'l

Challenger, Houston with you through

SPACI::CRAFT

Okay, Guy, got you loud and clear.

TDR~.

CI\PCO:'1
Roger, loud and clear also and we got NII2 t<lrgets
coming to you and be advised, your Orbiter otnte vector is as
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good or bettor than ours after your IMU align so it'll be GO with
that.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, super. We're turning tho VTR for you for the
durnp in ali t tle wh i le and we've bas ically got the f..,DBF re lease,
some part of it. Is that what you guys wanted to eee?
CAPCOM

Stand by, let me check.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, that sounds good for the
v'rR dump. He were not expecting it til lhe next rev, hO'."cvcr, \'10
can pick it up this one if you'd like.
SPACECRAFT
No, that's when we plan on sending it to you is the
next pass but we were just reviewing the tape and making sure
that's what you wanted.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good.

CAPCO!1
Challenger, Houston, I have the PAD's for you when
you're rGady to copy.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, I'll be ready in just a minute here.

CAPCOM
Okay whenever you give me a go, we'll ~tart ~7ith
NH2, page 2-4.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay Guy, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, NH2, OMS right, TV roll all balls, 'l.'RH1S
minus 0.4 plus 5.4 minus 5.4, weight 215823 1/20:13:3
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
••• 5.4 minus 5.4 weight 215023 1/20:13:37.7, PEG
7's plus 14.2 all balls plus 0.1, burn at 202252002 delta V's
14.2 0:16 plus 13.32 minus 02.92 plus 03.86, targets 266 plus
158, the valves back up at the top are alpha open, bravo closed
and downmode to RCS interconnect from the rigllt OMS. Read back.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, the right engine TV roll all balls, trims
minus 0.4 plus 5.4 minus 5.4, 215823 1/20:13:37.7 plus 14.2 all
balls plus 0.1 202 252 002 14.2 0:16 plus J.3.32 minus 2.92 plus
3.86 that's a 266 by a plus 258, A open B closed, downmode Res
interconnect from the right, over.
CAPCO~1

you're ready.
SPACECHAF'l'

Roger, good readback and I've got NC3 on 2-8 when
Heady to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, will be RCS select, TV roll all balls, trims
are NA, weight 215520, TIG 1/21:00:54.9, PEG 7 plus 01.0 all
balls, all balls, burn at 156 073 345, delta V TOT, 01.0 0:04
plus 00.96 all balls plus 00.19, 266 plus 259 and the ISOL valves
are NA.

SPAcr;CH1W'1'
Okay, Guy, I got hal ['",ay through that
(garble) big echo but I think we got it all, its RCS
NA, trim, correction TV roll is all. balls, trims are
215 520 1/21:00:54.9 plus 1.0 all balls, all balls a
01.0 0.04 plus .98 all balls plus .19 266 by 259 and
ISOL's are NA.

tC<1nsmission
TV roll is
NA, that's a
156 073 345,
tho heater

CAPCOM
Roger, good readback, and I'm sorry that's because
I was coming both UHF and through TORS. And I've got the TI burn
page 2-14 when you're ready.
SPACECRM'T

Okay, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, it'll be OMS left, TV roll all balls, trims
mirlus 0.4 plus 5.4 minus 5.4 woight 215 495, 1/22:35:19.0 PEG 7's
plus 11. 9 minus 00.8 plus 00.7 burn at 160 077 359 delta V TOT
12.0 0:13 plus 11.27 plus 02.47 ••••
t::ND OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
359. Delta V TOT 12.00:13 plus 11.27 plun 02.47
plus 03.27, 268 by plus 265. Your helium vnlves, nlpha open
bravo close, downmode to RCS interconnect from the left. Read
back.
SPACECRAFT
Ok coming back at you. The left TV rolls all ballA
trims ara minus 0.4 plus 5.4 minus 5.4, 215495, 1/2:35:19.0 plus
11. 9 min u s 00. 8 p 1 u s 00. 7 • At tit u de 16007 7 3 59, 12. 0 , O:~. 3 pI \l S
11.27, plus 02.47 plus 03.27, that's n 268 by a plus 265. The A
open, B close, downmode {s acs interconnect from the left.
CAPCON
Roger, good readbnck and the last thing
you now is your one rev delay TI targets page 316.
SPI\CBCRAFfl'

I

have for

Ok, ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Ok, the preliminary delta VS are plus 14.2, all
balls, all balls.
SPACECRAF'r
balls.

Ok, copy the delta VS will be 14.2, all balls, all

CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at I day, 18
hours, 55 MET. CAPCOM Guy Gardner reading up the TIG' s , time of
ignitioll, preliminary visa data for the three burns scherluled
this morning, the Nlf2 height burn, the NC3 phase burn, and the TI
transition burn in concert. Those three burns dedicated to
changing orbital parameters to an apogee of 268 nautical miles by
a perigee of 265 nautical miles. And the third PAD was a 1 day
delay projection in case we have any anomalous problems during
the burns this morning. MET 1 day, 18 hours, 56 minutes. This
is Mission Conlrol, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenge, Houston, we've got a new orbiter state
vector we'd like to send you.
SPACECRAF'r

Ok, Guy, we're ready.

CAPCOM
Ok, it's coming to you.
Max is ready for rendezvous.

Challenger, Houston, Solar

SPACECHAF'l.'

Alright, so are we.

CAPCO:4

Challenger, the new state vector is onboard.

SPACECRAE"T

Ok, thanks, Guy.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be handinq down to
Madrid here in about 20 seconds.

--·'7'
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SPACECRAFT
Fine and dandy, and wo're just getting rendezvous
now (gar b Ie) •
CAP~OM

Roger, we see that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you in ~'adrid.

SPACECRAFT

Ok fine, we're enroute to

CAPCON

Roger, it looks good.

CAPCO:·1

Challengor, Houston, with you on

garblo)

TDRS

ncr.o/.

Ok, loud and clear.
CAPCO~

Roger, you too.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, residuals

SPACECRAF'l'

Roger, we concur.

loo~

gooCl to us.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, what we're looking at is down
on the angles of those residuals a little bit larger than the
.05, but it's oscillating back and forth so we think they're qooCl
enough to incorp •••
CAPCO~1

Roger, we concur, Crip.

C/\PCOM
NU2 pad.

Challenger, Houston, thore's negative upClate to the

SPACECRAP'r

Roger, I un<lerstand, negative update for NH2.
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CAPeON

Roger, we concur, Crip.

CAPCO~l

Challenger, HouBton, there's negative u~date to the

NH2

PAD.

Roger, I understand, negative update for NH?.
SPACECRAFT
Guy, the (garble) seem to be set on 9 now, other
than that (garble).
CAPCO~1

Standby.

SPACECRAFT
~ly congr a tula t ions to the (garble) fol ks,
they Knew where the t~rget was.
CAPCOM

I

th ink

Roger that.

CAPCO~l
Challenger, fIous ton, they' re very h<lPPY wi th wha t
we're aeoing. We think as the target gets brighter the noise will
settle out. We got about two minutes left here on TDRR. We'll
sea you at Yargardee at 49.

Ok, very good we'll see you there, Guy.
CAPCOM

Ok, 'I'e r r y.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we're LOR through
the TDRS system at 1 day, 19 hours, 37 minutes Mission Elapsed
~ime.
That discussion indicating that we're beginning to get an
image and some feedback on the rendezvous radar and the payloads
officer expressed the opinion that the noise evident in that
system will filter out as the target becomes larger. As we
continue to close on t~~ Solar Hax satellite at a closing speed
of about 60 miles an hour. We acql'~re voice through the UHF
station at Yarragadee in 11 minutes. This is ~'ission Control,
Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

SPACEC~AFT

Ok, loud and clear.

CAPCOt1

Roger, loud and clear also.

SPACECRAF'r
Guy, 'He picked up a v lsual abou t 10 mi ntt tos afte r
the star tracker pass began and about 15 minutes (garble) to take
COAS marks, that was a range of 600 K.
CAPCOM
Roger, coming in scratchy, T. J. understand you qot
a visual about 10 minutes after the star tracker nass began and
you got a COAS mark at a range of about 600 K?
SPACECRAl·'T

(garble) Houston, Challenger, how do you reao, Guy?
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CAPCOM
Rogor, it's still scratchy, it sounds like it's in
the link somqwhere, I don't think it's an Orbiter prohlem.
PAO
This
hours, 51 minutes.
visual sighting of
~ilometers.
We're
burn, tho NH2 burn
Once again we have
Or COl: a1.

is Mission Control, Houston. MET I day, 19
Hission Sp'lci(tlist 'rerry Hart reporting
the Solar Max satellite at a rango of fiOO
about 20 minutes away from the first apogee
sched~led to occur at an MET of 1:20:13:37.
overlapping coverage betwoen Yarragadee and

SPACECRAI. . 'r
(garble)
through Yargadee?

HoL'S ton,

Challenger, are you read i ng

llS

CAPCO~1

That's affirm T. J., I read YOll, we think it's just
attitude relative to the Yarragadee 3ntenna is the reason you're
a little scratchy.

SPACECIU\P'f
You're loud and clear now, sir. Ne just terminated
a star tracker pass, the score was 173 to nothing and every once
in a while the residuals would jump around a littlo bit.
(garble) PROP got as high as 4 K and ended up back down around 1
K.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, and on your COAR mark comment
understand you could have takan one at 600 K but you did not.
CAPCOH
Or roral.

Challenger, Houston, we have data with you through
Ok, loud and clear.

SPACBCRAFT
Did you copy that we thouqht we could have taken
marks visually en the target at about 100 miles.
END OF TAPE
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Challenger, Houston, we have data with

Y0U

through

SPACECRAF~

Okay, loud and clear. And did you copy that we
thought we could be taking marks visually on the target at ahout
100 miles.
CAPCOM
Roger, understand you could have taken marks had
you needed to at about 100 miles.
SPACECRAFT
I guess we first saw the target, Guy, at a TG of
about minus 20 and then the COAS would have been ~ossible around
minus 30.
CAPCOM

Okay, sounds good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, for 'GN&C,
initiate the gimbal check.
CAPCOM

'lIe'

re going to

Roger, Crip, sounds good, we're ready.

PAO
'I'his is Mission Control, Houston, this gimbal check
to assure that the gimbals properly provide thrust vector control
dur ing the N1I2 burn scheduled to occur in ~,bOllt 11 minutos from
now. Mission Elapsed Time, 1 day 20 hours 2 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
to us.

Challenger, Houston, the gimbal check looked good

SPACEcr<Al<~'r

Roger, lookod good also from here.

CAPCOt>1

Challenger, Hounton, 1 minute to LOS, TORS at 21.

SPACECRAF'r

See you at 21.

PAO
'fhis is Mission Control, Houston, at 1 day 20 hOllrs
6 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. We're LOS through the Australia
tracking stations and we'll reacquire through TORS in about 15
minutes.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you on TORS. Challenger,
Houston, wi.th you on 'I'DRS. Challenger, Houston, radio chE'c~< on
TORS.

SPACeCRAI?'r
TORS?

Houston, Challenger, you reading us yet through

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, you're loud and clear now,
that was the first one I heard.
Okay, we've been reading you all the time, Guy, but
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youlve been unable to hear us, For INCO, initial test on tho Kuband was just like wo were getting the other day with the LD~r,
we got all three so welre running it again.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, and how did the hurn go?

SPACtXRAf"l'

The burn was nominal and on time.

CAPCO~f

Copy.

SPACECRA1"T
And Houston, Challenger, if INCO can 8ee it r iqht
now the repeat test had the same type of failure indication, all
three. Sounds just like the problem they were having on 11, itls
located out of (garble) in the South Pacific.
Ci\PCO~1

say again.

Reger, Crip, you faded on the last transmission,

SPACgCRA!<"r
Roger, we had this repeat of the Ku-band self- test
failure. I say it sounds very similar to what they were seeing
on the last flight out here over the South Pacific with their
self-test.
CAPCOM
Rogee, copy, and be advised you're go for the
interconnect tank switch feed, feed from the left OMS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and weill do that.
tho Ku-band antenna.

Okay, and you guys have

CAPCO!-t

We copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that innerconnect is complete.

CAPCO~1

Roger, thank you.

PAO
'rhis is Mission Control, Houston. Bob Crippen
reporting a good NII2 burn which was expected to put Challenger at
a posture 67.4 nautical miles behind the Solar Max satellite and
about 9.6 miles below it. Mission Elapsed Time is 1 day 20 hours
30 minutes ilnd ~'le have ilnother 50 minutes remaining on this TORS
pass.
SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, you guys going to be ready
for your TV at MILA?
END

OF 'rAPE
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••• and we have another 50 minutes remaining on this

And Houston, Challenger, you guys going to be roady
for your TV at MILA?

SPACBCI~FT

CAPCO~l

That's affirmative, we'll he ready.

Okay, \"e11, \'Ie' 11 have a. middeck camer.a set up on
the downlink 'l"Ihen we co:ne AOS, you tell us when you've got a goon
picture and we'll give you some of the LOEF deploy on it.

SPACr~CHAF'r

CAPCO)1
Okay, sounds good, should C)e t HIfJl\ in abot! t 3 and a
half to 4 minutes.
SPACECRAF'f

Dr. Spock concurs.

CAPCOX
And Challenger, 1I0uston, live got an NC3 update
for you, delta V's and targets arc on the way.
SPACECRAF'f

PAD

Okay, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, delta V's are, starting at the delta VX, in
plus 0.3, all balls, all balls.
SPACECHAFT

Okay, delta VX is plua 0.3, all balls, all balls.

CAPCOM
SPACECRAr'T

Roger, and obviouRly you can do that multiaxis.
Yes, that ,·,rill be fine, thank YOll.
(qarble)

CAPCOM
And C!1al1enger, Houston, 'vie have you on Ku-ban(] "9
well as MILA. You can start the dump, we're getting good cabin
TV.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, stand by 1, we'll give you about 2 or 3
minutes of Pinky and Ox here.
CAPcml

Okay, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT
As you can see, Guy, they're taking Oscar out of
the middec~ airlock.
CAPCOM
onboard.

Roger, that.

SPACECRAft"f

Okay, thanks, Guy.

And Challenger, Houston, targets are

PAO
Anu this is Mission Control, Flight Dynamics
officer reports Solar Max is now about 57 ••••
SPACECRAF'r

Here comes tho T.. OEF deploy.
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Okay, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, this is LOEF in its stable
right before lIngrapple.
CAPCO!'1

~osition

Copy, Dick.

SPACECRAFT
And you can see the arm moving back right there and
in this ?osition, the arm is just moving away and you can sec if
there are any raten, we couldn't sec any perceptible movoment in
the LDEF at all. And this was just flopping around amongst the
(garble) get an idea what they look, what looks like smaller
2osition.
CAPCOi>l

Hoger.

SPACECRAFT
And, Guy, here in a little bit, I'm going to switch
you back to some in-cabin TV for a second while we do some rewind
on the video and then give you some more of the, of the •••
CAPCOM

Okay, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, you can see the jets reflections firing
off the side of it now as we separate from it.
CAPCOM

Roger, we can sec that, nick.

SPAceCRAFT
Gives you a real nice bumpy ride. Looks s~ooth
from tho camera but from within the Orbiter it isn't because of
the walking you get in low Z.
CAP~O~1

Understarvl.

SPACECRAPT
Okay, Guy, we're going to give you a little picture
of the flight deck camera, our boss's oroers here, ~nd we'll
rewind the tape, it'll take just a second.
CAPCOH

Okay, Dick, good picture of you there.

SPACECRAP'r

That's what I was afraid of.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, here comes some more good stuff. And
are you guys getting the laser range down at the bottom of your
picture also?
CAPCO:-l

Yes, we are.

SPACECRAI<"r
cuts out.

Okay, seems to work pretty good.

(garble) when it

SPACECRAFT
Getting around 500 feet or so, it looked like it
stopped, stopped bringing the laser reflections,
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CAPCOM

Copy,

SPAC£CRA~"l'

0kay, Guy, hero comes some more.

CAPCOM
Roger.
hard down there.
SPACECRAF'r
think.

Looks like Pinky and Ox ute working r~al

They're trying to prove some of Newton's laws, I

SPACECRAFT
Last crew had Huck and Flash, and, Guy, we've qot
Mo, Lacry, and Curly.
CAPCOM

\~e

concur.

(garble)
END OF 'rAPB
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Pl\GJ~

1

trying to prove somo of Newton lawB, I

think.
SPAC1~CHl\r"1'

'Jot :':0,

f.acey,

C/\PCO;·l

'rho Lwt. crew lVld Blick and Plash ",nd, Guy, \vC'yC
.)nrl Cllrly.
\';0

concu r •

SPACECHAF't'
'rela t'!i uholl t
flOC fwmothin<) cIne.

a 11 the '1'. V. we 'lot unlons you

wan t to

C/\PCO:.,
And, Ive I vo got a 11 that \"0 nC(J(1,
\'l<tlha teyt"~ r you' (l
like to 3ho~ us if - we'vo got probnbly Ku for another to or 15
:ninutoG if you wdnt to lot i t run or you can turn it off.

SPACi:CHAl'''i'
Ok, 'IOU (Jllyn <:nn ju!'>t. have
rniddcGk and do -,!hat YOll 1 ike ~dth thp.rn.

t'w f1 iqht Cleck Ilnd

CAPCO~l

Ok, thank you, Scobee

SPACf-;CIU\I.."l'

Or any other carner" f:or th,'lt m!'ltter.

S?l\CECHM"l'
lo'or INCO, the fli'Jht dock i5 Qoinq to flare pretty
good hore for about a 5-minuto (garble).
Cr ip.

Cl\PCO!>l

\A,'(~

SPAt:8CHA~"1'

As you can sec, Guy, tho poor olel con

COj>y,

ha~

no

conteol over them '.",hatHoovtJr.
I c;J.n tell th0!30 to guys '10 elm-m
in the oilucs ie you' r(~ re':ldy to go ('Iutside. Ohviously thp.y're
('cady if all they've got to do is play catch.
CAPCO:-1

Hoger.

PAO
'rhis is >llsnion Control, Houston.
'Phis pictur~
from C~HlllcnCJe( coming from the forward port camera looking over
the starboard side of the payload bay at tho central Atlantic
ocean 3~oUt 200 miles off tho west coast of i\fricR.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're off of f{ .. band on TORS
low data rato now. ~1e got to watch the bur.n. T.ooked like a good
burn from here.

Ok, Guy, welre enroutc to track attitude again.
CAPCOM

Hoqet

".hat.

Not

t~at

there was much to sec on that

burn.
SPJ\C~CRAF'r

My

kind of burn.

Challenger, Houston, for your information the PI
has locked on to Solar Max.

CAPCOM

I

L

'5fj-

' .

.

F
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, great. It looks like our star tracker
picked up a star or something the first time but we think we may
be on the target now.
CAPCOM

Roger, and we agree \'lith the dtar ttle f.irst time.

SPACECRAFT
Ok we're going to watch it for
here and then we'll go to auto.
CAPCOH

a~other

30 seconds

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Guy, on this pass the target is bright enough to
mark through the COAS, ready to acquisition.
CAPCO:'J

Roger, copy.

S PACECRAr"r
And, GtlY, I guess you got our compu ta t ion for Oll r
first crack at MCC and I'll be glad to re~d the position to you
if anyone's interested.
CAPCOM

Roger, we'd like to hear it, T. J.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, came up at minus 258, downrange out of plane
was plus 1000 thousand feet and the Z was plus 4GK.
CAPCOH

Roger, copy.

SPAC~CRAFT

And, Guy, the resicluals are much more steady on
this pass. I guess a little (garble) of brightness is m~~ing a
difference.
CAPCOM
PEG 7's.

Roger, we concur and I've got NeC ground solution

SPACECRA~r

Ok, we're ready.

CAPCOM
SPACECRAPT

Ok, the delta VS are minus 0.3 minus 0.7 plus 0.4.
Ok, minus .3, minus .7, plus .4.

CA~COM

Roger, and flight says that's his kind of burn.

SPACECRAFT
That's what I was afraid of, I figured he had a big
grin on his face. And I will act happy, happy to payoff.
CAPCOl>1

Rogcr that.

SPACECRAFT
nnd, Guy, there's an intermediatc solution on MCC
and the positions are essentially the same.
CAPCO~l

Roger, we Gee that and concur.

--5 ( '.'--
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SPAC~CRAFT
Guy, these fol~s have got an awful big storm going
over here in the Indian Ocean. We've heen getting pictures for
the last of couple daysof it.

Copy that, Crip, I'll pass it on.

CAPCOM

CAPCOM
TDRSS.

Challenger, Houston, \-:e're 2 minutes to LOS
Yarragadee at 29.

SPAC£CRAP'r

See your at Yarragadee.
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'rnns,

Ree you at Yarragadee.
PAO
'fhis is Mission Control, HOllst(m, '.4o're just l\ fct'l
seconds away from AOS through the UIIF station at Yarragadee for a
pass of about 11 minutes duration on orbit number 30. Again the
INCO has verified a good lock on TDRS which assures the ability
to -CAPCO:.1
Yarragadee.

Challenger, Houston wi th you

CAPCO:-1

Challenger, Houston with you through

S PAC 8C HA 1.'''1'

!Joud and clear.

CAPCOM
Roger, you too.
antenna positioning.

UHl" t~rough

YarraCJa~ec.

A little scratchiness rluo to the

SPAC8CRAFT
Okay and my congratulations to the Flight, he
wins. My final solution is -.2, all balls, 0.7, a total of 0.7.
CAPC0:>l

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
And, Guy, we had 152 marks for the final (qarhIn)
was 5.25. Some of the marks got a little hit noisy the last 5
minutes there an(1 tho (garble) peop ha~ gone down as low as 1000
feet but it ended up kind of back on track whe~o we thought it
should bo, about 5.
CAPCQ:.1

Roger, copy, T.J., thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, HOllston. One d~y, ~l
hours, 40 minutas mission elapsed time. The INCO, Rob Castle,
reports a good lock on the Solar Max but t~at the payload
interrogator still drops in and out due to low signal strength
which, of course, will improve as we approach the Solar Max in a
closer proximity. This eventuality gives us the ability to
command the Solar Max satellite through the Orhiter's nayload
interrogator via the TDRS system. We still have 4 minutes
cemaining in this pass. We've passe~ out of range of Yarraga~oe
and aro now in voice contact and taking data through Orroral on
oebit 30 at misGion elapsed time, 1 day, 21 hours, 41 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.
SPACECRAl.i'T

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston

SPACECRAF'r

Yes sir, since you apparently already locked up on

j

go ahead.
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t.he PI, would you caro to go ahead and configure (garhle) co:nm,
get your (garble) running?
CAPCOH

Roger, welre toady for that.
Okay, 1111 get that for you.

C,\PCQt·l
nt 03.

Rog, and welre about a minute to LOS, we qot TORS

This is Mission Control, ~ouston, we're out of
rango of Orroral. That last call by ~ob Crippen verifying that
they hud locked up by the payload interrogator and were preparing
to configure for corom for the Solar Max satellite through the
TORS system. We wilt pick up voice and data through the TDRS
system again in 17 minutes at minsion elapsed timn, 1 day, 21.
hours, 45 minutes, this is :.Ussion Control, Houston.
PAO

PAO
And one additional note of interest, Orbiter's
present proximity to Solar Max looks to be on the order of a
range of 30 nautical miles soparating the two n08ceships. and the
Orbiter is about 6 nautical below the orbital plane of Solar Max.
END Of 'l'APE
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PAO
••. looks to be on the order of a range of 30
nautical miles separating the two spaceships and the Orbiter is
about 6 nautical miles below the orbital plane of Solar Max.
CAPCO~

Challengee, Houston with you theough TORS.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, loud and clear, we just loc~ed up with a qood
lock. We had one caelier previous lock at about 114 K that had
good data but it didn't stay in long enough to get the data good
flag. Just about to take the radar data now.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and Scobe's down on the middeck with Ox and
pinky getting them suited up.
CAPCO~

Roger, sounds good, and I've got a ground TI
solution for PEG 7.
One moment.

CAPCOH

Ready to copy Crip?

S PACBCRA1:"'f

Okay, we're rcady to copy.

CAPCOM

Okay, the

0.8.

d~lta

V's arc plUR 11.8 minus 1.4 plus

Okay, we copy, plus 11.8 minus 1.4 and plus 0.8.
C/\PCO~l

Roger, good readback.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, rendezvous radar
shows Solar Max to he 17.3 nautical miles forward of the Orbiter
Challenger.
SPACECHAP'f
And Houston, Challenger, be advised we're
configuring for KVA corom at this time.
CAPCQ!'l

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
And, Guy, you cna Ree our immediate solution there
for 'f!, downrange is about minus 57 K, it's in plane and nbout
2.7 K above the V-bar.
CAPCO~
Roger, we copy, thank you ~.J. And Ch~llenqer,
!touston, I have the update on the one rev delay PBG 7s.

S PACECRAP'r

I'm roady in just a moment.

CAPCOH
balls.

Okay, the delta V's are plus 15.2 minus 01.2 all

Go ahead.
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SPAcr':CRAE-"r
Okay, Houston, Challenger, you droPPQo out thero
for a moment, looks like you're back with us and we'ro ready to
copy one delay.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, they caught me in a handover to
Goldstone, the delta V's are plus 15.2 minus 01.2 all balls.
SPACgCRAP'l'
balls.

Okay, we copy, toat's a plus 15.2 minus 01.2 all

CAPCOH

Roger,

gND OF 'l'AP!';

goo~

readback.
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CAPCOM
pos t rI'I.

Challenger, Houston, with a note on radar angles

SPACECHAf"r

Roger, go.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like to stay with the radar angles
post TI burn and the chan00 will be in bloak 22. After you open
the star tracker shutter YOl} ~an delete the rest of the hlock
excopt you still nced to do the filter to prop, of course.
SPACgCRAF'l'
with you.

Ok, let us take u look at that and then get back

CAPCOM

Roger that.

CAPCO:'I
'i'hat will allow a postflight evaluation of the
star tracker data.
SPACECRAFT
Now to make sure I understand it. You want us to
track with the radar and you want us to put radar angles into the
filter and track with the star tracker but not but not put star
tracker into the filters?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
We don't quito understand that.
to put the star tracker filter to point?

Are we not qoinq

CAPCO:1
Rog, t:hc radar ang les are look lng a lot be t te r to
us than the star tracker angles and we think we'll get a hetter
solution with the radar.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, HOLlston, taking the radar angles
is our recommendation1 how~ver, if it looks li~e the star
tracker'S better to you, you're go with that.
SPi\CgCRA~""l'

Roger.

CAPCO~1

Challenger, Houston, for the INA folks.

SPACECHAl·'T

Go ahead, Jay.

CAPCOM
Roger, weld like to go ahead and get the blamed
checks out of the way if that's alright with you. All you need
to do is go RF and we'll be able to get it on tl':e ground.
SPACECRAi."T
right now.

Ok, we need to, we're just getting into the suits
So give us about 5 minutes.

CAPCOM
Ok, we had conjectured you
Ne'll stand by.

aJ.r!~dy

in the Buits.
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PAO
This is ~ission Control, !Iouston, we're 13 minutes
away from the transition burn.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) for GNC, we have a gimbal check coming.
Roger, you go with that gimbal check.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and, Guy, our final solution as you can see
looks real close to yours except the Z component is off a little
bit and that may be because welre looking at a downrange of minus
58 and a V of minus 3 and we (garble) see out of plane at all.
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Roger, we agree, T. J., sounds good.
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of minus 3 and

CAPCOM
Roger, we agree T.J., sounds good.
Houston, that gimbal check looked great to us.
SPACECRAP'r

1

And Challenger,

\ve concur.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Challengr just had a good
gimbal check, is in the burn attitude and weill have the
transition buen - CAPCO:-l

••• Welve got a I-minute gap here before we get you

at Dakar.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay, and welre about 4 minutes away

CAPCOM

Roger.

fro~

(garble).

GODDARD
ThiG is the Payload Operations Control Conter at 1
day 22 hours 32 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. The Solar Maximum
Mission satellite is now receiving its first command through the
payload interrogator in the Shuttlels cargo bay, the command to
begin the process of deactivating the satellitels remaining
attitude control system in preparation for interception by
astronaut George Nelson. Deactivation of the Solar Maximum
Missionls attitude control system will allow the satellite to be
maneuvered by Nelson without resistance. The satellite is
currently spinning at the rate of one revolution every 6 minutes
allowing it to maintain a stable attitude. With the attitude
control system turned off, Solar Max will continue to spin freely
at this rate for several hours. At 1 day 22 hours 34 minutes,
Mission Elapsed Time, this is the Payload Operations Control
Center.
PAO
'l'his is Mission Control, Houston, transition burn
in 2 minutes. Mission Control, Houston, the transition burn is
to produce targets of a 269 nautical mile apogee, 265 nautical
mile perigee and the burn should be initiating beginning in about
15 seconds. Ground data suggests a good buen.
S PAC.ECHAP'r

Hey, Crip, how are you reading now?

SPACECRAl"'r

Roger, read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAI,."r

And Houston.

SPACECRAF'r

You too (garble)

(garble)

Challenger, Houston, biomed check
us, the burn looked good to us.

CJ\PCO~

RVA 1 up

loo~ed

,..

qood to

.
'.

_.'

.
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Roger, we concur.
SI?ACECRAF'f

Wo're going back to hardline comm.

CAPCOM
Challengor, Houston, if you like, we could get our
EVA corom checks out of the way.
SPACgCRAFT

Okay, just a second.

SPACECRAFtI'

l'lell, Houston, EVI, ho\'l do you road?

CAPCO~!
Roger, EVI, very weak but readable, how are you
copying me, EV2?

SPACECRAF'l'

Houston, Challenger, EV2 how do you read?

CAPCOM

Roger, Ox, you're loud and clear,

SPACECRAl'\'r

Loud and clear, Jerry.

~ow

me?

SPACBCRAFT
And, Jerry, I did the call right after I switched
on the radio, it ought to be up to power by now.
CAPCOM
Okay, pinky, you're loud and clear now also.
did you copy biomeds are good?
SPACECRAF'I'

Yes, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Really had us worried.

END Ok' 'l'APE

We were holding our breaths.

And
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099:12:36

Challengo r: HOllS ton for Scob,
FS 7-1 whenever you'd like th~m.

I

I

ve got you r !<U eml.'"

PAO
'1'hls is Nisslon Control lIouston, prelimin.~ry data
shows that transition burn has produced orbital figures of 286
nautical mile arogee.
SPI\CBCRAf"l'

Jerry, just remii''ld

liS a

little bit

lnter.

Roger, I've got them, just give me a call when
you'd like them.

CAPCOM

SPACECHM"r

Ok.

PAO
Again, an apogee of 268 nautical miles, pcrigoe of
'64 which are very, very cl03e to the targets. And at this point
Challenger is trailing solat' max by 8.2 nautical milps and is
less than 1 mile beneath the orbiting solar max. MET 1 day, 2?
hours, 40 minutes.
SPACECRAFT
[fouston, Chatlanger, since we arA going to ~eep the
startracker out, would you like to go ahead and rio a prop the
filter at this time - I mean a filter to prop, rather

CAPCON

Roger, Crip, filter to prop.

SPACECHAF"r

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
Tho startracker is locked on to (garble)
way we can verify tho target, though.
CAI?CO:..-1

t~ArC'R

no

Roger, tha t 's fine.

SPACI~CHAF'l'

Guy, 1,0,'0 do think the otartrackers on a target. '('he
of (set X and Y seem to be woe king r igh t cven I- hough 'fiC have r adil r
selected for the angle.
CAPCO~1

Copy, T. J.

CJ\PCO~l

Challenger, Houston ~",ith
to send you a new covariance matrix.

on 'J'nDS.

SPACECHI\r"l'

Ok,

CAPCOH

Coming to you.

S PAC t~C H/\ t"'l'

It's kind of confusing working with two

CAPCOM

You think you're confusecl?

~ler:,

shoot it to

YOll

He're rf'!tl(ly

\13.

CAPCO~IA.
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to st.
(garble) •

SPACECRAF1~

Youlro not coming through. You're goinq to hnve to
transmit, I think, aren't you? You're going to have to transmit
on the - 'J.'r y the s ide but ton. To talk to us you' va got to l)l1S~
your transmit button. Wetre not on ICOM.
(Garhle) tRke your
peessure off. Close, locked.
(Garble). O~, 02 actuater to
press, check the suit pressure between 4.10 and 4.4. Okay. Ittn
coming up.
SPACECHAP'l'

How is mine?

SPACECRAF'r

How long does it take to get there?

S PAC BC Rl\ F'l'

\'/ha t

SPACgCRAF'l'

To get there.

SPACBCRAl-"l'

Just about done.

SPACECRAF'l'

38.

SPACECRAF'f

Ok, welre there 11m rcading 4.2.

SPACECRApt!,

11m not quite there yet.

SPAC8CRAli''l'

Okay. Go to IV and 1111 start the time.

SPACECR.A.::"l'

\'/ a i t for 0 x •

SPACBCRAr"l'

Ox, you hear me?

I fj

tha t?

SPACECRAfT
'loa, r got to wait until it comes up thouqh.
43. Down to 44. You ready?
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECHAFT

Mark, mark.

SPACECHAF'l'

4.2.

SPACECRA[o"r

LOOKS like 4.

I'm

That's a mark.

He had 4.2 or r30mot"ling.

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) stuck in this airlock with you guys with
the antennas is what my problem is.
SPACr<:CRAr"r
~;ND o I" 'i'APr;

Why don't we go back to (garble)?
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8 minutes of this.

CAPcml
Challenger, 1I0us ton.
burn. See 70U at Orroral at 20.
Okay, see you
CAPCOH

099:12:15

He 111 be LOS right after tl-je

l~ter.

Hog.

PAO
'fhis is Mission Control Houston at 1 nay, 22 hours,
59 minutes mission elapsed time. we're just on the tail end of
TORS coverage and although we pass over the Yarragadee station on
this orbit there wonlt be any corom due to the configuration of
the ship for the EVA prebreathe. We'll catch part of Orroral on
orbit 31 here and get about 2 and 1/2 minutes of nata nnn voice
through Orroral with an AOS in about 20 minutes. Challenger
presently about 7 miles behind the Solar Max Satellite and a
fraction of a mile belo~1 it. At mission elapsed tim0 1 day, 23
hours even this is Mission Control HOllston.
PAO

Mission Control.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through Orroral for 2

Welre AOS Orroral.

SPAC8CHAF'f
Okay, and we I re here and the guys are
a little comm check with you.
CAPeO!>1

Roger, go ahead,

SPACECRAFT

Okay Houston - -

gND OF 'I'AP E

rl-~nny

to try
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$
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rea~y

to try a

CAPCOr-l

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAF'l'

Ok, Houston, RV-l, and I reael you louo ano clea!:".

CAPCOH

Roger, you're loud and clear on us.

SPACECRAfT

And Houston, Challenger, EV-2.

CAPCOM

Roger, Ox, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Ok. And, hit the speaker, Scob. Ok, and for the
rendezvous folks, oue preliminary and intermediate solution came
up with a burn time of 23 hours, 31 minutes and 37 seconds, which
is a slip of 5 minutes and 18 seconds, that's 5 minutes and J.8
seconds. And if the final solution is that close, we're going to
go ahead and burn it on that slip tima.
CAPCOM
Roger, we copy, Crip.
you sa id.

\~ha t

SPACECHAFT

And Crip, we concur with

'rhank you.

SPACECRAFT
And 1louston, Challenger, I'm roady to copy those
MET times, if you've got them, for the Ku-radar.
CAPCOM
Ok, Scab, here they come. I'll give you MET
followed by PET. 1+25, 1+10 PET. 2+16, 2+01 PET. 3+05, 2+50 5
o PET. 3+57, 3+42 PET.
SPACgCHAPT
Ok, copy 1+25, 1+10.
3+57 and 3+42.

2+16, 2+01.

3+05, 2+50.

CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

CAPCOt>1
37.

Challenger, Houston, goig LOS,

SPACECRAFT

By by, Dee you there.

SPACr:CRAl'''l'

And Guy, we require no (qarble).

CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good.

PAO

This is Mission Control, 14 minutes to Hawaii.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Bouston with you through Hawaii.
Ok, loud and clear.

SOQ

you at Hawaii at

STS-41-C
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You're loud and clear also.

SPACKCRAFT
Ok, it turned out that the NC2 solution camn on in
a little bit better, but the burn time was actually 23 hours, 30
minutes, and 54 seconds, which was a slip of 4 minutes and 35
seconds.
Roger, copy, crip.

CAPCO~1

Sounds good.

CAPCOH
Challenger, Houston, we're 1 minute to r. . os, we'll
have about a minute drop out and then we'll pick you up at
Goldstone in 2 minutes and we'll be set up for live TV through
Goldstone and MILA. We'd just like to look over your shoulder
through the payload cameras.
SPACKCRA[."r

Ok, and we have a tally on the target.

CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you throuqh Goldstone.

SPACECRAFrr
Roger, you're loud and clear, nnel the 'rv that \."e' re
able to get with it right now at the Sun is not very good, its
flaring a lot, I'm not sure it's going to do you a lot of goon.
CAPCO:vl.

Roger, thank you.

SPAC~CRAFT
And we were unable to get alpha camera to respond
properly in ALC, we couldn't get it out of peak. So we h~ve it
of dght now.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAPT
Also, all of a sudden we just started picking up a
lot of static, Jerry, and also an intermittent Morris code. Ok,
it just went away.
END OF

'l'APf~
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SPACECRAFT
- - all of a sudden, we just starting picking up a
lot of static, Jerry, and also an intermittent Morso co~e. O~ay,
it just went away.
Roger, we were hearing it, nlso. Challenqor,
Houston, recommendation for you if you want to got ri~ of the
Horse code, you can take both EVA folks to HF ann that'll get rid
of it.

CAPCO~

SPACECRAF'r

I'm sorry, say again.

CAPCOM
Roger, if you want to qet rid of the Morse Gode,
you can take both EVAs to RF comm nnd that should get rid of it.
SPACECRAfT
Okay, we'll try it.
it seems to work.

We've already switched.

SPACECRAi-"r

How do you read, Crip?

SPACECRAF"r

h'e

Crip,

read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Now, how do you read me?
noiae. Is that you, guys?

Okay, we got rid of the

Nope, we're not moving them.
SPACECRAFT
Go bac~ to hardline for a second, I don't know if
that's them trying to call us or what. It's really rattlinq the
(garble) down here.
BND OF T/\PE

L.
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'I'llis is Hissioll Control Houston. Current range
from CHallLnger to the Solar Mi;lX Satellite, 1420 feet ,-lith a
highly flared television picture of Solar Max coming down from
the Spacecr aft.
'1'110 9 1 in t f rom the sun ;ilJ.k~1'> it appea t" as a
round halo. Perhaps latar with different lightinq we'll have A
clear shape of the satellite.
PAO

SPACECHA,,'T

Suit pressure's passed at 3.2, Ox.

PAO

Range 1250.

SPACI';CRAr''l'

6 psi I'm reading.

PAO

Closing at a foot and a half oer

SPACgCRAF'l'

Yes, my comm

i~

SPAcr;CHAF'l'

Roger that.

That's not

whistling now and then.

OKay, cteprel'>s valve is
suit looks real good, (garble).

SPACECRAF'r

SPACECHAFT

~econ~.

[~al

qreat (garhle).

clo~t1d.

Okay J got S1.

r>H no does do.
'rva have

the leak check don't ','Ie.

(qar:ble) •

PAO

Range 1100 feet, 1.55 feet per secona closing.

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay,

SPACBCRAFT

I've got my leak chock dono.

I'm going up.

Okay,

(Ga C' bla) •

Okay, now my loa k check IS completo.
You're cuming in really weak, Scob.

SPACECRAF'r

k~

((;a rh 10) •

~1ax.

PAO

Now f)o la r Hax look!'; l i

SP,J\CgCHAP'l'

lIounton, we got delta on the downlinK.

PAO

And range 950 feat

CAPCOM

socondn.
SPACfXHAI:"t'

Sola r

clo~lng

at 1.3 feet

n~r

Rc~onA.

Roger, we had goorl picture t~ere about 30
Now we've gone LOS MILA. With you in qer~urla.

Seo YOll the r: o.

(Garble). Suit P is 4.4. 02 pr~.'3~.Hlro 861. :;OP
6140. Hatt voltage 20.7. RPM 19.8. PR 2 0.3. Water temp
76. Gas prQSS1lCC 15 3, water pressure 15 O.

SPACECHAP'I'

SPACECRAF'l'

43.

11y

Okay,

r

02 pressure 868.

got air lock pc essu r e 52.
SOP is 6150 - -

Su i t preSSI) co

s'rS-41-C
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, I got airlock pressure 52.
43.
02 pressure 868, SO? is 6150.
PAO

PI\GB l

Suit pressuro

Closure rate dropping to .9 ft/sec.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) amp zoro. RPM 19.7. C02 is 0.2. Water
temperature 71. Water pressure, gas pressure is 147, 146. Keen
breathing.
SPACECRAPT
Airlock is coming down. I think the suit likes it
at this lowee prossure, it's gotten a lot quieter. I think your
comm carrier is too loose.
SPACEC·.~AF'r

I'll take care of it.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

PAO
Stationkoeping now at slightly over 000 feet
distance feom the Solar Max. Closure tate is down to zero. The
9 a.m. briefing with off-going flight director, ~ay Greene, has
been cancelled. Repeat, cancelled.
SPACECRAFT
Little crystalf.> of ice forming on the nump valve
here, it's kind of neat.
SPACECI<Af"f

Not complete, Scab, we've donn that already.

Yes, I do to. \'le might try switching modes
sometime, too, but let's wait until we get outside.

SPACt~CHAF'f

(Garble) crack the hatch.

Maybe I'm not.

SPACECRAFT
(Gacble) a little bit more. Okay. That's a
scratch. O~ay, the coordination valves are off and I'll get back
around (garble). If I could just keep talking, I can tal~
through tha t noi se, but I have to keep the vox up for. a\'/h ile.
Yos, jU8t a sec.
SPACECRAI.<"r
(gacble) •

(Gachle) around OPDT 2.

SPACECHAl<"l'

Okay.

CAPCOH

Challenger, Houston, for Pinky and Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Go.

CAPCO~'1

con t rols.
SPACECRAPT

(Gacble) 9Uf.>h it down

Depress valve is off.

Roger I recommend tur!1inq down Y0ur volume
h'e th inK that may get rid of the squeal.
Okay, that's a good idea and we'll tcy it.
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Anything that would help.

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) for you guys that didn't, well I quesn
you guys can see it. 11m about 20 degrees from the (g~rble).
CAPCOM

Roger, that, looking good.

SPACECRAF'r
help?

Okay, Jer, I tli':."ncd i.t dm'ln a little, did that

SPACECRAFT
Wish we could qet you on
pretty tight.

TV

CAPCOM

We wish we could to, Crlp,

SPACECRAFT

Position down in the lock.

right now, but it's

SPACECHAF'l'
Okay, Hatch is closed an() la tchNl,
open position.

Om"n in the

SPACECRAFT
You going to come back in now and hit the power
3wi tches? (Gar bIe)
SPACECRAFT
SPACBCHAFT
END 01,<"' 'rAPE ••

(garble) get the tethers now, Pinky.
Yes, that sounds like a good idea.
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You going to get the tethnrs now, Pink?

Yes, that sounds like a good idAa. A~, there's
Hold it.
(Gar ble) on your lef tone.

A

sa telli te out the [e.

We got you on TV, Pinky.
SPACECHAF'f

Okay, Crip, it's your call when we go to hat.

SPACECRAF'f

Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECHAPT

(Garblc) I won't be able to reach that.

(Garble).

SPACECRAFT
Okay guys, stand by we're going to set up a
clock. Okay, you guys have got a GO for battnry.
SPACECRAFT

(Garhle), redo it, Scob.

SPACECRAFT

You've got to get a clock for mo.

SPACECRAPT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
'l'!1at's fine.

(Garble) we'll just Rtand by and wait for tt.

PAO
The t\VO gVl\ crowm~n now have a
suit power on the batteries.
SPACr:CRAF'r

GO

to go on internal

Ready.

SPACBCRAF'r
Okay. Okay \ve're in hattery. Stand close to the
mike, Scab. Okay, Scob, that's complete. That's complete.
Still reading it, Scab? That's what all the noise. Yes.
EN!) OF

'rAPB
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Got that done.

Challenger now closing in on tho satollito,
675 feet, closing at .9 feot per second.

PAO

SPACECRAE"l'

Rorry about that. Could you hear mc, Crip?

CRIPPEN

Yes, we've been reading you.

SPACEC HA ~"l'

We're not hearing Scobee though.

SCOOBE

ran~e

No?
(Garble) airlock egress.
Yes.

SPACBCRAF'f

PAGE 1.

We're ready to come out of here.

(Garhle) star ted
Ok,

D&C

(garble)

that's complete.

SPACECRAf'''f

(Garble) to max-H.

SPACECl{AP'l'

Hax-l{
~urn

Get our water on first.

coming up.

Ok.

your water on.

SPACBCRAF'r

Water's on, mark.

SPACECRAF'I'

Mine's done.

SPACECRAI-"r

Ok, cbeck both D&C's are blank, lights off.

SPACECRAf'I'

They're both blank, liqhts off.

SPACECRAF'r

Ok, your temperature control valve, where ever you

want it.

Would you like a quick status.

S PACECHAF'r

Roger that.

SPACECRA);"'f
\'11:' i te.

Yes, just a second, let me get in a position to

SPACECRAFT
And then I'll get out and give Ox a chance, a
pretty view out here.

CAPCO/>\

Challenger, Houston, your convenience, repress the

left OMS.
SPACECHJU"r

Hilco.

--

.~.

~

'I>

•

•
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(Gilrhle) here it is.
Okay, I'm ready for a status, guys.

SPACECHAr'T

Ok.

SPAC£:;CRAFrr

Ok, here it goes too.

PAO

Six hundred feet, closing at .9 feet per secon~.

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) 100 percent 02, 99 percent (garble), RP
4.2, 02 P 851. SOP 61630 or 6130, excuse me. Sublimator P is
2.2, batt voltage 167, batt amps 3.4, rpm 19.8, C02 0.3, water
temp 69, gas pre~sure 53, and water pressure 14.9.
Ok, got all those.

Ok, Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, on my way. I got (garble) RV 3 minutes, time
left 7:18, 101 percent 02 left. 99 percent pownr left. P Is 43,
02 pressure is 856, SOP pressure is 6170. Sublimator pressure iR
2.6. batt voltage 17.9, batt amps 34, rpm 19.H, C02 io 0.2, water
temp is 64, Water gas pressure is 150 147.
SPACECHAP'f

Got it all, thanks.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, on our way.

PAO
'c;VA crewmen gOing th r.ough a su i t s ta tus check pr lor
to opening the outer hatch into the payload bay.
S~ACECRAFT
2600 and 2600.
on Band 2600 on A.

Anri on tho starboard, I've got 2500

SPACECRAl<"f

(Garble) in here.

SPACECRAf"f

Yes.

PAO

Hange, 500 feet, closing at .7

SPACECHAF'l'

Is your comm real scratchy, Pinxy.

SPACECRA~"rr

Yes.

SPACECRAF'f

Huh.

SPACECRl\F'l'

Yes, it is.

SPACgCRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay, I'm heading back.
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SPACECHAI. .·T
•

Thought you wore going to have the arm out of here,

SPACECRAF'!'

What's that, Ox?

SPACECRAf'T

I thought you were going to have the arm out of

'r. J

here.
SPACECRAl-'T

quiet down.
SPACECRAF'!'

guy.

Oh, weill get it out whon we get at 200 feet and
Okay, it makes it kind of

SPACECRl\l-"r

Sorry, about that.

SPACBCRAFT

Oh, hello.

SPAC8CRAFT
How's your comm with my
hear me pretty good?

I

har~

by

to get over this

the way, Ox, can you

can hear you pretty good.

SPACECRAI."T

You sound very good to me, T.J.

SPACf~CRAF'r

However - -

END OF TAPE
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(Garble) have the arm out of here.

SPACECRAP'r

Weill get it out when we get at 200 feet and quiet

SPACgCRAF'r

Okay,

SPAC~XRAFT

Sorry about that.

SPACgCRAfo"r

Oh, hello.

down.

mo~es

you kind of hard to get over this quy.

SPACECRAF'l'
How I s your comm l.,r i th me, hy the \vay, Ox.
hear mo pretty good?
SP!\CECRAl-"f

1

Con vou

I can hear you pretty good,
You sound very good to me, T.J.

SPACECR/\p'r
lIol'leve r, we have a ha rd time get t i ng over your arm
he ce wi thout - I guess I con wres t 1e my l.,ray over.
SPACEC~~Ar"l'

We got faith in you, you can just climh un over it.

SPACgCRAF1'

Okay.

SPACECRAF'r

rNli<e

SPACBCRAf'T

Did (garble) bring it back the - -

your time.

POCC
This is the paylood operations control cent~r at 2
days, 0 hours and 2~ minutes. Payload operations control center
is confirmed that the Solar Maximum ~ission satellite's attitude
control system has been successfully deactlvate~ and any 9avloa~
operations

PAO
8VA crew currently in the payload bay c~oc~ing out
the manned maneuvering unit. Range 440 feet closing ot .2
ft/sec.
SPACECRAFT

a lot cloarer.

(I kind of like the weather (garble) the wcother's

SPACBCRAP'l'

Looks just like the SES.

SPACEC HA F'l'

I can see the satellite pretty good.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, the Solar Max is ready for

capture.
SPACECHA[t'T

Roger, we copy, ready for capture.
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SPACECRAFT
Tools laying around in here.
won't hold open on this.

I het you this

~oor

SPACfX~RAl"T

All right.

SPACECRAF'f
lot easier.

Quit firing those jets, Crip, it will make this a

SPACECRAF'i'
to work on.

If I quit firing the jets, you won't have anythinq

PAO

400 feet,

SPACECRAP'r

Okay, Scab, let's release the (garhle).

.3 ft/sec.

SCOBEE
Okay, just a second.
covers, open?
SPACBCRAF'f

Yes.

sconEE

Ok~y,

Okay, pinky, do havo thermal

does that drive opon up

~nd

hold?

(Garble)
sconES
clockwise.

Okay, Check your Tol is open to flow fully

SPACECRl\i"'l'

Okay.

SCOBEE

Okay, I'll open your GN2 3\1pply valve.

That's verified.

SPACECRAFT
Je r ry, th.\ s TPAD' s no eas ier in
in the water.

Z(HO

CJ

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Pinky, GN2 supply valve is open.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECR/\F'l'

Okay, open your supply valve.

than it was

I'll open mine.

SPACECRAFT
Somehow, I don't think this QD is on there, yet,
SCab. Let me try again. Check your supply valve.
SPACECRAF'f
END

OF TAPB.

My valve's closed.
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Close the flow fully which

SPACECRAFT
Clockwise.
(Garble) down there. Okay.
did, which supply vrlve did you open. The A supply.
SPACECRAFT

Open it again.

Here we go.

one

'fry again.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you got it fully clockwise,
the valve again.
SPACC:CRAF'f

~fuich

I

need to opAn

Now I'm fully clockwise.
Okay, here comes the valve.
show no pressure on my gage.

SPACECRAF'f

I

SPACBCRAI;<'T
onc.

Okay, stand by just a second.

SPAC8CRAl"'l'

(Garble), Pin'<y.

SPACgCHAF'f

Here we go.

SPACECR/U"f

Okay.

Ho",'s

Let me try the other

that, Pink?

I got it that time.

And il11 the launch bol ts came out.

(Garble)

Okay, you say launch bolts came out?
SPACECRAF"r

Yes sir.
Okay, the valves are closed.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECHAl'''f

Is your vent valve open?

SPACECRAF'r

No.

No vent valve.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, TV land 2 close to flow, fully
counterclockwise.
SPACECRAl"'l'

Let go to the other

si~e

cloc~wise,

and qet the other nne.

Range 300 feet. Closing at .35 feet por scconri.
EVA crewmen going through the MMU activation chec~out, ramoving
the launch bol ts \-lh ich holo the fllHU I S in pos it ion dllr ing t~e
ascent phase.

PAO
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SPACECRAl-""r
(Garble) I'm clown on t1I.1I piCKS. !3 on row 0.
You're to open the B and A B starboard, ntarboar~ heatars A and
D.

Okay stand by.

I'm on my way.

SPACBCRAl<"..l'

I got to get (garble) out of here.
Okay, Pinky,
that isn't anymore fun than it is in water.
(Garble) bac~ over
here. Now the fun part is going to be <Jetting this guy over the
wall her~. Why don't you just come down this way.

Lot's carry it down the other
SPACECRAFT

I

Yes, that works.

si~e

(garble).

tell you I can probably drag it along the RMF.
Got a lot to holcl on to.

(Garble) that television camera's probably qoinq to
probably interfere with you.

SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAf'l'

Sure will.
Okay, you got the circuit breakers, Scohe.
Sure, I got the circuit breakers.

SPACECRAF'r

Okay, power's going internal, mark.

SPACECRI\f"f

Well, let me think hore.

SPACECRAFT
Disconnect the powel cable, it'll take me a minute
and then you can close those things.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Think you'd love this thing. Well, let's see. All
over again. If I get braver this will be easy. Di~ you get tho
circuit breakers, Scobe?

S?i\C8CRAF'l'
right now.

I

SPACt:CRAl'''l'

Okay.

SPACECRAP'r

Get dark.

END Or' 'l'l\PE

didn't hear your call, pinky.

1111 qet them
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Yes.
I'm u9 to

r,\~u

don.

SPI\Ct~CRAF'l'

Ox and pink, how do you read now?

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

SPACECRAF'I'

Loud and clea.r.

SPACEC1<AFT

Okay.

SPACECRA~"r

'rherc.

200 foet, closing ratu slowing down to loss thAn 1
tenth of a foot per second.

PAO

SPACECRAF'I'

Pink?

SPACECRAl"'l'

(Garhle) sure is stuck a lot harder than it

the water.

(Garble).

EPACBCHAF"r

Okay, I'm engaged.

SPAcr;CRAF'r

Turning forward here, Pink.

SPACfX':HAi'''r

Yes.

in

~id

Lot of work right now.
SPI\CECRAF'l'

I can't Gee the lap belt on this side.
Did you got this thing off?

CAPCO~l

Challenger, Bouston.

A minute and a half till r.os
tal~ to you at Guam at

TORS. We'll listen through Yarragadee and
1 plus 05.
SPACECRAF'l'

there.
SPACECRAFT
TPAD up here
CAPCOM

to us.

okay, Jer, we're doing good.

We'll seo you

And Jerry, I'm back in the MMU and I just got the
and we're going to start configuring.

Roger, we've been listening.

It all sounds great

SPACECHAF'r

(Garble) copy all that, Pink.

SPl\CECRAFT

Okay, let's go get your lights.
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Say again.
SPACECRAl<"r

1111 get your fuel lights.

SPAC8CRAl'''1'

Okay.

SPACECRAF'r

Okay,
Okay.

(garble) are of ( and ge t thel,l on.
(Gar ble) •

'rh isis Mi 5S ion Control Houston at. 1035 of signa 1
through the tracking satellite. Just now tho Challenger was
holding at 200 feet separation from Solar Max Satellite. Van
Hoft<:m
PAO

BND Of TAPE
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PAO
'1'11 isis ~1i ss ion Con trot Hous ton at loss of signa 1
through tho tracking satellite. Just no\.., the Challenger \-lMI
holding at 200 foet separation from Solar Max Satellite. Van
Hof ten and No lson wer (' in tho cargo bay check i n9 out the mannerl
maneuver ins; unit and had started pt'epat'ation of the trunnion pin
adaptor device or 'l'PAO. Next stat ion \..,i 11 be Guam even thouqh we
do have a Yarragadoe pass itts uncertain whether we will have
corom through Yarragadee. 5 ~inutes in any rate to Yarraq~dee nn~
welre 23 minutes and 33 seconds into the ~Vl\, ~3 minutes after
the hatch was actually open. Van Hoften and Nelson went out. At
2 days, 0 hours, 44 minutes Mission Contt'ol HouBton.
S~l\C8CRAFT
Okay, lot me know when you finish your check
\'/ritin9 tho (garble). Okay, whatts your GN2 press. Okay.

PAO
~lission Control HOllston.
Gcttinq a littlE'! UHr from
Challenger and the EVA crewmen through the Yarraqa~eo station.
SPACECRAFT
pinky, just for your mantion while thin is goinq on
we're going to hnve to use lots of jets ~o jU$t watch your
lOove;nonts in the bay. l\bout 00 feet out?
PAO
'I'llis i3 Mission Control Houston. 1 minute until
reacquisition through Guam of Challenger. Nelson and 'Inn floft~n
now 44 minutos into EVA 1. Stationkeoping at 200 feet.
S PC\CECHA}"l'

- - Pinky (garble).

SPI\C8CHAl"'l'

(Garble) going to cut anything is it?

SPACgCRAF'l'
slide wires.

r donlt think so.

CI\PCOr>1

Challenger, Houston, Guam for 4 an(l a

(Garh1e) satety to hold

t'H~

~alf.

SPI\CECRAPT
Okay, Jer. Welre sitting here pretty stahle an~
Ox's now back by the FSS and I think he's flying aroun~ in the
checkout there.
CI\PCOM
Okay, all sounds real gooct. I've got a no~e for
Pinky on his post-docking procedures whenever he's stable anct
"',ants to talk.
SPl\CECRl\PT
'les, 11m ccarly Jerry. Checkout (g.,rbl(')
complete. 11m just standing face forward in the trunnion waitinq
for sunris0.
Okay, Pinky, there's beon a concern expccAsed after
you get onto the Spacecraft and while you still have attitude
nold on tur n ing the 'rllc ISOL valves to isola to. Cancer n is that
the attitude hold will be on coatinuing to sencl fire commands to
the jets and we might overheat something. Nhat w/l'd like you to

CAPCO~
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do is cycle the attitude hold pO'.'Ier, the gyro pO'.'Ier, to off and
back on and that will ~isablo the comman~s for the jets and
everything else can stay the A~me.
.
S PACgC RA Ft'
SPACECHAf"l'

Okay, and that'a already in the checklist,
It is.

30rlY.

Hell then nevec mind.
All clc().r.
CAPCO:<I

Uoger, I copy you said nevoc mind and you

understand.
SPAC8cnAF'r

Jerry, that's already in the checklint isn't it?

It is except 'He want the addition of cycling t.he
9yro power afte~ you're Gtabilizeo and have stopped the
spacecraft to ensure that we do not have attitude hold co~mands
firing jet~"; whicn don't h.::.ve any (~!-.J2 supply to them,

CAPCOf'.1

SPACBCRA[."l'
Yes, and Jerry, we'll.
going to isolate, Jerry.
CAPCO~1

Copy you're not

~oing

I~O

that.

I'm probably not

to isolate.

SPACECRAfT
No. This is a pretty good flying machine you got
hoee. You can tell Druce and Ed Whitsett thank you for me. It's
lots of (un.
~ogor,

S Pl\CE:CHAf"l'

Jerry.
SPACECHAF'l'

END OF 'ri\PB
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I bet you can.

th~

smile on your face from hern.

It's really something out here,

It's not too bad.
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CAPCOM

Roger, I can see tho smile on your faco from here.

S 1.> AC r~C RA f'r
.Jerey.

I'll bet you can.

SPACt~CRAl"'l'

~ell,

SPJ\CgCRA!:"P

:10'.0/

CRIPPBN

About 12 minutes, guys.

SPl\CI~CHl\fT

Okay.

It's really something out

h~ro,

it's not too bad.

long to sunr:ise there, Crip.

(Garble)

SP.I\C~CRAt"I·

SPACECRAFT
The volume rate, Jerry, I've already had sublimater
fail message on the EMU and I've got the water shut off.
CAPCO~
reporti~g

Okay, copy that, and just as we came AOS, Ox was
something that he'd detcct~d. Coulri you repeat thBt

for us?
SPACECRAFT
Jerry, on the p0rt slide wire, there's a couple of
frayed marks on the brown covering around it. It looks like the
wires, in fact, but it's (garble) when you go down it the first
time. lid check with the people there and see if they noticed
that on launch.
CAPCO~1

Okay, copy, nome chafe marks on the port slidp.

wir~

;)y the cover.
SPACECRiW'f

Hight.

S~t\CgCRAl"'r

Frayed wires, Jerry, not just - -

SPACBCRAFT
It's not frayed wires, it's just that there's a
cover of brown, n brown covering, like a nylon on the outside of
it.
SPACECRAF'r

Ol,ay.

Roger, that's too protect the cavelar underneath
froln the radiation.

CAPCO~

SPACBCRAFT

Okay.

Doards are stiff.

SPACECRAFT
And, Jerry, when you get TV there at Hnwaii, wolve
got the D camera on the satellite and the elbow on the EVA 1UYR.
PAO
Okay, thanks for that information.
seconds to LOS through Guam, Hawaii in 6 minutes.

t re
40
For your

t'10
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informat.ion He'll stay GSTON 'J'V through (lawaii, Goldstone anrl
MILA.
SPACECRAF'!'

~ee

you there.

SPACECRAFT
The velcro works out here, it may not work in the
water, but it sure works. It sticks to everything.
SPACECRAr"l'

How close are

~ou

nOlol, Crip?

And, Jerry, you still there.
CAPCO~1

Just barely, we're going over the hill.
I just wanted to tell you, the monitor tolorl<s fine.

CAPcm1

Roger, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control nouston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Reaquisition through Hawaii upcoming in four minutes, 40
seconds, at which time, hopefully we'll have television available
from two separate cameras; one looking at golar Max satellite,
the other, the elbmv caloera on the remote manipulator arm
tracking the EVA crewmen. The r~:note arm is unstol'led and
o~tended, ready to grapple Solar Max.
We're 51 minutes into EVA
1 at 2 days, 1 hour, 11 minutes, Hission Control Houston. This
is Mission Control Houston, we have acquisition at Hawaii.
END Or' 'rAPE
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We: hc"ve acquisition ot

I did my part, go Out and qot that thing .

This thing is so stable, I can't believe.
Isn't it?

Just sitting there.

Challenger I Houston throu<)h Haweli i and

Cl\PCOH

\H~

I

vo got a

good picture of Pinky flying in tne b~y.

SPACBCRAfT

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT
time, Jerry.

11m

just doing

a

Itttle, getting some hands on

Roger, copy that and 0round's giving you a go for
flyover and the (garble) manning is inhibiteil ).lOtil we'rn
on the FSS and tilted.

CAPCO~
th~ NHU

Okay, thank you.
110'1 and the bay sure looks a lot nic(>r, Jerry, nO'N
that LORrIe out of there.

SPAcr;CRAF'r

SPACBCRA[·"f

Off

doing some science work.

CAPCOM
Roger that. It's off doing its work and you guys
got i! little more olbow room.
SPACECHA1·"r

A

littl~

hit, yes.

Stable.
SPAceCRAFT
Okay, Ox, you got the power tool on the MFR tool
board and the PFR'g configured.
s f i em.

SPACECRAF'r

'l'h"lt

SPACECRAFT

Good deal.
PFR

I

we cam leave it where it is.

SPAC£CRAc'T

Okay, you can rest.

SPl\CBCRAF'r

Doing just that and getting

SPACBCHAF"l'

Okay.

---------,------_

..

(garble) at it.

'.

I

\'.
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ny.

SPAC£CRAl?'f

(Garble) coming

SPAC8CRAF'T

','Jnat's that.

SPACECHAf"l'

(Garble) your terminator?
Not yet.

099:15:09

Sorry.

Hard to see stars.

It's all (garble) difficult at night when you
sec whatts out there.

SPACECRAFT

c~ntt

Moving the Orbiter Again aren't you, Crip?
SPACECRAF"J1

Just trying to get your attention.

S PheBC RJ... F'l'

(Garble) •

SPAceCHAf",r

That's really (garble)

SPACECHAF'r

HeaIly?

SPAC8CHAF'f

Yes.

PAO

Spacecraft sunrise in 40 seconds.

SPACECIlA.v"l'

Like the, like the simulator sitting there doing

plun~

when he firps.

notbing.
S J.J ACBC HA ~''l'

O~ay,

SPACECRAFT

A side is 2300.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACBCRAl-"r

Herc come the Sun

Pink, what's the F2 press runninq now?
~

side is 2200.

~luyS.

What's nice about this is I can lay on my back.
Hey in the suit, being in t.he suit doesn't feel much diffp.rent
than b~ing in it in the water..

SPACECHAFT

S PACECRA l<"r

That right.

Yes but when you start translating you'll sec you
just (garble) around a lot more.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECHAf"r

Wow, look at that.

SPACECRAF'l'

See lightning.

Hey that is neat looking.

Oh, you ought to see that.
Are you going to need my gold visor?

.
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wow, it in hright.
Is i t really?

SPACECRAF'!'

Anybody want to got a little (qacble).

SPl\CECRAr"l'

Heady \v!lennvor:

SPAC8CHAF'1~

We got a GO.

SPAceCRAF'r

Say, ngain.

SPACECHAr"l'

\<In

SPACECRAFT

Ok~y,

SPACBCRAF'l'

are, Ccip.

a GO.

h~ve

of t.ha ',lay, here.

YOll

lut me get my last littlo pitch maneuver out
Have a good one, pi nk.

'{'hanks, Ox.

I needeJ that.
lIere r go, one potrlto, hm
And I did get the chatterin!).

SPAC8CRAfT

potato.
PAO

!·Iclson on his Hay at 1 hour, 2

minut~s.

(Garble) you I re moving faf>tor than I mo.
you doing, Okay?

SPACECHAt~T

SPAC8CHI\P'f

Okay, looking good.

SPl\CECHAr'T

tooking good, Pinky.
Okay.

You got the check 1 is t han(ly, Bcobc.

SPACECRAF'r

Yes, I sure do Pink.

PAO

'i'he trip to Solar r"lax

SPACECHAF'T

(Ga rblo)

SPACECRAt'T

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFtr

required.

How arc

~sti.mat~d

to taKc 10

mlnllt~s.

•

Okay, Pink, chcc~ your att~rnate comm monos a~
Check youc TPAD stabilizers, if they'co retracte~.

S I? ACEC RI\ 'P'l'

Yes retracted.

SPACECHAF'f

Okay, (garble) release, ready, in the qrct"!o.

SPACECRAFT

Ready in the green.

SPACECRAF'r

Helmet lights on.

S'l'S-41-C
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Helmet lights nrc on.
SPACgCRA{<"r

And the

(<<]arble)

SPACECRAF'r

(Garble) is 2200 or so.

SPACECRAFT
Thatls great.
get the rest for you.
SPACECRAFT

with you quys?
8PAC£CHl\t<"r

Okay, after

(<<J~rhle)

doc~ina,

11m going to move a little to my left,
(Ga r

IS

1111

that

o~ay

ble) .

Okay, Pink1, itls sitting out
feet at this tiMe.

SPACECRAFT

th~rc

at about Inn

SPACr:CRAFT

Okay.

PAO

K band riHlar shows (listance 140 feet fro:n Orbiter

to Solae Nax.
SPACECRJ\f1'

(Garble) attitude holc3.
You're looking good there, Pink

SPACECRAf"r

you copy?

Looks like you might noed to come up (gar 1)le).
'leo,

00

I jus t d ici a cOllple OPS.
it sitting

hiq~

SPACECRAr"r

I got

SPl\Cr;CRAF'f

It sure is pretty.

on the orbiter, anyhow.

Sl?AC£CHl\F'~
I.onk5 l i ke w€ need some mot"Q, you (lon I
have much motion from us, at ':t:is point?

t

appear to

Well, there goos the ACF by UR, itls going to he at
minutes before it comes around again.

SPACGCRAF~

least 6

All right.
SPAC8CRAFT

Really, I'm kind of liking this.

rotating doesnlt it?

gNO OF 'l'APF.

T~oks

like it's
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Really 1001<9 lil<e

SPACECHAP'i'

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

SPACE:~RJ\l?T
You can see it's about n !\Iax
casting a shadow on the solar pad.

SPACECRAi:"r

Ok, 1ou're still wall low.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM

Challenger, HOllston,

TNCO

\o.Iob~10

wou)(i

li~e

becausQ it'

g

to us~ t~c

delta camera.
SPACECRAP'r
SPACECIV\F'l'
SPAC8CHAl:"r

right now.
CAP'CO~I

it

o~

Ok, ho can.
(Ga r hle)

Ok, we're using like about 8, between Rand 11
Probably just a Iltt)o brightor now, I think.

Challenger, Houston,
to use delta?

SPACgf '(A 1"'1'

callg~t

you in a haniiover, is

Ok.
It's ceal pretty down hero.

SPACECRAi."'f

(Garble) atill looks pretty shiny.

SPAC£CRAl'''f

Yes, it looks

SPACgCHAI;"r

No (gnrblo) out there.

SPACECHAFT

Satellite looks in excellent conJition.

~ood

from here.

It doesn't wor.k.
SPAC8CRAF'f

Pic~y,

picky, picky.

Would you 1 ike

SOmE!

helrne t 'rv?

'rhat'e: not required, (garble)
that's fine.
It looks like you're having a
it, don't mess around with it, Pinky. ,lust
getting into position, you probably want to
1 it tIe hi t.

SPACECRAF1'

SPACBCRAl"'r

A lot of noise on this comm.

SPACl-';CRAf"r

\<ic not iced that.

if you've qot it o'lln
hard time rcac~inq
concentrate on
go to your loft a

II

':
d'.'

,

".
•

' "
•

.

' . .

, .
•
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SPACECRAFT
Solar rays sure havo a modeled appearance, first
two cells of the same color.
SPACECRAF'f

Starting to look like the SOS now.

SPl\Cr·;CRAF'r

(GalCble)

SPAC£CRAt<"''l'

T,ookin9 good, Pink.

PAO

'l'elevision vi(-l·.... CO:i'4:tg from Nelson's

~'i>1lJ

(Gnrble) off (jaod,
BPACBCRAl"T

Heal good.

SPACBC.RAF'r

I've seen a couplo little flecks qo hy.

END OF 'PAPB
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flQc~s

go hy.

Go t Illy pi tch cloa r cd away I I 11 go ahea.d and doc'<

hure.
S?ACECHAP'r
OkdY·

Think you

SPACECHAF'f

Pink, hml do you rcao

pitche~

down a little hit

t~ero,

(garble) r i<Jilt now.

Pin~.

pin'<,

aro you reading us,
SPACECRAl;"r

It seomB to be the natellitl1 pi1:ching into me a

little.
SPACECRAFT
It looks like It is.
on the backside.

SPACSCRAFT

Yes, just taking a

co~m

check

Loud and clear.

And it looks like you might h,:wo humped it a little
bit, Pink, (garble) down.

SPACECHAF"f

SPACECRAFT

Yos.

SPACBCRAF'!'
fi re.

Okay,

SPACECRAF'f

Okay, you can try again?

jawl;> didnlt fire that tiIl1e.

'rhE; j(l\,>Js di,(1n l t

Good dock too.
I did it again and it didnlt Eire again.
SPACECRAP'l'

Okay.

1111 back and

SPACBCHJU"f

Okay, but it didn't (garble) tho satellite.

(Ga L ble)
prechecked thom out.

SPACECRAP1'

chec~

them out

t~en.

pi nk, they d ia checl{ okay whon

SPACECHAP'f

Yes (garbl<?).

SPACeCRAi+"r

They seemod a little stiff in the checks
Rotrack them again, Pinky.
(Garble)

they worked.

YOll

th~re

SPACECRAFT
Okay, do you want to reattempt it again or
want to come on back - ENO OF' 'rAPE

~o

but
you

;;

'''--''-f' ,

t
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'l'hey seoHled a little ~tiff in the checl<s, but they
SPAC8CIU\F'f
Iverentt. Retract them ilqain, Pinky. 'I'hcrels no-SPACECHAf"r
Okay, do 'lou \'lant to reattnmpt it again or
want to come on back in.
SPAC1~CHAl"'1'

w~tch

11m

SPACECHAf"r

110 YOll

out for the solar ray there.

all clear

I've really got some rates going on the satellite.
How you doing?

SPAC~CHAr""r

One more try.

I got 1500 per

(~arhle).

SPACECRAFT
pinky, you've started that rotation about to your
left no~v and ',o/e'ro going, \</e really need to ~top that to do a
rota t i ng grapple. Is there anyway way tha t: YOll th ink you can do
it with your hands, if you can grab hold of it.
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
I think I'd rather do that.
rates on here.

(Garhle) with these

SPACECRAFT
Okay, tell you what you're going to havn to try to
do that then, I guess, that: (garble) to your left or somothing.
SPACECRAFT

I bet if you walked out to the

SPACECRAFT

Pardon.

SPACgCRA[<"l'

Just wa lk 011 Ollt to the C!nd of that

en~

of it.

(garhl~l.

SPACRCRAFT
If you could go in att hold, somewhere like that,
t ha t 'd be fine.
Okay.
SPACECHAl-"l'
imagine.

'fou I d have to hold on to it t.1i th both hands, r

SPACECHAJ?'l'

(Garble)
r~oking

'r<>ll loe when it's stable.

pretty

goo~

as far as pitch is

concerne~.

Nelson attempting to manually stabili~c Solar Max
by grabbing the end of the solar array panels. Apparently the
trunnion pin adapter did not latch oronerly.

PAO

SPACECRAeT

How's the roll?

EN!') OF

TAPF.

-·-~I
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PAO
t)[oper ly.

Apparently the trunnion pin adaptor did not latch

SPACECRAF'I'

Howt~

SPACECRAFT
thece again.

the (all?

(Garble).

Well, let's g0t a little better tilt in

SPACECRAFT
Can you walk toward the
you're holding onto to your left?

mi~dle

SPACECRAf'!'

Yes.

SPACECRAF'r

Yes.

SPACBCHAF'l'

Got to cycle down my power

of that arrRY thRt

Want me to do that?

fir~t.

SPACECRAFT
Afraid I'm going to put the roll in when I - yaw in
when I do that.
SPACECRAF'r

Is that what you want.

SPACf.CRAF'r

No, that's not what I want.

SPAC8CRAF'r

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

No, that's not what he wants,

Pin~.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, it's starting yawing again. Now could you
grab a hold of it again and just go into att hold again.
SPACECRAf"r

Grab a hold and go into att hold again.

SPACECRAF'r

Ol<ay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Pink, do you think you'd be doing a better
job if you went in and grabbed a hold of the end effector,
grapple fixture?
SPACgCRAl"'r

pinky, do you ceao us?
Yes, I do.

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay.

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT
I'm thinking about, Crip.
going to have enough gas to do that.
SPACECRAFT

How much you got left?
What you got left?

I don't know if I'M

-

.

.

.

.......
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SPACECHAl"'l'

At 1200 on one side, and

Sl?ACgCRAF'l'

1200 on both sides.

SPACECRAF'f

Okay, come on back in, pink.

SPACECRAF"r

Which wayls it moving now?

04/0 8/84
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(Gar hle) •

SPACECRAFT
You're headed backwards towards us.
to your left, continuo left.

Rotate around,

SPAC£CRAf''l'

I

SPACEC~Al·"f

Excuse me.

SPACECRAP'I'

What kind of rates are on tho satollite?

mean which wayls the satellite?

SPACECRAFT
Fairly high but come back to us.
your left, pitch down. I got you in sight.

Rotate around to

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Crip.

SPAC8CRAF'f

Stand by, Jerry, welre busy right now.

SPACECRAf"r

Toll - what you need, Jerry, tell us.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, just wondering if yould like to
stationkeep for another rev, try the other MHU, or the same one
recharged with the primary TPAO.
SPACECRAFT
We're going to have to get other things settled
down. Weill talk to you about that in a minute.
SPACECRAF'f

Let me try it once here.
Come on in, Pink.

SPACEC RAF'l'

11m

SPACBCRAP'r

(Garble) goiu9 to believe this.

SPACF.CHAr"r

Okay, come on in.

SPACECRAF'f

Want it maneuvered for you, Pink?

SPACECRAI.'-"f

No.

SPACBCRAF'l'

Say again.

SPAceCRAf"£,

No, just hold still.

SPACECRAl"T

Flying okay, Pink?

not flying right either, Crip.

Can you climb?

pn

s
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SPACBCl{AP'l'

Scorns to boo

SPACECRAFT

Think (garble) Orbiter rate in thern.

SPACECRAF'f

Yes,

h~

was flying the Orbiter so - -

SPACECRAFT
Just as soon as you get stable out there and grah a
hold of something, pinky, I'm going to go to the satellite.

STS-4l-C
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pinky, you rcad us?

SPACECRAFT
As soon ao you qot stable out there and grab n
of somothing, Pinky, I'm going to <)0 to the satellite.

SPACECRAF'r

Okay.

SPACHCHAF'l'

(Garble) help you hera, Pinky?

SPACECRAl·"r

YQ~.

SPI\CECRAF'P

~inky,

SPACECRAP'r

(Gar ble), Cr ip.

tell me when you're

s~cure,

hol~

please.

Mission Control Houston. Nct~on rotur.ning to tho
The 'rPAD appa r en t ly did not lCl teh peopo ely Clnd somo
cates were imparted to the Solar Max.

PAO
ca (go bay.

SPACECRAF'r

Comm is horrible.

Hission Control will suggest that Nelson try aqaiti
and tIlt tho satellite a little bit harder with the TPAD about
three tenths of a foot por socond to attempt to get the jaws to
fire. If not, it'll be Crippen's option to grClpple with the RMS.
PAO

SPACECRAF'l'

Perigee?

S PACf~CHl\l;"'l'

Yes,

SPACBCRAf'T

(Garble) •

(garble).

Okay.
SPAC8CRAF'1'

Try

an~

grab it, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Not yet, I'm still working on it.
(garbl(!) in the right position - END Of' 'rAPT;;.
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the other 'p·m ready

to go.
SPACt:;CRA~"l'

I don I t know if that's

,1

great

tas~

for [In

w·m

either.
SPACt:CRAF'f

You don't think you could hanrllc it?

SPACECHM"l'

Probably could

but I -

(garlblc).

(Garble).
SPACI';CHAP'r

Got to gl)t that other

SPACECHAF'l'

We would do it on the next rev if we did it.

SPACECRAf"l'
SPACf~CRA1"'r

If we ch3rge, if we can r~chargn this (garble).
pull, pull that (garhle) back.

SPAceCRAF'r

(Garble) pitch.

'i'Pl\O out.

PAO
Discussion underway onbo~rrl regar~in~ swanping
manned maneuvering units and TPAO's for another attempt on the
fo110'lIin'J Orbit.
SPl\CgCRAi~'l'

lIou5ton, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

~;PACBCHA~"r
Okay, we arc showing 29% on the fon/acd ReS c iqht
now. M~U rescua I believe was about ~7 total. The thing's qot a
pretty good rato right now and I'm not very confid~nt t~at TJ's
ever going to be able to grab it. We can take another stab at it
but I'm afraid \vo're going to be be10\'1 our fonvard RC~ rNllinf:!!3
fot' an MMU flight.

CAPCO>1

HOfjor,

copy that.

prop

~."as

just apprising

U!1

of

that.
DPACf.!CRAJ'·'r
It's not going to hurt this, t:Hlt's not an option
we can sit hore and try so we CRn ntationkcep for a pretty qoo~
while '..;itholJt tho capture we may end up getting a position that
!",orks.

CAPCO:-'\

Okay Crlp, do you think another HMU flight woulrl he

bettor?
SPACBCRAFT
Well, not really.
dogrees a second.
CAPCO:-1

Roger, copy that.

It's going, we think, at about 2

STS-41-C
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(Garble) •

CAPCO~
And Crip, the Spacecc~ft people arn tolling us wo
got about 1 degree in roll and pitch and about .6 in yaw.

SPACgCHAF'r

Okay.

AIR/GROUND 'l'HflNSCRIP'r
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CAPCOH

Challenger, Houston, for Crip.

SPACr.:CHAF'r

Go.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, if you don't think you can do t~~
rotating grapple, we would recommend backing off, savin1 tho PROP
and trying one more time with the other t1:-ttl t!\at huB rno('f"' gas.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, it's going to take me a pretty good amount of
fuel to stationkeep overni.ght, tllOugh.
l~gor,

CAPCO:-l

I

underBt~nd

that.

Well, it's kind of hard to toll whcth~[ we're goinq
I guess, I guess we can try
don't want to cut that fuel to short for th~ rCAcue,

SPAC1~CR1\F'r

to be able to capture it: or not.

that, I
though.

CAPCOM
Roger, I understand that. PROP's tellinq us that
you cannot stationKeep through the night an(l sti 11 have recHines
for the MMU.
Okay, he said he \oJotlld not.
CAPCOM
will not have prop for Bnother MMU after the
stationkeep during the night pass.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, well we want to have time. We'd better just
sit here and stationkeep and see if we can qet into a position
and try rotating it.
CAPCO:-1

Copy that.

Crippen apparently deci~ed to exercise his option
for: n rotating grapple with the (ornote mtlOipulator .lrm. r, i nc e
tho forward RCS propellants arc approaching redlineR (or this
point in the timeline.
~AO

CAPCO~1

Challenger, Houston, he advised that we're CJoinq to
try to turn the torquers back on tho spacecraft and sec what we
can do to stabilize it.

SPACBCRAFT

Okay, that would help.

SPAC8CJ~A~"r

Like some help, pink?

C1\PCOl1

Challenger, Houston, Ctip, one other opti.on.
Go ahead •
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CAPC0M
Roger, we think there is a s1iqht possibility jou'd
have enough prop at sunrise, if you use norm ~ for the
stationkcep.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Okay, we're using norm G rig~t now.
going to tcy, we've got a close attempt corninq here.
CAPCO;-'1

We're

Roger, copy, and we got 10 more minutes on TDRA.

F
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SPACECRAFT
Jerry, I rcally think we probably stand a better
chance in what welre doing. We came clnse that time but no
cigar.
CAPCO:-1

Roger, copy that, CIip.

SPACECRAFT
looked good.

Scobe, I just did a status

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks, Ox.

SPACECHAF'r

Okay.

SPACECHAFT

1111 got back with you guys in a little bit.

SPACt~CRAF'£,

Hanging in here.

BND OF 'l'APg

chec~

and everything
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Is the light on the end effector on?

SPACECRAF'r
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can't see it.

CAPCO~
Challenger, Houston, we have 7 1/2 more minutes on
TORS, I got some notes for you, if you get a chance.
~PACECi~AF'l'

ive can listen.

CAPCOM
Okay, if, we're thinking about backing out, <]oinq
out to 8 miles, keeping a (garble) overnight while the spacecraft
is restahi1izing coming back in for a rotating grapple
to:uorrow. It: we do that, we \4ant to maintain a redUne on the
forward RCS's no lower than 21 percent. We want to use aft prop,
if at all possible, to do a 1.8 ft/sec posigrade l)urn for the
SEP. And that;11 get us out to 8 miles in two revs and weill
give you burns to stabilize it.
SPACECRAf"r
correct?

Okay, do you want to use 21 as a cut off, is that

CAl?CO~\

'rhat's affirm. '{'hat's the best guess. ~rip, ollr
best guess right now, is it'll take a little more than 15 to qet
back in tomorrO'.~, so any margin you want to leave yourself there
on top of 21 is good, but no less than that, if we want to try it
all to;nor ro\'/.

SPACECRAF'r
Okay, Jer r y, we copy that. tNe III get back to you
shortly. Ne're trying to grapple right now. Jerry, t40uld YOll
repeat the amount of posigraoe you wanted, please?
Ci\PCO~l

Roger, 1.3 posigrade.

SPACECRAP'r

Okay, copy that, 1.8.

END Ot" TAPE
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SPACECHAP'l'

Trying in the rlark, Crip?

SPl\CECHA[·"r

Yes,

SPACECHAF'l'

Are

SPAC£CRA£<"l'

Yes.

SPACECRAF'r

Let's try one more, Ox.

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay.

\oJ:·.

y .
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just about in the dark.

loing to tcy it in the

CAPCO;'l
TDRS.

eha llenger,

SPACECRAF'r

Okay.

PAGS 1

dar~?

Hous ton. A mi nu to rmel a ha If to T,Of;
Crip, your best callan how to extend the prop you've qot
remaining. Yarragadee, if you want to talk, at 30 or Guam at 41.

PAO
This is Hission Control Houston.
Loss of siqn~l
with Challenger with the tracking satellite. George Nolson
attempted at 1 hour and 16 minutes into t~e EVA to - END OF 'l'APB
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This is \1ission Control Houston.

Loss of sign<\l
G(:!orgo N~lson
utteroptec1 at 1 hour, 16 minutes into tho gVA, to l<'ltch tho
trunnion pin adapter device on Solar Max. Anparcntly did not
firo. In doing so, he imparted some [atf1s i.n roll ani! pitch, in
adciition to the '1eH' cat0.S thilt wl1re already on the s.:\tcllitc.
After those attempts, he moved out on the solar array panel to
manually attempt to arrest the motion of the satellite. No joy
ther e. He then re turned to the payload bay - '.... 11 i le the ca hi n
crew attempted a rolling grapple with the remote manipulator
arm. And at LOS, wo believe the second of two attempts for
rolling ~rapp1e, was underway. And it could well be that n~xt
time \ve do have con tact, they \d 11 have been Sllccess Elll; hm... ever,
a 1.8 ft/scc posigrade aft Res maneuver was passed to tho crew,
in case th~re's no joy in the rollin,) grapple today. NhQrehy thl"?
Orbiter would ba moved away some eight miles for the overnig~t
period, the gloep period for the crew, and ottempt a rolling
grapple to~orrow. That's whore the situation stands a~ of now.
Five minutes away from reaquisltlon through Yarraqp~~c. ~n~ at 2
days, 2 hours, 25 minutes, ~1ission Control Houston.
'.'lith Chn11ong..ar from tho tracking satc11 ite.

Mission Control Houston. Slightly over a minute
before predicted acquisition of Challenger through Yarragade~,
Australia tracking station. In an attempt to stabilize Aoiar Max
during the overnight period, the Goddar~ Payload operations
Control Center has commanded the magnetic torquers aboard Solar
Max back on for stabilizing spacecraft attitude and as payloans
control engineer here said, thoy don't have a whole lot of
muscle. An(] it will take at least 10 hours before the rates are
nulled in roll, pitch, and ya'vl with the Solar ~1ax. \'10 shouln
have acquisition in next few seconds through Yarragadee. ~ission
Cont('o1 Houston.
PAO

SPACECRAFT
We might have been better off just qrahbinq a hold
of the thing (garble) with your hand.

Well, nice try, any (garble).
SPACECRAFT
You maneuvered in on it and got just - just like
wo·ve been practicing.
GPACECRAli"l'
SPACl-~CRAI!~'l'

(Garble) status.
Okay, how about you, Pink?

~AO
Miqsion Control Houston. In a gap now between
Yarragadee and Guam. Apparently, attompts at rolling grapple
still underway, at crew option uboard Challenger. Different
options for the ovor night stationkeeping at some ~istance away
from the Solar Hax under discussion here in Mission Control.
Stationkeoping that would use a minimum amount of reaction
control system propellant which is approaching the redlines for

~-:::
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this point in the timeline. \'le anticipate reacquisition through
Guam in slightly over one minute. At 2 days, 2 hours, 40
minlltes. Mission Control Houston.
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- - foot por second posigrade.
hours, 40 minutes Mission Control Houston.
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At 2 days, ?

SPACr:CRAf"l'

Take a look at what's in this hore box.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through

GU."lrn

PAGB 1

for: 11

Any nuts?
Minut~9.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're backing out. We were on the n~gativc
~ bar.
We ended up doing a 5, a .5 foot per second along t~fl,
out on the R bar and we're now maneuvering to set up foc the 1.8
foot per second posigrade burn.
CAPCOH
Roger, copy that. We Nant to delay tho 1.R.
We've got a smaller number for you. Let me check An~ see if it's
still valid.
SPACECHAF'r
CAPCOM
Roger: I Cc ip, 2 tenths posigcado bllr:n \.,.i 11 be
good. We'll sep slowly avec night and i.t'll C)ot to ahout S
in the morning.

rnil~R

SPACECRAFT
2 tenths posigrado. Yos, we did have the radar
and some reason it didn't, we couldn't get it into the tarqet
straight though so we're going to have to depend on you guys.
CAPCOH
CAPCOM
last c:vjain.

copy.
Challengec, HOllston. Crip, can YOll give us that
We've got some confusion down here.

SPACgCRAFT
Okay. We did a half a foot per second outward on
the R bar so that we'e raise up above the target and fall behind.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, and say aqain about the radar
and the state vector.
SPACECRAFT
All I said was we were tracking on the radar going
out and for some reason oven though we went auto I never did, and
reinitialized the tarqet stato to zero with the Orbiter to tarqet
trans fee we only got like one mack and than - and it never did
really update and I ended up losing the radar when I'm setting up
for this attitude maneuver to do the plus X burn.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston for Tacry.

SPACECRAF'f

Go ahead, Jer.
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CAPCOM
Roger Torry. We tlllnk mnyho somn of the sanaorn
on the spacaccaft arc satllratcd in the rateR \'1e t rn mensurinq.
Can you 'Jive u~> a visual estimate o( t110f3O.
'rha t 's tough, the (0 war. f)O mllch coupl i ng.
For a
i Ie the co it looked like it \."as almont all pi.tch, mayho up to?

s PAC GCHAl-"1'
'~h

dogt:'eot; pot:' socond with a little roll on it and other tiMCS it
looked 1 ike it WaS marc yaw.

SPACECHAF'r
Yes, \'l'hat: he dORcr lhen is correct, (garble).
ThoC!Y
wore coupling from one axis to another so thore's no way you can
say it was o~e axis.

Hatler, copy. Tl'Hmk YOll, But you (juess pro!)ab t y
no more than 2 degrees or about anyone axis.

CAPCOH

Yes, probably somewhere on that ordor.
SPACECRAF'f

'l'he (garble).

SPACBCHA~"r

Yes, it's hard to estimate ratos with a coupling

liko that.
Roger, understand that.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, we're a little bit nervous about only a 2
tenths of a foot per second posigrade since that R hat sep we rlid
wasnlt all that, we couldn't guaranteo JURt how much of it was
puce R bar. ~'le think most of it was though. \'lc think we
probably ought to do sOloothin(J closer to a half. What no you
think?
CAPCOM
get a vote.

Okay, stand by.

SPACECRA£o"r

We think we've got plenty of aft starts the Sand

aft dome - END

Or~

'rAPE

That sounds reasonable.

We'll

s'rS-41-C
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We think we'vo got plenty of (garble) to start ann
O:·\S to do that Hi th no problem.

SPACECRAFT
.l ft

CAPCOM

Copy that.

SPACr:CllAl"'l'

Okay, Ox, howls it

SPACgCHAFT

(Garble) in there.

co~ing

back there?

CAPeo~

Challenger, Houston, Cr ip, .../e concur with five
tenthS, we just want to make it comes out of the rear en~.
Got it, I understand.

SPACr;CRAP'l'

(Garble)

SPAC8CRAt"'r

Yes.

SPACECRAF'r

(Garble) started.

l\nd Challenger, Houston, He'd like to fJO ahean ann
bring Ox ~nd Pinky ~ack want to verify that the cargo bay is
configured for ingress.

CAPCO:'1

We'ce worKing on it, Jerry.
SPACECRAF'r

Almost done, Jee.

Also, ~1erry, we w('lnt to ('lsI< did, aro YOll guys goinl)
to want that water dump survey (or this afternoon or today, or
you want us to go ahead and put the arm away?

SPACECHAFT

Stand by, Crip. Challenger, Houston, weill be
deleting looking at tho water dump, hut we do want to do a test
with the arm. Welve lost both indications of the RMS shoulder
deploy down here.

CAPeOM

SPACECRAJ:o'T

Okay.

S PACECHAP'r

Jerry, we lost them, too.

And the talkbacks also

barberpoll.
Copy that, T.J. And reminder for ~cohp., w~'rl like
to get an EVA status, a complete one, before the 9uys get hac~ in
and powered up on the Orbiter system.

CAPCOM

SPACECHAFT
Yes, I'll do that, Jerry, and got it for you.
soon as they get unbusy back there.

As

SPACECRA'T
Jerry, I just put power back on the REMs and qot
the talkback and two indications hack again. It must'va ~hal<en
loose.
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CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, that's what we were going to have
you do, thank you.
Good call (garble).

SPACBCRAFT
This (garble) looks pretty good buck
going to head up to the -

her~,

I'm

CAPCON
Challenger, Houston, no\", tha.t \'lc'va got the R;\IS
question resolved, we'd like to go ahead and do the wator dump
and look at it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, let us get our seoaration hero, Jer, and we
will look at it.
CAPCO~

Hogee.

CAPcm1

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii in 4 minutes.

SPAC~CHAf'T

Okay.

END Of 'l'APg
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii in 4 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAGE 1

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam, Hawaii in 3 minutes. Currently, the plan is to bring in
Van Hoften and Nelson, back into the cabin, out of the
spacesuits. Do a two tenths of aft/sec posigrade maneuver, to
separate from the Solar Max satellite, while itls magnetic
torquers slow it down in rate overnight. An attempt to rolling
grapple tomorrow, Monday, with no manned maneuvering unit
operations. Should have good communications upcoming through
Hawaii and TORS with perhaps Bome illumination from the crew on
the current status aboard. Hawaii in 2 minutes.
SPACECRAFT
cameras?

Okay, Ox, you bringing in with you two 35 mm

SPACECRAFT

Yes, got both of them in here.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, three thruster cue lights?

SPACECRAFT

On their way.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, how about the power tool.

SPACECRAFT

Here.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and everything else should still be in there.

SPACECRAFT

Taking our time, Scobee

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you got plenty of it. Whenever itls
convenient, when you both get in the airlock, before you hook up,
lid like to get one last status check, full one on you.
SPACECRAFT

I got to go back over the (garble) and come to you.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, welre reading you.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, I got a couple of items for you.
on the radar, first of all, weld like a burn report.

One

SPACECRAFT
Okay, the burn was on time and it was probably
closer to .8 ft/sec is what we ended up getting in there I think.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy, .8 and can you give us a time.

SPACRCRAFT
Just a second. Okay it was 50 after the hour.
That was 2 hours, and 50 minutes.
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CAPCOM
radar.

Roger, copy that, we got some words for you on the

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like you first of all to inhibit range
and range rate. Do a manual slew. Go to auto track and when the
data really looks to you, go ahead and take range and range rate
and back to auto. And we've got an attitude for you, Crip.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, yes, and where we going to (garble).

CAPCOM
Stand by. Crip, let me give you the attitude and I
think if you manually slew to 00 and when you get to the
attitude, if you try the auto track, it'll work.
SPACECRAFT

That sounds like a winner.

CAPCOM

Target 2.

SPACECRAFT

Sounds like a winner, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT
ingress.

Okay, OK, I'll stand by and weill do our regular

Body vector 1.

Omicron O.

END OF TAPE
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We'll do our regular egress.
HO~dton.

Inhibit range rate also,

SPACECRAFT
Thought we did that, thought the depth was right.
Okay. Thank you.
SPACECRAFT

Seobe, you got time for status?

SPACECRAFT

Yes, I sure do if you guys got time.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, here comes mine.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT
Okay, stand by one. Your comm just dropped
again. Start over again would you, Ox.
And time is (garble) 40. Time left 4 40. 65%
power. 68% 02. Suit pressure 4.2. 02 pressure 606. SOP
6100. Sublimator 2.7. Battery voltage 16.7. Battery amps
3.5. RPF 19.8. C02 0.3. H20 temp 63. H20 gas pressure 15 3,
water pressure 14 9.
SPACECRAF~

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I got all that.

SPACECRAFT

Very pretty.

SPACECRAFT
you?

Y'all don't see a satellite out there anywhere do

SPACECRAFT

Looking.

SPACECRA7T

No.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) and set.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Where are you?

Go on in, Ox, I have your tethers.

SPACECRAFT
Well we got to go get this tdther and do this
little thing.
SPACECRAFT

You what.

Yes okay, I've already done mine.

SPACECRAFT

My tether eome right across the MMU there.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Slip it on there.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
off.

Let me help you lock that thing before I take it

SPACECRAFT

I know.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Scobe, you ready for a fix.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, I sure am.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, time is EV 2 45. Time left is 4 09. 63%
02, 63% (garble), pressure 4.3, 02 is 5 60, SOP is 61, sub1imator
is 2.5, battery volt 16 6, amps are 3.4, RPM at 19.8, C02 is 0.2,
water temp is 49, water pressure/gas pressure is 15 0 14 7.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, got it all.

SPACECRAFrr

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
2?

Yes, Jerry, did you copy the status for EV 1 and EV

CAPCOM

Roger 1 I think EVA got them.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

tet me double check.

CAPCOM
Scobe they didn't get everything but they'te happy
if you got them up there.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I got them

SPACECRAFT

Okay, letts go your airlock egress.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

b~~h

(garble).

SPACECRAFT
They stowed the tethers, in goes the
waist tethers, both of them attached the tethers.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

~irlock

lid,
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SPACECRAFT
Cut the reels, cut the right waist tethers unhooked
those (garble) airlock water off.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) closed.

SPACECRAFT

Water's gone off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you guys say you got the outer hatch closed?

SPACECRAFT

We're working on it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Airlock.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Ready to (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Open the latch's arm.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Rog.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Reaching in the bottom and you can wind it - -

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
not?

I'm sorry.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, it'll be RCS seleot, TV roll l80 t weight
215390, 4/18:45, all balls plus 1.0, all balls, all balls, at
028205001, delta v total is 1.0, TrGO is :04, all balls, +.19,
269 by 265.
CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, Wayne saya he does
not want you to trim out residuals with the forward RCS.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Guy, as soon as we get out of Yarragadee, I'll
configure for Houston comm so we can get our checks out of the
way.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT
HOw's your family feeling, Guy?
over that crud they had?
CAPCOM

Sure did.

SPACECRAe'l'

Say again.

CAPCOM
Yes, we certainly did and
Indian Princesses tonight, you coming?

I

SPACECRAFT

Tell him I'll wave going by.

CAPCOM

Alright.

Did they all get

got a c~ll from Joe for

CAPCOM
Challengor, Houston, we have a target load with you
and data at Orroral if you want us to send it up,
Shoot to it.

CAPCOM
Coming to you, And Challenger, Houston, we're
about a minute to LOS, Orroral. ~DRS at 27 anrl it looks like we
might be able to gat the camm checks at MILA.

STS-41-C AIR/GROUND TRANSC~IPT
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CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, we're about a minute to
LOS Orroral, TORS at 27 and looks like we might be able to get
the COMM checks at MILA.
SPACECRA~'T

Ok, we'll try to be ready.

PAO
Mission Control, Housto~. Mission Specialists
George Nelson and James van Hoften now in EVA preparations, about
15 minutes into those. We expect airlook egress to take p1ac~ at
4 days, 19 hours. This next TORS pass will be performing COMM
chp.cks on their suits and also biomedical checks. We're
currently at MgT 4 days, 17 hours, 16 minutes and this is Mission
Control, Houston.
CAPCOM.

Challenger, Houston, with you at TORS.

SPACBCRAFT

Loud and clear.

Cl\PCOr-.1

You're loud and clear

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPAcr~CRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

als~.

CAPCOM
Roger, Dick, just wanted to let you know we'll be
set up for TV at. MILA of the cabin EVA prep if you guys want to
send anything down.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, about how far away is that?

CAPCOM

It':3 nbou t

6 mi nu tos f. rom now.

SPACECRAF'l'
Ok, well we have cameras set up alt:10ugh it's a
se rambl i ng mass of hlJfMh i ty here in the air lock so I'm not sura
how much you're going to be ablo to get out of all that, but
we'll be happy to show it to yo~.
CAPCOM

Ok, sounds good, thank you,

PAO
'fhls is Mission Control, Houston.
Noxt spacecraft
television expected to be EVA preparations in about 5 minutes, or
ae 1:40 a.m. CST. Currently on orbit 74 ~nd at M8T 4 days, 17
hours, 37 minute~J, this is Mis~:;ion ControJ., Houston.
(',\0
HiGsion Control, Houston.
The Payloads Operation:)
Control Center is Handing comm~nds to Solar Max right now,
powt)r.in9 down the s~\tellito in pcoparatio!1s for th,'~ EVA. rill)

.should havo spaCt:cr;'.lft tel(~vi.sion in a jll:3t .] f.(~W :IiOm('ntii.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, welre getting some good TV now
through MIIJA.
SPACECRAFt'

Ok, Guy t we copy tha t.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, this television view from
the midd~ck of Challenger shows the two mission specialists in
the airlook getting suited up for the EVA. Appears to be Geot:ge
Nelson on tte left of the Bcreen, van Hoften on the extreme
right. In th~ middle it looks like Dick Scobee. This is Mission
Control, meanwhile on the middeck - on the flight deck, mission
specialist Terry Hart getting ready for his role in ·he EVA,
operation of the robot arm, the end of which will have a device
called the manipulator foot restraint attached, sort of a movable
work station for the mission specialists as they work to repair
Solar Max.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Hou~tvn, if the guys are ready
downstairs, weld like to get the biomed chec~s this pas3.
SPACECRAFT

Jerry, how do you read EV1?

CAPCOM

Loud and clerlr, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, welre on hardline now, do we need to go to mode
A or something like that to get the biomed for you?
CAPCOM

That's affirm, we neef HF to do that.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, ~e'll do that now.
be getting something now.

O~,

Jerry, you ought to

CAPCOM

Ok, weill check wHh the ooes and see

SPACECRI\,[<"IT

(garble) •

hO\-1

it: looks.
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Ok, Jerry you ought be

Ok, we'll check with the docs and see how it looks.
(garble) •
And, Challenger, Houston, we've got gooo biomed
Ok.

Hard to believe.

Jerry, we're baok on

Ok, that sounds much better.

SPACECRAFT
It Buro does, I hope that doesn't keep it up.
Looks to me like you guys ought to be getting a good picture of
the ScObs's behind here.
CAPCOM

Nice tush, Seobe,

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, first TV pass for the day
now concluded. We still have coverage through the tracking and
data relay satellite. Next television scheduled for orbit 75.
we'll still probably be in the midst of EVA preparations and we
may get a shot of the exit through the airlock hatch. EVA
scheduled to bogin •••
SPACECRAFT
Old GNC see any data from the IMU alignment this
or did you need that?

mor~ing

CAPCOM

We got all the data, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, the torquing
and 42 minutes.

PAD

we uSAd was 4 days, 15 hourR

CAPcor-t

Roge:, copy, thank you, Crip.

PAO

EVA scheduled for --

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're with you now in Bermuda
so we're through with the TV, thank you.
SPACECHAPT

Ok, understand.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, chat EVA is scheduled to
begin in about 1 hour and 11 minutes. Currently at MET 4 days,
17 hours, 54 minutes and this is Mission Contral, qouston.

CAPCOM
Challenger
recording voice now.
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Roger, understand, recording voice.
Roger.

CAPCOM
Challenger w~'11 have about a one minute keyhole
here between Bermuda and MILA - or Dakar.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
confuslld.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Jerry see you at Dakar.
Challenger, Houston, back with you at Dakar.
Ok, Jerry, you're loud and olear.
You, too.
Sorry, Guy, you're loud and clear,
Roger, we're trading off here just to keep you
We already downed two bottles of Chivas.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, you going to need to check with them?
Houston, Challenger, how are you reading EVl?
CAPCOM

Roger, Pinky, loud and clear, how me?

SPACECRAFT
Ok, you're loud and clear too. I'm on combo B now
and it does sound better. And, Houston, Challenger, how do you
read EV2?
CAPCOM

Roger, Ox, five square humming.

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear, it's not noisy at all.
getting any site COMN but that doesn't matte~.
CAPCOM
business.
SPACECRAFT
END

OF TAPE

I'm not

Ok, that sounds like we've found a better way to do
Let's do it that W&y.
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SPACECRAFT

(garble) down, it does sound better.

SPACECRAFT

Anti Houston, Challenger, how do you read EV2?

CAP COM

Roger, Ox, five square.

How me.

SPACECRAFT
Oh, loud and clear, it's not noisy at all.
getting any side comm, but that doesnlt matter,

I'm not

CAPCOM

Okay, that sounds like welve found a better way to

SPACECRAFT

~ook8

SPACECRAFT

Okay, welre going back to hard1ine, Jerry,

do business.

good that way.

CAPCOM
Okay, Pinky, and if youlve got some time, weld like
to talk to you about the trunnion pin measurments a litt.le more.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, after looking at some additional closeout
picture$ down here we see there's a little stud that holds the
thermal blankets on. It looks like it may stand off from the
struoture of the spaoecraft around 1/8 to 1/25 of a inch. Also
the placement is such that it looks like we may have had problflms
with the interface of the snoot of the TPAD suoh that we may not
have got the pin far enough in to trigger the mechanism. So
welre gOing to want to pay special attention to that when we go
out today and make some good measurement;;; of dimensions.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, 1111 do that. r tell you, the pin
went in, it looked like quite a ways. If I had had a manual
release on the TPAD, I could have just clamped it down on th3t,
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that, that's what we conjectured, but r
guess Lhe tOlerances for triggering ate fairly close, an 1/8 to a
1/25 of an inch could have made the difference.
SPACECRAprr

Okay, we'll live got my little t3pe here.

SPACECRAFT
And, Jerry, that - the thing triggered okay and was
different than I've seen it 1n the past, but it 3hould hav~
triggered if it ever got in there.
CAPCOM
Roger, we think so too. A 2 to 3/10 of a foot per
second, we think it should have triggered. And, Pinky and Ox,
the TPAD was designed to a drawing that did not show that stud on
there. Challenger, Houston, back on TDRS for the last 15
minutes.
SPACECRAprr

Loud

and clear.
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Challenger, Houston, for Pinky and Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Rog, r gave you one last note on the trunnion pin,
and I think I was in a handover at the time. The trunnion pin
attaOhment device was designed to a drawing which did not show
that thermal stud standing off from the adapter ring there and
that may make all the difference in the world, we'll just have to
get some measurements.
SPACECRAE"l'

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
And, Jerry, you'll get a bunch of closeup pictures
and we can get a bunch in the cockpit too. The trunnion pin,
just from looking at it in the cockpit lOOks just like the onos
we've been practicing with all the time.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy all that. We think the pin is probably
right, it's just that maybe the mount that you had inserted the
trunnion pin was not adequate to trigger. And I guess one other
not~, you1re probably planning to have the tape measure in
position when you're taking some of your pictures, but weld
certainly like to get those also.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we got them with us.

SPACECRAFT

I

understand (garble)

SPACECRAFT
You're in company with 221 I'm still ready to
copy. Understand APP is (garble) 027 44 tac 1.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, payloads Orficer reports
the Solar Max folks have completed pOwerdown activities of the
satellite that have to be done prior to the burn that's coming up
in a few minutes. That burn is a minor 1 foot per second two jet
burn. They'll complete their powerdown activities on the next
TDRS pass.
And that will complete the activities prior to the
EVA. Now at Mission Elapsed Time, 4 days 18 hours 17 minutes.
About 15 minutes from the EVA.
SPACECRAFT

Houston,

CAPCOM

Challengpr, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, Guy, I just wanted to verify fer this upcoming

Challeng~r.

ReS burn that yo~ really did want rna to maneuver to attitude in

(garble) jet (garble) vernier.
the burns.

CAPCOM

I've got plenty of time to get to

Roger, you're go to maneuver and burne, Crip.

.1.................

I_I. .l. . . . . . . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

CAPCOM

Rogsr.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.
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That makes us 269.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, Guy, ! guess I had tho same qUestion
following the burn then going to ZLV, maybe I didn't realize what
you guys were trying to accomplish .••
END

OF TAPE
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Houston, Challenger.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT
Roger, Guy, ~ guess I had the same questlun
following the burn then going to ztv or maybe I didn't realize
what you guys were trying to accomplish by going off Jets. Ya'il
trying to safe forward RCS or something?
CAPCOM
I believe that was the intent, Crip, but
maneuvering on the verns is fine and dandy.
SPACECRAE'T

Okay, r think we'll just do that.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we're 2 minutes LOS
'rOR$ • We'll have you at Orroral at 45.
SP,\CECRAFT

Okay, seo you there.

GODDARD
-- which was safely berthed in the Shuttle's cargo
bay Tuesday. During the EVA, the astronauts will replace the
satellite's attitude control system module, repair the main
electronics box of it's chronograph polarimeter instrument and
install a manifold to protect its x-ray polychrometer
instrument. The EVA will last 6 hours, devoting 1-1/2 hours to
the attitude control system replacement and approxi~ately 2~l/2
hours to the main electronics box repair. FOllowing the
astronauts' EVA, the Payload Operations Control Center will spend
14 bouts checking out the satellite's new component. Ground
controllers will check out the attitude control system,
exercising its reaction wheels, magnetic torquers and software.
Additionally, controllers will check the tic-in of the
satellite's sun sensors with the attitude control syste~ for fine
pointing Solar Max. About 7 hours into the checkout period, the
satellite will be hoisted by the Shuttle's robot a~m and held in
position for teleaso above the cargo bay. This position will
allow ground controllers to check out the alignment of the
satellite's chronograph polarimeter to verify the operation of
the r0paired main electronics box. It will almost permit
checking the satellite's fixed-head star !:rackers for pinpointing
capability and permit deploying Solar Max's high galn antenna for
later operational communication through the Tracking and Data
Relay Satellite. At 4 days, 18 hours, 26 minutes mission elapsed
time, this is the Payload Operations Control Center.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston, about 3-1/2 minutes
before the] foot per second ReS b'lrn.\'le're currently at missin
elapsed time 4 days, 18 hours, 42 minutes. EVA scheduled to
begin in about 22 minutes. Wetre looking for our next television
at 3;19 a.m, Ceotral Standard Time on orbit 75, coming down
through Hawaii, Goldstone, and MILA ground tracking station)!).
This is Mission Control, Houston.
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston atOrroral for 7~1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Guy, you're loud and clear through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT
and On time.

Okay, Houston, sounds good.

CAPCOM

Roger, we copy.

SPACECRAFT

And we're in the process of depressing.

CAP COM
to (9arble).

Roger, copy that and we'd like to take the EVA guys

The burn was nominal

SPACECRAFT
Say that again, Jerry. Okay, they're goio9 to IF
at this time. How do you read, Pink?
SPACECRAF'l'

Loud and clear, Joe.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPi\CECRA~T

Hey, Jerry, how do you road EV1?

CAPCOM

Roger, Pinky, loud and clear, how me?

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT

And

CAPCOM

Roger, Ox, loud and

SPACECRAFT

And what about - -

got the one without the (garble).

EV2'?

END OF TAPE
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Jerry, how do you read

CAPCOM

Roger, Pinky, loud and olea.r.

SPACECRAF'r

Loud and clear, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Roger, Ox, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

That's a lot better than before.

CAPCOlo!

Yee sir.

How me?

And EV2?

SPACECRAFT
That's 5.4, 5.3, 5.2: 5.1, ok, 5.0. Tbat closed?
Ok, check status. Okay, we want to get a recheok, right? That's
right. Alright let it bleed down a little bit before ~e do
that. Up above the rates right now? There again.
CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, for Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Ro~er,

go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we'd like the trackers to track and
also we'd like the Ku to radar, we'te trying to fill up with a
tweak attitude which will give us better Ku COMM for the day,
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I ~ypied the star trackers to track, I'm not
sure whore we c~t off but we'll get that and I'll qet where we
came up with (garble). And, t think the last regarding the Kus.
CAPCOM
Roger, crip, we'd just like make sure we are not
hi the COMM mode until we get you som~ times to secure it. We're
alGO trying to Gome ~p with a better orientation attitude so we
that can get some Ku time today.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, well I'm gOing to - I've got radar passes, I'm
gOing to (garble). I'm in my leak check now. Ok. Ok, I'd just
appreciate it if they didn't 9ut too much Sun in the bay for bOth
of the EVAs. We'd like the (garble).
CAPCOM

Roger, we concur with that.

SPACgCRAFT
Ok, I pass, Scobee Ok~ how aoubt you, Ox? I'm
still in the process, Ok. How's yours, EV1? Sounds real good
to him. Ok, r pass. Ok, make sure both of y0~t actuators in
EVA. Ok, I'm EVA. Check YOllr (<;Jarble) on the COr-1M checklist.
I'll read you one. Airlock T5.1, (garble) 4.4, 02, 869, SOT
61.60, entering voltage 20.7, rpm 19.8, 02, 0.4, outer temp 71,
the ~as pressure 15.2, water pressure 15.0. Ok, why don't you
just wait till we get outside the first time and I'll get it all
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()k, 1',11 pu1.l.ing t:: OIl!: :1,)1>,'.
?t~~3, just ::jtid ..: Y~;,l( ('net tIL') -:1 little, l,lt tht~r(.!, "Pink.
f211(:r(~ \,/'()~l
']0.
ilk!'1 <':dP:·:!J!:"'_: ..h/,'lj, ';ic,
0:<, ;~nd t:f:t>.,c!:O( ,)oLn'J tn man.ual,
li1drk.
C'ipt.\L~irFJ l!),H'K.
Ok, '.lot it.
Clo(:(':! <ltv1 c,.~~pl:ur8, 11~t m"~
I
:';iiCM \·,';Wil yfJU [(? r:l~ddy t;q ci.)idizo. i\L-:-ight,
clqidi.ze.
Ok,
ri,)idil.i.nq, ii\dCk.
JIr.!y, it'~') (qarblc').
'~'h'it'!; nf~clt.
·l(: is.
Oir.ln't f\'!('l i t clo~)f.' _rtueh.
Ok, :3t:dn.d by r 11 L <Jet: 'c:iH~ t:'.~thor ,")f,:
ti1L; tning.
0:<, no'..; ~clclru ~jtill (i'JidL~i.n'J.
~)!<, ",etc,) cLIJid ,lnd
(~nd t'ft()Gtor';3 of),.
TCll' nO\J; t',~th,"'!c I:;; 011 t:)!:;(f), Ox.
iieru vh~
go,
uk, 'C. J. t 'l~)U can I:~lkt? it <lI-NlY. 'J'.:lk:~ it dovm b:l r,lh? i,'SS
lock,~(?
Ye~>.
Ok, oX, ,HI..' you 9()iI1~) dG\'m h) do t:w ~)O\·,'::r !;nols
st'J(od ('Jdrbl~) no.,.,,'?
l' 11 ~J('i: Ll-h':[fI Oil\: ':)i: y,.)ll~ ·'/'_ly.
An~ '/01.1
:.:;tt>li'J"jt? pi<.:~; i.t up T •.r.
Ok, 'li:r) 'lOll C"L'>~lt' '~nnllqh for mi"' i,,)
COin;.; :.-;t:r:l1.;Jht up?
Strai.'J:)1: \l~).
T. ,i, l';<tn't so.} th(~ (~nd or: !:h(~
;).t;t1 b(.·c,Ju:<;n Piilky·s
ifl the \V~ty.
Youtri:] clt:ilf l)t\ .i~t
fr()hll;:~ ::h;.'ttt

'r.::rry.

c;ne:·;) littl,) hi.t

rktb~r.

{9;n:bh~}

,j~'l)JC

hrc you :< idd i n'J me?

;C)P:\CECR!~i"P
I.f';(: i(U,: 9'~t. ,.l()und 1;0 11 i))(; 'lOU.
Great .'~(I!lrl:-)01
guyrL
Lib~ the fi),ill ::i,lid (~FV:hl\:'!).
~vhdt: i.ll:titut'h:!'lcO we: i:)
i.>-)d.:1_Y?
(q(u:bV::)
Going to <Jo in th(:(,~'.'
Pinky T \</a;·~ ]oing \:0 qo
Ln. <.HHI Cl)OI:l<jUCO all that jllnv..
Ok, (JO ahn,.vl.
I We")," 'Joint) t / )
'Jc'j
jU;-j;: put th(! (,)arble) and We: 90t tijt~ CiWi'::~('.l?
r ~H~i: i.t
of:[ to tho Gi(~'~.
,Just like the vlabH t<::mk.
Really tW':it.

'

.
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you.

Ok, thdt's all wo've got right now.

S;'iI\C~;Ci{A~"T
0:,,/ ,;t.\1'ry, i"'e''((~ in Pt"f)tty 'Jo;)J >\h(~pe, ~h1'r(~ ju:;t
pulling :)lH: ::;)f:~ t,)ol·::; and Vle'Vf! qot the ~'IFH cOnfliJUrpl1.
l,vell,
it.'::; ,01: confi.iJilJ'ed, it's ·julppled dnd vlc'ce bciiliJiil'.J P. b'lck
d<Y'!ll h!~ r <2 l:o ,:;onf i'J II c!~ it.

Ok, loud <.:md c lea '( •

2

l

2

#

•

I ' ·

•

•

•

•

~~.

•

,

-\

.'

_...

~.

SPACECi~A.f"i·
Hey J<:rry, wo1rc Ln PCl:tty ':100d :~hdPO, \'l(~'tr~ jl.nt
pulling, brinqlnq out th(~ tools :U1d qot 1".))(' ~·WH conflgll,rl)d.
Nell, it',: not confitjurod, it l ,; Jrappl<?d <wd Wt)l ce bdnlJlOtJ it
:);lck dO\v:~ i)(1I~0 b) G()nr'.Jur!~ it.

Cf\PCOr-l
.S PAC:;;CRAf I.'
IOU

1)0 you t:li.nl< it's n~quir!~d to mClkc> 'Hlr\.~ that when
ch(::ck mlt up the t-1S'r, t~,~~ hl:dbH'S on?
(gdtb].:!)

Wldt; did

you do?

[ got it upsirle Clown.
SPI\C!~Ci~AF"1'

the h<lndl~~ qOI::~; on the other end.

'b'!tlh,

SPACr~CRAF'.l'

Y(J!'~r

1

ike that.

( hail to

SPACBCRAFT

(q(lrbh~)

fley, Jdrry, I concur wholeheartedly with

re£111y kind of rl.lins the

(g~rble)

(Cj<1rble)

SPACECRAFT
Did you get that little hook on the bottom of it?
Pink, on the bottom of tho tool?
SPACECHAf:"P

I

ktlOW.

SPACECRAFT
Pick up a lot of water,
like it's retracting rcal well, huh?

S PACECHAF'P

Want me to hold it?

Sl'ACECHAF'T

(garble)

SPACECRAP'r'

Hate to remind you.

minute.
S P I\CfXHA Fl'

That thing doesn't look

1·11 be getting in in a

1"co1 it.

SPACECRAFT
1 don't think I got the MFR in the right attitu~e
guys, I'm just pulling it back until you're ready for me to move
it toward the locker, Okay?

$
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SPAC~CRAfT

You want me to - 1111 tell you what, hold on, rill

SPACECRAF'l'

(garble) is wide open now.

get it, hold that.

I know, just like the water tank.
SPACgCHAF'P

Hey, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Ox.
[want to givo you ~ome Gomm~nts as we go,

the rate
door, the locker doesnlt opon all the way due to these -- t
don I t th ink tht~y are any of these 1 itt 1e boxe~3 we I co goi ng to
need down here. Not a big deal, it just doesn't lock open,
though.
SPA.CECRAF'l'

Ct\PCOt-l

some nots.

Okay, copy that and ~or the inside folks, live got

CAPcm1

Challenger, Houston for Crip.

SPACECRAPT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, welre ready for the Solar Max power
disconnect block 16 on FS7-14. A reminder for the cautions on
that page and I have one change for you. About halfway down
where it says check Volts.
SPACECRAFT

looking at it.

Jerry, you cut out at, JUBt a second.
Say again the change.

Okay, welre

CAPCOM
Okay, the change, Crip is about 1/3 to 1/2 way down
'Ilhe re it says I check vol ts 26 to 28.
That should rcad check
volts 24 to 32.
S PACECRAF'l'

Okay fine, we'll put that in work.
(garble)

END

O~'

'rAPE

~I"""""""".I.A""""""""""""""""""'"
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SPACl-;CRAl"T

Solar Max (garble)

SPACECRAF'l'

In the r·1FR?

t218j
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SPACECRAFT
Yes, I got to get by you, though. And give me that
alternate (garble) Just stay there and hand me the (garble)
stuff.
(g&rble)

SPACECRAPT
Tell you what T.J., can you try that thing back
over here so I can grab it?
SPACECRAFT

rill get out of your way.

SPAceCRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, coming back towards you.

SPACECRAFT

Stand by just a second Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
Tell you what, Pink, why don 1 t you go hold on one
of those (garble) a second while I get in? (garble)
SPACECRAFT
Bad sun coming up there.
SPACBCRAFT

Yeah.

SPACgCRAprl'

S P ACECRA F'l'

Okay, you rcady for the MPH?
It docs move smooth.

S PACf;CRA F'l'

Okay, that's probably good enough.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for pinky.

SPACECRAf"l'

Go ahead, Jerry.

WeIll bring her on

CAPCOM
Pinky, you think you 1 re going to have any problems
getting in there with tool boards out with that door not opening
all the way?
SPACECRAFT

Oh no,

it's out already.

SPACECRAFT
Two boards are out already, Jerry. lim going to go
ahead and (garble). Okay, Jerry my sublimato[ went off once
more, I tur ned the water back on, "lent to max cold, but that
seems to, seems to be holding now at 2.4.
SPACr~CRA~'T

It'll make be chilly though.
God, youlre going freeze.

SPACBCRAPT

I can alternate.

S'1'S-41-C

AIR/GROUND 'fRANSCRIP'r

t218j

102: 09: 25
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Well, I am in the MFR, I got the safety tether on.
I think if r can get in my tether hero and make it up to the _
yeah.
SPACECRAFT

You suid you wa.nted

to go

somewhcr~~ Ox?

SPACf<XRAF"l'

No, right heee is probably good,

SPACECRAP'r

Okay.

SPACt;CRAf"l'
We <Jot the go for a powerdo . .l0 (garble), as soon as
you get the soft covers on, we'll be all set.
SPACt;CRAPT

Okay,
Be a few more minutes here.
Not trying to rush you.

SPACECRA£i''T'

Leave it there for a minute Ox.

SPACECRAF"{'

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
Pinky you may be right on that trunnion, you can
see what it looks like, BomB things I've never Been before.
SPACECRAP'l'
MS'f?

Okay, what: do you need thore? Tool boards or the

SI?ACgCRAf"r

I

SPACgCHAl.<~T

Yes,

S PACECRAF'{,

Hey Crip, we can tryout this TV, if you want to

try.

need the felt covers.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you're on.
don't you turn yours on, Ox.

Why dontt you turn your, well why

SPACECRAFT

Okay, it's on.

SPACECRAP'l1

Hold your hand right there.

Ookay, here goes.

Mission Control Houston, loss of TV signal throuqh
SPACgCRAFT
BND Or' TAPE

When you're roady to go, announce it.

-

•

-

•

• . . . .
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Mi~)sion Control, Houston, lo~)s of 'L', V. signal

When you're ~eady to go, announce it. These things
are $0 stiCf. it makns thif. thjng ~1 little --. Ye8, they really
dn soem stiffer, don't they, Ox? Those water temp (garble)
cht:ck? Ok, one of thorn done. (garble) look in your helmet cam,:[a
now loo~ing at Pinky. Hey, I see the Earth. Ok. hnd, now we
:l(~e Solar Max.
13('autiful.
(garhle)
There we go. lIey, it look:3
good.
(garble) tether back, it'8 up to my (garble). They sure
are pr(~tty. Unreal. Yea.
Unreal.
(fjarble)
Earth Uj so
pretty, Hew can you gnt vertigo ~lhen tbere'g no up? Really.
(garble). Put them both on one, Pink.
(garble).
COMMs about
two hundred timef~ bettt-n today. Depends on whetho( you' rn ins ide
or outside.
{garble} in thon~? leIs not real good.
(tJarble) VIe
hear you guys fine.
Probably could got -- wheel.
(garble) put that speaker, we
didn't think that would happen, but it's (garble). I know. H~ro
we go, Good old tether. Ok, and nnw to Pinky. Pinky hera.
Bring out the lead. (garble) check out OK, Pink? I haven't done
that yet.
Ok. Cheoked that out a couple of days ago, 11m sure
(garnle). Ok, ho:tters 901n9 on. PO'wer's going on. (garble) to
launeh, to unlaunch. Got my tethor:.
(garble).
Oh, look at
it.
noy, it I s got: ani co layou t.
Ai n 't he a b~~au t? 'l'hl~ ro i. t
goes.
Ok, Ox.
Hey, tether back.
(fjiHble)
Ok, now let me try
thiH thing out, see if it's working. Ok, heah~r. on, powi~r on.
Ok, T.J., stdnd by, I'm ready to roll here.
~ou got the soft
covers put on there, Ox? Have them right there.
O~ay, if YO(1
dontt mind, can you do that for us first, we can tie it ~own
when you cut the (garble) away.
Let me check.
SPACECRAFT

'!
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11m ready to roll here.
SPACECHAv'T
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Okay T.J.,

~tand

by,

You got the (garble) covers rut on the (garble)
I I m right thtHe.

SPACECR~rf

We, if y~u wouldn't mind could you
first, we could power down (garble).

SPAcr;CRAF"p

SPACECRAFT
towardS the
here.

that for us

check.

Le t lne

Okay, T.J., back up if you would and guide me
of the bay S0 I can conf.igu((~ the stansion

G<.'!nter

SPACECRAFT
t hG CE:n ter •

Okay.

SPACf;CRA Fl'

r

s PACr;Ci?A~"r

(garble) just

(garble)

~o

gel:

[1m

(garble) 1111 back you up dnd take you to
caward., anyway.
~bout

Yes.

what's going in the water

sorry, now we're in position hold.

That's, that's fine, right there.
SPACgCRAF'l'
Wl)fre in modo if. you \.,.ant to jump around and get a
feel for that before you add breaks on. You may be able to tell
the difference between the two a little bit.

PAO
:'I1isaion Control, Houston, still awaiting u go for
power disconnect before Van Hoften and Nelson are given a go
ahoad to start work on the satellite.
Hey will you take a, take a look.

(gurhle)

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Pinky, watch the MFT, (garble).
til I get down here.
SPACECRi\F'l'

Turn around

Okay.
Okay, you want the bottom star tracker first off.
Yes.

It's hard to get up,

SPACECRAPT
Oh yes, I got to get
Accept the bar like
this. A little bit further back. You got that camera working?
S t>ACECRAF'l'

(garble)
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meant for T.J. A little bit further, okay,
T.J., that's perfect.

SPACBCRAFT

(garble) stand there a little.

SPACf;;CRA,wr

(garble)
Down a little bit.
(garblo)

S (> AC ECRA 1:''11

No, I'm dOing fine.

SPi'lCgCRAFT

It's a nice platform, he ~idn't make it up.

SPACBCl<Af"'r
VO);.,

Crip

lS,

And Crip, or T.J., wh~n you're sitting there in
there's a key in it every once awhile.
I'm on my own ATU and vox.
I'm selYing C(ip is

keying It every once in

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Okay, maybe it's cause me, turn my sensitivity

awhile when he talks.
down.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, you can sure see a difference betweon the
CAPCOM on the FSS and the CAPCOM on Solar Max.
SPACBCRAFT

Yes,

SPACECRAF'l'

If the thing is that cluttered, sec if you could

get off.
SPACECRAF'l'

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

I

don't think I could configure that.

Foot restraints.

SPACECRAFT
Pinky, where is your side wire.
7T60 can over there?
SPACBCRA?T

Is it hitting the

It's just down the side of it.
Okay.

SPACECRAfT
It was up along the lid for awhile and alRO was
concerned about (garble).
SPACECRAF'1'

.
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P!,(;}<:

up.

OKdY, Cctn YOll come!

out a litt10 bit.

:3

t (,.

... t

up .)["

yOll

\'nn!: .Tie hdC',

SPACECRI\P'('

~)t) .. \CECHAfl'

Face (:r'lch other,

SJACSCRAi"'r

.( can

and

(garble) •

~OVG

it for you.

(garble) on the
S PACECRM'''l'

.r

SPACBrR~PT
sat~L.

.,~

w~ter,

too .

90t it now.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Pinky, you
thin~ 011 the bock (~n,i of that
~labbed you.
yo~ alright?

S l? ACgCHA P'l'

root reBtraint::3 dt"f! ..1 [(~cll p:tin

know' there's a thermal garment
trunnion pin. That miqht b~~ wh.;tl:

I was just holding thlt c~p down.

pinky,

CHn

you guide me toward the (garblo)

jU:5t: a littlo bit.

SPACECRAF'l'

"vhich \1ay,

SPACJ<XRAP'l'

Oh , okay.

SPACBCRAF'l'

A little bit, 1111 tell you when to stop.

SPACgCRAI!"r

Little things on that.

SPACECRAF'l'

(garble), look down, Ox.
{garble}

(garblo)

tho t.)il lights

StoP!

~

S'1'S--41-C

AIH/GROlJND 'PHANSCRIfl'l' t221j
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tink (garbh~)

Okay, Pinky f thank.s.
S f~ AC f~CHf\I?'f'

SPACBCRAFT

Yes.

SPACBCH.tlf'T

Pinky,

(<Jarbl~)

\ve

should bl) ov(:(' your tavor

SPACECl1AF1'
Okay, and Pinky, why don I t
and power dovJn.

SPACBCRA~r

what

Okay, wolce going

you're dOinJ there,

Lte pL1CC,

you guys COl] 1d 1)0 ah\~ad

to start our (garble) complete

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
I tell you what you can do T.J. if 11m
(garble) why don't you drag me over that lower bench sitting
thec,.! arid r'll sel~ what I can do to tt, that rnateric11 (garble).
SPACECHAYT

While welre max module, its a (garhle)

SPACECRAF l'

Yes.

SPACECRAPT
(garble) turned out to be (garble) b0fore it gets
to that (garble)
SPACECRAFT

I know I moved it yesterday.
Yes, I think that's clear now.

SPACECRAF'1'
thp.re?

It looks like its out of the way of the ACS module

SPACgCRAf"'l'

Yes, as far as good as your going to get.

SPACECRA!:t"l'
t-vhat I can do is r can roll you left Ox tmd get th~
arm away from the ACS module •••
SPACECRAFT
You can probably Bee it better than me but if you
can just drive me straight back for about anothet 2 feet, 1111 be
in good., ..
8 PACgCRAf"l'
modul~.

SPACECRAF'l'

Are you sure you've got clearance on the new ACS
Pinky can tell you.

Pinky look ovor your 1.oft ear.

SPACECRAFT
You got to go, if you go up a couple of inches,
you'll be alright.

Si'ACgCRAl;'l'

left Ox.
Okay.

Pinky I you I ce arm \d 11 hr
SPACEC.t</H'·P

I I rn I

I 'm wa t

G hi

right .lboVG you,

nlJ i t 'C. ,J •

This thing's really slick.

Yes, you've got plenty of room now.
SPACECHAf''l'

(garb10) Stop.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) Pinkie

You pllt {<Jnrbl0} in there.

Nha.t?
SPACECi'AP'P

Have YOll heen plltting it,

SPAC8CRAFT

I thought r could do it Ccip, put the (g~rble)

seACECRI\I~"r

Startc~ to just c~rry

(garbl(;)

start it up an<l back up dqain.
('jarb 113)

this stuff out of horn

SPACECRAP'l'
\<lould you, PiI1kYf givo me that top one without
going above ti'HHe, (<]arble)
SPACECRAF1'

I think so, yes,
Go 3traight up.

SPACgCRAe'r

straight up.

Or steaight up orbiter up,

We don't have the back (gar~le) if one goes

SPACECRAFT

No, you can go straight up, as long as you don't

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'll take that real :110101.

hit anything.
(garble)
SPACrXRAFT

Over here Ox.

SPACHCRAFT

This is really slick, I tell you.

my helmet (garble)
SPACECRAF'T

t

••

t)kay, stop,

(garblo)

Ox

I could (garble)

_ _
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.
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not very ,;.:-!sy.

SPl\Cl<:CRAFT
(9drble) mo up a litt:l,,; bit
more tm"d,cds the s.'lt.ellitf].

(qa(bl(~)

,'1

lil:tl,~ bit:

SPACECR{I.j."l'

'r. :J •
SPACECRAP'r

SPACECHl\E"f
knoll/,

don't

• •. go forward a little bit.

r don't .~now Pinky, that trunnion rin ;n.'lybc, I
it sure looks pr0tty n0nfl2\J. t~ il11~.

SPACECHAF'l'
SPACECHAf'l'

\vhat we <Je·t to do is gc';. the back cl~;ilr on tho

SPACECRAFr

(g a (b 1 c)

(~dqos

so that late!) car. f)',..,ing through.
T ••J .,

(q arb le)

I waR thinking I might have got

yo~,

hut ••.

it lookB lik(~ it'3

bQOi)

(garble)

r don't

kno\'l,

SPACI~~Cf~Af'l'

No it (]o('?sn't, and rOlnembe( you d.ich1't: hit tho
(garble) that's for suro.
'['ho (garble) is not [I.'Hl1 :'Jtu){Jij.
Okay, 'r • .]., you can back mf] ill! llnd we'll hold oU for th0 pow.:;(
dO'.·ln.
SPACBCHAf':r

Okay, cOl<1Lng hack.

SPACECRAFT

This is a rcally neat (garble), isn't it?

SPACr.;CRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAf'l'

Cr ip, how did you (garbJ.c)

in the TNI.H?

SPAC~CRAFT

1111 hold it right now, if you want to jump around
a little bit and get a feel for it.
It:s pretty good.

Yes, I haven't got any complaints about it, t tell
you what, its not a lot different than the, the one in the water.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
Okay, now here, here it is with tho brakes on, see
if you can tell any difference.
SPACECRAf'l'

(garble) tried to get much, that feeL; more motion

with the brakes on.
END OP 'fAPB
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SPI\CI~CRtH'rr

Okay, r don1t hav(:'! aoy compL'tint:;; about it.
T b:L1
it':";] nol: a lot diff')C(H1t thdn the one in the vJttt,~r.
Ok, h(:!((; it 1,:; 'Nitb the 0(a:':(~:) on, ,'30e if you, can tell any
diffo(t':(\c(~.
I tried to, 1 tci(>(l to qot much - ::l.Hlt fe(.:l::; mOl',;
motion with the r)t-~·.k(!::) on.
FN~l m,)rc motion '",ith th~C) hra'H.!,~
on? Put:: hem 0 n , ~) li I.: i t i n po ,; i t ion ( <3 iH b 1 e ) ~19 a in, 0 r \.\' h d t>~ I} r; r
you had Lt lXJrot"f'O!.
iU'Jid.
Ok, no'."" you1rn in :node.
r''J(~ (Jot. \:"
:)f:t the nloti,oo g01:1<] ho((:2'.
Ri.Jid.
Don't h~t it brd:';",),
F'(~(~l
pretty good'?
(g;:Hbl\:)
I c,~mnot reach the .silly -- '~.
'rhcn" 0 'tiC
go. Crip, you know the minllte I take my sublimat0( - my heati~(
out of: fuLl Gold, iilY fJubtillldtor pconsurc he."l<h,; for t:hr~ (qarhle)
r put it bac:': in cold mode cHid it qoc~) back dO\,ln aqain.. Cri 9,
yO\l <,'lildt,

XIV'~ (Jot (Jood ne''''s (or you,

elevan i::; ',ti.ll th~""((~.
Houston, ChalleJ1<jer,

What's the gQ()cl new','?
'l'h'-lt inboard
Alri']:lt, I '.... as vmrcied about: thdt.

CJ\PCOr-l
SPA(;lXHAF'l'

Ok

t

I

I

'.!(~

got the Solar

want to (garble).
CAPCOM

StC\(\d by.

S PACECRAf'[,
qoing to keep
('3a.rblc) 7.

th(! "alOe all (LW

SPAC~';CRAFT'

CAPCOM
'riG

r ~5

YOll r .)( i IJ i n,l1. (<] c'\ r bit:)

~ind

a

pl~cc

<'H"Hl

for

t:1U,

up to

dil

te ~30 that yO~ll r c

c:111.:::> tor

d

triple

it?

ChallenC;'2r, Houston, \~e Gan .r;tay with t:tH~ temptG's

have cur rent.ly loaded.

SPACECRAP;l'
Ok, and one qlle~:;tion roc payloads.
Nhen I did the
ba t tery 1 th rough 3 amp.':>, I !)afl a nelJil t i vc va luc ()n thl: amps dnd
that's the only thing that looked a little unusual to me.
CAPCOM

Ok,they'll look at it.

Ok, Ox, thn thing is PCN(!!: down
Ok, it's right in there, T.J., for the
lower attach fitting. Ok, lower attach. Okay, but let me got my
tool here. WOllld you like your roll angle now oc do you want me
to just take you upright? Power tool.
You can bring it like
this iE you're afraid of hitting anything.
(garble) to the right
some? Ok, why don't you do that?
Just as straight in as you can
mako it. Hey, Pink, t~ke a look at when this thing goeR in, mako
SPACBCRAFT

'rhey'rc \vaiting.

complete and (garble).

sure the tether's (garbl(~).

I'll just hold it qtcaight in front

of me, if you can, T. J. t dnd just drive me into whore its __
l'1aybe yol.l could jU13t poke it through tiHlt thing.
t already
pushed my finger througl) it. Ok, hol~ it thece. Ox is n0t
having any trouble with that kit? Not ~t all. tatche~.
(garble) Oh wait, it's Htill driving in. 'rak~f; f.orever. I qot
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!!f:,)Y, l()o:<~; good.
Hey,
thflt. lU:tlt:~ whucJ..

~'latGh

it's on t:l1(~rf}.
l\oo of.f stv:~
It's ofE .5.
Oh, 2lnd it
four, five, :1even.
Hoy, those

unbuckled ll: too,
One, throo,
thin'].!') f(~el (,:)arblo).
Ok, bottom L1 loos(~.
Coming out of the
llnlCltch.
Norkin9 just like it':~ SlIPPO:}0,'l to.
Lot me know \vh(~n
thos(; "le\,! fUd: thec(.!, Pink.
'l'here thoy ' e .
Hey, IJame~}, drive
me up. Ok.
(garbJ.(~) tool.
!ley, you CC'~ll go straight ~lP [roin
where YOU'Cd dt now?
Yas, straight up - wait, wait a minute.
(gdrble)
And that bar works slick.
I'll tell you what, Beobe
\vould YOll \vtlt(::b my h(~,.ld so I don t t qo in ther(~ rl(.~('1r the !,oLu

panel.

Ok, now, you1re about a foot, two foet (garble).

END Of' 'l'APE

..

..'

.

.

.
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SPACECl'{1\!'''f
And our (~i(lthlt1), r III tell you Hhat, Scob.
you IYateh my hecld so I don It qr) nn,H' the ~cwlar pm)(:~l.

OkdY, you'rQ about

d

.

PAGr; 1

Ni 11

toot, 2 feet __

Okay .cuvi we're going to haw: the 360 on ev(~rythin<j.

Ooes that look likn it':, in tllfHe.

SPACECRAFT
You got about 8 inches clearance over your h~~d Ox
even if you ~ tood up .stL'l ight I you I d mi S5 solar pane 1.
How much have

r

got, Crip?

SPACECRA~T
yOlll.:"

Oh, you got dbout a foot and a half Pink between
backpack and yellin? fixing to hit the (garble).

SPACECRA~r
It didn't quite go all the way but it's close.
'fhey ca lied on the kat ton l i t ' s good enough I th i nk.
Got one of
them.

SPACBCHAFT

Yes, don't forget (garble).

S.PACI~CRAFT

Okay, here we come S()lar M<'\lL

(garble)

(garble)
SPACECHJ\F'l'

~'lha t?

Arc you under there?
SPACECRAFT
Okay, TJ, this tho ng'o about to come off here,
we're going to let it be real slow and back it out.
SPACBCRAFT
other words.

Okay, we'll need to back out in the payload bay in

SPACgCRAFT

Okay, we're free.

St"Acr;CRAF'r

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
[still got the breaks on, you let me know when you
want to start rnoving.
Okay, go on back.
SPAcr;CRAF'r

It's a big mother.

And I can't get far enough away from you.

You just pack where we usually do there, we can
park this thing on the
she's a beast.

SPACECRAFT

SPACr:CRAF'r

Moving aa slow as

t

can.
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SPACECRt\l"T

(garble) , still clear, looxs good.

S PACECRAt"P

Okay.

SPACECR(\c~T

Check the (garble)

S PACECRAF"l'

I

did one on the back

~v i

Page 2

nnows, '1' •• J •

Okay, a little bit more and then we can go down and
left. Let's go down. The main thing is to, I got to squeeze it
in between the 360 there and the (garble). Go forward, left.
(garble) pitch it up is not reCtI (gar.hle).

SPACECRAPT

PAO

Mission Control, Houston.

SPACECRAF1'

(garble)

SPACt;CRAF'!'

Okay, if you want to up low, theyire getting out of

thef(~

•

SPAcr;CRAFT

Okay,

11m

blind as far as where the hole is so __

Okay, go down.
SPl>.CECRAF'f

I got the hole.
Looking good.

SPACECRAFT

Is it still going back?

SPACgCRAFT

Keep coming back, top of it, too.

Sl?ACECRAFrr

Only 4 inehe:..> back, (garhle).

SPACECRAF'r

Pinky, how's the clearance on ~he ASC.?

SPACECRAr'T

Stop, stop right there.

SPACECRAPT

Real good.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) foot restraint.

SPACECRA~'T

hole.

Might want to take a picture of the inside of that

SPACECRAFT

Yes, r will do that.

SPACECRAPT

Yes, you're well clear, Scob.

SPACECRA F'l'

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

'.chis feels like its (garble)

-

rocks.
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SPACECRAFT

I wish it has.

SPAcr;CRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

That went, yes, it got all the way under, didn't

it?

SPACECRAFT
Yes.
propped up there.

Okay, you're in.

It did, you jiggled it one last time and it

SPACECRAF'P

(garble) look at the difference between (garble)

SPACECRAFT
home.

Let's take some pictures here and bring this one

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we got a good picture of the inside.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, T.J. Let's head on down if you'd roll me 120,
back up a little bit so we can get out of the way. Roll me 120
left and we'll get the bottom latch on that replacement.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'T

Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Rag, for Scab. The negative amps that you're
reading during this shutdown there is no problem and a reminder
on L12, we want the max heater power off before we take off the
new modUle.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, we'll get that.

SPACECRAFT
advertised.

Hey Jerry, all these tools are working just as

CAPCOM

Sounded good to us, Ox.

A good reminder.

SPACECRAFT
Just like a good day in the WETF.
the (garble) on the MFR works better.

I think

And the view is -SPACECRAFT

.. a little bit unreaL •.

SPACJoXRAf'T

You see it down there?

SPACECRAFT

(garble) a couple of minutes ago.

END OE' TAPE

The

(garble) .••
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Sounding good to us, Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Looks likes a good day in the WETF. Take it right
up on the MFO would be better, And the view is (garble). Is
thero a (garble) down there? (garble) was jerking just a couple
of minutes ago, there Ox. I was trying to use rate holds amd it
didn't seem to work too well. Oh, don't worry. And banged you
around a couple of times there. It's okay, you don't scare me.
They scare me. What part of the Earth am I looking at there?
Keep rolling little bit more, T. J. Ok, now take the heads up a
little bit and forward, you're looking good. Now, that's a lot
easier, isn't it? Helps your vertigo. I don't have any. Ok,
forward orbit. (garble) Hey, you're head's just about G inches
on the line. Oh, don't worry. Keep down, Ox. That's good.
Right there, T. J. Ok, stop, brake's coming on. Can you tell if
this thing's deiving or not? Say, I got two good ones. It's
driving. And, Jerry, I've got a comment for EMU.
CAPCOH

Roger, go ahead, Pinky.

S!?ACBCRAF'1.'
Yes, my thermolator will only work in the full
cold position. If I take it out of (garble), the pressure gOOD
up.
CAPCOM
Ok, copy that.
water off and on as stated.

We show you've been cycling the

SPACECRAFT
'lea, my body temp must be getting down there. It
ought to be.
(garble) Ok, I got this one. I'm upside down,
right side up, it'c really weird. The moon is just coming up out
there, it's really beautiful. Golly. Look at that. Ok, hey, T.
J., whatever it tak~s to got me in the top one, I g~~ss if we __
Got to go way back. Back me up pretty good. Ok. I think we'ro
going to want to roll heads up again, I'm not sure.
(garble) no.
Yes, I thing we ought to. If we have to, that's why I need to
have it the way I'm holdi~g it. Hey, see if you can just do a
180 and unberth the bottom of the MFR right down where my head
was. Ok. I don't think that will quite fit but.,.·· I did it
about like, somewhere maybe even vertical in the payload bay, but
somehow -- If ya'll can pull that thing off without - - I need a
heads up when I'm doing it. Hey, George, get down here where you
can make sure our star trackers are clear and then we just take
our -- to get back up. Ok, it's going to take a little bit to
climb down (garble). Ok, well if you could just stay right
now... I'll get down thore and get it. Little veins are amazing
in front of that box.
(garble) a lot of good ways to do it. I
can do it without any...
(garble) wi th that angle, Ox, or you
need to roll more? Itcl like to roll as much as you can. Ok.
(garble) cut down a little bit, that's no problem. Ok, let me
cOunt on you doing that cause I'm getting close to the liner with
the wrist. Just put It right down on the liner if you can.
(garble) You don't want to go scraping the liner,it might

STS-41-C
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damage that camera. Ok. I can do it crouching down a little
bit. I can call you on the liner, Ok, I ~hink live got about 6
inches. Ok, that's good right there. Right there? Ok. Right
there. Ok, when you weave out to (garble) Ox, the camera doeSlllt
hit the liner .so (garble)
I will try not to. (garble). Okay,
I've got (garble).

WI

0-.J " ..

.-_w_

m

J
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Hoy (garble), okay, just hack me straight back.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'll take you up and back a little bit,
(garhle).

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
you're going

Okay, close on the GAS can there, but I rlon't think

SPACECRAF'I'

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

can my can ••

if I

SPACECRAFrr
What about your hanrl or something th.:,t weighs about
15 pounds, Ox.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, it didn't move quite like that though.
(garble) straight up there. And came back together.
SPACECRAFT
little bit"?

Okay, should r start yawing just to the right a
Yes, I Cdn do that.

SPACECRAF'r
here.

It's kind of tricky getting this guy by all this

SPACECRAFT
Just get me up to the right level and then we'll
start driving it back.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Orroral at 24.

SPAcr;CRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
T.J., Jerry, we're just putting on the new module
now. That's high enough, it's too high.
SPACECRAFT

'roo high?

SPACECRAF'l'

Yes, down about a foot.

SPACECRAFT

Down a foot?

SPACgCRAFT

Maybe you better roll to your lef.t a little bit.

SPACf;CRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you roll to the left and then come down a
little bit more, a little bit more, yes, right there.

"

."

..."

' , '
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roll you to the left.
I think thdt's enough.

Now drive me back.
SPACgCRM"'l'
this thing.

'Chink you Can

SPACECRAF'r

(gar b 1e)

(garble), if t (garble) the top of

1'AO
r-H:3sion Control, Houston.. It looks as if we've
gone LOS TDRS. That last pass through TORS we listened in as the
astronauts worked on the attitude control system. The EVAs
working along very well. TheY've pulled out the old l\CS module,
are putti.ng that down on the flight support structure endeavoring
to take the new one and place it in the Solar Max. We're about
an hour and 9 minutes into the Extravehicular Activity. So far,
slightly ~head a schedule. About another 5 hours remaining in
this EVA. We have cancelled the 5:30 a.m. change of shift
briefing with Off-going flight director~ Jay Greene. And we'll
stick with the EVA. We're currently at mission elapsed time, 4
days, 20 hours and 8 minutes, and this is MiSSion Control,
Houston.
S PACBCRAf'1'

Go left.

SPACECRA1,"r

Sure hope this thing works.

SPACECRAFT
There. lim not going to be able to give you one
right now. I'll tell you What. When I get this loose, when are
you gOing down? Position down there where you can grab the top
of it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, TJ, let's drive har down. And go to my right
and back and we'll get away from all that other stuff.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's far enough. Now go down.
to get out of Pinky's way.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

END OF TAPE

-
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SPACECRAFT
far onough not to go down, I'm just want to get
out of. •. (garbh~) Okay. Back me up a little bit more, T.J.
Yes, Ok~y, that's enough. There now it's on the (garble).
Okay, you'ye got to really watch t!lOSO 9t~r trackers on this one,
T , .J. (gar b 1 e ) it mi flll t e . 0 kay, 1 e tis god ow n .
t

••

Sr)Acr.~CRAF'l'

We'11 have to go the smne place right up against
the liner. Okay, that's good enough. I can do it with the
driver.
I thought maybe this was a little longer handle.
SPAC8CRAFtl'

No, no, I qot it, I got it.

SPACgCRAFT

Just want to miss me.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, thero. Okay give me a little right, would
you? A little bit to the right, T.J. Okay, stop. It's a little
oasier to do it in there. That's fine, that'sright where I
want. Bring this in the airlock with us. That thing check the _
they checked the - -.
Look at all those little things. They
just caught the - - . Okay, one more to go.
(garble) did work
and I didn't want to do that manual release. Okay, back me up a
little, T.J., and then roll me 120 laft.
SI?ACgCRAF'T

Okay I'll back out now.

SPACECRAFT
Go for it. Okay, I tell you, you might want to
back me - welre okay. Roll me over, oYer. 1111 give you on9
when I get in the bottom thore. Okay, keep it coming, I'll talk
you through it. Hey, anybody, can you see my camera? In the
helmet. Okay, guide forward, just drive me forward and I'll be
in good shapa. Yes, just drive mo forward. Drive me a tittle
bit more my up. Okay. Yes, I .Ieed a little more up. About
another 6 or 8 inches up. Thatlll be good. A little bit more.
Watch out fer the liner there. Okay did you do - that's fine
END OF TAPE
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Did you do that

SPACECRAFT
That's alright, we're fine.
(garble) Dick, I hate
to do that. t just tried back there, they were saying (garble)
to unload, Crip.
SPACECRAFT
Is there a better position you think for me to be
(garble) hand you ~ools, it's kind of awkward. But you know I
can drive upside down, it's just that my head
(garble) been
tightened. Hey -- okay, we're dono.
SPACBCRAF'r
Okay, help me back up and dr i ve me Over to the
locker and I'll tell you what, if wa~t to just wait, wait for
the, for the Sun to go down. Just be:th, yeah, berth me over by
the lockers.
(garble) you ready for tests? Okay, one plus two
five (garble), five plus five zero left, 81 percent 02 left,
pressure is 1.3, 705 for (garble) pressure. SOP is 69.90,
pressure's .8, (garble) 2.5 for three fourths of that amp, 197
rpm, .2 02 water dump is 50, 14.9 is (garble).
Major percent tile and I don't need the whole list,
unless you just want to give it to me.
SPACECRAFT
Sorry about that.
(garble) power left was, not on
here, where is it? 81 percent power.
SPACECRAP'r

Okay, got you, thanks.

SPACf;CRAF'r

Little cold here.

Ox.

Hey, you want to come down now,

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, if you're ready. I tell you (garble) back up
some so I can get away. Pinky's going to be in it first.
Okay. The sunset is really neat.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Orroral for five.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, (garble) new ACS module is on.

CAPCOM

Roger, goorl show.

SPACgCRAFT

And, Jerry,

CAPCOM

Sounds like the MST did it fast.

SPACf~CRAFT

I tell you everything worked like a charm.

~garbte)

is "tIl complote.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'll pass along congratulations to
Fairchild and Goodard folks. Good (garble).

STS-4l-C
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Yeah, and tell them that they're tools are working

SPACECRAFT
Haven't had ono glitch yet. It's really a pleasure
to work with them.
(garble) Boy,that's pretty.
SPACECRAF'l'

Okay, Ox,

SPACECRAF'r

Ok, those are the ones (garble)

I

got the brakes on now (garble).

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
I think the aft bulkheads I sorry the aft payload
bay lights would help, we can turn them on.
SPACgCRAFT

Yeah, if you're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, let's try them.
get your arm (garble).
SPACECRAFT

He's a bird.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

I think they work.

Can you

(garble)

What's next Scobe.

The XRP grapple.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, drive me up there.
thing and everything already, ok.

Hey, you got it on your

SPACECRAFT
Let me think what the best way to put this.
(garble) take me some get me away from Pinky.

~

-

I

•
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Okay, what's next. Scobe.
'rho XRl? grdpph'!.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, drag me up there.

SPACECRAi'""l'

You got it on your (garble) thing alr~ady, okay?

SPACECRAFT
Let inc th i nk wha tis t he best way to
me up some and get me away from Pinky.

[nIt

th is, back

SPACf';cRAP'r
Do you want to lie, kind of li(~ on your right: Gide
on the solar array?
SPACECRAFT
Yes. Like this? Right. What I going to need to
do is put the extension on all three of these.

Oh, then that's in your way (garble).
in the \'1ay if we did that.

SPACECRAFT

SPACECRAFT
I need to put it on that side for
That thing's hard to move.
SPACECRAF'l'

Well, yot.: sure are (garble)

It would be

~EU anyway,

in that (garble)

Pink, just a reminder if you're putting the MST
away to make Sure the heater is off.

SPACBCRAFT
SPACECRAFT

Thank you, Scobe.

SPACgCRAF'r

(garble)

SPACECRAF'T

Okay, I'll do it.

SPACECRAFT

Bnroute.

SPAC};CRAFT

Got your helmet lights on?

SPACECRAFt'

Yes, r do.

here.

I need all the light I can get up

I could put the RMS spotlight on in here you know
to, but it's probably too (garble)

SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT

I think you're gOing to have to roll me, oh, 90

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I just wanted to get you up th9re first.

SPACECRA~'T

Okay.

SPACgCRAFT

Now watch yourself.

degrees or so.
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That's not too much.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'm going to take you aft, a little bit more
on heads down and rOlling you to the left.
pinky look up.
SPACECRAFT

Don't you want to work some VTR here.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) I'm trying to get the MST in here.
(garble) same 01' racket there (garble)
SPACECRAFT
(garble) I'd like to stop ther.e for a second,
you're going to have to pitch me down some.
SPACECRAF'l'

Yes, I'm putting you down full rate.

SPACr;CRAl"T

Okay.

SPACBCRAf"l'

Let's go right down.

SPACBCRA~"r

About - stop for a second.

SPACECRAFT
The arm is real loose on this kind of
configuration, (garble) around like, if anybody drives the MFR
into the array because I've only got about 8 inches of
SPACECRAFT
of here.

Okay, I'll try not to, but

SPACECRAFT

Yes, understand.

I

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I need to get rolled stanchion out of ther~.

90t to get this off

if I can get that

Okay.
SPACECRAFT
Pinky's doing the actual help for the MEn and I
think,that back here is pretty dark.
SPACECRAFT

That's neat, if

SPACHCRAFT

But it's not right for me to

SPACECRAP'r

I

don't move too much up there.

How are the (garble) are we back far enough?

SPACECRAFT
Oh no, I got to go back about - oh, like I need to
go, if you could you roll me some more.
Okay.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Hawaii in 15 minutes.
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to go back .. -

" .• back about 1/2 •..
SPAcr;CRAF'['

Back toward the Orbiter tail you mean?

SPACECRAr"r

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

You've got about, a foot or no botweon you're

lIm

clearing the door, I can't G~C that.

elbow and the soldr array,
SPACE!:CRAF"P

SPAcr;CRAF'r

into a <<j<Hble)

Pl(Hlty cl(:lar, Ox.
jUf.,t qr'?!-lt.

SPACECRAf"l'

Ol<~ty,

It looks like YOll w(~nt. stfdl<)ht

go 3/:rd1911t back.

(garble)

Right.

Yes, 11m okay. Okay,
th i ok you toucht~d tho :1-.1 t.o il i t(~ •

SPACECRAFT

r

if you stop now, I think ftn~

SPACECHAl+"l'
Scobe.

SPACECHAF'l'

!Icy,

SPACECRA~'T

Yes, go ahead,

SPACBCHAf'l'

[didn't

bu t •••
PAO

'JIJt

Pin~.

the two yro:wn li9lits on thi:'1

0110

'l'h\:5 i~; Ml:1HtOn Control HouHton,

Yarragodeo and Oc[ordl Valley.

lor:w of ~:;i'Jnal ,1t.
rhc RVA
At abollt dny 4, 20 houe, 2c>

Hawaii 13 minutes away.

CCt~W hch; Ghanyed out tile ACS modulo.
minuto~l el!.-lp!3ori time and at COS Orroral, we' ('0. P(oc(!(::din'J tr)
~ni3tdll the baffll.1 OVO( the f'n)on v(!nt on tho XHP modlllf~ of.: SoL;1(
r-1ax.
13 minlltl?!:.i away from to<1cquisition at lItH/aii.
'rhi~j L,

~ission

ControL ••
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PAO
-- event on the XRP module of Solar Max. Thirteen
minutes away from reacquisition at Hawaii. This is Mission
Control, Houston.
GODDARD
This is Payload Operations Control Center at the
Goddard Spaceflight Center. We've just received word at 26 past
the hour that we do have a reading on the temperatures on the
heaters in the new ACS module.
That is very good news and
indicating that the electrical connections, at least some of
them, arc working and we cheCking out the others as we move
along. In the me .~time, the poce people report that the
astronauts are ahead of the timeline on repairs and everything IS
looking very optimistic there also. This is the Payload
Operations Control Con tor at Goddard at 4 days, 20 hours and 35
minutes mission elapsed time.
SPACr:CRAF'r

(garble)

PAO

Mission Control, Houston, walre acquisition at

Bawa i i.

C.l\PCOt-1
Chall(~n<Jer, HOlwton, Hawaii for 3 minute!') and we're
<lnticipnting 1'V through GS'l'DN stateside •
.sPACI·;CfU\F'l'
Okay, Jer r: Y I Ox is in
the Mlm right 11m".
fie jll!3t f~tarted
Cl\PCOl-t

Okay.

S PACI~CHAf"l'

And we have

CAPCOM

Okay, copy,

SPACECRAf"l'
filet JIH"ry,

d

the proces.<l of chang i 119 out
pulling oEf: the co\'or on it.

copy of (garble) changeout.
The XRP baffle is LnAtalled.

Look!.ng t~<ll good, Jerry.
1.8 hanging to<]othQr roal well.

That's ,')rtirmc"ttive.
thl';l

(cJiHble)

Yeu, thcre'a only about 499 percent 10ft.
BPAC8CRAFT
And Jerry, it's tho delta
camer,1 you'll. 'flant to be lookin<] <)t.

caml!ra and the elbow

Okay 'r •.]. I t.hMlk YOLl dnd if it I H convenif!llt for
you, we would like the FM antonna to GPC, pleaso.

CAPCOM

You <Jot

it.

SPAC8CHAPT
Okay, (gacble) bolt coming out.
That
;')I.ic:k.
t c<.tptu!:(ld Mlotber (tjurblc).
Hoy, ..1I:'Hry.

works

tn
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Weill pass that on to Tony the Tiger.

SPAC~CRAPT
You can pass on to all the EVA folks that this
stuff is really working slick. No problem for (garble). Except
for Crip grahbing the arm. Okay Crip or T.J., whoever's here?
Could you brlng me left a little bit?
SPACECRA~"T

Okay, coming up.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Op mode and drive left.

could (garble) work on there.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, switch on A7.
Briscoe's switch to on, please.

We'd like Dr.

SPACECRAFT

Making a switch, Jerry?

CA!?COM

Rag, the MAD strain gage, to on.

Sl?ACECRAF'r

I

SPACECRAPT

t think he likes that a lot.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, drag me left a little bit, Crip or whoever.

SPACECRAt·'T

Okay, 11m coming, coming left.

SPAC}<~CRAJ!''I'

I

got it ..

want to get this (garble) thing out of your way.

SPACECRAFT
I always thought it would be easier.
This is
awkward working on an angle like this. Okay, stop, go up a
Little bit now. Okay, stop right there.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) just l1ke in the water only easier.

SPACECRAFT

Kind of got a hair trigger on it.

SPACECRAFT
Looks like it's working good, working good.
Everything is.
SPP.CECRAl"T

It's silver underneath instead of gold.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston for Scobee
Go ahead.

END OF TAPE

Ox, that's it.
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SPACECRAFT
It's working good, working good.
It'silver underneath instead of gold.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Scobe.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
believe it.

Ox, that's it.
(garble)

4/11/84 PAGB
Everything is.

It slipped out (garble), I can't

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Scobo.

SPACI-:CRAFT

Ok, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Scobe, we'd like to change the attitude r
an for better TDRS T V coverage toward the end of each of the
passes, What we'd like to do is go nose - or tail forward ZLV
use the current DAP that you're in.
SPACBCRAFT

Ok, you want to go tail forward ZLV.

CAPCOM
to zero.

That's affirm, all you got to do is change omicron

S i? ACECRAF'l'

We'll do that.

Is that all?

When would you like that dono?

CAPCOM
We'd like to get it started now so it'll be
established for the end of the pass.
SPACECRAFT
You got it coming up. You guys don't mind flying
backwards, do you? You're flying upside down already.
SPACECRAFT
I lost my first screw and I caught it.
That's
really (garble). Really good guys that can catch screws. r'll
tell you what the end of this thing is pretty (garble)
(garble)
yes. We could have told you that. Crip, t'm going to leave
<garble) string just hanging on the tether there, if it starts
banging around let me know and I'll come tie it down a little
better.
SPACECRAF'r

I'm sorry what'd you say again (garble)?

SPACECRAFT
I'm just going to leave it hanging on the tather
there, if it starts banging around let me know and r'll come
secure it.
SPACECRAFT
Yea, it ought to be fine and we'll just have to
remember to pick it up before we go in.
SPACECRAFT
Crip, now that that's out of the way, how about
rolling me vertical with the satellite.
SPACECRAFT

Coming up,

(garble)

.~..

dynamics (garble).

1
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SPACr;CRAFT
I th i nk that's goi ng to make it.
(garble) It'll
- it should be good there. Climb up there and watch a little
bit. TV into the ~IFI still looks clear, doesn't it? Yea, why
don't you watch that, Pinky. I think we'~e in good shape. Oh,
yes, it's \"e11 clear. You want to look from my TV here, Crip,
for a while? The ground wanted that antenna back so t think
we're in good shape. How's that look, OK. Ok, I need no"" ok,
now drive me to the right. Ok, coming up. Picky, picky, huh?
Well, We're here to serve, here to serve.
(garble)
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACBCRAl,"r

Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Roger, welre not under a station right now, or
above a station rather, now, so you can go ahead and use the FM
antenna if you like.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, that's fine, it's not necessary. (garble)
Hey, drive me forward just a little bit now, Crip. Coming up.
That one little funny on this is they got little grommet in here
that we never had before. No big deal. Ok, I'm ready to peel
off this (garble). Ok, is that close enough? Yep.
(garble)
Ready. I think that other one will cover it, won't it if I get
that? Yea, it will. You know, they could cut them (garble).
They're beautiful.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like the payload bay MEC
pOwer switches off, please.
S PACJo~CRAFT

Ok, sorry about that.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you and I've got some •••

SPACECRAFT

(garble)we got to get it back (garble)

Ok, it's off, Jer.

CAPCOM
Roger, and I've some Ku comm off times for you when
somebody's ready to copy those.
SPACECRAFT
(garble). Jerry, the POR just had his check line
on the RMS and he passed with flying colors. He's dangerous,
he's dangerous.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, hets got his union card for the RMS.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Jerry, go ahead with the off time.

CAPCOM
Ok, first one is 21 plus 41.
23 plus 22, 01 plus 02, 02 plus 42.

These are all METs.

ENO OF TAPE
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Okay Jerry, go ahead with the op time.

CAPCOM
Okay first ono is 21 plus 41, these are all METs.
23 plus 22, 01 plus 02, 02 plus 42.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, let's see, copy 2241, 2322, 0102, and 0242

CAPCOM
Roger, the first one is 21 plus 41. And
Challenger, we're over Goldstone getting TV again ••
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAf<'T

(garble)

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACJ<~CRAFT

Yes Jerry, what was that first time (garble)?

CAPCOf\1

Roger, that was 21 plUG 41.

11m

going to do it right.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, copy. 21 plus 41, thanks.
were typical to ZLZ, our TDRS pass.

(garble)

And Jerry, those

CAPCOM
Those are good for ZLV and it'll allow us to get us
some TV at the end of each track.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, we understand.

SPACECRAFT
it with you.

Fantastic scenes atid we'd like to be able to share

CAPCOM
it.

Roger, we appreciate that.

We I re really enjoying

SPACECRAFT
(garble) is in better shape than the stuff we've
been using before. Nothing wrong with it at all.
CAPCOM

That's good news.

SPACECRA[",!,

This (garble) kind of dull.

SPACECRAFT

Underneath, it's as shiny as new.

SPACECllAFT

(garble) these on there, it won't fit in the bag.

"-il
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SPACECRAFT
In the process, Jerry, of dragging all the food out
of the thermal (garble).
SPACECRAI<'T

Make sure we can (garble).

CAPCOM
Okay, we copy that and Pinky, your sublimator,
how's it dOing?
SPACECRAFt!'
About the same, I got (garble) just like a T38
(garble) • (garble), it's working okay.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) sun coming up.

SPACECRAFti'

Our sunrise is not due for 3 and 1/2 minutes.

SPACgCRAFT

(garble)

(garble)

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston for Scob. We got Ox's
parameters when he's going over Yarragadoe because we're
listening in. We'd like to get Pinky's four parameters.
SPACECRAb'T
(garble)?

Okay, just a second.

Pinky,

I

got mine on,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, (garble) Pinky's was at 2017 MET, he was 1
plus 17 EV. Six plus 10 left, eighty-three percent power, eightthree percent 02.
CAPCOM

Thank you, Scob.

SPACECRAFT
little bit.

(garble), I'll pick up another one on there in a

SPACECRAFT

Crip, could you drag me left a little bit?

SPACECRAFT

rill put you back into the hands of the pro.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, down a little bit left.

SPACECRAFT

Use to not being able to move.

SPACECRAFT

How you going to get out of there?

SPACECRAFT

(garble) a lit.tle bit more.

SPACECRAFT

r figure I'd just write it down.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, stop.

SPACl!:CRAFT

Okay •••

Stop right there.
BND

(garble)

Step on my paper.
OF 'rAPE

-
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SPACECRA~'T

Okay! insert.

SPACECRAFT

Hey there's the Solar Max.

SPACECRAPT

Solar panel there.

SPACECRAFT

Day time.

SPACECRAf'T

(Garble) hanging on that solar panel.

SPACECRAFT

Don't have any tape on it, r guess,

SPACECRAF'l'

Looks like there are little

SPACECRAFT

I can hold it if you want.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Screw it on there so tight.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

That little capture - -

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) to have this tool

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

I don't know.

SPACECRAFT

Scobe, are we AOS.

SPACECRAPT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Challenger.

4/11/84 PAGE 1

Going.

SPACECRAFT
Rog, Jerry, you might tell Ken Rosseti thHt - that
he still forgot the piggyback on the hinge.
CAPCOM

Okay, we've got a gotcha.

SPACECRAFT

We're getting it though.

SPACECRAFT
our worries.

r wouldn't worry about that.
Tell him, "No sweat".

SPACECRAFT

Working just fine.

SPACECRAFT

This partner is doing it all.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston for Pinky and Ox.

That's the least of

STS-41~C
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Go ahoad, Je'l: ry.

CAPCOM
Roger, guys, if you're not planning on using your
helmet mounted TV1s for a while, we'd appreciate having them both
off. They're causing us a lot of interference.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, here they go.

SPACECRAFT

Mine's off.

SPACECRAFT

Mine's off.

SPACgCRAf'T

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

You didn't take all of your screws out.

SPACECRAFT

Is there one floating around?

SPACf;CRAFT

Yes, that's okay.

SPACECRAt<'T

Where is it?

SPACECRAFT
Back here by the shoulder.
worry about it.

It's no problem, don't

SPACJ<:CRAF'r

Just put some tape on it and maybe it'll stick.

SPACECRA~"'T

There it goes.

SPACfo;CRAFT

(Garble) on the way by.

SPACECRAf'T

I guaranteed TId lose one or two.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) prox ops (garble)

SPACECRAF'r

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay, the hinges are on.

SPACJ<;CRAFT

Bending the Screws.

SPACECRAFT

How's that?

SPACBCRAt'T

Just bending the Screws.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go.

SPACECRAf'T

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT
hinge is on.

Okay.

Bt1nd it of f.

This is the hard part.

Hey, Jerry, the

STS-41-C
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SPACECRAFT

Yes, right.
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SPACECRAFT
All the screws are coming out just great, Jerry,
there'S no problem at all?
CAPCOM

That's good to hear.

SPACECRAFT
Got a beautiful sunrise out here.
the hard part to getting these other little _ ~
END OF TAPE

Okay, now comes
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That's good to hear.

SPACECRAFT
Got a beautiful sunriso out here. Okay, now comes
the hard part of getting these other little - - Now's when t
start losing screws, Crip. Now, you tell me. Tell you what, if
Ox has lost his screws. Not yet. How about moving to your
left a little bit. Okay. Okay Pink, when you get a minute, can
I get a status from you. Can. Time, 2 plus 08. Time left 5 plus
That's fine there. I'll picking up vernier jet (garble),
can you see it?
CAP COM
left is 5

~lus

No. r don't think you want to look.
20.

Your time

SPACECRAFT
Okay. 5 plus 20? Yes, 72% power, 73% 02. Heat
pressure 4.2, (garble) 643, I'll give you a sublimator. It's off
and it's 0.2. Okay, howls your temp inside? That's nice.
Okay. I'm letting it ron from varying between Houston in the
summer and Minnesota in the winter. You say it's a little warmer
than Minnesota in the winter? When it gets as hot as Houston in
the summer, I turn it on and when it gets as cold as Minnesota in
the winter, 1 turn it off. Could you go left a little bit and
up? Okay, left and up.
CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, KU to command, please.

SPACECRAFT
Well, that's enough left, now up.
Jerry, you got it.
CAPCOM

Up.

Okay,

Roger, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
More up. Heck no, right there, leave it there.
Leave it there. These guys have all these little washers on them
that are all free. Pink, your tether's between your (garble).
(garble) A little bit, yes. That's okay. Let's go down. Okay,
coming down. Down, elevator. In fact, all those (garble) are
delaminated. I know it. Okay, stop. Okay, brakes are coming
on. This thing has such a (garble) trigger, you just got to hold
it down by the bottom if you don't want it to (garble). Okay,
right. Going to go right you say, Ox? Yes. Okay. Stop. Okay,
brakes are coming on. (garble) Houston, EVl
CAP COM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes Jerry, 11m sitting right here looking at this
array that's over the ACS module and I have the (garble) of is
about 50%, or maybe a little more on the surface of the
individual cells have been - is delaminated.
CAPCOM
Okay, we copy that. We saw something hanging off
the front end of the starboard of the solar array thp.re, pinky,
it looked like a strap or something.

I

L
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SPACECRAT
It's just the bolt that held it down when it was
strapped to the satellite.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Pink, could you get some oblique pictures across
the front of that thing? Yes, I think I could. Brightn up a
little, TJ. Lighten up for Ox, Okay. I didn't mean to send you
off on a journey there. Stop, Stop. The brakes are on. Hey
Pink, you can get them later, you don't have to go down and do
that. Yes, I wouldn't worry - we're going to be up there again
(garble). Yes, you can get them when you're taking your regular
pictures. Okay. I thought you had the camera ~p there with you.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Ox, (gar ble). rrhe br akes are on. Hey, Pinky, get
them later you don't have to go down and do that. r wouldn't
wocrry, (garble) you're going to be up there again. (garble)get
them when you're taking your regular pictures. Ok. t thought he
had the camera up there with you. That thing's a real pain to
carry around. Ok, ya'll don't bother with it now. Ok, up, a
little bit. From here this is the easiest way. Ok, you want to
go up, Ox. No, stay right there for now. Ok. I haven't lost a
washer yet. Ok, now go up. Ok, going up. We got one spring
left. It's going to work. Lost a screw, huh? I like this
better in the daytime. Ok. Stop. Ok stop, and brakp,s are on.
Just pulled the pin on the hinge setup. It will break that
tether real quick. Ok, (garble) again, ones in there.
CAPcml

Challenger, Houston.

SPACgCRAE'T

Go ahead, Jer.

CAPCOM
Roger, if you want to get some EMU tv now, you can
go ahead and take the PM antenna back to lower and we won't need
it back to GPC until Hawaii.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, fine. These (garble) are so pretty. Ok,
Jerry, the door's coming open. Ta da. The wrong door. Like an
MEB. Alright, it looks great. Ok, join me to my right, would
you please? I'm going to have to go back first. Ok, Ox, coming
to your right.
(garble) Ok, you want to wait. I'll wait.
Ok. ! '11 tell you what, can you yaw me around. You want to yal'l
left? Yaw me left. Ok. Hey, your (garble) is going to be
getting closer and closer to the (garble). I think we're going
to be, you're going to have to warn me on it. I can't really
tell you, I can't help you. I hit it, i hit it (garble). We
don1t want, we don't want to hit it. Just don't move fast
(garble) and you'll be alright. Ok, now drive me, I might be
good right there, stop. Ok, you got plenty o( clearance, so,
we're running the IMAX now so you may feel a torque in the
orbiter. Ok, looks like the inside on MBB here. Take me down
just a little bit, T. J. Ok, coming down, a couple of inches.
Going to be a piece of cake, Pinky. Good.
CAPCOM
panel.

Going to have to recopy that you have the right

SPACECRAFT
I've got the right one here, I thought. Tell you
what r need now, Pink. That roll enough, Ox. Yea, that's
fine. Alright, let me see, I got a good translation pass here,
I'll just bring it up. Ok, we're going to hold here for a minute
till we get the (garble). Put in a roll in the Cinema 360 now
too. Hey, right. It looks good. Hey, Jerry, it looks really
good in here. I haven't had any problems at all getting these
screws off. Pinky's up (garble) tether. Yes,it is. Lot of
bright boxes in this thing. I had hOOked up a tether on that
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S2l\Ct-:CRAl<"l'
L,)t of br t<jht: :)OX(!fj
tho tethor on thdt other tOl)L

in th i

A

(':1

i

Il().

~11.qht l1i~,)k ilp

SPACr-;CRAl"'l'

sri\Cr;CHA~"l'
Okay, (-lEa 2 hours, 18 hOlln;.
Ti:l)I) l(~n: .1
rninut:ns, ,It 69% 02, 59~ po\ver, 4. 3 ~:lt?<'lt pr'}~'~~\lr{).

SPACgCRAf:<""P
~ bo v e 2. 8 yet.

't'hat :-ltill loolcJ

(]Ol)t1.

\1y

Cha 1longo r,

SPACBCRAf"r

(ljiuhlQ)

thoro?

Yos,

HOllS ton,

:;/

'")0

t() Dak,'\[' ,lnd

throllgh Ollkcu

How IS tlHlt Pin k Y I

i ~3 th a t onoll'Jh for

'lOtI

that'll do, thal'lk 'Iou,

SPACgCRAf'T

Ready to go back up?

SPAC}<~CRAFfr

Yes,

SPACECRAt"T

Y

~loll)H\f:'t".f>r h,u; ,11"/t<~( 'lot

CAPCOr-i
Ch(:lllorlgor, HOllston, 'No l ll be h:mdirFJ
also weld like a spec 21 and then (o"ume.
CAPCON

hOll

Okay, back up sir.

Hoy, ~top t~O[O for a second.

Okay.
Challenger I Houf;ton through Oak,l( .loll Vi()' te getti nq
TV through TORS. Gatt some nico views of the doors coming open

CAPCOM

thore. We'd liko the SCIU to come on so we can look at battery
temps and did you copy my ca 11 for a spec 21 on and then C<HlUme'?
I'll get the SCIU on now,

SPACECRAFT

No, we didn't get that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, coming up.

SPACgCRAFT

(garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Heading up.

SPACgCRAFT

Okay, brakes are coming on.

Jar.

Could we go up a little bit, T.J.?

tn-'l\c~ECRAt;''l'

\J •.~rrYI

1 ,10n'l.; :H~0m to be ,1blo to focus tho olbmv
d·<;
((]arhl '1).
(g<lrbl!~) 110'3 welcome

Gdl!\';!'·l

,lilY better th,.\r'l that

PAl)
\~'),nin'J

'('hi:) t:~ ~Ii;;si()n Contu)l, H(HPHon.
t!Ir<)u()h tlH~ 'l'cl(:kinq SnUl11itf'!, K-bnn<i.

to try.

.\1WI'I'V, if that's pOfS:iible.
So if Ox
(:.:tl1ll~rE\f you l,~an ')1) to Fl,' ant:onnu lower.

CAPCOH

(tJi.Hhln)

,>)1.11<1 t.un on

;it,f3.

SPA\~t;{'HAf'r
i f yo~~ \oIllr'tt
(lOW?

«(.Iil rb tl~ I
(h)
it.

Cl\PCm1

t.t)

r,jve tolcvi3ion

Cr.ip,

riot mc know (IJ.:tfblo)
rIll

I 111 try it cloHc) up

to 11 YOll \4hnt, ,lt1t ry, YOli lJot r:r>1U '!'v

{{j<lrbhd.

SPACECH,\F'1'
Okay.
(yarblo) is reulty in Hhap1l, I don't SOQ
i.lnythi!)(J wrong with it.
1 toll you the only thin<) wC'vo noticed
01"1 it un f;u' (1)M~blc) i t l g idnd of litl(jraticd up on the top of the
f)p theu~, tihH tho myl,Hiog wa.'J i.U'OI.md it is roully, therf~'g
noth in!) 1e· f t on it.
I t lo,)k.,.~ pr t} t t'l r aggod. Othor th(1n that,
9 IJor ything look:J pC0tt:y (jood. 'P.,]. I I need to <]0 up about 4 or 5
lnchl~s, no, a,bout 6 inchon.
S P l\C I~C RtU'l'
S PAC rX RA lo'T

Ox, if I want to go close on your TV,
Ok~y.

I'lL got that.

8 PACl-~CHAt"t'

Okay.
S PACr;CRAl:"l'

We stopped (garble)

Okay, I'm putting the brakes on.

Okay, it's closod.
Okay, that made a good (garble).

SPACBCRAPT

rrhank you.

SPACr..:CRAF'r

Getting it.
What?

ther~.
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(Garble) on that one.
SPACECRAFT

You got to bend this thing up pretty good (garble).

SPACgCRAF'l'

Okay.

SPACECRAr'T

I think that's going to - -

SPACEC1<AFT

(Garble) malfunction, Jerry.

(garble).

SPACECRAFT
That close out curtain doesn't stick worth a darn,
I'm going to tape it on it.
CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that.
of what you're doing there, Ox.

We're getting a super picture

SPACECRAFT
It probably doesn't (garble) well for all that
other stuff either.
SPACECRAFT
It's sticking but r need to
I don't know if I
like having a million people looking over my shoulder watching me
END OF TAPE

t
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SPACECRAFT
(garble) doesn't stick worth a darn, I'm going to
tape it on it.
CAPCOM
Roger, we copy that, and we're getting a super
picture of what you're doing, Ox.
SPACECRAFT
It probably doesn't burn well for all that other
stuff either. rt's sticking but r need to, I don't know if I
like having a million people looking over my shoulder watching me
fix this thing up.
(garble) tape here is really nice, hope it
stays on there. Good. (garble) just had one. (garble) won't
fire. It won't fire. We'll get it. We're getting plenty of
(garble). Got 36 left. Got 36 left? Right. That's real pretty
anyway. Yes, I like that. Huh? I got twenty pictures of the
(garble). Ok. (garble) carry this stuff around and delete it.
(garble) for this (garble), that's kind of a big •••
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston for Ox

SPACECRAFT

GO ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Ox, payload's folks are happy with what
you've got there. Press on.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. It's gOing to be fine the way it is, it's just
tied around here a little bit. We can see things that
(garble). Ox, (garble) Ok. And, now do the things flexible.
Alpha might rotate an inch. Well, I can't reach you if I do that
thing. Ok, maybe we'll start cutting wires. Tell me when you're
ready to start move. I'm just, right here is fine, I just need
to get ••• Ok, here's the fun part. Ok, make sure your torque's
unloaded, Ox. It is. Pinky, (garble) on the outSide, how about
backing me up alittle bit? Ok, want to back up in payload
mode? NO, back up towards the cockpit on 3. We're on our way,
toward the cockpit.
(garble). I did try to get a really angle
of these. Ok, stop. NOW, go up just a little bit. Ok, go on
up. Stop. Okay, bra~es are coming on. That loosened that bolt.
Count revs here. Cool down here, donlt you think? I'm here
trying to make the camera work. IFM in orbit. FM, I guess.
What happened, it just stopped clicking? Yes. Ox, ready
(garble). What? Hey T.J., take me to my right just a little
bit. Ox mode. Ok, up. Ox (garble).
CAPCOM
camera.

Challenger, Houston for Pinky, suggestion with your

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAli'T

Ox.

CAPCOM
camera.

Challenger, Houston for Pinky, suggestion with your

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

(garble)

CAPCOM
Roger, Pink, we thought maybe you might want to
take your camera back into the airlock and possibly it will warm
up and you'll be able to use it in an hour or so,
SFACECRArT
I got it.
I think they, r don't know what it was,
I took the cover halfway off and wound one frame up manually and
now it's working again. Okay.
(garble) cover back on.
SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry, I'm almost done with these screws,
they're all coming out real good,
CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT

One more.

SPACECRAFT

Okay all of them are out.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble), Ox, it's great.

SPACECRAFT
our tool.

If I can undo these things.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you got the ground strap inside in there?

A decal just came off

SPACECRAFT
Yes, (garble), nothing gets away from you up here,
just captured the decal.
SPACECRAFT
I'm going to cut that last, Scobe, I'm going to see
if I can loosen it.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, fine,

SPACECRAFT

III done now.

SPACECRAFT

Take a look at them for a (garble).

SPACECRAFT

! will.

Ox"

A couple I didn't back out all the way.

SPACECRAFT
Trying to keep as many of these pins, these screws
coming loose. I've got a feeling they're going to have a
(garble). (Garble) are pretty stiff.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) ride down with you, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

All the pins so far look good.
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SPACECRAFT

Don't shake that thing now if you (garble).

SPACECRAFT

I won't, I l l l just stay here.
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SPACECRAFT
Don't have any problem figuring which one goes
where because they are pretty stiff.
SPACECRAFT

Having any problem working with them?

SPACf~CRAFT

(Garble)

SPACf;CRAFT

I haven't got them yet.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Have it.

SPACECRAFT
out.

Say, Jerry, all the connectors, all the wires are

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Ok, Jerry, all the connect, all the wires are out.

CAPCOM
work.

Yes, sounds like it's about time for pinky to go to

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

And all the pins look real good.

SPACECRAFT

(Gar ble)

SPACECRAFT
Cut thesc wires and take this guy off of here.
Terry, you still got helmet tv?
SPACECRAFT

Not downlinking.

CAPCOM

Yes, we're getting good tv, Ox.

SPACgCRAFT

Ok, you got the helmet tv now?

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT
I'll just dooument for you if you can see anything,
that all these wires look pretty good.
CAPCOM
now.

Ok, we're seeing the left edge of the bracket right

SPACECRAFT

Ok, how about right now?

CAPCOM

Roger, that's a good centering.

SPACECRAFT

How about now?

CAPCOM

Now we can see the support bracket.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, how about now?

CAPCOM
the bar:.

Roger, we see the (garble) where they all tie on to

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
Come back and slightly to your left there, Ox.
Yes, whoa, whoa and go down. Tilt your head down just a tad.
Ok, that's, a little bit more.
SPACECRAFT
thumb.

We can sec your hand now, see you wiggle your

SPACECRAFT

Ok, well that's a good scan of it.

-
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SPACECRAFT

That's enough.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, TJ, drive me up?

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Up

SPACECRAFT

The water tastes good.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, is the door clear of the __

SPAC8CRAFT

Stop, stop.

SPACECRAFT

- - trunnion (garble).

SPACgCRAFT

I'll cut a few wires and we'll be ready to go,

elevator.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, I've got end cut, just got to get these - - ok,
drive me b~ck a little bit more, TJ, and then
SPACECRAFT
want to _4?

You want to back up in payloads you mean, or do you

SPACECRAFT

Back up towards the cockpit.

SPACECRAFT

Oh , ok.

SPACECRAFT
paylo,'<td.

Ok, now up, back up into my coordinates in the

SPACKCRAFT

Ok, welre in payloads and you want to go up?

SPACECRAFT

That's right.

SPACECRAF'r

Stop,

SPACECRAFT

Ok, how's that?

SPACECRAFT

Yes, roll right a little bit.

SPACECRAFT

Roll to your right?

SPACECRAFT
do.

I

SPACECRAFT

Okay stop (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Ok, brakes are coming on.

SPAC"ECRAFT

(Garble) •

think these (9arbl~) is gOing to be real easy to
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How many of them Were there, Ox?

SPACECRAFT

Four.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, I've only got one so far.

SPACECRAF'r

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Ok, TJ, drive me to my left.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

4/11/84 PAGE 3

SPACECRAFT
¥es. Gee, my safety tether just kind of pulled me
in hore into a stable position.
SPACECRAFT

'lest

SPACECRAFT

Ok, cable 3.

SPACECRAF'r

Looks like a big mess of wires.

SPACECRAFT

It is. (garble).

END OF TAPE
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(garble) •

SPACECRl\FT
Okay, we're
me down a little, T.J.

r

!!ddy to take this th ing apa r t.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, standby, it'll just be a second or two.

SPACECRAFT

Where are you Pinky?

SPACECRAFT

Right in back of you.

SPACECRAFT

Here it comes now, I pulled it off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) that should be your show.

SPACECRl\FT

Okay.

SPACECRl\FT

Okay,

SPACECRA~'T

stop, okay.

SPACECRAFT

Pinky makea a nice damper over the arm.

Take

SPACECRAFT
It would be easy to unscrew that plate it's not
going to fall to the bottom.
SPACECRAFT

You're fighting it though, you don't know

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
You'd better
know if it's captured.

tight~n

that.

~-

aetter now, you don't

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston, you still with us?

SPACECRAFT

Let's go on back to the locker there, T.J.

SPACBCRAFT
with us?

I

CAPCOM

That's affirm for about a minute and a half.

SPACECRAFT
new ono.

Okay, Jerry, the MEB is off.

think they're still with us.

Jerry, you still

Ready to put on the

CAPCOM
Okay, that sounds just outstanding.
Orrora1 coming next at 0:6.
SPACECRAFT
you would.

We've got

Okay, T.J. go ahead and take me back to locket if
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Okay.
Go into the Orbiter loaded here and get you
All your tethers and everything look good?

SPACECRAFT

Yes, sir.

SPACECHAF'r
nose, ~lere.

And I'm going to bring you straight toward the

SPACECRAF1'

Wherever you want.

SPACECRAFT

Looks roal good.

SPACECRAFT
Once r get you clear of the arm, I'll start to
maneuver you to land in the right attitude.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Pinky, I didn't leave you a whole lot of the
grounding strap.
SPACECRAFT

Yeh, I saw that.

SPACECRAFT
If you look you can pull it out of the casing that
it's in and you might get more out of it.
SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

All the pins look good, doesn't it.

think that's adequate.

SPACECRAFT
pinky, you gOing to stay here for awhil~, or
should I bring Ox down toward the nose?
SPACECRAFT

We'll swap out here.

SPACECRAFT

Just take it down where I got in.

SPAC,ECRAFT
r don't want to bring him down on top of you, so
1111 bring him a little more forward than the normal.
SPACECRAFT
That's fine.
SPACECRAFT

That's fine.

SPACECRAFtI'

Scobe, you want a status check?

SPACECRAFT

No, he's filming right now, just stand by.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Sr'ACECRAf"l'

That moon looks neat, doesn't it?

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

STS-41-C
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SPACECRAFT
You get a little time to look around now, it's
really pretty out here.
SPACECRAFT
Pinky.

Yes, my turn.

SPACECRAFT

I know.

SPACECRAFT

You might want to get back in (garble).

SPACECRAFT

(garble) •

That foot restaint looks real loso

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal
through the Tracking Dat~ Relay Satellite. Reacquisition at
Yarragadee in four minutes. During the just-completed TORS pass,
~e~eral major events in the Solar Max repair were carried out.
In elapsed times, the following steps were completed, day four,
20 hours, 25 minutes, the attitude control system module was
reported changed out and the new one successfully bolted in place
at four days, 20 hours, 45 minutes, the baffle over the freon
outlet for the XRP experiment was in place, At 21:14, the MEB
door was open and at - END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - was in place. And at 21:14, the MEa door was
opened, and at 21:46 the old MEB, Main Electronics BOX, was
out. Weill be back in 3 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, acquisition at
Yarragadee in about 40 seconds. Welre, the 2 EVA orowmen havo
swapped places. Pinky Nelson now on the end of the arm and
preparing to install the new Main Electronios BOx, giving a break
to Ox Van Hoften, as he stows the old MEB.
SPACECRAFT
not a - ...

The MEB is stowed.

SPACECRAFT

What's that?

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That's a little bit easier but

SPACECRAFT
Time EV is 3 hours, time left 4:12.
02. 59 percent power, (garble) is 43.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Thatls what welre here for.

SPACECRAFT

I was gOing to get some pictures.

59 percent

SPACECRAFT
Your tether on your camera just came loose.
was tethered to that - ...
END

O~'

TAPE

It
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I was going to get some pictures.

SPACECRAFT
The tether on this camera just came loose.
tethered to that little SPACECRAFT

Trying to put this bag back on this camera.

SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT

I don't know about 90 degrees or something.

SPACECRAFT
quite so far.

I

SPACECRAFT

Have you gQt it about 90 degrees?

It was

think they sald on the new door to not put it out

SPACECRAFT
I tell you what, try to - guide yourself in there,
Pink, and then - hold it steady.
SPACECRAF'I'

(Garble)

CAPCOM

Challenger, HOllston, Orroral Valley for 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
You're loud and clear, Jerry, Hey, and, Jerry,
we've gotten the new MEB on the ends and I'm just taking the
front cover off getting ready to do the grounding pin.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that, thank

SPACECRAFT

Pink, you want any wrist tethers up there, Pink?

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Got to get up there.

SPACECRAFT
here.

Hey, this velcro is really gOing to be fun out

yo~.

That ought to get there.

SPACECRAFT
I tell you, the first time
This (garble) is a real bore.

slide wire is (garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay, just general condition looks pretty good.

SPACECRAFT

Back in

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) me down.

SPACECRAF'l'

Hey, Terr, you want another tether?

END OF TAPE
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Okay, (garble) me down.
SPACECRAFT

Hey, Terr, you want another tether?

CAPCOM

Challeng'r, Hawaii, in 14 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Copy, see you there, Jer.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) it up here, Pink.

SPACECRAFT

I'm sorry it's still (garble).
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox, (garble) now all you got to do now is
velcro this thing in there and hook it up, man.
SPACECRAFT

Great, do it.

SPACECRAFT

I'm (garble)

SPACECRAFT
Capcomm.

All that rattling on the colOm, I think, is the

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) to give me a capcom crinkling.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, that's what it sounds like, but r think it's
the aluminum in there, doing somethin9.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) when I'm moving it.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. LOS at Otorral
Valley, Australia and Yarragadee. Nelson well on his way to
installing the new main electronics box in Solar Max satellite.
And we should be acquiring Hawaii, 13 minutes from now, where we
ought to get much better communications from the two EVA
crewmen. This is Mission Control Houston, 4 days, 22:09.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, 30 seconds to
Hawaii and further audio and television coverage of the EVA in
progress, changeout of the MEB main electronics box ought to be,
there we go.
SPACECRAFT
Keep going left.
that's plel1ty we got it.

Now, down a little bit.

Okay,

SPACECRAFT
Hawaii.

Let's have this picture up when they come over

Sf'ACECRAFT

Okay, we're getting camara (garble) •
That's from the helet mounted camera.

SP.Z\CECRAFT

r
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SPACECRAF'l'

Never mind.

SPACECRAPT

How's that right there?

SPACECRAl---T

How long to Hawaii, there.

SPACECRAFT

Hawaii Is about 1 minute and we just ended the tape

SPACECRAFT
over Bawa! i.

I'd like to have this pioture up when they come up

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you want to show that, (garble) up at Hawaii?

SPACECRAFT

Sure.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, let's go it live.

SPACECRAFT

Very good, let's do it.

SPACECRAFT

T.J.

SPACECRAFT

We'll be there in a minute.

SPACECRAFT

T.J.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, I agree with you.

on the VTR so you can quit.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, we're with you and you might want to
take a look at the helmet mounted TV, Pinky's got all the
connectors made.
CAPCOM
Okay, that's good news. I don't think that we can
do that, the corom configuration is such that we get a lot of
interference on the downlink, but we'll try.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Jer~y, how do you like the (garble) for downlink,
we just VTRed a nlce pan that Pinky made of all the connectors
and he's going to try to do it again, to soe if he can get __
CAPCOM
Okay, copy all that, if yo~'re done looking at the
EMU TV, we'd like to go back to FM antenna to GPC and the helmetmounted TV's to off.
SPACECRAF'r

That's complete for the TV.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, current report.
on a lot easier than they did in the WETF.

All connectors went
We lost two of those
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little number 5 screws. One of them disappeared Over the tail,
the other one I never saw, so I'm not su~e where it is.
Everything's on, I double-checked all the little clips that are
over the connectors, and so 11m gOing to get ready and button it
up.
CAPCOM

Sounds great.•

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Close it UP.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble), Pink?

SPACECRAFT

Will you take me up a little bit, please.

~PACECRAFT
Pink, when you take that bracket off, just put ~t
on a tether, don't even put it back in that thing, weill never
get it out again.

SPACECRAFT

Back in this one?

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

END OF TAPE
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Would you take me up a little bit, please?

SPACECRAFT
Pink, when you take that bracket off, just put on a
tether, don't even put back in that thing, you'll never get it
out again.
SPACECRAFT

Ba~k

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Pinky, did you say you wanted go up?

SPACECRAFT

Yes,

SPACECRAFT

Ok, here we go.

SPACECRAFT

Take us both up.

SPACECRAFT

Tell me if rim bumping you too much, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

That's good, TJ.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) sounds pretty decent.

SPACECRAFT

Two for the price of onel

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) to one.

SPACECRAFT

This thing's a mess.

SPACECRAFT

I'm used to it.

in this one?

~

little bit.

SPACECRAFT
Let's tether it off.
tether, if you can.

Just put all that stuff on a

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston for Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, Pinky, we would like to have confirmation of
the grounding strap, please.
SPACECRAFT
Did that the very first thing.
the whole grounding strap, Jerry.
CAP COM

Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) practice, huh?

SPACECRAFT

Got another tether?

Had a big bite on
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CAPCOM
nervous.

You know how those ground types are, theySre awful

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
We've been going through our tether dance here,
Jerry, trying to get everythirlg down from the top of the hill.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, put it on the" -

SPACECRAFT
It's like Christmas out here, Jerry, the MFR is a
Christmas tree, and we're hanging stuff allover itl
SPACECRAFT

Clip is in the bag.

SPACECRAFT
Pinky?

And is that the thermal cover

I

see hanging there,

SPACECRAFT
Yes, go ahead and follow along on this, Scobe,
thermal cover is off, panel support bracket is off.
SPACECRAFT
there.

(Garble) saying I don't know if I put that on

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Here, I'll hold it.

SPACECRAFT
We've only got about 9 minutes, till sunrise, guys,
if that can help you at all here.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
I had to pull - some of that blanket wasn't sliding
into me - just pull - pull it back as much as you can and
SPACECRAFT

Cold out here.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, TJ?

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) dropped another 6 inches.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, coming up.

SPACECRAFT

How's that?

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

You're ok?

SPACECRAFT

Is that stuff off already?

How's that, Pink?

Brakes are back on.
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SPACECRAFT

(Garble) the Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, therefs one.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

All right.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

These are really slick.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) kidding.

SPACECRAF1'

(Garble) tight, tighten it.
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Well, that's what we always try to do for St&vie.
Houston, Challenger.
Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, well I was getting ahead of mYself. Well,
you're
gOing
to
give me those PADs a little bit later for the
burn. Is that right?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
posigrade.
CAPCOM

Ok.

I'm assuming that's just gOing to be a :ittle

Say it again, Crip.

CAPCOM
for you, Crip. Challenger, HOuston, I just now have the burn PAO
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, why don't you wait a few minutes until we
get
done with breakfast.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Sure thing, whenever you're ready.
Ok.

PAO

This is MisSion ContrOl,

ROu9t~n.

Challenger is

now over Saudi Arabia on orbit 73. The crew will begin EVA
preparations on this orbit and we tentatively expect that OUr

first television from space this morning will C~e on re~ 74. ~
expect to see EVA preparations beginning during the MItA pass at
about 1:40 a.m. tater television dUring the day is expected on
orbit 75, 76, 77, 79 and 79, for the most part through ground
stations.
We're nowHouston.
at MET 4 days, 16 hours, 39 minutes an1 this
is MisSion ContrOl,
CAPCOM
56.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, HOuston, 2 minutes LOS Yarragadee at
Roger, see you there, Guy.

POCC
This is the Payload Operations Control Center at 4
days, 16 hours, 42 minutes MET. Through the night the Payload
Operations Control Center, or poce, has c~pleted loading of the

Solar Max's onboard computer with software to operate the
replacement attitude ContrOl system which the astronauts will
inStall during their EVA this morning. The Software load
represents the third major attitude Control system softWare

reViSion, Or strategy, given to SOlar Max during the satellite's

lifetime.

The first SOftware strategy loaded prior to the

satellite's launch in 1990, was designed to control the satellite
primarily through the Use of its four reaction Wheels. Reaction
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SPACECRAh'T
SPACECRAFT

Well, that's what we always try to do for Stevie.
Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, well I was getting ahead of myself. Well,
you're going to give me those PADS a little bit later for the
burn. Is that right?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT
posigrade.

Ok.

CAPCOM

Say it again, Crip.

I'm assuming that's just going to be a little

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, I just now have the burn PAO
for you, Crip.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, why don't you wait a few minutes until we
get done with breakfast.
CAPCOM

Sure thing, whenever you're ready.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger is
now over Saudi Arabia on orbit 73. The crew will begin EVA
preparations on this orbit and we tentatively expect that our
first television from space this morning will come on rev 74. We
expect to see EVA preparations beginning during the MILA pass at
about 1:40 a.m. Later television during the day is expected on
orbit 75, 76, 77, 78 and 79, for the most part through ground
stations. We're now at MET 4 days, 16 hours, 38 minutes and this
is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
56.

Challenger, Houston, 2 minutes LOS Yarragadee at

SPACECRAFT

Roger, see you there, Guy.

POCC
This is the Payload Operations Control Center at 4
days, 16 hours, 42 minutes MET. Through the night the Payload
Operations Control Center, or poce, has completed l~ading of the
Solar Max's onboard computer with software to operate the
replacement attitude control system which the astronauts will
install during their EVA this morning. The software load
represents the third major attitude control system software
revision, or strategy, given to Solar Max during the satellite's
lifetime. The first software strategy loaded prior to the
satellite's launch in 1980, was designed to control the satellite
primarily through the use of its four reaction wheels. Reaction
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wheels are pointing mechanisms similar to flywheels which are
spun up or down to shift the satellite's attitude in the pitch,
roll and yaw axes as well as in more than one dimension at
once. When three of the four reaction wheels began failing 10
months after launch, the satellite's attitude control team
developed a unique new software strategy for utilizing its
secondary attitude control system aboard the 3atellite. This
system was 8 magnetic torquer bars and with it the attitude
control was successfully replaced. The magnetic torquer bars,
which are similar to electromagnets, create their own magnetic
field to respond to or counteraot the Earth's magnetic forces,
thus orienting the satellite. The use of this second software
strategy allowed POCC to maintain the satellite in a one degree
per second spin from 1981 until Sunday, when astronaut George
Nelson attempted to capture the satellite. When Sunday's EVA
failed and left the satellite wobbling up to two degrees per
second in every axis, poce controller uplinked a third software
strategy. This third strategy was originally intended for use
after the repair miSSion and contained in part a B~dot segment
which was able to successfully stabilize the satellite to zero
degrees ill every axis. However, the B~dot segment left the
satellite pointing slightly off the Sun and unable to fully power
its electrical system. Again, poce controllers unloaded the
satellite'S onboard computers and reintroduced the previous
strategy which had been used to maintain the satellite in a one
degree per second spin. Using this strategy, controller's spun
the satellite up to one half degree per second, optimum for the
grapple by the Shuttle yesterday. With the successful retrieval
of the satellite, poce controllers have now again unloaded Solar
Max's computer and finally reintroduced for the first - for the
last time, the strategy developed for its replacement attitude
control system. With the software loading now complete, ground
controllers are scheduled to powerdown the Solar Max to
approximately •••
END OF TAPE
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GODDARD
-- have now again unloaded Solar Max's computer and
finally reintroduced for the last time the strategy developed for
its replacement attitude control system. With the software
loading now complete, ground controllers are scheduled to power
down the Solar Max approximately 15 minutes befor.e the
astronauts' EVA begins clearing the way for the satellite's
repair. At 4 days, 16 hours, 45 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Good morning, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM
You're loud and olea.r too, T.J. and be advised that
we've got the word that you oan stow the rads before the guys go
out the hatch.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that will help a lot, Guy, thanks.
understand we can -- right before they go out.
CAPCOM
out.

We'd like for you to wait until just before they go

SPACECRAFT
We'll do it.
burn PAD anytime.

Guy, we could you copy down that RCS

CAPCOM
copy?

Okay, I've got it right here.

SPACECRAFT

Ready to copy.

Are you ready to

CAPCOM
Okay, it'll be RCS select, TV roll 180, weight
215390, TIG 004/18:45: all balls, PEG 7 plus 0001.0 all balls,
all balls, burn at 028205001, delta V tot 1.0, TIGO 0:04, VIGOs
plus 0000.98 all balls, plus 000.19, HA 269 by +265, read back.
CAP COM
Challenger, Houston, radio check.
SPACECRAFT

How do you read us now, Guy?

CAPCOM
readback.

Loud and clear now, T.J., ! didn't copy any of the

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we lost you just as you were reading TIGO, we
did not copy TIGO.
CAPCOM
Okay, TIGO is :04, VIGOs +.98, all balls, +.19, 269
by +265, read back.
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SPACECRAFT

(Garble) tight.

SPACECRAFT

Thermal covers are (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Not too tight.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) to get out, T.J.
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SPACECRAFT
(Garble) when you're done screwing with it, just
hold it by the bottom part of the handle on it.
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

Good oscillation going here.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, you guys are sUPPOSed to make that arm
unstable like that.
SPACECRAFT

It ain't our fault.

SPACECRAFT

Must be mass vampimg.

SPACECRAFT

Isn't it.

SPACECRAFT

Hear that motor driving in that thing.

SPACECRAFT

Battery is slowly.

SPACF.eRAFT

Is it dying?

SPACECRAFT

Yes. Probably has just enough juice

SPACECRAFT

What's that, you're screwdriving?

SPACECRAE"T

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Looks like it's going okay.

SPACECRAFT

I can feel it flowing.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) just about ready.

CAPCOM
shortly.

Challenger, Houston, be handing to Goldstone

SPACECRAFT

Okay, it's a copy.

SPACECRAFT

It' on.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, the door is

CAPCOH

Roger, copy, all the bolts are down on the door.

secure~

1
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SPACECRAFT

Roger, that.

SPACECRAFT

Take her down and wolre done.

SPACECRAFT

Say, Jerry, are you unable to get any EMU TV?

CAPCOM
We oan get EMU TV, but we'll have to wait until we
get back onto TORS, later the TORS pass.
SPACECRAFT
you.

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Weill dump that VTR on the (garble) •

Did you get one from my camera looking at

SPACECRAFT
Tell you what T.J. why don't you try to turn mine
on and you can get some stuff of me here.
SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT

I got a feeling that ain't going to stick.
Great idea, but it doesn't work.

CAPCOM
Challenger, welre back with you through Goldstone
and Mila for 19.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, just one comment, putting the door
back, the thermal panel back on now, and this sticky back isn't,
is not sticking to anything, so we'll tape it on.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy all that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, it won't stick at all.
nothing on it.
SPACECRAFT

Here comes the Sun, guys.

SPACECRAFT

T. . ook

at that, Pink.

It's just like there'S

Other way -

SPACECRAFT
I think you guys deserve a (garble) rest there and
watch the Sun come up if you want.
SPACECRAFT

I'm cold I want it to come up.

SPACECRAFT

I'm in my sublimator mood now.

SPACECRAFT

You finally got it working now.

SPACECRAFT

NO.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

I've got mine in max hot.

It works when you have it on max cold.

2
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, 11m gOing to be flying IFR here for the next
five minutes. (Garble) see much of the Sun here.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we won1t need it.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Great

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

(Gar ble) is such a triok to operate.

SPACECRAFT

Great pictures though.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, the oxygen is the (garble) •

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) about my - 20 to 30 degrees.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) you got it on your video. (garble)

SPACECRAFT
Yes, it's on my body, no it's coming loose on my
little finger, Pull the other one out <garble).
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) there you go.

SPACECRAFT

There you are, T.J.

SPACECRAFT

Uh, what's that?

SPACECRAFT

Speech.

SPACECRAFT

Can you get that (garble) off me.

SPACECRAFT
Pull that whole down. From my (garble) there's
something wrong with it, Terry, I broke it.
CAPCOM

Roger, say again, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

I'm talking to Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Watch your suit (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Pinky and Ox we've been requested that you go
ahead and use up all the tape you've got left to make sure that
thermal blanket is well-secured.
SPACECRAFT

We're doing that.

CAPCOM

And documentary picture wouldn't hurt.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Ox, here's one for the Bolar array.

SPACECRAFT

Oops, sorry.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, pinky?

SPACECRAFT

'ies.
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SPACECRAFT

Cut this tape on my fingers.

SPACECRAF'l'

(Garble) throw it away.

SPACECRAii'T

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
satellite?

Ox, how close to that 1FR expansion to the

SPACECRAFT

Good three feet, two feet.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you're not bumping into it.

SPACECRAFT

Oh , no.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Pink.

SPACECRAFT

Yes,

Well f

I

It's not working too

can't really go down (garble).

SPACECRAFT
Grab my - the one on my first finger.
there. There you go. (Garble) •

Grab it on

CAPCOM
TVs are off.

Challenger, Houston, we'd like to verify both EMU

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's verified.

SPACECRAFT

Right.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, we had one on, Jerry, it's coming off now.

SPACECRAFT

Is that off, Pink?

SPACECRAFT
(gar.ble) •

Yes, I keep forgetting ! have my visor down

Your's is off (garble).

SPACECRAFT
And Jerry the elbow camera is the best view I can
give you now until the Sun gets a little bit better.
CAPCOM
Okay, T.J., appreciate the report and, T.J., weld
like Pinky to go ahead and get some pictures of the solar arrays
and the top of the spacecraft before we go onto the measurements
of the trunnion pin and the startracker cover.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.
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SPACECRAFT
Jerry, that Mylar tape we got works really good.
That's, it works better than the other stuff. out, it sticks
pretty well.
SPACECRAFT
Hey, Jerr'j, we're going to include a picture of the
hinges on the top also when we do that, if that's alright with
you all.
CAPCOM

Roger, that sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, T.J.

SPACECRAFT

We thought we'd pick it up at the same time.

SPACECRAFT

Up about six inches, please.

SPACECRAFr
Okay, you want to go up six. I can see you but I'm
in Orbiter coordinates, I'm coming up now to about two tenths of
a foot per second. Say when.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

You want to stop now?
Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
here.

(Garble) to inscribe something new on their heart

SPACECRAFT
Hey, the surface of this capton looks like it's
been finger painted on, Jerry.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, first the cockpit and (garble).

SPACECRAFT
Pink, 1 1 m )"'lot hearing you too well, welre you
talking to me?
SPACEC.P.AFT

(Garble) cockpit a little bit and <garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Pink, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

LOud and clear, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

I'm hearing him, are you hearing him?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, say again, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 1'm reading you loud and clear.

SPACECRAl!T

Okay.

I think it was Jerry who was

r-- ..

7
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Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Pinky, go ahead with what you were saying.
were saying something about cockpit.
SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you need to move toward the cockpit.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

You

need to move towards the cookpit a little bit.

SPhCECRAFT
Okay, I got my eyes baok out the window now and I'm
bringing you forward toward the cookpit.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I've got to hold on to this guy.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, I got my eyes back out the window now, and I'm
bringing you forward toward the cockpit.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

I'm holding on to about 8 things here.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Not that far, stop, Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Ok,

SPACECRAFT

Ok, now I've got to go

SPACECRAFT

You want to go back?

SPACECRAFT
bit.

Back a little bit, towards the starboard a little

SPACECRAFT

Back and toward the starboard wing?

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, back more?

SPACECRAF'l'

Back more.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, that's good for now, Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Pretty unreal, I must say.

SPACECRAFT

Look in there real pretty.

SPACECRAFT

Certainly looks nice with the Sun behind the tail.

go to hold onto this guy.

I

know.

I

wasn't watching.

Okay that's far enough starboard.

Brakes are on.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, a piece of (garble) on this one that's flying
out at about 3 feet per seoond.
SPACgCRAFT

There it goes.

SPACECRAFT
thing.

! think that blanket will be plenty to proteot that

(Garble)

SpACECRAFT
Hey, Jerry, if you're trying to talk to us, we're
not getting anything.

,

I

L
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SPACECRAFT
I should think from your standpoint, would it be
better to do the star tracker cover and inspect the star tracker
lights (garble) when we get <garble) down low and get rid of some
of that stuff before before you go up and do the (garble).
SPACECRAFT

Yes, we got to get rid of all of this stuff first.

SPACECRAFT
Why don't we do that, that way and I think
Houston (garble).
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we've got to get all of this junk out of here,
there's too much stuff, I think we've got plenty of time.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Terry, I need to go down about a foot.

SPACECRAFT

They're either (garble) or looking.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, they are better stow it.

SPACECRAFT
And we're ju~t coming across the west coast, guys,
if you've get a second to look up.
SPACECRAFT

Ok Terry, we got to go down about a foot.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, coming down.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

West Coast of where?

SPACECRAFT

United States of Americal

SPACECRAFT

Very good, Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Maybe Mexico.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) Mexico, I don't (garble).

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we're not quite far- I think you can see
California, but not - -

---.~

, ".

~

SPACECRAFT

HoW about San Diego?

SPACECRAFT

It looks - -

SPACECRAFT

San Diego?

SPACECRAFT

HOW's your position?

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

,"'1-1

"":-'- _..... .......

-

I'll put the brakes on.
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, Terry, seo this little cone there, that the
transponder's on?
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Put me right in front of that.

SPACECRAFT

Right in front of that.

SPACECRAFT

Yaw to my left, and port side.

SPACECRAFT

We're ready for a measurement now, right?

You want to be - -

SPACECRAFT
Oh, let's get this stuff put away first, so I can
get off this thing.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just didn't know where you were, what
you're planning right now.
SPACECRAFT
I tell you what, we're taping down the thermal
blanket and as soon as we get done with that we can go down and
put that stuff away.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, that's

SPACECRAFT
satellite.

Ok Terry, and now I have to go towards the

SPACECRAFT

Roger, yaw now.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, stop.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, the brakes are coming on.

SPACECRAFT

We're down to the thermal grounding tape.

SPACECRAFT

That ought to hold pretty good, looks good.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, it's doing ok.

SPACECRAFT
Houston now.

That's the Gulf Coast, we're coming right by

SPACECRAFT

Is that right?

SPACECRAFT

That's our delta, looks like Houston down there.

fin~,

Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Following the grid, we're up here by Houston's
(garble) side here.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, it's the right side of (garble).
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CAPCOM

Don't drop anything on us, guys.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry?

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, from EVl

CAPCOM

Roger, Pinky, go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT
Jerry, I don't know if my folks are down there are
not, but if they are, I'd sure wanted to wish them a happy
aniversary.
CAPCOM
Ok Pinky, happy aniversary to them, and we'll try
to get that passed.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
now.

You guys are coming right over the Cape, right

SPACECRAFT

How's the weather down there?

SPACECRAFT

Looks a little cloudy down there.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, Jerry, get rid of some of those clouds 2 days
from now, Ok?
CAPCOM

Roger, we'll see what 41-Charlie looks like.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, how's that tape job look, guys?

SPACECRAFT

Good.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Roger, we'll see what 41 Charlie looks like.
SPACECRAFT
Hey, how's that tape job look, you guys,
SPACECRAFT

Good.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Copy, T.J.?

SPACECRAFT

No, I'm barely reading, pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, back up, down to the locker.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, back to the locker, here we corne.

SPACECRAFT

You have to talk louder, Pinky.

Don't back up too muoh or you'll smash it.

SPACECRAFT
Pink, you're MFR has rotated, it looks about 60
degrees, do you want to a SPACECRAFT

I'll give you Orbiter coordinates.

SPACECRAFT

00 you want me to put you in front of the locker?

SPACECRAFT
Yes, just put us down in front of the looker, like
we have been before ••
SPACECRAFT

Okay, just like normal.

SPACECRAFT

All your tethers good and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, here we go.

SPACECRAFT

(Gar ble)

SPACECRAFT

There you go.

SPACECRAFT

There's a good shot there

SPACE('RAFT

(Garble) good, OK.

SPACECRAFT

Evidently.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACEC~AFT

(Garble) •

I am -
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SPACECRAFT

(Garble) it looks like a crowbar (garble).

CAPCOM
there.

That's quite a junk yard you guys got hanging on

SPACECRAFT

(Gal:ble)

SPACECRAFT
You guys might take a look at the taped thermal
blanket and see if you think it's okay, Jerry.
SPACECRAFT
Jerry, tell INCO to go ahead and - I've got my
hands full on the arm, if he wants to pan and tilt Delta or Echo,
or Delta Or the elbow,
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, this is no fun at all, ! don't think youtd
like it up here.
SPACECRAFT

Better go slower (garble)

SPACECRAFT
Cape.

Hey, Ox, I see the Cape.

SPACECRAFT

I

Well, I can't see the

can see the Cape.

SPACECRAFT
See, Lake Okeechobee there and it looks like the
Cape has a little ground - low clouds.
SPACECRAFT

And it's just something else.

CAPCOM
get even.

Ox and Pinky, I don't have any comment, but 1111

SPACECRAFT
it.

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Pinky, why don't you stand up for IMAX.

SPACECRAFT

Canlt turn around.

SPACECRAFT

Your lights on.

SPACECRAFT

Take a bow, Pinky, takA a bow.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

I

had to give up my MMU, but it was worth

SPACECRAFT
Okay, T.J., you're dOing good. Want to move toward
the tail a little more or is that good enough?
SPACECRAFt'
feet.

Yes, yoU oan move towards the tail about 3 1/2
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SPACJ::CRAFT

We'll just stand right here and stow this stuff.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, trash time.

SPACECRAFT

Get rid of my freeloader here.

SPACECRAFT

I'm tired of hanging on to it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, 1111 tell you, come in a little farther,
T.J., and we can just use this thing, thatls better, a little bit
farther, little bit.
SPACECRAFT

That's good, Terry, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay. lights are on.

SPACECRAFT
go?

Take these things, t lost my (garble).

SPACECRAFT

There it is.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) that's good.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

(Garble), Pink.

SPACECRAFT

On.

Where itld

SPACECRAFT
I know, 1111 tell you, the only way to do that is
crinkle them all up and then stuff them in.
SPACECRAFT

Eck, eck.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) won't be moving for awhile.

SPACECRAFT

It's gOing to take me awhile to get these things

SPACECRAFT

T.J., where'd, pinky whereld that thing go.

SPACECRAFT

Up the back.

SPACECRAFT

Behind the array, you can't see it.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

put away.

·

~
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I keep kioking this -

SPACECRAFT
Get off the TPAD, that silver tape, you can see it
going up there.
SPACECRAFT
E~O

OF TAPE

(Garble) anything.
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(garble) •

SPACECRAFT
Dropped the CPES, that silver tape, you can see it
going up there.
SPACECRAF'l'

I

can't hear anything.

SPACECRAFT

Terry hold that one.

SPACECJ'{AF'r

Hold that (garble)

SPACECRAFT

I can't hold very much standing on end.

SPACECRAFT
You may as well go ahead and do what ever
commanding or what they got to do. I guess we got to get covers
on and stuff.
SJ?AC~CRAFT

I'v& got to do star tracker

SPACECRAFT

We can't do

SPACECRAFT

I'll get those just a minuto.

SPACECRA~'T

There's

probleIA.
SPACECRAFT

i~

~nything

co~era.

till you get the covers.

no big hurry eor it, guys,

that'~

not a

Yeah we know it.

SPACECRAFT
Thanks for reoovering the covers.
reach up and take the covers off.

I just have to

SPACECRAFT

Oh, I thought before they do the pre-deploy cps.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

Here you go Pink, (garble) cover on.

SPACECRAFT
I'll tell you what, I'll probably just going to
take this one off and stick in OW! of the star tracker covers.
(garble) •
SPACECRAF1'

Bob's (garble).

CA~COM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be sending you a new
TORS state vector, and we'll be handing over to Bermuda
shortly. crip, we've got a teleprinter message coming up, we'd
like your response to.

SPACECRi\FT

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, the hardest 0Ut thing on here is trying to get
this stuff into the trash can. It doesn't want to go.
SPACECRAFT

Push in a rope.
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I think you were sticking in the

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, it's up front.

SPACECRAFT
guy away.

(garble) I'll get them covers straight and put that

SPl\CECRAFT

(gacble) •

SPACECRAFT

Not a problem.

And are the support brackets down there?

Okay, doc?

SPACECRAFT
Sounds ok to me, but apparently they're not hearing
you too good.
SPACECRAFT
pinky, I can barely tall that you told something to
here, and I couldn't understani .•

Ox

SPACECRAFT

Ok, you're just goi-\9 to have to

SPACECRAFT

It's comm, one ot these and old A, the other's

l:i~lk

up.
~

B.

SPACECRAI<'T
Say that, I.>h, \lIe Oim try that I 01< I 1m goin9 to A,
Standby, you'll have to wait ft minute when we come up,

B.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houstc:.n.

SP.\CECRAFT

Ge;

ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, w~ld like l.ike rendezvous nav enabled, your
go to take FM antenna back to lower, and llse the MOT readi.ng.
GPACECRAFT

Ok, rendezvous nlb enabled.

SPACECRAFT

Ok Scob, how are you hearing

SPACECRAFT

I read you loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

How

SPACECRAFT

Reaa you loud (md clear a 150 Pink.

SlJACECRAI?T

That's much

SPACECRAF'l'

Hey guys, let's looi';, at this right now.

U5

now?

about me?

bette~.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, and we sw i. tched
and Ox is in R•

C:)Trun

inodes

aga i n, I

am back in

A

... .--.. ---·-·"i·AiI..Mi·.·....._ _•·••···,.·iI"·.··.·• •6
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SPACECRAF11
I got a lot of nois~ on here here now, (garble)
ok4y, the camera's ready you guys,
SPACECRAFT
Let me see if I've got enough (garble) and then
we'll be ready to go get those covers. Thete we are, ok, let's
go get them.
S'PACECRAFT

Ok, you ready?

SPACECRAFT

Ready.

SPACECRAFT

Can I bring you straight up?

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

That's affirmAtive, if it's ok.

SPACECRAFT

Do you hear a lot of noise on this?

SPACECRAFT

Say again?

SPACECRAFT
eve):yth i ng.

We're hearing a lot of noise right now, Ox, on

SPACl~CRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
tor one?

Do

SPACECRAFT

Ok, we can switoh back again.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Ok, well switch back then.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, going back to A.

SPACEC~AFT

Ox?

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

How about me?

SPACECRAFT

I

didn't copy pinky, do you want to go straight up?

I

get a bottom comm

sp~aker

first Pink, or the

can't stay here, this is horrible.

Scob, how do hear now?

read you loud and clear Ox, how is Pinky?

read you loud and clear now (garble)

SPACECRAFT
Ox, watch your head, I've got to bring Pinky in
toward the star tracker cover.
SPACECRAF'll

I'll do that, sir.

ew
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Ok, I can't get the bottom one out, right Scob?

SPACECRAFT
You've got to take both bottom one's off and the
hard cover on the top off.
SPACECRAFT

Oh, ok, help,

SPACECRAFT

Ok TJ, stop.

SPACECRAFT

)w's that.

SPACECRAFT

~on't

hit mo.

Brakes are on.

Brakes are on.

SPACECRAFT
And if you would, Pink, when you look in there,
make sure your helmet light's are off. (garble).
CAP COM
END OF TAPE

Challenger, Houston.

~..
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SPACSCRAFT
Ari~, if you would Pink, when you look in there,
make sure your helmets lights are off.
SPACECRAFT

Okay good calIf Scobe, and they are.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Towards cockpit.

SPACECRAFT

Going toward the cockpit.

SPACECRAFT

Houston. Challenger, how do you read?

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, comm check.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM

Roger, Challenger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Ok~YI read you loud and clear, Jerry.
You dropped
out for awhile, we were hearing you, but evidently you weren't
hearing us.
SPACECRAFT

Pinky, you want back more or is that good enough?

S.PACECRAFT

A little bit more, I'm making room for Ox.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRJI.FT

Roger, go ahead.

CAP COM
Roger, if it's not too late, w~'d like to do the
trunnion pin measurements before we remove both the hard star
tracke r covel,'S.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Sl?ACECRAFT
off .

It's a too late, we've already got Gome of them

SPACECRAFT

We got them off that one.

ofic.

We got the lower one

CAPCOM
Okay, that's good, we can stop with that then and
do the pin measurements, if that's alright.
SPACr!CRAFT

Okay wi th

/'lIe.

SPACECRAFT
Jer, we got things going in kind of a logical
order, is thero a big hurry on the pin measurements?

..,
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CAPCOM
Well,
just thought we'd like to protect the star
traoker cones as best we can. Your call.
SPACECRAFT

pinky, you want to go up now?

SPACECRAf'T

Yes, that'd make sense.

Let's go up.

SPACECRAliT
Okay, that makes sense and wefll do that, if it's
alr ight wi,th you we'll - SPACECRI.FT

'llowacd, star traoker (garble) •

SPACECRA.FT

Did he stop?

SPACECRAFT

'r.J, how just pitching me straight down.

SPACECRAFT

You want to pitch down, okay?

SPACECRAFT
You are gOing to take the bottom soft cover off
before you go up aren't you, Pink.
SPACECRAF'l'

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, now.

SPt.CECRAFT

Alright.

SPACECRAFT
bit.

Okay, now drive me towards the satellite a little

SPACECRAFT

Good on the pitch.

CAPCOM

Challenger, a couple notes.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like Ku to command and we would like to
go to FS 8-14, do box 4, omicron of 120.
SPACECRAFT

That was FS 8-14 and the omioron was 120?

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) much fun to stow.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) with this job.

SPACECRAFT

This is a (garblA).

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.
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CAPCOM
Roger, Pinky, when you're ready t~ do those
measurements, I have five disorete ones that we'd like to get.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're on our way up there right now.
let's go straight up. We've got plenty of clearance.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, gOing straight up.

SPACECRAFT

Orbiter.

SPACECRAFT

Oke.y, Jerry?

T.J.,

CAPCOM
Okay, the first one ~nd probably the easiest would
be to get the outside diameter of the trunnion pin.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Ox.

Hey, Jerry, from Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, just looking at that thing, I oan't see if the
pin, or anything if they're the same ~ize, I think you might be
right that ther~'s a little thermal button on there that's behind
it and it might have been bounced out. We'll get some good
piotures of it.
CAPCOM
Okay, if you can get piotures with the tape measure
in place that would help. But we'd also like the readings, if
you can get them.
SPACECRAFT

How's that, Pinky?

SPACECRAFT

A little bit higher.

SPACECRAFT

A 11. t tIe higher?

SPACECRAFT

Got to get your camera out, I'll see what r can do.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's good, Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, brakes are coming on.

SPACECRAFT

If you can pitch me forward a little bit.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, pitch you forward.

SPACECRAFT
And move me a little bit to my left.
how I'm going to get up there to do this.
SPACECRAFT
Hey, if we want to take the time,
that foot restraint.
SPACECRAFT

t

t

don't know

could get on

(Garble) thanks anyway.
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SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT

A little bit more to the left, please.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, stop pitohing?

SPACECRAFT

'ies.

SPACECRA~~T

How's that?

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's good.

SPACECRAF'r

Okay.

SP.\CECRAFT

MOVQ me forward towards the satellite.

SPACeCRAFT

TQwards the satellite.

SPACECRAFT

Stop.

SPACECRA1'1T

The diameter of the pin is two inches even.

CAPCOM
Okay, copy, two inohes even., PinkYr and if we can
get you to turn on your helmet-mounted TV and FM antenna switch
to lower please.
SPACECRAFT
a good shot.

Why don't you direot me in there, so I can 9ive you

CAPCOM

Okay.

$PACECRAF'r

Jer ry, did

CAPCOM

That~s

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

YI')U

want that maneuver, now?

affirm.

CAPCOM
Okay, pinky, the trunnion pin is in the upper right
corner right now.
SPACECRAFT

Okay. How's that?

CAPGOM
Okay, you need to tip back some with your head.
Roger, that's good. It's in the upper third right side. Okay,
Pinky, the next.,
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
TO tip baok some with your head. RO<Jer, that's
good. It's in the upper third right side. Okay, Pinky, the ne~t
measurement we'd like to get is from the thermal blanket in a
non-compressad mode out to the ti~ Qf the turning pin.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Pinky, you say - do you want to go up a little bit?

Sl?ACECRAFT

Yes, just a little hit.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, that's good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

And, Terry, take me up a couple inches.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, tho only thing I eee that looks unusual is
this little button that's sticking Qut. It looks like at least a
1;4 inoh.
CAPGOf-S

Okay, we want to get some measurements on it also.

SPACECRAFT
right ther.e.

There you go, Pink.

SPACECRAFT

About to lose - Ox, can you get oloser.

'rhat 1 s a good shot for them

SPACECRAFT
What? Just a minute.
pictures of you (gatble)

No.

Got to try to get some

SPACECRAFT

Are you tethered (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Tethered all to one thing.

SPACECRAFT

I got to use the tape (9arble)

SPACECRAFT

There'S no way I can get over there.

SPACECRAFT

Hand me the camera I can

SPACECRAJ~T

I'm trying to take (garble) pictures.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, yes sir.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT
again.

Okay, that's fine.

CAP COM
compressed

Okay, Jerry, I'm ready to go

Okay, pinky, the first one is from the nonblanket to the tip of the pin.

therm~l

C

i
"
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3 inohes, JerrYn

CAP COM
Copy. Three inohes. NOW weld liKe you to compress
~he thermal hlankot as muoh as you can And get another reading.
SPACECRAFT

3

an~'

3/l6ths.

CAPCOM
Copy. Three and 3/16ths. The next measurement is
from that therm,11 stc.mdof( button on the blanket to the tip of
the turning pin.
SPACECRAF'I'

'rhat /,~ going to be har:der beoause it I S about _

SPI'.CECRAFT
I tel.l you what.
I f you WCl',nt to. t\lrn my tv, I Gan
show you from here. ~'m in a pretty good position to show you
the side of it.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger,

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, we got about 30 minutes left in the daylight
and we got about 2 or 3 mor;~ daylight things to do. How much
longer, how many more measurements do you need?
CAPCOM

We got this one and one more.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

O~ay.

I get 2 and 9/l6ths.

CAPCOM
Copy. Two and 9/16tho. The only othur one we need
J8, what is the distance from the turnnion pin side up to that
st.andoff?
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCO[>1
all we need.

Say one inch. Okay.
You oan press on.

SP.ACECRAFT
star tracker

.

~

.

I

Stand by.

Okay. Thank you.
need, right?

About an inch, Jerry.
Copy that, and

I

think that's

Okay, the head, the upper head,

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Jerry.

Then Itll come (garble)
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CAPCOM
Roger. You're OAP rate deadband on bravo, we'n
like that at deoimal 2.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Bravo dead band at deoimal 2.

SPACECRAI.....r
Okay, Jerry, take me baok and down in front. of the
locker again and we'll put this stuff up.
SPACEC({AFT
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

You want to go baok to the locker, Pink?

Yes, I'll get the camera in - -

SPACECRAF'T

We got the camera ready.

SPACECRAFT

Jer, say again what you said about the deadband.

CAPCOM
Rogar. I've been told that you have 002 for the
deadband rate in vernier, and we'd like that to point 2.
SPACECRAF1:'

Point 2, okay, I'm with you.

SPACECRAFT
Ox, I'm bringing Pinky down towards the locker, are
you watohing?
SPACECRAFT

Yes, I've got him.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and the star tracker cone looks like it's
olean on the bottom.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE

pinky, did you look down here?

I
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l'.)cker.

l\re you

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and the star tracker cone looks nice and
clean on the bottom.
SPACECRt\PT

Pinky, look down here.

SPACgCRAFT

Ox, I'll trade you this -

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I got one in my way.
tethers here we can ['11
SPACECRAFT
telL

~r~je

rIVe got a couple

you this for the cameras.

Pinky, are you clear of Ox coming down,

~

can't

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, we're okay, don't worry.
I'll let you know
when you hit me. My arm's free now anyway, T.J.
SPACECRAFT

Alright, back up a little bit, T.ll.

SPACECRAFT

Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Back toward the cockpit a little bit.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPAcr;CRAFT

0kay, stop.

SPACECRAFT

Good.

SPACECRAFT

A lot different.

SPACECHAPT

Yedh, why don't you put it on there.

SPACECRAFT

Last tether.

SPACECRAI"'f

What?

SPACECRAF'l'

My that last tethe(.

SPACECRAFT

r got -

SPACECRAFtI'

And, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, sir, I'm go for message 40, if we have lime.
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SPACECHAFT

Yes.

CAPCOf.1

Hoger, copy 49 Alpha to go if we got time.

SPACECRAfrr

(garble)

Say, let me get in these foot restraints.
1111 help you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Give me the camera, Ox, and I'll a -

SPACBCRAFr
thir'lk.

There's nothing else I need to carry, I don't

SPACECR~.FT

Got that tethered to me?

SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT

That.

SPACECRAFT

Yaah.

SPACr;CRAF'l'
want it.

Got it?

SPACECRAFT

Yeh, I guess I do need it.

Okay.

You can have another tether, if you

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we' vo qot 17 minutes ltHt on
TDRS. We'd like to get another EMU statuH check hefore we go
LOS, please.
~3PACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Glad to meet f:H,Hlset.

SPACECRAFT

Yep.

SPACECRAFrr

Hey,

'flC

'11 lJet i t in

T.J.

Cl

minut(~,

.Jerry.

you can start taking me up.

SPACECRA [.-"IT
Okay, Pinky, you're coming up, which do you want to
go to, the hexus or the -'lrrays.
SPACECRAFT

Let's do tho hexus first.

SPACBCRAF'P
Do you think if would be faster to get one array on
the way up and then the other one on the way down?
SPACECRAFT
Okay, lim sorry, you say you want to go to one of
the arrays, first, now.

..
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SPACECRAFT
Yah, Ietls get one on the way up and one on the way
down. How's that?
S PACECRAF'l'

now.
SPAC~CRAFT

below.

Okay, with the sun angle, which one's better right
Thoy're both the same, the Sun's coming from
Uh, (garble).

OkuY, let's go left one first here.

SPACECRAFT

Sure is a pretty sight in there.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) and everything.

J

SPACECRAF'l'

You dropped this tape measure on me didn't you?

SP ...CECRAFT

(gal:ble) VTR.

SPACECRAFT

We are.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) okay you got it.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you need a different attitude or anything
Pinky, or is that 9retty good?
SPACECRAFT
Uh, that's pretty good, let me try and get a
picture here. The Sun is coming.
SPACECRAFT
Now, move down what, about five feet?
up a little bit more, Terry.

Okay take me

SPACECRAF'r

A little higher?

SPACECRAFT

Yeh.

SPACECRAF'r

'fhis is neat.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) do that.

SPACECRAFT

Yeh, please.

SPACECRAFT

I'm sorry Pink, I'm having trouble understanding

YOIl.

SPACECRAFT

Yeh, affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

You have to talk louder Pink.

SPACECRAFT

Sorry, hard to hear.

SPACECRAFT

I'll do a Dr. Stewart.

,-,

1
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SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, I think I've got this one

SPACECRAI<'T

Let's go up and do the history.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm (garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

How's your pit0h attitude for the hexus, okay?

SPACSCRAFT

Oh , that's great.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Send me (garble) on the right a little bit, okay.

SPACFXRAeT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

I'm squaring up with the Orbiter's axis.

SPACECRAFT

That's fine.

a~equately.

SPACECRAFT
Not the most comfortable feeling in the world to
tell you the truth.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

I've got <garble) for the hexis, ok?

SPACECHAF'l'

Alrigh'.. , great.

SPAC1~CRAFT

Ok, and I'm going to yaw you to the right a little

bit, ok'?
SPACECRAJ?T

Ok.

SllACECRAF"l'

I'll aquare you up with the Orbitar3 axis.

SPACECRAF'I'

Tha t

'::~

fino.

SPACECRAFT
Itfs not the most comfortable feoling in the world,
to tell you the truth.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, for me it's kind of like reaching out and
touching SOi1eone.
SPACECRAFT
I'm kind of running out of elbow reach,
going to bring you back here a little bit here.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) yaw me around I think.

SPACECRAFT

I just ran out of - -

SPACECRAFT
I have a wrist pitch problem there.
thing coming, your pitch, Pink?

90

I'm

How is that

SPACECRAFT

Ok?

SPACECRAFT

You have to go horne like that, I'm sorryl

SPACECRAFT
I tell you, that (garble) had a (garble) over it,
it looks like. That foil is completely (garble). 1'11 get a
good picture of it I think, but there is just a, I can see a
plate with a bunch of holes in it underneath. Are you copying
all that, Jerry?
CAPCOt>1

That's affirm, Pinky, we're copying.

SPACECRAFtI'
Ok. It's the same wl th, It m not sure wh lch
experiment it is, but one just above me, above the comsat
(garble) hatch door there, it looks like it had some gold foil on
it and it's all tocn up too. I got a picture of it. Got one
more of the hexes.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, let's go to the other array.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, stand by, we've got to get some more pictures
of this. This is unbelieveable. Ok, here it goes. Got the moon
in the background.

,
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SPACECRAPT
I tell you, pictching myself down like this is
really an uncomfortable feeling.
SPACECRAFT

Do you

SPACECRAE'T

I

f~el

like you're going to fall?

feel like 11m gOing to fall!

SPACECRAFT
We've got Boy George in the foreground, and the
in the background.

moo~

SPACECRAFT
fall.

Six hundred and seventy miles is a long ways to

SPACgCRAFT

It's pretty down there, though.

SPACECRAFT

Where are we, over Africa again?

SP ,\CECRAFT
Africa.

NO, yes, youlre right.

Welre coming over South

SPACECRAFT
Ok. I think they're going to be able to see all
their delamination from - SPACECRAFT

'L'hat's good, TJ.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
11m getting too closo, I don't get anything - take
me in back a little bit, toward the cockpit.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAF'l~

That's good.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Back to the locker?

SPACECRAFT

Head for the locker.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Golly.

SPACECRAFT

Enough aerobatics for one daYI huh?

Say when.

Let's go back down.

SPACECRAFT
Pink, did YOll get a chance to look inside the star
trackers, and look at the insul~tion?
SPACECRAl"T

Yes, r did, it looks fine.

..;.·.·.......;.;·.;;-.·;.;..-;...-.;.;;.·..........~r..n................................
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Ok.

SPACHCRAFT
Are we clear of the leading edge of the array now,
I can bring you down?
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAF'l'

Terry, do you want status from EV2?

SPACECRAFT

That's a good idea.

Sl?ACZCRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Ox, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, time Ell is 4 hours and ),0 minutes, 3 hours and
5 minutes left with 4a percent power and 44 percent 02, BPS is
4.3.

CAPCOM

Ok, we copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
here?

Ok Ox, are you watching for a clearance corning down

SPACECRAFT,

Yes I am.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
Here comes mine, Jerry. Time EV 4+20, time left
3+15, 23 percent power, 45 percent oxygen, suit pressure 4.2,
bottle preSSure 4.26, and my water is off at the moment.
CAPCOM

Ok, those both sound real good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

That's very pretty.

SPACECRAFT
Ok gUYOt we're gOing to keep you clear of the solar
arrays, and we're going to <garble) and go do some commanding and
stuff.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SP.\CECRAFT

And Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Is that the (garble)?

CAP COM

Go, Challenger.
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SPACECRAFT
Well, the guys are clear of the Solar Max and you
can notify the POCC that they will be clear for as long as they
want,
CAPCOl-1

Roger, thank you we'll start.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble), did you get our picture?

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, now tell me when you want to go toward the
10c~er now, Pink.
CAPCOM

.'
And Challenger,

SPACRCRAF'T

Go ahead, Jerry,

CAPCOM

Roger, SM heater power otf on the L-12, please.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, coming off.

SPACECRAFT
and Mary.

Ok, you stop there Jerry, or Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Moe, Larry, and Curlyl

END OF TAPE

Houston.

Jerry, Terry
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Houston, Challenger.
Go ahead, Jer.
Roger, SM heater power off on the (9arble) please.
Okay, coming off.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you can stop there Jerry, or Terry.
Terry and Mary.
SPACECRAFT

(Gal':ble)

SPACECRAFfr

This for garbage.

SPACECRAFT

For the garbage man, okay stop, pink

SPACECRAFT

Okay, the brakes are on.

SPACECRAFt'

Okay.

Jerry,

SPACECRAFT
Why don't you guys go get a recharge and do this
for about another thr~e or four hours.
SPACECRAFT

Sounds good to me.

SPACECRAFT

Trash bag (garble).

SPACECRAFT
Can I drive you down underneath the Orbiter there
so you can look at all the tiles.
SPACECRAFT

Fun.

SPACECRAFT

¥es.

SPACECRAFT

Put your visor down for a minute.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) around out of control.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT
(garble. )

(Garble) sunt ise.

SPi\CECRAF'r

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) your turn.

SPACECRAFT

We only got zero piotures left.

SPACECRAFT

How many?

had that - had the procedure call down here.
let I s get the panels before

·
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Slew it.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, go ahead. Roger, now that we're in TORS
track attitude, you can disregard the off times.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT

Look out don't bump your head.

SPACECRAFT

Crip.

SPACECRAF'"

Good, I need a tether though.

SPACECRAFT

Sure, I fJOt tethers up the ying yang.

SPACECRAFT

pulling baok and forth all day.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Y<,u oan have your -

SPACECRAFT

I don't want that.

SPACECRAFT

It's all fogged up, there.

SPACECRAFT
It's so pretty. How do you put that tape baok on
that caddy thing? I think it goes on ~lat - Okay, give me the
tape. Okay, give me the tape caddy thing.
SPACECRAFT
doesn't it?

These guys goes on the other (garble) board,

SPACECRAFT
there.

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
little bit.

Hey, Terry, why don't you back that thing up a

SPACECR.\FT

Pull it back toward the cockpit, huh.

SPACECRAFT

This comm's sure gotten better.

SPACECRAFT

Real quiet.

r was gOing to say I was going to put it in
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's far enough.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPA('!8CRAFT

We've got about 10 minutes of Sun left.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAP COM
TORS.

2

PAGE 3

Challenger, Houston, we've got 3 minutes left on

SPACECRAFT
Roger, JerrYf you guys going to be able to
complete the power reconnect in or do you want us to take any
actions subsequent LOS?
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
time?
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Roger, T. tells me it's complete.
Okay, are you dOing any other commanding at this
stand by.
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CAP COM

Roger, T. tells me it's complete.

SPACECRAFT
time?

Okay, are you doing any other commanding at this

CAPCOM
Stand by. Okay, Crip, we're done commanding from
here at Houston, the POCC will be commanding at Guam and I've got
a message for you from the Cape.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, go.

CAPCOM
Roger, the message readsl We love you to the MaxI
signed Jenny, J~ne, Wendy, Val and Susie.
SPACECRAFT
That's very nice so you oan tell the gals we
appreciate that.
SPACECRAFT

Tell them it's returned.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) time's over.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) Ox, get this foot restraint on there?

SPACECRAFT

What's that?

SPACECRAFT

Got the foot restraint baok up there?

SPACECRAFT

Yes, man,

SPACECRAFT
SC(ipe?

When can we get that other star traoker cover off,

We're hard workers.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, we learned a lot of lessons from those bees
in there I (garble) thoseli t tIe worker bees.
SPACECRAFT

Hey, Seobe?

SPACECRAFT

Hello.

SPACECRAFT

When can we get the star tracker cover off?

SPACECRAFT
After they get done to the commanding the stuff
which is passed Guam, it'll be a while yet.
SPACECRAFT

Alright.

SPACECRAFT

It'll be another 15 or 20 minutes.

SPACSCRA.FT

Oh , darn.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, (garble) are we putting the MFR away now?
that the plan?

-
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SPACECRAFT
Yes, you're gOing to put the MFR away and then we
got a little something for you after that.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

I don't know.

SPACECRAFT

I'm doing all the work here.

SPACECRAFT

I'm watChing you work.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Guam at 5-1.

Merry Christmas, Ox, and we got 50 seconds LOS,

SPACECRAFT

1'11 give you a break.

SPACECRAFT

This guy works.

SPACECRAFT
you.

Hey, Ox, I wonder why Jerry said Merry Christmas to

SPACECRAFT

Beats me.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, has Ox got a GO?

SPACECRAFT

That's affirm, we're GO, if you're GO.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

'les.

SPACECRAFT

You get to do your MMU checkout.

What am l dOing standing here?

~e're

go.

Ox?

SPACECRAFT
Alright. Like I naid, I hate to tell you this, but
we didn't bring out the (garble) lights.
SPACli:CRAFT

That's okay.

(garble)

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite, six minutes away from
'larragadee toward the enc1 of that pass. Becaust) the EVA thneline
was somewhat ahead of schedule, the Mission Conl:rol Center gave a
GO for Ox Van Hoften to do .the MHU checkout fli9ht that had been
in the originaltimellne, but Which had been tentatively
oancelled. All of the repair wOt'k is complete r"ow Qn Solar Max
and the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center will be dOing
some oommanding and checkout throu9h the Guam station, later thi$
orbit •. R$turning in 5 minutes thtough Yarragadee, Australia
txa~king station.
This is Mission Control Houst~n at day four,
23:30.
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SPACECRAFT

It's fun out here, I think.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

St>ACECRAF'l'

Ought to get a lot of picture's, I think they got a

SPACECRAFT

l've got an itch on my nose, I oan't (garble).

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

I put this on the wrong place.

good (garble).

END OF TAPE

.

<garble) •
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Sl?ACECRAf'T

Put this on tho wrong place, never mind.

SPACECRAF'r

(Garble) .

SPACECRl\FT

Okay, (garble).

SPACECRAFT

(garble) •

SPACECRAFT

That's fine, bring it down.

SPACECRAFT

It goen easier, don't they, Pink?

SPACECRAFT
it. Coming

(Garble) nope, wasn't too hard.

SPACECRAFT

He got it.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACJ<;CRAFT

'rhere you go.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) stairs.

SPACECRAFT

We're really nervous about -

SPACECRAF1'

That's a non-EVA removal (garble).

SPACJ<.!CRAFT

The commander says don't put your hand in there.

(garble) .

Okay, that's got

got it.
I

see - pull the arm up.

SPACECRAFT
Look, I've got that end effector off, but still
donlt put anything in there.
SPACECRAFT
BOSS, I'll tell you what, stand back for a second,
let me derigidize all the way, so they're all the way forward.
we be able to see them better. They are all forward right now,
the end effector is Off. The boss says no, but is it reasonable?
SPACECRAFT
the track.

(Garble) you're going to have to lay right flat tn

SPACECRAF'l'

No.

SPACECRAFT

How far. out is it?

SPACECRAFT
(garble) Even a inch or two
it was three or four inches out.
SPACECRAFT

Am

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

I

I

wouldn't mind, but if

clear of this grapple now?

.
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Oh, yes, it looks real- -

Okay, we're moving out over the port 10ngeron there
so it's not in your way.

SPACECRA~T

SPACt.:CRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 1111 do that.

SPACECRAPT
Hey, Ox, that MMU flight is strickly your call,
welre sitting right on the margin, up forward with the fuel to do
it, you got the time to do it. Okay. No, it does not bother me
on fuel, 11m very comfortable, I would prefer for you stay
somewhero sort of in of bay and not too far from the longerons
and ~all1 have, Pinky and I will keep an eye on you.
SPACECRAFT
Is it a good scenario for pinky to continue doing
what hels doing back here and for you to come forward - END

,.
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SPACECRAFT
- - very comfortable I would prefer for you to stay
somewhere sort of in the bay and not too far from the longeronA,
and we'll have, Pinky and I will keep an eye on you. And - - i~
a goed scenerio for Pinky to continue doing what he's dOing back
here, and for you to come forward and get started, Ox.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
And that way Pink can watch tilt and spin while
he's back there, when they get done with their commanding and
stuff.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Pinky, jumper cables stowed. Manual MST
stowed. Ok, the portable foot restraints, 2 of them stowed.
Ok. Say what? Yes, I know you need to check something up
there. Ok. Ok. Ok, if you get that foot restraint, it looks
like the forward panel is going to be right on top of your
head. I don't know Ox, it sounds like welve got micel Big
mice!
(garble) don't worry about, nice try anyway Pink, why
don't you leave it in space.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, acquisition at
Guam in 20 seconds. RMS grapple operations were underway at
Yarragadee loss of signal. We have acuqisition now through Guam.
SPACgCRAFIJ.'

This thing must have come out.

SPACJ~CRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

All the screws in there (garble)

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

What kind of trash did you have in there?

SPACECRAFT

Well, it's all the screws from the MEB.

SPACFoCRAFT

Ho~

SPACECRAFT

Oh, we got all that.

SPACECRAFT

That's no problem.

think those things

think we need to get rid of this thing.

about the covers and stuff?
Itl~

just the screws and the

SPACECRAFT
The (garble) and the miniwork station worked itself
loose. It just popped off, 1 hit it with my - brushed it with my
arm and off it went.
SPACECRAFT

(garhle) filters.

SPACECRAFT

What's the status in here?
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SPACECRAFT
Your mini work station end effector is broke off
completely, right?
SPACECRAFT

I just gave it to Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAf"r

He's apparently got 2700 on both sides.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOH

Challenger, Houston through Guam for 4-1/2.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Are we picking up anything up now, T -

SPACECRAI?T
to start.

Yes, we're picking it up now, whenever you're ready

SPACECRAFT
I mean the satellite, are we going to pick it up
and deploy it?
SPACECRAFT
Not until they tell us, it will be another 20
minutes or so.
SPACECRAFT
Are they going to want me to fly this thing before
we pick it uP?
SPACECRAFT
know.

You can get ready and everything, and we'll let you

SPACECRAFT

I'll do that.

SPACECRAFT
The plan before was to do it during that timeframe,
Ox, I don't see any reason to change it.
SPACECRAFT

Neither do II

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, our current guess is right now is we'll be
ready for tilt and spin at 02+15. That means that we would like
Ox to proceed with his MMU flying and have that concluded and MMU
stowed by 5+55 PET. And then also at that time, we would like
both pinky and Ox to get back into the airlock and on the SCU's
and stand by there for the tilt and spin and unberth.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Jerry, say again when we're going to be cleared
for the tilt and spin.
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CAPCOlol
minutes.

Ok Crip, that's approximately 5 days, 2 hours, 15

SPACECR.I\FT

Wow.

SPACECRAF'r

(Gar ble)

have to use my - -

I I m goi n9 to be real tired.

3

I 1m gOi ng to

SPACECRAFT
Ox, pinky, that will make you like 8 hours out
there. Can you handle that?
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

I feel good right now, Crip, I was just - -

SPACECRAFT
Sitting in the airlock is no problem, if we could
get out SCUls outside, it would be a lot nicer. We'll seo what
we can do. Yes, we can do that, Crip.
SPACECRAFT

Hey Scobe, let's go do the launch bolt release.

SPACI';CRAFT

Ok, roger, I'm be with you just a second.

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, let me pass on one thing.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, Jerry, when are we gOing to be cleared to
get the star tracker cover off. Is that gOing to be just befor~
the tilt?
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Challenger,

Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
Yes air, Jerry. When are we going to be clear to
get the star tracker cover off? Is that going to be just before
the tilt and 6pin?
CAPCOM
Stand by, we'll get an answer. Crip, at the end
of this TORS pass, which is 01+08, we'll give you a go for that.
SPACECRAF'l'

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

And Houston, Challenger, from EVI

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, pinky.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Jerry, about
tash bag, the clamp the (garble)
had worked itse~f open and I, an
with my arm, and off. it went, so

5 minutes ago I lost a small
clamp on the mini-workstation
I was translating, I brushed it
it's in orbit now someplace.

CAPCOM

Ok, we'll dub it, Pinky-I.

SPACECRAFT

Right.

CAPCOM

All of your trophies!

SPACECRAFT

Yes, right, one by one.

SPACECRAFT

Ok Ox, are you ready?

GPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, are you ready for your vent valve open?

SPACECRAFT
(garble) •

Ok, stand by, I'll do iti

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

MEB, sorry about that.

And Jerry, it had all the screws off the

Ok, vent valve is

CAPCOM
Challenger, HOllston, 25 seconds to LOS, see you at
Hawaii in 5 minutes, and we'd like the FM antenna back to GPC and
the EMU tv's off, please.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Pink, turn your tv off.

SPACECRAFT

Nev~r

SPACECRAF'l'

Ok Ox, your QD I open to flow, fully clockwise.

mind, I'll get it for you.
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SPACECRAFT

It's open.

SPACECRAFT
open?

Ok, here comes your nitrogen.

SPACECRAF1.'

Try the other side, Scobe, it didn't work.

SPACECRAFT

It didn't work, huh?

SPACECRAFT
doesn't.

That's the, try the other one, whatever one

PAGE 2

It's open.
Ok, supply valve

That's the A side, right?

SPACECRAFT
r think the thing's wired backwards because I did
the same thing to Pinky and neither of the A sides worked, it's
on the B side.
SPACECRAF'I'

We're on the B side now.

GODDARD
This is Payload Operations Control Center, at 5
days even mission elapsed time with a report on the Solar Max
spacecraft and its checkout. I would like to report that we
intend to power up after Hawaii for the checkout and although
it's probably not of much significance, it's probably of some
interest. At that time Solar Max will be in itself 2.3 000 orbit,
2 3 0 0 0 orbit. What will happen now will be that the
spacecraft will be out on the arm, we will start working on the
attitude control system module briefly, we'll see that it is
getting proper signals and commands. After that we will deploy
the high gain antenna and then we will follow that with a more
extensive checkout of the attitude control system and after that
we will go to the new Main Electronics Box. We want to check out
the high gain antenna while the astronauts are still on their
spacewalk so that when we send commands up to the high gain
antenna, they'll be able watch it swivel and determine that it is
doing what we are commanding it to do. Another matter of
interest, the times we have for the compl&tion of the work on the
attitude control system were 5:23 our time on the East Coast, and
completi0n of the MEG at 7:44. That's roughlY around 3 hour~ and
44, 45 minutes, or a couple more minutes maybe, after egress, and
that's considerably better than the time we had anticipated when
we planned the mission which was 5 hours and 20 minutes. This is
the Payload Operations Control Center at Goddard Space Flight
Center, and its 5 days, 0 hours, and 2 minutes.
SPACECRAFT
- - you did say that we wantod to have this flight
concluded by 05:55 PET?
CAP COM

That's affirm, Crip.

END OF TAPE
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In five days, 0 hours 3nd two minutes.

SPACECRAFT
You diu say that we wanted to have the flight
concluded by 05:55 PET.
CAP COM
That's affirm Crip, that's a target, that's not a
hard number. As that will give us an hour of good EMU time on
top of our EMU contingency times also.
SPACECRAF

y

Okay, sounds reasonable.

SPACECRAFT
Ox, for your info, that leaves you about 5-0
minutes from now to be complete.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm almost there.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

Say, why don't you hand me that over there.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, that's a good idea.

SPACECRAFT

This is really a pain.

SPACECRAFT

Hold your ears.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go.

CAPCOM
evaluation.

Roger, three notes for you on the MMU engineering

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

(garble)

CAPCOM
Roger, we would like to video tape record the EMu
TV since we don't have the thruster cue extenders out there, we'd
like for callouts of thruster on/off times with the appropriate
maneuvers and also SPACECRAFT

We'll do it.

CAPCOM

And readouts of GN2 pressures whenever possible.

SPACECRAFT
ground?

Okay, and you guys are still recording ICOM, air to

CAP COM

That's affirm, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •
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SPACECRAFT
I think the satellite's still in there, I'm not
gOing to go up and attempt to do a couple of things ! was
planning (garble) one of the checkouts.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy, understand and concur.
make sense we ought to do.
.SPACECRAFT

Ok~y,

Things that

fly, how's that •

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we'll be staying on TORS
once we go LOS Hawaii so you can configure FM and EMU TV as you
like there.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, we copy that, thanks.

SPACECRAJlT

Want it further out of the way than that, Ox?

SPACECRAFT

Urn.

SPACECRAFT

I can take it over to the other side, if you want?

SPACECRAF'r

No, that's okay.

SPACECRAFT
What you might do is try to tether it around so
when I fly out of here, I don't bump into it. Just hook it over
the hook on that other one.
SPACECRAFT
water.

(Garble) any better in here than I can in the

SPACECRAFT
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I guess I'm (garble) in, how do I look?
Yes, let me look at you.

SPACECRAFT

How long's the satellite, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Say again.

SPACECRAFT

How long to Sunrise.

SPACECRAFT

Sunrise is in about five minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

We got some really good timing there.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

j

~ ~

.
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SPACECRAFT

Huh?

SPACECRAFT

I'm about to come out of thia thing.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Are you out?

SPAC~CRAFT

Here I am.

SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Check all modes in the comm?

SPACECRAFT

Terry, I'm ready to fly.

SPACECRAFT

okay, stand by one, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

okay.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm ready to fly.

SPACECRAFT

OKay, stiilnd by one, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAFT

Hey.

SPACf.:CRAFT

We can reach for tho Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Ox is away.
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them.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like the FM antenna to
lower for now, please.
SPACECRAFT

We got it.
(Garble)

SPACECRAF~

SPACECRAFT
Cockide, but there's a local vertical one so we are
not inertial.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
In fact, right out in front of you, you'll see the
Earth, back ovor to your right is the Earth's horizon.
SPACECRAFT

Thing's really (garble)

SPACECRAF'l'

Bright sun.

SPACECRl\FT

I can see the payload bay blowing around (garble).

SPACECRAFT
You know what's funny pinky, have you ever tried
swinging your legs around or anything?
SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Do the same with your

SPACECRAFT
there wh~n

I

Hey, Crip, look at the
do a minus x.

arms~

vein~

on that little module

SPACECRAFT

How about that, it 100k8a long ways away too.

SPACECRAFT

Stand by, (garble).

SPACECRAFT

Oh.

m

2
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SPACECRAFT
a chance.

Okay, Ox, make sure your EMU TV is on when you get

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

'fou can really hear that thing fir il1g you know.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Seobe, right now I've got 2400 on both sides.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy that, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger.

Done.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Jerry, would you olarify, we were just g01ng
ta record the flight with like cameras Alpha, n~lta, did you have
something else in mind?
CAPCOM
Stand by, I think they wanted the EMU TV during
certain engineering maneuvers, let me verify.
Sl:>ACECRAFT

Okay, never mind, Scobe says he's got that data.

CAP COM

Okay, very good.

SPACECRAFT

'fou like that huh, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

That's okay.

SPACECRAFT

Think I'll do a little quick cheok flight here.

SPACECR~FT
Okay, Scobe, when you initiate a maneuver, would
you let us know so that we can record your EMU camera.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAfT
I'm gOing to do just a check flight so you don't
need that for this, I don't think.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry, do you want the oamera on for oheok flight.

SPACECRAFT
He would like to get some cameras on your EMU
oamera, if you could.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, it's on.

CAPCVM
I got your ~all, we're getting a good picture, we
see your hand ri9ht in front of the lens now.

k:

.....

.
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SPACECRAFT
Q~ay, what I'm going to tty to do is get the
initial part of your maneuver on the EMU TV and then switch to
the others so we can watch the overall view of it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, now if you don't want me outside of ths bay,
that' $ fine, I I 11 j uat do sorneth! ng here. I want t:o do a qu ick
and dirty check flight here.
SPACECRAFT
Where are you at, working tn that area is ~ood. If
you want to do your normal oheck flight stuff, it's just plus X
minus X, Y's and Z's
SPACECRAFT

That's what I'm doing.

SPACECRAFT

••• yaws, pitches and rolls.

SPACECRAFT

That's what I'm doing now,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
And did you want to do that with each of the
(garble) powers.
SPACECRAFT

~hat's

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

what 11m doing.

CAP COM
And Ox, Houston, it would help us if y«)U would swap
out to the other lens on your camera.
SPACECRAFT

0kay, sure, how's that?

CAPCOl-S

That looks super.

SPACECRAFT

A side or B side checks out real good.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) checks

How'S that?

out~ood.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, now back up a little bit and then do your
first engineering (garble) and Scobe why don't you read it SPACECRAFT
Yes, we'll talk through it. Tho first one
translational excell wi thout attitude hold al\d they wcl.nt
fa01ng forward near the starboard 10ngeron with CA power
B off and a two-seoon(J plus X wi th at ti tUde", hold off a,nd
with no corrections.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
And a two~second plus X with attitude hold off and
coast with no corrections.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Back on.

SPACECRAFT
right now.

Yes, that's fine, that's the apparent (garble)

SPACECRAFT
I'll tell you what Ox instead of the starboard, why
don't !OU use the port 10ngeron, because we've got - that
camera's the best one.
SPACECRAFT
Row about if I just stay, okay, I'm just going to
stay inside the bay.
SPACECAAFT

Yes, you're In good shape right there.

SFACECRAFT
I don't want to make Crip any more nervous than he
probably already is.
SPACECRAFT

Crip is never nervous.

SPACECRAFT

Who's nervous?

SPACECRAFT
now.

Okay, your translatf,ng toward the port longeron

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

B side off.

You want B side off, right?
Two second input with nothing else.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, attitude hold cycled and off, ready, standby,
three, two, one, mark. One potato, two, it's off.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

That's what they said.

SPACECRAFT

That's what we wanted to look at.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, two options for Cinema 360.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, as soon as we get adequate lighting, we'll
consider that.
SPACECRAFT

I'll stop it before I hi t the wall here.

., .....----.---- ---, -

.-~-.-

... ,.

---,_.----'.-,

(Garble)
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, Ox you're just about to hit port side, there.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, what's the next one, Scobe?

SPACECRAFT
Okay, hold up a minute, we need to change tapes
here for you.
SPACECRAFT
sides.

And my fuel line now, Scobe, is 2,000 on both

SPACECRAFT
(garble) •

You can tell the attitude jet firing on that thing.

SPACECRAFT

Ready.

SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT

(Garblo)

SPACECRAFT

Really flies nice doesn't it, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, it's unreal, beautiful.

SPACECRAFT

Looking good there, Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Pink?

Oddball attitude, what are we doing?

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) my fingers in the arm.

SPACECRAFT

Just staying out of your way.

SPACECRAFT

Pink, looks like he's about to take a nap.

SPACECRAFT

If it wasn't for the view I probably would.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston, for Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

(Garble)

CAPCOM
Roger, Pinky, Sophy's wondering if any of you had
had a chance to look inside the box and make sure everything is
coming through all right.
SPACECRAFT

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

Looks real good in there.

SPACECRAFT
Tell them that all of tools came out so good
(garble) on all this stuff and we didn't need any of them.
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SPACECRAFT

Is that the California coast?

SPACECRAFT

It should be.

SPACECRAFT

Wow.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Ox, we're back with you again.

SPACECRAFT

Contrails out, out there.

SPACECRAFT

I can sp.e Edwards down there.

SPACECRAFT

Rog.

SPACECRAFT

Oh, do I like that.

I can see all the way to

S~n

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox, let's go over this one.
do a rotational excell without attitude hold.
SPACECRAFT

Francisco.

Walre going to

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
I want you to face forward near the center of the
bay with CEA power A on and B off.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Wefre gOing to do a plus pitch for one second with
attitude hold off, coast for one or two revs with no correction.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble) and I got 20, 19 0~ both sides. Ready,
three, mark, off, the problem is this isn't going look very good,
cause you're not in inertial.
SPACECRAFT

That's not my fault.

SPACECRAFT

I could drift right out of the bay on you, here.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and you go for two revs here, Ox and then put
in a minus pitch for one second with at~ltude hold off and coast
for two revs the other direction.
SPACECRAFT

r tell you thiG is a view.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, it f S a view.

SPACECRAFT

How do you like that?

SPACECRAFT

Good, God, that is unreal.

SPACECRAFT

That's Baja.

SPACECRAFT

Isn't that wild.

6

2
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SPACECRAFT
That is unbelievable, when you get out there you
see nothing but the Earth with your helmet.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
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As soon as we get - -

That is unreal.

That's the upper part of Baja, right

SPACECRAFfr
That is unbel ievable. When you ge t out there, you
see nothing but the Earth with your helmet.
CAPCOM
And, Ox, we're getting a pretty good view down here
also. Your better side.
SPACECRAFT
A little better up here, .Jerry, ju'{t a tittle.
(Garble) this thing flies just like it's supposed to. Beautiful.
SPACECRAFT
motions.

I just got one rev, Scobe, because of the forward

SPACECRAFT
Yes, that sounds good, Ox. Then, why don't you
take yourself back up to center before you do the other one.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Looks pretty clean, though.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
1 could see all that rattling when you do the sounds like it's a jet.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox. When you get repositioned, holler there
and we'll do the other directon.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

We're dOing minus pitch?

SPACECRAFT

Minus pitch.

SPACECRAFT

Okay,

SPACECRAf'T

You might want to get a hair higher.
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SPACECRAFT

A on, B off.

SPACECRAFT

A on I B off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay (garble) power cycle, 3, 2, 1, mark, and off.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
oamera too.

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Translating up a little bit, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, okay.

SPACECRAFT

Let me know when you want me to stop any of this.

SPACECRAFT

Looking good.

We got a good pioture of you pitohing on EMU

Just fine.

All considering.

SPACECRAFT
My is that pretty.
Earth in this one M, one view.

(Garble)

Could do the whole

SPACECRAFT
appropriate.

There's Houston out there.

SPACECRAFT

Hello, Houston.

CAPCOM

Hello, spaoe.

SPACECRAFT

Pretty day down there.

SPACr;CRAFT

Well, you run your EMU camera, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Sorry, I canlt point that way right now.

SPACECRAFT

It's okay.

SPACECRAFT

Looks like a nice

CAPCOM

Roger that.

d~y,

(Garble) I thought was

Jerry.

SPACECRAFT
Attitude hold, let me put B baok on, so I donlt
waste to much.
SPACJo;CRAFT
Okay, and when you get arQund, give me another
status check on there.
SPACECRAFT

r got it.

I got 1600 on A and 1800 on B.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox, the next one is a plus yaw for 1 second,
attitude hold, Off.

..

.

,
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Yeah, ! sure do.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, A Rid~ only. Back on gyros, a plus yaw, 3,
1, mark, and off. Okay, let rna do that again.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

I

think I got some roll in there.

SPACECRAFT
You got roll or pitch or that gauge is up.
be giving it to you.
SPACECRAFT
No, I've done that a few times.
inadvertent input.

of

It may

I've got a couple

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Old you ever get any of them, Pink?

SPACECRAFT
careful.

NO, r don't think so.

SPACECRAf'T

I'm not.

SPACECRAFT

Way to go, Pink.

I was trying to be real

SPACECRAFT
Alright, that's my trick isn't it.
simulator r did it all time.

In the

SPACECRAFT
Okay.
1, mark, and off.

r got B off, Seobe, cycling (garble) 3, 2,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

That looks better.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) break, go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM

Stand by.

SPACECRAFT

Houston talks.

CAPCOM
previous.

Chullenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll disregard.

You can disregard the

.

.,

,
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SPACECRAFT
It still picks up a little roll. I wonder how much
of it's the Orbiter too, I tell the Orbiter's moving a little bit
but, apparently.
SPACECRAFT

(garble)
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This thing is in attitude hold.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Ox. You can stop that one and get back in the
center and then do one in the other direction.
SPACECRAFT

I got B back on for a minute.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox. This one is a plus or minus roll.
choice. With attitude hold up.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
choice.

Okay, Ox this one is a plus or minus roll, your

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

With attitude hold off.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, before the maneuver I got, like 1700 on B
side and 1300 on A side. B's off, gyro (garble) cycles, do a
right roll, if I can do this with out burgering it up. Three,
two, one, mark, off.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, for Pinky. Ollie, Ollia,
enfree, we're looking for you.
SPACECRAFT

Oh, I'm hanging on the Shoulder of the arm,

SPACECRAFT
That a pretty good (9arble) on that one.
think I did that myself either.
SPACECRAFT

Jer~y.

I don't

Just trying to stay clear here.

SP~CECRAFT
You
loo~ out there.

don't believe how pretty it is when you just

SPACECRAFT
It looks like it's clearing up at the Cape, but
more is moving in.
SPACECRAFT

Real great pure roll, (garble)

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, got Pinky on camera Delta now, if you want
to look at him.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Are you back on?

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Ox, c~n you put CA B bar back on like you
said and you can do an operational evaluation and give us the
status.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, first I'm going to (garble) feet back here.

SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT

(garble) •

SPACECRAFT
For right now, I got 1500 on A and 1500 on a, both
closed, everything's on, I'll just (garble) around here a little
bit.
SPACECRAFT

Try and fly up and get these (garble) straight.

_
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SPACECRAFT
You have another 20 minutes or so.
up a little higher than that if you want to, Ox.

You can come on

SPACECRAFT

Got any film left?

SPACECRAFT
l6s though.

We've done the IMAX on you, we're going to get some

SPACECRAFT

I

(garble).

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're wondering if you were
able to get any 360 shots yet?
SPACECRAFT
I really don't think the way we're flying today
that 360 is gOing to make a very good shot. I'll be happy to
shoot 30 seconds or so, but my estimation is that it probably
would not make a very good shot.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Crip, they concur with you.

SPACECRAFT

GOing right Over Espanolia.

SPACECRAFT

Get the camera.

SPACECRAFT
Go ahead and get on with it, Ox.
get you doing it, you don't have to pose.

We're going to

SPACECRAFT

I just wanted one up front here.

For my album.

SPACECRAFT

Display your teeth.

SPACECRAFT

I don't like it here, this is no fUn at all.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT

Now if could

SPACECRAFT

Okay, bye.

SPACECRAFT

This is unbelievably controllable.

SPACECRAFT

The MMU is one good flying machine.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
Ox, if you, I'm not sure what your plan is, but if
you would end up further back we could do a little bit of film on
some movies here.

;;"
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SPACECRAFT
I just promised somebody I would try to get into
the foot restraint, here.
SPACECRAFT

Oh, yes.

SPACECRAFT

Ha Hal

SPACECRAFT

Puts you in a lot of motion here.

1

wouldn't kick at all until you're - -

SPACECRAFT
Oid you get a picture of Haiti?
Republic, you guys?
SPACECRAFT

We got it, we got it.

SPACECRAFT

Oh, is that pretty.

The Oominican

SPACECRAFT
That's the way to get in, if you got handrails,
just (garble).,
SPACECRAFT
(garble) but when we were looking at, you can do
it, I don't want to waste all my gas dOing it.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.

CAt"COM
Roger, would like to give you verification, the
~OCC has determined that we have a good mating of the new module
on the spaceoraft.
SPACECRAFT

Alright, outstanding, that's good news.

SPACEC~AFT

You guys are giving me a real good day, here.

END OF TAPE
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Outstanding.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, outstanding.
good day here.

You guys Are giving me a real

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Ox, can you give us like a yaw or a pitch so \>le
could look at you again?
SPACECRAFT
Sure, I say, you ought to give me a TPAD and I'll
go try and stick it on the - (Laughter).
SPACECRAFT

Right.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we suggest another 10 minutes
of free-flying before we start the stow.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, that sounds reasonable.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, And don to about a thousand per side anyway,

SPACECRAFT

It doesn't take much.

SPACECRAFT
No it doesn't. Especially when your maneuvering
around like this, trying to do it smooth, without a lot of gas.
SPACECRAFT

Are you reading my (garble)?

SPACECRAFT
I've got so much anti-fog on the bottom of my
helmet there, I can't see through it anyway. It got wet from my
drink bag.
SPACECRAFT

We can't see any stars.

SPACECRAFT

Pretty eaSy to come out and work on something.

SPACECRliFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT
Crip, I can look down between the door here, and
verify that there is nothing on this dump nozzle.
Ok Pink, we copied that one.
thvugh, thanks.

SPA~ECRAFT

That's a good call,

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, INCO would like to have either
the alpha or elbow camera.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, the elbow got a little bit hot awhile ago,
were VTRing the alpha.

We

CAPCOM
Ok, we're looking at elbow right now, it looks ok,
we'll take that one, if thatts alright with you.

.-
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You've got it.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, do you gUys want any limb motion studies?
would be glad to flail around out here in space.
SPACECRAFT

Ok Ox, give me a status on your N2.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, live got about 700 pSi.

SPACECRAFT

I

better head for the (garble).

SPACECRAFT
That's what I was gOing to ask you, ok, head for
the (garble).
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

Enough of this frivolity.

SPACECRAFT
They got the camera there, I'll just (garble) in
the back way.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
ride.

I thank you, Mr. Crippen, and Houston, for the

S~ACECRAFT

You earned it.

CAPCOM

Anytime, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

When are you going to go in?

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, I don't know if you guys have
looked at camera delta? But it appears to be like fc~ged up or
something? At least it won't focus and it almost has a fuz~y
spot in the middle.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

CAP COM
SPACECRAFT

Roger, we've noticed that also, Crip.
What am I hung up on us, Pink.

SPACECRAFT

Back on your hands.

SPACECRAFT

Huh?

SPACECRAF'l'

Better move over towards -

SPACECRAFT

Got it.

Thank you.

Right.

I
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SPACECRAFT
side.

And Scobe, my fuel in the (garble) 1s about 100 per

SPACECRAFT

How many?

SPACECRAFT

Say that one again, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

About 600 per side.

SPACECRAFT

600 a side, okay.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAfT
Okay, Houston and you copy we've got Ox back in the
at this time.

PIOX

CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, welve still got a good picture.
A couple of notes for you.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
At LOS TORS you'll have a GO to remove the final
star tracker cover off the Max module. Our suggestion is to just
bring it back into the airlock with you, And the second item,
before the guys get on to the SCUs we would like complete status
checks taken.
SPACECRAFT

You got my tether.

SPACECRAF'l'
Challenger.

Hey, Ox, standby just a second.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger.

Houston,

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we got the LOS TORS call, what was the last
thing you said.
CAPCOM
Okay, we'd like to get complete status checks off
both suits before they get onto the 5~Us.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that before they get on the SCUs.

SPACECRAFT

Put

SPACBCRAl"T

Put it down, I can't tell which -

SPACECRAFT

There we go.

SPACECRAFT

You're in with me.

SPACECRAFT

Where would you like to go.

i~

on my right side.

~.

&i

Ji
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SPACECRAFT

Just let me go.

SPACECRAFT

Where would you like to go?

SPACECRAFT

Ox, would you let go of my head?

SPACECRAFT

What's he dOing to your head?

SPACECRAFT

Not much.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) Pink.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

SPACECRAFT

How long until LOS TORS?

SPACECRAFT

About half an hour.

4/11/84 PAGE 2

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
You guys want a status check now or do you want to
wait until we go in.
SPACECRAFT
Let's wait until you go in. I'll tell you what, if
you're not doing anything, give me a quick one in between times.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, here

yo~

go, Scobe.

SPACECRAFT
Just a second I've got to find the right page.
Okay, Pink, go ahead.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, time EV 5:42, time left 1:48, 24 percent
power left, 30 percent 02, bottle pressure is 306.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, how about you, Ox.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, time EV is 5:43, time left 1 hour and 39
minutes, I have 23 percent power left, 27 percent 02 left.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, was that 33 or 23.

SPACECRAFT

23.

SPACECRAFT

23 peroent power, okay.

SPACECRAFT

Ox, have you got some claw looking things on your.

SPACECRAFT

What.

SPACECRAFT

You got eome little circlar little pins on the - -

SPACECRAFt!'

0(\ what?

SPACECRAF'l'

I don't know if they're water or -
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SPACECRAFT
I think, it looks like it's just water, come here,
I don't have it on mine.
I think that's your water getting in
there.
SPACECRAFT

Spots allover.

SPACECRAF'r

I don't know what that is.

SPACECRI\F'r

Is it water?

SPACECRAFT

I think it is.

SPACECRAFT
Besides just because you've been running that thing
with water off for so much.
SPACECRAFT

YC1,

I've been kind of going hot and cold there.

SPACECRAFT
Pink, you got your little umbilical sort of wrapped
around you about one full turn.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Scobe.

SPACl!~CRAt"T

I'll get it when I get down there.

END OF TAPe
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SPACECRAFT
pink, you got your little umbilical sort of
wrapped around you about ono full turn.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.
pink, I'll get it when I get dovn there.

SPACECRAFT

On ML 86, I need the circuit breakers open.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, stand by.

SPACECRAFT
believe you

If you just do like a 360 around to your right, I

SPACECRAFT

HOW'S that.

Okay, Ox, they're open.

SPACECRAFT
Well, I'm not even sure, you may need one more
turn, I can't tell.
SPACECRAFT

I

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRA1·'T
see,

Got so many lanyards attached to you it's hard to

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, I know.

got it.
That looks good.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, Pink, did you copy that you could bring the
star tracker cover back in if you want to?
SPACECRA:t"'T

Right now?

SPACECRAFT
No, when you get it off though, they said you
could bring it baok in, if you don't want to put it in the trash
bag.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRA.f'T

Your choice.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, whatever.

SPACECRAFT
Every once in awhile you forget to look up, and
you lOok up and there's a big Earth out there.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Scobe, you can go close those circuit
breakers. Okay, on the way.
SPACECRAFT

E

How you planning on getting up there?

E

??

s
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I'm going to get:. off the hal1drails up

SPACECRAFT
Oh , okay, I woutdn't go up too much out of there,
they're still commanding now.
SPACECRAFT

Yeah, I know.

Just watching the moon.

SPACECRAFT
Watching th2 earth go by, isn't that pretty?
little joy ride?
SPACECRAFT

You see the moon out there on the right.

SPACECRAFT

Right, it's coming up.

A

SPACECRAFT
I got that count a while ago when you were up on
the end of the arm, above the satellite, just like tgat with that
in the background.
SPACECRAFT

Oh wow, I tell you that is (garble).

SPACECRAFT

The most awesome thing I have ever seen.

SPACECRAFT

r hope Crippen didn't screw up the settings.

SPACECRAFT

Well, I got it in my brain anyway.

SPACECRAFT

What's you doing down thore, Ox?

SPACECRAFT

Oh , putting the MMU away.

SPACECRAFT

You're so quiet.

SPACECRAFT

Huffing and puffing.

SPACECRAFT

Trying to get that connector in?

SPACECRAFT

NO, trying to get that snap On the arm.

SPACECRAFT

Oh, that's a bear.

So unlike you.

SPACECRAFT
You have to pull it back or push it back (garble)
I only figured that out just a little while ago.
SPACECRAFT

That is unbelieveablG.

SPACECRAFT

The pressure pan.

SPACECRAFT

I'm almost done here.

SPACECRAFT
Can't handle having my sublimater for more than
five minutes at a time.
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SPACECRAFT
That aluminum that they got in here didn't last for
beans. Half the time they seem to hang in theco pretty - Some of
this aluminum just burned away. I guess that that stuff was
around the top of the CPM.
.'lPACECRAP'r

Which aluminum are you talking about, Pinky?

SPACECRAFT
The shiny silver stuff. Any of that that was
exposod to tho sun it looks was just burned up. Brown, and
scorched, and curled up.
SPACECRAFT
SRY, pinky.
Did all the latches look like they
were pretty well centered in the guides, you know the guides may
show up by stioking stcaight up.
SPACECRAFT
fitted, T.J.

t looked at them all and they all looked perfeotly

SPACECRAFT

You havo some 5 guys vote, you can't do no wrong.

SPACECRAFT

Bettor (garble) city.

SPACECRAFT
And, that capton that's on there, the tape they put
on ther~ doesn't look li~e it had any effect at all.
SI>ACECRAFT

'rot to pay yur dues, Ox.

SPACECRA~'T

I Know. I was just going to say it's the price you
pay, flying this thing is putting it away. Don't hear me
complaining do you?
SPACECRAFT

Nope.

SPACECRAFT
Atlantio ....

Where are we now?

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, we're over the South Atlantic.

SPAC}O~CRI\F'l"

Guess about

Ovec the Atlantic somewhere?

mid-occan~

SPACECRAFT
Next land Siting is going to be South Africa. Be
up there where all those thunderstorms are. In fact, I can see
the coast tine now.
SPACECRAfT

How is that hurricane dOing down there?

SPACECRAFt
I don't know. It's going to be pretty far north
from where we're going to pas3.
SPACECRAFT
anywsi' •

All the tiles on the tail looks good on this part
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Oh, that's good to hear.

SPACECRAFT
I can pretty well see the dump screen down there
then and do they appear to be well clear?
SPACECRAFT

What?

SPACECRAFT
looked O\"3r.

The water dump screen, you can see those when you

SPACECR~FT
Just in profile,
waBn't anything sticking out.

SPACECRAFT

r could see along them and there

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Weld like to use cinema 360
to get a portrait of Pinky if he could go ahead and move around
and put his face there once it's open.
8PACECRAFT

Okay.

Will

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Ilm.done with this here MMU.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

A portrait of boy George.

CAPCOM
that.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Welre shooting it already.

SPACECRAFT

Better (garble)

SPACECRAFT

Let me know when you are gOing to close the lid.

SPACECRAF'T

Very shortly.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

That's right.

SPACECRAFT

Get any (garble) yet?

SPACECRAFT

Coming closed.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

END OF TAPE
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Go to it.

SPACECRAFT
The exposure they got it was Fll, t can go back and
shoot another 30 seconds.
CAPCOM
good enough.

Stand by.

And, Crip, we think those were probably

SPACECRI~FT

Good enough.

SPACECRAFT
I can see all the way do\'iO to the, the good
(garble) down there.
SPACECRAFT
\'1ing.

See you look at the sand dunes right off the left

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAF'l.'

Right.

SPACECRAFT

Then we have 41 charlie minutes of sun left.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

How many minutes for T.J.

SPACECRAFT

Exactly the same.

SPACEC~AFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger okay for the 360 folks, we
h~d shot 3 minutes and 30 seconds from previous instructions and
added on about 30 seconds there of Pinky so that we have about 4
minutes good for them today. That should still leave us plenty
of film for the activities tomorrow. We still plan on trying to
get this unberth with, but we don't get to do that now.
CAPCOM
Okay. Copy all of that. We'd like to go to spec
77 and record the MMU temperatures, please. We'd also like to
get Ox into the airlock and on to the SCU, but we'd like to get
the status checks before he get's connected, and also, someone if
they're downstairs, can check the WCB please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, heading for the airlock.

SPACECRAFT

In a little bit.

SPACECRAFT

Black down there.

T

r
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, we appreciate your call on the sunset, we got
that. ~nd, okay, for the, if you're ready for the temps, I can
give them to you.
CAP COM

Okay.

We're ready to copy.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. I'l~ give them to you from the top. First,
for the port, bravo valve FSS left is 100, right is 94. MMU left
is 39, right is 34. GN2 tank valvo left is 13, right is 11.
Control electrical assembly is 55. On the starboard. Cargo
valve FSS left is 112, right is 111. MMO left is 45, right is
47. The GN2 tank left is 41, right at 40. And, electrical
assembly is 60. Over.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and Ox, did you copy (garble) ?

SPACECRAFT

11m going.

We got those, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
l'd appreciate it if you would get the lights on
out here. r think I'm gOing to need them.
SPACECRAF'l'

Looks like it's dark out there, you're right.

SPACECRAF'r
Do you want me to store the tapes together and get
in there or just - -?
SPACECRAFT

Leave it on.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Bill.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Pinky, you think its going to be any trouble taking
that off without your helmet lights on?
SPACECRAFT

He's got them on.

SPACECRAFT

NO, I said without them on.

SPACECRAFT

Oh, yeah.

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, but just the forward

SPACECRAFT

It's okay, they got to power it up now, don't they?

SPACECRAF'l'
thete.

They requested you don't shine your. light down in

SPAC ... "'AFT

Yeah.

SPACECRAFT

Ox, I can't see at all.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, Houston, Challenger, go ahead,

Got the bay lights on.
~nes.

CAPCOM
Roger, there'll be no problem with pinky's helmet
mounted lights on the upper star tracker, it's powered, the lower
one is not yet, however.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I understand no problem with the helmet
lights, but say again that last part.
CAPCOM
Roger, the lower star tracker is not powered yet so
that would be a problem, the upper one is powered no problem, and
a reminder to get a status from Ox.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM

(garble) for a Ox's status before on the

S: '.\CECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, you're copying me?

CAPCOM

That's affirm Ox, we got you, go ahead.

seu.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, once I get in here, the corom goes to pieces,
so I'm on hardlink. Okay, I got 604 (garble), 1 hour 22 (garble)
with 18 peroent power left, 36 percent 02 left and that's not
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right because I plugged in the SCQ already and it's gOing up.
Suit pressure is 43, 02 pressure is 378 and rising, FOP is 60-80,
sublimator is .3; (garble) 16.7 and 2.9 on amps. 19.8 on rpms
and Co2 is .3. Water temp is 54. Gas pressure/water pressure is
14.0 and 14.7.
CAPCOM

Okay, we got all those thank you.

CAl-COM

Challenger, Houston, for Pinky.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, pink, we think we notice this is 3Smm
tethered to the forward bulkhead on the port side, we just wanted
to remind you to bring that in with you.
SPACECRAFT

That's a good call, thank you Jerry.

SPACECRAFT
DO you want a status list from me now?
isn't going to make much difference.
CAPCOM
'.'

.

10 minutes

That's fine.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. Time EV 6s07, time lapse 124, 19 percent
power left, 25 percent 02, SP 4.2, 02 feed 270; SOG pressure
?090; sublimator pressure 0.3, the water's off; battery voltage
16.7, amps 3.4, rpm 19.7, C02 0.3, water temp, 69. OopSl And
gas pressure 15.0, water pressure 14.6.
CAPCOM
Okay, Pinky we copy all that. The POCC has
inhibited their commanding, you're go for a star tracker cover
removal. And Guam atSPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

The star tracker cover is off Jerry - -

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
olean.

Yeh, star traoker oover's off Jerry, and looks

CAPCOM

Okay, pinky.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go aheaa.

1

Thank you very muoh.

CAPCOM
Roger, you're go for the tilt and spin during the
LOS period here.
SPACECRAFT

Outstanding.

SPACECRAFT
well?

And, Houston, Challenger.

CAP COM

Stand by.

00 we go for grapple as

CAP COM
Challenger, Houston. The POC will hav~ further
oommanding to do. You're go for tilt and spin, but not on
berth. I assume that means you oan go ahead and grapple if you
lj

kef

SPACECRAFT
Okay. Well, we may goof it up. I think we'll hold
off on grabbing hold of it until they're roady for it, but we'll
probably move the arm in.
CAPCOM

Roger, oopy that.

SPACECRAFT

See ya.

CAP COM

And, the cameras are yours, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, Jer.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jer.

See you at GuaM,

CAPCOM
Roger. We've got a negative for tilt and spin
now. Negative for tilt and spin.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite. 7 minutes away from reacqulstion
through Yarrgadee, Australia. Ox Van Hoften oompleted an
engineering checkout of the man maneuvering unit rotating in yaw
and pitoh, both directions. A general cheokout of the
performance of the man maneuvering unit, he was latched baok in
to the flight service station at 5 days, 0 hours 40 minutes. The
Goddard Payload Operations Center reported that the reaction
wheels on the solar max satellite were running at 5 days 0 hours,
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57 minutes. George Nelson, in the last activity of the space
walk, removed the top star tracker cover from the solar max at 5
days 1 hour 7 minutes, just prior to LOS. Initially the crew was
given a go for tilt and spin to reposition the solar max
satellite for grapplo and deploy. However, the poe had a change
of heart at the last moment. Almost didn't get the call in that
it was no go for tilt and spin. 5 minutes until reacquistion
through Yarrgadee. This Is Mission Control, Houston, 5 days 1
hour 11 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

You guys want to -"

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, Yarrgadee for 4 minutes.

CAP COM

Roger, Challenger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes sir. We got, we reconfigured our UHF's since
the guys are on the SCU and we wondered how they're going on the
tilt and spin,
CAPCOM

Okay.

Standby one.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. It looks like we should
finish commanding at Guam and will be ready for the whole
sequence there.
SPACECRAFT
We understand.
thanks a lot, Jer.

All sequence after Guam.

CAPCOM

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
(garble)

(garble) on SCU's And they're talking to your

CAPCOM

Okay.

Thank you.

END OF TAPE
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•• sequence there.

SPACECRAFT
We understand. Hold sequence afte.:- Guam, oka}'
thanks a lot Jer. (garble) on SCUs and their talking to you
hardline.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Houston.

And Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
Rog. As far as we're concerned as soon as all
three latches and the two umbilicals are oleared and you're ready
to start taking it off the ring, you're go for repress.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we copy that, thanks.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger..

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
Jer, I'm on page 8-17 of the ~hecklist and that's
where we start the configure for grapple and everything and I
just wondered if yon wanted us to do the maneuver on that page
also?
CAP COM
Okay, I'll check. That's a negative, let me get
you an answer of what we do want to do.
SPACECRAFT
ahead.

Okay, fine thclnks Jer.

CAPCOM

Challenger, go ahead, you calling?

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, sir, I thought you were calling us.

Houston l Challenger, go

CAPCOM
That's a negative, we weren't, but we would like to
verify that the 3Smm camera was picked up on the way in.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, sir, 35 was picked up on the

CAPCOM

Roger that, we'll see you at Guam at 2-8.

SPACECRAFT

'rhanks Jer.

wa~

in.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, LOS at Yarrgadee, Guam in
about three minutes. Both EVA crewmen in the airlock. And they
were given a GO to repressurize the airlook after all of the
latches on the outer hatch are secured, all umbilicals tuoked
in. The crew here in Mission Control have been watohing
playbacks of optical tracking of the external tank entry south of

......................

~
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Hawaii on launch day. Two minutes away from reacquisition
through Guam and after some commanding through Guam by the the
Goddaru payload operations center to Solar Max, the crew has a GO
to commence the tilt, spin, and reposition for ~ grapple and
overnight carrying of the Solar Max at the end of the remote
arm. Mission Control, 5 days, 1:25.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Guam for 11.

pAO
Mission Control Houston, we're in acqui~ition
through Guam.
CAPCOM
Okay, we've got some squeal on you and I've got an
anowsr on your attitude.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, say again about attitude.

CAPCOM
Roger, you had a question at Yarrgadee as to what
attitude we wanted to go to and when we wanted to do the
maneuver.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM

Okay, after we have finished the commanding to the
we want to maneuver the biased Solar Max plus X solar
inertial attitude. That's roll, 257.4, pitch, 166.5, yaw, 355.5~
and we would like to use B 11 auto verniers for the maneuver.
space~raft,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, that'll be the Solar Max 5 via max inertial
when it's 2 timOR 741865, 355.5, B 11 auto verns.
CAPCOM

Roger that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with a note on 360.

SPACECRAFT

We hear you Jerry, they must be busy inside.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy that, Ox.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

Challenger, Houston.

CAP COM
Roger, we are ready for the tilt and spin and
unberthing and you are also GO to start your maneuver to the
attitude t gave you. Couple of notes on Cinema 360.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, we would like to delete the high gas deploy
and the gimbal shots and we would like to make no other
substitutions and continue on with the remaining shots per the
cue card.

s' ,"",.
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SPACECRAFT

Okay, just delete the high gas?

CAPCOM

Roger, the high gas and the gimbal, right.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, roger that.

END OF TAPE
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Roger, go ahead,

CAPCOM
Roger, we are ready for the tilt and spin and
unberthtng and you are also GO to start your maneuver to the
attitude I gave you. Couple of notes on Cinema 360.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Rogor, we would like to colete the high gas deploy
and the gimbal shots and we would like to make no other
substitutions and continue On with the remaining shots per the
cue card.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, just delete the high gas,

CAPCO~1

Roger, the high gas and the • • •
SPACECRAFT
And Jer, I think that we're GO to go ahead and put
those (garble).
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, say again, please.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, wetre GO to rotate the <garble) at this time.
Tilt spin rather.
CAPCOM
unberthing.

Roger, you're GO for the tilt and spin and

SPACECRAFT

And unberthing.

CAPCOM
maneuver.

And Crlp youtre also GO to start your attitude

SPACECRAF'I'

Wilco.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, do you need our mark on the MPC cut off?

CAP COM

Standby.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you Jerry.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Hawaii in four minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, weill talk to you then.

Okay.

Challenger, that's a negative.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. During the Guam
pass just completed, we had indication that they had begun
pivoting the Solar Max spacecraft down to prior to starting
rotation around to the deploy attitude. We'll have acquisition

•

•

I
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At 5 days, I hour

GODDARD
This is Payload Operations Control Center at
Goddard, just a little note on the negative for tilt and rotate,
there's no serious problem, the problem is that the lower star
tracker on the spacecraft was unpoweted and aill Stewart, the
mission operations manager w~s concerned, that if it got some
light it might give it some difficulty. The upper star tracker
was turned on, and when they're turned on, they have sensors that
automatically blank out light and so what they're waiting to do
is to get to Guam and they will turn that on and then give
permission to tilt and rotate. But other than that, there was no
serious problem and they will, after they tilt and rotate of
course, they will go out on the arm and proceed with their
oheoking of the attitude control system, the high gain antenna.
This is Goddard Payload ContrOl Center.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, we're getting television
through Hawaii showing the rotation operation of Solar Max in
progress.
SPACECRAFT

That's affirmed, we're just about in attitude.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like to command to the
Alpha camera, if that's alright?
SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, you can have all the cameras.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

END OF TAPE
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Camera, if th.t l s alright.
Yes, sic you oan have all the camecas.
Roger, thank you.

PAO
Solar Max satellite being tilted baok to the
upright position after being rotated. Tilt and rotate operation
was completo at 5 days, 1 hour, 46 minutes. Remote manipulator
end effeotor bein9 moved into the grapple fixture on Solar Max.
SPACECRAFT
I was getting ready to do the latches, just a
second (garble).
PAO

Solar Max unberthed at 5 days,l hour, 53 mirtutus.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, on TORS.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

11m sorry did you say TV (garbl9).
Challenger, Houston, welre baok with you on TORS.
Okay, loud and olear.

PAO
Flight support $tation hatohes are open, but no
motion yet with the RMS lifting the Solar Max out of the flight
support station.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Houston, Challenger.
Go ahoad Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
Yes Sir, and We did have a GO for Ox and pinky to
come in as soon as the latohes were unlatched, is that affirm.
CAPCOM
That's affirm, Susie and Val say it's time for JimBoy and Pinky to corne in and get their hands washed for supper.
SPACECRAFT
Sounds like a winner. We got steaks on tonight.
CAPCOM
Sounds good Crip and you may want to check the WCS
again.
SPACECRAFT

We're getting bad about that.

PAO
Motion on the Solar Max as it's boosted out of the
flight service station. Airlock outrently is now repressurized,
the pressure between the cabin and the airloCk is equal giving a
total EVA time or seven hours and seven minutes approximately,
from depressurization to repressurizRtion.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with a coupla of notes.
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Roger, go ahead.

CA~COM

Roger, first of all a reminder, we'd like to go
with control acce1 3 and B 11 for auto and aleowe'd like the
disable rendezvous nay.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, just a couple (garble.)
was with you, what is it you want on Bl1?

I

CAPCOM

Rag, control

SPACECRAFT

You want control aooeleration.

ac~el

CAP COM
Roger that Crip.
GO for the high gas work.
SpACECRAFT

Roger, standby.

CAPCOM

Go ahead T.J.

Jerry, I'm not sure

3.
Ah so.

And we'll be standing by for your
Jerry, one for RMS.

SPACECRAFT
In this sequence I've seen this happen before,
it's just th~ way it goes, we end up with a wrist roll of 343
instead of what it has in the book there and, just didn't want to
end up having concern about that. It works fine this way, when
go to release it.
CAPCOM

Okay we copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, we're GO for the high
gain deployment, if you could give us a rough idea of when it was
going to comp. out with, we'd appreciate it.
CAP COM
Okay, we'll try to give you a mark on that and do
you have some video tape recorders set up to catch it.
SPACECRAFT

That was what we were trying to do.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

ChPCOM
Rog, we think it'll be about 15 minutes for the
POCC to do the set up commanding. We'll give you a call when we
expect some movement.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we appreciate it, thank you. Jerry, did you
\'/ant to have live TV on this coming out too, Ot' do you just want
to have tha VTR?
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
••• did you want to have live TV, is it coming out
too, or did you just want us to VTR?
CAPCOM
Roger, Challenger, we'll be tn blockage the rest of
the pass of the Ku antenna, so you'll have to recoed it onboard.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I think the best one looks like the elbow
camera and we'll go ahead and record that.
CAPCOM

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
Roger, when you get a chance we would like you to
go ahead and disable rendezvous nav, and I've got a couple of
changes for yo~ on 46 bravo, message 46 bravo, p a ge 2.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, standby one. Okay, and what's the message on
46 bravo, go ahead with the changes.
CAPCOM
Okay, 46 bravo, down at 4 hours, 18 minutes, we'd
like you to use Bll auto vernier for the maneuver to the IMU
align attitude. And that same OAP configuration to go back to
the X~solar inertial. And also down below that, lines 39 through
42 can be deleted, they're already accomplished.
SPACECRAFT

And we're configuring for Single G2 OPS now.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, thank you.
you have a GO for the item 48's.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, we copy that.

CAPCOH

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

Challenger, Houston,

CAPCOM
Roger, we're gOing to try to get some high data
rate out of TORS. Doesn't look like we're going to get a chance
to do the high gas deploy here, it will probably be Guam or
Hawaii. Just in case we don't get. any comm, we'll see you at
Guam at 03 plus 08.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Jerry.

And maybe we'll see you then.

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Yes, we'd like the star trackers to track and we
need a cycle on spec 21.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, star trackers is track and the cycle on spec
21. Is that you, Dick?
CAPCOM
was, ••

That's right, I was hoping TJ would answer.

He

SPACECRAFT
You're looking for that bottle of Chevis, right.
He'll (garble) boost up his pay, yet.
CAPCOM

We're waiting.

SPACECRAFT
Challenger.

When Itm talking, it's going to be Houston,

CAPCOM

Roger that, space,

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.

Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
Roger, we've got a couple of stars on the table,
we'd like for alignment, 13 and 20 you'll have to manually select
those. And you can delete your IMU alignment attitude maneuvers.
SPACECRAFT

Align what?

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, does G&C have all this
data? Can we go ahead and torque?
CAP COM

That's affirm, we got them, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAP COM

Challenger, HOUston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Roger, Guam at 08. We're planning now to fire the
pyros on the high gas at Guam we'll do the extension, the deploy
at Hawaii, and we're looking forward to real-time TV there.
SPACECRAFT
Understand we've got VCR and 16 millimeter set up,
do you want VTR on the pyros, or just the deploy?
CAPCOM
Roger, only the deploy. And I think if we get
real-time TV, we will not need the VTR.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, real good.

PAO
This is mission control, Houston. Loss of signal
from the tracking satellite to Challenger, 18 minutes away from
reacquisition through Guam, at which station the Goddard payload
operations control center will uplink commands to Solar Max
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satellite for igniting the pyrotechnic devices holding the
latches which allow the •••
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PAO
••• station. The Goddard Payload Oporations
Control Center will uplink commands to Solar Max satellite for
igniting the pyrotechnic devices holding tha latohes, which allow
the high gain antenna system to deploy. The aotual deployment
will be at the following Hawaii pass at five days, two hours, 50
minutes, Mission Control Houston.
PAO

Mission Control Houston, acquisition

SPACECRAFT

You're loud and olear Dick through Guam.

CAPCOM

Okay, got it.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, go ahead.

thr~ugh

Guam.

And Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
At Hawaii when we do the antenna deploy, IMAX would
like to have photography of that.
SPACECRAFT
Well, we looked at that IMAX awhile ago with the
thought of dOing th~t, however, this attitude that you'ye got us
in, in the daylight, it just pours the Sun right into the lens,
and you can't see anything.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Itls really kind of unfortunate, but that, the
biased attitude, I think we would just be wasting film. We shot
some, but the current position of the Solar Max and the Sun just
don't seem to be compatible.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, the IMAX people would still
like to shoot it anyway.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
INCO would like to get a leg up on which cameras
you have selected, so because he doesn't have much time at
Hawaii, so could you pass th~t down to us, please?
SPACECRAFT
We got the elbow (;.I\!ilera lOOking up at the antenna,
but frankly I don't think it's focusad too well. The test view
we think is from the elbow and it's going to give a nice shot of
the whOle deploy, zoomed in.
CAP COM

Okay, elbow camera.

SPAC1!:CRAFT

Go ahead.

Challenger, Houston.
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CAPCOM
Okay, for your IMAX shot, after you got your light
meter reading for that, IMAX would like you to go ahead ~nd stop
down, one more stop on the F-stop for that.
SPACECRAFT
Ok~y, we're thinking 5/6 now, but we'll give it a
shot, it looks like the Sun is just coming up now.
CAP COM

We copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Oick are you gOing to give us an MET on which
you're gOing to start the antenna moving, or just give us a mark
Or something?
CAP COM

And we'll give you a mark, Terry.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, try to give us something like 30 seconds
notice, if you could.
CAPCOM
And we're 30 seconds from LOS and we'll see you at
Hawaii at 23.
PAO
This is Mission Control HOUston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Three minutes across to Hawaii at which we should have
deployment of the high gain antenna system for the Solar Max
satellite and live television through Hawaii of the event.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii and
we've got a picture.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jer.

CAP COM
Challenger, Houston, they're in the process of
blowing the pyros and when •••
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, they're in the process of
blowing the pyros. And we're not expeoting you to see any motion
with this.
SPACECRAFT

Uh, negative, we see no motion.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houaton, we've got a small baby
step coming up that you mayor may not be able to see.
SPACECRAFT

Baby step?

CAPCOM

A baby step.

SPACECRAFT

A teensy weensy one?

CAP COM
And Challenger, Houaton, we'll be handing over to
TORS here momentarily.
S~ACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're back with you through
TORS fond we don't have a picture quite yet, but we're handing
over to Goldstone.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And we see some motion, we didn't get a mark but we
see it moving here.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger this looks like the full deploy.
Challenger, Houston.
SPAceCRAFT

Got you, go ahead.

CAPCOM
We lost our TV about 30 seconds ago, but the POCC
reports the deployment is complete. We'd like you to set up the
VTR to film, to record on our mark, a Single axis gimbal test
that should be occurring momentarily.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll just keep it running here, it seems we
can't get any warning, so we'll just run it until it starts doing
something.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, can you tell us whether we're
close, we're about to run out of the VTR tape.
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CAPCOM
We'l.l check. Challenger, Houston, the 9 imbal ax is
test is started and estimated time of completion is about 15
minutes.
SPACECRAFT
Uh, you lost me there Dick, is the teRt that's in
progress now supposed to last 15 minutes?
CAPCOM
That's correct and the motion is very small to
start out with, we're told.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll get bigger.

CAPCOM

That's what we're told.

SPACECRAFT
promises, promises. I do believe you're correct,
thin~ there is motion. Not much, but there's motion.
CAPCOM
Copy that. Challenger, Houston, I've got three
notes for you if you have time.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
delete that.

First, the supply water dump this evening, you can

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll delete it.

CAPCOM
And for the ~MUIS, we'd like to d~lete the A wator
recharge, we'd like to bring them home in their current
conditions so they can do some contaminate analYSis, and
secondly, the EMU batteries, you can charge those this evening.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I understand you do not want to do a water
recharge, but we can do a battery recharge.
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

And you still want the

CAPCOM

And that's correct Challenger.

wa~te

water dump?

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, can I assume that the biased
solar inertial attitude that we're in now is the One we're going
to maintain for this evening?
CAPCOM
correct.

And Challenger, Houston, your assumption is

SPACECRAFT
Okay Dick, and I'm also assuming that In our tag
tonight you guys will probably go over tomorrow's activities. I
guess right now we were kind of thinking we might be something

I
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close to what our nominal day 6 would have looked like on day
7. But, lIm sure that youlll have some words for us later.
CAPCOM

And another correct assumption.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

END
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Gea that's two, I'm going to quit.

SPACECRAFT
And I'm not sure if you guys are going to get
anything out of this VTR of this antenna. I think I almost
imagined it moving a while ago, It sure does look still.
CAPCOM

Well, we'll just play it back faster.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, right. Houston, Challenger, we're going to go
ahead and ini tiate the \!paste water dump.
CAPCOM

And we copy.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

~hallenger,

Houston.

CAPCOM
And we're noticing that all the CRT's are
assigned to the SM machine.

curre~(,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston has a problem when we power them all
down like that, we'll take a look at it.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Well Dick, obviously if they've got a test that's
going on, it's not moving the antenna where it's visible. Can
you status that?
CAPCOM

Okay, standby.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.

Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
The test is still going on. However, the motion,
the maximum angle you would ever see is apparently plus or minus
5 degrees. The recommendation is, you just go ahead ftnd run the
cassette to its completion and that will satisfy any VTR
requirements at the end of your ca~sette. And you can go ahead
and take down the TV system.
SPACeCRAFT
We could have them move 1 degree. There'S been no
visible motion whatsoever. The cassettes are really not showing
anything.
SPACECRAFT
today.

I've got 5 hungry guys here that didn't get lunch

CAPCOM
some lunch.

Okay CripI go ahead and take down the VTR and have

SPACECRAFT

I think weill combine lunch and dinner.

y
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CAPCOM
Okay. And Challenger, Houston, the POCC tells us
that antenna should be at 45 degrees here in about a minute and a
half, so you might see some motion if you're looking out the
window.
SPACECRAFT
Shoot, if it does that we'll all have to go up and
see it after we've been staring at it for 15 minutes.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Dick, we just continued to leave the VTR
running so it'll be on tape.
CAPCOM
Okay, thanks a lot.
they're complete,
SPACECRAFT

,We'll let you know when

You're right, it really does move.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be LOS TORS in 2-1/2
minutes. And the antenna is right now at -110 degrees in both
axes, we'd like to leave the TV system on as we'd like to watch
it at Hawai 1.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Dick, sounds good to us.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, if it's convenient with
you all, we'll plan on our tag up meeting at the next AOS TORS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, you're going to have to repeat probably the
last two there Dick, we 90t way down in the middeck and can't
quite hear you.
CAP COM
Yes Ox, if it's convenient for you all, we'll plan
a tag up meeting at TORS AOS.
SPACECRAFT
Dick?

Okay, when is that?

CAP COM

That should be at 5:13.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks.

When is that qoing to be,

PAO
This is mission control Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite, 16 minutes until reacquisition at
Guam. Crew of Challenger now in the midst of an evening meal actually a combination of lunch and dinner for them, after a
rather busy day with Solar Max repair. The Goddard Payload
Operations Contrpl Center still cycling the recently deployed
high gain antenna through all of the slew and tilt motions of the
antenna, which appears to be almost imperceptable as you •••
END OF TAP.e
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PAO
••• slew and tilt motions of the antenna which
appears to be almost imperceptable as you attempt to watch the
motion on television. Returning at Guam for the next pass with
Challenger in 18 minutes, followed by Hawaii and the evening
consultation with the ground on how the day went and what'S OJ)
tap for tomorrow, starting at next tracking satellite pass. This
is mission control at 5 days, 4 hours, 35 minutes.
PAO
This is mission control Houston. Acquisition
through Guam anticipated in little over 5 minutes. And at the
following Hawaii pass, we'll have the continuing saga of the
snail-paced motion of the high gain antenna, during its
testing. At day 5, 4:45, mission control Houston.
PAO
This is mission control Houston, acquisition
momentarily through Guam.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 5

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston, you're loud

an~

clear.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be LOS in 30 seconds,
Hawaii at 04.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you then.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii and
we're looking at the antenna.
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

PAO
This is mission control Houston. payload's
verifies that the antenna is moving, although imperceptive.
CAPCOM
antenna.

Challenger, Houston, reporting rapid motion on the

PAO

This is mission control Houston, that •.•

SPACECRAFT

Rapid?

CAPCOM

Rabid.

SPACECRAFT

Rabid, maybe.

PAO
This is mission control Houston, that antenna is
moving almost imperceptlvely, but that is in proper nomenclature,
referred to as rapid movement.
CAPCOM
Challengerl Houston, we've got a switch on panel
A7, if you're in the vicinity.

7
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SPACECRAFT

I bet it's the old strain gauge switch (laughter).

CAPCOM

Well, we don't even have to tell you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go into PCM enable.

CAPCOM

Dr. Brisco thanks you.

SPACECRAFT

Got to keep those Agg1es happy.

CAPCOM
tomorrow.

'Mr. Brisco's talking about 10 or 12 more oyclings

SPACECRAFT
It's beginning to show a little wear to me, I'm not
sure structurally it will stand up to it. But weill try.
PAO
This is mission control. payload's officer reports
successful completion of the rapid movement tests of the SMM
anterma.
PAO
even.

Mission elapsed time, 5 days, 5 hours, 10 minutes

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, with you through TORS
now. You can expect a weather message for orbits 83 through 89
to come onboard at Ascension.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And we've got a request here for you to take a look
at the Solar Max antenna and see whether it is pointing at the
antenna for the payload •••
END

OF
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Okay.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
And we've got a request for you to take a look at
the Solar Max antenna and see whether it is pOinting at the
antenna for the payload interrogator and a payload interrogator's
antenna is located between the overhead windows.
SPACECRAFT
Well, that's sort of the way it's pointed. If ~ou
think, the X axis of the Orbiter as being at 12 o'clock, it is
sort of pointing to about 11145.
CAPCOM

okay, thank you.

And maybe slightly up from parallel.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Okay, thank you Crip. Challenger, Houston, we're
ready with ,he evening status when you are.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, let me drag everybody together here.
Okay, Houston, Challenger, we're all ears.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip as I'm sure all of you are, we've all
got our big happy faces on down here this evening. Another
outstanding day, we just certainly enjoyed watching the
activities out in the cargo bay and pinky and Ox set a new track
record out there. They just whizzed through all the tasks.
Everything went so well. Our Goddard folks are really happy and
in fact, I got a big hug out of Ceppy in the hallway here a
little while ago.
SPACECRAFT

sorry

CAPCOM

After we stop laughing, I'll talk some more.

~bout

that.

Okay.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
The spacecraft checkout looks like it's coming
along just flne, you can tell that the h11h gas antenna is
deployed and appears to be gimbaling properly. The ACS module
gyros are up and running and we've still not found any problems
there. The MEa checkout will be the last thing tonight. We're
not going to power it up until everything else has been up and
checked out functionally. I want to verify that if we do deteot
something when we turn on the MEa that we can isolate directly to
it and turn it back off quickly. We're evaluating the trunnion
pin measurements that the guys gave us earlier in the day and I
have one question for Pinky.
Go ahead, .Jer.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Rog, Pinky, the question we have is conoerning the
measurement from the trunnion pin to the little standoff, can you

","
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tell us approximately where that one inch was between, what two
places?
SPACECRAFT
Yeah, the base on the trunnion pin and, or the edge
of the trunnion pin, and the edge of the little keeper or
whatever that thing was.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy, the shortest distance between the two
point(s, then?
SPACECRAFT

1 think so, yeah.

CAPCOM
Okay, that all sounds good. Let's see, some notes
for you tomorrow. Wakeup will be at 14;00 MET tomorrow, the CAP
will be pretty much as is, except we're going to slip the deploy
tim(:, antioipated now is at 19:28 minutes for the deploy. After
the ~eploYI you can expeot the press conference, 22 plus 15 for
30 minutes 1n duration, fOllowed by lunch, then the flight
control systems cheokout and the oabin repress. We got one item
that the night crew will be working trying to figute out .whether
or not it's reasonable to look at doing some star tracker data
evaluations during the backout, trying to gather some data both
from the Z and Y traokers, trying to understnad a little more of
what we saw during the rendezvous.
SPACECRAFT
entry?

Is the afternoon free to

r".

~

the vehicle ready for

CAPCOM
That's, I think essentially true Crip, there's
quite a bit of spare time in there it looks like, for stowing and
those types of activities.
SPACECRAFT
Yeah, the majority of it should be for stowing. We
were thinking we could do everything after lunch, if we get the
vehicle ready.
CAPCOM
Roger, you've got quite a bit of time in the
morning also and we think there's probably a dozen man hours in
the afternoon that are unacoounted for and hopefully most of the
activities will have already been accomplished by then.
SPACECRAFT
Yeah, but we need to do it in a coordinated fashion
with all us working together, though.
CAP COM
Roger, understand that and Randy says he's got the
message, we'll make sure that turns out that way.
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

CAPCOM
1 guess the last item I've got on tha counter right
now is cabin maintenanoe looks good to us.

-
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SPACECRAFT
Okay. W~ll, I think these guys had a respectable
day out there in the payload b~y, t believe, not only did they do
super work, but I believe that had an opportunity to enjoy it.
Compliments of all of the fine training and preparatio)) they had,
that's what makes it look easy. John Young •• ,
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'0' this one you are?

SPACECRAFT
Well, I think these guys had a respeotable day out
there in the payload bay. I'd belive not only did they do super
work, but I believe they had an opportunity to enjoy it.
Compliments of all ()f the fine training and preparation they had,
that's what makes it look easy. John Young told me that a long
time ago, practice, practice, praotice. And it sure paid off for
them today.
CAPCOM
Rogor that. And Crip, I don't think we've got many
more items for you, we may have one or two more interruptions
before LOS TORS, but we'll try to keep them to a minimum.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're just trying to get the vehicle secured
down here for the evening.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're done with the TV
system. If you are, you can go ahead and secure i~. Have a good
night's sleep.
SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry, we did reoord thi~ cassette of trying
to, of the gimbaling act, and it really didn't have anything to
show toward the last where it eventually swung over. Would yO'\J,
guys end up wanting us to play that back to you? Or at least a
portion of it that looks significant?
CAPCOM
I don't think th&t's the case, Crip.
We got to see
some of the more significant aotivity real-time, and I don't
think we need any of it dumped.
SPACECRAFT

That would be my conclusion also, okay.

CAPCOM

One last item for you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

'ies sir.

CAPCOM
Roger, the oinema 360 people here on the ground,
calou1ated there's about 2 minutes and 5 seconds worth of film
remaining, oan you conour with that?
SPACECRAFT
Standby on that, let me take a quick look.
According to my estimates, there's really closer to 3 minutes.
We failed to do the lighting and what all was going on in the
oockpit here, ended up we did not get the unberth for them. So,
according to my oalculations, we have approximately 3 minutes.
CAP COM

Okay, good, wetll pass that on to them.

SPACECRAFT
I'm sure that with the release of the SEP, we can
make ~ood use of the film that we have.
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Okay, we copy that, Crip.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Mason has given you a state
vector for the evening. See you tomorrow morning.
SPACECRAFT

Thank Mason boys, John.

CAPCOM

Roger that.

See you menyana.

PAO
This is mission control, Houston, we rather expect
that will be the last call of the day as the crew enters its
sl'~p period.
The mission control teams have affected handover
here in the control center, flight director Randy Stone and the
planning team have debriefed and tagged up with their
counterparts and assumed tesponsibility for mission control.
Flight director John COY. will be available for his change of
shif~ press c6nforence on time at 2:30 p.m. central time in the
building 2 news center at Johnson Space Center. At mission
elapsed time, 5 days, 6 hours even. This is mission control
Houston.
PAO
This is mission control, HOUston. The change of
shift briefing with flight director Dr. John Cox will occur on
time in less than 5 minutes at 2:30 in the building 2, room 135
news room at Johnson Space Center. Immediately following that
briefing, there will be a status report from Goddard Space Flight
Center by Bill Stewart on the Solar Maximum Mission satellite.
At mission elapsed time, 5 days, 6 hours, 27 minutes, this is
mission control Houston.
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minutes,

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days 7 hours
25 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Challenger on orbit 82, just
having crossed the east coast of South America in the ascending
node. Downlink data verifies the vehicle continues to be in good
shape. A press conference with the 4l-C crew will be conducted
tomorrow, from 6:15 a.m. to 6:45 a.m. central time. The
conference will begin in room 135, building 2 at Johnson Space
Center. Media questions will then be taken from the Goddard
Space Flight Center and Kennedy Space Center. The traditional
format will be used, allowing questions from all media recognized
by the moderator. And the following ground rules will apply,
participating media must be in place 10 minutes before the start
of the conference. Single questions for all five crew members
will not be allowed. One question may be directed to two
crewmembers with common assignments such as the flight - the
commander and the pilot, or the two EVA astronauts. Media
participants will b& allowed only one follow-up question with
each question asked. And finally questions should be brief and
to the point. At Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 7 hours 26
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, Challenger over
the central Pacific on decending node of orbit 83. Everything's
quiet onboard the ship. At Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 8 hours
25 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, at 5 days 9 hours
3 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, everything's quiet and nominal
onboard Challenger Which is just crossing the east coast of South
America on orbit 83. Our press conference with the crew of this
mission, the 4l-C crew, will be conduoted tomorrow from 6z15 a.m,
to 6:45 a.m. central standard time. The pres~ conference will be
room 135, in building ~ at Johnson Space Cente~. Media questions
then will be taken from the Goddard Space Flight Center and
Kennedy Space Centet. The traditional format wilt be used
allowing questions from all media recognized by the moderator and
the following ground rules will apply. Participating media must
be in place 10 minutes before the start of the conference.
Single questions for all five crewmembers will not be a110we~ i
one question may be directed to two crewmembers with common
assignments, such as the commander and the pilot or the two EVA
astronauts. Media participants will be allowed only one followup question with each question aSked. And finally, questions
should be brief and to the point. At Mission Elapsed Time, 5
days 9 hours 5 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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5 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.

PAO

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on
orbit 84 over the central Paoific Ocean in the descending node
and as the vehicle passes through data acquisition sites and
through the TORS system, we continue to monitor downlink data
here in the control center and get verification that all the
systems onboard are well within nominal constr.aints. No caution
or warning alarms have disturbed the crew's sleep. There are
about 4 hours remaining in the sleep period and the Mission
Control Team in here is preparing tomorrow's aotivities and
putting events and formats for the orew to take direction from
during their activities in the next day of flight. At mission
control, 5 days, 10 hours, 10 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. The payloads
officer reports that some checks on the Solar Max satellite have
been gOing well. Challenger's on its 85th orbit of the earth,
presently over India and the crew has passed an apparently
uninterrupted sleep period sO far with 2-1/2 hours remaining
before crew awake. At mission olapsed time, 5 days, 11 hours, 21
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, the flight
control team putting some final touches and editing on the uplink
teleprinte~ message for the crew for activities on the following
flight day. About an hour, 45 minutes remaining in the Aleep
period. Challenger on orbit 85, just approaching the west coast
of South America. We're in TORS coverage presently. All the
downlink data shows the ship to be perfectly healthy and in
nominal systems conditions. The change of shift press conference
with off-going flight director, Randy Stone, Which had been
scheduled for 10:30 p.m., central standard time is cancelled.
And at mission elapsed time, 5 days, 12 hours, 17 minutes, this
is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, and while things
have been inactive on the flight deck and middeck during the
crew's sleep period, the payload operations center at Goddard
continues to fuss with the Solar Max.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, and while things
have been inaotive in the flight de ok and middeck during the
crew's sleep period, the payload operations oenter at Goddard
contlnuesto fuss with the Solar Max and the POCC now reports
that the ESS and CSS cheokouts have been oomplete and they're
reaJy to begin powerup and cheokout of the MEB. systems onboard
Challenger still oontinue to work flawlessly. An hour and 30
minutes remaining in the crew's sleep period. Ship on orbit 86
just now orossing the equator in the Central Atlantic. At MET 5
days, 12 hours, 30 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, the next
soheduled TV event has been oanoelled. That would have been the
change of shift briefing with flight director, Randy Stone,
originally soheduled for 10130 central time has been oanoelled.
MET is 5 days, 12 hours, 34 minutes, hour 25 minutes remaining in
the orew's sleep period and all's quiet onboard Challenger.
PAO
This is Mission Control, HOUston. We're about 12
minutes, 13 minutes from acquisiton of signal through the
tracking and data relay satellite. Crew wake up will take place
in about half an hour. This morni~g we're expecting television
to come down from the sky on orbits 81, 88, 89, 90, 91 and 92.
The prime aotivity of the morning will be deploy of the Solar Max
satellite baok into an operational orbit and we hope to see some
television of that on orbit 90. We'll either have a predeploy or
deploy television during a MILA pass on orbit 90. If we don't
get deploy, we will get it on the next pass through a VTR dump on
orbit 91 and weill take a dump through Hawaii, Goldstone and
MILA. On orbit 92 through the t,.aokl0q and data relay satellite,
we will conduot a press conference with the crew. The press
conference will be conducted from 6;15 a.m. to 6:45 a.m. central
standard time. News media should be in pillce to ask questions
for that press conference at least ten minutes before it
begins. In Houston, the conference will take plaoe on the ground
in room 135, bldg. 2 of the Johnson Space Center. Traditional
format for NASA press conferences will be used, allowing
questions from all media tecognized by the moderator. Media
questions after Johnson will then take place from the Goddard
Space Flight Center and the Kennedy Space Center. Following
ground rules will apply during the press confer~nce. Besides all
requests that partiCipating media be in place ten minutes before
the start of the oonference, we also ask that single questions
for all five crew members not be asked as that takes a lot of
time and if you have one question to go to two crew members with
common assignments, such as the commander and pilot or two of the
mission specialists, that would be allowed. Media partioipants
will be allowed only one follow-up question with eaoh question
asked and we would. hope that your questions are tir ief and to the
point. We're ourrently at MET 5 days, 13 hours, 28 minutes and
this is Mission Control, Houston.
BNO OF TAPE
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PAO
••• hours 28 minutes and this is Mission Control
:l>ustQn.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, we have cancelled the
10;30 p.m. Change of Shift press conference with planning team
F1ightDirector Randy Stone. We're currently over the Pacific
Ocean on orbit 87, headed for South America. Crew wakeup is in
a.bout 8 and a half minutes. Planning team is handing over to the
orbit 1 team here in Mission Control and we're at Mission Elapsed
Time 5 days 13 hours 51 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
(wake up mUsic)
SPACECRAFT

You guys are in fine tune this morning.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Ya'll been practicing all morning?

CAPCOM

All evening, Crip.

Or all evening?

SPACECRAFT
I think the planning shift ended up with the best
hours on this flight.
'
CAPCOM
Roger, that, and Crip, when you can we need you to
get to tail only control, OAP Bl1 with a 10 degree deadband,
please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, In work.

CAPCOM
We've just been using prop at a little bit higher
rate though the night than we had expected.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Okay, you've got it.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, that harmonious wake up
music performed by CAPCOM's Guy Gardner, and John Blaha with the
ai~ of planning team Payload Officer Rob Kelso. payloads report
t~at the folks at the POCC at Goddard have completed the high
antenna - high gain antenna deploy, they·ve done a cheokout of
the attitude control system, the sun s~nsor, the star tracker
onboard, the reaction wheels aboard look goou. T~eY've checked a
few experiments and they look good. The main electonics box
oheckout remains to be done. It's one of the last things that
".t1l be done bofore deploy and we don't have a good exact time on
that yet. We. wll1advlse. We t re ourrent1y about 5 hours and 21
minutes from deploy of Solar Max and we're at Mls$lon Elapsed
Time 5 days 14 hours 6 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mtssion Control Houston, the payload Operations
COntrol Center is oonducting a Checkout of the main electronios
box durtng' this TORS pass. It's also posalble that on this pass,
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we may get some television from the Orbiter, a check of the
gimballtng of the high gain antenn~ system on the Solar Max as
commanded from the ground. It won't be crew activated or
sponsered TV. Curr;ently at Mission Elapsed Time 5 days 14 hours
13 minutes and this is Mis$ion Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, the ray~.oad Operations
Control Center has just reported that a oheokout of the main
elect(onios box shows we have a good MES on Solar Max, we're
standin9 by for possible downlin~ from the Orbiter, live
television from one of the payload bay cameras, of gimballing
ohecks on the high gain antenna system for Solar Max, It may
well oome during the remaindor of this TORS pass in the next 14
minutes or so. Mission Elapsed Time, 5 days 14 hours 23 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

You can push in the bottom and you can wind--

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead, Challenger.

SPACECRAFrl'

Ilm sorry, I thought you gave a call, did you not.

SP!\.CECRAFT

probably us down here, Crip.

CAPCOM
Thatls negative.
for the guys to get represseJ.
help you save forward RCS.
SPACECRAFT

Welve been standing by waiting
Il ve 9 0t a OAP reconfiguration to

Okay, stand by one.

Okay with the DAP.

CAFCOM
Roger, also weld like to use camera Delta, if
thatls alright with you.
SPACECRAFT

You got it.

CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, here comes the wOLds for the DAP
configuration. We would like to configure the DAP for loss of
vernier jets, using a lO-degree deadband, references orbit OPS
Checklist, 10-21. Weill use that during the period of awake and
when you 91) to sleep tonight, we I 11 reconf igure it back to '"ern
jets. One reminder or one change to the procedure on 10-21, we
would like to leave the vernier RJDls powered on.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, weill put that in work.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) the hatch is closed.

SPACECRAFT

Letls go through the repress

SPACECRAFT

Olay, hatch is closed.

SPACECRAFT

Off.

SPACECRAFT

Do we want to do this just like the cue card?

SPACECRAFT

Yes, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, you do it, you read it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 02 actuater press.

SPACECRAFT

Airlock depress valves closed.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, comm over to (garble) PTT.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) on PTT now.

Check your H20 off.
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SPACECRAFT

(Car.ble) .

SPACECRi\F'r

Go

SP/\CECRAFT

Repress.

SPACECRAti''i'

Let we know when you're at 5 and I'll shut it off.

ah~ad,

Scobo.

PAO
Airlock pressure coming up at this ti~e. Outer
hatch closed. Television view of an empty flight service station
for the Solar Max satellite.
SPACECRA~T

2 1/2. There's 4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, 4.8, 4.9.
that's fine, shut it off.

SPACECRAFT
Interim to 5.1, you can start your watch.
back (garble).
SPACECRAFT

Okay,
I'll go

Let me know when you have the OCU's connected.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we'd like to go back to straight feed
on the RCS and I've got a couple of notes for you on some valves
back there. The right OMS crossfeed Bravo is stuck open, I
believe you were told about that earlier.
SPACECRAFT

Right.

CAPCOM
The second one is the right tank ISOL Alpha, we
have indications on the ground of both open and close. It is
closed and we want to leave it that way, we don't want to move
the switch.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's the right OMS tank Alpha?

CAPCOM
Right. So, in the procedures, we want to make sure
that we close the left OMS cross feed Bravo.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

- - fogure back to vern jet by moveing the switch.

SPACECRAF'l'

Okay, that's right OMS tunk alpha.

CAPCOM
Right. So in the procedures we want to make sure
that we close the left OMS cross feed bravo before we open the OMS
tank isols to preclude tying tanks.
SPACECRAFT
Oka~', I guess, do you still want me to throw the
bravo crossfeed valve? Why don't you run through that again for
me, Jerry.
CAPCOM
Okay. Stand by. Okay, Crip, I think whdt you need
to know is that the left OMS cross feed B will be closed, the
right OMS crossfp.ed B will be open.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Yes, understand that. Okay, well what I'm
gOing to do is go to free drift and I'm going to close all of the
RCS cross feeds and the left OMS crossfeed and then I'm going to
open the right OMS tank isol bravo. And then I'm going to go
ahead and open all the RCS tank isols.
CAPCOM

Roger, that's good, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
GPC.

Challenger, Houston.

Recommend taking radar to

SPACECRAFT
Okay, r guess, did you get a target vector for us
that you can put in there such that you think it would work?
CAPCOM
Well Crip, we don't have a better one than what
you've got on there. We think at this range it might work better
though.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

It's a miracle, it locked on.

CAPCOM

Roger, we can use a couple of those.

SPACECRAFT

Yes.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, earlier, I don't know what happened, we had
tried to establish a good relative state on the sep. It took 2
marks on the radar and then I didn't watch it any more thinking
it was going to continue doing its thing. We came back and it
never, for some reason the radar was tracking but REL NAV never
processed anymore marks •
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We'd like to close 02 system 2

CAPCOM
And TJ, the initial guess down here is that maybe
you were just too close in range 00 the radar.
SP~CHCRAFT
Okay, that could be but it looks like the filter's
done real well, it's converged already and we'll go ahead and
maintain a relative state until you guys need the KU-band.

CAPCOH

Roger, copy.

PAO
Satelli.t.e.

Challenger now some 5700 feet away from Solar Max

CAPCOl-1

Challenger, Houston, back with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I got a visual on the Solar Max.
below us and a little bit in front of us.

It's mostly

CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, and I assume it has about the
same rates if you can tell.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'd like your aft prop
configuration. We still show you in free drift.
SPACECRAFT
END Of' TAPE
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SPACECRAF'I'
T.J. says he's ready to try this water dump
exercise, if you want us to go ahead and have us go ahead and
take a look at it.
CAPCOM
Okay, stand by. Okay, Crip, I am being told that
we would like to go ahead and do the dump first and after the
dump is completed than we would like to look at the sight.
SPACECRAFT
I thought you were looking at this one th~t we did
this, earlier, but fine. You want to do a waste water dump?
CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRA.'&"'T

Do you know how much?

CAPCOM
Stand by, dump two 42 percent, Delta 42 percent.
Delta 42 percent.
SPACECRAI<'T

Okay, a Delta 42, that will take us down to 24.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy, 24 will be remaining.

A

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. We're
anticipating a press conference at 12:30 Central Time with lead
flight director, Jay Greene, to cover the current status of the
mission and what the regroup plans are for tomorrow. If there
a~e any changes in the timing of this press conference, we'll so
advise. We're still live through tracking satellite over South
America on orbit 34.
SPACECRAFT

Is someone hot mike on UHF?

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, through Aocensio~, I've got a
couple of words for you on where we think we're going, if you'd
like to listen.
SPACECRAFT
Let me get a speaker on the oir, everybody's not on
comm. Just a second. Jerry, are you guys seeing our relative
state, now, okay.
CAPCOM

That's affirm.

We show you almost 14,000 feet.

SPACECRAF~
Okay, good, we have a good strong visual on Solar
Max too, and all of that looks 301id.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, we think the spacecraft is in a power
configuration such that we'll be able to go ahead and restabilize
the spacecraft and spin it down. Tomorrow, we'll come back in do
another rendezvous, using normal Z, do a rotating grapple, and
berth the spacecraft onto the FSS. Also, go ahead and do an EMU
recharge per the normal day tomorrow. The estimated TI time
tomorrow is 22
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
- - and do another rendezvous using normal z, do a
rotating grapple, and berth the ~pacecraft onto the FSS. Also go
ahead and do.an EMU recha:ge per the normal day tomorrow. The
estimated TI time tomorrow is 2~:15. After we have the
spacecraft onto the FSS we'll ungrapple the arm cnd stow it and
prapare for the EVA the next day. We're putting together an EVA
timeline right now which would perform all of the EVA tasks on
.he normal flight day EVA. Then go ahead and power up the
spacecraft, leave it on the FSS and do all the - SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, I think we c~pied all that and that
sounds like a reasonable plan. I'm happy to hear Goddard thinks
they can get it under control and understand the TI time tomorrow
should be at 22:15. Is that affirm?
CAPCOM
That's affirm. That's assuming that the rates on
the spacecraft are stabilized in time for us to burn at that
poin t.
SPACECRAFrr

Okay.

CAPCOM

And we have on6 question - -

SPACECRAFT
I'ln sorry.
I was just going to ask what is the
nature of the rendezvous you're anticipating tomorroN. Do you
expect us to be able to just come on in from TI or are we going
back out further than that?
CAPCOM
Roger, it'll be 2 revs in from around 30 nautical
miles and the normal approach as today.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we understand that. I'm sorry, I cut you
out. Say again what you were trying to say.
CA~COM

No problem. We just wanted t.o get any inputs that
you and Terr.y migh" have as far as what rates you would like to
have assuming we can get them on the spacecraft.

SPACECRAFT
Well, Jerry, I like .5 to .7 I think would be
ideal if it doesn't have too much wobble. You know like ~e've
discussed before you get it too slow the wobble becomes more
difficult than if it were at .9 with no wobble.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy all that and we'll pass it on.

SPACECRAFT
Yes we need it about the long axis. That was what
was eating our lunch today the fact tllat it was coupling into the
other axes and the fact that the rate was so high.
CAPCOM
Roger we copy that and understand. Is there
anything else that we ought to be thinking about and working on
to help you guys for tomorrow?
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SPACECRAFT
Oh yes, during the rendezvous we've normally been
doing those on normal jets to save or get them so that the IMUs
can sense them and we think maybe it would be a better fuel
saving maneuver to do those on verniers. There may be something
to be said for doing them, staying tail only (garble) too and I
guess y'all think about what's the best configuration to do a
little fuel saving there we'd appreciate it.
CAPCOM
Okay Crip. We'll work on that. The fellow's are
going to go over the SCS this afternoon and start looking at some
of that stuff.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, I might also to repeat I found that it was
very, very pronounced when I was trying to brake even though I
was trying to keep the target high and me low. I really ended up
coming on in a lot closer initially than what I wanted to and it
was the same problem he and I both seen with low Z keep walking
you back in. I ended up finally with this techniqoe, I got it
high enough above me that I seemed to stabilize. I guess that's
just an advisory point that we did see that but we did keep it
under control although it was causing me to use a lot more fuel
than what I wanted to. I think now that I've done it probably be
able to make it a little bit cheaper tomorrow.
CAPCOM

Okay fine.

SPACECRAFT
late working.

Okay sounds good.

We've noted all that.
Tell them not to stay up too

CAPCOM
Roger that and we'll give you s~me calls possibly
later on. We're thinking about doing some powering down now,
looking at the pess ibi 1 i ty of ex tens ion day OVEm I:~ough we don't
think it's necessary right no~.
SPACECRAFT
(garble) •

Okay, we'J certainly be happy t:o come

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
change variable parameters.

Oi)

down

We'd like a GNC spec 1 a

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you've got it on CRT 1.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Jerry, we just started a water dump and we'll
plan on moving ~he RMS over there in about an hour.
CAPCOM

Roger copy that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, did you all want to observe that an hour
after the dump was initiated or an hour after it was complete?

-
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SPACECRAFT
You're anticipating tomorrow do you - Never mind,
your message says that it says after initiation.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, the intention is to look at it after
the dump is over and we're ar.ticipating about half an hour for
the dump.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, thank you. Jerry, if RMS has any idea how
the shoulder came undeployed there, rid be real interested,
whether it was a SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
TORS.

Roger f go ahead.

We had a drop passing back to

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, if RMS has any idea how the RMS became
undeployed there, during our grapple attempts, I'd be real
interested. I didn't think that could happen.
CAPCOM
Okay, Terry, copy that. They're still looking at
it, their initial guess is that the tolerances on the rigging for
those microDwitches is real tight and we've probably got just a
ve:y slight motion. Also, SPEC I is your's again.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, it did go back to deploy, immediately ~hen I
hit the switch and I didn1t sec any funny dynamiGs whenever I was
moving the arm around that you would expect to seo if there
wasn't lock~d over center.
CAPCOH

Roger, thank you.

SPACECnAF'l'

Houston,

CAPCOM

Roger.

for PROP.

ChQll~nger,

Go ahead.

SPACECkAFT
Yes sjr, if hp.'s showing both indications on the
right OMS, tank ISOL Alpha, would you like that switch in GPC
versus closed?
CAPCOM
Crip, he's shaking his head no, he'd like to loave
it where it's at.
SPACECRl\FT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, for Terry. Got a little
further information on the RMS. Be advised we never did lose
proper deployed indications on the other two MPMs, it was only
the lihoulder.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's the only one that matters, though, as
far as the structure, right. r was just concerned about whether
I had a good rigid shoulder.
CAPCOM

Roger, we think you did.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Repeat of the earlier
advisory, we are planning a briefing with the lead flight
director, Jay Greene, at 12:30 Central in the building two
briefing room at JSC to go over the regroup of tomorrow's flight
plan, where we will attempt a rolling grapple of Solar Max.
We're still 12 minutes away from loss of signal through the
tracking sat~llite.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like to take the Z star
tracker back to star track, please.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, I think it's probably going to lock onto
Solar Max a lot, but it obviously won't right no~, but maybe
later on when the Sun conditions are right, it's probably going
to grab the Solar Max.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

How much longer you going to be with us here, Jer.

CAPCOM

Roger, about four plus.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we got a small problem onboard that I'm sure
that Dan Germany will be happy to hear about. The suction in the
WCS has been degraded somewhat like yesterday and we had switched
over to fan separator number two. That wasn't working all that
fantastic, but it was working and I just went down and tried to
use the unit and the fan separator on number 2 would not turn
over at all. Its circuit breakers are in and went back to fan
sep 1 and it is still functioning although it is still in the
degraded fashion.
CAPCOM
Roger, we copy all of that. He's been bragging the
entire flight. He's put a bag over his head now and gOing out
the door. We're working at it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I've talked with some folks, including Dan
about the fact that those units might be flooding so we might
need to see if we can just dry them out.
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CAPCOM
Okay Crip, can you tell me if you notice the
degradation before or after the dumps out of the EMUs?
SPACECRAFT
Stand by one. I asked that same que3tion, Jer, and
I'm not sure. I think it was right around that time period. And
that's
END Of' TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
I asked that same question, Jerry, and I'm not
sure. I think it was right around that time period, that's one
of the things that I've been suspecting.
We all saw a GNC,
excuse me, the PHS a couple of times but, I've got something down
my throat wrong. That does not, I don't believe we used that
enough to be the cause. Any way either of those things could
have been the problem.
CAPCOM
Ok, copy all that. EECOM thinks that maybe with the
waste water dump we're doing we may clear up part of the problem.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. Yes, I think the procedure they had actually
just let you go ahead and do that dump early and without opening
up the waste tank and you might consider that if it needs any
more suction on it.
CAPCOM

Ok, our John's shaking his head down here.

SPACECRAFT

Which way?

CAPCOM

Up and down.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, we'll wait and see.

CAPCOM
next at 22.

And Challenger, we're less than 2 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okeedoke.

Guam is

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, Lous of signal through
the tracking satellite, 18 minutes away from reacquisition at
Guam. Nelson and Van Hoften back in the spacecraft now after a
rather short EVA. No joy in the attempt to dock with the Solar
Max satellite. Apparently the Trunion Pin Adapter failed to
capture the trunion pin or to latch up on it. Two attempts at
least were made to make a rolling grapple, subsequently.
Currently the spacecraft is moving away from Solar Max for the
overnight sleep period. The crew incidentaly will go to sleep an
hour earlier than pre-mission flight plan tonight, and get up an
hour earlier tomorrow for a rendezvous maneuver where the
terminal initiate burn would take place at 2 days, 22 hours, 15
minutes. And an attempt to, again, to make a rolling grapple
with the RMS of Solar Max. Meanwhile the Goddard Space Flight
Center has commanded the magnetic torque mechanism, stabilizing
system on Solar Max back on to attempt to null out many of the
rates that apparently were aggravated by the attempts to dock the
TPAD to the satellite. Assuming the Solar Max is stabilized and
that. the rolling grapple is successful, there would be a normal
EVA on flight day 5, Tuesday, to do all of the repair work, but
without any Man Maneuvering Unit operations, stricly slide wire
or tethered EV~ for the repair on Solar Max. Hopefully at that
time, latched down into the flight structure. Reminder again,
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all of these regroup plnns will be discussed at 12:30 Central
Time by lead flight director Jay Greene in the Houston News
Center Briefing Room. Sixteen minutes away from reacquisition
through Guam, Mission Control Houston, 2 days, 4 hours, 6
minutes.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, 40 seconds away
from acquisition through Guam on orbit 35. Currently some
numbers on Long Duration Exposure Facility, at this time is
approximately 480 miles out ahead of Challenger, and some 9.8
miles below.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Guam for 11.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Jer.

.~1

ear.

CAPCOM
Roger, got you loud and clear, also. And
Challenger, Houston, we'll be set up for real-time tv at Hawaii
to look at the water dump nozzles.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble) •

CAP COM

Roger, AOS is at 37, 15 mintues - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
And Challeng~r, Houston, we'll be set up for real
time TV at Hawaii to look at the water dump nozzles.
SPACECRAFT
How far away is that?
probably see myself.

Let me know and I can

CAPCOM

Roger, AOS is at 37.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, well I'll go to work on it.

15 minutes.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, because of
conflict on scheduling satellites for the NASA television to the
other locations, it appears that due to the live TV pass upcoming
at Hawaii, the Jay Greene briefing on current mission status will
be delayed to about 50 past the hour. 12:50 Central.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii in four minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jer, we're getting the arm in position.

CAPCOM

Copy.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam, reacquisition through Hawaii anticipated in three
minutes. To repeat an earlier announcement, the status briefing
on tomorrow's regroupi~g has been delayed until 12:50 because of
the conflict with the satellite that will be used to carry the
live TV from this upcoming Hawaii pass of inspection of the water
dump nozzles. And when we get the satellite back, we can proceed
with Jay Greene's status briefing. That again is at 12:50 p.m.
approximately Central Time, JSC briefing room, building 2 room
135.
PAO
Mission Control Houston.
momentarily through Hawaii.

Acquisition upcoming

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii for 10 minutes.

SPACECRAFT
right now.

Okay, Jer, we're zooming in on the two dump ports

CAPCOM

Okay, I think we're getting some TV down here.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry, that's what we believe to be the two vents.

CAP COM
Okay, copy that, and looks to us like there's some
white substance on the top one of the two in the picture, can you
clarify that?
SPACECRAFT
Well, that's kind of the impression we have also
but it's kind of difficult to establish.
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SPACECRAFT
(Garble) the top one in the picture is the one
closer to the wing g~ove.
CAPCOM

Roger copy.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

CAPCOM
Roger, our John's telling me the top one in the
picture is - stand by - is the waste. And Challenger, Houston,
we got a correction. We've looked at your wrist roll angle. It
looks like the one closest to the wing glove is the waste and
that confirms what you told us earlier, I think.
SPACECRAFT
Yeh, that's affirm. The one that's in the top of
your picture is the closest to the wing glove
CAPCOM
Okay, I think we've got it straight. One heads up
for you Crip, we're building some restructuring for YOll CAP. The
initial thing you ought to know is that we're going to try to put
you to bed one hour early tonight and get you up an hour early
tomorrow.
..
SPACECRAFT
Okay, roger, we got a couple of people around here
that look like they'd go for that.
CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, that's enough TV for us,
we're going to switch so W0 can get some recorder dumps.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, fine and dandy, are we go to put up the arm.

CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, (garble).

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing to TORS,
message 17 is onboard entry weather orbits 36 through 43.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Ok Jerry, thanks a lot.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, INCO tells me that the TORS
cornm may start getting a little bit shakey. '1'/0 will have UH~
through Ascension and Botswana.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, we understand.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, you guys still there?

CAPCOM

Roger, we're still here.

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, I was wondering if we can anticipata some kind
of a burn tonight to set us up, or do we look in pretty good
trajectory r.ow?
CAPCOM
Roger, we like what we've got tonight. The first
one will be shortly after wake-up tomorrow. We'd like to get
some information off of SPEC 22.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, just a sec.

Yes, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Ok, we want to look at the stars and we need some
data to see if we can go ahead and use the stars we currently
have in the table for the alignment, we'd like to know the delta
time, angular difference, and angular error that you're showing.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. Well, I've got stars 19 and 47 and that angle
difference is 18 degrees, so that's not going to go (garble) and
between 47 and 59, 59 is 66 minutes old, amd now our angle error
is 160, angle difference 7. And between 59 and 19, we'll give
them 56 minutes old, still 59, it's 142.9. And 18 and 59, the
last one I read you was the one the computer selected.
CAPCOM
that one?

Ok, copy that and what was the angular error on

SPACECRAFT

Point 01.

CAPCOM
Copy. Challenger, Houston, Crip we'd like to take
the trackers to term idle and use stars 59 and 19, the ones that
are selected for alignment.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. Ok, Houston, Challenger, is GNC copying this
data or would you like that to be done on the IMU alignment?
CAPCOM

Roger, he says he's getting it all, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, fine and dandy. And how do we stand with
respect to like going to l-GNC tonight? Are you guys going to
want to do that?
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think so, they're talking about it, we don't have

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houoton, we've got a couple of ECOM
notes for you.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Ok, first of all for the supply water dumps, we'd
li~e to dump tank bravo to zero, and dump tank alpha to 60
percent. That's about 110 pounds and should take about 45
minutes. Second item, 02 H2, tank 3 heaters alpha and bravo, all
four to off. And another item, we would like you to verify that,
at some point you're gOing to get the caution and warning
channels 34 and 44, that's PP02, high limit set to 3.1.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I ended up putting bravo to 3.1 a little bit
earlier when we were getting the extraneous limits on it: and
thought then we had the other one set at 3.0, I was just planning
on bringing bravo back down to 3.0.
CAPCOM
Roger, I think it's the same thing as last night,
Bledorf is running it, and he'd like to have it at 3.1 to ensure
that we don't get any caution and warnings throught the night.
SPACECR.AFT

Ok, we'll do that.

CAPCOM
And Crip, a note on the water dump.
won't do one in the morning.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, understand.
with his 10.5 cabin pressure?

That means we

And is (garble) going to be happy

CAPCOM
That's affirm, he's happy on that, and I've got
some notes on power down.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger.
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Is John going to be happy with this 10.5 cabin

CAPCOM
That's affirm.
notes for power down.
SPACECRAFT

c

2

He's happy on that and I got some

Okay go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger. Obviously, number 1 is to mlnImlze lighting
and number 2 to minimize CRT usage. Number 3 we would like you
to perform single G2 GPC OPS. That's in the orbit OPS checklist
DPS 4-2 and after you've done that you can turn av bay 2 fan
alpha to off.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we copy. We, of course, will minimize
lighting and minimize CRT usage and we want to go over to single
GNC 2 OPS and also once we've got that done we can take av bay
fan 2 alpha to off.
CAPCOM

That's affirm and that - -

SPACECRAFT

And I assume I have a go to go ahead - -

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, and I said I assume I have a go to initiate
that single G2 OPS at this time.
CAPCOM
That's affirm, Crip. You got a go on that and the
power down should buy us around 900 watts. We need to average
about 500 so that looks like it's pretty good.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'd like to go ahead and
disable rendezvous nav, both item 1 and item 2 on spec 33. Like
Ku to comm and also be adivsed we'll be giving the GSTDN passes,
at least most of them, to Solar Max. We should have uniform at
those passes and we'll be bringing down the PI link at LOS TORS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay we understand and we'll get the Ru-band
figured, fixed up for it.
SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger.
to go ahead and do my item 48s.
CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you.

For DPS, do I have a go

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, what attitude do you
anticipate us sleeping in overnight?
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I think the one you're in.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Going LOS TORS is one
minute. Next is Guam at 06 plus 03. Be advised INCO is going no
voice record at this time.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay Jerry, thanks.

SPACECRAPT
luck?

Jerry, how's Goddard coming along?

They having any

CAPCOM
Rog. I've not got a real current word on that.
I'll try to have something for you at Guam.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Don't interrupt any work they're doing but
we're just real curious of course.
CAPCOM

So are we.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal through
the tracking satellite. Next station Guam in 15 minutes. Crew
sleep period 2 hourE and 11 minutes away. Current altitude 269.4
by 265.2 at perigee, nautical miles that is. At 2 days, 5 hours,
48 minutes Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control Houston. Acquisition in 8 minutes
through Guam. There will be a playback at 2 pm Central of the
recent Hawaii pass of live television showing the ice format.ion
on the Orbiter's water dump nozzles. Very heady stuff.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Jerry.

UHF through Guam.

CAPCO~i

Roger and I've got a series of things to talk about
if everybody's ready to listen.

SPACECRAFT
Crip's on the treadmill right now.
little while?
CAPCOM
That's affirm.
ready to talk.
SPACECRAFT

Could we wait a

Just give us a call when you're

Okay we'll do that.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We've got a lot of questions
for Pinky concerning TPADs if he's available.
SPACECRAFT
ahead.

Okay, he's here.

Just a second.

Okay Jerry, go

.
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CAPCOM
Okay, Pinky. I've got a whole shopping list here
and I'll just read them one at a time and let you give
responses. First one, was the secondary TPAD fired and recocked
twice in the bay prior to docking?
SPACECRAFT

Just once.

CAPCOM
Copy just one time. What was the position of the
arming handle when the docking was attempted?
SPACECRAFT
(Garble) full back.
forward again.

It had been cocked and then
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Just one.

ChPCOM
Copy, just one time. Whac was the position of the
arming handle when the docking was attempted?
SPACECRAFT
Just pulled back.
forward again.

It had been cocked then put

CAPCOM
Copy. It has been cocked and it was back
forward. Number three, what was the, was the arming handle all
the w~y forward after the recocking?
SPACECRAFT

Yes it was.

CAPCOM
Number four, how hard was the docking bump compared
to sos training? And what was the alignment?
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, they ranged. I did three of them, I
think, two of them were good solid docks, I would guess that the
first one was probably around .15 to .2 and the second one waL a
little over .2. And the alignment was within 5 degrees on all of
them. One of them was right on.
CAPCOM

Okay, copy that.

And did you say you did three?

SPACECRAFT
And Jerry, we also secured the jaws with a tether
when we got back in the bay and they did fire.
CAPCOM

Copy, they did fire.

SPACECRAFT

That's correct.

But they were stiff.

CAPCOM
Okay, they copy they were stiff.
and try another firing?
SPACECRAFT

Did you recock

Ask that one again, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, after you triggered the mechanism in the bay
after you got back in, did you try recocking and firing again?

:t

SPi\CECRAFT

NO, we just recocked

CAPCOM

Roger, have you looked at the primary TPAD at all?

SPACECRAFT

No, we haven't, Jerry.

and it recocked fine.

CAPCOM
Roger copy. Next one is, Pinky, we'd like you to
compare the environment that you experienced today as opposed to
CSEL in particular we're looking to find out if you thought it
was any colder, due to the gloves touching various objects?
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SPACECRAFT
No, I really don't think so, Jerry. It was cold
out there, but I think it was comparable to what we did in CSEL.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that~ Did you record an MMU pressure on
both sides when you got back in and started your doffing process?
SPACECRAFT
side.

I, no we didn't, I think it was about 1,000 per

CAPCOM
Copy that. Was there any tendency for a bounce
when you attempted your dockings?
SPI~CECRAFT

I did, I bounced right out. One of them, I hit the
thing square on, I bounced out and I went back in and hit it
again and it didn't snap either time.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy all that and one last question, I think,
what was the mode that you had the MMU in when you were trying to
stabilize the Sular Max. I assume that question is referencing
when you were out on the solar array, holdin9 on.
SPACECRAFT

It was in SAT STAB, when I did that.

CAPCOM

Copy SAT STAB.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, Jerry, one thing that I did notice that we had
never seen before, was that the MMU (garble) to the satellite,
(garbl~) hit it with thp. TPAD, the jets, sort of hitting it there
down off the CG (garble) in on the satellite so I had to fight
both the yaw and the pitch. But that was doable, it was a small
rate and didn't interfere with the docking.
SPACECRAFT
And Jerry, one other thing, when I fired that TPAD
in the (garble) there before we left. It seemed we did it with a
tether and it seemed a little harder than it had been before but
it was kind of hard to get at. It seemed quite different, but it
did fire, when we did it. And it was about the same when he got
back.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy all that, Or.. We're about ready to go
LOS Guam. Weill see you in a couple of minutes on Hawaii and
Pinky, think about what you would do differently, if given
another chance in the next couple of days. Weill get an answer
from you at Hawaii.
SPACECRAFT

Okeedoke.

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal at
Guam. Four minutes to Hawaii. George Nelson being debriefed by
spacecraft co~nunicator Jerry Ross on his impressions of the
attempt to dock with Solar Max satellite. Three different
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docking attempts in which the TPAD failed to latch up on the
trunnion pin and he described it as bouncing him clear away from
the satellite, each time he would make a run at the pin. Three
minutes away from reaquisition through Hawaii. Mission Control
Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Three minutes away from reacquisition through
Hawaii, Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, UHF through Hawaii for 11

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Jerry.

CAPCOM
question?

Ok, Pinky, do you have any words for us on our last

SPACECRAFT
Ok, be right with you. Yes, Jerry, I can't think
really, of anything different that I would have done, or would
do.
CAPCOM
Ok, copy that. We didn't really expect anything,
but we're searching right now. We've got a question for you on
the WCS. Wonder ing whether or not you hear the normal fan :3EP
sounds; i.e., something characteristic of a turbine running when
you turn them on.
SPACECRAFT

Standby a mintue.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Jer, I understand you had some items you
wanted to run through tonight?
CAPCOM
That's affirm, I've got a whole list of things,
we're going to push up the evening status a little bit, and also
I've got some things to talk to you about.
SPACECRAFT

Well, we're standing by.

CAPCOM
Ok, first of all we th0ught that the rendezvous was
absolutely outstanding and we're hoping that we get an
opportunity to do that tomorrow. Terry had a question about the
Solar Max and what its status was at 05:51 MET. We got a report
from the POCC that they thought at that time they had about 5-1/2
hours of power remaining in their batteries. They had not been
able to do any work as far as trying to take out the rates in the
spacecraft at that point. They had saturated their gyros and
therefore they were not providing any valid information to
them. They're in the process of going through various different
GSTDN stations trying to reload their computers to use a
different type of - a range which will use information from the
mag torq~er to just counteract whatever they're seeing. It's
called the beatout mode if Terry or any of the other folks are
familiar with that. So we'll keep you posted as best we can on
that.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, we wish them lots of luck.
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CAPCOM
Roger, that. Ok, as far as the plan, we would like
the guys to start the EMU maintenance process as soon as they can
tois evening, just an attempt to leave all options open for as
long we can. Our current plan is to do a r.otating grapple and
let me give you a little bit of an item of. what the rendezvous
will look like tomorrow. That's essentially the nominal 24-hour
delay profile. It's essentially the same thing as what the 11DTO would have looked like. Starting at 17:29 MET in the
morning, perform an NC burn, that's about an hour and half after
wakeup. That'll give you a two-rev maneuver back to the TI
point. NH burn 18:16, NCC burn at 19:38, and that gives you a TI
burn at approximately 20:38. I've got a question for you
concerning possible additional MMO work, and we'd like you to
think about it for awhile and then get back to us with your
considered answer. There is some effort down here looking at
also, in addition to the routine grapple, some additional work
using the MMU and the primary TPAD. That copcept, we would have
Pinky using the port MMU and the primary TPAO, and Ox in the
starboard MMU after it had been recharged in a standby mode for a
potential rescue requirement. We'd like you to think about that
one and get back to us.
SPACECRAFT
We thought about that.
RCS for but one guy to go out.
CAPCOM

I don't have enough forward

Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT
I don't think r.hat' s a viable load wi th three
things flying around, and I guess I'd just as soon not do that.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, Crip, we'll pass that along.

A couple

o~per items, we would like to get read down the last status list

that was recorded just before the guys came in, at some
appropriate point. And also, Pinky, since you were grabbing onto
the solar arrays, the folks down here would like to get a status
of the gloves and what they look like and whether or not there is
any abrasion, etc.
SPACECRAFT
the gloves.

As far as we could tell, it didn't do anything to

CAPCOM
Ok, copy that. Let me go over my notes here and
see if I've got anything else for you. And did you guys get an
answer for us yet on the fan SEpts and their sound?
SPACECRAFT
I thought I got back to you, fan SEP 1 has normal
sounds, fan SEP 2 - END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay, copy that. Let me go over my notes here and
see if live got anything else for you. And did you guys get an
answer for us yet on the fan SEP's and their sound?
SPACECRAFT
r thought r got back to you.
sounds, fan SEP 2 has no sound at all.
CAPCOM

Fan SEP 1 has normal

Roger, thatts pretty straightforward.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, I guess you're going to try and put us to
bed an hour early so you can get us up an hour early, is that
right?
CAPCOH

That's affirm, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, according to my book here that means that the
guys need to be going to sleep in about an hour and a half and I
don't think trying to do any work on EMU tonight is probably a
viable ops.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that. I think the main thing they were
interested in doing is getting the batteries in the charger
status.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I think we put that in.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, one thing, I guess, independent of what
Goddard manages to come up with. We would prefer to at least go
ahead and try the, try the grapple with the thing rotating even
if they arenlt able to despin at all. I guess we only backed out
today because we thought that there was a possibility that they
might be able to do that. There was some possibility that if we
waited long enough it could have come around to the right
orientation where we could have gotten it.
CAPCOM
Okay copy that, Crip, and the-e's also a question
down here as to whether or not you think it would be any easier
or more desirable to do that without the arrays on with the same
tumble rates.
SPACECRAFT
I'll tell you, I think we, it might be a little
easier but I guess our gut feeling is we prefer to go ahead and
try it with the arrays on.
CAPCOM

Roger, understand that.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, if you'v~ got a couple. .Jerry if you've got
a of couple minutes I can read you the status list.
CAP COM
Okay, Scobee We're about a minute or so to
handover to TDRS. I think we'll wait until we get there.

t
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Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, back with you through TORS and
we're ready to copy the EVA status list.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, back with you through TORS and
we're ready to copy the EVA 3tatus list.
SPACECRAFT
Okay here goes. For EV 1. At the end of the EVA,
time EV was 2 plus 40, time left was 4 plus 40, 02 was 65, power
was 68, suit pressure was 4.2, 02 press was 606, SOP pressure was
6100 -- 6,100. Sublimator pressure was 2.7, battery volts was
16, 16.7, battery amps was 3.5. CO, RPM was 19.8, C02 was 0.3,
H20 temperature was 63, H20 gas pressure was 15.3, water pressure
was 14.9.
CAPCOM

Okay, we got all those, I think.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. EV 2. Time EV was 2 plus 45. 1ime left 4
plus 09. The 02 was 63, the power was 63, suit pressure was 4.3,
02 pressure was 560, SOP pressure was 6100, sublimator pressure
was 2.5, battery volts was - stand by one. Sublimator pressure
was 2.5, battery volts was 16.6, battery ~mps was 3.4, RPM was
19.8, C02 was 0.2, H20 temperature was 49, H20 gas pressure was
15.0, water pressure was 14.7. The ingress time was 2/3:1500.
CAPCOM

Copy all that, thank you.

C-'PCOM

Challenger, Houston, for Crip.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

GC ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Rog, we had a question whether or not - _

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

END OF TAPE
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Challenger,

Yeh, go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, we had a question as to whether or not you
thought any of the rates that were induced into the Solar Max
were a result of the Orbiter's RCS firings.
SPACECRAFT
I don't think so, until I got ready to back out.
And at that time I think we might of had a little bit. Altho~gh,
I really don't believe that it increased the rates any. At the
time that I came out of low Z, I had it well in the confines of
the payload bay such that it should not have been under any
influence from the jets.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy all that, thank you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
about the --

Yeh, and r 9uess, predominately, when the stem was

SPACECRAFT

Did that help or confuse at all, Jer.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we lost 9verything right after you
told us that you thought you had it into the low plume
impingement area as you b~cked off.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I guess, I think that I did hit it a little
bit when we were backing out; however, it wasn't apparent to me,
at least at that time, thRt it had done anything to increase the
rate. It was also, it might be of note that the predominant spin
about the long axis was opposite that which it had previously
been spinning. In other words, it appeared to be like a negative
spin versus a positive.
CAPCOM
Roger, understand that, I've been told that we
probably can expect that tomorrow as well.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, well that was no problem if we could get out
some of the pitch and yaw. That was what was really eating our
lunch.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. I've got a couple more questions for
you. Number one, do you think the guys would be ready to do
another EVA tomorrow, if need be?
SPACECRAFT
I guess they'd probably say sure.
just as soon not.

I guess I would

CAPCOM
Roger, disregarding the earlier question about MMU
flying, just other EVA-type activities.
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SPACECRAFT
Standby one. I guess, that's a possibility. Our
preference would be toward the earlier plan, that you gave us,
though. I think that would go ahead and let us get in the bay
and let the guys get rested, think about what it was we were
going to do a little bit more, and then go out and get it rather
than trying to put it all into one big package.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we understand that and concur with it.
We're just looking at all types of options, as you can readily
guess. Also, we'd like a report on Cinema 360 and IMAX activity
today.
SPACECRAFT

Zero.

CAPCOM

Copy.

CAPCOM

wes.

Challenger, Houston, with a followup note on that

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead I .Jer ry.

CAPCOM
Roger, first of all, we'd strongly suggest no more
use of the PHS for the mission and second item, your option, you
can perform the MALF procedures on the personal hygiene station
cue card.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll do that. Okay, Jerry, I'll tell you
what we did with the galley. We were planning on not using the
PHS anymore and we hooked up the hose with the water dispenser on
it into the auxiliary port and that's the way we're running right
now.
CAPCOM
Okay, we copy that, thank you. Challenger,
Houston, as a heads up we got 36 more minutes on TDRS and we plan
to say goodnight to you there.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, we've decided we want to stay on
jets tonight, but we'd like to go to vernier jets for
short period of time, a couple of seconds, to let the
verniers fire and make sure they'll stay warm through
evening.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

tail-only
just a
forward
the
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CAPCOM
If you get a chance we've got about 18 minutes more
on TORS. We'd like to do it during that pass, we will not have
any data through Guam or anywhere else this evening for quite
awhile. One other item, MAD strain gauge on A7, we'd like to PCM
enable, please.
END OF 'rAPE
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CAPCOM
If you get a chance, we've got about 18 mintues
more on TORS, we'd like to do it during that pass. We will not
have any data through Guam or anywhere else this evening for
quite a while.
SPACECRAFT

Copy that.

CAPCOM
One other item, MAD strain gage on A7, we'd l\ke to
PCM enable, please.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, PCM enable.

Ok, Jerry, should the (garble).

CAPCOM
Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, that'll do it.
We would like you to go back to tail only and be advised we're
sending you a new state vector.
SPACECRAFT

Ok I'll do it, Jerry, thanks.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, less than 7 minutes left on
TORS. The only two presleep items we haven't seen yet is the
fuel cell purge and the LiOH changeout. Y'all have a good sleep
tonight, and we'll try again tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Jerry, the r.iOH changeout is in
they're working on the fuel cell purge now.

progr~ss,

and

CAPCOM
Roger, it all sounds good, thank your. And we'll
work on that spacecraft and get it in condition for you tomorrow.
SPACECRAF'T

Sounds great, I sure hope we can do that.

CAPCOM

Roger, so do we.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
Roger, I lied to you.
tape recorder playbacks?
SPACECRAFT

Are you doing some video

That's affir:'!.

CAPCOM
Ok, INCO is seeing some camera tent messages, and
we wanted to verify we didn't have any problems.

g--'.

;

SPACECRAFT

We just wanted to see what you did.

SPACECRAF'T

Yes, that's all done.

CAPCOM

Good night.

SPACECRAFT

Hey, Jer, verify for me the wake-up time.

CAPCOM

Roger, 1 hour early per the CAP.

.
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Good night you guys, appreciate you

CAPCOM
Good night, get a good night's sleep.
again tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT

We'll try

Yes sir.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal
through the tracking satellite and the final call to the crew
made by CAPCOM Jerry Ross. The crew beginning their sleep period
1 hour early. They will wake up an hour earlier then the nominal
flight plan tomorrow. The current plan shows a first burn at 2
days, 17 hours, 29 minutes. The NC3 burn to re-rendezvous,
coming back in towards Solar Max with the terminal initiation
burn at 2 days, 20 hours, 38 minutes. And an attempt, further
attempts, at rotating grappling of Solar Max, assuming that the
satellite has stabilized during the night to where it is rotating
about the longitudinal axis at a half degree or so. During this
recent pass across Guam, Hawaii, and tracking satellite, Pinky
Nelson was debriefed on the docking attempts with the TPAD. No
further contact planned tonight. The ground stations are offduty except for Dakar several orbits from now. So the only
contact we would have with the spaoecraft would be through the
Tracking Data and Relay Satellite. At 2 days, 7 hours, 28
minutes, Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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Two days, 7 hours, 28 minutes, Mission Control,

GODDARD
This is the Payload Operations Control Center
at the Goddard Space Flight Center with a report on the Solar
Maximum Mission spacecraft. I'd like to give you sort of a
chronology of what has happened since we were not able to make
capture of the spacecraft this afternoon, and give you a rundown
on where we stand right now, and a little bit about what we're
doing in our attempts to try to overcome our problems. I should
state at the start that the bad news is that we haven't been able
to do anything of any significance to stop the tumbling of the
spacecraft as of right now. The problem wa& that when we first
recognized that it was tumbling, we were basing - getting that
information from the onboard computer system that was hasing the
information it was sending us on the gyros. The gyros, according
to the engineers, were saturated and, therefore, they were giving
us erroneous information that would be very similar to a pilot
getting a wrong reading on his gyro compass when he's flying an
airplane. It was telling us, in other words, that we were doing
one thing and, in effect, the spacecraft was doing another. And
we were trying to base our corrections on what information we
were getting and, therefore, we weren't overcoming the problem.
Once we recognized, once the engineers here at Goddard recognized
what the situation was, the determination was to upload another
program onto the spacecraft's onboard computers. The program was
to be loaded this evening after the ACS module had been replaced,
but they've now gone ahead and started moving that information up
to the spacecr aft. The i nformat ion is sent IIp in blocks or banks
of 4,000 words at a clip, and we send one clip by TDRSS that
takes 10 minutes, the tracking and data relay satellite, if we
send them by the ground stations in the Goddard network, they
take 5 minutes to send up a bank of 4,000 words. We have 11
banks of 4,000 words each to send PP to the 48,000-word memory.
We are now about halfway through that and we hope to have that
completed in about an hour, at whtch time we will hope to start
commands based on the new program. The new program will be
giving us information based on two other means other than gyros,
one making use of magnetometers and we think that the information
that we get from them will be accurate and~ therefore, we will be
able to try to overcome what is taking place on the spacecraft.
We do know that the spacecraft is now moving in three different
axes instead of one axis and in all cases all three axes are
rolling at a rate that was higher than the one axis it was
rolling with at the beginning of the mission today. The torquer
bars ~hich you've heard mentioned earlier are - there are four of
them onboard the Solar Max spacecraft, two of them covering one
axis each and two of them covering another axis to cover three
axes. The two covering one axis each are about 2 feet long and
the other 14 inches long, and the reason that they're 14 inches
long is because they had to fit into the attitude control system
module. Basically what happens with the torquer bars, they are
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used to offset the Earth's magnetic field and, in effect, what
you do is send electrical energy into coils or, something like an
armature, that is wrapped around the8e torquer bars. And that
establishes a magnetic field at the sp~cccraft, making it, in
effect, a compass, like a compass needle. And so it determines
what the Earth's magnetic field is, and the Earth's magnetic
field changes all the time so you have to program that into this
onboard computer, which makes it a little bit more complicated.
But anyway, the torquers then using the information from the
magnetometers of what the Earth's magnetic field is, determine
what sort of electrical energy is put into the torquer bars to
offset what the Earth's magnetic field is. Ana that's the way
they are able to •••
E~D
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GeDDARD
Then using the information from the magnetometers
of what the earth's magnetic field is, d~termines what sort of
electrical energy is put into the torquer bars to offset what the
earth's magnetic field is. And that's the way they are able to
stabilize it. Now with this new program that is going up, they
think it will be smarter and more capable of coping with the
problem that we face, except time is sort of behind us now and
we'll have to hope for the very best. I think the general
f~eling in the POCC here is that things don't look too good.
wa're going to need a lot of luck and we hope that when we do
start getting the corrections made on the spacecraft that
whatever we do, we get the paddles pointed toward the sun so we
can atart getting this power back to tho batteries. The
batteries - in the worst case, the 6-hour period would probably
be up around 7:00 this evening, our time, Eastern Standard
time. The people here are hopeful that something will happen.
If they cannot stop the rolling and tumbling any better than what
it is, of course, the chances of capture by the Remote
Manipulator System arm tomorrow would be very remote. We will
try to bring you more up to date as time goes by but we probably
won't have anymore information of any value to you until a little
bit after 6:00 O'clock when we see how the new program cnboard
the spacecraft is working out. This is the Goddard Payload
Operations Control Center.
GODDARD
This is the Payload Operations Control Center at
the Goddard Space Center and - Spaceflight Center, and we have an
update on the status of the Solar Max spacecraft. Good news this
time, we just gained an hour on our drop-dead time of 7
o'clock. We now are setting a drop-dead time of 8 o'clock this
evening, Eastern time. The reason for it is that on this past
orbit, the one just completed, the power into the battery equaled
the power out. So we lost no power from the batteries and things
are beginning to look a little bit better for the spacecraft.
One other question that might have arisen is why, if we upload
the program that would have gone to a new attitude control
system, how that's going to work ~lith the old attitude control
system where the reaction wheels are not in operation. The
answer is that the program going up right now does have program
material for the reaction wheels, but that portion of the program
~ill not be used in trying to overcome this tumble.
Just the
tokquer bar part ~f the program will be used. So I hope that
will explain that situation. This is the Goddard Spaceflight
Center.
PAO
This is Mission Contr~l, Houston. Orbiter
Challenger currently over central Africa on orbit 38 and this
next orbit at Guam and Hawaii on rev 38, the payload Operations
Control Center will be commanding to Solar Max, see what they can
do about the attitude rates. Right now, SMM is averaging 1.3
degrees per second rate in all axes and that rate changes plus or
minus as the momentum vector changes. Concentration now is on
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reducing that rate in all axes as much as possible and also
establishing some positive attitude toward the spacecraft. Here
on the ground in Mission Control, the flight activities officer
is putting together a schedule that calls for, as we said
earlier, a flight day 4 grapple and berth of the Solar Max,
followed by a repair EVA on flight day 5. If all goes according
to plans right now, the terminal phase initiation maneuver, final
maneuver to close in on Solar Max tomorrow, will occur at 2 days,
20 hours, 37 minutes and 56 seconds. That involves delta V's of
3.35 feet per second in the X-axis, .15 feet per second in the Y_
axis and 4.69 feet per second in the Z-axis.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
V's of 3.35 feet per seconds in the X-axis, .15
feet per second in the Y-axis, and 4.69 feet per second in the zaxis. The crew sleep shift is scheduled to end around midnight
tonight or in 6 hours and 59 minutes. We're currently at Mission
Elapsed Time 2 days 9 hours and this is Mission Control, P.ouston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston, we are planning to begin
our change of shift briefing on time at 5:30 p.m. Central
Standard Time. Briefing will originate from the Johnson Space
Center, building 2, room 135. Again, that's at 5:30 p.m. CST, or
in about ]./2 hour. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. The change of
shift press conference is going to be delayed approximately 15
minutes, we intend to begin at 5:45 p.m. CST, originating from
building 2, room 135 at the Johnson Space Center. Currently,
we're flying through the Guam station on orbit 38, sending
commands up to Solar Max, poce via ground stations, and we're at
Mission Elapsed Time, 2 days 9 hours 29 minutes, Mission Control,
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We do intend to
begin our change of shift press conference with John Cox shortly.
That briefing will originate from building 2, room 135 at the
Johnson Space Center and we do intend to begin within the next
few minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We're about 1
minute from loss of signal through the tracking ano data relay
satellite. This last pass across this side of the world: we cent
commands up through Santiago, loaded the B-dot program software
into the Solar Max satellite through the Santiago station and
that put that satellite on the magnetic torquers. It's a
question now of Sitting back and seeing how much of a damping of
those rates can occur because of that development. We're
currently 26.9 nautical miles trailing Solar Max. The Orbiter
Challenger is at 26.9 nautical miles behind. We're in a 265 by
270 nautical mile orbit. Mission Elapsed Time is 2 day 10 hours
49 minutes, and this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. In an effort to
answer many of the questions that are abounding about the status
of Solar Max, we're going to have a briefing tonight at 11 p.m.
Central Standard Time, originating from the Johnson Space Center
with Frank Ceppolina, Goddard Solar Maximum Mission Manager.
That briefing, again, will be at 11 p.m. Central Standard Time,
originating from JSC building 2, room 135. Welre at Mission
Elapsed Time, 2 days 11 hours 23 minutes and this is Mission
Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• elapsed time, 2 days, 11 hours, 23 minutes and
this is Mission Control, Houston.
GODDARD
We feel that the action being taken has been the
proper action here at Goddard. The power situation is that the
we have a couple of more hours than we anticipated if everything
goes right. The problem with trying to estimate battery life,
in this situation, however, is a little bit difficult becaus~ of
the fac~ that the batteries are 4 years old and they've been in a
steady routine of charge and discharge and charge and discharge
throughout that period. And the power experts here think that
any change in that routine could have an effect on what their
life might be like and there's no way of predicting accurately
what that might be. In spite of that~ however, the thermal
experts here indicate that we are good for at least living
through two more eclipses, and we are going into another eclipse
at 43, 8:43 past the hour, which is a few minutes from now. And
we'll be in the dark for about 35 minutes then and we'll go into
another one after that and we'll come out of the second eclipse
at 10:53 p.m., Eastern Time. At that time, we will know more, of
course, but the thermal and power people and everyone else are
assessing the power situation every hour and every time they get
an opportunity to look at it. 'rhe situation seems to be holding
up fairly well according to our people. Bill Stewart, the
mission operations manager, has indicated that all the
instruments have been turned off, all instrument heaters have
been turned off, all heaters in the multimission modular system
have been turned off. And, in his words, we've reduced the load
in each module. We've shed every load we could shed and we've
turned off everything we could possibly turn off and that, of
course, is in an effort to reduce the power load. So as of right
now, everything is looking a little bit better. We will be
watching the situation as it develops and certainly we are
hopeful that everything will still be going through the second
eclipse and we will try to give you our further reports as we go
along. At 2 days, 11 hours and 42 minutes mission elapsed time,
this is the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center.
GODDARD
This is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center at 2 days, 11 hours, 44 minutes mission elapsed time. t
understand that the first part of our report did not get out, so
I'd like to repeat some of the information. What I was trying to
say is that things have improved to a certain extent. Our people
In the Payload Operations Control Center here have received
indications that tho spacecraft is despinning, which is an
indication that the information that we're sending up through the
new command program that we loaded onboard the spacecraft is
working. We sent up 10 of the 11 banks of program. We precluded
sending up the 11 in the interest of time. The 10th one was sent
up at mission elapsed time of 2 day~, and 9 minutes and,
obviously, it is working. We felt here that it is more important
to get started on the effort to recover the spacecraft and that
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w~ didnlt need that 11th bank of the program for that purpose.
We moved right ahead on that. The indications are that the
spacecraft is despinning. As you will recall, earlier there were
indications that the spacecraft was spinnning in three axes. All
of them at above 2 degrees per second. Our Flight Dynamics
people here at Goddard have come up with new roll rates, pitch
rates and yaw rates and they are roll 1.57 degrees per second,
pitch 1.09 degrees per second, and yaw 1.15 degrees per second.
1111 repeat them. Roll 1.57, pitch 1.09, and yaw 1.15. And, of
course, as we get into trying to overcome this tumble, we will
try to correct the pitch and yaw and reduce the roll rate there
so that we will increase the opportunity for snatching the
spacecraft with the remote manipulator system. The battery
situation is somewhat difficult to predict. Our power people
point out that the batter ies have been t.p there on a rather
routine schedule of charge and dischargE now for 4 years. And
predicting how they will behave under a new routine is a little
bit difficult. However, they are hopeful and have given us every
indication that we can plan on them lasting for at least thr.ough
two more eclipses in the mission, and --
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GODDARD
The new routine is a little bit difficultJ
however, they are hopeful and have given us every indication that
we can plan on them lasting for at least through two more
eclipses in the mission. And the first eclipse is supposed to
start at 8:43 p.m., our time here on the East Coast, and it will
last for 35 minutes. The second eclipse will be completed at
10:53 Eastern Time and that way we will have a better idea at
that time what's going on. I might point out that we're watching
that very carefully in assessing the power situation at every
opportunity we receive. The situation is that the, all - Bill
Stewart, the manager, has indicated everything has been turned
off that can be turned off and we'll just be watching that and
hoping that everything works out. At 2 days 11 hours and 48
minutes, this is the Payload Operations Control Center at the
Goddard Spaceflight Center.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We are
anticipating a briefing tonight at 11 p.m. Central Standard Time
originating fron! the Johnson Space Center with Goddard Solar
Maximum's satellite mission manager, Frank Cepollina, to bring us
all up to date on the status of the Solar Max spacecraft. That
briefing again at 11 p.m. Central Standard Time, at JSC. We're
currently at mission elapsed time 2 days 11 hours 55 minutes and
this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Challenger now passing
through the Guam tracking station. That last report from Goddard
POCC, the momentum rates on Solar Max do appear to be dropping
somewhat and we'll stand by through this Guam pass to see if any
new numbers corne to us. Planning team right now is going over
tomorrow's flight plan and trying to put that together. All
quiet aboard the spacecraft, all systems in good working order.
And we're at Mission Elapsed Time 2 days 12 hours 47 minutes.
This is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• something of a pleasant surprise for us since
we're over 40 miles away, that strethes the capabilities of the
PI to its limits. This is referred to as the bent pipe mode
where we communicate via TORS through the PIon the Orbiter and
that in turns talks to SMM. We should be coming out on an
eclipse period here for Solar Max, a period of darkness, in about
8 minutes and we will see what the health is of the spacecraft
then as far as the battery condition. We're currently at Mission
Elapsed Time 2 days 13 hours ~o minutes and this is Mission
Control, Houston.
GODDARD
You read me Brian? This is the Goddard Payload
Operations Control Center at - okay, how's that? Okay, this is
the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center at 2 days 13
hours. The controllers in the Payload Operations Control Center
have turned off the transmitter phase telemetry to Dave power,
that transmitter sends telemetry information to the Orbiter.
They are no longer considering blowing the arrays, they've ruled
that out. They are going to tHrn the transmitter on for about 3
minutes right before the eclipse, which should be - they should
be out of the second eclipse at about 10:53, and they also have
an algorithm in the onboard computers which is taking the
momentum out of the spacecraft. They are going to turn on the
transmitter long enough to get some data on the batteries and
then they'll turn it off once it's in the light, once the solar
arrays can get some power from the Sun. And for now that's all
they're considering. We'll have a update after they have, after
they come out of this last eclipse. At 2 days 13 hours 57
minutes this is the Goddard Payload Operations Control Center.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, currently on
orbit 41 passing thr.ough the Guam tracking station. Flight
Director Randy Stone here in the Mission Control Center has just
decided that we will not begin the rendezvous maneuver for about
three revs after the crew wakes up. What we're going to do is
institude a burn to stop the separation rate between the Orbiter
and the Solar Ma, and that will stop that separation and then
about three revs later, we will see if we can do the
rendezvous. That burn to reduce the separation rate between
Orbiter Challenger and Solar Max will take place at about the
same time as the NC burn was scheduled, which would have begun
the rendevous manevuer, or about 1:30 a.m. Central Time. Again,
we won't start the rendezvous for at least three revs later than
had been originally planned and flight director advises there's
still some tweaking to do on the exact procedure for the
rendezvous. There may be a couple of ways we can do that
differently that will put us in a better position. We're now at
Mission Elapsed Time 2 days 14 hours 32 minutes and this is
Mission Control, Houston.
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston, Challenger on orbit 42
over the southern Pacific Ocean. We do plan to begin our change
of shift press - not a change of shift but a Solar Max Status
briefing with Solar Max repair manager Frank Cepollina at 11 p.m.
Central Standard Time, originating from building 2, room 135 at
the Johnson Space Center. That briefing again shuuld begin in
about 15 minutes from JSC. Mission Elapsed Time 2 days 14 hours
46 minutes, and this is Mission Control, Houston.
GODDARD
This is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center. After they - we came off that last eclipse at about
10:53, flight controllers here found that the batteries were stil
working, giving out power. There was, however, no light on the
panels, there was just light from the Sun on the edge of the
panels. However, they're still optomistic about the
spacecraft. The transmitter was turned on for about 10 minutes
to get some information on a battery and we found that •••
END OF TAPE
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GODDARD
••• was, however, no light on the panels, it was
just light from the Sun on the edge of the panels. However,
they're still optimistic about the spacecraft. The transmitter
was turned on for about 10 minutes to get some information on the
batteries and they found that the batteries are still doing
pretty good. It's off now, the transmitter is off now for about
an hour while the spacecraft is in the Sun. It will be turned
back on in about 20 minutes, right before it goes back into the
darkness. At 2 days and 14 hours, this is the Goddard Payload
Operations Control Cente~.
GODDARD
Goddard Payload Operations Control Center, flight
controllers here in the Goddar.d Payload Operations Control CentElr
say on that last light pass they did get some light on the panels
and that the batteries were up to 29 volts and that was good for
the last pass. They're now back into the darkness and they've
turned the transmitter on to get some more data on the
batteries. Goddard Payload Operations Control Center at 2 days
15 hours.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houoton, currently over
North Africa now. Although there are about 21 minutes left in
the crew's sleep period, we are going to wake the crew up with
wake-up music in about 8 minutes. The decision is to not wait
until we can come around again to a little bit of Yarragadee or
perhaps have to wait til MILA, we want to go ahead and get them
up and start the day. A status report just came in on Solar Max.
When we exited the eclipse a few moments ago, we had low rates on
the spacecraft, panels facing the Sun, the battery is currently
receiving 29 volts, with a charge of 1530 watts. The momentum
rate, that's a combination of calculations to determine the total
momentum for the whole spacecraft in all three axes, is 6.0
versus 114 when we turned the B-dot on. So we have made great
progress. The rates in each of the axes is near zero at this
point. The reaction here in Mission Control to that news is mild
elation, bordering on wild elation depending on where we go from
here. Flight Director Randy Stone asked that we step back and
caucus a minute and we're going to see where we'll go now.
(wake-up music)
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, gOOQ morning.

SPACECRAFT
Morning, John, and that's exactly the way we feel,
like we're walking on air.
CAPCOM
Roger that, we all feel that way too. Just some
good news for you. The - just got Gome reports to say the SMM
rates are under control and I have a few words for you when
you're ready before we go LOS TDRS here.
SPACECRAFT

Outstanding, John, let us hear it.
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CAPCOH
Okay, we've sent you up a complete new CAP for the
day and basically, we're going to have you just do the first
couple of items up through the interconnect. At that point,
we're not going to start the rendezvous right qway •••
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
••• we've sent you up a complete new CAP for the day
and basically, we're going to have you just do the first couple
of items up through the interconnect and at that point, we're not
going to start the rendezvous right away, weill instead be doing
an RCS burn in single g-2 OPS to stop our separation rate and our
current separation rate is about 6.4 nautical miles per rev.
Welre going to be doing that burn at 17 plus 04 and we'll be
doing the rendezvous either starting - getting on with that in a
rov or two revs or at some point later on this morning. The
reason welre delaying it is just to try to insure with additional
tracking data that, in fact, the SMM damping at the rates are in
fact damped as much as we can get them. We have a PAD in work
that we will send up at AOS TORS if I don't get it here before we
go LOS and that will be at 16 plus 33.
SPACBCRAFT
Okay, John, we copied all that. Sounds good and
welre ready to copy anything you want to give us.
CAPCOM

Rog~r

that.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, could you just tell us verbally what it is
that you'd like to do, what kind of interconnect do you want?
CAPCOM
Yes, the interconnect will be the right OMS to RCS
per the new procedure on message 23.
SPACECRAFT

It may be 20 minutes before I find the procedure.

CAPCOM
Okay, I'll tell you what 1111 do instead, Crip, if
you want to go to the orbit pocket, page 8-3, I'll tell you
what's changed. If you'll tell me when you're on 8-3 of tho
orbit pocket, Crip, I'll just tell you what has changed.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, welre getting it.

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, step 3 there, where you take the check that
the right OMS tank ISOL's 2 are open, delete that, and in place
of it, put check that tho right OMS tank ISOL A is closed, the
talkback is closed and the right OMa tank rSOL bravo is open,
talkback open.
SPACECRAl;'T

Got it.

CAPCOM
Crip.

And thatls the only change for the interconnect,

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll put that in work.

CAPCOM
And, Crip, FIDO gave me the PAD, if you like we
have another 5 minutes here or we can give it to you at 16 plus
33, your call.
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SP.l,CECRAFT

Okay, I'm ready to copy PAD.

CAPCOl-1

Challenger, Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT

John, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM

Roger that, and do you read us?

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

Affirmative.

CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, on the on-orbit RCD burn, it'll be a
plus X, TV roll 180 215 095, TIG 002/17:03:55.2, PEG 7 minus
0002.5 plus all balls, plus all balls, burn at 196.0 164.0 337.0
delta V TOT 0002.5 00:10 plus 0002.48 plus all balls, plus 000.49
HA 268 ~y a plus 265, IMU's OAP B2.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, coming back at you. It's a plus X TV roll
180 weight 215 095 TIG 2 days 17 hours 03 minutes 55.2 and that's
a minus 2.5 all balls, all balls at •..
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SPACECRAFT
Oka!, coming back at you. It's a plus X TV roll
180 weight 215 095 TIG 2 days 17 hours 03 minutes 55.2. And
that's a minus 2.5 all balls, all balls at 196 164 337, that's a
total of 2.5:10 and delta V's are plus 2.48 all balls, plus .49
and its a 268 by 265.
CAPCOM
Roger, that, good readback, and use the DAP B2,
don't go to the Bl because we want to stay on tail only.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, understand you want DAP bravo 2, bravo 2.

CAPCOM
Roger, good readback. Challenger, Houston, we're
going to be going LOS TORS in a minute and a hal.f, see you next
at 16 plus 33 with TORS.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

PAO
Mission Contro, Houston, we are in a loss of
Signal now, out of the tracking and data relay satellite, on
orbit 42 over the Indian subcontinen~. ~0me notes on television
for the morning as best as we know it, some r0~1h numbers from
INCa. It appearo television opportunities \"Ie helve at least early
in the day occur on orbits 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, ''>2, and 53. The
first televison possibility would come at a m~~si0n elapsed time
of 2 days 23 hours 17 minutes and 18 secondS. That translates to
something like 7:30 a.m. And that would come through Hawaii on
orbit 47 for about 10 minutes. We won't read all of these over
the loop, we will however get these to the newscenter as soon as
possible as see if we can't generate a usable television
schedule. What we will see on those TV passes remains to be
determined. It, of course, depend:3 on when ';fe begin~ rendezvous,
if we begin rendezvous, how we begin rende~vous, and when we
arrive at Solar Max, as to exactly what we will see and when and
how it will all look. As far as the change of shift briefing, if
there is one tonight for off-going Flight Director Randy Stone,
for the planning shift, that will take place at 1:30 a.m. Central
Standard Time in building 2. We would now like to begin the
process that we usually do during the planning shift and ask news
media folks at the NASA centers to give us some sort of feel. If
they do require a change of shift briefing, let us know and we
Hill hold one. If you don't think yO!J need to talk to a flight
director, let us know that also, and we'll let him go home and
get some sleep. It looks as if the planning team will be on for
at least another half hour or perhaps even an hour, perhaps even
through the burn. So it's possible that, that the change of
shift briefing would be delayed past 1:30 a.m., could come 2
o'clock, something like that. And we'll try to keep you updated
as we get further into the night. We're now at Mission Elapsed
Time, 2 days 15 hours, 55 minutes, and this is Mission Control,
HOlJston.
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston. We're about 30 minutes
from acquisition of signal through the tracking data relay
satellite, in the process here in Mission Control of handing over
from the planning team to the orbit 1 team, although it looks as
if most of the members of the planning team are going to stay on.
With so many different options and plans ready to be implemented,
we wanted to have sort of double coverage in here for at least
the next hcur or so. We're currently at Mission Elapsed Time 2
days 16 hours 4 minutes and this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. We're 5 minutes 7
seconds from acquisition of Signal through the tracking and data
l~elay satellite.
We'll make a second stab at wondering if any
news people around the NASA centers are interested in a change of
shift press conference in about 1 hour with off-going Flight
Director Randy Stone. Assuming that there is no great press
interest, we're going to tentatively plan to cancel that
br ie f ing ••.•
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PAO
Mission Control Houston, we're 5 minutes, 7 seconds
from acquisiton of signal through the tracking and data relay
satellite. We'll make a second stab at wondering if any
newspeople around the NASA centers are interested in a change of
shift prAsa conference in about 1 hour with off- going flight
director Randy Stone. Assuming that they is no great press
interest, we're going to tentatively plan to cancel that
briefing. If you have any objections, please let us know at the
KSC newsroom or the JSC newsroom. We're now at MET 2 days, 16
hours, 29 minutes and this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston's with you throllgh TORS.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, John, back with you. I finally figured out I
had my clock (garble) about an hour, I thought you would want me
to do a burn in about 15 minutes, that's why I was such in a
hurry while ago. But we're all back in sync with you. For
clarification, I guess the CAP update you sent me to will call
for dual GNC output at 16:30 thirty so we went ahead and did it;
however, I'd understood you a while ago to say we were going to
do this burn on one. So we may not be in sync with you, but
we're up and got two GNCs running.
CAPCOM
Roger, we're happy, and we're happy that you do the
burn in your current configuration, Crip.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, yeu got,if you don't have anything for me r did
have a couple of questions regarding the CAP.
CAPCOM
Ok, I have a couple powerdown actions that I could
tell you now and then I could answer your questions or I can
delay them.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead and give us those now.

CAPCOM
Ok, we'd like you to minimize your CRT usage, take
MMU 2 off and if you're over by Llf I'll give you some FES heater
switches.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, go ahead with the FES heaters.

CAPCOM
Ok, Crip, the top and evap nozzle heaters, left and
right to off, O-F-F, take the duct to off and then take the FES
alpha to off.
SPACECRAFT
Ok.
leave those up?

How about the feedlines, want to go ahead and

CAPCOM
We want to leave those on, Crip, and that's all I
have for you, I'm ready to listen.
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, just a sec. The main thing I need you to
clarify is this - the attitudo control. On the first page of tho
CAP message in steps 4 and 5, you say to maximize attitude
control on verniers and then it says RPRCS usage, tail only (or
attitude control. Is the intent there, as we go through tho
CAP, where it calls out after we get in uttltude to go to A auto
vern, that that is what you want us to do and thon ~nytime wo do
a maneuver we're going to do on DAP, I guess we could use 82 that
you just gave U$ earlier or what?
CAPCOM

That's correct, Crip, and uso B2.

SPACECRAFT
Ok. So we are going to use verniers when we'ra
just maintaining attitude control?
CAPCO~I

Yes sir.

SPACECRAFT
Ok. Ok, and r guess Rick (garble) must have donn a
little work or some of the guys over in the SES on the rende~wou!J
in - regarding coming on in past 800 feot, and I guess that just
delays getting up to the V- bar and if there's anything special
other than just delaying that before we get to 500 feot. tid
like to know approximately where he thinks we're going to get to
the V-bar.
CAPCOM
Roger, ~e think you'r~ going to get to the V-bar at
about 250 feet, Crip, and you'ro right, we've had a lot of people
the last 12 hours making a lot of runs in the S88.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM
And Randy said to tell you it looks like it's going
to deliver you on the doorstep.
SPACECRAFT
On the doorstep, ok. And, for MU, r guess base~ on
that we're planning on probably pulling out the RMS probably
between midcourse one and two just so we'vo got it out, we don't
have to worry about getting it with normal jets somewhe..-e
CAPCOM
Roger, we concur with
give you one other little item I've
it. But following your burn that's
minutes we want you to go ahead and

that and, Crip, let me just
had laying 11ere, no rush on
coming up here in a few
stay in LVLH attttudc hold.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, we can do that. One other question for you, on
this SEP procedure, ~ater SEP procedure, that you had for the
WCS, can we perform that at our leisure or is there a specific
time that you want it done?

I
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CAPCOM
Standby one, Crlp. Roger, Crip, you can perform
that anytime you want to today and that's true of most of the
items thore on page 3 of that message.
SPACECRAFT
(garble)

Ok, I didn't see that one there, probably it's

CAPCOM
That's ok, it's the last, it's the bottom of the
page thore but •.•
SPACECRAFT
Ok. Ah, I found it.
understand all that.
END or 'rAPE

Okey doke, t think we
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. If I can gat somebody to turn
av bay 2 fan alpha on since we have the other G?C ~:unning.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, that would probably help,

SPACECRAFT

Yes, GPC 2 might like that.

th~nk

you.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, I wish you would express
to all the folks up at Goddard our, all of our heartfelt thankR,
for I know that those folks worked all night long along with some
of you guys. But when we left that thing yesterday, from
everything that we knew, we didn't think that there was any way
you could get it back under control. That was really excellent
work.
CAPCOM
We'll do that, Crip, and we agree. Those people
really did a lot of excellent commanding to get that vehicle to
where it is now.
CAPCOM
In fact, Crip, the latest report that we just got
is that it's\ near 0 rate in all axes.
Okay, John, we thought that the (g~rble) torques
You're just saying it's near 0
and it's roughly pointed toward ~he sun?

SPACECRAFT

~ould be making it wobble a lot.

CAPCOM
Roger that T.J. Near 0 ra:es and pointed at the
sun is the latest report. I just receiv~d it about 30 seconds
ago.
SPACECRAFT
Okay great.
keep it that way.
CAPCOM

If Goddard's happy with that, let's

Roger that.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Commander Bob
Crippen a few minutes ago passing on his praise to the satellite
controllers from Goddard Spaceflight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland
for their work im the stabilization of the Solar Maximum
spacecraft. The Capcom, John Blaha, passing up a note that he
got along to the crew that after the attempts to stabilize the
spacecraft, the Solar Max is nearly still in all of its axes,
virtually no rates of rotation in any of the axes, and that the
spacecraft has its solar panels pointed at the sun. The
batteries look in good shape and s~~ms to be plenty of power. So
it appears to be in about the ~est of all possible conditions for
the potential activities today. The crew is preparing to do an
RCS burn which will stop the separation rate between the Solar
Maximum satellite and the Orbiter, and they will then - it will
give them some time to decide exactly where they are going to go,

I
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how they're going to proceed with the return, the rendezvous back
with the Solar Max. At 2 days, 16 hours, 47 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
John, could I - one thing you said awhile ago about
the rates on the Solar Max. I guess we're going to need to at
least -- make sure we get the grapple fixture over on the correct
side.
Is
going to be the case?
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we have our uplink breaking in and
out. How do you read new?
SPACECRAFT
Okay, reading you loud and clear.
last (garble)?

Did you copy my

CAPCOM
Roger, just was unable to respond. We're working
it, Crip. Just for your information, they're very, very small
pitch and roll rates and we're working any final little
procedures that we will get up to you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control. Commander Bob Crippen
there expressing some concern that since the satellite appears to
be so stable, will they come up on the right side of the
satellite where the grapple fixture is located when they reach
the rendezvous point. Capcom John Blaha assuring him that there
is still a very small roll rate on the satellite and they could
wait for the grapple fixture to come around regardless of which
side they come up on in the approach. Challenger is about to
cross the coast of South America near the equator, orbit number
43.
CAPCOM

Attitue hold.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we can do that. One other question for you
on this SEP procedure, the water SEP procedure that you have for
the WCS. Can we perform that at our leisure or is there a
specific time that you want it done?
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE

Stand by one, Crip.
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PAO
••• to which side they come up on in the approach.
Challenger is about to cross the coast of South America near the
equator, orbit number 43. This is Mission Control Houston, we're
about 2 minutes away from the RCS buen to stop the rotation rate,
or rather the separation rates, between the Orbiter and the Solar
Max, that will leave the two spacecraft separated by about 52
nautical miles. We are also cancelling the change of shift press
conference that was scheduled with the off-going Flight Director
Randy Stone, originally set for approximately 1:30 a.m. Central
Time. Repeating, that briefing has been cancelled. Following
the completion of the RCS burn to stop the separation between the
two spacecraft, the first planned rendezvous maneuver, ignition
for that will oCCllr at approximately 2 days 22 hours and 12
minutes. And those doing the calculations estimate it'll take
about 3 orbits for the Space Sshuttle Challenger to get within
range, within grapple range, of the Solar Maximum satellite.
Solar Maximum satellite has been stabilized, is in very good
shap~!, both power wise and in its attitude rates.
So at 2 days
22 hours and 12 minutes, we will see that first rendevous
maneuver, ignition, and then 3 orbits of an hour and a half each,
that taking about 4-1/2 hours to bring the Challenger within
grapple range of the Solar Max. At 2 days 17 hOllrs 3 minutes
Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, Challenger, I assume that you guys
copied that burn
It was nominal and on time.
CAPCOM

Roger

tha~,

Crip.

SPACECRAFT
And if you don't have anything else for us right
now, we're going to go grab a bite to eat.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, the only other thing we would have for
you is if you happen to see stars in the star table at any point,
of course, you could go ahead and torque the IMUs and give us the
data.
SPACECRAFT
Well, matter of fact, it looks like I got a pretty
good pair here, this data'S about an hour old. I've got stars 19
and 18.
CAPCOM
Roger, and Crip, GNC would like to just look at the
data a little bit before you go ahead and torque the IMUs.
Challenger, Houston, Crip, we're with you through Dakar, GNC
would like to go ahead and look at this data a little befor~ you
torque the IMUs.
SPACr:CRAFT

Okay, stand by.

CAPCOM
Roger, and if you could give us SPEC 21, so that he
could see those torquing angles please.
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They're up now.

CAPCOM
Crip, GNC likes the angles ana would J.ike you to go
ahead and torque the IMUs.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're torquing it, 0710.

CAPCOM

Roger that, we see it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're going for a

lit~le

breakfast.

CAPCOM
Roger, and, Crip, if you don't mind, right before
you go to breakfast, if you could take the DAP back to auto
please.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, thought you'd told me to leave it in LVLV,
LVLH, but we're going back to auto.
CAPCOH
Roger, Crip, we looked at the data on what we had
told you to do and we're losing lock with the SMM so that's why
we want you to go back to the plus XLV.
SPACECRAFT

Sounds like a winner.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, at 2 days 17
hours, 30 minutes mission elapsed time. C'allenger is about to
go out of the range of the tracking data relay sat~llite on orbit
number 43. Recent discussions here in the control center and in
the customer support rooms with all the people •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
hours, 30 minutes MET. Challenger is about to go
out of the range of the tracking data relay satellite on orbit
number 43. Recent discussions here in the control central and
the customer support rooms with the all people involved in the
rendezvous attempt with the Solar Maximum satellite -CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TORS in a
minute, we'll see you next at Yarragadee at 17 plus 45.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, John, thanks.

PAO
The recent discussions here in the control center
and among the people involved in the rendezvous attempt, down in
the customer support rooms and in the payloads control center.
It appear:s that a likely plan of action develuping here this
morning would be to delay the rendezvous close hand approach from
today until tomorrow. The concern is that with the very stable,
now very stable, Solar Maximum spacecraft that when the Orbiter
approaches in close it may be on the opposite side of the
spacecraft from the side on which the grapple fixture is
located. If that occurs, that would mean a flyaround would be
necessary. That would consume a large amount of propellant on
the Orbiter and minimize the number of opportunities for grapple
attempts. The engineers, flight controllers, believe that the
best change of success is going to be to minimize the time taken
with the approach in from 200 feet and the be~t thing to do would
be to reload the Solar Max computers to enable the ground
controllers from Goddard Lo spin the spacecraft back up to its
original one half degree per second as it was before all the
activities began. That very slow rate of rotation \iill guarantee
that at least the grapple fixture would be coming around to some
reachable point after, at most, a short wait. And that would
provide more opportunities for the Orbiter to stay in close and
attempt to grapple the satellite. The flight controllers
controlling the Solar Maximum spacecraft may attempt to begin
reloading their computers at the next acquisition of signal of
the tracking data relay satellite which is in about 41 minutes.
The crew already completed about a half an hour ago the RCS burn
to stop the separation between the Orbiter and the Solar Max.
That separation has been stopped and there are now about 52
nautical miles separating the two spacecraft. If the plan to
reload the Solar .ax computers takes effect, then the Orbiter
will stay at its same position relative to the Solar Max for
another day and then the rendezvous attempts will be made
beginning tomorrow. We will keep you advised on the developing
conditions. At 2 days, 17 hours, 34 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 17
hours, 41 minutes MET. The Challenger is on orbit number 43, has
just crossed the equator on the descendi~g node of that orbit out
over the Indian Ocean. Weill be picking up over the
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Yarragadee station in about 3 minutes. Just to review the
current situatioll, it appears that the plan of action for today
is going to be to have the 0 biter stand off for about 24 hours
and not attempt to complete the rendezvous today. The reason for
that is that the Solar Max has been stabilized to the point of
having virtually no spin rates or other rates in the other axes
There is the chance that when the Orbiter moves into the very
stable Solar Maximum satellite that the grapple fixture may be
on the opposite side of the spacecraft and unreachable by the
Orbiter's mechanical arm. such a condition would •••
END
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PAO
.•• the chance that when the Orbiter moves in to
the very stable Solar Maximum satellite that the grapple fixture
may be on the opposite side of the spacecraft and unreachable by
the Orbiter's mechanical arm. Such a condition would necessitate
a flyaround by the Orbiter and use up a considerable amount of
reaction control system propellant, something that is in short
supply, and would reduce the opportunities for attempts to
grapple the satellite. So to allow for the most advantageous sot
of circumstances, it has been decided that the Goddard people
will reload the set of software in Solar Max's computers. That
will enable them to command a very slow spin rate of 1/2 degree
per second, which is approximately what the initial spin rate was
before the Challenger encountered the Solar Max. And that would
give some assurance of being able to reach the grapple fixture
after, at most, a short wait on the final approach. The Goddard
spaceflight commanders will begin locating - reloading their
software at the next acquisition of signal through the Tracking
Data Relay Satellite in about 30 minutes. That is a long
process. It will take several hours then followed by the
commands to very slowly spin up the Solar Max to the 1/2 degree
per second roll rate. So the net effect of this is that there
will be no rendezvous and grapple activities today other than the
RCS firing just a little while ago, which stopped the separation
between the Solar Max and the Orbiter~ The projection is that by
tomorrow morning, the distance between the Solar Max and Orbiter
will be approximately -CAPCOM

ChaJ.lenger, Houston, wi th you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT

Good morning , Guy, how are

~.i

doing today?

CAPCOM
Good morning, Crip, we're doing real well. I've
got some new words ~or y0~ on the rendezvous if you1re ready to
listen.
SPACECRAFT

I'm ready to listen.

CAPCOM
Okay, I know you got the word that we've got the
Solar Max rates almost to 0 and the power is positive with it
pointing to the sun. Last night, it was - we weren't sure we
were going to recover it. They recovered it by loading new,
almost a completely new program into the Solar Max to get it
under control. The problem with that, as you mentioned, is that
we cannot really determine the attitude of the Solar Max when you
get in ther~ as to where the grapple fixture is going to be. And
a major conc~rn, of course, is that it may be on the opposite
side, which would probably take more RCS, forward RCS, than we
might have to grapple with it. As a result, the concern being to
minimize the RC - the time from 200 feet on in to grapple in
order to minimize the RCS and hopefully get some utilization out
of low Z, we'd like to spin up the Solar Max to about 1/2 a
degree for - and do the rotating grapple you guys have practiced
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so much. To do that, however, we need to reload the computer,
which the Goddard folks are in the process of doing, into its old
memory configuration and spin it up to 1/2 of d degree. As a
result, what our plan is, is to maintain the attitude you're in
now anci spend all day today on burns which will use about only 12
pounds out of the forward and then set up for tomorrow, going in
for a rotating grapple tomorrow. How does that sound to you
guys?
SPACECRAFT
Whatever, but you're right. I think we do need it
rotating to be able to make sure that we can get it.
CAPCOM
Roger, sounds good. And be advised, Crip, the
Goddard folks are computing what the corresponding wobble might
be after they get it up to 1/2 degree and weill pass that info on
to you and we might play around between the .5 and .75 to get an
appropriate wobble.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and did I understand (garble) said that they
would like us to spend the day on verniers?
CAPCOM
That's affirm, Dave, We like the attitude you're
in so that we can look at the Solar Max and the Goddard folks can
do their commanding and weill stay on verniers al: day and that
sh0uld use about 12 pounds of forward RCS.
SPACECRAFT
END

OF 'rAPE

Okay.

And what DAP would you like us to be in?
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CAPCOM
, •• in so that we can look at the Solar Max and the
Goddard folks can do their commanding and we'll stay on verniers
all day and that should use about 12 pounds of forward RCS.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, and what DAP would you like us to be in?

CAPCOM
Stand by, and the other note on that before I get
the DAP for you is that saves an awful lot out of the aft and
that was the major reason for staying on verns.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, I understand.

CAPCOM
And, Crip, while I'm getting the DAP nurn~ers for
you here, we'd like to go on and power down GPC 2, go to single
G2 GNC ops and then you can turn av bay 2 fans back off again.
SPACECRAFT

Wilko, we'll put that in work.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, the DAP we'd like is
either A 1 or B I, they both have the 1 degree deadband.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, we'll put that in wOLk.

CAPCOM
And, Crip, for your info, after your last burn you
guys are about 53 miles trailing the Solar Max and with a very
slight closure rate you ought to be about 48 miles trailing
tomorrow morning.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, that sounds reasonable.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with data through Orroral,
you're go for the item 48s to SM and GNC.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, thanks, John.

CAPCOM
And, I've got a little overview here of what we
have planned for today, when you're ready to listen.
SPACECRAFT

(garble) a second.

SPACECRAFT

Ok,

<]0

ahead.

CAPCOM
Ok, we're going to go to the normal CAP for today
with several deletions. Like to delete the EMU recharge, we'll
do that tomorrow, delete the VTR dump, delete the RCS hotfire,
and you can go ahead and power down the EMUs.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. Houston, we'd already started the EMU
recharge, is there a reason not to go ahead and complete it?
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CAPCOM
Ok, stand by, I'll check on that for you and FAO
will have some more words for you on what to do with the IMAX
here in a little bit.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, our plan was, since we had exterior in it, to
go ahead and shoot a rollout the window of earth scenes and
reload that roll for interior and get the interior shots.
CAPCOM
Thank you, you just saved him from writing a flight
note. That sounds good.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. And, Guy, the battery charging on the EMUs is
complete technically, we might as well just go ahead and finish
the recharge today.
CAPCOM
And, Pinky, we'd like you to not do the water part
if you haven't started it yet.
SPACECRAF'}1

Ok, I'll delete that, we haven't done it.

CAPCOM
Ok, thanks, sounds good. And Challenger, Houston,
one more note, be advised that we're not going to be recording
voic~, INCO is limited in its dump time due to the SMM folks, the
intorference with them. So we will not be recording voice.
SPACECRAFT

Breaks our hearts.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, you can take the star
trackers back to track and we'd like you to call up SPEC 21 and
then resume it.
SPACECRAF'l'

Ok, you got those, Guy.

CAPCOM

Thanks sir.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're about 1 minute to LOS.
We'll see you on TDRS at 14, and be advised that all the CAP
stuff, you can move it up 1 hour, including when you go to bed
tonight.
SPACECRAFT

IHlko.

PAO
11ission Control, Houston, 2 days, 18 hours, 2
minutes MET. C,allenger has passed out of range of the Orroral
tracking station in eastern Australia, out over the south Pacific
on the last quarter of orbit number 43. During the last pass,
CAPCOM Guy Gardner passed the word up to spacecraft commander Bob
Crippen about the new plan for today's activities, that is the
plan to have the Orbiter stand off for about 24 hours from the
rendezvous activities and go back to the normal crew activity
plan for today. The Solar Maximum satellite controllers will END
OF TAPE
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PAO
••• and go back to the normal crew activity plan for
today. The Solar Maximum satellite controllers will begin
reloading the new - reloading the computer software into the
Solar Max's computers to enable them to bring the spin rate up.
And the rendezvous activities and grapple attempts will begin
tomorrow. During that discussion, Commander Bob Crippen
indicated his concurrence with the plan to stand off for a day.
The - just to summarize the reason ~or all of that. This is
Mission Control, just to review the reasons for the change of the
plan, that is the Solar Maximum satellite, after the reload of
the computer software, that enabled the ground controllers to
stabilize the spacecraft, had virtually all the rates taken out
of its momentum. That is, it was stable in virtually all axes.
That left some concern on the people planning the rendezvous,
that when they moved in for the final approach that the grapple
fixture might be located on the back side of the Solar Max,
relntive to the Orbiter's position. That would require a flyaround which would use up RCS propellant, which is in short
supply in the forward RCS. So to maximize the chances of success
and enable the crew to have more time and more attempts to make
the rotatin9 grapple on the Solar Max, it was decided to reload
the Solar Max's computers with the control software to enable
them to spin the satellite back up at the 1/2 degree per second
roll rate. That would assure that there would be only, at most,
a short wait, waiting for the grapple fixture to come back into
range of the mechanical arm. So that means that the RCS burn
that halts the separation between the Solar Max and the Orbiter
has been completed. That is about the only maneuver that will be
taking place today, they will stand off at a range of about 48
miles until tomorrow when they will begin their rendezvous
activities with the Solar Maximum satellite. The crew has been
notified that they will be pretty much on the ncemal crew
activity plan today with the deletion of a few items. The crew
indicated they will be doing some of the IMAX camera photography
getting Earth scenes and the cabin shots. And all the crew
activity plan times have been moved up 1 hour, that is things are
I hour earlier than listed in the CAP, because the crew got up an
hour earlier today, including bed time tonight will also be an
hour earlier than in the crew activity plan. At 2 days 18 hours
6 minutes Mission Elapsed Time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

Hello, Guy, we're here.

CAPCOM

Roger, and we're here too.

SPACECRAFT
Would Prop like to go ahead and see this RCS
regulator reconfigure now?
CAPCOM

Roger, we're go for that, thank you.
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In work.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we s~e the reconfigure.
You're GO for the heater reconfig at your convenience and DPS
would like an item 43 GNC please.
SPACECRAFT
Stand by, we got that out a little awhile ago,
we'll do it again. And we'll put the heater reconfig in work.
CAPCOM

Sounds good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
I don't have the note right in my hand, it was the,
was it the (garble) or the body flap POU B heater that had
failed?
CAPCOM
Stand by, let me check. And, Crip, that was an
intermittent short in the body flap heater system B.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, at 2 days 18 hours 26
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time. Challengor is crossing the
equator on the northward leg of its ground track, beginning no\~
orbit 44 over the Pacific Ocean. The crew has been advised that
they are on the normal crew activity timeline for today, except
that all times are moved 1 hour earlier and their sleep period
will also begin I hour earlier tonight, earlier than listed in
the normal crew activity •••
BND OF TAPE
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PAO
The crew has been advised that they are on the
normal crew activity time line for today except that all times
are moved 1 hour earlier and their sleep pbriod will also begin 1
hour earlier tonight, earlier than listed in the normal crew
activity plan. We have communication with the Orbiter through
the tra~king data relay satellite. The spacecraft controllers
for the Solar Maximum spacecraft, people from the Goddard Space
Flight Center, have begun changing out the noftware in the Solar
Max's computers. They are sending up the program commands now
from the Payload Operatins Control Center, that is reloading the
previous set of software into the computers on the Solar Max,
enabling ground controllers to put the spacecraft into a slow 1/2
degree per aecond rate of spin. That will ensure that when the
rendezvous wit~ the Solar Ma~ occurs tomor.row, that the gr~pple
fixture will be slowly rotating around and will present itself
for grappling. We are standing off a day at a diRtance of about
48 nautical miles while this r~configuring of the Solar Max is
taking place and the spinup is taking place. The Goddard Space
Craft commanders for the Solar Max, controllers for the Solar
Max, had been able to very successfully stabilize the satellite
and had reduced the rates in all axes to virtually nothing.
There was the concern then in moving in in today's rendezvous
with the limited Orbiter's maneuvering propellant that once they
got in close they would discover perhaps that the grapple fixture
would be on the back side of the spacecraft, of the Solar Maximum
spacecraft, relative to the Orbiter. That would necessitate a
flyaround of the Orbiter, using some of the already reduced
supply of propellant in the forward reaction control system. In
order to maximize the chances for success, it was decided that
the best plan of action is to reload Solar Max's computers and
allow a spin up of that spacecraft, the very slow 1/2 degree per
second rate taking about 6 minutes to make one complete turn.
That would assure that in the close approach of the Orbiter,
there would at least be some opportunity to reach the grapple
fixture with the Orbiter's 50 foot long mechanical arm, and, that
any wait for the grapple fixture to come around would be a fairly
short one. That would providQ more opportunities to stay in
close and reach the grapple fixture and stabilize the satellite
in prepartion for its being hauled into the cargo bay and being
repaired. Again, the reloads of the computers on the Solar Max
are underway. That process will take several hours.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Guy.

CAPCOM
Rog, just an
here due to the flash evap
to TMBU that limit as soon
commands that are going on

advisory, you might get a little alarm
heaters being turned off. We're going
as we can get a break with the POCC
right now.

SPACRCRAFT

Ok, we copy that, thanks.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Houston, Challenger.
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Challenger, Houston, go ahead Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) we're going to start working on this fan
SEP procedure recovery.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, sounds good.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, EECOM is trying to follow
along in the procedure here for the WCS fans and wondered where
you were.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, we had the heater on but we turned it off
momentarily awhile, right back on. We had some other pressing
business.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, I've got some switches back on
the F panel if someone's there.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy, go ahead.

CAPCOM

On Al, we'd like the S-band FM antenna to lower.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, that's done.

CAPCOM
Ok, and that's to avoid interference with the POCC
commands to Solar Max and the others are on A14 and •••
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

.•. take the S-band FM antenna to lower.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's done.

CAPCOM
Okay and that's to avoid interference with the POCC
commands to Solar Max, and the others are on Al4 and those are
the A14 switches and heater reconfig and you can either get that
in the orbit ops or I can read those ~witches to you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll get it from the orbit ops, Guy.

CAPCOM

Rog, thanks.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're 2 minutes to LOS TORS,
Yarragadee at 25.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, see you there, Guy, and we assume that you're
happy with our heater reconfig at this time and we're working on
the fan SEP procedure.
CAPCOM
Roger that, sure are, Crip. And I got one note
left over here from earlier. You got a message last night on
your N2 system I quantity cause it was toggling at about 100
pounds and be advised, we've reset the limits for both system I
and 2 down to 90 pounds.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I was wonde,ing what that was.
about all I could figure it out to be, thank you.
CAPCOM

That was

Roger.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 19
hours, 14 minutes mission elapsed time. Challenger halfway
through orbit number 44 just crossing the equator out over the
Indian Ocean and has passed beyond the range of the Tracking Data
Relay Satellite. Our next acquisition is through Yarragadee in
9-1/2 minutes. We pick up again over Tracking Data Relay
Satellite in 41 minutes. The crew is on the nominal crew
activity plan for this flight day, with the exception that the
times are I hour earlier than shown in the CAP and a few of the
activities were deleted. The BMU recharge, video tape recorder
dump, and RCS hotfire have all been deleted from today's
activities. In addition, the crew will be doing some work with
the IMAX camera, the large format film camera, and taking some
earth scenes out the window and Cabin shots. Just to review, we
are delaying the rendezvous and grappling today with the Solar
Max. The Goddard Spaceflight Center Controllers operating the
Solar Max are in the process of reloading that spacecraft's
computers to enable it to be controlled and establish a slow rate
of spin. The satellite was stabilized to virtually no rates in
of change in its attitude. There was some concern that in the
rendezvous with the 5atellite, which has virtually had no spin on

l
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it at all, that they could come up with - in a position that the
grapple fixture on the Solar Max was on the backside of that
satellite relative to the Orbiter's position, and that it would
require a maneuver on the part of the Orbiter which would use up
some valuable and a very limited prope11~nt in the forward
reaction control system tanks. That would cut down on the number
of opportunities or the length of time f.or which grapple attempts
could be made. It was decided that the best approach would be to
reload the Solar Max's computers with a software that enables it
to be controlled and have a slow spin put on it, the 1/2 degree
per second as it had before the Challenger's initial
rendezvous. This will enable a grapple by the Challenger's
remote manipulator arm, the slow rotating grapple. So to allow
the time for that change to occur, we have decided to delay
today's rendezvous activities, go back to the normal crew
activity timeline, with exception of that being 1 hour earlier
than the ~osted times for activities today. The rendezvous will
begin taklng place tomorrow morning, about 24 hours from now.
There has been no decision as to whether this means an extension
to the mission and that option is being left open.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
And rendezvous will begin taking pl~ce tomorrow
morning about 24 hours from now. There has been no decision as
to whether this means an extension to the mission and that option
is being left open. The reload of the Solar Max's computers is
in progresd and 3 out of 8 segments of that reload have been
completed thus far. We're at 2 days, 19 hours and 18 minutes
mission elapsed time, this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

CAPC('IM
Orre :al.

Challenger, Houston, with you with data through

SPACECRAFT
echo.

Okay, Guy, We're reading you loud with a little

CAPCOM
Roger, copy, and now we - with this attitude, we
always have trouble picking you up at Yarragadee due to where the
UHF antenna is relative to the ground site. Just be advised of
that.
SPACECRAFT
Okay and I can give you a report on the fan SEP
recovey procedure tonight.
CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, the result was that, it didn't work, I
guess. Fan SEP 2 is still - got. Nothing happened to it.
turn it on and it doesn't turn at all.
CAPCOM

You

Copy.

SPACECRAFT
And fan SEP 1 is atill ~orking about the same. We
haven't really evaluated how the flow is yet. 0Vme comments,
when we took the cartridge, the filter cartridge out, there was
no water in there and we didn't get any water on the towel when
we ran fan SEP 1.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy, pinky. And, pinky, want to make sure
there's a couple of circuit breakers for fan SEP 1 on ML86B and
MA73 charlie. If you haven't checked those, I've got them for
you.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, we have checked those, Guy, and they're in.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
We got one other nit for you, Guy. The IMAX
recorder, tape recorder has failed. It seems to have lost its
power connection somehow.
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Okay, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we tried changing batteries and we've looked
at it a little bit. It's just not working.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy, Pinky. And Challenger, Houston, Pinky,
one circuit breaker, it's not obvious it's associated with fan
SEP 2 is ML86 bravo, row bravo. It's main n WCS control.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, it's in, Guy.

CAPCOM

Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, welre 1 minute to LOS.
got a waste water valve cleanup on ML31 charlie.
SPACECRAFT

I've

Go ahead there, Guy.

CAPCOM
Right T.J., on the ML31 charlie, the waste water
tank 1 valve, we'd like open. We left that off the procedure.
SPACECRAPT

Okay and Crip just opened it.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you and we'll see you on TDRS at 57.

SPACECRAFT

Will do.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM

Roger, loud and clear also.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, a little bit more data about the IMAX
recorder. T.J.'s been doing some troubleshooting. The, what we
initially thought was a power problem is not a power problem
because we could establish that the light's on and that we're
getting OP levels through the mike&. It's just that it doesn't _
it's not moving the tapes. We're looking at various options on
the thing but it doesnlt seem to be moving as far as the motor is
concerned.
END Or' TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
We're getting DP levels through the mike, it's
just that it doesn't, it's not moving the tape. We're looking at
various options on the the thing but it doesn't seem to be moving
as far as the motor is concerned.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT
If an1body has any ideas on that to help, we'd
appreciate it.
CAPCOM
come up with.

Roger, we copy that and now we'll see what we can

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 20 hours, 1
minute MET. Challenger crossing the equator, beginning of orbit
number 45 out over the Pacific Ocean. We have acquisition
through the tracking data relay satellite and the crew reporting
some trouble with the IMAX camera. The motor does not appear to
be running on that camera. That's one of their activities today,
to take some scenes out the window and some cabin photos with the
IMAX. The crew is on the nominal CAP time line except that it's
1 hour earlier than previously listed.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Guy.

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like to go ahead and proceed with any
IMAX shot8 you're taking and we're going to start recording voice
on ICOM to pick any up that you've got.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I don't know if there's much we're seeing
today that they'd be interested in but whatever you want to do.
CAPCOM

Ok, we'll record the voice on ICOM.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, Guy, we'd really not using ICOM for today's
activities. I would suggest you just save that for tomorrow for
the rendezvous and record that.
CAPCOM

Yes sir, sounds good.

SPACECRAFT
Ok. The~, Guy, the recorder was working fine on
day 2 and then I think we got a tape of voice during the late
rendezvous so we've gotten stuff up. So far I don't think we've
lost anything, we just want to get it working for tomorrow.
CAPCOM

Ok, understand, and we've got folks looking at it.
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SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger for your info we're
getting ready to turn the cabin fans off to clean the cabin
filter.
CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

CAPCOM
at 04.

Challenger, Houston, 2 minutes LOS TORS Yarragadee

SPACECRAF'T

Ok, Guy

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, at 2 days, 20
hours, 54 minutes MET on orbit number 45. Challenger about to
pass ahead of range of the tracking data relay satellite. The
crew of the Challenger will be standing off away from the Solar
Max today, not moving in for the rendezvous and grapple
attempt. This will be to allow an extra day of time for the
controllers of the Solar Max satellite to put a slow spin on that
satellite so that it can be - provide a more likely possibility
of success when the actual grapple occurs and that will be
tomorrow. The controllers had stabilized the satellite to
virtually no motion at all and then it was - there was some
concern that on moving in close to the satellite, the grapple
fixture, which is used by the mechanical arm to control the
satellite, might be on the back side of the satellite in respect
to the Oribter. That would require a flyaround by the Orbiter to
the other side of the satellite which would be costly in the
propellan~s of the forward reaction control system, and the
spacecraft is fairly short on those anyway. That would reduce
the amount of time that they could spend in their grapple
attempts. So it was decided early this morning to reload the
previous set of software in the Solar Maximum satellite's
computers, allowing the controllers to put 1/2 degree per - 1/2
degree rotation rate on it, and that would mean that when the
Orbiter does move in close, they will not have a long wait before
the grapple fixture comes around. So, we will not be
rendezvousing today, we'll stand off ••.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• 1/2 degree rotation rale on it and that would
mean that when the Orbiter does move in close, they will not have
a long wait before the grapple fixture comes around. So we will
not be rendezvousing today. We'll stand off and wait to complete
the rendezvous maneuver tomorrow and the grapple. Two days, 20
hours, 56 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

CAPCOM
mil'mtes.

Challenger, Houston, with rou in Orroral for 4 more

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, loud and clear through Orroral.

CAPCOM
Roger, you too.
at Yarragadee?
SPACECRAFT

Were you hearing my transmissions

Say that one more time?

CAPCOM
Roger, did you hear me give you a call about 5
minutes ago at Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Negative.

CAPCOM

Okay, thanks.

SPACECRAFT

We always try to answer.

CAPCOM
Yes, I didn't know if you weren't hearing me or I
wasn't hearing you.
SPACECRAFT
Guy, maybe you could update me in when you're
planning TV passes today.
CAPCOM
Roger, the only input I have right now is the
student experiments. We'd like to keep that at the MET in the
CAP, that is not move that one an hour but leave it right where
it is. That's at 3 days and 1 hour.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll be ready.

CAPCOM
right now.

And, Crip, that's the only one that we're aware of

SPACECRAFT
Yes, that's even the one r looked at when you
cancelled the other dump. We'll be up, we just wanted to start
plari'g it.
CAPCOM

.............

---

Roger .

" .
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Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT
I think, as Ox was telling you, those bees are
really getting with it. They've got a nice comb going that we
think they would get on TV for you.
CAPCOM
Okay, sounds good. We'll look forward to it.
We're about to go LOS. See you on TORS at 39.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, see you there.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 21 hours, 21
minutes mission elapsed time. The Challenger has passed out of
range of the Orroral tracking station in Australia on the last
quarter of orbit number 45. During that contact, a communication
between the spacecraft and mission control, the commander, Bob
Crippen, reporting that they have looked at the student
experiment, the honeybees onboard. That the honeybees are doing
real well and seem to be building a nice honeycomb structure and
we should be able to s~e some of that on the television coming up
at about 9:00 a.m., Central Time this morning. Crew is using
their nominal crew activity plan timeline for today, as laid out
preflight, with the exception of it being I hour ahead of the
preprinted schedule, all the events occurring about an hour
before that since the crew got up an hour earlier today. If
you're just now checking in with the day's activities, we will
not be doing the rendezvous today. That was put off to allow
some more time to make some adjustments in the attitude of the
Solar Maximum spacecraft. The rendezvous was expected to take
place tomorrow and they will be doing the slow rotating grapple,
using the Orbiter's mechanical arm to latch onto and stabilize
the satellite and bring it into the Shuttle's cargo bay for
repair. There has been no decision on whether this means a I day
extension in the end of mission time. We'll keep you advised as
to that situation as it develops. The spacecraft controllers who
are working with the Solar Maximum spacecraft, reloading its
computers with the software enabling them to control its spin,
have loaded about 60% of the new software into the computers and
they will probably complete that during this next TORS pass.
We'll be acquiring through the Tracking Data Relay Satellite in
about 15 minutes.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
•.• control its spin have loaded about 60 percent of
the new software into the computers and they will probably
complete that during this next TORS pass. We'll be acquiring
through the tracking data relay satellite in about 15 minutes.
At 2 days, 21 hours, 23 three minutes ~his is Mission Control,
Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Rog, you too. If anybody's back there by A7 we'd
like the MAD strain gauge back on please.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I got it. Ok, it's on and, Gu~', for the IMAX
folks, we took their recorder apart and gave the moto( a little
push and it started up again so it's working fine now.
CJ.PCOM

Alright, another good rFM.

SPACF~CRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, Guy, for EECOM we're getting ready to run the
ECLSS, we're (garble) complements yet.
CAPCOM

Roger, thank you, we'll be standing by.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECR~F~
Okay, Guy, we got the ECLSS redundant component
check complete.

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you, Dick. And, Challenger, Houston,
we'd like to take water loop number 1 to off, please.
SPACECRAFT

I understand, water loop 1 to off.

CAPCOM

Roger, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, at 2 days, 22
hours, 13 minutes MET. We have a new time for the change of
shift press conference with the off-going flight director, Jay
Greene. That will be at approximately 7:30 a.m. CST this morning
here at the JSC. Advance in that time is due to a slight change
in the schedule for the flight control teams. Repeating that,
change of shift press conference has been advanced in time 1
hour. We will make that one hour earlier, at 7:30 a.m. CST, in
room 135 building 2 at the JSC. This is Mission Control Houston.
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston, 2 days, 22 hours, 16
minutes MET. Ju~t a reminder again to repeat our earlier
announcement that the change of shift press conference with
offgoing flight director, Jay Greene, has been rescheduled tc be
1 hour earlier than previously announced.
We will have that
change of shift press conference at 7:30 a.m. CST this morning in
building 2, the JSC, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, change of shift
flight director briefing with Jay Greene has b~en moved up one
hour from the printed television schedule to 7:30 a.m. Central in
the JSC briefing room. To repeat, Jay Greene change of shift
briefing moved up to 7:30 instead of 8:30. This is Mission
Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 2 minutes to LOS. We'll have
you at Yarragadee at 44 and Orroral at 55 if I don't get you at
Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, we'll be thele, Guy. It was nice of you to
give us the day off to take pictures today.
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
That was nice of you to give us the day of.f to take
pictures today.
CAPCOM

You bet.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, acquistion through
Yarragadee momentarily, m~anwhile it's reported that the Solar
Max satellite batteries are charged to the estimated 70 to 80
percent capacity and that the routine for beginning the roll
maneuver for the satellite will begin ~t the next tracking
satellite, TORS pass, next orbit. Reminder again, the change of
shift briefing with flight director Jay Greene will be at 7;30
a.m. instead of 8:30, that's 7:30 central, JSC briefing room.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with JOU at Yarragadee.
Challenger, Houston, radio check UHF. Challenger, Houston, radio
check through Yarragadee. Challenger, Houston, radio check,
UHF. Challenger, Houston with you at Orroral for 2 and a half.
SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Guy, how us?

CAPCOM
You're loud and clear also, apparently you weren't
hearing us again through Yarragadee. I've got a couple of notes
here for you,
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we were hearill'3 every call in Yarragadee, I
guess you weren't hear us.
CAPCOM
hearing you.

Ok, I understand you heard me, ok, we weren't

SPACECRAFT

Are these something we need to write down, Guy?

CAPCOM
That's negative, Crip. We're sending you a
teleprinter message right now, basically we've added something
else to keep you busy today. Neld like to do some TACAN tests,
out of the Orbit Ops checklist, there in the back. Basically, we
want you to mainta:n your attitude, don't do any of the tracking
maneuvers. The message welre sending you will serve as a pad, so
there is no need to write any numbers down, but we'd just like
you to do step 5 in the TACAN NAV in the Orbit Ops. That's page
FS-2-S, except maintain your current attitUde.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM
Just basically we'll have 2 revs of you guys dial
in new TACAN numbers for us. Also - SPACECRAFT
Yes, as long as we don't have to do any maneuvers,
it sounds like a reasonable thing to do. Can you tell us in MET
for the first one of those site? Before we get the message out.
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CAPCOM

Roger, that's at Conis at MET of 2 slant 23, 26.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, about half an hour from now.

Ok?

CAP COM
That's affirmative, Crlp. And we'd like, payloads
would lika the HRM 3 step 2 times, if you've got that.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, we've got that, and I can go out and dig them
out of the book. And then we're pretty close to the time that we
gave you. The time that was on the checklist though.
CAPCOM
seconds.

Ok, copy. We're about to go LOS here in about 10
We'll see you at Hawaii at 1 3.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, the loss of signal through
Orroral Valley in Australia. No joy on UHF through Yarragadee,
however, the crew did report they heard Guy Gardner calling, but
they were not outputting any UHF voice. Ten minutes to Hawaii
acquisition. Change of shift briefing with Jay Greene at 7:30
Central. Mission Control Houston, at 2 days, 23 hours, 2
minutes.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
minutes.

Mission Control, Houston at 2 days, 23 hours, 2

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear, Guy. Guy, let me make sure I
understand on this Tacan DTO what I think you wanted to do. All
that'll be required is that we'll make the transition to TS with
the associated TFL's and then we'll just switch the Tacans as you
indicated on the pass.
CAPCOM
Roger. I believe that's correct. Let me verify
that for you and one other note, we'd like MMU 2 on before we
transition to OPS 8.
SP~CECRAFT

Jer.

Okay. Hello.
How're you doing?

Good morning or good afternoon,

CAPCOM
tomorrow.

Doing great.

SPACECRAFT

Well, we're in reasonable shape.

Looks like welre in good shape for

SPACECRAFT
I guess one thing we would that we like to get
clarified as soon as you guys know what the big plan is as to
whether we're planning on doing an EVA tomorrow also, or whether
we're going to put that off until day after tomorrow.
CAPCOM
Okay. It'll only be the rendezvouG and grapple
tomorrow, EVA the following ~ay.
SPACECRA~'T

Sure sounds super, we appreciate it, thank you.

CAPCOM

All right.

SPACECRAFT
And I'm assuming, Jer, that we're going to start in
G8 throughout this period, the DTO that is, until after 2:15.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy, I think I copied anyhow, that your
going to delay the B TV until the nominal time in the CAP.
SPACECRAFT
No, no, I wasn't talking about the B TV, I was
talking about this TACAN DTO again, the normal time in the CAP is
when we planned on doing the student experiment. Which looks
very interesting up here, it's certainly keeping everybody
entertained. And we're planning on dOing that at the nominal CAP
time. What I was saying was we're planning on staying in T8
throughout the TACAN DTO, in other words, we're not going to be
going back and forth.

.--
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CAP COM
Roger, I think we concur with that, Crip, and say
again your first question, I don't think Guidance's got the
complete message.
SPACECRAFT
I don't think I had any question. All I'm saying
is on the the CPO, all we're going to do is to go to G8 with the
appropriate TFL's and tune through the TACAN stations as you
dedicated on the pad.
CAPCOM
O~, Crip, we do not want to change the TFL's, I
think everything else is correct. We do not want to do any
maneuvers, and you got that.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I understand no maneuvers, I also think you get
no data if I don't change the TFL's.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, INCO and FAO are telling me that we
will get the data with this current TFL format.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

GODDARD
This is the Payload Operations Control Center at
Goddard with an update on the Solar Max spacecraft. The new
program has been loaded on to the onboard computers in getting
ready to slow the spacecLaft, or increase the spacecraft's rate
of roll, which is now about zero, :0 one-half a degree per
second, which is rate considered appropriate for grapple by the
Remote Manipulator System arm. The grapple as you've heard is
expected to take place Tuesday. With the spacecr.aft under better
control than it was last night, thanks largely to the wizardry of
the NASA engineers I guess, Solar Max is holding its own on
battery power and Bill Stewart, the Mission Operations Manager,
has ordered the instrument heaters to be activated. They and
'lmost everything else electrical on the spacecraft were turned
~cf yesterday afternoon to conserve critical battery power.
~tewart estimated that 5 hours will be required to spin the Solar
~ax up to the one-half degree per second rate that is desired and
he still has some concern about positioning of the spacecraft
solar panels toward the Sun, and they are br.inging up the gyros
on the spacecraft in order to get a better reading on that, and
so they'll be able to generate morn power from the Sun. That's
why Sunday's pessimism has turned to optimism here today. The
situation probably is best characterized by saying that we aren't
out of the woods yet, but we're getting close to the edge. This
the Payload Operations Control Center, at 2 days, 23 hours, and
19 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, being handed to TORS shortly.

SPACECRAFT
Hi, Jerry, and we're just about ready to make our
(garble) trans i tion.

..
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, being handed to TORS shortly.

SPACECRAFT
transition.

Hi, Jer.

We're just about ready to make our OPS

CAPCOM
Copy that. Challenger, Houston, back with you
through TORS and we'd like AV bay 2 Alfa fan on, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we don't

hay~

a GPC running in that area.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, understand we just got TACAN 2 on and
we'd like to keep it happy.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, the EECOM says that
H2 is looking okay and we can handle 3 hours of AV bay fan
activity.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. And Jerry, I have the payloads, the initiate
time for the HRM 3 tod1Y, if you need that.
CAPCOM

Rog~r,

go ahead, we'll copy.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, it was initiated at 2 days, 18 hours, 10
minutes and we took the reading at 20 hours, 30 minutes.
CAPCOM

Copy all that, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
We got some great bumpers out here in the Gulf,
heading toward Florida.
CAPCOM

Roger, we got a wet last day or so.

SPACECRAFT
today.

Yes, we just - looked

pret~y

clear in Houston

CAPCOM
It was kind of dark when I drove in this morniPog,
I'm not too sure.
SPACECRAFT

Sorry about the hours you're working there.

CAPCOM

Your's are longer than mi .Ie.

SPACECRAFT

Mine's more fun though.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'd like to see one 12 x-ray
in TACAN 1, please.
SPACECRAFT

Thank you, our mistake.
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CAPCOM
you.

And Challenger we got a couple of other notes for

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, first one is wetll have a tel&printer
message, 26 Bravo for you at Guam, itts some rendezvous update
information for you. Also, be advised we're planning to stay
GSTON for the TV of the student experiment, Hawaii, Goldstone,
MILA, that's starts at 00 plus 52 and wetll be using U~F voice in
conjunction with that TV downlink. We'll be using TORS for the
spacecraft.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, let's go back over that one, Jerry. You're
going to start taking the TV at 0052 and how long is it going to
go?
CAPCOM
Okay, whatever you would like to give us through
Hawaii, Goldstone, and MILA, and UHF voice wetll have to use
because we'll be using TORS for the spacecraft. Also one other
item for you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
One other item for you, we would like a 15-minute
prior warning before Ox does his exercise whenever that might
occur this afternoon, so we can get the ASEP on.
SPACECRAFT
to listen.

Okay. You guys don't need the ASEP you just have
You could probably hear it from Houston.

CAPCOM

I wondered what that was last night.

PAO

This is Mission Control

b~tween

Ho~ston.

That exchange

SPACECRAFT

I've got an IMAX comment if you got a minute.

CAPCOM

Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
You ought to tell Graham ~nd David that they ought
to hold all their future training sessions on orbit. The film
loading and changing is much easier than it i~ in one g.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, that's good ne"wS and we'll see if
we can't get that scheduled.
SPACECRAFT
Well, you don't got to go overboard. I'll be glad
to show it to you on TV, if you want to do it sometime.
CAPCOM
TORS.

Okay, thanks a lot.

And we got 7 more minutes on
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PAO
Mission Control Houston, Challenger crew setting up
for some television next orbit starting at Hawaii at 8:49 am
Central, showing the miniature crew aboard the spacecraft, some
3300 honeybees, part of the student experiment. Tied in with
that will be the student experimenter Dan Poskevich, at the JSC
l-g trainer, sort of running in parallel. That will be on NASA
sele~t television also.
We're still live here over the tracking
satellite for another 9 minutes, beg your pardon, 6 minutes.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, got a switch for you on A-l.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, .Jer ry.

CAPCOM
please.

Roger,

SPACECRAFT

Say again the antenna.

CAPCOM

Roger, S-band FM antenna to GPC, please.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, S-band antenna to GPC.

w~'d

like the FM antena switched to GPC,

CAPCOM
Roger that, and we're about 2-1/2 minutes to LOS
TORS. Yarragadee at 2 4, if not there Guam at 40.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Yarragadee at 24, Guam 40, and Crip has a
question about what switch you're after.
CAPCOM
Roger, that's on panel Al, the S-band PM antenna
switch to GPC.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, it's in GPC.

PAO
This is Mission Control, loss of signal thru the
tracking satellite, 6 minutes until reacquisition through
Yarragadee. Upcomin on this next orbit, startin~ ~t Hawaii will
be the student experiment with the beehive a~0~!d Challenger.
Tied in with TV from the Principal Investigat0L, Dan Poskevich of
Tennesse Technological Institute in the 19 train~r at JSC.
Reacquisition through Yarragadee in 5 minutes, at Mission Control
at 3 days, 0 hours, 19 minutes.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, 20 seconds until
acquisition through Yarragadee.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston comm check through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT

You're loud and clear through Yarragadee, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT
So ace you, you're loud and clear over Yarragaaee,
how do you read me?
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CAPCOM

Roger, you're relatively clear, but not realy loud.

SPACECRAFT
also.

Ok, well I guess that possibly is what you are

CAPCOM
Ok, and we may not have you for the entire 10-1/2
minutes here in the pass, depending on what the antenna's do to
us.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, do you have anything for us?

CAPCOM

Challenger, say again, last was unreadable.

SPACECRAFT

Do you have anything for us?

CAPCOM
Just one thing, we have changed the message you'll
be getting at Guam, it is now 26-Charlie.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, I understand,
nominal rendezvous.

mess~ge

26-Charlie, it's Guam

CAPCOM
Roger that, and Commander Richards will be taking
the helm at Guam also.
SPACECRAFT

Very good, like to welcome (garble) aboard.

SPACECRAFT

A little fresh talent.

CAPCOM

Thank you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) there I go. I've got the middeck speaker
on. Ok, I'm hot on VOX now, do you want to put me VOX air-toground?
END OF TAPE
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I got the middeck speakers
Do you want to put me in VOX

CAPCOlo1

Challanger, Houston, Guam in five minuteR.

SPACECRAP'r

Weill see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houuton, LOS at Yarragadee. Guam
in about 4 1/2 minutes fol:ow~d by Hawaii and th~ student
experiment - honeybee hive trom aboard spacecraft Challenger.
Mission Control Houston, acquisition momentarily through Guam on
orbit - end of orbit 47.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through G~am for five

SPACECRAFT
We read you loud and clear, Dick.
Challenger, how do you read, Dick?
CAPCOM

You're loud and clear, Crip.

SPACECRAF"r

Okeedoke.

CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'r

Go ahead, Houston.

Houston,

CAPCOM
Message 26C should be onboard and we would like for
you to take a look at it and if you got any comments on it talk
to us at Hawaii about it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll do that. The pickup, I'm afraid, I'm
not going to be able to assemble all of it by Hawaii and do thi~
(garble) and Tacan thing as well.
CAPCOM

Okay, fine, whenever you get a chance to, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do it.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we'll go LOS in 30
seconds, we'll look forward to seeing you at Hawaii with TV.
SPACECRAF'l'

Okay, see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at Guam,
Hawaii in 5 minutes. This is Mission Control Houston.
Telev~~ion shot now coming from the one g trainer showing the
studen~ experimenter Dan Poskevich of Tennessee Technological
Institute with a mock-up of his control set of bees in the one 9
trainer. We should be g~ttin9 live television starting
momentarily through the Hawaii station of the 3300 bees aboard
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Chall~nger.

All of these bees would have to be frien11y crammed
into 729 cubic inches of 5pace.

SPACECRAFT
Let us know wher. you get geod TV and we'll start in
on the Pinky and Ox beR show.
CAPCOM

Okay.

PAO
This experiment is appropriately sponsored by
Honeywell Incorporated in Minneapolis. We'll see whether the
bees in npace are as good at adapting to zero 9 as Spider
Arabella was in learning how to spin webs aboard Skylab.
SPACECRAFT
- - experiment, it's a little enclosure module here
with 3300 Italian honeybees in it. It was launched when the bees
were approximately 12 days old. They stuck all 3300 of these
bees in here. The enclosure ~odule has a little compartment down
here that they fit in and then they go into - through a little
door, right into this part and then to a three little sections
with screens on it that they coul~ possibly build their
honeycombs. Up in this end is a feeder ald the feeder feeds them
with an agar solution with some sort of a jelly on it, !t's a
Chinese jelly. The bees, when they first launched, looked like
they were in great shape and most of them were down in this
area. They slowly moved their way up into the area where the
food was and they've really been gOing to town. Right now
they've got a great big old honeycomb, that we'll show you a
little closer here in a second, that's going right in here and it
goes almost all the way down into this area here. I'll gat it
over to Pinky here and we'll try to get some closeups.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, Jerry, we've been watching these bees about
every day, they're really fun to watch them work. On this side
of the little
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
I'll get it over to Pinky here and we'll try to get
some close-ups.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, Jerry we've been watching these bee's about
every day, they're really fun to watch them work. On this side
of the little module is a hole and the bees have sent up a whole
sequence of workers that are all just clinging to the top of the
plexiglass and they're fanning their wings, and they're fanning
the air in here out past the comb and then back down agai~. And
they kep.p pretty much bunched up together, except for the little
path where they're keeping an air flow. Down {n this region by
the food, there is a chain of bees about 2 inches thick, it's
just like a rope, that goes from way over here all the way back
over to the hive, and Ox, if you can take it a little closer.
We'd be intl'rested, Jerry, if Mr. Poskevich has got his bees
going on th.~ ground there, and if they've built a hive yet.
CAPCOM
Roger, Pink, we saw just before you came on live,
he was down at the mock-up pulling out his honeycomb and maybe
we'll get a report for you in a little bit.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, and another thing we've noticed is, (garble)
thermometers in this cage, and the ambient temperatu[G on this
side where there aren't very many bees is ~bout 80 degrees, and
up where the hive is, they built their hive on the other
thermometer, or their comb, and they keep it about 90 degrees up
there.
CAPCOM

Ok, good.

SPACECRAFT
(Garble) get a little shake you might be able to
see this chain of them in there. It's like a little ring made
out of bee's.
CAP COM

Don't drop that thing.

SPACECRAFT
They don't seem to mind having us around, we can
tap on the glass (garble). The queen makes her rounds every on~e
in a while, she does a little (garble), goes and visits the
troops, and keeps them all happy. You know another thing that
was kind of interesting on Flight 3 there, when they had the bees
in there, they said that they couldn't walk on the plexiglass,
but to see these things, they're all walking allover the
plexiglass, they're not having any problem at all. The ones down
in here, this is where they put their casualties; it looks like,
there's only, it looks like there is about 20 of them that have
died. Some of them end up trying to learn how to fly, they end
up with their heads stuck on the top of it and they flap their
wing3 trying to get out, and they don't go any where. But they
actually do, some of them are flying, they sil at one side of
this thing, and they'll flap their wings and get all the way over
to the other side and walk around. And again, all of this for
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Dan Poskevick from Waverly, Tennessee, and we're going to go back
up ~o the flight dock now, unless youlve got some questions, and
then we're going to set up for anothe. 1 itt le show down here on
the mid deck.
CAPCOM
O~, ')n your way, you might check your
configuration, and make sure it's correct.
SPACECRAFT

UHF

Ok, 'N'an t us to do bus i n.ess, hll.h?

SPACECRAFT
Ok guys, Dick Scobee arid r are up here on the
flight deck performins a navigati.on test using TACAN stations
located aJ:'ound the \I/or ld. Al r:eady involved in dial ing in var ious
TACAN stations as we go around, and we hope to be able to use
that in the future to upd~te against navigation states of the
Orbiter as it Elien around in space. Cl!rrently what we're doing
though is just actually a test for people on the ground to look
at the data and sea how successful it would bE.
SPACECRAFT
The flight is going very well for us. We're
enjoying our little stay on-orbit, evarybodyls getting a chance
to look outside a little bit today, and ralax and put on this TV
show for you as well as catch up with some extra te~ts that we
need to do.
SPACECRAFT
11m afraid we're going to fade-out on you here on
as the Sun comes into the flight deck. If you can just stand by
for just now, weill get configuted for the mid deck shortly.
CAPCOM

Ok.

SPACECRAFT

That looks good.

I'm going to select - _

SPACECRAFT
(Garble). Leave it open, leave it open. Jerry,
11m on VOX on a wireless down here in the mid deck, how do you
copy me?
CAPCOM

You're loud and clear, TJ.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, as you see my haIlds are tied up, so I couldn't
very well push a ~utton. Thi& is our bag that we use to change
the film out for IMAX and I've just completed moving a thousand
feet of film from the can into the magazine. And it's not a
particularly easy job on the ground, because the magazine is
heavey enough that you have trouble supporting it but you can se~
with the way it is up here, it's a piece of cake. You can also
even take time out and have a little sip of - without any problem
at all. Tastes good, itls good tea. 1111 come out of here and
show you what the magazine looks like.
END OF TAPE
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came on - -

SPACECHAl<'T
I wouldn't mind havtng a little sip for - without
any problem at all, tastes good, it's good tea. If y'a11 come
out of here I'll show yuu what the bag of (garble) looks like.
CAPCOM
T.J.?

How do you scratch your nose when you're doing that

SPl\CECRAFT
We unzip the double zil)per on tt.e bag herl~ and
here's our magazine (garble) loaded. And the old can that weill
save so we can put the film back into it once itls exposed. Then
we kind of come over here to the camera, then we can mount the
film right on the camera, here. I won't go through all the
threading process it takes, that would be another 4 or 5
minutes. And we got ourselves about a 50-pound IMAX here full of
film. lim going to shoot it back over to Pinky.
SPACECRAFT

Trying to take my trick away from me.

SPACECRAFT

Wetre all done, thanks.

SPACECR/.FT
Okay, Houston, Challenger, that's really all that
we have for you as Car as we're concerned you can pl~y with the
cameras as you like. As far as the rest of the cast, the Sun, we
just had sunrise here on orbit and it's rather bright so I'm not
sure you can get too much good pictures on anything except the
middeck but yo~lre welcome to take a look at it.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

It's up to.

CAPCOM
Okay, thank you, Crip, and just some good news for
you, we just heard from payloads that Solar Max is established in
a half a degree per second roll and is pointing at the Sun, so
tho opinion is down here that Solar Max is back.
SPACECRAFT
of coodos.

That is outstanding news.

CAPCOM

That's right, they did a real good job.

Those guys deserve lots

SPACECRAFT
I tell you I am going to have some questions
regarding this rendezvous message you sent to me. I'd like to,
unless you guys are in a real big hurry, I'd like to go ahead and
wait until we get through the TACAN tracking.
CAPCOM

Okay, that's fine, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
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CAI?COM

And we'll be handing to TORS here shortly.

S?ACECRAFrr

Roger that.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. That completes
the onboard portion of the television. Dan ~0skevich again shown
in the one g trainer with his control set of bees. He reports
that his bees have not built a honeycomb yet that he could see.
The bees are heavily clustered and his colony has no apparent
casualties yet. The bees have individuals that are designated as
un~ertakers that remove the corpses of dead bees as they live out
their short life. He was unable to monitor the air/ground of
what the crew comments were on his experiment, but he likely will
pick up on that from a later playback. This is Mission
Control. We're still live across the States.
CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houoto~, got a small procedure we'd
like for you to run over the WCS if you've got time.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, you were broken up that time, say again.

CAPCOM
We've got a procedure we'd like for you to run over
at the WCS if you have time.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we got time.

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
Okay, weld liko far you to take fan sep to 2 on
that WCS and then on your mark take the mode switch to wes EMU
for 15 seconds and then on your mark, the mode switch off and
then back to fan sep 1 and we're going to be watching the
currents when you do that.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. And Challenger, Houstorl, if we can improve
th~ camm a li.ttle bit down :'\ere, r thinl~ if you deselect UHF \l/hen
you get a chance.
SPACECRAF'T

Ok~y.
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Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, HouBt.on, if we can improve the comm
a little bit down here, I think, if you deselect UHF when you get
a chance.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, just a second.
disconnect the UHF.
CAPCOM
it as is.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

You want us to

Okay, disregard that Challenger, you can just leave
Okay, and if EECOM is ready.
And EECOM is ready for you.
If EECOM is ready, 3, 2, 1, mark.

3,2,1, mark.

CAPCOM
Okay, we didn't see any currents there so we didn't
- we're not see any stall currents there, Crip, so we'll take
that information and pass it back to Dan.
SPACECRAFT
Okeedoke. Yes, we're still getting no oral
effects whatsoever when we do that.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Challenger, Houston, for Ox and Pinky.

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
We just got a report from Dan Poskevich that his
unit shows no visible honeycomb, yet. The bees are heavily
clustered in the enclosure but there are no apparent casualties
as yet and his colony is in real good shape and he appreciates
the intormation from you.
SPACECRAFT
as we do.

Okay, thanks, I guess the bees like zero 9 as Much

CAPCOM
That's one thing you can conclude, yes. And
Challenger, Houston, we'd like Channel I-lOX on TACAN 3.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAF'l'
background.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
onli'?

Houston, Challenger, all we're

getti~q

is

noi~e.

And Challenger, Houston, how do you hear now?
You're unreadable.

Too much static in the

l\nd Challenger, Houston, how do you hear me no,,?
Houston, Challenger, how do you read on S-band
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CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, you'ra loud and clear.
How me,Crip?
SPACECRAJ~T
Okay, read you the S.lme.
over UHF and we secured that.

CAPCOl-i

All the stat Ie is coming

Okay, and we'd like Ti\.CAN 3 to channel 110 Xray.

SPACECRAl"T
TACAN 3 on?

Ok"y, we show 1 t on l.lO.

What are yO~t showl ng cn

CAPCOM
And stand by, Crip, wE're looking. And Challenger
Houston apparently we had some display problems here. You can go
ahead and proceed on to the next station.
SPACECRAFT
Roger. And Houston, Challenger, we've had some
previous ground-reported problems, I believe, on that TACAN
channel 3, thumbwhcel setting, so there's been some foul up with
that.
CAPCOM

Okay,

SPACECRAF'l'
CAPCOM
today.

Cri~.

Houston,

And Challenger, Houston.

Chall~ngar,

go.

And just be advised, we're all done with TV,
So, there all to you.

SPACECRAFT
Challenger.

Okay, fine and dandy, weIll secure it. Houston,

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
Yes, well, (garble) was thinking about going in
and working a little exercise in now. If we, fifteen minutes
from now, would that still be acceptable for you to get some MADS
data?
CAPCOM
10okf3 good.

Sta~d by, Crip.
And Challenger, Houston, that
We're going to get the ASEP turn it on.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, let's try for that. Also Houston,
Challenger, I've got about 10 minutes here before the next
channel chang~~ on the TACANs that I would like to discuss some of
the rendezvous updates, if you have the appropriate people there.
CAPCOM
l<.:ND OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we've got a group
assembled here, if you're ready to go over that message.
SPACECRAFT
Well, you timed it good, it's time for me to do my
next TACAN change. Stand by one.
CAPCOM

Ok, whenever you're ready, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, I guess it's aligned with regards to this
(garble) to prop, I know that the startracker was looking noisey
yest~rday, I guess, do they think we have a startracker problem,
or do they think thatla somn kind of generic problem with star
trackers or what? Mainly we're interested if we possibly lose
the radar, what's our b~st option?
CAPCOM

Stand by.

SPACECRAFT
And also j f INCO will let us know when the hSEP has
warmed up, Pinky is ready and rearing to go.
CAPCOM

Ok, copy that, a couple minutes yet.

SPACECRAFT

Okeedo}~e

•

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, it might be that some of these 8.ren't all
that easy to answet· in real-time, alld if that' s the~ase, wel t
you ought to just get back with me. I guess, it's our
understanding that we're going to have two arc's for startracker
tomorrow, the first one will be just on the same stuff that we
should going ah~ad and taking that data and the filter, and the
s~cond one you told us to do like we did the other day, or
yesterday, and not take it in the filter, just go ahead and use
the TA~AN's. Is that - - the radar, I'm sorry. Is that the
case?
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, I think we agree with everything you
said there. We do have 2 startracker passes prior to TI, we
don't want to use ~ny startracker angle data ~ost TI, we do have
a lit~le bit tracker data that we can g~t, but not take into the
filter post TI. And l~at's what we'd like to do. As far as
whether or not we understand the problem with the tracker, we do
not. But if you happen to 10se radar, then startracker is your
best fallback at that point.
£PACECRAFT
Ok, we'll go ahead and fly back to the Z-tracker.
Ok, yes, Terry J. were thinking we would ;?robably only have a
total of 2 passes, that is, one before TI, so your data is data
is suddenly, I guess technically, I'm not really sure I
understand what that first line is telling me. You're saying
that after we get 40 marks, are we suppose to not take those 40
marks into the filter? In other words just looka at those 40
marks and ascertain whether they're noisey or not. And if they
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look reasonable for us, then to go ahead and do the filter to
prop and incorportate them into the filter, is th~t what you're
saying? We normally look at 4 marks.
CAPCOM
Roger, that's a negative, Crip. We would lik,~ you
to go ahead and take the marks into the filtecd state, and if
they' {e not noisey, we then would like to ~o a filter to prop
transfer.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, Jerry, it sounds like it's ops normal except
delete t:he filter prop after selecting the second startracker
pass, until 40 marks are in, and at the end of the 40 marks, if
we haven't seen any noise, then do a filter prop.
CAPCOM

Roger that, TJ, that's a good

~eadback

on it.

SPACECRAFT
I guess I'm just having proble~s understanding the
technical rationale behind that.
SPACECRAFT

Say that again, Jer.

CAPCOM
Stand by one. Challenger, Houston, we would like
you to go ahead and start exsrcising ASEP recorders are running,
and, Crip, let me run through a scenario for you one more time on
the rendezvous and see if we understan.d each other.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, because r don't.

CAPCOM
0k, the first burn will be an NC tomorrow morning,
followed by a startracker pass. We'll do an NH, come back up to
an apogee where we ~ill do no burn. Do another startracker pass,
post the apogee, an Nec burn, a ~~I burn, and then we now plan for
startracker pass post TI, but we will use radar angles there and
not startracker angles in the filter.
SPACECRAFT
All that, we're with you. I guess it's your
philosophy regarding incorporation into the star tracker __
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
And for a startracker post TI, but we'll use radar
angles there and not star tracker angles in the filter.
SPACECRAFT

All that, we're with you.

SPACECRAFT
I guess it's your philosophy regarding
incorporation of the atartracker that I'm having the problem
with.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, I've been getting some whispering in my
ears, let me see if I can get it to you, and get some noos if I
get it right. My understanding is, that the first startracker
pass yesterday, the star tracker angle information we're getting
was extremely noisy and we were plotting some data down here and
it was in particular very noisy at the end of the star tracker
pass. At the next pass when we started incorporating data again,
we had a large range Delta that we saw in the neighborhood
between 800, 1,000, and even one of the updates was 1600 feet.
That's why we think that it's better to do the procedure as we've
given it to you. It will give us another chance to look and see
how noisy the data is before we try to do another filter to
prop. And that's the reason we have more confidence in the radar
angles just like we did yesterday post-TIl
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I guess I understand that. Yes, as far as I
was concerned I thought the rendezvous yesterday, I saw the
noise, but the size of it and the errors were, r thought, not all
that neat.
CAPCOM
Okay, and I guess one correction for you, I said
rarlge, more correctly it should have been position updates.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, I understand that.
about the use of low Z in breakout.
CAPCOM

Let's move on and talk

Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
I guess based on what I saw, it would appear to me
that a more viable strategy with regard to low Z and considering
our fuel forward flow would be to go ahead and prop normal select
low Z at 200 feet and let me go ahead and bring it on in. But
when I get it down over the payload bay, where we're doing the
tweaking for the rotational grapple, that it would be acceptable
to go ahead and use normal Z and I think that would be more fuel
conservative and I don't believe it would be doing anything to
the satellite. I guess I was seeing, with low Z, yesterday, a
lot of problems with closing and having problems braking. And
it's just going to end up closing out fuel and I think it's down
in the zone where we don't have to worry about any plume
impingement on the satellite.
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CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, we concur with that and we think 60 to
70 feet eyeball above the bay is where you get into the low plume
impingement area.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we concur with that. Okay, regarding
breakout, I guess I think we're gOing to have a hdrd time
breaking o~t, out of plane, we're essentially down to zilch on
the forwards because that ends up requiring a big yaw maneuver of
the Orbiter. It would seem to me that the smart thing to do, if
we have to break out, is go out regularly with a plus X burn.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, and we understand you're talking step 4
there - the prox ops breakout.
SPACECRAFT

That's affirm.

CAPCOM
Okay, we've done a scrub on the forward RCS gaging
system and we think actually when you are reading 0 you have at
least one and a half percent still remaining useable prop in the
forw.ud tan ks.
SPACI:CRAFT

Yes, I guess I understand that and I guess it
am when I have to break out. But, if I'm
in like less than 100 feet and I need to breakout which is where
I would likely to be, the on~y reasonable way I could do it is to
go out regularly.
depe~cds on how close I

CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, I think you're telling us, you're not
certain that you'll be on the V bar at that point. Is that
corr.ect?
SPACECRAFT
I'm talking about, I'll be on the V bar, sitting
out in front of it and plan to go out-of-plane at that point.
Looks to me like it may be kind of tough. I guess there's enough
forward RCS still left to do that, it is possible to do it, but
it just looked like it was cleaner to go out regularly.
CAPCOM
Okay, I think
inr.end to do a out-of-plane
close to the satellite. It
the last line there in step
nominal breakout procedures
END OF TAPE

we understand now, Crip. We do not
breakout at that point on the V bar
would be a posigrade five tenths as
4 says. The out-of-plane is the
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CAPCOM
- - and that's the reason we have (garble) close to
the satellite, it would be a posigrade five-tenths, as the last
line there in step 4 there says. The out of plane is the nominal
bre~k-out procedures prior to close in on the V-bar.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, you're saying that if we get down that low to
reach 4 to 0, you think that there is still enough forward RCS
that we can go ahead and initiate a 1-1/2 foot per second
posigrade.
CAPCOM
Roger that, except that that is a half a foot per
second posigrade.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, mine looked like 1-1/2, but ok.
like to as~ if anybody looked at a radial.

I guess I'd

CAPCOM
I'm not sure, Crip, we'll ask the question. And
understand also that that brake-out maneuver, a half a foot per
second prosigrade WOL\ld be normal Z.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, well I understand that. Ok, I guess!
understand everything that you've got down here now. I would at
least ask if somebody would take a look at whether a radial burn
might not be a little bit more efficient. I know especially if I
get down to zilch, if we actually run out of forward ReS, that's
got to be what I'd most, what I'm going to have to do.
CAPCOM
Ok Crip, we'll think about th~t a little more, and
get back to you.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, I guess that brake-away we endec1 up doing
yesterday, we were real comfortable with, and I guess it's the
same kind of thing from the positive Z-bar's to the negative is
what we're thinking of. But go off and think about it and let us
know.
CAPCOM
Ok, I think we agree with that. We may just have
to do a tweak; just like we did yesterday, but we don't have any
problems with a radial brake-out. And Challenger, Houston, we
want to verify you copied that last.
SPACECRAFT
either way,
same way we
very fine.
running out
CAPCOM

Yes, we copied that, and we're basically could go
it's, I mean the .5 foot per second posigrade is the
came away from the LDEF the other day, and it works
I'm just worried about getting in there and actually
of forward Res although we'll be watching it.
Roger, we understand that Crip.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're about a minute and a
half from LOS TORS. Yarragaoee at 06, and just a reminder to
reconfigure for UHF at Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Jerry, we copy.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal
through the TORS satellite, AOS next station in 6 minutes in
Yarragadee.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're with you for 8 minutes
through Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, welre stand by.

CAPCOM
Challenger, weill be LOS in about 45 seconds, and
weill ~ee at Guam in 3 or 4 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Right, see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, LOS at Yarragadee, Guam in
about 2 minutes. Meanwhile the Goddard Space Flight Center
Payload Operations Control Room reports that Solar Max has indeed
reached the .5 degrees per second roll rate with Solar Max
satellite, and the Sun pointing angle is within 6 degrees of _
straight on to the panels, keeping the batteries charged. AOS
Guam in a minute, Mission Control, 3 days, 2 hours, 15 minutes.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 9.

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear, we're just about to finish up this
TACAN DTO and weIll be back over (garble) soon.
CAPCOM

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, ok with you guys if we secure
EMU-2 and off on FA-2.
CAPCOM

Stand by a second, Crip.

END 01-' TAPE
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Copy that.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) okay with you guys if we secure MNU2 and
end off on FA2.
CAPCOM
Houston.
SPACECRAFT

Stand by a second, Crip.
You're go for that.

Anc Challenger,

Thank you.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. We'll be LOS in a
minute and we'll see you at Hawaii at 32.
SPACECRAFT

We'll see you then.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston.
Hawaii for about 11 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jer.

SPACECRAFT

Got

yo~

loud and clear Jerry.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston.
handover in about 30 seconds.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jer.

CAPCOM

And, say again, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

Never mind.

W~'re

We'll have a TORS

up here just slaving away.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston.
TORS now for another 54 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

We're with you through

We're with you through

Okay.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. We're about a minute
and a half from LOS in TORS. We'll see you at Guam at 58. And,
just for planning purposes, expect a burn of around 2 feet per
second at Hawaii, and hopefully we'll have the pads for you at
Guam.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

It's about 2 feet per second, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Two feet per second at Hawaii.

CAPCOM

That's correct.

Say the size of that burn again.
2 point 3.
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite (TORS). Guam in 19 minutes at
which time information for a phasing burn. \ small 2.3 foot per
second maneuver using the aft attitude control 3ystem thrusters
will be passed up to the crew for execution in the following
Hawaii pass. This maneuver will enhance the rendezvous situation
for tomorrow and yield a saving in gas. Attitude control system
propellant. Meunwhile~ solar maximum satellite batteries are
charged to 100 percent of capacityo It's rolling about its
longitudinal axis at point 5 degrees per second. With a slight
wobble in pitch and yaw that extends a very slow manner around
the entire orbit. The excursions are well within limits.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
With a slight wobble in pitch and yaw thCl.t extends
a very slow manner around the entire orbit, the excursions are
well within limits. We'll return in 17 min'ltes at Guam, Mission
Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, 40 seconds until
acquisition of signal through Guam. A maneuver pad will be
passed up to the crew at Guam for a maneuver to be don~ at
Hawaii. A 2.3 ft/sec aft RCS retrograde m~neuver, part of the
phasing sequence to get into position for tomorrow's rendezvous
which should save up to 15 ft/sec in propellant. When we get to
terminal phase initiate tomorrow, we have acquisition at Guam at
this time.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 10
minutes and we're ready to talk about the burn when you're ready.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, first of all, the strategy behind the burn,
so that you know is - hopeftllly this will provide us a free ride
to TI over the night and provide us with about a 10 to 15 ft/sec
savings. Additionally, the post-burn attitude is different,
slightly different, just to take advantage of some stars of
opportunity that we can get through the evening and hopefully not
have to have a dedicated maneuver for an IMU aline.
SPACECRAFT
~kay( I'm sorry, the fir.st part of that
transmission is coming through kind of scratchy. S~y again the
velocity of the burn.
CAPCOM
Yes, it's a free ride at NC and I'll give you the
',eloci tie~, here when we read yOll the pad. And Challenger, if
you're rec\dy, I'll go ahead and give you some notes here.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll take the pad.

CAPCOM
Okay, first of all on the Orbit Ops checklist, page
10-13, the on-orbit RCS burn cue card. It's a plus X burn and
the Res select TV roll of 180, weight of 211 442, with a tig of
003/04:30:all balls. A Delta VX minus 2.3, Y of all balls, Z of
plus .2. Burn attitude and roll, 203.7, pitch 246~7, Y, 016.1.
Delta V total of 2.3, TGO :09. VGO plus 2.27. Y, all balls. Z
plus .~5. Target apogee, 268. perigee, plus 264. For your
post-burn attitude, target 2, body vector 1, omicron niner then
initiate track. And we've got another note here for the
configuration for the trim burn, when you're ready to copy.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, it's a plus X burn. A TV roll of 180. weight
is 211 442. Tig is 00, 3 days/ 4 hours:30 minutes and 00
seconds. Delta VX is minus 2.3, all balls, plus .2. Attitude,
203.7, 246.7, and 016.7. I'm sorry, 016.1. Delta V totals,
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2.3. Time is :09. Delta V's will be plus 2.27 all balls, plus
.45. That will give us a 268 by 264. Post burn attttude will be
target of - stand by one, target of two, correction, target of
two, body vector 1, and omicron of 9.
CAPCOM
Okay, that's a good readback, Crip, and for the
configuration for your trim burn, we'd like to configure DAP
Alpha to A6; we'd like for you to perform the maneuvers to and
from the burn attitude in tail-only contro' and then once you've
returned to the post-burn attitude, we'd 1 ,a to return to
vernier control.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, you guys got any - -

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay, that's a good r~adback, Crip, and for the
configurations for your trim burn, we'd like to configure OAP
Alfa to A6, we'd like for you to perform maneuvers to and from
the buen attitude in tail-only control and then once you1ve
returned to the post-burn attitude, we'd like to return to
vernier control.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, you guys got any problem, if we use Bravo 2
which is essentially the same thing? That's what we used for
this morning and live already got it loaded.
CAPCOM

Stan by, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

And it says tail-only, .2 maneuver range.

CAPCOH

And Challenger, Houston, Bravo 2 is okay.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, fine.
I still have not understood what it is
the burn is ~oing for us. What are we setting up for tomorrow?
1 was previously told we were setting up for a three-orbit
rendezvous and it sounds like y~J're setting us up for something
different.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, let me try. Nhat we're doing is we're
setting up a closure for the night. We have targeted for NC,
we're still gOing to keep the three revs for the rendezvous
sequence tomorrow. Our hope is, that we're going to save hetween
10 and 15 ft/sec tomorrow during the maneuvers. We anticipate
most of the maneuvers that are rlanned to be essentially no
burns, based upon our calculations with this burn we're setting
up for at Hawaii.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, can you tell us what you're estimating the
range will be at NC 31
CAPCOM
Approximately 25 miles, Crip, and we're
anticipating about a two ft/sec burn at NC.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, Olle additional item
for you. If we don't do this burn this evening, Fido is telling
me we're going to be about 70 miles out tomorrow morning when we
start the process.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, and we don't want to be there.

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we're about to go LOS in
45 seconds and we'll see you at Hawaii and at time 1-2.
SPACECRAFT
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And Chall.enyer, Houston, with you through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

O~ay,

CAPCOM

And Chal '.l,·'lger, Houston.

SPhCECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

loud and clear.

CAPCOM
NOw, we would like to make a small change to the
deadbands in B2.
SPACECRAFT

Can you say that one more tiMe?

ChPCOM
Yeh, we'd like to change th~ attitude deadbands for
normal jets in Bravo 2 to 10 degrees.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we copy, 10 degreas.

CAPCOM
And the concern is that in 202 here, there's a
concern that m~ybe a forward jet might be fired with a narrower
deadband.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble) I'm sorry, you've got to start all that
over again. I don't want too big of ~ deadband through this
burn. S3Y again.
CAPCOM
Yes, sir, Crip. Opun 11P, we'd l1:<e for you to open
up the normal jet attitude oeadbands in B2 to 10 degrees.
SPACECRAF'l'

That's too big for the burn.

CAPCOM

Stand by, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
These worked just fine for a similar burn this
morning. I'll be glad to, well I couldive opened them up in the
initial maneuver, I guess. We're almost In attitude now.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECHAFT

Roger, go.

CAPcrn1

Roger, Clip, as an alternative to the dead band

ch~nge, we'd like you to override the forward manifolds to

close. Our concern is that we might fire a thruster maintaining
attitude during the burn otherwise.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, wetll do that.

CAPCOM
Roger, and we're sending you new state vector,
also. Ana Challenger, Houston.
SPACECRAFT
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Roger, go ahead.
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CAPCOM
And we're sending you a new state vector, Crip, so
you'll probably have to reload the targets.
SPACECRAFT
END OF 'rAPE
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CAPCOM
And we'ro sending you a new state vector, Crip, wo
youlll probab:y have to reload the targets.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, tell me when it's onboard.

CAPCOM
onboard.

And Challenger, Houston, your state vector is

SPACECRAFT

'l'hank you, sir.

CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'r

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
components.

Crip, weld like you to trim only your +X

SPACECRAFT

Wi::'co.

SPACECRA~?
Houston, Challenger, welre going to go back to
verniers (garble) until we get that close to the burn.

CAPCOM

Houston copies.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, welre back with you
through TDRS for 55 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Ok~ Houston, as you probably observed, the burn
looked nominal Qnd on time to us.
CAPCOM
Houston.

Roger Crip, lOoked good to us.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, go ahead, Jerry.

And Challenger,

CAPCOM
Yes, we would like for you to alter, just as a
reminder, to alter the deadbands in normal jets down to 3 degre~s
and then watch your attitude errors to be less then 2 degrees
before you go back to verniers.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, we copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, for Payloads, the PRM activation
days, 4 hours, and 50 minutes.
CAPCOM

And we copy.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

PAGE 2
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Challenger, HJuston.

CAPCOM
Yes sir, for your water dump this evening, weld
like tank B to zero, and tank alpha to 60 percent. And that
should eliminate a dump in the morning.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, say again, Jerry, we canlt hear you.

CAPCOM
For your water dump this evening, tank bravo to
zero, tank alpha to 60 percent, and that should eliminate the
necessity for a dump in the morning.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, zero and 60 percent, copy.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, welre about 2 minutes from
LOS TDRS. The entry weather message for orbits 53 to 58 should
come onboard at Gaum, and a reminder we won't be needing an IMU
maneuver align tonight, we'll be watching the star table for
stars of opportunity, and we'll let you know if we need it at
Guam.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, great, thanks a lot, Jer.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, from Houston, just for info, your
attitudes all look real good and we doubt if we'll even need it.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, thanks a lot, and confirm, '<'Ie do not need a
star align tonight.
CAPC0r.f

That's correct.

SPACECRAF'l'

Ok, thanks a lot.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, to..,.] (Jt signa.1
through Tracking Data Relay Satelli te, next st.~t:i.on in 19
minutes, Guam. The crew coming up on their pr0-nteep activitins
includ.i.ng evening meal and genet"al housekef!pln.] cflorc:is.
Spacecraft is in the attitude which will ~ot require startracker
IMU a1 ignments ton ight, so that's one chor.e ~10t neCeBJ~,HY.
Returning at Guam at 18 minutes, Mission Control Houfton, 3 days,
5 hours, 21 minutes.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Retutning at Guam in 18 minutes, Mission Control,
Houston, 3 days 5 hours, 21 minutes.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We're looking at
flight director change of shift briefing with off-going flight
director, John Cox at 3:30 p.m. central time, in the Building 2
newscenter briefing room, Immediately following the change of
shift bri~fing, Bill Stewart, the solar max mission flight
operations manager at Goddard Space Fflight Center will hold a
briefing from Goddard on the NASA television circuit. And, there
will be 2-way question and answer capability.
CAPCOM

One note for the pre-sleep activity.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM
We'd like you to delete the interconnect return on
the Orbit OPS pocket checklist, or checklist rather, on pag~ 3-2,
and remain interconnected right OMS to right R2 RCS during the
sleep periods. And also, we need for you to repress the right
OMS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. We thought this was during before, but this
is the Dick Richards, isn't it?
CAPCOM

Oh, for about the last 5 hours.

SPACECRAFT
I thought so. You're voices are a l i ttle to
close. Okay, Dick, we'll remain interconnected from the right
dnd we will repress here in a little bit.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SP,<\C~CRAF'T

We didn't think so.

Thank you.

Eut I haven't gone away.

CAPCOM
Challenger, HOUGto~.
we'll see you at Hawaii at 53.

We're 30 seconds to LOS and

SPI\C E:CR\FT

Okay, Dick.

CA?COM
frD !~S •

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii and

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And,

SPACECRAFT

Challenger, go ahead.

We'l~

see you then.

Loud and clear, Dick.
Challen~ert

Houston.

CAPCOM
Yes, we were going to have the evening tag up in
about 10 minutes after we get on TOMS if that's all right with
you.

, --"S'P
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This Challenger, okay.

W~'ll be handing over to

We'll be looking for you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS and if
you're ready, I'll turn you over to Jerry for the evening rap up.
SPACECRAFT
Oh, we're not quite ready yet.
call back in just a minute.

We'll give you a

CAPCOM

Okay, let us know when you're ready, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Will do it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We're ready to listen.

CAPCOM
Okay. Hece we go. First of all, we certainly
enjoyed your bee report today. That was some reclily good words
alollg with some real good photography. You guys did a really
outstanding job at conserving prop today. Our estimates right
now are that at grapple tomorrow we should have 6 percent of
forward RCS (grable).
SPACECRAFT
Jer, you're cutting out.
till we got a little better comm.
CAPCOM

Okay.

CAPCOM

ChallengE!r, Houston.

I think we need to wait

Stand by.
Comm check.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. That sounds good. We really didn't get
hardly anything. You started to break up right after you started
talking about the bee report.
CAPCOM
Okay. Getting back to the bees, we certainly
enjoyed your TV and words today. That was a real good job on
telling us how things are going up there. In fact, we told you
earlier, that the bees up there seem to be more energetic and
have got a hive starter when the guys down here are still trying
to figure out how to organize. You guys did an outstanding job
on conserving prop today, and in fact our initial estimates this
evening are that you should have approximately 6 percent in the
forward RCS at grapple tomorrow. A solar max report, right now
we're still at 5 degrees per second, about the .5 degrees per
second, about the roll axis. Sorry to shake you up there. And,
tho coning angle, the maximum that we've seen for the last 2 or 3
revs is 14 and a half degrees in the pitch axis and only 9
degrees in the yaw axis. And again, that's a maximum, that's not
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The batteries are fully charged at this

SPACECRAFT
Jer, could you verify that .5 degrees per second is
about the - END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
- - is 14-1/2 degrees in the pitch axis and only 9
degrees in a yaw axis, and again that's a max on, that's not a
steady state value. The batteries are fully charged at this time
SPACECRAFT
Jer, can you verify that .5 degrees per second is
about the positive axis?
CAPCOM
Roger, that's the same as what you got to it
yesterday, it's about the positive axis.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM
The batteries are fully charged at this time, the
heaters have been turned back on in the instrument cOffipartment
and as far as we can tell at this time, we have sustained no
damage to any of the hardware.
SPACECRAFT

Outstanding.

CAPCOM
In conjuction with the Solar Max activities
anticipated tomorrow, I've got a couple of your old crewmates
here, Crip. Both Rick Hauck and John Fabian are here, and they
have been over in the SCS doing some work over there, coming in
from 200 feet and doing grapples. They've done grapple attempts
at .5, .7, and 1 degree a second, and they're standing by if you
might have any questions.
SPACECRAFT
Only if they've got 80mething that they've seen
different from what we've nominally been dOing, but I appreciate
them out doing that work.
CAPCOM
Ok, I don't think there is anything really new to
work, the only thing that John gave me was that they had brought
the arm down a little bit closer to the Orbiter cargo bay,
started about 800 Z and they also took the wrist roll to zero
condition for the initial set ups.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, well that our - the normal way we do that.

CAPCOM
Ok. Let's see as far as tomorrow goes, we will be
waking you up one hour per the CAP, that's at 15~30, and let me
go with the maneuver plan
SPACECRAF'r

(Garble)

CAPCOM
Let me go with the maneuver plan with you. First
plan is anticipated at 10:40, that's the NC burn, a little over 4
feet per second as calCUlated now. The range at that burn will
be around 37 nautical miles. NH burn is approximately fourtenths of a foot per second, and that's at 19:27. TI burn, looks
like it will be around 2-1/2 to 3 foot per second at 21:49. The
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maneuver you did earlier this evening, looks like itls going to
help us out quite a bit. It looks like it probably saves us in
the neighbor of 10 foot per second in prop. Also we would like
you tomorrow morning to complete your EMU maintenance including
the H20 dump and recharge. The only reason for that is to get
ahead of the power curve a little bit, anticipating that if we
really got hurting on prop and had to come home the following
day, we would have the capability to do, at least the 2-1/2 hour
EVA required to change out the Max module. We donlt plan on
dOing that, but that's another hip-pocket capability we would
like to have for ourselves. Weill stay __
SPACECRAFT

Understand.

CAPCOM
Weill stay ZLV, post-berthing, and we also plan to
tilt and spin tomorrow after we get berthed, and the POCC will go
ahead and load the onboard computers, such that that will all be
done so we won't have to worry about that after we power them
back up post-repair. Let me give you a heads-up on the EVA which
we anticipate the day after tomorrow. Essentially we will use
the nominal EVA-2 CAP timeline, and we will continue, after we
have changed out the Max module right into t~e MEB task and
continue on it through completion. About the only change as I
see it, is a slight change in the way welre going to handle the
star tracker covers with regard to some commanding that has to be
done to the spacecraft right towards the end of the EVA. The
spacecraft will stay on the FSS as long as we don't have any
problems with aliY of the actuators and weill take it off and
release it the next morning. Two other items for you, we would
like you to go ahead and do the cabin maintenance tonight, during
the pre-sleep, okay it's already been done, I've been told. And
the last item, weld like to know the status of the power tool and
wondering whether or not the battery was taken yesterday, postEVA.
SPACECRAFT
me.

Ok Jerry, I brought the power tool back inside with

CAPCOM

Roger copy that, and - -

SPACECRAFT

(garble) •

CAPCOM

And say again about the battery.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, I brought both batteries back inside.

CAPCOM
Ok, copy, Ox, we were wondering if the battery was
left in the tool or not, we were worried about possibly draining
the battery some if it was left in the tool.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, it was, 1111 go take it out.
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Ok, t~atld be good, and weld probably advise
starting with the other battery dfter you'v~ check~d it out for
the next EVA.

CAPCOM

SPACECRAF'l'

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
comm.

live got one question for you, Jerry, regarding EVA

CAPCOM

Reger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, we were getting real, real - _

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
next EVA.

•.• battery after you've checked it out for the

SPACECRAFT
EVA comm.

Okay.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

I got one question for you, Jerry, regarding

SPACECRAFT
We were getting real real scratchy comm. We had
the problem with the feedback and that seemed to go away when we
got volume down but the entire EVA, we had very scratchy comm, at
least Pinky and I did. I don't know if you guys were receiving
that .. 00.
CAPCOM
Yes, we were receiving quite a bit of that. We'll
let the guys think about that tonight and we may come up with
some things we want to try tomorrow, to try to resolve it.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAP COM
Okay~ r guess that's all I've got right now on
hand. We've got 45 minutes more on the pass and we intend to say
good night to you at the LOS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and for GNC, I guess we're just going to
forego the alignment tonight and hope we get the stars of
opportunity we can pick up one in the morning, is that correct?
CAPCOM
That's affirm, errors and all, three IMU's are less
than a tenth.
SPACECRAFT
(garble). Sounds good. Jer, tell the FIDO's I
sure do appreciate t~em dOing all that hard work to save that
extra ten feet per second.
CAPCOM
Roger, will pass that on to Dr. Epp.
Houston, for Ox and Pinky.
SPACECRAFT

Challenger,

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, Pink. One question for you concerning the
EVA comm, we'd like to know if you, at any time during the EVA,
swapped comm modes A and B.
SPACECRAFT

No, we thought about it, but we didn't.

CAPCOM
Okay, very good, we'll put that into the hopper in
our thinking for tonight.
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
you're interested.

And Jerry we'll give you a film report if

.
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Go ahead, T.J.

SPACECRAFT
Well, the IMAX today, we went and shot three
rolls. We shot two earth scenes in sunrise and sunset and shot
o~r interior views and that's four out of nine, and we'll plan,
we've got a five in the next three or four days, And we didn't
do any 360 today of course, we put a pretty big dent in all the
Hasselblad stuff and we're about halfway through the lift-off
film.
CAT."COM

Okay, Terry, we copied all that.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
We ran into a lot of noise on UHF, Jer, I g~t it
turned off for now.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that.

CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

'Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Yeh, Pinky, we copied you were disabling your UHF's
assume on the ATU panels. Just so we can have insight into when
you turn it back on, if, on panel 06 you can get the UHF mode
switched to off, we have insight into that switch then. And that
will take care of all-SPACECRAFT
We got it back on now, Jerry.
we've got it back on now.

Houston, Jerry,

CAPCOM

Okay, understand you're gOing to leave it on then.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, the noise is

go~e

~t

seems like.

CAPCOM
And Challenger from Houston. pinky, if you get the
noise back, just go ahead and turn that UHF mode switch to off on
panel 06 and tha" should disable everything.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that.

CAP COM

And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM

I've got a switch for you on panel A7.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.
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CAPCOM

Okay, the MAD strain gauge to PCt-o enable.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'll get it.

CAPCOM

And one more note concerning DAP A also.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
We see that you've got DAP A1, we'd feel more
comfortable down here with DAP A6. And the only difference is
tail only.
SPACECRAFT
Al and B1.

Yes, earlier this morning they had told us to go to
(garble) we'll go back.

CAPCOM
Okay. And ona final thing, do you all desire a
speaker box check before sleep.
END OF TAPE
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Earl i er th is mor ni ng they told

CAPCOM
Okay, and one final thing.
speaker box check before sleep?

Do you all desire a

SPACgCRAFT

Been doing it all day.

CAPCOl-1

That's what we thought, okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 6 hours,
35 minutes mission elapsed time. That call about OAP A6 refers
to a digital autopilot program which calls for tail only ReS jet
firings as an economy move to preserve propellants and manage
those consumables during attitude control maneuvers by the
ship. Crew elected to forego a speaker box check. They use the
speaker boxes overnight rather than headsets, so any calls up to
the crew would come over the speakers as a matter of comfort, so
they won't have to wear their headsets during the sleep period.
No problems with the speaker boxes previously, so they elected to
forego that check. This is Mission Control Houston, just less
than an hour away from a sleep period for 41-C.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we got about 2 minutes to LOS
TORS. Looking forward to a great day tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
Scoob.

Okay, we are too, and we'll see you in the morning.

Goodnight Terry. Goodnight Crip.
Goodnight Pinky. Goodnight Jim boy.

SPACECRAFT

Goodnight

(garble) •

PAO
This is Mission Control HouSt0~. We've lost signal
with the ship through the TORS system, and we're less than 30
minutes away from the beginning of the sleep period. The CAPCOM
and the crew have exchanged goodnight's and although we acquire
Guam in about 20 minutes it's unlikely there will be any more air
to ground voice on this flight day. The change of shift briefing
with the off-going Flight Director John Cox will occu~ on time at
3:30 p.m. Eastern time. Correct that, 3:30 p.m. Centidl Standaru
Time in the JSC newsroom, room 135, immediately following that
change of shift status briefing. This is Mission Control
Houston, to continue, the change of shift beiefing with Flight
Director Dr. John Cox 3:30 p.m. Central time in the JSC newsroom,
building 2, room 135, and immediately following that, an SMM
status report will originate trom Goddard Space Flight Center in
Greenbelt, MD. aill Stewart_ the flight operations manager will
discuss SMM status and be available for questions. Mission
elapsed time now 3 days, 7 hours, 4 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston. This is Mission Control Houston, the change of
shift briefing with Flight Director John Cox will occur on time
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at 3:30 p.m. Central Standard Time. That will be the next TV
event on NASA'a select television. That event occurs 3:30 p.m.
Central time in building 2, room 135 at JSC~ Immediately
following the John Cox change of shift briefing will be another
briefing on the Solar Maximum Mission Satellite. That will
briefing will be a status report from Goddard Space Flight Center
in Greenbelt, MD. At mission elapsed time 3 days, 7 hours, 28
minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
MET 3 days, 7 hours, 28 minutes, this is Mission
Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston at 3 days, 8 hours,
31 minutes MET. We are about an hour into the sleep period,
everything's very quiet onboard Challenger. Ship's currently on
orbit 52 just over central Africa. The trajectory officer has
issued an advisory saying that on this orbit the LDEF is now two
thousand and ninety seven miles, 2097, nautical miles ahead and 9
nautical miles below lhe Orbiter. And the opening rate
translates into about 7 nautical miles per each revolution. At
MET 3 days, 8 hours, 32 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
ThiB is Mission Control Houston, at MET 3 days, 9
hours, 56 minutes. Challenger on orbit number 53, just over the
South Atlantic. We're a.::quiring data from TDRS even though the
crew is still asleop. Control center continues to monitor
onboard systems, everything's performing nominally during this
flight, and the cre~ is passing an uninterrupted sleep period.
About 5-1/2 hours romaining in the sleep period, this is Mission
Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Planning team and
flight director Randy Stone are looking over the timeline for
activities on flight day 3 after crew wakeup and refining those
events. Everything onboard the Orbiter continues to be quiet,
crew almost halfway through the sleep period. Orbiter over the
South Pacific presently on orbit number 54 at MET 3 days, 11
hours, 5 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• 3 days, 11 hours,S minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
HOUSTON COMM TECH
PAO, this is Houston comm tech, how do you
read? PAO, Houston comm tech, how do you read?
PAO

PAO copies you loud and clear.

HOUSTON COMM rfECH
another test count.
PAO

Okay.

You're loud and clear.

Give me

3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

HOUSTON COMM TECH
moment.
PAO

Okay, that's good.

Stand by just a

Copy.

HOUSTON COMM TECH
ground 1.

Guam comm tech, Houston comm tech, air-to-

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger jU8t
passed out of range of the TORS system on orbit 55. Downlink
data indicates that the ship is in good health, no caution and
warning alarms have occurred. The crew is apparently spending a
restful night and about 3 hours and 20 minutes remaining in the
sleep period. At Mission Elapesed Time 3 days, 12 hours, 11
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
HOUSTON COMM TECH
1, how do you copy?

Guam, this is Houston PAO on air-to-ground

GUAM COMM TECH
PAO, this is Guam comm tech, air-to-ground
1. Read you lound and clear.
PAO

Fine, thank you, Guam.

GUAM COMM TECH

We appreciate it.

Roger.
Okay, Glenn, give me another call.

PAO
Tech on air-to-ground 1, how do you copy?
Testing 1,2,3,4,5,5,4,3,2,1.
HOUSTON COMM TECH
Guam comm tech, this is Houston.
your an air-to-ground 2 now.
CAPCOl-1
and clear.

I've got

Okay, I'm reading you loud and clear, HOllston, loud

HOUSTON COMM TECH
Okay, CAPCOM, stand by just a moment.
are you hearing us on air-to-ground 2?

Err

Guam

2

2 3 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .SSSSSSSSSS. . . . . . . .~. . . .SSSSS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
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Yes, that's affirreative.
Okay, Glenn, give us another call.

PAO
you copy?

Guam, on air-ground 2, this is Houston PAO.
1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1.

How do

GUAM COMM TECH
Houston PAO, this Guam comm tech air-to-ground
2, read you loud and clear.
CAPCOM

And CAPCOM copies you loud and clear.

PAO

Thank you, CAPCOM.

HOUSTON COt-1M TECH
PAO

Okay, Glenn, 1m going to break you down.

Thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston Downlink data
from the spaceship Challeng continues to reveal that systems are
performing as expected and without problem. Cabin temperature is
74 degrees, humidity is 28 percent and steady. The planning team
under the directorship of Randy Stone is reviewing and uplinking
teleprinter messages for the subsequent day's activities. About
2-1/2 hours remain in the sleep period. At Mission Elapsed Time 3
days, 13 hours, 5 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on
orbit 55, just over Indonesia - orbit 56 just over Indonesia.
Downlink data continues to affirm that the vehicle systems are in
good shape, about an hour and a half remaining in thE! crew's
sleep period before this milestone day of activity tomorrow which
will determine whether or not we're able to perform the Solar Max
repair mission. At Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days 14 hours 2
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we have cancelled
the previously scheduled 11:30 p.m. Central Standard Time Change
of Shift briefing with Flight Director Randy Stone. Next
opportunity for a flight director will be in the morning at the
end of Jay Greene's shift. We're now at Mission Elapsed Time, 3
days 14 hours 6 minutes, and this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Orbiter
Challenger now passing through the Dakar tracking station on
orbit 57 over North Africa now. Crew wakeup is in about 19
minutes and it's quite possible we'll have a crew wakeup call go
up before LOS TORS in about 15 minutes or so, wake them up a few
minutes early. Right now the Orbiter is in a 265 by 268 nautical
mile orbit. Everything humming along very well on the Orbiter
itself; Solar Max also is in good shape. We have full battery
power and a one half degree per second slow spin. Solar Max is
on the sunline and we're in good shape there. Payload
interrogator onboard Challenger has been working very well for
the past cOuple of days. That's a device that's extremely
important in these operations because we communicate with Solar
Max through that device on Challenger. We go up via TORS to
communicate and we'll be doing so during the maneuvers today.
Both the prime landing sites in the continential United States
are go for this morning and for later in the day. Both Edwards
and Kennedy are open. The propulsion officer predicts that we
will have forward RCS levels of about 3 percent remaining at SMM
grapple. This is Mission Control, Houston. We'll start that
commentary again to make sure all our parties around the country
heard that. Right now we're in a 265 by 268 nautical mile
orbit. We're over North Africa now on orbit 57, crew wakeup is
in about 16 minutes and we'll probably have a wakeup call go to
them before LOS TORS in about 12 minutes or so. We'll wake them
up a few minutes early. Every things gOing very well on the
orbiter and on Solar Max. Solar Max has full battery power •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• is in about 16 minutes and we'll probably have a
wakeup call go to them before LOS TORS in about 12 minutes or so,
we'll wake them up a few minutes early. Everything's going very
well on the Orbiter and on Solar Max. Solar Max has full battery
power, a one half degree per second slow spin, it's on its sun
line attitude and in good shape. For today we have open landing
sites at Edwards and Kennedy, so both continental United States
landing sites are good. Propulsion officer predicts we'll have
forward reaction control system levels of ~bout three percent
remaining after we have completed the grapple, that's about the
closest run thing we have going today. At crew wa~eup, we'~l be
gaining on Solar Max by about nine tenths of a nautical mil~ per
revolution and we will be 53 nautical miles out from Solar Max.
The updated crew activity plan shows the first burn, the NC burn,
at MET 3 days, 18 hour.s and 40 minutes. That will be a 1.9 foot
per second retrograde burn and it'll get u~ started back toward
Solar Max. At MET 3 days, 20 hours, 50 minutes we'll make a one
foot per second MCC burn. The terminal initiation phase maneuver
will begin at 3 days, 21 hours and 49 minutes and we currently
show Solar Max grapple at almost MET 4 days even. It'll occur at
approximat~ly 3 days, 23 hours and 55 minutes.
After that pOint,
we will berth the Solar Max, position it on the flight support
system. The final item of the day will be to do a tracking and
date relay satellite track man~uver so that we can continue to
communicate via TORS through the payload interrogator on
Challenger, which in turn sends signals to Solar Max. The crew
will go into presleep activities at 4 days, 4 hours, go to sleep
at 4 days, 7 hours and then will come out tomorrow morning, day
after tomorrow and see what we can do to repair tho satellite.
We're currently at MET 3 days, 15 hours and 16 minutes and this
is Mission Control, Houston.
(wake IIp mus ic)
SPACECRAFT

Good morning, Guy.

CAPCOM

Good morning, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

That's mighty pretty music you've got this morning.

CAPCOM
TORS, Crip.
SPACECRAFT

Roger that. We got about 2 minutes left here on
See you at the next TORS pass at zero nine.
See you then.

PAO
This is Mission Control,
passing just north of the range of the
stations in Australia and we expect to
with the Orbiter in about 14 minutes.
days, 15 hours, 54 minutes and this is
CAPCOM

Houston. Challengor now
Yarragadco and Orrora!
gain communication again
We're currently at MET 3
Mission Control, Houston.

Challenger, Houston, with you on TORS.

.
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SPACECRAFT

Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear, also.

.
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SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger, got a couple of things
for you if you've nothing for me.
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, got a couple things for
you if you've nothing for me.
CAPCOM

No, go right ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, number one, the PRM seems to be acting up on
me this morning. The only thing I can get out of it is something
that appears to be a power (garble). When I switch it to any
other value, it still stays on that hour. Which we're reading
right now a -11.05 and it won't change when I go to
So you
might let those folks think about that for awhile.
CAPCOM

Stand by, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
of it.

No rush on thvt one, I just want ya'll to be aware

CAPCOM
Roger, and you were fading in and out on that,
Crip. Let me wait a few minutes to see if we can get a better
signal and I'll ask you to repeat that.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, how do you read me nvw?

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I've been reading you loud and clear all
along, Jer, or Guy, or Pete, Charlie.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, what we copied is the HRM is only
reading hours of -11.5 and that won't change. Is that correct?
SPACECRAFT

Yes, that's really the complete statement.

CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that.

Anything else for us?

SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, I need a clarification, please on
(garble) message '35 alplla which is a prop reminder and the
rendezvous propellant PAD which is 32 alpha.
CAPCOM

Okay, go ahead, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, in step 2 of 35 alpha, it refers to a right
to left switch at 11.2. And my prop PAD has 10.1, if I'm reading
it correctly.

[ S .. ····-rlS··
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CAPCOM
Roger, stand by. And, Crip, what - those numbers
are going to vary based on what kind of OMS burn numbers we get
for you here shortly, Right now, the 10.1 is the more correct
one but we'll probably have an update for that when we figure out
the next burn.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, fine and dandy.
your update and I got one more.
CAPCOM

We'll be standing by for

Okay, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, on the CAP update, page 1 of that. Down
under note 6 on the, that puts us in the rendezvous book. It
refers to OAP's A9 and B6 and that also says tail only. Of
course, those OAP's are not tail only. I'm assuming you want us
to modify them to make them tail only.
CAPCOM

That's correct, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, fine and dandy.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Commander Bob Crippen
talking to Capcom Guy Gardner about the HRM or Handheld Radiation
Monitor, part of the radiation monitoring equipment aboard
Challenger for this flight, one of the secondary peyloftds
experiments aboard. That experiment is designed to measure
~mbient radiation levels aboard the Orbiter.
The GNC reports
that we had a good star track this morning. That was important
to get us knowledge of exactly where we are in time and space to
set up the rendezvous. So, we're in good shape. We're now at
mission elapsed time 3 days, 16 hours, 21 minutes.
CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, you've got a couple of
stars of opportunity in the star table. We'd like you to go
uhead and torque those with the star line. We're on high data
rate, we've got the numbers.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, those look pretty good really.
torqueing at this time.
CAPCOM

Okay, we're

Copy.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, with a correction. That
device that Commander Bob Crippen and Capcom, Guy Gardner were
discussing a few moments ago is not the HRM, but rather the PRM
which is the Pocket Rem, the -END OF TAPE
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PAO
Mission Control, Houston, with ~ correction. That
device that Commander Bob Crippen and CAPCOM Guy Gardn~~r were
discussing a few moments ago is not the HRM but r~ther the PRM
which is the pocket REM meter. It is, however, part of that
ra,diation moni tor ing equipment aboard Challenger. We' l:e on orbi t
58 approaching the coast of South America. At 3 days 16 hours 26
minutes this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, at your convience we'd like to
pump the cabin up to 10.4 whth nitrogen by opening the 14.7 react
system 1.
SPACECRAFT

Sounds like a winner.

CAPC0M

Challenger, Houston, with a note on the PRM.

SPACECRAFT
Why don't you stand by until we get this air flow,
it's a little bit noisy in the cockpit.
CAPCOM

Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, the scientific solution to the problem
is to try rotating the switch a few times, if that doesn't work,
hit it •.•
SPACECRAFT

That's complete.

CAPCOM
Okay, if that, and if that doesn't work hit it, and
if that doesn't work, try changing the battery.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, well we hi t i t (garble) that, too. I did
change the battery last night before we initiated it. I guess _
if I change the battery, does that cause the data that was in the
unit to be, to be lost?
CAPCOM
then.

That's affirmative, Crip, but let us check on it

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and I've got a question for NAV regarding
rendezvous, just to make sure that we're squared away on this
when we want to filter to prop.
CAPCOM

Okay, go ahead, we're ready.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you folks sent this recommendation about
filter to prop transfer. After 40 marks have been taken in each
star tracker, the residuals do not look noisy, instead of the
initidl filter to prop transfer any joint. I guess my real

.
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first star tracker pass. Now normally we
prop in t~at pass. Do you want a filter
40 good marks in that initial pass or
the second pass?

CAPCOM
Stand by. And, Crip, Houston, th~ytd like to have
it on both passes, the first one also.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do it.

CAPCOM
Okay, thank you, and I've got a note for Scobe here
on the Cimena 360 if he's around.
SPACECRAFT

He's tied up right now but I can copy, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, just there in, when you're comin] in to
rendevous today, I know things will be busy but if he has time,
the Cimena 360 folks, cince he's not going to have the MMU return
scenes to film, they'd like to get that minute and a half during
the approach to the grapple.
SPACECRAFT
Guy, you're, you're cutting out pretty bad, I just
heard something about 360 wanted to get the bird - or grapple or
something.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, since you are not going to have an MMU
return scene to film, they would like to get that minute and a
half during the approach to grapple, if it's not too busy there
in the cockpit.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, yes, we've been thinking that way all along.
Our only problem is as we see it right now, all of that is
probably going to occur after sunset.
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
What we'll probably be doing is, on this approach,
we'd like to come at it from end on which means we'll probably go
inertial on the vehicle just about sunset and then go on in and
complete the, complete the grapple which doesn ~ p~~yide very
good pictures, unfortunately. But it does provid~ the best fuel
conservation.
CAPCOM
Roger that, that's what we want, 8u~nds good.
Challenger, Houst0n, we'll be handing down to Dakar here in 30
seconds.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, fine and dandy.

CAPCOM
And, Crip, we'll be sending up the NC targets,
orbiter state vector and covariance matrix here once we hand over
to Dakar.

.
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Ok, fine and dandy.

CAPCOM
And, Crip, we'll be sending up the NC targets,
orbiter state vector and covariance matrix here once we hand over
to Dakar.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, shoot them to us.

CAPCOt..f

Challenger, Houston, with you at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM
Loud and clear also, anJ that's the target state
vector not the orbit state vector we're sending up. And I've got
your NC and TI PADs whenever you're ready to copy.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, stand by one.

SPACECRAFT
Is this NC you're going to give me the first burn
we've got coming up?
CAPCOM

Yes sir, that's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Ok, we'll be OMS right, TV roll 180, trims minus
0.5, plus 5.5, minus 5.3, 211411, 3/18:40:05.4. PEG 7s minus
07.6, all balls, all balls. Burn at 198251007. Delta V tot
07.60:08 plus 07.09 minus 01.55 plus 02.08. Targets 268 plus
262. Helium VAP rSOLS alpha open, bravo closed, for right OMS
engine failure terminate rendezvous activities. Read back.
SPACF.CRAFT
Ok, coming at you. It'll be right engine TV roll
180 trim minus 0.5 plus 5.5 minus 5.3, 211411, 3/18:40:05.4 minus
7.6, all balls, all balls, 198251007, 7.6:08 plus 7.09 minus 1.55
plus 2.08. That's a 268 by plus 262, A open, B closed, for a
right engine fuilure we'll terminate rendezvous.
CAPCOM
Readback is correct.
whenever you're ready.
SPACECRAFT

And I've got your TI PAD

Ok, ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Ok, the OMS left TV roll all balls, trims minus 0.5
plus 5.5 minus 5.3, 211228, 3/21:49:03.0 plus 06.0 plus 00.2
plus 00.9, burn at 165078348, delta V tot 06.00:07 plus 05.67
plus 01.25 plus 01.67, orbit 268 by plus 264. Helium VAP ISOLS
alpha open, bravo closed, for left engine failure do not
downmode, terminate rendezvous.
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, that's the left engine TV rolls, all balls,
minus 0.5 plus 5.5 minus 5.3, 211228, 3/21:49:03.0 plus 6.0 plus
.2 plus .9, 165078348. Delta V tot at 6.0:07 •..
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
3.0 plus 6.0 plus .2 plus .9 165078348, delta V tot
is 6.0:07 plus 5.67 plus 1.25 plus 1.67, that's a 268 by 264, A
open B closed (garble) will terminate ~endevous.
CAPCOM
Roger, good r~adback and, Crip, I got a note here
on the, when we start in th~ rendezvous book, right after the NC
burn we want to scart the star track attitude immediately, so
we'd like you to set up for the star tracker ops prior to the NC
burn.
SPACECRAFT
I'm going to need more words thatn that, what
exactly do you want me to do?
CAPCO~1

words.

Okay, stand by, let me get some more specific

SPACECRAFT
We could just go ahead and enable rendezvous now
and all that kind of stuff •••
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, I think that's what they want
me double chdck. And Challenger, Houston, Crip, roger.
want you to do is enable rendezvous nav there with block
the, in the rendezvous book and you can go ahead and put
pointing vectors if you want but don't execute obviously
after the burn.

but let
All they
1 in
in your
til

SPACECRAFT
Yes, what we can do is after the burn (garble)
it'll (garble) that way. Could you give me, is the MET (garble)
up, (garble) is the PET clock I'm going to have correct for
starting the star tracker ACT or could (garble)
CAPCOM
Yea sir the time and the message i~ correct.
That's 3/19 27.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and copy that and we will start the star
tracker ops at a PET of minus 45.
CAPCOM
Roger, that, and just wanted to pass on the words
that orbit noon will occur about 6 minutes after the NC burn and
they expect the best star tracker there at the beginning of the
arc.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Guy, I'd be curious
about the noise we're seeing in the star
primarily in the, in either B or H or is
couple between the two of them, anything
people may have come up with?

to know anything more
tracker. Is it
it kind of a cross
like that that the NAV

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, T.J. they're seeing it in both
as and L and they think it's a function of the change in
brightness. As it gets brighter as you get closer, it tends to
move around even more.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, yes, we can visually see that too, the
magnitude and it tends to move around a lot as you're watch it
rotate. And we thought that might be the cause as well.
CAPCOM
Roger, we, that's a major suspicion is the fact
that it's rotating and the glint is changing from point to point
on the target.
SPACECRAFT
With the small angle we just couldn't see how that
angle got intensified so much in the filter.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, back with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

Thnank you, Guy, you're loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, you too.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, if you guys don't have
anything else for us this pass, we're going to go down and get us
a bite to eat.
CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good, have a good breakfast.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, we're 2-1/2 minutes from
loss of signal through TORS. The crew is downstairs in the
middeck eating breakfast. We're approaching about 1-1/2 hours
before the first burn to send us back on the way to Solar Max.
We're now at Mission Elapsed Time, 3 days 17 hours and 5 minutes,
this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, with a preliminary
look at today's television. During the grapple activities, we
have television opportunities on orbit 62 and 63, in both cases
through Hawaii, Goldstone, and MILA. Looks as if we will not
have live tele~ision of the grapple ••••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• today's television during the grapple activities
we have television opportunities on orbit 62 and 63, in both
cases through Hawaii, Goldstone and MILA. Looks as if we will
not have live television of the grapple. The grapple comes just
a few minutes short of the, or just a few minutes after the MILA
pass on orbit 62. So if we do get television, probably the first
chance we'll hlve to see the Solar Max at the end of the arm is
Hawaii, orbit 63. We'll have a complete television schedule
available in the JSC newsroom and the RSC newsroom in the next
hour or so. We're now at 3 days 17 hours and 9 minutes and this
is Mission Control Houston.
GODDARD
This is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center at 3 days 17 hours and 11 minutes, Mission Elapsed Time.
Activity at the Goddard Payloaa Operation Control Center, or
POCC, is relatively light today as the shuttle attempts to
retrieve the Solar Maximum mission satellite for repair in the
Orbiter's cargo bay Wednesday morning. In preparation for the
retrieval, POCC controllers plan to deactivate the Solar Max
aproximately 15 mintues before the Shuttle's remote manipulator
arm siezes the satellite. The first grapple attempt is now
scheduled for 3 days 23 hours and 45 minutes, Mission Elapsed
Time. The POCC commands will safe Solar Max for grappling by
disabling its pyrotechnic devices and turning off its remaining
attitude control system. Currently, the satellite is spinning at
the rate of 1/2 degree per second, the optimum rate for grapple
by the Shuttle's arm. Turning off the attitude controls will
allow the Solar Max to continue spinning freely at this rate,
while offering the least resistance to being brought to a stop
during retrieval. The satellite can continue to spin freely
without losing stablility for several hours, thus offering ample
time for grappling by the shuttle. At 3 days 17 hours 12
minutes, Mission Elapsed Time, this is the Payload Operations
Control Center.
CAPCOM
Yarragadee.
Yarragadee.

~

#

Challenger, Houston, with you standing by through
Challenger, Houston, with you standing by through

SPACECRAFT

You still there, Guy.

CAPCOM

That's affirmative, with you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, my congratulations to Rita this morning, she
had a great breakfast onboard. Everybody gained about 10 pounds.
CAPCOM

Sounds good.

SPACECRAFT

Ready for my nap now, instead of going to work.

CAPCOM

You might have time for a short one there.

"- _
.
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SPACECRAFT

I think I'd better think about work.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Sure are getting you guys up early these mornings.

CAPCOM
sure.

It was either that or late last night, I'm not

SPACECRAFT
You're confused too. Pinky wants to know how the
Astro's have been doing. You guys had a chance yet to read the
paper to find out?
CAPCOM
Well, I know what they've done their first three
games, let me see if I can find out what they did last night.
Looks like they lost last night, they're 1 and 4 now.
SPACfXRAFT

Oh.

Pinky didn't want to know.

CAPCOM
Crip, the Gamblers did win last night though, the
score was 31 to 41 charlie, I think.
SPACECRAPT

Oh, okay, nice to hear something positive.

CAPCOM
TDRS at 50.

Challenger, Houston, one minute to LOS, see you on

SPACECRAFT
Okay, see you there and EECOM might have noticed,
we're just now starting on the MU water recharge.
CAPCOM
Roger, we saw that. And Challenger, Houston, just
wanted to make sure you did the MU dump before you do the
recharge.
SPACECRAFT

That's affirm, we're doing that.

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

You're loud and clear there, Guy.

Challenger, Houston, with you on TORS.

CAPCOM
Roger, loud and clear also, if you've got anybody
near A7, we'd like the MAD strain gauges on.
SPACECRAFT

Okay •••

END OF 'rAPE
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CAPCOM
Roger, loud and clear also, if you've got anybody
near A7, we'd like the MAD strain gauges on.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay, it's In work.

CAPCOM
Thank you T.J. Challenger, Houston, we have an
orbiter state vector coming to you,
SPACBCPAFT

Okay, Guy, very good.

CAPCOM
Okay, it's on ita way. And Challengor, Houston,
configuration cleanup, wold like water tank delta outlet closod
please.
SPACECRAF'r

Okay, Guy, that's in work.

CAPCOM

Thc'lnk you.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, we're now ovor the
Caribbean Ocean on orbit 59. Approximately 28 minutos from tho
ignition of the first burn to send us baok towards Solar Max. At
that time we'll be 53 miles away and 4000 foot above Solar Max.
We're now at Mission Elapeed Time, 3 days 18 hour~ and 11 minutes
and thi .3 is Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we'vo got some vari~ble
parameters to send to you, if it's okay with you, we can just use
CRT 2 with OEU equivalents.
SPACECRAFT
(garble)

Okay, Guy, very good.

CAPCOt-l

Roger, thank you.

The CR'r's powered on

MHl

SPACECRAFT
And, Guy, we get a fantastic visual of SOldt Max
here as the Sun starts to come up. It'a really pretty.
CAPCOM
Copy, sounds good. And, Challenger, Houston, we
saw the gimbal check data and it looks good.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, Guy, it looked good up here.
that comment ~unning those CPR (garble).
CAPCOM

Copy, thank you.

SPACECRAl"T

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

And (garble)
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, water recharge - ~ump and rechargo is
completo on BMUs nnrl I've vorified that the batteries are all
charged up so we can be ready to go.
CAPCOM
Sounds good, Pinky, thank you. Challenger,
Houston, I've got an update delta V for the burn.
S PACf;CRA Ft'

Okay, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roy, dolta V's are minus 7.8, all balls, all balls.

SPAC~CRAFT

Okay, minus 7.8, all balls, all balls.

CAPCOM

Rogo(, good readback.

PAO
Mission Control HOllston, we're about 1 minute from
the first burn to sond us back towards Solar Max. Flight
Director Jay Greene palled all the stations here in Mission
Control and all report we're ready for the burn. Should come at
3 days 18 hours 40 minutes and 10 seconds. Propulsion officer
reports it looked like a good burn.
CAPCOM
ChallAnger, Houston, wo'vo got a new target vector
coming to you.
SPACECRAF'r
Okay. Houston, Challenger, as you observed, the
burn was nominal and on time.
CAPCOM

Roger that'", .

SPACECRAFT

We I co enroute to track att.

CAPCOM
Roger, copy, and we rocolnmend a rate of .5 you'ce dOing it.
SPACr-;CRAFT

wilco.

CAPCOM

And the naw target vector is onboard.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

I

see

PAO
Mission Control Houston. Commander Bob Crippen
reporting that the burn was nominal and we can see the altitude
has begun to decrease. They've beginning the burn at 268 ••••
8ND
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Roger.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, Commander Bob Crippen
reporting that the burn was nominal and we can see the altitude
has begun to decrease. They began the burn at 268 nautical
miles, they are now slowly descending and they're down to
267.7.
PAO
Mission Control Houston. The next milestone in our
movement back toward Solar Max is an NCC phasing burn at 3 days,
20 hours and 50 minutes, that's in approximately 2 hours and 5
minutes in real time. That'll be a one foot per second burn.
It'll be followed at 3 days, 21 hours, 49 minutes by the terminal
initiation phase maneuver. We're now at MET 3 days, 18 hours, 45
minutes and this is Mission Control Houston.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, (garble) residuals looked
good to us, we're (garble).
CAPCOM
Roger, we concur and we got ~ little over 2 minutes
left on TORS Yarragadoe on the hour.
SPACECRAFT

Roger that.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, we rejected two marks in the vertical
there, they were pretty big residuals, ratios were over 8, I
guess you saw that.
CAPCOM
good now.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
either.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, T. J., and I guess you probably see it looks
Il does but I don't undertand what happened.
And now we don't understand where they came from
Ok, Ox thinks he --

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Ox thinks he just saw some light go right
through the target and that have been it. It was all on that one
axis.
CAPCOM
filter.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Ok, we copy and be advised they never got into the
Good.
Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.
Loud and clear.
Roger, you too.
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(gar ble)

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, Crip be advised the last
was unreadable ~hat may be due to the attitude of the Orbiter.
SPACECRAFT
Guy, we did the filter to prop at 40 marks and
since then I'd say about four out of five of the marks have had
residuals of 0.00.
CAPCOM

Sounds good, T. J., thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, Guy, we've termi~ated the pass, we took 155
into V and 153 into H and our filt minus prnp ended up at 1.8 and
it never really got much bigger than that at any time.
CAPCOM

We copy, T. J., thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, T. J., how'd the residuals
look, look pretty good or do they look noisy?
SPACECRAFT
They are almost all zeros, every once in a while
we get a point zero two or a point zero one but no noise like
yesterday. The only anomaly was that chunk of ice that took away
the V residual for two, two nav cycles.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
progess.
CAPCOM
watching it.

Ok, thank you.
Houston, Challenger, the radar self-test is in
Roger, we've got data now through Orroral, we're

PAO
Hission Control, Houston, members of the crew of
Challenger are running a test on the rendezvous radar to make
sure that works well during this rendezvous phase, We no see
them at an altitude of 266.3 nautical miles, down from 268 before
the burn. We're at MET 3 days, 19 hours, 14 minutes. This is
Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• radar, make sure that works well during this
rendezvous phase. We now see them at an altitude of 266.3
nautical miles, down from 268 before the burn. We're at Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days 19 hours 14 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, Challenger, for a (garble) we got
another (garble) we've been getting on the self-test on the
radar. Does anybody see any sense in running it again?
CAPCOM

Negative, Crip, we'd like to press on.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, I did not copy your last.

CAPCOM
Roger, no need to rerun the self-test, Crip, you
can just press on, thank you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 1 minute left here at
Yarragadee, at Orroral rather, we'll see you on TORS at 32.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll see you there and the Ku is back in
comm now - in command.
CAPCOM
on TORS.

We copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you're loud and clear. Guy.

Challenger, Houston, with you

CAP COM
You're loud and clear also. And Challenger,
Houston, we'd like the data from the last pass. We'd like you to
do a filter to prop.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, you want to ~o that right now before we start
the next pass?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative T.J.

SPACECRA~"T

You've got it.

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Do you still want us to do one after we get 40 good
marks in next pass?
CAPCOM
That's affirmative. And, Challenger, Houston, the
reason we're doing that now is to protect against noise _
possible noisy data at the beginning of the next pass.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, how about if we hold the filter to prop on
the next pass unitl the pass the over?
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CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, its a deal. Challenger,
Houston, I've got an update to your rendezvous OMS propellant
PAD.
SPACECRAFT
updates.

Okay, stand by just a second, Guy.

CAPCOM

And that's the PAD on message 34 alpha.

(garble)

SPACECRAFT
Guy, you're talking about the cue card, aren't you,
the one with the rendezvous OMS ReS propellant PAD?
CAPCOM

That's affirmative T.J.

S.PACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, the, the interconnect right OMS to ReS number
that was 10.1 is now 10.0. Be advised we do expect to hit that
number during the rendezvous and when you do, we recommend you go
straight to interconnect return and feed otf the ReS. There will
be plenty of RCS. The left OMS RCS quantity, instead of 14.0, is
13.0 which means you'd probably hit that number if you just hit
the interconnect tank switch and then you'd have to reconfigure
twice during the rendezl/ons. So we recommend you just go
straight, when the right OMS reads 10.0 go straight to the
interconnect return and use RCS and there's plenty there.
SPACECRAFT

Okay and that 48 is still good for the RCS?

CAPCOH

Yus sir.

S PACECRAF'l'

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. We're currently
over the mid Atlantic Ocean on orbit 60. The director of the
Payload Operations Control Center reports that the wobble in
Solar Max is slowly and steadily improving. About 3 hours ago
they turned an extra processor on, on the att:tude control system
for Solar Max •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• Operations Control Center reports that the
wobble in Solar Max is slowly and steadily improving, about 3
hours ago they turned an extra processor on, on the attitude
control system for Solar Max and that seems to be having some
effect on steadying that wobble down a bit. The satellite still
has a 1/2 degree per second rotation and the cone it inscribes is
decreasing. It was 14.34 degrees at about 3 a.m. and the last
reading they had is it's down to 11.39 degrees, so there is some
improvement there. At 5 a.m. Central Standard Time this morning
with the burns we're now conducting, we will be about 24.9
nautical miles behind Solar Max on our approach and we'll be 5.2
nautical miles below it. At 6 a.m. Central Standard Time, we'll
be in our terminal phase, 7.S nautical miles behind and 1/10,
that's .1, nautical miles below. Right now we're at Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days 20 hours and 1 minute and this is Mission
Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, we're now
approaching the ~econd burn of the morning, NCC 2, which is
another phaSing burn to get us in line with Solar Max. Time to
ignition is now 38 minutes and 39 seconds. We're at Mission
Elapsed Time, 3 days 20 hours 11 minutes, this is Mission Control
Houston.
SPACECRAFT
And Guy, you can see our preliminary NCC solution
there and it looks like if we end up doing something like that
for the final we'd be pushing them probably about 120 degrees.
We figure it's about a 4-minute manevuer. You might want to
verify that for us.
CAPCOM
Roger, T.J •• And Challenger, Houston. We've been
looking at that burn, also, and what we'd like to do to save prop
is do that maneuver on verniers and that will take you about 10
minutes. And so we'd like to just cut off the last part of the
star tracker pass to allow you to get there on time.
SPACECRA~'T

Okay, good point, Guy, thank you, we'll do that.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston,
solution delta V's when you're ready.

I've got your ground

SPACECRAFT

Just a sec.

CAPCOM
0.1.

Okay, the delta

SPACECRAFT

Okay, it's minus 1.3, minus 0.5, plus 0.1.

CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

Nce

Okay, ready to copy.
VI$

are minus 1.3 minus 0.5 plus

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we're incorporating star
tracker data.
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CAPCOM
Roger: we concur. Challenger, Houston, with high
data rate now. I've got an RMS request if someone's available.
SPACECRAFT

Sure, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Rog, Ollr data on the ground is showing a discompare
with arm joint angles versus where we know the arm is. We'd like
you to select the RMS and read the POR in actual angles if you
WOUld.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, here it comes, Starting with shoulder yaw
plus .1, minus .1, 0, plus .1, minus .1, and the roll is plus .3.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, should

CAPCOM

And we'd like the POR, please.

SPACECRAFT

You want the position (garble)

CAPCOM
please.

Point of resolution and the payload ID also,

I

deselect now?
We'd like the •••

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I went ahead and put a payload ID of 3 in
there, and the numbers are a minus 13 17, minus 109, minus 467.
Attitudes are 359.4, 286.0, 179.3. Over.
END OF TAPE
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Attitudes are 359.4,

CAPCOM
Roger, copy, and what we'd like is to take the
payload ID back to zerQ and then reread the PORs to us if you
would.
SPACECRAF'l'
• 3.

Ok, that's minus l28?, minus 109, minus 444, 0, 0,

CAPCOM
Roger, thank you, that'll help us a lot. You can
go ahead and deselect the arm and we'll see you at Yarragadee at
32.
SPACECRAFT

See you there.

CAPCOM
about 40?

Make that 14, looking at the - make that 3, how

SPhCECRAFT

Ok, that's good.

CAPCOM

Yike.

SPACECRAFT

We'll take it, Guy.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you at Yarragadee.

How about 22?

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we're 5-1/2
minutes from the second burn of our maneuvering sequence to catch
up again with Solar Max. In about 15 minutes we will be 24.9
nautical miles behind Solar Max and 5.2 nautical miles below
it. We have 11-1//2 minutes remaining in this pass. We're at
MET 3 days, 20 hours and 44 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, radio check at Yarragadee.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, standing by for a report
on this latest phasing burn.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, we're with you through
Orroral, we watched the burn with you.
SPACECRAFT

Hey, Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, read you now.

SPACECRAi"'r
Ok, did you see NeC, it was nominal, on time as far
as we are concerned? Just wondered if you got the cop on us?
CAPCOM

Roger, we had the data for the burn.

Thank yo
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SPACECRAFT

You're welcome.

SPACECRAFT
att.

And wo are using verns to go back to target track

CAPCOM

Roger, we concur, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, that last bucn
was a good one, we're at an altitude of 265.2 nautical miles now,
trailing Solar Max by about 30 miles and we're about right at 5.2
nautical miles b~low it. Next maneuver is terminal initiation
maneuver. That will take place at 3 days, 21 hours, 49 minutes,
or in about 55 minutes from now. We're currently at MET 3 days,
20 h~urs, 54 minutes and this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, going LOS Orroral in 30
seconds, see you on TORS at 15.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy, we'll be here.

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Guy, on the radar lockon, the radar locked on right
at 110 K, broke lock shortly and carne back right away. Visual
range residual was only minus 600 feet. So kudos to the FIDOs,
the GIUOOs, and the ~AVOs.
CAPCOM

We copy and thanks, T.J.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, that report confirmed that
the radar, the rendezvous radar onboard is locked and tracking 1
that acquisition it showed SMM 14 miles from Challenger. We are
33 minutes from the terminal phase initiation maneuver. And
we're at 3 days 21 hours 15 minutes. Mission Control Houston.
SPACECRAF1r

Houston, Challenger.

Ci\PCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, what would you think about doing this
maneuver to TI in verniers?
CAPCOU
Stand by, let me check.
we concur, the maneuver on verniers.

Challenger, Houston, Crip,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, ~ine and dandy. Yes, it's about the same
(garble) of maneuvers we just did for Nce and that seemed to work
out pretty good.
CAPCOM
Roger, sounds good. And Challenger, Houston, we'd
be interested in what you have for your TI position computation.
SPACECRAFT
Stand by 1 minute. Okay, the preliminary solution
was right on the money and, as we have typically seen, this
solution now is a little further downrange, it's at minus 51.
We're perfectly in plane and our Z is minus 1.9.
CAPCO~j

Roger, copy, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we'd like you to think about
also maneuvering back to track attitude post-TI in verniers,
since we're not going to be using the star tracker data.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. And Challenger, Houston, we're
handing down to STON right now.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, Guy, did you copy mine?

s
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CAPCOM
Roger, r did, Crip. We were right in a handover,
we're with you on Goldstone, we concur with the maneuver back to
track on verniers.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you very much.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, I've got your ground
TI solution when you're ready to copy.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm ready to copy.

CAPCOM

You're delta V's are plus 6.4, plus 0.1, plus 1.7.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's plus 6.4, plus 0.1, plus 1.7.

CAPCOM

Roger, good readback.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, how do you read (garble)

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you guys had dropped out on us there. Looks
like still a few clouds around the Cape this morning, we could
see the (garble) strip coming by as we left, it was under a
little cloud there.
CAPCOM
Roger, that. We had you UHF through MILA, but we
gave the data pass to the Solar Max folks.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we - our UHF back there just went full of
noise and we had to (garble)
CAPCOM
Roger, that was a little scratchy, understand UHF
is unreadable for you guys?
SPACECRAFT
Yes, well it was just a continuous loud static
coming through on UHF back there about, oh, for abo~t the past 5
minutes, now it's cleared up.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we're showing a total delta V
Ear TI of 5.6, but we're still planning burning with the left
OMS.
CAPCOM
gND 01" TAPE

Roger, copy, Crip, stand by.
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SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we're showing a total Delta V
for TI of 5.6 but we're still planning on burning with the left
OMS.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy, Crip, stand by.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Crip. Roger go for the OMS
burn and be advised you can expect an OMS RCS quantity message
here soon, no a0tion.
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Got a pretty good solution for TI, is minus 52, 0,
and minus 2.4.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy, thank you, T. J.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM
out.

Challenger, Houston, we do not want to trim that

SPACECRAFT

Oh, we already concluded that.

CAPCOM

Alright.

SPACECRAFT
The last couple of burns, if you look at those
burns with the PAD, the previous was 11 (garble) and we're
letting it go.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy, Crip. Be advised you're coming in
very weak and it seems to be getting worse.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, you were about the same.

CAPCOM

Ok, that sounded better, that one.

SPACECRAFT
This is Houston, Challenger, for IMU T. J.ts going
to go ahead and (garble) on it.
CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger, just want to verify
(gdrble) nav but they still do not (garble) angle.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, if you read, that's
affirmative, we want to stay with the rendezvous radar,
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS. And, to
answer your question, that's affirmative, we want Y0ti to stay
with the rendezvous radar angles.
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Ok, we'll go with (garble) that.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we are in the
terminal initiation maneuver phase of our rendezvous with Solar
Max. We are currently about 14 miles away and we're closing at a
rate of around 8 feet per second. This series of maneuvers now
is a series of fine tunes to get us precisely on track to come up
below and behind Solar Max for the rendezvous. The next big
event of the morning takes place at approximately 4 days MET,
when we will initiate the RMS grapple attempts for the Solar Max
satellite. The scheduled 6:30 ".m. change of shift press
conference will be cancelled as we look toward the RMS grapple
later in the morning as our next big event. We're currently at
MET 3 days, 21 hours, 58 minutes ar.d this is Mission Control,
Houston.
SPACECRAFT
to prop?

Houston, Challenger, you guys want another filter

CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we have the new covariance
matrix ready to send.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, send it to us.

CAPCOM

Roger, it's coming.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Guy, we just finished taking readings on the H~l,
the start time was 3 days, 19 hours and 3 minutes.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Okay Guy, we just finished taking our readings on
the HRM. Start time was 3 days, 19 hours, 8 minutes.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Roger, copy, 3 days, 19 hours and say again

SPACECRAL'"'T

08

CAPCOM

Roger, copy, thank you, Pinky.

CAPCO~1
Challenger, Houston, 2 minutes to LOS TORS, see you
dt Yarragadee in 8 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you very much.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite at Yarragadee. Next station
in 6-1/2 minutes. Currently we're showing a rang~ of some 59,570
feet between Challenger and the Solar Max satellite. Closing at
about 4 feet per second, as the last data came in through the
tracking satellite. The change of shift briefing that had been
scheduled with off-going flight director, Jay Greene, has been
cancelled. Six minutes until reacquisition at Yarragadee,
Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you at Yarragadee.

SPAceCRAFT

Roger, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, you too.

SPACECRAFr.r

It was nominal on all pass.

Cl\PCOM

Roger, copy.

SPACECRAFT
And Houston, Challenger, a couple of the (garble) I
think we miscopied that, nominal (garble) TIG time. We believe
it should read 224003. If you guys could verify that for us,
we'd appreciate it.
CAPCOM
Okay, stand by, we'll check.
Houston, we concur with 4003.

And Challenger,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, my first (garble) showed a slip of 6 minutes
and 40 seconds. Six times 40 seconds.
CAPCOM

We copy.
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CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, we predict you're
going to hit your OMS RCS interconnect bingo on the v-bar now so
we sugge~t at your option, you go ahead and configure it a
straight feed. Our recommendation is either post MC3 or MC4.
SPACECRAFT
after MC4.

Okay, we appreciate that, and we'll probably do it

CAPCOM

Roger, copy_

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we see the intermediate
solution with data now. I wondered what your TIG slip was.
SPACECRAFT
Oh, we haven't computed the intermediate yet.
We're just getting ready to do that.
CAPCOM
Roger. We've got about 45 seconds left at
Orroral. And Challenger, we're willing to take a TIG slip and
we'll, you'll end up losing some lighting.
SPACECRAFT
In other words, you're willing to take that 6
minute-plus TIG slip?
CAP COM

Roger, that sounds good to us.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, yes, now it's back down to 5 minutes and 30
seconds, so itCs improving.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy, Crip, and we got Hawaii at 48 and weill
be looking over your shoulder with the payload TV.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. LOS through
Yarragadee and a small dab of Orroral Valley. Thirteen minutes
away from Hawaii with a small amount of data from radar tracking
corning through the Orroral station. The last number we had was a
distance of 42,150 feet range botween Challenger and Solar Max.
Yarragadee bAing a UHF voice relay station only, there was no
data until the brief Orroral Valley pass, at __
END OF TAPE
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PAO
- - the Orroral station. The last number we had
was a distance of 42,150 feet, range between Challenger and Solar
Max. Yarragadee being of UHF voice relay station only. There
was no data until the brief Orroral Valley pass. As the
Challenger comes over the States this next pass we should be down
to the stationkeeping position with the Solar Max. Some
additional midcourse correction burns in the interim. And
payload bay television will be turned on to visually check on the
separating distance to the satellite here on the ground. At 3
days, 22 hours, 35 minutes, Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, acquisition at
Hawaii in about 40 seconds and we anticipate some live television
from the payload bay TV cameras of Solar Max as Challenger
approaches the satellite. Last ranging we had through the radar
onboard Challenger relayed by the auroral station was 42,000 feet
separation. Now, we're getting Hawaii data, we show 22,750
separation.
CAPCOM
Hawai i.

Challenger, Houston, standing by with you at

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) on time.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy the burn was on time.

SPACECRAFT
And the tig for that by the way was 22 hours, 45
minutes and 12 seconds.
CAPCOM

Roger, thank you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
(garble) •

And Houston,

CAPCOM

Roge r, copy.

I

don't think we ever received uplinks

PAO
Range 20,450. Closing at 20 ft/sec.
Range 19,000
feet, 15,000 feet, closing at 18 ft/sec. 12,000 feet closing at
16 ft/sec. Remote manipulator arm cocked and ready to grapple
the satellite.
CAPCOt-1
half.

Challenger, going LOS for about a minute and a

PAO
Loss of signal at Hawaii, reacquisition momentarily
through the tracking satellite. Last Hawaii data showed a
separation of 10,850 feet between Challenger and Solar Max,
closing at 15 ft/sec. Spacecraft sunrise approaching in the next
minute. 9500 feet.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble)
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CAPCOM
Roger, copy, sounds good and be advised that when
we were switching cameras we erroneously selected one to your
VTR. You'll need to check and make sure you've got the right one
selected that you want, we can't see it.
SPACECRAFT

No problem, thanks for the call.

CAPCOM

And we've got good TV from the payload bay cameras.

SPACECRAFT
now.

Alfa camera seems to be about the best one right

CAPCOM

Copy,

END OF TAPE
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Seven thousand feet, closing at 11 feet per
Six thousand feet, closing at 10.

SPACECRAFT
do anything?

Keep making a lot of noise on UHF (garble) can you

CAPCOM

That's not us, TJ.

SPACECRAFT

We've secured our UHF, Jer.

CAPCOM

Roger.

Sounds like a good thing to do.

PAO
Four thousand feet, closing at 8. Two thousand
feet, closing at 4.7. Sixteen hundred feet closing at 2.7. One
thousand feet closing at 1.5. The Godd~rd payload operations
control center has solar max configured, ready for grapple.
Eight hundred feet, closing at one and a half. Six hundred feet,
closing at point 8. Five hundred feet closing at point 5. Four
hundred feet, closing at point 5. Three hunured feet, closing at
point 3. Fourteen percent propellant remaining in the forward
Res system at the time Challenger reach the so called V-bar
position.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'll be handing over to TDRS
in less than 2 minutes. Solar max is ready for capt~re. Their
coning angle is less than or equ~l to 15 degrees at this time.
Rotational rate is approximately 1/2 degree per second, and we'd
like UHF re-enabled, pleas~.
SPACECRAFT
UHF is re-enabled, we copy all that, Jer.
you very much.
PAO
Two hundred feet, closing at point 2.
feet, closing at point 25.

Thank

One hundred

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. A minute and a half till LOS
TORS. Solar max is starting to see a little bit of plume
impingement.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, (garble) We got it in che cargo bay, pretty
louch now, Jer, and it looks stable enough.
CAPCOM
Roger. Copy that.
use nice soft gloves.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, a minute and a half until LOS
TORS, Solar Max is starting to see a little bit of plume
impingement.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, we got it in the cargo bay, pretty much
now, Jer, and it looks stable, now.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, we know we're in good hands and
use nice soft gloves.
SPACECRAFT

We'll do our best.

PAO
The remote arm is now in motion. This is Mission
Control Houston. Loss of signal at the trackins satellite. The
remote manipulator arm was in motion at the time of loss of
signal so hopefully at Yarragadee in 6 minutes, we should have
confirmation of whether the first grapple was indeed successful.
Meanwhile, in the RCS propellant aboard Challenger, there's
plency of propellant available for the so-called low Z mode of
attitude control. In the aft RCS system, oxidizer 84.6 and fuel
83.6 percent. In the right aft system, oxidizer 82.4, fuel
83.2. And the forward RCS, oxidizer stands at 16.4 with fuel at
13.0, averaging about 14 percent which may be down since these
numbers were generated. In view of the close proximity attitude
kinds of maneuvers that have to go on. ~ slight amount of coning
over a long period with the Solar Max satellite. However, the
rotation is still hanging in at .5 degrees rotation, .5 degrees
per second rotation rate which is what the crew has been training
for, for a rotating grapple. Hopefully at Yarragadee we should
at least have voice confirmation if no data of successful
grapple. That's 4 minutes from now and at day three, 23 hours,
55 minutes, Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
Yarragadee.

Challenger, Houston, standing by through

SPACECRAFT
Okay, welve got it and we're in the process of
putting in the FSS.
CAPCOM

Outstanding.

SPACECRAl<'T

Forward RCS propellant remaining is 41 Charlie.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry, we've got one for you.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, on left RCS tank isolation B is now when I
went open on it when we were getting ready to - when we carne out
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of the interconnect, it didn't open, it got a barber pole and
then we put it, switched back in GPC.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy that, what's the fuel side.

PAO
Considerable clapping and cheers here in Mission
Control Center when the word came down that the Solar Max had
been successfully grappled. NOw, the crew proceeding with the
berthing the satellite on the holding fixture in the aft payload
bay. Estimated time of successful grapple, sometime during the
LOS period between TORS and Yarragadee just shy of 4 days even in
flight mission-elapsed timeline.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Less than 1 minute to LOS
Yarrgadee, Guam at 16. When you're able, we'd like to disable
rendezvous NAV, ta¥e KU to comm, and we'll be ready to ship you a
TORS state vector at Guam.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, rendezvous NAV stable already, and we'll get
the KU to comm. And, (garble)
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. LOS through Yarrgadee, 4
minutes away from reacquisition through Guam. Solar max is on
the remote arm. Capture was shortly after LOS TORS earlier this
orbit. About 12 or 15 minutes ago. Next operation will be to
berth the satellite on the flight support station, rotate it,
tilt and rotate where the solar panels don't interfere with the
vertical tale of th~ Challenger. Next step would be EVA tomorrow
for both repair functions that had been planned for 2 EVA's, all
combined into one. Acquisition upcoming in 3 minutes at Guam.
This is Missio~ Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Misison Control, Houston.
from reacquisition through Guam, or rather - CAPCOM

10 seconds away

Five minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, we got you loud and cl~ar, and I've got
a quick question for you.
CAPCOM

Roger, shoot.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, we kept the SCIU on per y'alls instructions
and we wondered if you want us to just l~ave it on or turn it off
before hookup the umbilical and then turn it back on.
CAPCOM
Stand by while we're getting an answer. We'd like
a mark when you turn on the MPC if you're AOS and you haven't
done it already.
SPACECHAFT

Okay, we'll give you a mark when we turn it on.

CAPCOM
Roger that.
connect the umbilicals.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And, we'd like the SCIU off before you

We thought you might.

Thanks.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. The TORS state vector's
onboard, we I d like you to re·-enable rendezvous NAV, and we'll
have message 39 for you at Hawaii, entry weather 63 through 66.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll get it, Jerry.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Hawaii in 5 minutes. And, hopeful.ly, live TV _

LOS at Guam,

.:.
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PAO
And, at Hawaii, hopefully we'll have television of
the berthing operating, rotating, and preparations for tomorrow's
EVA to repair all of the sick portions of solar max satellite.
Four minutes away from Hawaii, Mission Control, Houston. At loss
of signal at Guam, the payload's controller reports that the
distance fro~ the, between the satellite and the flight support
station is some 14 inches, so it should be berthed or very nearly
berthed by the time we reacquire in Hawaii. Hawaii acquisiton at
this time.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Hawaii for 11 minutes. We'll
be taking live TV, Hawaii, GoldstonE!, Mila, and we'd like to
command delta if that's alright with you.
SPACECRAFT
Negative. Can't have delta right now. We're using
the cameras, but you can pick up whatever you like and look at
what we're looking at, and you can have __
CAPCOM

Roger, we'll look over your shoulder.

SPACECRAFT

- - (garble) if you like.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

And, you can have the elbow if you want.

END OF TAPE
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or panels.

SPACECRAFT
looking at.

Whatever you like you can look at what we're

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll look over your shoulder.

SPACECRAFT

And you can have (garble) if you like.

CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

And you can have the elbow if you want it.
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CAPCOM
Roger, getting a good picture, it looks like you're
just about there.
SPACECRAFT
We're working on it. Jerry, it turns out that
night time on the cameras back there are almoqt worthless and we
find using the flashlight out the window with a pair of
binoculars is the best approach here without any daylight and
that's what that light is you see flashing around.
CAPCOM

Okay, T.J., that's interesting, thank you.

PAO
Communications systems officer Lee Briscoe
switching through the various cameras onboard Challenger as we
come up on spacecraft sunrise. Berthing almost complete once
they get the satellite firmly down in the jaws for the
latching. Television now being relayed through the Goldstone
station in the Mojave desert. Coming up on berthing hard latch
in the next few minutes.
SPACECRAli'T

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, we've got a lot of noise on
UHF, we're going to secure it here for awhile.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, through MILA, roger we copy,
you're securing UHF.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
By my mark, the MSB is coming on, four, three,
two, one, mark.
CAPCOM
also.

~.

..-. '.'

<.~: '. J

,' . ".

Roger, copy, your ~ark, we'd like one for the MPC
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're showing three good
latches on the ground and a reminder for T.J., we'd like to go to
test mode before you release.
SPACECRAFT

just did it.

I

Umbilical being connected.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're chowing a laser on
Charlie camera overheating, we'd like to shut it off, please.
SPACECRAFT

Say again, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT
I got it. Jerry, I've been trying to shut that
laser off for some time and have been unable to and the B camera
laser, I've been unable to turn on, yesterday or tod&j.
CAPCOM
Roger, you can't turn Charlie laser off and
can't turn on.

B

you

SPACECRAFT
Yes, so you just want me to turn the camera off,
will that turn the laser off?
CAPCOM

Roger, the INCO's are

sh:~ing

their head, yes.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'll give it one more try and here and
there's a dime left and it didn't turn off, I'll rev power camera
down.
CAPCOM

Copy.

SPACECRAFT
Hey, Jerry, you do want us to be in this target one
body vector (garble) with the pitch roll, pitch yaw, and no
(garble) omicrons before we start the umbilical (garble) checked
out?
CAl?COM
Stand by.
using verniers.

Roger, let's go ahead and maneuver and

SPACECHAFT
Okay, we'll maneuver on verniers and we'll start
tho umbilical (garble) checkout while the maneuver's in progress,
if that' okay.
SPACECRAFT
And Jerry, INCO's welcome to have any camera except
thE! RMS for awhi Ie here.
CAPCOM

"

"

- .

-...,-

Okay, copy that, thank you.
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SPACECRAFT
Yes! the original message you sent us was do the
the maneuver on tail-only normal jets, do you now want it done on
verniers, is that affirm.
CAPCOM

Stand by, I'll reverify.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
That's affirm, Dick, the configuration we've got
now with fuel on the forward we'd like to go ahead and use
verniers from now on.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
That's affirm, Dick. Configuration we've got now
with the fuel in the forward, we'd like to go ahead and use
vernier's from now on.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAr'T

Houston, Challenger.
Roger.

We'll do that, thanks.
Looks like we got data.

Sounds real good, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, Jerry. Are you seeing the data? We:re in
the process of copying down this page, do we need to do that?
CAPCOM
Stand by, 1111 ask T.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
to record it.
SPACECRAFT
out there.

Okay, thanks, Jer.

CAPCOM

!{oger that.

We've got the data, no need
Looks alot like the (garble)

PAO
Solid on all three latches on the solar ~ax
berthing. And, this first historical capture of the satellite in
orbit for in flight repair.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with you on TDRS, welre ready
for tilt and spin.
SPACECRAFT
off.

Okay, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Roger, copy.

We'll start work when

I

get the arm

PAO
Tilt and spin operations upcoming of the flight
support station aboard Challenger. To move the satellite into
the proper position for in-flight repair tOMorrow during the
EVA. And we hav~ confirmation that the remote arm has been
uncoupled from the satellite. The crew has just switched on the
pivot mechanism in the flight support station.
SPACECRAFT
Jer, we got the elbow cameras set up for the pan
and the - the rotate - the pivot rather, and rotate.

iii
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO

Pivot motion has stopped.
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I'm not sure if we're

We'll be VTRing it.

CAPCOM
- - Houston. We'll be handing down to Ascension
for a couple of teleprinter messag~s.
SPACECRAFT
OkRY, we'll be there.
to turn on the MPC at this time.
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Three, two, one, mark.

CAPCOM

Roger., copy, mark.

Copy.

Houston, we're getting ready

Standing by for mark.

PAO
The rotator mechanism has been selected now by the
crew for rotating the spacecraft around for the proper EVA
position.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston on Ascension. We're gatting
good TV through TORS and you've got 2 teleprinter messagas
onboard.
SPACECRAFT

Roger that.

PAO

Rotation of solar max under way.

We're just about ready to rotate.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We see the rotation on TV and
we also see a smile on Don Murray's face.
SPACECRAFT
We concur with that. I'm sure he is. We
appreciate the message. My congratulations to all those guys
that, down there that made it possible.
CAPCOM

Roger, it's a great team effort.

PAO
Downlink television from Challenger coming through
the tracking satellite. This is live of the rotation
operation. The solar max is rotated arou~d for the repair
operations during EVA tomorrow. Attitude control system module,
with it's startrackers now visible at the lower left corner of
the body of the satellite.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
Attitude control system module with its star
trackers now visible at the lower left corner of the body of the
satellite. Rotator has been turned off. Now back in the pivot
mode to go back to vertical.
SPACECRAFT

You guys still getting TV down there?

CAPCOM

That's affirm, it's a nice picture.

SPACECRAFT
also.

Yes, it's beautiful, beautiful view from here,

CAPCOM
Roger, and we'd appreciate if you can, setting up
to give us a VTR dump of the capture at Hawaii next time around
and we've got another teleprinter message that will be ready for
you at Guam and you'll want to look at that and pay attention.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, that, the VTR, the capture is not worth
putting down, the total cameras that were with the Sun in them
were not productive at all, so I don't think there's anything to
corne down on the VTR.
CAPCOM

Okay, we copy that, that's too bad, thank you.

SPACECRAFT

Can't have everything.

CAPCOM

Roger, we'll take what we got.

PAO
And the pivoter has been turned off. Another
space first as Solar Max is captured, brought aboard, latched
down, and moved into position for repair.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with a request.

SPACECRAFT

What's up?

CAPCOM
Roger, we'd like a little CCTV tour of the
spacecraft now that it's berthed, in particular we'd like a shot
of the MEB as good as you can give it.
SPACECRAFT
you?
CAPCOM
your choice.

Okay, do you want us to go ahead and give that to
If you've got the time or we can d0 it ourselves,

SPACECRAFT
Okay, weill be happy to co it. Okay, Jerry, weill
go ahead and - you're looking at the elbow camera right now,
arenlt you?
CAPCOM

Roger.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'll give you a tour here on the whole
spacecraft, we'll go from one side to the other and if you see
something you don't want or something else you want, just let me
know.
CAPCOM
Okay, Ox, thank you. Challenger, Houston, be
advised POCC says the spacecraft looks good on Orbiter power and
we've given them a GO for c0mmanding.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, good deal.

PAO
Television taking a tour of Solar Max, it's in
excess of 4 years in orbit.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. Ox, can you give us zoom in
on the trunnion pin there above the Max.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, stand by a minute.
get it, Jerry.

That's as close as

I

can

CAPCOM
Okay, thank you. And I guess we'd kind of like to
see a pan up and a little bit to the right to see the MEB area a
little bit closer.
SPACECRAFT
it.

Did you say something, Jerry,

I

think we missed

CAPCOM
Rog, if you can give us a close-in view of the MEB
work site, we'd appreciate it.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, stand by.

It all looks real good from here.

CAPCOM
Roger that, it looks like it's nice and tight.
Roger and we copy our valentine.
SPACECRAFT
Roger that. And Jerry I'll show you around the
top and bottom of the ACS module where we're going to have cut
that (garble) out of there like we thought.
CAPCOM

Okay, roger copy that.

PAO
Still live television through TORS.
looking from the aft flight deck window.
SPACECRAFT

This camera

We're just about to lose our light here, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Okay, we're just about ready to lose TORS, too, in
2 minutes. We'll see you over at, it looks like Yarragadee for a
little bit.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay, we're just about to lose TORS too, in 2
minutes. We'll see you over at, looks like Yarrgadee for a
little bit.
SPACECRAFT

Okeedoke.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAF'l'

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger, Ox, we'd like to change TFL loads. We'd
like 100 and then 188 loaded, and also reconfigure UHF, please.
SPACECRAFT

Rog, that.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking sat6llite. Yarrgadee in 6 minutes. And a
lot of live television across the states and under the tracking
satellite of berthing operations, tilt and rotate, tilt back to
vertical of solar max. The satellite was latched down at 4 days
o hours 50 minutes. Earlier on that orbit through Yarrgadee, we
h&d confirmation from the crew "We got it", meaning they were
successful in capturing solar max on the first attempt, and
rolling grapple using their remote arm. Towards the end of the
TORS pass, the elbow camera aboard the remote arm was used, and a
mini-tour of the satellite showing the various places that have
to have repair work done. Main electronics box, an incision made
into the skin of the spacecraft, implant of the new box. And the
larger attitude control system module, which will be the easiest
portion of the repair. Four minutes until reacquisition at
Yarragadee. Four days, 1 hour, 37 minutes, Mission Control,
Houston.
CAPCOM
half.

Challenger, Houston through Yarrgadee for 7 and a

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, we got you.

SPACECRAFT
of the day?

Plans for any kind of surveys or

wh~tever

the rest

CAPCOM
Roger, copy. You're wondering if we want any other
TV surveys of the sp~cecraft.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Roger, loud with some noise.

SPACECRAFT
question?

You're loud and clear, Jerry.

How do you copy?
How me?
Did you copy my
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CAPCOM
Roger, Terry. Were you inquiring as to whether or
not weld want to ~ee any more TV coverage of the satellite.
SPACECRAFT
Negative. I was asking you if you had any more
plans for the RMS today in the way of surveys or whatever. If
not, 1111 go ahead and latch it.
CAPCOM
sure.

Okay.

Stand by.

I

CAPCOM
Challengec, Houston.
further plans for the RMS today.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Sounds goo.:3.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

See you then.

donlt think so, but weill make
Terry, we don't have any

I I 11 go ahead and tuck it away.

Guam in 4 minutes.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
at Yarrgadee. Reacquisition at Guam in 3 minutes. Current
planning for tomorrowls EVA and it's still in a tentative state
with some further iterations needed for refining the timelin~,
but it lOOKS as though EVA depressurization time, hatch open,
will be at roughly 4:30 a.m., central standard time on
Wednesday. At - END OF TAPE
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PAO
The depressurization time, hatch open, will be at
roughly 4:30 a.m. Central Standard Time on Wednesday. At day 4,
1 hour, 50 minutes, Mission Control Houston.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, acquisition through GUAhl
at this time.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, with you Guam for 11 minutes
and we got a message coming up.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, fine, Jer, would you guys like us to go back
to Single G2 off.
CAPCOM
Stand by, Crip, we're getting a vote. I think it's
yes. Challenger, Houston, you're GO for a singo G2 configuration
and then go ahead and turn off the Av Bay 2 fan again.
SPACECRAFT

Wilco.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, message 42 is onboard.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) messages on onboard.

~APCOM
Roger, message 42, and we'd like you to get to it
fairly expeditiously.

SPACECRAFT

Wilco.

CAPCOM
please.

Challenger, Houston, we'dtike a GNC SPEC 1,

SPACECRAFT
CRT.

Stand by one, Jer, we need a call from that other

CAPCOf.i

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
We're seeing the same problem, (garble) the arm
that, they all noticed, and I think the guys noticed on 11 as
well, you know you get ready to latch on one MPM and then when
the next one touches down, you lose the previous one or you get
all six of them then put the brakes on, you lose a couple.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy. And Terry, you can go ahead and leave
the brakes on when you get all six in latch that way, off rather.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, I'll do that, if I don't have any lock.
first couple of times, we cradled it, we didn't have that
problem, but today we are.
CAPCOM

And T.J., we see three readys now, you're GO.

The
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Let (garble) do it

CAPCOM

And Cha11en~er, Houston, we're done with SPEC 1.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
Remote manipulator arm now back latched in its
holding fixture.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Hawaii, in 3 minutes.

SPACECRAFT

We'll see you there.

PAO
Mission Control Houston.
about 40 seconds or less,

Acquisition at Hawaii in

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger with DPS (garble) go for a
couple items 48. Houston, Challenger.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, sir, with DPST go with couple item 481

CAPCOM

That's affirm, you're GO.

S~ACECRAFT
Thank you. I didn't cut you guys out of the
pattern of SPEC 1 awhile ago, did you finish with that?

CAPCOM
That's affirm, we were done with the SPEC 1 and
Cr ip, \.'e may 1 ike to see if we can't get that comm tweaked up a
little bit before our c~ll later on.
SPACECRAF~

Okay, yes, I'm going to give you a comm check here
in just a minute. Houston, Challenger, how do you read?

CAPCOM

Roger, Crip, you're lOud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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How do you read?

You're loud and clear.
Comm check.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. How about I give you a test count.
4, 5, 4, 3, 2, 1. Is this comm acceptable?
CAPCOM

Roger, that's 5 square, Crip.

SPAC~CRAFT

Okay.

1, 2, 3,

Fine.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We'll be handing to TDRS in
about a minute. If it's alright with you, INCO would like to
take the payload bay tv cameras and give us some good pictures
during the TDRS pass. And, also, if it's not already, we'd like
the RMS elbow camera selected.
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
the, on the camera.

The tv's are yours, and we'll verify for

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. When you get your cabin tv
set up, we'd like to take it to the downlink and check it.
SPACECRAFT
Wilco. Okay, Houston, (garble) setup we Gurrently
have. Attitudes not withstanding.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Jerry, from downstairs.

CAPCOM
time.

Roger.

We got the picture now.
How do you read?

It's loud and clear, and I see it's lunch

SPACECRAFT
Yes, it's just getting over with.
bilge. You guys happy with that?
CAPCOM
Roger. We're ~lPPY with it.
looking around again.
SPACECRAFT

This is the

We're back outside

Say again, your la~t.

I'm sorry, Jer.

CAPCOM
That's affirm. We're happy with the view we had
there, and we're back outside looking at the solar max some more.
SPACECRAFT
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CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. You'll be hearing some
other voices on the loops dOing some comm checks shortly.
S~ACECRAFT

Roger.

VOICE

Do we have AV patched in?

VOICE

Yes sir, Mike Williams is standing by.

I understand.

VOICE
Roger, thank you. Challenger, Challenger, this is
Algoso at White House communications with a voice check. One,
two, three, three, two, one. How do you hear me, over?
SPACECRAFT
Roger, Challenger's reading you loud and clear.
How do you read us?
VOICE
Challenger, Challenger, this is Algoso at White
House comm. I hear you loud and clear with a very nice
circuit. I think, if I could just talk for a minute, one, two,
three, three, two, one, the weather's fine here. How do you hear
me, over?
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
check another mike.

We hear you very well. I want to go and
Just one moment, please.

VOICE

Right.

SPACECRAFT
deck?

And, how do you read the Challenger from the mid~

VOICE
Challenger, this is Algoso. You're a little hot, a
little hot from this microphone. The previous one was much
better, over.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. How do you hear me now with the one, two,
three, four, five, four, three, two, one?
VOICE
Challenger, White House comm. I hear you a little
bit better. A little tinny on the voice, but the circuit
certainly is acceptable, however, the first check was again much
better. Over.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, this will end up having to be the
configuration we carry out the conversation in, and can you read
up acceptably?
VOICE
Roger. Actually much better this time. Much
better this time. I think it is acceptable. I think it sounds
fine. May hav~ to talk a little slow, may have to talk a little
slow, but otherwise, I think it sounds very good, over.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay. Very fine. We read you five by and we're
happy to hear that the weather is nice today. It happens to be
much nicer here, I think.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Communications
check's underway for presidential phone obll to the crew of
Challenger anticipated at 2 minutes past the hour.
END
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PAO
Indications check underway for president;,.l phone
call to the crew of Challenger anticipated at 2 minutes past the
hour. Scrub that. Make it 2 minutes before the hour.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 02:58 anticipate a call, and
we'll be switching to the inside camera prior to that.
SPACECRAFT
Roger.
CAP COM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Jerry.

CAP COM
Roger, when we come up, the president will be on
the line. I will inform you such, and we want you initiate the
conversation.
SPACECRAFT

Gee, thanks a lot.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAP COM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

As well a s many others.

SPACECRAFT

Right.

CAP COM

Challenger, the President of the United States.

PRESIDENT

Hello.

We understand.
You guys sti1l with us?

We're standing by.

So are we.

We handled that part very well.

Bob.

SPACECRAFT
Good morning, Mr. President.
for speaking with us.

Thank you vp.ry much

PRESIDENT
Well, these calls between the two of us are
becoming a habit. I promise you though, I won't reverse the
charges. Over.
SPACECRAFT
President.

Well, I don't think I could afford them, Mr.

PRESIDENT
Well, once again, 11m calling to congratulate you
and the rest of the crew aboard the Challenger there, on an
historic mission. The retrieval of the solar max satellite ~hfs
morning was just great. And, you and the crew demonstrated once
again, just how versatile the Space Shuttle is and wh~t we can
accomplish by having a team in space and on the ground. I know
you will agree that those folks at the Goddard Sp~ce Flight
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Center did a fantastic job maneuvering the satellite for you.
And, Terry, I guess you made one long reach for man this morning
when you snapped that satellite with a 50-foot robot arm. G~0ge
and Jim, you've done fine work as well. The picture sent back of
you working in spaca are spectacular. They are also a l~ttle
scary for those of us that are sitting comfortably anchored to
the Earth, but Bob, I understand that satellite you have onboard
would cost us about 200 million dolldr~ to build at today's
prices. So, if you can't fix it up there, wou~d you mind
bringing it back? Over-.
SPACECRAFT
Well, we're gOing to do our best to repair it
tomorrow, sir. And, if for some reason that is unsuccessful,
which we don't think it will be, we will be able to return it.
We certainly concur with all of your remarks, the Challenger and
its sister ships are magnificent flying machines and I think that
they can make a significant road into space in regard to repair
and 5ervicing of satellites and we believe this is the initial
step. I would also like to concur with your remar~s regarding
the people up at the Goddara who managed to put the satellite
back into configuration that we could retrieve it after the
little problem we ran into the other day. Thosp. people and the
people at Houston, and everybody who worked on it, truly made
this recovery possible. It is a team effort all the way. It so
happens ~e get to do the fun part.
PRESIDENT
Well, let me tell you. You are all a team that has
made all America very proud of what you're doing up there and
what the future holds for all of us with regard to this opening
up of that great frontier of space.
And, seriously, I just want
to again say how proud we all are of all of you and
congrdtulations to you all, have a safe mission, a safe trip
hom e , an d God b1 e s s a 11 0 f you. I ' 'I 1 s i gn 0 u t n ow an d 1 e t yo u
get on - SPACECRAFT

Thank you very much, Mr. President.

PRESIDENT

- - on with your chores.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, sir.

PRESIDENT

Bl.ess you.

Thank you.

CAPCOM
inSide.
longer.

Challenger, Houston. We're done with the tv views
INCO is looking at the cameras outside for a while
We've got a little over 6 minutes to LOS TORS.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. Thank you very much.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. INCO is done (garble) the tv
cameras. Your choice whether or not he shuts them dow~ or you
keep them up_
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer. Looks like theylre all shut down to
us. If they're not, he can go ahead and do it.
C1PCOM
Okay. Helll go ahead and shut down the system.
S" ACE eRA FT
Okay.
SI'ACECRAFT
Then, Jerry, you guys gOing to be prepared some
time this afternoon to
go over tomorrowls activities and at least
1, a (garbl<:!) way.
We think we know what they'll be, but it
might be desfrable for us to at least walk through them.
EIID OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Jerry, you guys going to prepared sometime this
afternoon to go over tomorrow's acti7ities (garble) we think we
know what theylll be but it might be desirable for us to at least
walk through them.
CAPCOM
That's affirm. As soon as we get done with this
pass here, flight and I are going to go off and write a little
message and try to get up in time to have a good period of time
to look at it and talk.
SPACECRAF"L'

Okay.

Super.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, we got a little over 2 minutes
left. Guam next at 33.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer. And, Jer, just a comment I made back to
the President a while ago were really true. Not only the people
at Goddard, but everybody there in H0uston that helped up figure
out a way to come back in and get that satellite, they really did
a super job. Especially the prop guys that managed to be able to
conserve all that and the rendezvous folks to set it up so that
we did it in a conservative manner and they deserve a lots of
koodos.).
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. Thanks for all those good words.
We're al: proud to be on your team.
SPACECRAFT

We're proud to be on yours.

PAO
This is Mission COlltrol, Houston. Loss of signal
through the tracking satellite. We miss the Australian stations
on this upcoming orbits and for several orhits thereafter. Ne3t
station in 19 minutes. 18 minutes will be Guam. At Guam and
Hawaii, the control center will discuss the plot for tomorrow and
the EVA to repair solar max. Going over the general timeline,
and how the 2 pre-mission EVA's will be squeezed into one. At 4
days 3 hours 15 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, HOllston.
acquistion through Guam.

We have

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston with you through Guam for 10

SPACECRAFT

Roger, Houston.

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
we'll see you at Hawaii at 48.
SPACECRJ\FT

See you there.

We're one minute to LOS, and

"
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GODDARD
This is the Payload Operations Control Center at
Goddard Space Flight Center at 4 days 3 hours and 44 minutes,
mission elapsed time. Just wanted to make a few points on
today's capture and recovery from the POCC standpoint. There are
several differences from the operation Sunday. One wa~ that we
left the attitude control system turned on today because after
the computer system survived the tumbling the other day, it WftS
felt by people here that the joustling or any joustling that
might occur during the capture by the remote manipulator system
arm would not cause any difficulty for the co~puter, and
therefore, we left the attitude control system on. It was alGO
left on with the idea if they didn't capture it, it wouldn't take
so long to get back on line. The other one was, that we left all
instruments on except one, the hard x-ray verse spectrometer was
turned off at the request of the principal investigators. Only
as a safety precaution dnd they're going to turn it on later
on. The mission went very well, as you are well aware. I might
point out that the POCC did advIse Houston that ~hen the
Challenger did get close to the solar max spacecraft, there was
some impact from the jet plumes coming off from the reaction
control system on the Challenger. Bill Stewart, the Missions
Operations Manager, at 8:49, after we had ha~ reports of 13.3
degree coning angle, a little bit earlie,. At 8~49 he reported,
"I think we see the effect of the coning. We've gone to about 20
deg rees now. II Ali t tIe bi t later he sa id we sec another jump a.-;d
we're now at 24 degrees. At 8:50 the coning degree increased at
29.7. At 50 minutes, 43 s~conds, it went to 31 __
END OF TAPE
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GOODARD
~ - and at 51:45 it went to 33.3, and it was
holding there when we lost signal. That was the coning effect,
the rotation of half-a-degree per second remained the same. The
attitude here, naturally, at the center during the, after the
recovery was o[.e of elation. They're very happy about it,
they're now looking forward to the EVA tomorrow, and we had one
response out of the POCC from David Doud, D-O-U-O, who is one of
the POCC Directors, soon after we got back on line after the
recovery and berthing, Dave said, "Can you believe welre back
with the script?~ He was referring of course to the detailed
operating procedure that the people in the POCC follow diligently
thoughout the mission. And then he added, "This is the first
time we've looked at the document in 3 days!" At 4 days, 3
hours, and 47 minutes, this is Payload Operatiolls Control Center
at t~e Goddard Space Flight Center.
PAO
Mission Control Houston, we're back in acqulstion
through Hawaii overlapping the tracking satellite for the next
hour and 6 minut~s.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Ok, this is relating to that incorrect open
indication we had earlier on the left RCS tank isolate 3, 4, and
5 B switch, the fuel side. Weld like you __
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

CAPCOM
- - wel~ like for you to close, on your mark, cl03e
the left RCS tank i£olate 3 , 4, 5 B switch. Verify the talkback,
closed. If the talkback remain~ barberpole then return the
switch to GPC.
SPACECRAFT
ready.

Wilco, ann tell me when you've got data and are

CAPCOM

And theylre ready for you.

SPACECRAFT
indication.

Ok, on my mark, 3, 2, 1, mark.

And I have a closed

CAPCOM
Ok, it looks good to hear - good to us down here.
You can just leave it closed.
SPACECRAF'l'
CAPCOM

Ok, we'll leave it closed.
And Challenger, Houston with you through TDRS now.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, loud and clear, Jerry.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

·
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Go ahead.

SPACECRAPT
Yos sir, for. my planning purposes, can you give mE:
the MET of bed time tonight?
CAPCOM

It's a MET time of 07:00, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Understand 07:30?

CAPCOM

Negative, 07-all balls.

SPACECRAFT

07:00, ok, thank you.

And we've got the message

CAPCOM
And for your info, the message coming up to you is
being typed concerning the EVA activities tomorrow, and hopefully
we'll get that up there to you shortly.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM

And Challengp.c, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jerry.

CAPCOM
Got a couple of things for you.
to get a GPC CRT 14 EXECUTE from you.
SPACECRAl"T

First, we'd like

Ok, Ox is doing that right now.

CAPCOM
And we've got a note for you concerning th~ Flight
Data File update message that we sent for you earlier in the day.
SPACECRAFT
Say again, which part of the Flight Data File?
CAPCOM
Ok, what we want you to do, Terry, is dalete the
IMU alignment maneuver, we won't be doing that as we'll be
picking up some stars of opport.unity. However, we would like you
to - END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay. What we want you to do, Terry, is delete the
IMU alignment maneuver. We won't be dOing that. We'll be
picking up some stars of opportunity. However, we would like you
to execute the after alignment maneuver. That's on, starting at
line 38 of page 2 of the message 33 charlie. And, you can
execute that maneuver at MET of 04:48. And, that maneuver can be
done on OAP A auto vernier.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Dick. I understand you do not want us to do
an IMU manuever, and that we'll get starH of opportunity and that
is an MET ot 4 plus 48 was that? You want us to do the maneuver
that's on the message.
CAPCOM
That's correct, Terry.
and that's 4:48. I'll confirm that.
SPACgCRAFT

Okay.

Starting at line 38 there

That's line 38 of messagp. 33 0harlie.

CAPCOM
And, that's on page 2.
you can do that on A auto ver~icr.

And, as far as your DAP,

SPACECRAFT
Okay. We got all that, Dic~. Thanks. If I call
you, Jerry one more time, t'll buy you a bottle of Chevp.z.
CAPCOM

I'll remember that.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger. Dick, I just want to
verify that. You want that maneuver over to ZLV and about 25
minutes from now. Is that affirm.
CAPCOM

That's correct.

SPACECRAF'f

Okay.

CAP COM

And. Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go

ahe~d,

That corresponds to TORS LOS.

Houston.

CAPCOM
And, we'd l~ke, I need a switch, a couple of
swi tches on Rl.
SPACHCRAFT

Okay, go ahead.

Crip's over there.

CAPCOM
Okay, on panel Rl, the 02 tallks 1 and 2, heater
Bravos, 2 switches to the off position.
SPACECRAFT

We got them.

CAPCOM
Okay. And, the other thing is for your supply
water dump this evening. We'd like, EECOM would like you to dump
tank bravo to 30 percent, that's thirty percent.
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Anything else?

CAPCOM
Well, I have a couple of things for you a little
bit later on, toward~ the en~ of LOS. But for the tag-up meeting
this evening, we would like, if you could get it togethor, your
estimate of the cineroa 360 film expose to date. That's
throughout the flight. And, IMAX would like to get a recap on
the film shot today.
SfACECRAFT
Okay, on the IMAX, W~ just shot 1 sequence of pivot
ro~ate on the solar max. The berthing, unfortunately was in thA
dark. 360, we shot the grapple today, and Pinky's gOing to
figure out the total 360 so far, and then we'll plan on 2 more
scenes. One of the separation and one on the ~VA, of course.
CAPCOM

Okay.

We thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Because we've used 10 and 3/4 minutes, so I g~ess
we've got two more good scenes.
CAPCOM
360 to date.

Okay.

We copy.

10 and three-quarter minutes on

S?ACECRAFT
To date, we've got 10 and three quarter minutes.
Today, w~ got, let's see, ~ minutes 15 seconds.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
I think we got some good shots of the solar max
coming in ~nd we got TJ doing the grapple and we got some of it
rotating on th~ FSS.
CAPCOM
Okay. They copy that and while I got you I might
as well give you these last 2 items.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Go ahead with that.

CAPCOM
Okay. At TORS LOS, w('d like for you to load TFLi~
192, and just going over the hill again at LOS, on panel A7, wetd
like to get the MADS strain gage to PCM enable.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. You want both ot those do~e after we're
LOS. Is that correct?
CAPCOM

That's [ine t Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Simple 192 and peN enable.

SPACECRAFT
And, Dick, Ollr plans for the IMAX are just finish
the partial roll that we started today durin~ the pivot and __
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
- - and, Dick, our plans for the IMAX are to
finished the partial roll that we started today during th~ pivot
and rotating session. I'll finish t.hat during the EVA tomorrow
and probably do 2 more, ( full rolls tomorrow. And then we'll
have 2 left and then we'll shoot on the point A for solar max and
maybe finish them up with some Earth scenes or something like
that.
CAPCOM

Okay.

Payload's copies that.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. And if Graham or any of those folks want to
suggest something other than that, we're certainly glad to
listen.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAF'l'

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, Dick.
the water dump?

Y'all have any druthers on when we do

CAPCOM

Stand by, Dick.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

And, Challenger, Houston for Scobee
Yes r go ahead.

CAPCOM

Anytime after

SPACECRAFT

Okay, anytime after 6.

~lET

of 6 hours.
Thanks.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. That's to help out the
stars which you probably know, and should take about a half hour
to complete.
SPACECRAFT
Yes. We were just trying to get a head start.
Just try to keep ourselves busy. Actually, we're plenty busy.
CAPCOM
(Garble)
CAPCOM

And, C:,allenger, Hous tOl).

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Just an advisory. POCC needs to do some
reconfiguration that's on solar max, so just after sunset,
they're gOing to be sending some commands to turn the MPC's off
and then back on.

,
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SPACECRAFT
Okay. We copy that. Thanks.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. A couple notes for you.
SPACECRAF'r
Okay. Stand hy just a second, Dick.
SPACECPAFT

Okay.

Shoot.

CAPCOM
Okay, at Guam, you'll have 2 messages coming up to
you. One is message 31 charlie which will be the EVA timeline
for tomorrow. And, of course then we know you are interested in
looking at that an~ revie~1ng it with us at your convenience
after it comes up. Secondly, weather message 43 will be up at
Guam tor orbits 67 and 73. And, I'm told that that EVA timeline
message will be 31 delta.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Copy all of that.

CAPCOM
And, une other thing. Just to save some cryo, the
EECON would like you to deploy your radiators per page 5-13 of
the Orbit OPS checklist.
SPACECRAli'T
RAD's.

Roger.

Understand they want us to deploy the

CAPCOM
That's right. That's just so we can turn the FSS
off and aid in stabalizing that 10. or the PP02 sensor.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Have we got the clearance to do that when we
\"iant to?
CAPCOM

rt's anytime that you're ready to do it.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Thanks.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. We'll be LOS TDRS here
in about 30 seconds and we'll see you at Guam at 14.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

See you thera.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of Signal
at tracking satellite. 19 minutes until reacqui~ition at Guam.
During the Guam pass, a teleprinter message covering the EVA
timeline for tomorrow will be uplinked to the ereH for a
discussion with mission control during the Hawaii and stateside
or tracking satellite pass next orbit. it appears that crew wake
up will be at midnight with start of EVA approximately 4 hours
later at about 4 of, 4 a.m. central standard time. And, what the
EVA timeline essentially does is take the portions of EVA 1 and
EVA 2 having to do with change out of the ACS and tbe main __
END OF TAPE
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FAO
What the EVA timeline essentially does is take the
portions of EVA I and EVA 2, having to do with the changeout of
the ACS, and the main electronics box, combining them, using the
old checklist, but deleting those portions that are not
applicable. And as these details become available they'll be
passed along. At 4 days, 4 hours, 57 minutes, Mission Control
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, 30 seconds until
acquisition of Challenger through Guam on orbit 66.
CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, with you through Guam for 9

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear, Dick.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

And Challenger, Houston.

Houston, Challengar, go ahead.

CAPCOM
GPC.

We notice that the all your CRT's assigned to one

SPACECRAFT

Okay, welll take care of that little thing.

CAFCOM
And, we've got a note here for your PRM person,
whoever that is onboard.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we'll do that also.
(Garble) Houston, this
morning when we reported that the PRM was inop we were told to
try a battery changeout. We did that. We've initiated a data
take shortly after that, that was this morning and somewhere just
before bed time tonight, we're going to look at the reads. So,
that's 0ur current status on that.
CAPCOM
Okay, W0 were under the impreSSion it was
inoperative. We were going to recommend that you reactivate it,
if it looks like it's working then that makes payloads happy.
SPACECRAFT
I'm not sure it still isn't inoperative. When I
reported it this morning and asked for a recommendation, we were
told to do a battery changeout and try it again, at least that
was what I interpreted and we did try the battery changeout, we
initiated the data take, which takes over eight hours and we have
yet to take that reading.
CAPCOM

Okay, fine Crip.

SPACECRAFT
When we find out, we'll let you know.
were you going to have us take?
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CAPCOM
Crip, the only thing we were going to do is if it
was off, have you reactivate it and see whether or not the
countdown sequence worked nominally and if not, we were gOing to
ask you to go to the other battery again. But, we'll wait until
you report your reading.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I can report that both the times that the
data takes it had failed on, the countdown sequence worked
properly. After the battery changeout, the countdown sequence
worked properly.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

And Challenger, Houston.

Houston, Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Yes, for the PRM, after you take your reading, this
evening, payloads would like you to reactivate it and essentially
start over and take a new readings of it. That's for the
evening.
SPACECRAFT
You say you want it deactivated and do another
tonight, Dick?
CAPCOM
Yes, after you take your reading this evening, and
before sleep, go ahead and deactivate, reactivate and so we can
take readings overnight.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, copy that.

CAPCOM
And Challenger we're about 10 seconds from LOS, see
you at Hawaii at 2-8.
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM
TORS.

Okay, Dick.
Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii and

SPACECRAFT
Loud and clear. Okay, we got our messages and it
all looks pretty good t.o us right now. And Houston, Challenger,
I guess the only thing I would ask is, WOuld it be smart to stow
those
RADS prior to (garble) EVA tomorrow. You might think about
that overnight.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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You might think about

CAPCOM
Well, if it's a good time for you, in about 10
minutes we'll have our evening tag up, as soon as we get across
TORS here.
SPACECRAFT

Yes, that'll be great.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston on TDRS standing by for the
nightly status and also we would like to use stars 13 and 59 for
the alignment.
SPACECRAFT
all ears.

Ok, understand 13 and 59, and we're standing by,

CAPCOM
Ok, Crip, and first of all congratulations again on
such a super. job getting out there and getting the satellite
onboard. Commodore Truley says, "Y'all do good work." For your
information, the onboard computer is approximately 2/3'8 loaded
at this time. And also our John's telling me t~at you guys are
making cryo up there. We're currantly end-of-mission which will
be an additional day from what we've launched planning, plus
we've got our 2 days of extension, plus a little bit on top of
thdt. One problem that we picked up today with the left RCS tank
isol 3, 4, 5 Bravo. The fuel valve, we lost an indication that
it was opon, we suspect that that is a limit switch problem and
we're in a closed position now, we want to leave it there and
there is no impact. Flight planning overview for the next 3
days. Flight day 5, that's tomorrow, 15:00 MET wake-up, 11:00 is
the start of EVA prep. That means a 19:40 depress time, and we
assume that that will be a 02:25 repress for a max duration
EVA. Sleep is 06:00 MET. The following day, 14:00 MET wake-up,
approximately 19:28 for the solar max release, sleep to start at
06:00. Come home day, 4l-Charlie, 14:00 MET wake-up, deorbit
prep to start at 17:30, and the deorbit burn to KSC with a KSC
back-up is 21:02. And we had one question for you. We could
move that wake-up forward to 4l-Charlie if you would like to
wake-up at 4l-Charlie on 4l-Charlie.
SPACECRAFT
I'd just as soon sleep in an hOU1=, but thank you
fvr thinking about it.
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CAPCOM
Ok, we're standing by for any questions or comments
you might have on 3l-0elta, the EVA message.
SPACECRAFT
Jerry, it looks like you're thinking of the same
thing we were, the only thing that we're not gOing to do that, as
far as I can tell that i3 still in the flight plan, is swap out
the MFR until we get down to replacing the ME&.
CAPCOM
Roger, Pinky, copy that, and we concur with that,
and I think if you look at detail at the pages that's where we
would have, we never got to the point to where you were gOing to
swap the MFR anyhow.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, I guess all of that sounds very straightforward and the only question or comment we would have, I guess,
I heard y'all were playing off with regard to the deploy on the
SMM. All things being equal, we'd put in our vote for a nominal
timeline, that is go ahead and do the stationkeeping.
CAPCOM

Ok, we appreciate those words, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Just take that in your __

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston comm check.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, I think I cut you out there Jerry.

CAPCOM
Yes, well, we're showing some dropping in and out
on TORS, I wanted to make sure you were still there. We copy the
words, and we'll put that in the thought process down here. We
appreciate your inputs.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, all the rest of it sounds very straightforward.

CAPCOM
Ok, md we may have some real-time inputs to you
when we get to measuring the trunion pin, we'll see what time of
day it is, and how the EVA timeline is going and see how much
time we wan t to spend on that ef for t. I I '7a got a couple more
notes for you for EVA prep.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, just a reminder, we need to install new
batteries into the EMU lights and the tv and check the tv. We
want to make sure that the corom caps are snug, we beleive that
they probably were, but if they're not, that may halp us
eliminate some of the squeal problems __
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay. And, we may have some real time inputs to
you when we get to measuring trunnion pin. We'll see what time
of day it is and how the EVA timeline's going and see how much
time we want to spend on that effort. I've got a couple more
notes for you for EVA prep.
SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger. Just a reminder. We need to install new
batteries into the EMU lights and the tv, and chec~ the tv. We
want to make sure ;hat the comm caps are snug. We believe that
they probably were, but if they're not, that may help us
eliminate so;ne of the squeal problems we had on the first EVA.
Third item, if the comm is still noisy, we can try switching the
comm modes between the two EVA guys, A to Band B to A.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. We already changed out the light
batteries. We haven't been able to find any extra EMU
batteries. You might tell us if we have any onboard. TV
batteries, I'm
sorry.
~
CAPCOM

Okay.

Copy that, and we'll check into it for you.

SPACECRAFT
And, the comm, we had our hats on real tight, and I
don't think that's the problem, but we turned the volume down and
we were still getting the same thing.
CAPCOM
Okay. Copy all that. There's one other thing that
we were talking about down here on the ground. If you get the
chance tomorrow, while you're in the airlock, you may hold the
PTT in the PTT position and see if that does any good to help
eliminate the squeal problem.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

W~'ll

try that.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, Challenger. If you didn't have any
other EVA comments, I had one question for PROP.
CAPCOM

Okay.

I think we're done, go.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. It may have been in one of the messages, and
I just did~'t fully appreciate what it said.
What do you really
think the status is of the right OMS tank isol A valve?
CAPCOM
Crip. We think you have full capability on
that valve. WeOkay,
believe
it's only an indicator and the reason we
didn't work with it anymore
is because we were just going to
reverse the process today and we're happy where we are now.

SPACE~RAFT
Okay. That was just what I wanteu to verify that
we thought that the valve would problably function. Okay. Thank
you.

a
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SPACECRAFT
From our standpoint, I guess once more, I really
want to say that we really appreciate all the work that went
down, went on down on the ground. It was obvious, coming up
here, that you folks have put a lot o~ thought behind the
rendezvous, keeping the prop down, and all of that worked out
very well for us.
CAPCOM
Roqer, that. Thank you very much. And, we
certainly appreciate your afforts. I know that we're all looking
forward to tomorrow and a chance to go out and show what we can
do.
SPACECRAFT
I tell you, I been having a hard time keeping Pinky
and Ox in here.
SPACECRAFT

Say, .Jerry.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
We just found the EMU tv batteries.
hidden underneath the foam trick.
CAPCOM
you.

Okay.

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

And, we'll get them in.

It was the old

We had an input ready to give to

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. I think that's all we've
got for you right now. We've got 48 min~tes left on TDRS and
we'll be saying goodnight to you there.
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
star align in work.
CAPCOM

Fine.

I'm gOing to go ahead and put thio

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston. Challenger.
data and we do not need to record it.

I assume GNC has the

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. That's correct, and just
a reminder, weite still holding open the cabin maintenance.
SPACECRAFT
That's affirm. We have not, there are several
itemR on the pre-~leep that we have not picked up yet.
CAPCOM
Okay.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. With the IMU align star
align complete, you're go for the water dump any time you want.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. We appreciate that.
chomping at the bit.

Just standing here

..
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Go ahead.

SPACECRAI"T
Yes. We have been working on these EVA cameras.
We changed out both the batteri~s, plugged it back into the
thing, and now we're getting 9r~en lights that stay on all the
time. However, we get no picture. We tried the connector _ the
wire hooked into the mid-deck tv and that works fine, the cameras
appear - or the helet-mounted cameras appear to be on, however,
we just can't get a picture or. the flight deck.
CAPCOM
END OF 'rAPE
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SPACECRAFT
'"
and that works fine. The (garble) cameras
appear to be on however, we jl1st canlt get a picture on the
flight deck.
CAPCOM

Okay Ox, they're discussing it.

SPACECRAFT
Got a signature up on the aft panel is that none of
the ALC or gamma lights function, some look like there's no
camera there at all.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip, they copy that and the people are
discussing it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, maybe they can just think about that. over
night, and have some words for us tomorrow.
CAPCOM

We copy that.

SPACECRAFT
I g~ess one question, would reflection on the FM
antenna have anything to do with it?
CAPCOM

Standby.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.

And Challenger, Houston.

CAPCOM
Weld just like to confirm that your middeck MU TV
cable configuration and set up is correct. And if it is, then
you're free to go manual on the antenna3 and try the different
antennas to see if that helps you.
SPACECRAFT
r think that cable configuration is correct. And
we'll
go ahead and try a manual select.ion on the antennas, see if
that helps.
CAPCOM

Okay, those ate FM antennas, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Rog, I understand.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Hou~ton, Crip, weld like the
antennas back in the GPC for sleep and the stat tracker antennas.
(garble)
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we negelected to get that.
active result.

We'll put that

CAPCOM

And the star trackers back to track.

SPACECRAFT

Rog, that's wilco.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's what it was, the antenna selection
gOing to transmitter lower, receiver upper worked.
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And you can go back to GPC

SPACECRAFT
Okay. I'm just going to try the other camera
first. Okay, they both check good and you're back in GPC.
CAPCOM
tie copy.
SPACECR.\FT

Houston, Challenger,

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Pinky.

SPACECRAFT
This is Crip, but whatever. Went down to check on
the PRM, and apparently it is completely in OPe In the hours it
was showing zeros, which is probably where it ended up with when
it counted down. And it just shows zeros no matter wnich
position I put the switch. I tried cycling power on it again in
the hours position to see if I could get it to do the count down
and it just gave me blanks. So, I don't have anymore ideas.
Anyway, maybe the payload folks can think about that over night.
CAPCOM
Yes, we're talking about it no\....
CAPCOM
And Challenger, from Houston, for Crip, it looks
like the payload folks are out of ideas on that, but they'll
thInk about it. In the meantime, go ahead and stow it.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's where it is, Dick, thank you.
SPACECRAFT
We're gOing to go try to grab a little lunch, you
guys gOing to have anything for us here before LOS?
SPACECRAFT

That's dinner, I guess.

CAPCOM
No, and looking around the room we don't See
anything, Crip, so have a good meal.
SPACECRAFT
happy.

Okie doke.

CAPCOM
time.

And Challenger, from Houston, for Crip, one more

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

I'll even turn off the RJD to make Tom

CAPCOM
And one final question on the PRM from payloads, he
assumes that you wa!~ed, it takee about 15 seconds after it
counts down to zero dnd you go to a new mode to register, we
assume you waited for that.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we did that and it was no response.
acting normally, I promise.

It is not
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CAPCOM
Okay, and we're 7 minutes from LOS on TuRS and
shouldn't have anything more for you. So have a good evening.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, thank you guys, appreciate working with you
today and we'll see you tomorrow.
CAPCOM
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
We copy that and we're 7 minutes from LOS on
TDRS.
And
shouldn't
have anything more for you so have a good
evening.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, same for you guys.
you today and we'll see you tomorrow.
CAPCOM

Appreciated working with

See you in the morning.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. The crew of 41-C
has come to the end of its fifth day in spac~. The sleep period
has begun and we'll have no more air to ground transmissions
barring some anomalous event during the overnight. Flight
Director Randy Stone and the Planning Team are making their tag
up here in the Mission Control Center. Handover shall occur
shortly and the off-going Flight Director, Dr. John Cox, will be
available for his change of shift briefing on time at 3:30 p.m.,
Central Standard Time in the NASA newscenter, building 2, room
135 at Johnson Space Center. Immediately followiny Or. Cox's
brieF.ing l there will be a Solar Maximum satellite status report
from Goddard Spaceflight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland. The
Goddard briefing will be by Bill Stewart, Flight Operations
Manager of the Solar Maximum satellite. That briefing, again,
will Occur immediately following Dr. Cox's briefing and there, of
course, will be 2-way audio so you'll have the opportunity to ask
questions from each of the NASA centers. Challenger presently on
orbit 67 over the north Pacific at mission elapsed time, 4 days,
7 hours, 4 minutes, this is MisSion Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Cont~01, Houston. Challenger on
orbit 68 just crossing through southeast Asi~ on the ascending
node. Everything's quiet onboard the ship at mission elapsed
time, 4 days, 8 hours, 22 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on
orbit 78 just approaching the west coast of South America on a
trajectory which will almost precisely overfly Santiago, Chile.
Everything's quiet onboard the ship and all systems continue to
perform nominally at mission elapsed time, 4 days, 9 hours, 10
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston at 4 days, 11
hours even on orbit 69. Challenger just now approaching the west
coast of South ~~erica and everythin~'s quiet and nominal aboard
the ship.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, Challenger's on
orbit 70 presently over the tracking station at Guam. We've lost
the Mission Operations Computer, the MOC, here in the Mission
Control Center. We're changing machines. There won't be any MOC
capability for about 20 minutes. During this Guam pass,
telemetry will be routed to stripchart recorders. We will have
voice capability if needed, no command capability. And the MOC
should be back up again after we've changed machines and that
should occur in about 15 minutes from now. At the last AOS when
we left TORS about 20 minutes ago, the data - downlink data
continued to verify that all the Orbiter systems were performing
nominally and the crew was passing an apparently restful and
uninterrupted sleep period. The crew haG 3 hours remaining in
its sleep period and at mission elapsed time, 4 days, 12 hours
even, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. The ground
control officer here in the control center has advised Flight
Director Randy Stone that the MOC, mission operations computer,
is up and clear and we're getting data again through the TORS
bystem. We've been without the mis~ion operations computer for
about 30 minutes. And they're running diagnostics on the system
to determine why it went down and in the interim we've changed
machines and are once again acquiring data and making
computations. Data shows that Challenger, of course, is still in
good shape. The crew is passing an uninterrupted sleep period.
There are about 2-1/2 hours remaining in the sleep period.
Challenger's on orbit number 70 presently over the south Pacific
Ocean. And all systems onboard the ship are in nominal
condition. At mission elapsed time, 4 days, 12 hours, 34
minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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This is Mi~sion Control Houston.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, Challenger on
orbit 71, presently in the vicinity of the Red Sea, downlink data
Lhrough TORS indicates that there's nothing to suggest that the
crew is passing other than other than an uneventful night. An
hour and 45 minutes remaining in the sleep period, MET 4 days, 13
hours, 17 minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, an hour remaining
in the crew's sleep period. EVA preparations begin at 1:00 a.m.
C~ntral Time. Expect to depress the airlock 2:30 a.m •• The
morning's EVA is planned nominally for 6 hours in duration. The
crew has passed an apparently uninterrupted night of sleep.
Challenger on orbit 71, currently just acquiring the TORS
coverage area in the South Pacific at MET 4 days, 14 hours, 5
minutes. This is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Flight director
Jay Greene and the orbit 1 team of flight controllers have
arrived in the control center and are tagging up in preparation
for handover at 11:00. The change of shift briefing with off
gOing flight director, Randy Stone, scheduled for 11:30 will be
cancelled. Thirty minutes remain in the crew's sleep period, at
MET
4 days, 14 hours, 33 minutes. This is Mission Control,
Houston.
(wake-up music)
SPACECRAFT

Good morning, Houston.

You guys still rocky?

CAPCOM

Roger that, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

How you doing today, John?

CAPCOM
yesterday.

Real good.

Thanks to all that good work ya'll did

SPACECRAFT
Oh it was nothing. Told the guys it was a team
effort. If you guys hadn't put all that thing together for us it
WOuld have been impossible to pull off. I got a bunch of (olks
looking forward to the EVA today.
CAPCOM

Yes sir, and we'll be eagerly watching.

SPACECRAFT
Well, we got all your pieces of paper out here,
we'll take a quick look at them.
CAPCOM
Ok. Randy wants me to pass along that a summary of
the paper that we sent you is--fix it.
SPACECRAFT

That part we understand.

END
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Okay.

CAPCOM
Randy wants me to pass along that a summary of the
paper that we sent you is fix it.
SPACECRAFT
That part we understand. Houston, Challenger, got
a quescion for IMU, looking at this TIMBU.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Have we really been running eire pumps at all?

CAPCOM
Up until 36 hours ago, Crip, we had been ru~ning
them but we have not run them since then.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, somebody can educate me when we get back down
on the ground.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, I'm not sure whether you guys,
I guess ya'll are on low data rate right now. We've got stars 19
and 37 with an angle distance of 67.1, angle error O. The oldest
is 37 minutes old. Do those sound acceptable for stars of
opportunity?
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we've lost signal
through the TORS system. Mission Commander Bob Crippen's last
question down was concerning the IMU alignment and a couple of
stars of opportunity that were visible to him and his question
was whether or not the guidance controllers wanted them to usa
those stars for alignment. We lost signal through TORS before
the answer could get back up but they did elect to defer those
stars and get a better pair on a subsequent rev. The wake-up
call was the theme from "Rocky". It went up at 4 days, 14 hours,
55 minutes mission elapsed time. In advanca of that, we saw some
keystrokes on the digital electronics units onboard the flight
deck and it was obvious to us that the crew was awake maybe as
long as 5 or 10 minutes before the wake-up call went up.
Challenger on orbit 72, the crew's awake for one of the more
ambitious days of crew activities so far during the flight. At
mission elapsed time, 4 days, 15 hours, 4 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston. And incidentally as a reminder, the
11:30 change of shift briefing with off-going flight director
Randy Stone has been cancelled. The Mission Control Team in a
period of handover right now. John Cox and the Orbit 1 Team will
shortly be assuming flight control responisibility for the
mission.
PAO

This is Mission Control, __

)
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CAPCOM
-- Houston with you quickly at Orroral and we like
the stars that are selected in the table right now for alignment.
SPACECRAFT
Okay Guy, thanks a lot, we'll get them.
CAPCOt-l

Rog, and see you at TORS at 45.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, that was a brief pass
through the Orroral Valley tracking station in Australia. The
crew now in the midst of postsleep activities, breakfast and
getting ready for the EVA. Current schedule shows EVA
preparations to begin about 1 a.m., Central Standard Time or at 4
days, 17 hours mission elapsed tim~. We will depress the airlock
at 2:30 a.m. Central or 4 days, 19 hours, 30 minutes and then
embark on a 6-hour EVA after airlock egress. We will have the
crew back in the airlock about 9:30 a.m. this morning, Central
Standard Time, or at 5 days, 2 hours, 30 minutes mission elapsed
time. Right now we're at mission elapsed time, 4 days, 15 hours,
31 minutes, approaching acquisition of signal through the
Tracking and Data Relay Satellite over the southern Pacific Ocean
and this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you on TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Howdy, howdy.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we'd like an item 1 SPEC
33 to disable rendezvous NAV and we'll be sending a state vector
to you.
END OF TAPE
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Howdy, howdy.

CAPCO~l

And Challenger, Houston, we'd like an item 1 SPEC
33 to disable rendevous NAV and we'll be sending a state vector
to you.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you have that. Houston, Challenger, a couple
of questions reg~rding space activities when you get a chance.
Roger, g.:-; ahead.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, just starting out in the sort of CAP you gave
us for today, its very straightforward except for a couple of
things we didn't quite understand. Olle on the, where it calls
out at 1700 to start the EVA prep, and then you say, not - don't
start the pre~reathe until 1905, the total EVA prep including the
prebreathe takes a little less than two hours. Is there any
rcason that we should hold up? Can we, once we start it, can we
just press on?
CAPCOM

Let me check on that for you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, yes, we think we'd be ready to go out of the,
out of the airlock around 1900.
CAPCOM

Okay, EVA's looking into that.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, and down toward the end, I guess it's, it's
not spelled out crisply there but it implies indirectly that
we're planning on not taking the Solar Max out of the FSS until
after the guys are back in. Think maybe it would be smarter to
get it out of the FSS before they terminate the EVA.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, sounds like a good plan but let me
clear that up for you.
SPACECRAFT
And the question I laid on the system yesterday,
they had us deploy the radiators to do a little step to saving on
cryo. I'd just as soon have the rads exposed before they come
back in also.
CAPCOM
Roger, and on that one we're working that and we
tend to concur with you and we'll get back with you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, Crip, an answer on your
unstowing the SMM question.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Rog, we concur. We'd like to have you unstow it
while the guys are still outside, even to the point that if we
have to wait for Goddard's commanding to finish, we'd like the
guys to stay on the SCUls and then be ready in case we need them
when you unstow it.
SPACECRAFT

you very much.

Okay, yes, we, we certainly concur with that, thank

CAPCOM
Roger.
EVA timeline.
SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston, Crip, an answer on the

Yes, sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Rog, we concur, weld like to start the prep at
1700 and you're clear to go on out the hatch when you're ready
about 2 hours later.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, fine and dandy.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, the crew is eager to get
underway with the Extra Vehicular Aotivity today, the e[fort to
repair the altitude control system and th~ main electronics box
on Solar Max. Looks like we'll now begin about an hour earlier
than scheduled during the planning shift. The crew will begin
their EVA prep at 1700 hours or at Mission Elapsed Time 4 days 17
hours. And about 2 hours later will leave the airlock, so we're
basically moving things up by I hour. Communications Officer
here in Mission Control reports that's a good time for TV
coverage and also for communications. If that holds, we would
come over the states right about the time that the crew leaves
the airlock and the opportunity would exist for some good
television. We're now at Mission Elapsed Time 4 days 15 hours 52
minutes and this is Mission Control, Houston.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

Cl\PCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, sir, for EECOM, he probably noticed that the
fuel cell water release nozzle temp has flopped down to the limit
so we turned the heater back on. I guess it's obviously going
to go back up in a hurry as well. I guess if he wants any
further action on that switch he ought to give me, give me
another holler.
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, and Steve says you're doing exactly
what he wanted you to do.
SPACECRAFT
Well, that's wh~t we always try to do for Stevie.
Houston, Challenger.
END OF TAPE
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Sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT

Oh yes, (garble) always sounds good.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're 30 seconds to LOS, we'll
see you at Hawaii at 59.
SPACECRAFT

See you at Hawaii.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Loss of signal
through the Hawaii station, I beg your pardon, Australia
stations, Hawaii is next in 13 minutes, followed, at the states,
by the in flight press conference. This is Mission Control
Houston, at 5 days 21 45.
NASA 947, Houston, how do you read on 2597?
947, Houston on 2597.

NASA

You're loud and clear also, John.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, reacquisition of
Challenger through Hawaii in about 20 seconds or earlier,
followed by the stateside pass.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, loud ana clear.

CAP COM
up for the

Rog, you're loud and clear also and we're setting
conference here at 17.

pres~

SPACECRAFT
Okay, I just wanted to give you a little comm check
on this mike 1 2 3 4 5 4 3 2 1, how do you read?
CAPCOM

You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. You can pass on to Dan or EECOM, or whoever
worked it that the fdn SEP trick has gone out again and it
wou!dn't work anymore. We tried to (garble) cy~les on that
circuit breaker and no joy.
CAPCOM

Roger, I copy that, Crip, we'll pa3S it on.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, confirm that you're setting up
for Lhe conference at 17 (garble).
CAPCOM

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, handing to TORS.

•
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SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Houston.

CAPCOr.l

Challenger, Houston, on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you're 10nd and clear, John.
Challenger, how do you read?
CAP COM

R0ger, Crip, loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, we're reading you the same.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go.
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Houston,

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we'll be doing a voice check from the
press conference room.
SPACECRAFT
read?
SPACECRAFT
read us?

Roger, that.
Challenger, this is PAO

o~

voice check, do you

Roger, PAO, we read you loud and clear, how do you
Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Chullenger, Houston, we're ready to take TV.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, you're set up for the middeck camera.

CAPCOM

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, you receiving TV?

C.r~PCOM

Stand by, Crip, I don't see it on the screens yet.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, give me a holler when you do.

CAPCOM
wilco. Challenger, Houston, we've got a good TV
now and we're ready to start the press conference.
SPACECRAFT
Roger, that. Welcome to the Ace Satellite Repair
Company. We pick up, repair, and deliver. And with that, we're
ready to start the press conference. Hello PAO, how do you reau
Challenger?
PAO

It's loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
haIJe.

Okay, we're standing by for any questions you might
END OF TAPE
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PAO

It's loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT
have.

Okay, we're standing by for any questions you might

PAO

Ol.ive Talley, UPI.

OLIVE TALLEY (UPI)
Good morning, this is for Bob Crippen and
Terry Hart, please. Tell us your thoughts this morning and your
feelings about your success in capturing dnd repairing Solar Max
and contrast that with the mood of the crew on Sunday after you
failed to grab the satellite wIth both the arm and th~ TPAD.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I'll take a stab at that. Well, we're all
feeling very good right now that we did manage to go ahead and
pick up the satellite an~ repair it. We think that it was a team
effort with everybody on the ground helping and supporting us to
do it. It was also not the people actually directly supporting
but those that helped train us to accomplish it. Yes, we were
somewhat disappointed when ~a had the - ran in to the problem on
the initial attempt to capture, but it always helps to come out
ahead.
PAO

Paul Recer, Associated Press.

PAUL RECER (ASSOCIATED PRESS)
To Pinky Nelson, since you were
the man on the spot, what is your assassment of whdt went wrong
when the attempted to dock the TPAD to Solar Max?
SPACECRAF'r
Well, we I re not sure exactly. We're going to have
to take a good look at the TPAD when we gut back. The TPAD has a
spring mechanism that fires the jaws that grab a trunnion pin
when you go into it. And those jaws failed to activate and so
that there was no capture onto the satellite. We'll just have to
take cl look at it when we get back on the ground.
PAO

Morton Dean, CBS.

MORTON DEAN (CBR)
To PInky and OX i
was like working in your spacesuits,
particularly with the gloves and the
have had because of your work in the

could you tell us what it
whether you had difficulty
physical problems you might
spacesuits?

SPACECRAFT
No really, we had no problems whatsoever on the
whole EVA.
I think we trained so pxtensively for this and we had
such good training that it felt just like we were out in that
water tank at Houston there. We've done training in every phase
of this, we've repaired, we have ~ very high fidelty model that
we work with there in Houston and it was almost exactly like
working on that model out there only it was a lot easier cause
everything was clean and nice and, for instance, when we went

11
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into the MEB box, the first thing we saw was that everything was,
looked like it was brand new. It was very simple to take
apart. And neither one of us had any particular problems out
there.
PAO

Jules Bergman, ADC.

JULES BERGMAN (ABC)
This is for Crip. What has this flight
taught you about how difficult future retrieval missions such as
the PALAPA and WESTAR IV retrieval may be?
SPACECRAFT
Well, Jules, I guess that I think this particular
mission showed me that satellite servicing is a viable thing that
we, as a country, should be pursuing, and I guess as to the types
of missions that we'll pur$ue in the future, we'll hava to look
at them. Yes, I think that NASA is investigating the possible
pickups of the those satellites and we have no requirement yet to
do that. I guess, certainly, we have proven that we can
rendezvous wilh them. We naed to go back and look at the actuals
using the MMU to grab hold of a satellite and we think that's
something that we can fix so that we don't run into the problem
that we did on this flight. But our impression from this
particular mission is that satellite servicing is something
that's here to stay.
PAO

Tony Clarke, Cable News Network.

TONY CLARKE (CNN)
This is for Pinky. Pinky, would you describe
how you tried to grab the solar panel and stop the Solar Max that
waf?
SPACECRAFT
Crip asked me to grab hold of the panel and so the
MMU was flying outstandingly as it always has, and I just flew up
and grabbed on the edge of the solar panel. I walked myself
around to get as far away from the center of gravity as I
could. I put it in the mode that we have for satellite
stabilization and held it rigid while I tried to do a
stabilization. And when I let go, I had thought that the
satellite looked like it was pretty stable.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, I guess I'd like to comment to that. It was
obvious to me t~at it was tipping p.nd over end at that particular
time and that there was no way that we could get in with the
RMS. I thought that perhaps that the amount of torque you could
get out of the solar arrays might be enough to acconplish it,
slowing it down, and initially it looked like that but then the
rates started to twist into other axes and it became an
impossible task.
PAO
Paul.

Jason Davis, KSTP TeleviSion, Minneapolis-Saint
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JASON DAVIS (KSTP)
For Pinky Nelson, or maybe it's Boy George
now. Pinky, what was going through your mind at that point
because it looked to us like the act of a desperate man when you
grabbed those solar arrays. What were you thinking about? We
thought you might have been breaking out into a cold sweat at
that point.
SPACECRAFT

I

PAO

John Guetter, KHOU TV

was just out there doing my job, Jason.

JOHN GUETTER (KHOU TV)
END OF TAPE
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GETTER
For the EVA'ers, some news perh~ps for you. Glenn
Lunney said yest~rday after seeing your success that he wants to
see NASA go aftor those two Hughes satellites. He thinks it will
happen, it may well happen this year in fact. Considering that
those Hughes satellites can only be slowed, I understand, to a
rotation of about 3 degrees per second, I'd like to have your
assessment of how difficult that might be, if it is decided to go
after thelll.
SPACECRAFT
I don't know what the numbers have been, all I know
is that I think that we're already looking at it and they're
looking at different techniques of grabbin~ those. They have to
be done in a rolling technique instead of the yawing way that we
did it, and that's in work. But I'm sure its feasible with the
MMU the way its flying now.
PAO

Susan Starnes, KPRC televison.

SUSAN STARNES (KPRC)
For Pinky Nelson, do you believe that what
you learned from using the TPAD on Sunday can be applied or is it
an outdated piece of equipment?
SPACECRAFT
I think the jury is still out on that one, we'll
have to wait until we come ba~k and have thought about it and
lOOked at things and done some more work on it. I think it's
still probably a viable plan.
PAO

Silven Rodriquez KTRK televison.

SYLVAN P.ODRIQUEZ (KTRK)
For Bob Crippen and Terry Hart. Can
you explain how hard it was to grab the satellite with the RMS
system and were any TV recorders turned on, will we ever see any
TV of the actual grappling?
SPACECRAFT
1 think we were just too bus~ to VTR at that time.
The lighting conditionA were rather poor on the iV's that we did
have 0n it, at any rate. I guess you say rotating grapples can
be very difficult and they can be very easy, it all dep~nds on
how well the Orbiter pilot puts the Orbiter in position and Crip
did it so well, it made it a rather easy job.
PAO

Dave Jackson Time Magazine.

DAVE JACKSON (TIME)
Terry, I was courious about how far into
the reVOlution of the satellite before you made your grapple.
About how long did you wait and did you have a chance to try
again if you had missed it on that first attempt?
SPACECRAFT
rotations.
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We had wuite a bit of fuel left for several more
It takes about 12 minutes for the satellite to
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revolve one time and, let's see, we made our first playas the
grapple picture came past the cockpit and we were rigidized, I
guess about 45 degrees. after that.
PAO

John Ira Petty Houston Post.

JOHN PETTY (HOUS'fON POST)
For Bob Cr ippeo and Terry Har t.
Could you descr i be please t.he first a t tempts on Sunday to gr apple
the satellite. What was the problem, was it the motion of the
satellite being too quick for the arm or was it not being ab1~ to
get close enough to reach?
SPACECRAFT
John Ira, it was ~eally the speed at which the
satellite was rotating and the fact that it was rotating about,
all three principal axes and, consequently, there were only
certain times when the grapple fixture, which is located fairly
close to one of the solar arrays, would come into a position were
it might be feasible to attempt it. And the speed was such that
that made it extremely difficult. There were a couple of times I
think we were within inches of getting it; however, that jllst was
not, not to happen that particular day. I guess in retrospect,
if I had known we would be able to stablilize the satellite, I
would have probably backed out earlier. However, at that time, I
didn't have that piece of data, consequently, we thought we
needed to do our best to go ahead and grab hold of it. It, but
the satellite was rotating at a speed and in a way that we had
never really ~ttempted and was probably not a viable thing to
attempt.
PAO

John Noble Wilford, New York Times.

JOHN WILFORD (NY TIMES)
Since I have troubl~ changing a light
bulb on Earth, could you tell me how - some of the tricks of your
trade in handling those tools in zero gravity?
SPACECRAFT

Practice, practice, practice.

PAO

Carlos Byars, Houston Cronicle.

CARLOS BYARS (HOUSTON CHRONICLE)
Crip, it's 3 years ago today
that you were taking off on, pilot on the first Shuttle
mission. I wonder if you could give us some reflections on where
you think the Shuttle program has gone in those 3 years.
SPACECRAFT
Well, I think we've come probably much further than
either John Young or I could have predicted in this period of
time. I think the shuttle vehicles themseleves have shown
themselves to be magnificant flying machines. The Challenger,
itself is performing superbly for us on this flight as it has
previously, as weU. as the Columbia has. I think that we have
proven several basic steps.
First that the vehicle will fly,
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next that we can deliver payloads to orbit, that we can conduct
science on orbit on to the point of actually servicing
satellites. And those are some certainly significant leaps, I
think, in 3 years time. I expect the next 3 years will put that
in the shadow, though. I believe that we are going to make
monumental advances with the Space Shuttle and we'll just ha~e to
sit back and watch it.
END OF TAPE
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LYNN SHh.:RR ABC NEWS
This is for Bob Crippen. Crip, in view of
all the work you had to do on this mission, would you have had
any problem with a citizen passenger on this particular flight?
SPACECRAFT
Good morning, Lynn. We, NASA is pursuing flying
citizens onboard the spa~e shuttle, that will probably happen in
the next several years. I think that that is a r~asonable thing
to do on certain missions. I guess as busy as we were on this
particular one, it would have been my proference as a commander
not to have to take on that additional burden because it will be
somewhat of a burden on the crew to make sure the person is
teasonably comfortable and doesn't touch the wrong switch at the
wrong time, but it is something that is certainly reasonable to
do on certain flights. I believe, for example, on my next flight
that is of a nature that we could probably take up a passenger if
somebody told us to, however we've got a full crew on a vehicle
that doesn't have uS much room as the Challenger does, so we'll
just have to see what happens in the future.
MIKE MECHUM GANNETTE NEWSPAPERS
It's unclear to me whether you
planned to grab the arrays as a backup or whether that was a spur
of the moment decision. Can you help us out on that, Crip?
SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, that was a commander'S call as a spur of
the moment decision as not seeing any other way to stop the
particular rotation and knowing that if we didn't, there was no
way that we could even have a chance at trying to grab it with
the rotating grapple fixture. I mean the RMB. And, on hindsight
I guess I didn't have any problp.ms, I still don't think there was
any problem with him grabbing hold of the arrays, it didn't harm
the satellite and it was certainly not going to harm his suit.
Pinky could see what he was doing but that was a SpUt of the
moment thing as the only thing that I saw reasonable to do at the
time.
LEE DEMHART I"oS ANGELES TIMES
Commander Crippen, can you tell
us abo~t the waste management system and how much of a problem
its been for you? And the crew?
SPACECRAFT
Yes sir, the waste management system is working
reasonably well for us, we've had a problem with one of the
redundant fan separator motors, that is basically a back up to
the primary one. That one is inoperative at the present time.
It was inoperative earlier and we did manage to repair it with a
procedure sent from the ~round, however it has failed again and
that's just a matter of redundancy and its not affecting its use.
BOB CALLEN CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Commander Crippen, you
had to manage your fuel ~ery carefully this time, what advice
would you give a future commander when he has a demanding
rendezvous to make?
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SPACECRAFT
Manage his fuel very carefully. I think that is a
basic principal of anybody that's flying any kind of a vehicle
especially one that, these kinds of missions normally we try to
plan things such as fuel usage fairly close because that's just
excess things that we got to carry into orbit and if you're
carrying more propellant than you really need, you can carry
additional payloads, and so we always trade those faults fairly
closely. We ended up with some propellant to play with on this
particular. flight because there was potential for reboost of the
solar max, although that wasn't really necessary for its
mission. So we did have some additional fuel in our aft tanks,
our forward tanks, was our really limiting consumable and that
one came down closer than I would like to play it but basically
don't get heavy on the stick.
ROY NEAL NBC NEWS
Crip, as commander, you made the rendezvous
look easy, but on Sunday night w~ were told here on Earth that
solar maK just about died and then miraculously came back. So I
wonder how much pressure there was on you as the commander to
make that rendezvous? I wonder also how easy it really was and
where did you get the solution you finally used?
SPACECRAP'r
Well, I th ink fir st t:h ing I would personally and
the crew would like to congratulate Goddard on being able to
recover the satellite and put it in a ?osition such that we could
rendezvous with it. Alld, other than that, the rendezvous
techniques we used were some that we had derived preflight with
everybody back in Houston and they came up with some additional
techniques so the next couple of days it did make it a little bit
more fuel conservative and all of thoqe played out very well for
us. Yes, there was certainly a lot of desire on the whole crew's
part that we make that rendezvous and Terry Hart here, who's my
rendezvous expert made it - END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
••• pr~ference as a commander not to in the next
couple of days that didn't make it a little bit more fuel
conservative and all of those played out very well for us. Yes,
it was certainly a lot of desire on the whole crew's part that we
make that rendevous and Terry Hart. her.e, who's my rendevous
expert, made it, made it look like it was simple.
PAC
to Goddard.

We'll take one final question here
Craig Col vault, Aviation Week.

~nd

then switch

COLVAULT
Crip, you're flying another EVA mission this
summer, would you and Pinky have the opinion that it would be
good to try and demonstrate some new MMU techniques to broaden
the depth in that area. I'm thinking like perhaps one MMV
demonstrating the rescue of another.
SPACECRAFT
(Garble) fly the MMU but really on this mission
there was no problem with the MMUs at all. They performed

p~rfectly.

PAO

One final up here.

COLVAULT
Yes, I have a follow. That, that really wasn't the
question Pink, the question would be to kind of broaden the depth
with - if you need the backup capability, such as the idea that
was raised of maybe having the capability of one MMU get the
other since you were down on RCS.
SPACECRAFT
I guess we looked at that quite a bit, prior to
this flight and co~cluded that the most viable rescue method was
using the orbiter itself and I guess I still think that is the
answer. If there should have been a problem with the MMU, the
easiest thing to do is fly the orbiter over and the pilot, the
MMU pilot back in the bay. I am cerainly supported of more MMU
flights, I think that is the reasonable thing to do in the future
so we can understand that v~hicle's capability a little bit more
and I'm sure that it will be helping us in the future for future
satellite disservicing and (garble) when we're working with the
space station.
PAO

We'll switch now to Goddard.

GODDARD

Question is from Jim Slade with Mutual Radio.

SLADE
For Bob Crippen, first of all here at Goddard
there's an aweful lot of smiling faces this morning, you wouldn't
believe, but Bob you've now flown the shuttle three times and
this was the most demanding exercise of the three I believe, how
would you modify the machine in a second generation when that
comes along, what more do you need?
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SPACECRAFT
Well I think the vehicle as it currently exist, is
a magnificant flying machine as I said earlier. I would - like
any pilot, I would have liked more fuel so maybe if they could
make a littl~ bit largeL fuel tan~ up forward here in the PROP,
it ~ight have helped out a little bit.
GODDARD
Next question is from John ~ollonherth from the
Bonivill.e International.
HOLLENHERTH
I'm with KRYO TV in Seattle, which is close to Maj.
5cobee's home town so I'd like to address my question to him.
Maj. Scobee, your assignment on this mission has been described
a~ a v~,y important one, but also about the least glamorous job
on the flight. Can you comment on whether its glamorous enough
for you?
SPACECRAFT
I didn't sign on for a glamorous job, I signed on
to do the job and I, I think I'm getting to do what I wanted to
do.
GODDARD
Next question is from Andy Chankin with Aviationa _
with Sky and Telescope.
CHANKIN
Right, I have a question for the astronomer in the
crew. Pinky, were you surprised by the rates induced in the SMM,
when you tried to grapple and also were you under any feeling,
did you have any feeling that maybe the satellite waG activly
controlled at that point, were you under that impression?
SPACECRAFT
I don't think t had the impression the satellite
was actively controlled. I did get a little more pitch moment on
the satellite as I went in and when I made the docking attempts
than I had expected but it was nothing that the MMU couldn't
handle then and then couldn't fly out.
GODDDAGD
The next question is from Blair Walker of the
Baltimore News America.
WALKER
Yes, r have a question for Pinky Nelson, this is
based on the two excursions you took Sunday using the MMU, I
noticed you were pretty pleased with the performance of that
unit, but thece's absolutely no modifications or improvements
that you would suggest making for that unit.
SPACECRAFT
I'd make the same recommendation that Crip did, is
that they put a bigger gas tank on it, it is a bit of a gas hog
and uses the fuel relatively quickly, but it had adequate to do
what we were going to do with it this time.
GODDARD

Okay, those are all the questions from Goddard.

PAO

Okay, we'll switch now to Kennedy.
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KSC
First question from Kennedy is from Leo Enright of
Irish Television.
ENRIGHT
The big experiment aboard tDEF, an irish cosmic ray
deetor, I'm wondering with the increaseo expense and complexity
of space travel whether there's any real chance of a small nation
like Irland getting involved in such project as the spa~d station
and the space shuttle.
SPACECRAFT
I certainly would hope so, I think with the space
station and the shuttle's capabilities, there's going to adequate
facilities and adequate resources to allow many nations to
participate in the space exploration.
KSC

Jay Barbary, NBC.

BARBARY
This is for Robert Crippen. There have been
problems with the brakes on all the shuttle landings. Do you
have any concerns, Commander Crippen, about touching down here
tomorrow with the brake - END OF TAPE
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Jay Barbery, NBC.

JAY BARBERY NBC
This is for Robert Crippen. There have been
problems with the brakes on all of the Shuttle landings, do you
have any concerns, Commander Crippen, about touching down here
tomorrow with the brakes on Challenger among the alligators?
SPACECRAFT
If I'd been unduly concerned, we would h~ve
changed, I would have been pursuing changing the landing site
prior to takeoff. As f~r as I'm concerned, the nature of the
failures that we have had, if that [eoceurs that's not going to
be a problem stopping on the runway and I guess it's certainly
something that we're all pursuing very heavily to be repaired
because it nev~r makes anybody feel good that your brakes don't
exactly work like you plan to. However, I think thatts a
reusable, a reuse 1uestion, more so than a one mission effect.
So, no, I have ~o problemo with an attempt to go ahead and land
assuming the weatherts good. Is the weather good?
BARBERY
It's perfect here today, just come on in today,
there's not a cloud in the sky.
SPACECRAFT

Well, I got to wait till tomorrow.

KSC

REG TURNELL from BBC.

REG TURNELL BBC
A lighthearted one for Dr. Nelson. You've
been referred to once or twice by mission control as Boy
George. Is that the sort of music you and the rest of the crew
would appreciate up there?
SPACECRAFT

I can only speak for myself,

PAO

WARREN LEVINSON from AP RADIO.

LEVINSON

How are the bees doing?

I

don't mind it.

SPACECRAFT
The bees are doing great. We showed them the other
day and they're just chugging right along there, their little
honeycomb has grown to about, oh about halfway across their
little cage now, and they're buzzing away. We've only got maybe
about twenty or so of therr. have been casualties. They look real
good.
PAO

JACQUES TIZOU from JACQUES TIZOU news service.

TIZOU
Bob, what do you answer to those critics who say
the U. S. now has everything it takes for space piracy, or
satellite theft?
SPACECRAFT
Come on Jacques, you know better th~n that. You'll
notice that the satellite we ended up picking up had a grapple
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fixture on it that we could go ahead and grab hold of it. So,
that had to be there now. There was a possibility that we could
have attached the grapple fixture with the TPAD that we attempted
but that was not the primary method that we took. There's,
nobody is going to try to do anything to anybody else's
satellites that they don't want done to them but we're I think in
a mode now where if somebody wants something repaired or whatever
on them, we, we're in a position to go do it.
KSC

Ben Voringar from the Richmond Times Dispatch.

VORINGAR
For Bob Crippen and Terry Hart, how would you have
assessed your chances of capturing the solar max had it not been
stabilized?
SPACECRAFT
When we did try to do that on day 3 and it was in a
probably an eighty degree cone, had we had enough fuel and enough
time to stay there, eventually it may have - there may have been
opportunity to do it but really it was getting risky and with the
fuel situation we had to wait for Goddard to stabilize it.
KSC

Jim Dawson from Minneapolis Times.

DAWSON
Given the problems Pinky had with docking and the
success of the rotating grapple, is there any new thinking on
what should be the preferred method in the future?
SPACECRAFT
Jim, good morning. I don't know if we have enough
data to say anything about that now. Rotating grapple worked
very well, I think the docking would have worked well also.
KSC

A final question from Ron Katulak, Chicago Tribune.

KATULAK
This is (or Pinky and Ox. We were originally told
that it was like ~ working in space was like havir.g b0'l!:ing gloves
on. You guys seemed 'Q work very well. Can you assess man's
ability now, a little Jit better, to work in space?
SPACECRAFT
Well, one thing, all our tools were designed to be
used with those thicker gloves on. The gloves worked just like
they did in all our practice runs. Some of the things we did on
the MEB box were a little bit more tedious but I think the, with
the proper amount of training and with the proper amount of
practice and whatnot, that we can do just about any taak that you
can do on the ground.
PAO
Ok, we'll switch back to Houston now for a final
few questions. Malcolm McConnell, Reader's Digest.
MCCONNELL
Following, this is for Captain Crippen. Following
up on the question of repairing the solar max, would you say that
there is now a reconciliation betweon those proponents of robot
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unmanned spacecraft and manned spacecraft in the sense that a
manned crew came to the rescue of a peer science robot
spacecraft?
SPACECPAFT
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Malcolm, I'm afraid I'm not qualified to answer
that. There's always going to be people that are biased on one
side or the other. I still think the way of the future will be a
combination of those vehicles and we'll all learn to work
together better, and be able to produce more science and use the
environment of space to better mankind's life here on Earth.
Down there on Earth.
PAO

Chuck (garble) Science News

CHUCK
For Ox and Pinky. The job you did was on a
satellite built around a what amounts to a radical principle with
modular interchangeable parts for fixing. But, you also made
pretty short work of the MEB which wasn't designed to be replaced
at all. Would you comment about the differences between working
on the ACS and the MEB, including whether they demonstrate a need
for such modularity principle in satellite designs in the future.
SPACECRAFT
Well, you know it's practice, practice, practice.
But, we had a lot of time to work on it, and we had a lot of
people back there developing tOols and whatnot. I'd say, of
course, it's a little more difficult to work on something that
wasn't designed to be fixed in orbit, but again, once you've
pra~ticed it so many times, everything went exactly as we
planned. If we had to go out and do something on a vehicle we
didn't understand beforehand and didn't have all the tools and
parts to work with, it may be a little bit more difficult. But,
it's just a matter of spending a proper amount of time. We got a
- the suits worked so great we had about 7 hours EV time and it
was actually no problem.
PAO
Okay.
Bergman, ABC.

We'll take one final question.

Jules

BERGMAN
This is for Dick Scobee. You're now in line to be
commander of a future shuttle mission. What would you say are
the major lessons you've learned from this flight?
SPACECRAFT
Oh , boy. Well, you can start at the top all from
launch through orbit, back into entry, Jules. It's been a great
experience the whole way and it's probably one of the most
complex missions that's gone on so far, so I guess I've been
exposed to about everything we could with a good professional
crew, so live learned something from all of them.
PAO

One quiCk follow up and then we'll __

SPACECRAFT
Jules.

And, we've all learned something from Dick too,

i
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BERGMAN
Sorry Pinky. Dick I meant the single most
important lesson. I know, I know to well to ask for major
lessons.
SPACECRAFT
Jules.

Well, I really don't know, to tell the truth,

PAO
Thank you very much crew of 4l-C.
our onorbit news conference.
SPACECRAFT

That concludes

Thank you and good day.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger.
us right now?

Do you have anything else for

CAPCOM

Negative, except I think it's lunch time.

SPACECRAFT

We concur.

CAPCOM
And, Crip. One thing for you, 059 Alfa is onboard
and you may want to look at that. It's Baker now. 059 Baker.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

That'll be on rev 94.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
Jerry, we did take a look at that Ku-band self test
message and when would you guys like to execute that again?
CAPCOM

Crip, it looks a mid pass 94 TORS.

SPACECRAfT
Okay, 11m going to need a MET.
gone (garble)
CAPCOM
Okay. Let me see.
lid say around zero 200.
SPACECRAFT

My REV counter has

The REV starts at I plus 27, so

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
And, Jerry. I can give INCO a comment on something
I saw on the radar if youlve got a minute.
CAPCOM

Okay, Terry.

Welre listening.

SPACECRAFT
It may pertain to what they were describing as the
problem with the self test on the last flight. After we, I broke
lock with the SMM, we tried to get it back on lock, and I noticed
it kept on displaying range data between 25 hundred and 35
hundred feet, never data good, but just had a lot of noise in
that region right there, where usually it just shows all zeros.
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And, it did that maybe 5 or 6 times there when SMM was about 2000
feet away, so after it broke lock.
CAPCOM
Jkay.
in the hubber.

Thank you for that report.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

We'll put that

CAPCOM
Roger, the IMAX folks here at JSC are getting ready
to pack up their cameras and head for KSC for the landing
tomorrow. They're just wondering if you could give us a little
bit of a status report on how much film you've got left and what
your anticipatod shots a~e with what you've got onboard.
SPACECRAFT
do the
END OF TAPE
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CAP COM
On how much film you've got left and what your
anticipated shots are with what you've got onboard.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, due to the fact that we ended up having to do
the sep from the Solar Max in the dark, we ended up still with
one roll and we plan to do some Earth scenes per our previous
conversations with them.
CAPCOM
Guam at 27.

Okay, thank you very much.

SPACECRAFT

See you there.

Challenger, Houston,

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, LOS through
tracking satellite TDRS. Six minutes away from reacquisition
through Yarragadee, UHF voice relay station, but the crew is in
their meal period at this time and there likely will not be too
much conversation. At five days, 23:04 Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Guam for fiv~ minutes.
Ch~llenger, Houston, one minute to LOS at Guam, weather message
63 revs 94 through 97 is on orbit, Hawaii in five minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, and we have the message, thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Hawaii for 11 minutes and I've
got a couple of notes for the FCS checkout.
SPACECRAF'T

Okay, go ahead, Scobe has got pen in hand.

CAPCOM
Okay, the first one is we'd like to use APU 2 for
the FCS checkouts. Secondly, in step 6 where it calls for us to
use verniers, we would like to go ahead and do that. That's to
make sure we fire them a couple of times and keep the front end
of the vehicle warm. And then after you've completed the
checkout, you can go back to tail-only control.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we got all that, thanks. And Houston,
Challenger, you guys going to be set up where you're ready for
this at TDRS AOS or what?
CAPCOM
I believe that's true. Let me check and make sure
ever.ybody is gOing to be ready. Challenger, Houston, we'll be
ready whenever you are including the Hawaii pass.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOH
Roger, be advised that we'll be staying GSTON
through Bermuda, so whenever you want to go ahead and start

.
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getting configured with your TFL loads and everything else, we'll
be ready.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're reconfiguring now.
coordinate the APU on computers only?
CAPCOM

That's affirm.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

You do want us to

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. The Challenger
crew currently preparing for the flight control system checkout
in which one of the three auxiliary power units is fired up,
hydraulic system pressurized, and the aero surfaces checked - and
all of ~he equipment driven by the hydraulic system checked
out. APU number 2 will be used in this morning's check.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAP COM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, we're ready to crank APU 2.

CAPCOM
Stand by. Challenger, Houston, weld like you to go
ahead and perform the hydraulic thermal conditioning. Terminate
orbit ops 1-2 and then weill be ready.
SPACECRAFT
Check.
that look to RMU?

Okay, (garble) checked.

Okay, how does

CAPCOM
start.

Roger, that looks good, we're ready for the APU

SPACECRAFT

And we're cranking.

END OF TAPE
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How does that look to RMU?
That looks good.

Wetre ready for the APU

PAO
Auxillary power unit number 2 running at about 104
percent of normal turban speed, 72,000 rpm. Test of the aerosurfaces are now complete.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger.
standing by APU shutdown.
CAPCOM
Roger.
for APU shutdown.

Stand by.

That's complete.

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

In work.

PAO
zero.

And, APU 2 is shut down.

CAPCOM

Challenger, H(I\.lston.

Har.ding to TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, ChaJ,lenger.

Say again.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Chailenger.

Han~ing

We're
We're GO

Turban speed back down to

to TORS.

CAPCOM
Roger, Challenger.
that we're now on TORS.

Say your last.
Just wanted to let you know

SPACECRAFT

I'm sorry, Jerry.

CAPCOM

Okay, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

Say it once more.

We're on TORS now.

Thank you.

Go.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip. You're GO for single G2 OPS when you
get all straightened away there, and we'd like you to make sure
that the ATU youtve operating has air-to-ground one in UHF
selected, we've been seeing air-to-ground 2 activity.
SPACECRAFT
minute.

Right now, my air-to-ground 2 is off, no, wait a

CAPCOM

Roger that, thank you.

;
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Go.

CAPCOM
Roger. We saw a data drop on the ground, welve got
a question for you on your G8 to G2 transition. Did you have
both machines targeted for G2?
SPAC~CRAFT

Negative.

CAPCOM
Okay. Understand.
what had happened there.

We just wanted to understand

SPACECRAFT
Okay. If they want us to put it that way, drop
down to, G2 just so it will be freeze dried with G2 Illl be happy
to do that. It won't take but a sec.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

We would

li~e

CAPCOM
Stand by, Crip.
Radar altimeter 1 to off.

to do that, Crip.

Is DPS GO for couple item 48?

We got a switch on 08 for you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
48 1 s.

And, Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Thank you, sir.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

Thank you.
Youlre GO on your item

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, Challenger. To make us happy, DPS
configuratiGns wise, (garble) would like a GPC CRT 14, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, let me get it here, just a second.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Challenger crew
currently stowing the solar max flight service station platform,
rotating it into the stowage position.
CAPCOM
- - weld like to look over your shoulder with the
CC tvs in the bay during the FSS checkout.
SPACECRAFT

Roger that.

,;
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry. I've got the elbow camera on the FSS
if you'd like to pan and tilt or zoom it, or do whatever you'd
like to. Go ahead.
CAPCOM
Okay. Very good. We'll do that and be advised
that Bill Jones says, "howdy," and he's real proud of you. You
guys did everything he taught you
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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You guys did

SPACECRAFT
He knows how much we all appreciate it. Jerry,
Bill Jones has been trying to see could he get it right for about
six years now, I don't know if he'a succeeded yet.
CAPCOM

Roger, he's been working on you.

SPACECRAFT
He keeps trying. Houston, Challenger, we're going
to assume that as long as you're looking over our shoulder,
there's no need for us to VTR.
CAPCOM
Okay, that's fine with us. We'll let you know when
we lose TV. Challenger, Houston, we've got about 4 1/2, 3 1/2
minutes to LOS here, we'd recommend you go ahead and start the
VTR, if it's not already started.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, we've got it started.

CAPCOM
Copy that, it looks like Dr. Murray's hardware is
working real good.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, Dr. Murray did really great on this thing.
The thing's worked like a champ, Jer.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite. Next station in 7 minutes,
Yarragadee. At LOS, we were getting real time television of the
flight service system checkout, underway aboard Challenger, in
which the Solar Max tilt platform was being rotated down to the
stowage position. Earlier the retention latches on the keel and
on both sides were each cycled once. There were just three more
steps in that ~tocedure as we went loss of signal. Locking the
platform in place for tomorrow's entry and landing. Seven
minutes until reacquisition at Yarragadee, Mission Control
Houston.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, through Yarragaaee for seven.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, Jerry, you're loud and clear.

CAP COM

Challenger, Guam in four minutes.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, see you there.
stowed and (garble).
CAPCOM

And, Jerry, we have the FSS

Roger, copy, thank you.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal at
Yarragadee, Guam in 4 minutes. Flight Director John Cox was,
during this most recent LOS period, briefed by the Mission

E
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Control Center weather station. The outlook for Friday morning
landing weather at Kennedy Space Center is for light winds out of
the south, 10 to 12 knots r scattered C10 11ds. Later in the day a
front that lies to the west of the .:?e is likely to move in and
change the wind direction and the ~ ~ud cover. But, in general,
the weatherman was optimistic for landing site weather, Friday,
at Kennedy. Three minutes away from reacquisition at Guam,
Mission Control, 6 days, 1 hour even.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Guam for 11.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger.

Houston, Challenger.

SPACECRAFT
We're pretty well out of VTR tape onboard a.ld we're
wondering about the OMS pod survey and the water dump survey
coming up here in an hour or so, Did you intend to have that on
downlink?
SPACEC~AFT
Jerry, if you didn't, we could find a tape that we
could go ahead and use for it, bvt we were just trying to - a
little curious as to whether that was live or not.

END OF TAPE
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- - downlink.

SPACECRAFT
Say, did, we can find a tape that we can go ahead
use part, but we're just trying, (garble) live or not.
CAPCOM
Roger. Copy that. If we can get it in the time
frame of Hawaii, Goldstone, next route, we can get it live.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, you're talking about Hawaii, like, an hour,
an hour and 40 minutes from now, or so, right?
CAPCOM

That's affirm.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Ye~,

sir.

CAPCOM
Rog. FAO is telling me that there's a special
video tape stored in 57 oscar for just this purpose if you
haven't already used it also.
SPACECRAFT
Yeah, we used that one quite a while ago, but we do
have some tapes on the, probably got some low priority stuff and
stuff that you've already got on the ground, and we can find one
of those and we can do that.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip. That's your call or we can wait for
the Hawaii Goldstone next time around.
SPACECRAFT
What we'll do is wait, and I'll have a tape
standing by for tapes you don't do.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

And, Houston, Challenger.

IFM.

CAPCOM

Sounds good to us.
I have a comment for the

Roger, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Okay. I'm checking out a bunch of panels, saying
that (garble) is the thing, and I got the EVA power throw outs.
I can't recommend that thing highly enough. It's really helping
me out.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you, thank you.

That sounds real good.

SPACECRAFT
Yeah, Jerry. That job I packed on 7, it say's it's
about an hour and half to do, and Pinky is doing it about half an
hour with cleaning these filters.
CAPCOM

That sounds like a real good time savings to us.
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Hawaii for 11.

Loud and clear.

We're just getting

CAPCOM
Roger. Copy that, and we'll be ready to start the
radar test about 5 minutes into the TORS pass if you will be.
SPACECRAFT

We'll be ready.

CAPCOM
Okay. And, a correction on that. That'll be 5
minutes after Mila, LOS. We'll be on TORS by then.
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger. We're going to secure the
cabin (garble) Wallace cleans the filter.
CAPCOl>t

Copy that, thank you.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with a note on IMAX OPS.

SPACECRAFT

Yeah, go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM
Roger. It's one parting shot before the folks go
to the Cape. They'd like to give you a reminder they'd like to
have at least 100 feet per shot, that (garble) to about 20
seconds of operation at each take.
SPACECRAFT

Yeah, we know that, thank you.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston handing to TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, and you guys going for the KU-band now?

CAPCOM
TORS.

Roger, we will shortly after getting established on

END OF TAPE
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Okay, and you guys GO for the (garble) now?

CAPCOM
Roger, we will shortly after getting established on
TRDR. Challenger, Houston, through TORS and before we get
started on this, I've got one change for you, Crip.
SPACECRAFT

Go.

CAPCOM
Roger, down at line 33 after the self test is
completed, we would like you to manually slew the elevation to
plus niner O.
SPACECRAFT

Wilco.

CAPCOM
And Crip one other note for you, further down
around line 50 or so when we're doing some additional testing, if
we should happen to lose comm through TDRS we will have back-up
capability to talk to you through GSTDNs when we get there.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Is all of this associated with the Ku band
or is this some other testing as well?
CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, it's all Ku-related, we're looking for
various different potential interference sources.
SPACECRAF'l'
CAP COM
test.

Okay, thank you.
And Challenger, Houston, we're ready to start the

SPACECRAFT
Okay, we're setting it up right now.
test is in progress.

Okay, self

CAPCOM
Roger, copy. Challenger, Houston, with a caution,
we see all the CRTs on the SM machine.
SPACECRAFT
again.
CAPCOM

(garble).

Okay, INCO copied the self test failed

Roger copy and proceed.

SPACECRAFT
We're tootling down the Amazon. Tootling over
the Amazon. Houston, Challenger, would INCO settle for about 88
degrees, that's about as close to 90 as we can get.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Roger, Crip, that's fine thank you.
(garble) five count there, Jerry?
Say again?
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SPACECRAFT
We're doing you a five-count test, 1001, 1002,
1003, 1004, 1005, test out. Okay, test count on 2597, 1001,
1002,1003,1004,1005, test out.
CAPCOM
Roger, we're ready to proceed. Challenger,
Houston, we're ready to proceed with line 48.
SPACECRAFT
We did that line, we'd already initiated the self
test. The TV power is already off and had been off. So, we'll
go ahead and reinitiate the self test after this one concludes.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston.
Okay, this is the Challenger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, what we'd like to do is let this self test
run to completion, turn off the TV video control unit and then
run another self test.
SPACECRAFT
video control unit has already been turned off,
Jerry. It was off before we initiated the initial self test.
Okay, Jer, and that self test just (garble), we'd be glad to run
it for you again, if you want to see it.
CAPCOM
Okay, standby one.
ready for another self test.

Challenger, Houston, we're

SPACECRAFT
Okay, coming at you.
Houston, Challenger.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT

Okay, here it comes.

Challenger, Houston, you calling?
You want us to run that one again?

CAPCOM
Negative, I think we're done, you can go ahead and
pick up with line 13 page 2.
SPACECRAFT
anything?

Okay, line 13 of page 2.

Can I shove you along

CAPCOM
I'm not sure if we've got an analysis yet, I guess
we passed that last time, didn't we?
SPACECRAFT
It didn't look like it, that's why I wondering if
you wanted to run it again.
CAPCOM
Okay, well, Dr. Briscoe said he sawall OH down
here and it kind of looked to him like we might have passed that
last one.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that's fine, we'll go ahead and terminate
that, if that's what you'd like.
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CAPCOM
Roger, that sounds good to us and weld like to have
the TVs, especially camera Alpha, out in the bay to look at some
things briefly.
SPACECRAFT
get enough.

Okay, you got it.

(9ar~'e)

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Roger, that sounds good to us and weld like to have
the TVs, especially camera Alpha out in the bay, to look at some
things briefly.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, you got it.

CAPCOM

Wilco.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead Challenger.

SPACECRAFT

(garble) wondering how they did on the APU cooling?

CAPCOM
Standby.
terminate the cooling.

Turn it off when you get done.

Challenger, Houston, you can go ahead and

SPACECRAFT
Challenger.

Okay, terminate cooling, thank you Jer.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

Houston,

SPACECRAFT
Yeh, Jer, looking ahead, want to make sure that
we're interpreting this correctly. On the CAP message where
we're doing the water dump nozzle survey, it says do step 2 only
which in the TORS checklist, that means that we do it with the
elbow camera, and is that the intent?
CAPCOM
correct.

Rog, EECOM is shaking his head yes, I think that is

SPACECRAFT
I'm sorry say that once more, Ox is pounding the
treadmill so hard, I can't hear.
CAPCOM
Okay, standby, let me get & good clarification,
before I answer.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAP COM

Challenger, Houston for Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, Jer.

CAPCOM
Crip that's affirm, we will be using the elbow
camera to watch the dump.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. And Jerry you can let Steve know that his
fire and (garble) suppression in that last test were all nominal.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that, he says we're still go for
staying on orbit.
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So are we.

CAPCOM
Houston, Guam at 44 and we'll have four teleprinter
messages for you there.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jer, and I guess I wa~n't listening awhile
ago. You did say that you folks wanted to see the OMS pod survey
at Hawaii?
CAPCOM
Rog, Crip, we'll be ready for the water dump at
Hawaii, you can go ahead and do the OMS poO survey prior to that
time.
SPACECRAFT
Hawaii?

Okay, we'll put that in work.

And how far away is

CAPCOM
Roger, Hawaii will be at five niner and our
suggestion is that you have the heaters on by Guam.
SPACECRAFT

Yes sir.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, LOS through TORS
tracking satellite. Next station 19 minutes at Guam. Orbit
ground track now recessing far enough to the west that the
Australia stations are missed for the next seven or eight
orbits. The crew currently in their cabin stowage routine prior
to entry tomorrow. And during this recent TORS pass, some
additional engineering tests work on the K-band radar. Other
than that the flight plan today is fairly sparse. This is
Mission Control, six days, two hours, 26.
GODDARD
This is the Goddard Payload Operations Control
Center with what should be our final status report on the Solar
Max spacecraft. The time is six days, two hours, and 27
minutes. All continues well on Solar Max as NASA engineers here
at Goddard move to close with their final association with
Challenger and they're superb STS-4lC crew. Bill Stewart, the
mission operations manager in the payload operations control
center, said Goddard's last communication with Solar Max through
the payload interrogator on Challenger should take place at 12:30
p.m. Eastern Standard Time today. The engineers here then will
get about an hour and 10 minutes rest before they resume working
with the solar observatory through Goddard's worldwide system of
ground stations at 1:38 p.m. That will be the normal means of
communications for awhile until they can get working with the
tracking and data relay satellite, later on. At this time we are
continuing to checkout the new attitude control system on Solar
Max. We've tested the retention latches and a translator on the
flight support system or FSS that is still onboard Challenger.
END OF TAPE.
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GODDARD
system on Solar Max. We've tested the retension
latches and the translator on the flight support system or FSS
that is still onboard Challenger. The mechanical devi~es on the
flight support system would have been used by the astronauts if
they'd had to bring Solar Max back to Earth, and they can be used
in the future if we want to take payloads into space aboard the
spacecraft. The Goddard flight support system seems to have
worked flawlessly throughout the 4l-C mission with all
interfaces, avionics, and mechanical drives having worked
perfectly. I'd like to review a few items that might be of
interest, the high gaining antenna which we deployed seems to be
working perfectly now. For awhile, the antenna would pitch when
we called for a yaw, and yaw when we called for a pitch, and so
on, sort of like a horse that doesn't know ye from ha,. The
astronauts were a great help in assisting us correct this
difficulty because they were able to see what the antenna was
dOing when we gave it a command and their presence there
shortened the time to correct it by a great deal according to our
eng i neers. We have deter ilned that the react ion wheels on the
attitude control system can effect the Orbiter. When we're on
the arm of the remote manipulator system, we ran up our reaction
wheels and immediately got a response from Johnson Space Center
that we were moving Challenger. Normally, of course, that would
not be a problem because Challenger, normally, or an Orbiter
normally would have more fuel. But, because of the fuel
situation, we sped up our checkout to lessen that problem. All
scientifics, scientic instruments have now been turned on. And,
we have checked out the curonograph polarometer to the extent
that we are quite sure that the work that Ox Van Hoften and Pinky
Nelson did with replacing the main electronics box was
successful. We tried a video-comm system on the Spacecraft and
they ver i f ied that it can take inlages, the curonograph
polarometer can take images and that is a good indication that we
we will be able to work successfully with that. The Spacecraft
itself has been able to find point within 5 arc seconds, and that
is as good as we had before the Spacecr.aft had diffic~lties in
the later part of 1980. We will now go into a 30 day checkout
before we become fully operational. We will start collecting
data from the scientific instruments after the 3rd day of
deployment. After the lOth day, we will start working with the
tracking and data relay satellite an~ we will be checking out the
attiude control system throughout the first 15 days. As things
look now, the repairs were successful. We are confident that we
will have full use of 6 instruments onboard and we're hopeful
we'll have some science from the 7th instrument, the hard x-ray
imaging spectrometer or HXIS. We lost some micro-processors on
that instrument before we lost the fuses that caused the attitude
problem in 1980 and we're not sure just how far we will be able
to bring that back, but we can correct some of that with
maneuvers on the spacecraft and th~ engineers seem to be at least
hopeful that we'll be able to restore some of it's activities.
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At 6 days 2 hours and 32 minutes, this is Goddard Payload
Operations Center.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston.
Guam in about 40 secondo.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston.
ought to be on the doorstep.

Acquistion at

Guam for 10 and one half.

Your early morning newspaper

SPACECRAFT
Well, thanks alot. It looks like afternoon to
me. I'll have the (garble) ready for Pinky. It judges (garble)
where those dump ports are, it's pretty dark right now. We show
we're going to get setup at Hawaii, so we'll wait till sunrise,
we can actually see the nozzles before we initiate the dump.
CAPCOM

Okay.

Copy that, and we'll be ready

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
••• dark right now. I guess, we show we're going to
get sun up at Hawaii, so we'll wait until sunr~se so we can
actually see the nozzles before we initiate the dump.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that and we'll be ready for downlink as
soon as we get hooked up.
SPACECRAF'l'

Okay, and we'll also wait for you.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead Jerry.

CAPCOM
Rog, I've got a couple of changes for you on the
CAP update for today, message 53 Bravo. If you have that in hand
at Hawaii, we can talk about those. Also, we're anticipating
doing another Ku band self test towards the end of the TDRS pass.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, Hawaii in four minutes.

SPACECRAFT

See you there.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, through Hawaii and we've got

TV.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you got TV and we've got temp, so we're going
to initiate the dump.
CAPCOt-1

Roger, copy that and Challenger, Houston, for T.J.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jer.

CAPCOM

Check your yaw joint angles, Terry.

SPACECRAFT

Minus 17.

CAl'COM

Roger, copy, minus 17 and you pass, T.J.

SPACECRAFT

Is it (garble) this time?

CAP COM

Say again.

SPACECRAFT
Is it pop quiz time? Okay, Jer, it's dumping as I
can look outside to see the snowflakes going by but I can't see
anything on the TV.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that and neither can we. And
Challenger, Houston, we're not seeing anything on this camera.
You've got a GO to try the wrist camera and see if you can
improve our view.
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Say again.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're not seeing anything on
this camera. We'd like for you to try the wrist camera and see
if you can improve our view on that water dump.
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
wrist camera there?

Jer, you mean to move the arm to get the

CAPCOM
That's correct and you sur~ know how to make a redheaded CAPCOM smile, Terry.
SPACECRAFT
looks like.
CAPCOM
SPACECRAFT
the window.
CAPCOM

Jerry, you could at least see what the snowstorm
We're heading back toward the nozzle.
Roger, looks like a blizzard up there.
That's what it looks like, every time you look out
Incidentally, Solar Max is still out there.
Roger, copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, if you can't see the snow shower when you
look at it from this angle, it might, it looks kind of like
there's a little crust of ic€, that's coming up around the edges.
CAPCOM
Roger, we see that, I don't think there's enough
there to hurt any OMS pods, so I think Henry'll be happy to do
that and we'll be handing •.•
SPACECRAFT

I don't think so.

CAPCOM

••• we'll be handing to TRDS shortly.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, I think we've probably got a good (garble)
on these pods there. It looks (garble).
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Houston, we just secured the dump and we
noticed as we did that, some big flakes sort of popped out of thn
middle of the screen.
CAPCOM
time.

Okay, Crip we copy that, we didn't have TV at the

SPACECRAFT
Okay, because it looks like as the nozzle kind of
heats up with the water off, it kind of starts to break up.
CAPCOM

Okay, we're starting to see a couple of them now.
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SPACECRAFT
I mean it's not all that dramatic but it's
observable at least, when we secured. Incidentally, are we going
to do anymore waste dumps or should we close the dump ISOL on
this dump?
CAPCOM
That'll be the last one, Crip, youtre GO to close
that valve. And the guys down here have just taken a vote and
this was more exciting than the antenna.
SPACECRAFT
I concur. Jer, I thought it was real exciting to
watch that arm move passed the radiator.
CAPCOM
there.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

You guys just got to have faith up there.

SPACECRAFT

(Garble) always gives me confidence.

CAPCOM

Challenger, you watching your monitor up there?

SPACECRAl"T

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, I just took a scan of my morning newspaper
here and I guess there was only question in there that did
immediately pop out at me. Any particular reason that we're
going to use the ammonia controller A during entry? Is it,
you're deciding (garble) cold soak enough?
CAPCOM
Just because this is a slightly different coal
soaking, Crip, it's just we think the cooling will be sufficient,
but it's just a precautionary measure to put it to primary GPC.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston for T.J.

SPACECRj\FT

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
And you're go to stow the arm, Terry. And, just
during the stow, we're going to be watching. We saw, during
single drive, the elbow and the shoulder some wrist roll commands
and we'll be just watching that as you stow it on high data rate.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I understand you say you saw wrist roll
commands during the drive of other joints in the single mode.
CAPCOM
That's correct, we didn't see any motion, but we'll
be watching it during your stow.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, you want rna to start that now?

CAPCOM

That's correct.

SPACECRhFT
Okay, in work. Did you notice whether it was
during a course Ot a vernier or does it make any difference?
CAPCOM

RMU noticed it was during course, Terry.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, he's going to try course again and see what
happens. Jerry, I got one for you.
CAPCOM

Go ahead.
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SPACECRAFT
When I read my morning newspaper, I normally get a
24-hour forecast. Any chance of hearing one of those?
CAPCOM

Roger, Crip, it's looking pretty good right now.

SPACECRAFT

Can you - anything in more detail than that?

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, we'll give you more complete word
before we put you to sleep tonight. The latest we've got is
25,000 scattered, 10,000 scattered, 2500 scattered, 7140 at 12.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, was that existing or forecast?

CAPCOM

That is the forecast for rev 103 through 108.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.

CAPCOM
Rog, Crip, I've got a couple of changes for you on
your CAP update for today. Message 053 Bravo.
SPACECRAF·r

Okay.

We got it, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, where it says six days, three hours, 55
minutes, we would like that to read at TDRS LOS, this pass.
can delete
SPACECRAFT

You

Okay.

CAPCOM
You can delete the maneuver to the IMU align
attitude, we will align assuming we get stars of opportunity and
we'll give you a call once we've had a chance to look at the
table.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And a third item is you can maneuver to the
attitude after tho align at TDRS LOS. We would like you to use
B2 auto norm, delete the 10-degree dead band modification. And
once at attitude, you can go ahead and select V2 auto vernier and
we'll sleep on verniers.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, and this, if the burns, regarding the RCS,
worries anybody, we slept quite comfortably the other night on
tail-only, so that is not a sweat.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that, I guese we were thinking more
about the rear end now, than we are the front.
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Okay, it depends on what you're worried about.

CAPCOM
And Crip, one other item, flight thinks ~e're
probably in a position where we don't have to worry about a
forward RCS dump tomorrow morning.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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on a foward RCS check tomorrow morning.

SPACECRAFT
I think
day 3: t believe.

w~

concluded that also.

I handled that on

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with another note.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead, Jer.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, when Terry get's the arm stowed or at least
to a position where we can turn off the tv's for a short period
of time, we'd like to re-do portions of the radar self test.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Stand by. Okay. The (garble) televisions
are secure and we can run your little (garble) down. I'll put
that in work if you want.
CAPCOM
Okay, Crip. What we'd like you to do is, lines 9
through 33 on page 1, and then you can proceed straight through
on page 2 lines 15 through 20.
SPACECRAFT
Okay.
(Garble)
that, then say again.

Nine through 23, I understand

CAPCOM
Roger. That's 9 through 33, and then page 2, 15
through 20 to reconfigure.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT
nominal.

And, Jerry, as you can see, all the arm stow was

CAPCOM
Okay, Terry.
time. Thank you.

It certainly served us well this

SPACECRAFT
In fact, all the arm operations were nominal, the
whole mission.
CAP COM

Must be the guy behind the controls.

SPACECRAFT
No, I think it's got an awful lot to do with those
folks up there in (garble)
CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
again.

Okay.

We concur.
According to our indications you flunked

CAPCOM
Roger. That's affirm. We thought we had a clue
last time. We thought we'd pass, and we thought it was because
the tv had been powered down.
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SPACECRAFT
No. It has performed exactly the same from every
indication we've had on every self test.
CAPCOM

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead, Challenger.

Copy that.

SPACECRAFT
Yes, I reported earlier today, we, for our last try
on the PRM, decided to put another, yet another battery changeout
in, which was our 3rd, and we executed that at, this morning at 5
days 16 hours, 15 minutes. I just took a reading and it
functioned properly.
CAPCOM

Okay.

We copy that, thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston be handing to Ascension for a
teleprinter message for Crip.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble), Jerry, you've got to say again your last.

CAPCOM
Roger. Handing to Ascension.
teleprinter message there for you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We're sending you

~

We - -

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston on Ascension for 2 minutes.
Then we'll be handing back to TORS.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

Loud and clear.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
- - Houston with another note, couldn't get up
early enought to come in.
SPACECRAFT

We're here.

CAPCOM
First one is on Rl, 02 H2 tank 3 heaters alpha,
both of the to auto. Second item on Rl2 - SPACECRAFT

Standy by one, say that one again for me.

CAPCOM

Roger, 02 82 tank 3 heaters alpha to auto.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

One Rl2, supply H20 tank bravo inlet to open.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCO~1

Okay, Cr ip, the last one has to do wi th N2 system
2. We've noticed on the gro'md, that system is off. And we've
noticed on the ground that there appears to be a little bit of
leakage past the reg on that line. We're seeing that the N2 reg
pressure is ahove its normal limit. What we'd like to do is to
open the 02 N2 controller valve system 2, and open the 14 7 psi
cabin r~g inlet system 2. And then watching on spec 66, when the
into reg pressure comes down below 230, to go ahead and close
both those valves back up.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we'll do that.

SPACECRAFT
The guys on the middeck voting as to who has to go
throw that valve, it really blows the air out of there.
CAPCOM
Roger copy that, and the pressure's a little bit
higher than normal even.
SPACECRAfT
It looks to me like it's not going to flow. I
think we're max'd out on cabin pressure. Let me go back over
here again, are you sure our John does~'t want the H2 tank 3
bravo heater on as well?
CAPCOM

Stand by, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
on H2.

I'm understanding why one heater on 02, but I don't

CAPCOM
Okay Crip, talking to our John, he said leaving ono
heater on, they thought maybe they could cut down on stratification of the tank, if you'd like two, that's fine with him.
SPACECRAFT
No, no, that's fine, whatever he wants, I just
wanted to make sure I waGn't screwing it up.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, Jerry, just a report on the EMU's. They're
all closed out. For the folks, we didn't change out PLSSes in
them, we left the UCUD LCVG in Ox's suit. It's all buttoned up
~nd the air lock is closed out.
CAPCOM

Okay Pinky, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
the LiOH.

Yes, I'm sor ry, Jg;--:ry,

CAPCOM

Roger, understand.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

If they change out the PLSS they can work fast.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

I

mount we didn't change out

CAPCOM
Roger, about 2 minutes to LOS here, Guam will be
next at 26. Commander Richards will be at the helm again, and
I'd like to congradulate you folks on a super mission, and on
behalf of your entire support crew, we're all real proud of you,
and we're looking forward to seAing you back at the ranch
tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, we're looking forward to it, and we appreciate
those words, and we enjoyed working with you guys. It's been
mighty fun, we couldn't have done it with out you.
CAPCOM
Roger, I thank you, and we'll plan on our status
tag up at Hawaii, or early TORS.
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite, Guam in 19 minutes. During
the just completed TORS pass, the wrist camera on the remote arm
was used to chock the OMS pods, also behavior of a water dump
through the valve to space, coming out the side of the
spacecraft. The crew reported that the Extra Vehicular Mobility
Units, or spacesuits have beoa checked out and stowed in the
airlock and that the airlock itself is closed out. The Goddard
Payload Operations Control Center has released Challenger from
any further relay of commands to - END OJ:' TAPE
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PAO
And the airlock itself is closed out. The Goddard
Payload Operations Control Center has released Challenger from
any further relay of commands to Solar Max Satellite so that the
upcoming GU3m pass, the INCO controller here, Lee Briscoe will
command all of the electronic gear and data collection equipment,
command transmitters, et cetera, that are in Orbiter to OFF.
And, next station, 17 minutes, will be Guam at 6 days 4 hours 8
minutes, Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. 3 minutes away
from acquisition at this time at Guam. We lap across to Hawaii,
and that in turn overlaps another TDRS pass where the final tag
up with the crew will be done prior to the sleep period.
CAPCOM
And, Challenger, here's Houston with you through
Guam for 8 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Dick.

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Challenger, we'll be commanding the payload S-band
sYDtem OFF here. We've terminated commands to Solar Max and you
may get some messages related to that power off.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks.

CAPCOM
at 39.

Challenger, Houston LOS in 45 seconds, and Hawaii

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

We'll see you there.

SPACECRAFT
Yes. lid like to double check on message 62, stand
by one, 62 alpha, page 101, line 37.
CAPCOM
Houston.

Stand by. Welre pulling it out. Yes, Challenger,
That's the body flap A switch position.

SPACECRAFT
Yes sir. Normally both of those switches are in
OFF, 0 f f, we understand about the B.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston. Crip, we went LOS about
the mid-sentence on you. You want to repeat your questioi. ~n
line 37 of message 62 Alpha.
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What I was saying, Dick, was I understand the

B heater is inoperative and normally is off, but normally we have

all of those hydraulic heaters off, and I don't understand why
they want the A in auto.
CAPCOM
Okay.
rationale is.

Let us work on that and see what the

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through TORS.

SPACECRl'.FT
Hawaii.

Loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Houston.

CAP COM

You're loud and clear.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

I

I

think we lost you back in

Challenger.

How do you read?

think we lost you back in Hawaii.

CAPCOM
That's correct.
dropout there.

There was about a 30 second

SPACECRAFT
And, Houston, we were breaking up there. Did you
guys ever copy what my question was regarding that body flap
heater switch.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston. We sure did, Crip and we're
working on that right now. We should have something for you by
the tag up here shortly.
SPACECRAFT
Okay. Well, there's no sweat.
we're going to do the tag.

And, say again when

CAPCOM
minutes.

If your, if it's available to you all, about 4 or 5

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

END
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SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAP COM

And are you ready for our status report?

SPACECRAFT
ahead.

Okay stand by one.

PAGE 1

Okay, Houston, we're ready go

CAPCOM
Okay, just a note. Solar Max is still at 100
percent. All of the health checks have been successful to
date. And a full science evaluation is ongoing and will continue
over the next 30 days. That was a great deploy this morning and
puts the final touch on a good mission. Tho FCS checkout all
looks good and the RCS hot fire, all looked good. Concerning the
water dump inspection, it appears that the waste frost does grow
differently from the supply and weill be continuing to evaluate
that. And due to your conservation efforts, our pr.op and cryo
are all in good shape and should provide enough for a two-day
extension if we need it. Significant problems, none. And
concerning the flight plan today, Or. Briscoe does not need a
switch, so we can leave it in the ON position. As far as
tomorrow - SPACECRAFT

I cantt believe it.

CAPCOM
Well, he almost had one more for you, but we talked
him out of it, so we can just leave it alone for this evening.
As far as tomorrow, all of your families are at the Cape and in
response to your earlier question, Crip, we decided to give you
some current weather at the Cape to go along with the forecast,
you already have onboard. Currently it's 3,000 scattered, 4,000
scattered and 10. 80 degrees and the winds are 1-2-0 at 11. And
that was about one hour ago and the weather at Edwards and
Northrup are all very nice and expected to stay that way through
the weekend. And finally - SPACECRAFT
Okay, sounds like probably all the families are
enjoying some warm beach weather.
CAPCOM
That they are. And finally, we do request that you
make every effort not to bring back any unexposed IMAX or Cinema
360 film. And we concur with your earlier comment on the body
flap heater switch, that should be in the OFF position. And
finally, we would like to have a report - SPACECRAFT
I think I cut you out, the report was regarding
IMAX and 360, to the best of my knowledge, everything is exposed.
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CAPCOM
Okay, that's good news. And finally we'd like to
hear from you on the results of your cabin filter debris
inspection.
SPACECRAFT
normally is.

There was quite a bit of the dust like there

END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
I guess the report was regarding IMAX and 360.
the best of my knowledge, everything'S exposed.

To

CAPCOM
Okay, that's good news. And finally we'd like to
hear from you on the results of your cabin filter debris
inspection.
SPACECRAFT
normally is.

There was quite a bit of the dust, like there
I'll let Pinky give you a rundown on that.

SPACECRAFT
Well, we took off the panels and saw both DU's on
the pilot and commander'S side there was about, lid say, a
quarter inch of blue fuzz on all those filters. We vacuumed them
off. The IMU was relatively clean about three days ago and they
were just moderately dirty. The cabin filters looked clean
though we cleaned them anyway.
CAPCOf.1

Okay, we copy that Pinky.

And that's all we had.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, real fine, as I indicated earlier to your
team down there Jerry, we enjoyed working with you on the flight,
it was a super one. And when you say cap it off, we'd prefer to
cap it off with a touchdown someplace tomorrow.
CAPCOM

We'll go along with that.

SPACECRAFT

Say whenever.

CAPCOM
43 minutes.

And we'll say goodnight to you at TORS LOS in about

Okay, fine and dandy.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, what is GNC going to want to do about his
alignment tonight? I'm looking at a couple of stars that are not
too bad, not too great, but they're into kind of a •.•
CAPCOM
Okay Crip, GNC is still looking at the stars and
we'll let you know here prior to LOS.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, very good.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we'll be dropping to
Ascension here and sending you message 66 bravo, which is your
entry weather for orbits 98 through 104.
SPACECRAFT

Okay we copy, thanks.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger, say again.
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CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, after looking at your data
we'd like you to go ahead and do an alignment using stars 11 and
59.
SPACECRAFT

GNC has the data on that?

CAPCOM

That's affirmative Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Okay we'll, I'm not sure you have the SPEC 21 but,
okay we will send in the numbers and I'll write them down and
I'll get them after dinner, here.
CAPCOM

Okay, those are stars 11 and 59, 5 niner.

SPACECRAFT
11 and 59 and we got them. Incidentally, I thought
you said that weather message was onboard and we did not see it.
CAP COM
And Challenger that should be coming up to you
during this Ascension pass, which is in progress.
SPACECRAFT

Okay doke.

CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Yes sir, we would like for you to take the star
trackers to terminate idle, just so that we can fill up the star
table if you're not going to do the alignment right now.
~P~~ECRAFT
Okay, we're going to take them to term idle and
we'll align them.

PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, Flight Director
John Cox polling the mission control team to assure the vehicle
is in good status for the sleep period. All controllers voting
GO for sleep, although the sleep period is still about 25 minutes
away, but it assures the crew there are no tasks remaining before
the sleep period. Mission elapsed time, 6 days, 5 hours, 34
minutes.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yes, go ahead Houston.

CAPCOM
And we've got a message for you from the science
team at the Goddard Space Flight Center.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Ana we've got a message for you from the science
team at the Goddard Space Flight Center.
SPACECRAFT

Go right ahead.

CAPCOM
The Solar Maximum mission experiment teams send
their congratulations and thanks to the whole 41 Charlie crew for
the outstanding capture, repair and redeployment of Solar Max.
This spectacular achievement has clearly involved long hours of
training and meli~ulous preparation by both you and the ground
support personnel at Goddard and Johnson. As a result of these
efforts, we will be able to renew our observations of the sun and
increase our understanding of solar flares and related
phenomenon. Thanks again for perservering under difficult
circumstances and coming through when it really mattered.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, we appreciate those kind words Jerry, and we
were glad that the repair worked out as well. And it wasn't just
us, it was you and everybody there sitting in the mission control
that was aware and it took all of those people at Goddard working
very hard and long hours also to make it possible. I guess that
just once more, it's another underlining of the fact that both
manned and unmanned spaceflight can participate in a cooperative
manner and we hope that we may be able to provide such services
to future satellites.
CAPCOM
We copy Crip. And be advised, weill be passing up
a vector during sleep concerning your NAV state, and the granite
team, we've got 2 minutes to LOS, and the granite team wishes you
smooth sailing and a happy landing tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT

Rog, see you at the beer party.

CAPCOM
Roger, that. And Challenger, Houston, the other
jury says a happy flight and see you on the ground tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT

Roger, Jerry Jerry.

SPACECRAFT

You guys, (garble).

CAPCOM

Too bad for T.J. (laughter).

SPACECRAFT

How much is Chivas these days?

You guys sound too much alike.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. We're LOS from
the TDRS, 7 minutes from the crew's sleep period, but we
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undoubtedly have had our last air-to-ground contact with them
before landing day occurs. The change-of-shift briefing with the
flight director Dr. John Cox will occur on time at 2:30 p.m.
central time in the building 2 news center at Johnson Space
Center, Houston. Challenger on the ascending node of orbit 97 at
mission elapsed, flight director Randy Stone and the bronze team,
planning team of flight directors, flight controllers has arrived
in the control center and completed tag up and handover, and have
assumed their responsibility for flight control of the mission.
At mission elapsed time 6 days, 5 hours, 53 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, the next TV event
will be the change of shift briefing with off-going flight
director Dr. John Cox, just completed its final shift here in the
mission control center. That briefing will occur at 2:30 p.m.
central time in Johnson Space Center's news room, building 2,
room 135. Everything's quiet on the Challenger at mission
elapsed time, 6 days, 6 hours, 10 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we expect that
the change of shift briefing with flight director Dr. John Cox
will begin mOMentarily in the building 2, news center room 135 at
Johnson Space Center. And this will almost certainly be the last
opportunity for media representatives to have their questions
addressed by a flight director before entry and landing
tomorrow. So all entry and landing and lingering questions about
flight control of mission 4lC can be most effectively dealt with
during this forum.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

S PACECRAl"T

Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Ox, we'd like to make sure we get all the primary
RJD's off before sleep.
SPACECRAFT
END OF TAPE
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Go ahead, Houston.

CAPCOM
Yes Ox, we'd like to make sure we get all the
primary RJDs off before sleep.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. That call up to
turn off some primary thrusters although we're several minutes
into the sleep period. The downlink data indicated that the crew
was awake judging by keystrokes on the digital display units and
so that call didn't have the effect of disturbing the crew.
Mission elapsed time, 6 days, 6 hours, 42 minutes.
PAO
Mission Control, Houston. Challenger on orbit 98,
ascending node, just approaching the west coast of Africa. And
the downlink data shows keystroke activity on the CRTs has ceased
and all the data suggests that the crew is resting comfortably
and quietly aboard the ship. All systems are performing
nominally. At Mission Elapsed Time 6 days, 7 hours, 13 minutes.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. Challenger over
the Pacific Ocean, the central Pacific, on the descending node of
orbit 98, everything'S quiet onboard the ship. The Planning Team
payloads Officer, Rob Kelso, has reported to the Flight Director
that the Payloads Team estimates that the Mission Control Center
here in Houston processed on the order of 128,132 commands
through the control center to Solar Max during that recovery and
repair period. Otherwise, everything quiet in the control
center, obviously quiet onboard Challenger. At Mission Elapsed
Time, 6 days, 8 hours, 4 minutes, this is Mission Control,
Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, we're 2-1/2 hours
into the sleep period. Apparently quiet restful night for the
astronauts, no caution and warning alarms have occurred to
disturb their sleep. The ship is on the descending node of orbit
98. It's just approaching the west coast of South America. And
all systems downlink telemetry is within nominal constraints. At
Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days, 8 hours, 27 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, Challenger's
passing a quiet night, orbit 99 over the central Pacific of the
descending node, just at about the latitude of, just approaching
the equator. No systems problems, downlink data continues to
affirm that the vehicle's in good shape. The INCO, Bob Harris,
reports that his hardware reveals that Orbiter has now separated
from Solar Max by a distance of 44 nautical miles. At Mission
Elapsed Time, 6 days, 9 hours, 42 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• reports that his hardware reveals that the
Orbiter has now separated from Solar Max by a distance of 44
nautical miles. At MET 6 days, 9 hours, 42 minutes, this is
Mission Control, Houston~
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Ok, I'd had an alert with no message associated
with it. I thought maybe your SPC had timed out.
CAPCOM
You're right, Crip, we did have an SPC time out, we
don't understand it as of yet but that's what it app~ars to be
pointing and it's no problem.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, I'll see you in the morning.

CAPCOM

Sorry about that.

SPACECRAFT

(garble

PAD
This is Mission Control, Houston, at 6 days, 10
hours, 38 minutes MET. Challenger on orbit number 100 over
central Africa and all downlink data affirms a healthy ship, crew
has three and a half hours remaining in its sleep period. At MET
6 days, 10 hours, 39 minutes, this is Mission Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, Challenger on
orbit 100 in the vicinity of Santiago, Chile presently. After a
nominal deorbit burn tomorrow morning, the Orbiter will be
visible in the Houston area. The time would be 5:51 a.m. It
will be at a fairly low elevation, unfortunately, so if - the
viewing would be best from a tall structure. It'll only be 11
degrees over the horizon, which is a fairly low elevation, at an
azimuth of 178 degrees, which is due south. And it will of,
course, be traveling from west to east at a range of 158 miles,
height altitude of 199,000 feet and its speed at the time of
viewing will be in the vicinity of Mach 15. And, again it's 5:51
a.m. tomorrow. And, downlink data continues to show a healthy
vehicle, about 2 1/2 hours remain in the astronauts' sleep
period. At MET 6 days, 11 hours, 40 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, flight dynamics
just advised of a TIG time of 6:21 MET, translates into 4:58
central time. INCO advises that Challenger's now separated from
Solar Max by a distance of 58 nautical miles. Everything's quiet
onboard the ship, we're on a •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control Houston, flight ~ynamics
just advised of a TIG time of 6, 21 MET, translates into 4:58
central time. The INCO advises that Challenger is now separated
from Solar Max by a distance of 58 nautical miles. Everything's
quiet onboard the ship, we're on orbit 101, and Challenger is
over the Atlantic Ocean. Downlink data assures that the systems
are performing nominally. The crew has a little over an hour
remaining in the sleep period. At Mission Elapsed Time 6 days 12
hours 46 minutes, this is Mission Control Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control Houston. It's 6 days 13
hours 33 minutes Mission Elapsed Time. There are 26 minutes
remaining in the crew's sleep period but we see that the crew is
awake, that there are some keystrokes on the flight deck digital
display units. So there is a very cl~ c indication that at least
some of the crewmernbers are up and around. No system problems
onboard the ship. This is Mission Control Houston.
(wake up music)
SPACECRAF'l'

Crip says that's great music.

CAPCOM
We thought he would like it, Randy's been holding
my throat for seven days.
SPACECRAFT

Oh no, that wa$ good.

SPACECRAFT

What is that?

What are you playing John?

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, if somebody is up on the
flight deck I have a little switch I'd like them to make on A12.
SPACECRAFT

It wouldn't the MAD strain gauge switch, would it?

CAPCOM
No, it's not, Crip. Basically, let me tell you
what we're doing here, the thermostat has been acting up on the
APU 2 water line heater and we want to check it out for the
MER. So if you could take the APU heater tank fuel line water
system to alpha to off to bravo to auto, please.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, you're on that.

CAPCOM
Okay, and, Crip, if you should get the SPEC 88
thermal APU message, put 2 alpha back to auto and 2 bravo to off.
SPACECRAFT
this time.

Wilco.

At least John, I didn't hear it every day

CAPCOM
Roger, and Crip, GNC says he likes the stars in
your star table.
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Weill take care of those, and

Yes sir, he has the data, thank you.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, you want to verify that the stars hels
wanting are 59 and 421
CAP COM

Roger that, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.
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SPACECRAFT
Okay, you want to verify that the p.tars he's
wanting are 59 are 421
CAPCOM

Roger that, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS TDRS here in a
minute and a half. We'll see you at Yarragadee at 14 plus 30.
SPAcr;CRAFT

Okay, see you thero.

PAO
We'll pick up Yarragadee in 18 minutes. Wake up
music was of the fight songs from the University of Texas, for
mission commander, Dob Crippen, and the University of Arizona for
Pilot, Dick Scobee. And Mission Elap~ed Time is 6 days, 14
hours, 11 minutes and this is Mission Control.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. A couple of
other bits of information. We are about 64 nautical miles from
the Solar Max satellite right now. The entry digitats for 106
are a TIG of 6 days, 21 hours even, producing a delta V of 463
feet per second. The vehicle wilt fly a crose rango of 80 miles,
entry interface occurs at 6 days, 21 hours, 38 minutetJ, 33
seconds. Looking for touchdown at 6 days, 22 hours, 9 minutes
and 15 seconds which translates into 7:15 a,m., central time.
The Challenger will do a 306 dogreo turn angle at KSC and landing
would be at a hour and half after sunrise. This is Mia~ion
control.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. A correction on
landing time. Correct landing time, centrat time, will be 6:07
and 15 seconds.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston is with you at Yarragadee for 3
and 1/2 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, John.

CAPCOM
You're loud and clear, also. Challenger, Houston,
we'ee going LOS Yarragadee. See you Oreoeal in 6 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

See you there, John.

CAPCOt>l

Challenger, Houston'a with you through Orroral.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, John, we've got you loud and clear.
having breakfast.

We're

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're going LOS Oreora1, sce
you TORS 14 plus 55.

-$-- _. ------_.

- r-
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SPACECRAfT

Okay, John.

CAPCOM

Challongor, Houston is with you through TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, John.

CAPCOM
And if somebody is free, I have a little bit of a
rationale on something we would like you to do with the left ReS
345 tank iso1 B when you're ready to listen.
SPACHCRAl<'T

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Okay, we have continued to look at this, diff~rent
prop people and flight directors, as you can imagine, and we've
come to this conclusion, Crip. If we leave B enclosed and if FA3
output card fails, the 3 - -

END 01-" 'rAPE
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CAPCOM
Ok, we have continued to look at this, different
PROP people and flight directors, as you can imagine, and we've
come to this conclusion, Crip, if we leave B enclosed and if FA 3
output card fails, the three, four, five tank rso~ A valve would
close and shut off flow to the three four manifolds. As a
result, what we would like you to do is take that left RCS three,
four, five tank ISOL bravo to open for five seconds and then take
it to GPC and give us a mark when you do those actions.
SPJ\.CECRAFT

Ok, and are you ready at this time?

CAPCOM

Roger, we're looking at the data.

SPACECRAFT

Stand by, mark, ok it's open.

CAPCOM

Ok, thank you.

Mark, it's GPC.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, while we are looking at
the data from the switch actuation you ju~t did with the tank
ISOL, if you could take the topping duct heater and switch it to
B instead of A, we would appreciate it.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, sorry about that. I did want to ask a
question. I noticed on the PES you told me to activate A, are
you sure you don't want bravo?
CAPCOM
That was the initial intention, but we will work
your question, Ceip.
SPACECRAFT
on bravo.

Yea, well I only ask it because we normally enter

CAPCOM

Understand, we'll let the EECOMs work that for you.

SPACECRAFT

Ok.

CAPCOM
ChaJ.1enger, Houston, just to come back to you on
what we did, Crip, with the tank ISOL B switch. We've looked at
the data, we believe the valve is open and currently there is no
current on it and we would like you to leave that switch in the
GPC position.
SPACECRAFT
Ok. If for some reason I should end up having to,
needing to close that valve, is there any problem with going
ahead and doing that?
CAPCOM

Roger, the valve •••

SPACECRAFT

(garble) ISOL (garble).

CAPCOM
close it.

Right, Crip, the valve will close if you need to
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SPACECRAFT
Ok, and we can assume that if we go ahead and go to
open and then back to GPC that it will have probably opened
again?
CAPCOM

Yes sir, we can.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, thatls (garble) then, thank you.

CAPCOM
And, while 11m talking to you so I wonlt nickel an~
dime you, if everybody on the spaceship is ready, 1111 give you a
mark to start the race to panel A7. Three, two, one •••
SPACECRAFT
I knew that was coming up.
I've been standing
by. I knew that we had to pull that switch.
CAPCOM

Roger, three, two, one, mark.

SPACECR.\FT

r won, I won.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, Crip,
question on the FES controller.
SPACECRAFT

I

have an answer to your

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Ok, the EECOMs have talked over your question and
they agree with you, we shouldn't have told you A to on, it ought
to be B to on.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, weill go ahead and use bravo, then.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, flight director
for the entry phase of 41-C, Gary Coen, and his flight
controllers have arrived in the control center and are debriefing
and preparing for handover from the planning team. The scheduled
midnight press conference with off-going flight director, Randy
Stone, will be cancelled and the team should accomplish handover
in about 15 or 20 minutes from now. At MET 6 days, 15 hours, 12
minutes, this is Mission Contr.ol, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, flight director,
Gary Coen, director of entry teams, assumed responsibility for
the mission. The scheduled midnight change of shift press
conference with flight director, Randy Stone, will be
cancelled. The flight dynamics officer advises that the distance
between Challenger and the LDEF is now six thousand nautical
miles, distanc~ between Challeng9r •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
The flight dynamics officer advises that the
distance between Challenger and the LDBF is now 6,000 nautical
miles. Distance between Challenger and Solar Max is 70 nautical
miles. Challenger on orbit 1103 just approaching the west coast
of Africa at Mission Elapsed Time, 6 days, 15 hours, 31 minutes,
this is Mission Control, Houston.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 2 minutes to LOS.
Yarragadee at 07.
SPACECRAFT

See you

Okay, Guy, sea you there.

CAPCOM
Rog, and for your CRT timer, the TIG time is still
21 hours even.
SPACECRAFT

21 hours even, okay, thanks.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear.

CAPCOM
You're loud and clear, also. Challenger, Houston,
we've got a couple of teleprinter messages onboard and weill see
you at TDRS at 37.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, Guy, we'll go read them.
how all you Entry guys doing today?

Good morning, Guy,

CAP COM

We're doing just great, it's looking good.

SPACECRAFT

Okiedoke, so are we.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, those teleprinters did not
make it due to a hookup problem. We'll try them again up at
stateside.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal at
Orroral Valley. Next station in 12 minutes will actually be the
TORS tracking satellite as opposed to a station. And the
countdown clock to ignition for deorbit burn now 4 minutes - 4
hours, 37 minutes away from ignition and 5 hours, 44 minutes away
from landing at Kennedy Space Center. At day 6, 16, 24, Mission
Control, Houston.
PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. 40 seconds until
reacquisition of Challenger through the TORS tracking satellite.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you on TORS.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Guy.

............................--..........----------
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CAPCOM
You too, Dick, and I think we did get the
teleprinters up at Orroral if you could check.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, you did.
sounds good to us.

They're all onboard and that all

CAPCOM
Super, I got a couple words on the wave-off plan
for today if you want to listen.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, I hope we won't have to apply it, but why
don't you tell me.
CAPCOM
Roger that. Right now, the weather at both the
Cape and Edwards are looking good for both today and forecast to
be good tomorrow. If tomorrow's forecast holds good and KSC
starts getting bad today, we will not go to Edwards today but
we'll wave off a day and then look at it tomorrow.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, sounds reasonable.

SPACECRAFT

Tell John to work on the weather, keep it good.

CAPCOM
Will do.
waiting for you.

There are lots of folks there at the Cape

SPACECRAFT
Rog, you can tell Germany these guys have been
eating us out of house and home, I don't know if we've got that
much food up here. Just joking, of course.
CAPCOM
I was going to say, we have 2 days, see 2 days
worth of consumables but maybe you don't.
SPACECRAPT
Yes, well Hart's beginning to eat us out of house
and home. Ox has been thinking about checking out and seeing if
there's any honey in there and he doesn't even care for the bees.
END OF 'rAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Ox has been thinking about checking out and seeing
if there's any honey in there and he doesn't even care for the
bees.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Guy, are you, do you know if you're going to have
an update for our IMU align PADs?
CAPCOM
Stano by, Crip. And, Challenger, Houston, the PAD
in the Oeorbit prep should be good.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, outstanding.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Yes sir, go ahead.

CAPCOM

Rog, you are go for payload bay door closing.

SPACECRAFT
Outstanding. We're just about to put the
configuration for payload bay door closing in work and the PSS
closed out.
CAPCOM
Roger, sounds good.
note for you on the RCS.
SPACECRAFT

Challenger, Houston, I have a

Ok, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Rog, we'd like to stay on verns until TIG minuA 3,
20 here just before you do the rad bypass PES checkout. Then
we'd like you to go to norms, that's OAP Al and that's nose and
tail and then when you do the OPS 3 transition, do not override
the forward manifolds. We'd like to continue to use them until
you get a quantity equal to zero percent and then close the
manifolds, manifolds one, two, three and four, that is.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, let me review that with you then. At - we'll
stay on verns until TIG minus 3, 20, which is about 12 minutes
from now. We'll go OAP Al for both nose and tail and weill stay
in that configuration until we get a - forward RCS is zero
perce~t and then weill go ahead and override the forward
manifolds close.
CAPCOM
The one change to that, Crip, we'd like to then
just simply close the manifolds, not the override. That's, and
that's just manifolds one, two, three and four, leave number five
open.

-- -....

-.---
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Ok, we'll close one, two, three

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, since we're still on verns,
we'll not go free for this antenna stuff?
CAPCOM

We concur.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, a minute and a half to LOS,
Yarragadee at 46 six.
SPACECRAFT

See you at Yarragadee.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, los~ of signal
through TORS tracking satellite. Late in this tracking satellite
pass, or stateside pass, the go was given for payload bay door
closing aboard Challenger. Also, indications on the ground show
that the Solar Max satellite flight service station has been
deactivated as has the remote manipulator arm. The Ku-band
antenna on the right longeron forward has been swung inboard and
is in the process of being stowed and deactivated. Next station
in eight minutes is Yarragadee, Australia, followed by
overlapping coverage through Orroral Valley. We're now three
hours, 24 minu~es, shortly over two orbits away from ignition of
the deorbit burn and four hours, 31 minutes away from touchdown
at Kennedy Space Center. At 6 days, 17, 38 Mission Control,
Houston.
CAPCOM
NASA nine, NASA nine ten do you read Houston on
UHF? NASA nine ten, how do you read Houston, weather CAPCOM?
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM

NASA 910, Do you read Houston on UHF?

CAPCOM

NASA 910, How do you read Houston weather, Capcom?

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you, Yarragadeo.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Guy, loud and clear and we've got the payload
door closed and we'~e in the middle of the rad bypass and FES
checkout.
CAPCOM
Roger, sounds good and we don't have any data
here. Just wanted to confirm you've got l\V bay 2 fan alpha on
with the GPCs.
SPACECRAFT
Yes, I still have to do that because I skipped over
that, we'll pick it up.
CAPCOM

Okay, thank you, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
And Challenger, Houston, clarify those callouts
where I have that it calls for B auto norm. Do you want me to
use that or AI?
CAPCOM
Bl is fine.
attitude.
SPACECRAFT

Let me check on that. And Challenger, Houston, DAP
That will give a little more rate on going to
Okay, don't know if we need it, but we'll do it.

CAPCOM
Roger, either one is fine. Challenger, Houston,
we're through with the teleprinter. You're go to close it out
your convenience.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, Guy, we'll do that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, going LOS TORS at 19.

SPACECRAFT

Roger that, Guy, we'll see you then.

CAPCOM

Roger.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal
through Orroral Valley and Yarragadee in Australia. Fourteen
minutes until reacquisition of Challenger through TORS tracking
satellite. Indications on the ground confirm that the payload
bay doors on Challenger are indeed clo~ed and latched. The crew
also was given a go to shut down and stow the teleprinter.
There'll be no further printed messages going up. It will all be
audio from now on. Ignition in 2 hours and 57 minutes for the
deorbit burn landing in 4 hours, 4 minutes, this is Mission
Control, Houston.
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We appreciate the parting

CAPCOM
You bet. And Challenger, Houston, we'd like a GNC
SPEC 1, your convenience, for entry variable para~eters.
SPACECRAFT

CRT2.

CAPCOM

Thank you.

SPACECRAFT

And did GN&C see the nUlnbers from the IMU align?

CAPCOM
them to us.

That's a negative, Crip.

We'd like you to read

Okay, coming at you, 29, 30, .01 for the error, IMU
SPACECRAFT
1 plus .03 plus .03 plus .07. For number 2, plus .02 minus .04
minus .02. For number 3, minus .07 plus .12 minus .03, torquing
time was 6 days, 18 hours, 18 minutes and .0 seconds.
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
.03, torquing time was six days, 18 hours, 81
minutas, 40 seconds.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy.
yours, thank you.

Challenger, Houston, the CRT is

SPACECRAFT
Thank you. And, Houston, Challenger, can GNC see
the v~rification numbers?
CAPCOM

Roger, we're looking at them, Crip.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, they all look super from here.

CAPCOM
Roger, we concur, they look good. Challenger,
Houston, your targets and new state vector onboard and I have
your PADs whenever you're ready.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, if you're not in a real big hurry, I want two
of us to copy them down. I'll get some of guys busy getting to
the deck.
CAPCOM
it.

Roger, sounds good, whenever you're ready, I've got

SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, Scobe and I are standing by to
copy PADS, which one you want to give us first?
CAPCOM

Ok, why don't we start with the maneuver PAD.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, we're ready to copy.

CAPCOM
Ok, its OMS both, TV roll 180, minus 0.2, minus
5.7, plus 5.7, 208, 227, TIG 006/21:00:00.0. PEG 4s, 13905,
minus 0.5596, 065.832, 153.078, all balls. Burn attitude,
152002004. REI 4122, 34:?3, delta V tot, 0463.4, 04:04, plus
0445.34, all balls, plus 128.01. That'll give you a 271 by plus
021. Read back.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, coming back at you, Guy. Be both, TV rolls
180, trims minus 0.2, minus 5.7, plus 5.7,208,227,
6/21:00:00.0. Can't ha:dly believe that. Zone, 13905, minus
0.5596, 65.8322, 153.078, all balls. At 152002004, 4122, 34: 23,
463.4, 4:04, plus 445.34, all balls, plus 128.01. That's a 267
correction, 271 by plus 021. Over.
CAP COM
Roger, good readback, and I've got your DEL PAD
when you'r~ ready.
SPAC~CRAFT

Ok, ready to copy.
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CAPCOM
Burn at, 152002004, 271 by plus 021. Delta V tot,
4 63 • 4 , 4: 0 4 , all ba 11 s , 5 : 00 , 100 , 10 0 , 7 5 , 31, 31 , 65 , 15 ,
oxygen NA, 1100.3 minus 0.1. Inertial att, EI minus 5,
193253027. The right, all balls. Hawaii AOS EI minus 03, Hawaii
LOS EI plus 01.
END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
253, 027. The right, all balls. Hawaii AOS EI
minus 03, Hawaii LOS EI plus 01, altimeter, 29.84, 21:42:42,
21760. Be a left overhead 305 degrees, runway KSC 15, winds
270/60, 270/65, 270/35, 280/25, 230/15, 140/07. APU start, 1
then 2, note there is no RCS downmode at TIG. Readback.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, coming at you, 1520002004, 271 plus 021, 463.4,
4:04, all balls, 5:00, 100, 100, 75, 31, 31, 65, 15, NA, 1100.3
minus 0.1, 193, 253, 027. The right, all balls. AOSHawaii at
EI minus 03, LOS EI plus 1, 29.84, 21:42:42, 21760, left overhead
305 degrees, KSC 15, winds 270 at 60, 270 at 65, 270 at 35, 280
at 25, 230 at 15, 140 at 07, start take (garble) on APUs is 1
then 2 and no RCS downmode capabilities.
CAPCOM

Roger, good readback, Crip.

SPACECRAFT
transition?

Houston, Challenger, are you guys go for the ops 3

CAP COM

Stand by one, Crip, I haventt got a go for it yet.

SPACECRAFT

No rush.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, youtre go for ops 3.

SPACECRAFT
Roger, thank you. Houston, Challenger, wetre
showing zero percent on the forward RCS fuel and wetre closing
the manifolds at this time.
CAPCOM

Roger, we copy, and concur.

CAPCOM
NASA 947, Houston weather, how do you read? NASA
947, Houston weather, how do you read? NASA 947, Houston, how do
you read?
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, about 50 seconds LOS,
Yarragadee at 26 six.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, see you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite. Next station Yarragadee and
Orroral valle~, Australia stations. Challenger ccew copied the
deorbit burn information. So-called maneuver PAD was read up by
CAPCOM Guy Gardner. Ignition time for deorbit C days, 21 hours
even. Crippen'ss comment on that time being exactly on the hour,
I can't hardly believe that. That maneuver is retrograde 463.4
feet per second, a burn time of 4 minutes and 4 seconds.
Targeting for KSC runway 15 and at six hours, 18 minutes, 46 - 6
days, 18:47, the Challenger was moved to the burn attitude •••
END OF TAPE
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PAO
••• targeting for KSC, runway 15. And at 6 hours 18
minutes 46 - 6 days, 18, 47 the Challenger was moved to the burn
attitude, heads down, tail toward the direction of flight where
it will remain until after the burn, an hour and 40 minutes from
now. Landing is still 2 hours 49 minutes away. We're 5 minutes
away from reacquisition at Yarragadee. And at 6 days 19, 20
Mission Control Houston.
CAPCOM
Dryden comm tech, Houston CAPCOM how do you read?
Dryden comm tech, Houston CAPCOM, how do you read?
Houston, this is Dryden on air-to-ground 2.
Dryden comm tech, this is Houston, how do you

CAPCOM
read.?

Houston, this is Dryden on air-to-ground 2.
CAPCOM
Okay, I'm reading you loud and clear and I guess
you're reading me loud and clp.ar, correct?
Yes.
CAPCOM
Okay, we have NASA 946 taking off and we'll be
using this frequency talking with him the next hour and a half or
so to two hours.
Okay, you are configured.
CAPCOM

Thank you very much.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you through Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear.

CAPCOM
You're loud and clear also. And Challenger,
Houston, they have a very minor update to the deorbit burn flight
rules.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, I'm standing by to copy.

CAPCOM
Okay, we do have one orbit late available, so you
can delete the third column. And that's all we have.
SPACECRAFT
read?

That's too easy.

NASA 946, Houston weather CAPCOM, how do you
Dryden comm tech, this is Houston CAPCOM, how do you rp.ad?

Houston, this is Dryden comm tech on air-to-ground
2, read you fine.

I
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Okay, I just wanted to make sure our link was still
I'll be checking in with the STA in about 10 minutes.
You are still configured.
946 read you loud and clear.

CAPCOM
Oh, how, how are you doing Paul, we gol a good link
here with air-to-ground 2 through your UHF.

If you want, I can give you some winds.
CAPCOM

Ready to copy.

Okay, starting at the surface is calm, 1000 - I'll
go every thousand feet up to 10,000 above the ground.
CAPCOM

Okay.

1000, 328 at 10, 2000 360 at 9, 3000, 3f.0 at 3,
4000 060 at 10, 5000 070 at 14, 6000 090 at 17, 7000 O~O at 15,
8000 085 at 9, 10,000, correction 9000 00 at 16 and 10,000 is 070
at 13. You copy?
CAPCOM
Roger, I copied them paul, and just to let you know
Paul, we now have a solid continuous link with this link up with
you.
Okay.

And -- any winds above that?

CAPCOM
Yes, and - I would appreciate it and also to let
you know, this particular loop, paul, we will not bring down.
I've got you solid on this and I've got John solid on a VHF. So
if you have winds above, yes, I would like them every 5000 feet
if you can get them for us.
Okay, every 5000. MSL now, starting at 15 is 320
at 13, 20,000 is 320 at 26, 25,000 is 310 at 23, 30,000 300 at
42, and 35,000 is 300 at 35.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that Paul and that sounds like it's just
calm winds all the way up the chute at Edwards.
END OF TAPE
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__ at 23, 30,000 300 at 42, and 35,000 is 300 at
35.
CAPCOM
Okay, copy that, Paul and it sounds like it's just
calm winds all the way up the chute at Edwards.
Yes.
CAPCOM
I guess the only little bit of a thing is that
shear that you're showing as you come down the 4,000 feet. The
winds that are 060 slopping over to a little bit of north,
northwesterly.
We'll look at it.
about 1 minute.

We're about to start our run

CAPCOM
Okay. And Paul, just so you know, I have a loop
straight to you that's good all the time and as well to other
people.
Copy, thank you. There are, as may be expected,
zero clouds in the Edwards area.
CAPCOM

Roger that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, 1 minute to LOS, Hawaii at 57.

SPACECRAFT

Okay Guy, we'll see you there.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
Oh, before you go away, we got a, wondering if you
want us to turn off the 02 and AC tank 3 heaters?
CAPCOM
3 heaters.

That's affirmative, you're go to turn off cryo tank

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thanks.
Houston, 946.

CAPCOM

Roger, 946, go.

Okay, first run was nominal all the way, John.
Everything worked good, just like in the simulation. We used the
200,000 pound weight, touchdown parameters were 192 knots, 2,690
feet down the runway, landing pad on the HP showed 2770.
CAPCOM
Okay Paul, that sounds real good and you say the
speedbrakes just work nominally and no problem at all with them,
a very nominal run?
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That's affirmative. Airspeed was within a couple
of knots all the way and the speedbrakes worked good.
CAPCOM
correct?

Okay and Paul, you used the nominal incline,
That's

affi~mative.

CAPCOM
Okay, thanks a lot and just for your information, r
don't know, the weather is looking, at times it seems like it
looks good for the Cape, but I don't know how that's going to go
yet.
Okay, weill be standing by.
CAPCOM
And I'll keep you abreast of it as it goes on.
Right now, it's looking better than it looked 40 minutes ago.
Okay.
Houston, 946, Edwards and Palmdale TACANs are sweet
as is the MLS to 17. We'll go to check on MLS of 22 in about 10
minutes.
CAPCOM

Okay, thanks Paul.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Acquisition
through Hawaii and the TORS tracking satellite in less than 10
seconds.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Guy, youlre loud and clear. We think welve
got the vehicle set up in configuration this time. We'd
appreciate it if all the folks there in the MOCR would give it a
good 100kover for us.
CAPCOM

Okay, weill do that.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, your configuration looks good.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, thank you.

Feels goodl

CAPCOM
NASA 946, Houston weather Capcom. NASA 946,
Houston weather Capcom, how do you read? NASA 946, Houston
weather Capcom, how do you read?
END OF TAPE
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SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, the gimbal check looks good
onboard, how down there?
CAPCOM
Roger, copy, let us look at the stripcharts and
then we'll get back to you.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, fine. And, Scobe's standing by for the APU
prestart whenever youtre go.
CAPCOM

We're go for APU prestart.

SPACECRAFT

Ten one.

Ok, Guy, APU prestart's complete.

CAPCOM
Ok, thank you, Scobee And the APU prestart looked
good to us, too. And the gimbal check also looked good.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, thank you.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, be advised there's no change
to the DEL PAD.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, appreciate that.
down all those numbers.

r have a hard time copying

CAPCOM
Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we got a new
state vector onboard, you can reload the targets.
SPACECRAFT

Ten one.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, onboard solution looks good.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, thank you.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houston, we'll have about a one
minute gap here and pick you up at Dakar.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

See you then.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, you're go for deorbit burn.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go, we appreciate that.

CAPCOM
Roger, Crip, and what we expect in the area is a
scattered deck about eight to nine thousand foot.
SPACECRAFT

Ok.

And, we're still targeting for the (garble)?

CAP COM
That's affirmative, and looks like there'll still
be about two thousand foot touchdown •••
END
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CAPCOM
NASA 946, Houston weather CAPCOM, how do ou
read? NASA 946, Houston weather CAPCOM, how do you read? Dryden
comm tech NASA 9 - or Houston CAPCOM, how do you read me? Dryden
comm tech, Houston weather CAPCOM, how do you read me?
DRYDEN COMM TECH
ground two.
CAPCOM

CAPCOM, this is Dryden COMTECH on air to

Yes, loud and clear.

How are you?

DRYDEN
Copy you fine. A moment ago you went aircraft for
keying simultaneously, that's why we couldn't receive each other.
CAPCOM
read me?

Ok.

NASA 946, Houston weather CAPCOM, how do you

HOUSTON WEATHER CAPCOM

Loud and clear.

How 946?

CAPCOM
Ok, loud and clear. I just hadn't heard from you
for a while, Paul, I just wanted to make sure we still had a good
comm link.
And, I heard all your calls two minutes ago, John.
CAPCOM
Ok, I did not hear you. I'm healing you loud and
clear now so thanks a lot. Let me get back to the KSC loop.
MLS to 22 is sweet, John.
CAP COM

Ok, thanks a lot, Paul.

For you information, those northwesterly winds at
altitude of about 20 to 25,000 feet do cause a little (garble)
because you're coming around the last 45 to 90 degrees at a
(garble) about 300, 305 -- those speedbrakes, but it brings it
well under control in a reasonable amount of time.
CAPCOM
Ok, thanks a lot, Paul. And, we're about fifty
minutes from a burn if we go to Edwards. I mean, if we go to the
Cape. I'll keep you abreast of that call when we get ready to
make it, Paul.
Thank you.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, we're standing by ready for a
gimbal check whenever you are.
S~ACECRAFT

Ok, coming at you.

CAPCOM

1hank you.
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CAPCOM
Roger Crip and what we expect in the area is a
scattered deck about 8 to 9,000 foot.
SPACECRAfT
point.

Okay and we're still targeting for the (garble)

CAPCOM
That's affirmative and looks like it'll still be
about 2,000 foot touchdown. That agrees with the STA data as
well.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, I got a correction on the
MPAD numbers, they're predicting about 1400 foot touchdown with a
high 18 point.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

We'll just make sure it's on the runway.

CAPCOM
Roger that. Challenger, Houston, we got some
targets up onboard for you. We'd like you to reload them.
SPACECRAFT

Wilco.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

ROGER.

nC1'1

CAPCOM
Yes Crip, some little discouraging words, we'd like
to wave off for one rev. We've got a real low deck at about 2000
feet that's starting to move in and thicken up. We're hoping
it's going to go away in 2 1/2 hours.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, we understand.

CAPCOM

NASA 946, this is Houston, how do you read?

SPACECRAFT
And Guy, if you could give me a preliminary TIG, it
would help (garble) clock counting.
CAPCOM

And Challenger, Houston, new TIG time is 6/22:40.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, 22:40.

CAPCOM

Roger.

SPACECRAFT
book.

Houston, Challenger, down on page 6-2, the Entry

CAPCOM

Stand by.

SPACECRA~T

Yes, do you have any need for us to turn on the

MADS (garble)?

Roger, 6-2, go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Stand by, let me check. And Challenger, Houston,
we turned off the MADS and the ACEP, thank you.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, on an IMU.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, like to IMU to IMU alignment.
1 as a reference.

Align 2, tMU

SPACECRAFT
and 3?

Okay, want to use 1 as a reference, want to align 2

CAPCOM
reference.

That's affirmative.

SPACECRAFT

wilco in work.

CAPCOM

NASA 946, Houston.

Align 2 and 3 using 1 as a

NASA 946, Houston.

In the middle of a pass, we'll call you as soon as
we're done.
CAPCOM
Understand, I have something I need to tell you
that's important.
Go ahead.
CAPCOM
We've just waved off a rev because of some clouds
at the Cape. So, whatever you think you need to do to land, to
refuel, to support the fact that we've waved off a rev. We're
going to have another go at the Cape on the next rev is the
cur rent plan. It m going to try to talk to Flight here when l.e
gets a minute to seo how strong he is leaning towards the
following rev at Edwards.
Okay, I understand, John.

We're headed for the

ground now.
CAPCOM
Okay. And Paul, while I have you here with a good
linkup, when you land, why don't you just give me a call on the
telephone and I can keep you appraised there before you take off
again.
Okay.
CAPCOM
Okay, thanks a lot, Paul. Just for your
information, right down to the end there, we'd given a go for the
burn. And then there was a cloud deck from 2500 to 2300 over
Titusville that John saw moving - -
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CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston for Scobee

CAPCOM

- - over the SLS and we waved them off.

SPACECRAFT

(garble)

CAP COM
Roger Dick, we'd like you to pick up the APU
switches there on page 3-8 in the middle of the page, if no go
for deorbit burn.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

CAPCOM
minutes.

Challenger, Houston, going LOS Yarragadee in 8

SPACECllAFT

Okay.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Rouston, loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite. Six minutes away from
reacquisition through Yarragadee.
END OF TAPE
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PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Loss of signal
through the TORS tracking satellite. Six minutes away from
reacquisition through Yarragadee. The Capcom, Guy Gardner just
passed up to the Challenger crew a wave off for one orbit to go
to KSC until hopefully a cloud cover burns off with additional
sunshine. The new ignition time for an orbit 108 landing would
be 6 days, 22 hours, 40 minutes. To repeat, we've waved off for
one orbit. Five minutes, reacquisition through Yarragadee,
Mission Control, 6/21:00.
CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.
Challenger, Houston with you through Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM
Rog, you're loud and clear also and just for your
planning purposes, we hope to get the KSC PADs to you at Hawaii
and be advised we're still, if KSC continues to look bad, we may
end up going into Edwards today after all. And we'll have that
decision to you, hopefully, over the states.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, we dropped part of your, the last part of
your conversation. Say that part again, Guy.
CAPCOM
Roger, we'll have the PADs for you at Hawaii and be
advised that if the KSC weather continues to look bad for today
and tomorrow, then we'll 9robably come down to Edwards today and
hope to have that word for you over the states.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, that sounds fine, thanks.
been there before.
CAPCOM
well.

Yes sir.

SPACECRAF'~

That's right.

It's like I've

And Gary would like to pass on, liSa have

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston, to repeat an
earlier announcement, there has been a wave off for one orbit,
hopefully to go into Kennedy Space Center, assuming the cloud
cover burns off with additional sunlight. The new ignition time
for rev 108 landing at Kennedy will be elapsed time of 6 days,
22:40 which translates to 6:38 central standard, 7:38 a.m.
eastern standard with landing at 7:27 a.m. central, 8:27 a.m.
eastern. Misson Control, still in acquisition at Yarraqadee.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS, Hawaii at 36.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, see you there.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. LOS, Yarragadee,
14 minutes until reacquisition through Hawaii. To correct an
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earlier error in which the landing time was taken from the
digital time display showing touchdown time, there was a 20
minute error in that time. The new table for entry elapsed time
shows landing at 7:47 central, 8:47 eastern, assuming ~le go into
Kennedy on orbit 108. To reiterate the ignition time, an hour
and 20 minutes from now would be at 6:38 central, 7:38 eastern.
KSC convoy commander, Houston, how do you read?
KSC convoy commander, Houston, how do you read? KSC convoy
commander, Houston, radio check.
CAP COM

Challenger, Houston with you through Hawaii.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, loud and clear, Guy.

CAPCOM
KSC.

You·re loud and clear also and I have the PADs for
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Challenger, Houston, with you through Hawaii.
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Ok, loud and clear, Guy.
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CAPCOM
You're loud and clear also and I have the PADs for
KSC when you're ready.
SPACECRAFT

Stand by one.

CAPCOM
Roger that. And, Challenger, Housl~n, we'd like,
I'd like to hold off on these PADs cause its looking strong for
Edwards now and we're going to make a decision soon due to rain
in the vicinity of KSC, so rather than read these up and not use
them, why don't you wait about five minutes and I'll give you the
real one.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, that makes sense.
just to be copying numbers.
CAPCOM

No sense copying numbers

Roger.

CAPCOM
Dryden comm tech, Houston CAPCOM, how do you read
me? Dryden comm tech, Houston, how do you read on 296 8?
DRYDEN COMM TECH Houston comm tech Dryden corom tech air to
ground 2, I have you loud and clear, how me?
CAPCOM
You're loud and clear, just wanted you to know we
have another STA getting in the air and we'll be talking to him
on this loop.
DRYDEN

Roger that, I understand.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy, go ahead.

CAPCOM
Roger, the KSC weather's getting worse with rain
showers, tomorrow looks about the same so we'll be going to
Edwards this rev. I'm working up the PADs right now for you,
meanwhile we'd like you to go OPS 2 and update the landing site.
And that'll be in the G3 to G2 in the Entry Pocket, page 3-19,
steps 4 through 7. And, then when you've updated the PADs it'll
be G2 to G3 on the next page, ste~~ 2, 4 and 5.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, we understand that and from your original
message you wanted us to put 22 as the primary and 17 as the
secondary, is that affirmative?
CAPCOM

---~

._,~.""I&

Let me reconfirm that for you, Crip.
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Also, remind me once again, Northrup 17 the

CAPCOM
Stand by. And, Challenger, Houston, that's
affirmative, Crip. Primary Edwards 22, secondary Edwards 17,
alternate Northrup 17.
SPACECRAFT
171

Ok, but I understand our targeted runway will be

CAPCOM
That is affirmative and the weather at Edwards
right now is beautiful.
SPACECRAFT
It usually is. Ok, thank you.
Challenger, we're standing ~1 for the PADS.

And, Houston,

CAPCOM
Ok, let me stand by, we're about 30 seconds to
handover to Goldstone, 1111 give it to you there.
SPACECRAFT

Sounds good.

CAPCOM
And, Challenger, Houoton, with you on Goldstone
with the PADS, if youlre ready.
SPACECRAFT

Ok, ready for the maneuver PADs.

CAPCOM
Ok, itlll be OMS both roll one eight zero minus
zero point two, minus five point seven, plus five point seven,
two zero eight, zero one six, zero zero six slant two two colon
three one colon, three zero point zero, one four zero one three,
minus zero point five six three niner, zero six five point eight
three two, one five two point seven four eight, all balls. Burn
attitude, one five three, three five one, zero one zero, four
zero niner three, three four colon one four, delta V tot zero
four six, zero point niner, zero four colon zero three, plus zero
four four two point niner one, all balls, plus one two seven
point three one. Gives you a two seven one by plus zero two
one. Note, VPI six is marginal and landing is sunrise plus one
six. Read back.
SPACECRAFT
Ok, coming at you.
eight zero trims minus •••
END OF TAPE
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1, note, VPI 6 is marginal and landing i8 sunrise
Read back.

SPACECRAFT
Okay, coming at you. Be both engines, TV roll 180,
trims minus 0.2, minus 5.7, plus 5.7, weight 208016, TIG
6/22:31:30.0, 14013, minus 0.5630, 065.832, 152.748, all balls,
153, 351, 010, 0093, 34:14, 0460.9, (garble) 4:03, plus 042.91,
all balls, plus 127.31, that's a 271 by a plus 021. VPI 6 is
marginal, landing time is sunrize p:us 16.
CAPCOM
Roger, good readback with the exception of C2
minus 0.5639.

1S

SPACECRAFT
Yes, I couldn't read my writing, Scobe just
corrected me, thank you.
CAPCOM

Roger and I have your DEL PAD when

SPACECRAFT

Ready to copy the DEL.

you'~e

ready.

CAPCOM
Okay, burn att 153, 351, 010, 271, plus 021, 460.9,
4:03, all balls, 5:00, 100, 100, 75, 31, 41, 65, 15, oxygen NA,
1100.0, minus 0.1, 199, 240, 024, left all balls. PI is NA,
altimeter 29.90, 23:13:59, first reversal 16300, left overhead
249 degrees, Edwards 17. Winds 300 at 35, 280 at 35, 290 at 30,
280 at 30, 350 at 15, surface is varible at 05, APU'S 1 then 2.
Read back.
SPACECRAFT
Coming back at you. 153, 351, 010, 271, plus 021,
460.9, 4:03, all balls, 5:00, 100, 100, 75, 31, 41, 65, 15, NA,
1100.0, minus 0.1, 199, 240, 024, left all balls, PI is NA,
altimeter is 29.90, 23:13:59, 16300, left overhe~d 249 degrees,
Eddie 17, winds 300 35, 30 35, 290 30, 30 30, 350 15, surface is
varible at 5, start sequence on APUs is 1 then 2.
CAP COM
Roger, good readback and we have a nominal aim
point with a X dtstance of 1700.
SPACECRAFT
1700 feet.

Okay, understand nominal aim point X distance is

CAPCOM

Roger.
NASA.

CAP COM

And Challenger, Houston, for Scobee
Houston, 946.

SPACECRAFT

Go ahead.
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CAPCOM
Roger Dick, you can go ahead and get the APU boiler
N2 supplies on and the APU controller powers, all three of them
on.
SPACECRAFT

Roger.

Coming up.

NASA 946, Houston •
•••••••.••••• Houston, 946, go ahead.
CAPCOM
Roger, you're loud and clear. Paul we are burning
to go to Edwards on this rev. The TrG time is in 38 minutes,
we're going to runway 17.
END

OF TAPE
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All three of them

Roger, coming up.
NASA 946, Houston.

CAPCOM

Houston, 946, go ahead.
CAPCOM
Roger, you're loud and clear. Paul, we are bur~ing
to go to Edwards on this rev. The TIG time is in 38 minutes,
we're going to runway 17. If you can give us a r.un to that
runway, we would appreciate it. We currently are left overhead
to 17 and with a 245 degree turn angle. We have told the crew
they have a 1700 (oot X (garble) touchtown with a nominal aim
point of 195.
Okay, we're taxiing out now, John.
call in about 15 minutes.

I'll give you a

Under.Cltand
SPACECRAFT
Houston, Challenger, are you going to shoot those
targets up or you want me (garble).
CAPCOl-!

We're going to be shooting them to you.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, standing by.
How high you want the winds, John?
Say again, Paul, you were cut out by another loop.
ijow high do you want the winds?

Do you want us to

go up to 35?
CAPCOM
No, I think from your first report that the winds
at altitude, we were real happy with that. I think what would be
best is a good approach with a left overhead. I guess starting
from 30,000 or so would be fine, Paul.
CAPCOM
targets.
SPACECRAFT

And Challenger, Houston, we're still working up the
We'll have them to you shortly.
Okay, anytime.

Okay, that's what we'll give you. And for
information, we plan to hold to the northeast of the lakebed
during the approach. If that sounds alright to everybody, if
we're not interfering with any radars or comm links?

--

"~.
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No, I think that's a good idea. Holding to the
northeast because it'll be, you know, the left overhead coming
into 17, if you can just stay out of, you know, that general
track to the northeast. That's good. And, but if you can give
us that one approach and let us know your touchdown distance, you
know, we'd appreciate it. And for certain, any special speedbrakes or anything. A~d I guess we got to make sure the lights
on 17 are real good and the (garble) look good. And also Paul, I
guess, why don't we just tell somebody right now to turn those
lights on to 22 in case there's a problem with them going to 17,
if that's even a factor.
Well, their landing 15 minutes after sunrise. Do
you want the lights on? They were going to move that transition
light on 17 so it wouldn't be in his way. You want them to not
to do that?
CAPCOM
That's probably a good idea, Paul.
right, it is, let's do that.

Because you're

Okay.
CAPCOM
light there.

Let's just plan for Edwards 17 and not have that
Roger.

PAO
This is Mission Control, Houston. Thirty-five
minutes away from ignition for deorbit into Edwards, runway 17,
with landing at 5138:08 a.m. Pacific standard time, 8:38:08
eastern and 7:38:08 central. The deorbit burn will have a
velocity change in retrograde of 460.9 feet per second, 460.9.
Touchdown, 1 hour and 43 minutes away. Ignition, 34 minutes and
42 seconds away.
SPACECRAFT

Houston, Challenger.

CAPCOM

Cha1lengdr, Houston, go ahead.

SPACECRAFT
Yes Guy, from your big board here, see my problem
is ~ince I put Dr. Spock to sleep, I can't quite estimate them.
CAPCOM

We show you flying right over the Cape right now.

SPACECRAFT

Okay, that's about what I figured.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, we're sending you the
targets on a new state vector now.
SPACECRAFT

Okay, send them up.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, the targets look good to us.
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We're manuevering to attitude.

SPACECRAFT
Guy, would you send my regrets to the folks at
KSC. Tell them they've got to work a little harder on the
weather there.
CAPCOM

Will dO r Crip.

SPACECRAFT
Crip's been doing this with the weather ever since
we've been flying with him, Guy.
CAPCOM

You were broken up there, Dick, say again.

SPACECRAFT
I said Crippen has been doing this with the weather
ever since he's been flying (garble) mission.
CAPCOM

That's a big 10-4.
NASA 946, Houston.

Loud and clear,
lower (garble) winds for you.

How do you read?

In about 30 seconds I'll have the

Okay. Just for your information, the ignition is
in 27 minutes and Flight will be giving that GO/NO GO I'm
guessing in 15 to 20 minutes, paul.
END OF TAPE
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Ok. Just for your information ignition is in 27
minutes and Flight will be giving that go/ no go, I'm guessing in
fifteen to twenty minutes, Paul.
Ok, thank you.

Ok, you ready to copy the winds?

I'm ready to copy.
Ok, these are AGL, above the ground, 1000 is three
two zero at three, two thousand, three six zero at eightJ three
thousand, zero four zero at thirteen, that's one three1 four
thousand, zero three zero at eleven7 five thousand, zero five
zero at eleven; six thousand, zero niner zero at one seven; seven
thousand, zero niner zero at one SiX7 eight thousand, zero eight
zero at one five; niner thousand, zero eight zero at one five;
ten thousand, one ~ero zero at one zero.
CAPCOM
Ok, I got all those, Paul, thanks, and if you can
give us one good lefthand run into 17, we'd appreciate it.
Oh, we'll give you at
CAPCOM

l~ast

one.

Ok.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, going LOS Bermuda, Dakar in
two and a half minutes.
See you there.

SPACECRAFT

Houston, NASA 946, with some more winds.
Ok, go ahead, Paul.
These are MSL, at 16,000 feet, three five zero at
five1 at 20,000, three three zero at one five.
CAPCOM

Ok.
Be starting our first run in about three minutes.

CAPCOM
Ok, and be advised I just heard Flight ~ay it's
time to get everybody in here to give the go/no go call in about
four minutes.
Ok.
As I understood it from you on that first run you
made at 17, it doesn't sound like things have changed a whole lot
and it looks real good for a nominal aim point.
Yea, we haven't made the first run yet, ittll be
about three more minutes.
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CAPCOM
No, I mean the one you made about an hour and a
half ago, Paul.
Yes, sir, (garble).
Ok.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you at Dakar.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, Guy.
Houston, NASA 946, at 25,000 (garble).

Hey, 946, Houston, say it again, you were cut out
by another loop.
Winds at twenty five thousand feet are two eight
zero at three zero.
CAPCOM

Ok, thanks a lot.
Houston, NASA 946.

CAP COM
two zero.
CAPCOM

Roger, go.
The thirty thousand foot winds, two eight zero at
Ok, thanks, Paul.

PAO
Flight Director, Gary Coen, polling the controllers
here in Mission Control for the second time this morning for go
for deorbit burn. Welre go again for deorbit.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, youlre go for deorbit burn.

SPACECRAFT

Roger.

for the burn.

NASA 946, be advised we just gave the flight the go
Ok, go for the burn to Edwards.

r

Roger, and the burn is in 17 minutes, 45 seconds.
(garble) •
Touchdown in one hour and twenty six minutes.
Houston,946.
Roger, go ahead, Paul.

.
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Ok,for 200,000 lb Orbiter, our PADs X was 2700
feet, got a little slowed in there, landed at one eighty five,
3300 feet down. The MLS on 17 is sweet, the palmdale and Edwards
TACANs sweet. Welre going to check the MLS on 22 and then we'll
give you another run to 17.
Roger, that.
landing will be 196,500.

And, 946, the Orbiter weight at

Ok, understand, subjectively, John, that run was
right down the pike all the way.
I

Understand, and understand all the datals good and
concur with what youlre doing.
Roger, and we did use a normal aim point.
Roger that.

END OF TAPE
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Understand, and understand all the data is good and
concur with what you're doing.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, we did use a nominal aim point.

Roger that. And NASA, 946, from Houston. As we
are approaching Ascension LOS right there, they are going to
reconfigure our communication line and I'll be on UHF with you
for the remainder of the way.
NASA 946

Okay.

So, we may not talk to each other here paul for 5
to 6 minutes but r'll give you a call when we get good comm back.
NASA 946

Roger.

CAPCOM
shortly.

Challenger, Houston, we'll be handing up to TORS

SPACECRAFT

r..oger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you on TDRS.

SPACECRAFT

Loud and

CAPCOM

Roger, you too.

clea~.

SPACECRAFT
How long you think you're going to be with us?
the way down to blackout?

All

CAPCOM
We've got TORS for about 15 more minutes and then
we'll have Yarragadee.
SPACECRAFT

Okay.

PAO
The first of three auxiliary power unit~ now on,
running at a 106% turbine speed. The remaining two will be
turned on after the ignition for deorbit, which is 4 minutes from
now.
NASA 946, Houston, how do you read?
NASA 946

Loud and clear.

Okay paul, we're back up with you. And just for
your information, in the next 11 minutes, if all of sudden we
don't have any comm it's because we've had to drop it to get to
the Orbiter. We're on the UHF now.
NASA 946

Understand.
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Houston, 946.
Roger, go ahead.

NASA 946
Okay, for a 195,000 pound Orbiter which is the
closest we got, the PAD shows 2500 feet, touchdown parameter is
196 knots at 2200 feet.
CAPCOM
Roger, copy that paul and we're about 3 quarters of
the way through the burn.
NASA 946

Roger.

PAO

And we have shutdown.
are you with

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

UB?

Burn was nominal and on time.

Roger, we see that.
9~6,

the burn was all nominal.

NASA 946
Good, thank you. Houston, 946, all NAV aids and
all ground lighting is up and operational.
Okay, thanks very much, Paul.
END OF TAPE
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Good, thank you.

946
Houston, 946, all nav aids and all ground lighting
is up and operational.
CAPCOM

Ok, thanks very much, Paul, we'll pass that on.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 50 seconds, LOS. Scobe, weln
like the right OMS tank isols to close, Yarragadee in 8 minutes.
SPACECRAFT

Coming closed.

CAPCOM

Rog, thank you.

CAPCOM

946, Houston.

946

Go ahead.

CAPCOM

Roger, we're configuring back to air to ground 2.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, configure LOS.

SPACECRAFT
CAPCOM

Roger, configuring LOS.
I'll give you a call when we come up there.

PAO
Mission Control, Houston, mark 30 minutes until
Challenger starts reentry into the Earth's atmosphere at 400,000
feet. Next station Yarragadee in 7 minutes. With a landing on
Edwards runway 17 expected at 7:38:08 central standard time. The
deorbit burn went entirely nominal, ran for - in excess of 4
minutes and reduced the orbital velocity of Challenger by 460.9
feet per second. All going well aboard Challenger and its
approach toward Edwards Air Force Base and the Mojave Desert at,
with a landing some 16 minutes after sunrise, although Challenger
will over fly HClwaii almost directly overhead, it wi 11 be dur ing
blackout. End of blackout will occur after Hawaii, LOS, and
during acquisition by the Goldstone station. This is Mission
Control, HoustOll, returning in 5 minutes for Yarragadee.
CAPCOM

9,16, Houston.

946

946, go.

CAPCOM
Ok, just wanted to check back in with you because
we have our COMM reconfigured again and Paul, just for your
information, at 20 after the hour, is roughly the time that we
think we will have acqusition out of Dryden.
946

Ok, thank you.
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CAPCOM
You may want to switch to the orbiter primary at
some point there.
946

Ok, we'll go orbiter primary at 20 past the hour.

CAPCOM

Ok, 2597 fifty nine seven.

946

Rog.

CAPCOM
And, I'll continue to monitor you here until that
time if you have something to tell me.
946

Roger.

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, with you Yarragadee.

SPACECRAFT

Ok, loud and clear.

CAPCOM

You're loud and clear, also.

946

Houston, 946.

CAPCOM

Roger, go ahead.

946
There are a few high clouds forming out to the west
of Edwards, should be no factor, John.
CAPCOM

Ok, thank you, Paul.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, 30 seconds LOS.
entry, weill see you at Mach 12.
SPACECRAFT
Okay, see you there, Guy.
ride we're preparing to get.
CAPCOM

Have a good

Wish you could see this

Roger.

PAO
Mission Control Houston, loss of signal through
Yarragadee. Next acquisition, at least theoretically is 19
minutes away at Hawaii. But Challenger will be in the blackout
period at that time. So as Guy Gardner said we likely will see
them at Mach 25 as Goldstone requires the Orbiter off shore from
California. And we're now 43 minutes away from touchdown, 13
minutes away from entry interface. 400,000 feet altitude. This
is Mission Control, day six, 22:56.
CAPCOM

Nasa 946, Houston.

946

946, go.

................................................

~
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CAPCOM
Okay, Paul, they're coming up where they tIl be
breaking down this loop so they can have air to ground 2 as an S
band backup.
~46
Sir, we're taking one more run to 17 for the
record, getting it on tape.

END OF TAPE
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CAPCOM
Okay Paul, they're coming up where they'll be
breaking down this loop so that they can have to air to ground 2
as an S-band backup.
NASA 946
Sir, we're taking 1 more run to 17 for the record,
getting it on tape and then we're going to move off and hold.
CAPCOM
Okay and we'll see you when you get back to
Houston. If I don't hear from you, I'll continue to monitor this
until they break it dowfi.
NASA 946

Rog.

CAPCOM

NASA 946, we're dropping this loop, thanks a lot.

NASA 946

(Garble~

DRYDEN
This is NASA oryden Control. The shuttle is
intended to land on runway 17 this morning. A 7-mile long runway
on the dry lakebed here. This will not be the first time that
the shuttle has landed on runway 7. The Orbiter, Columbia landed
here during th~ STS-9 mission. Standing by is a mini-convoy,
approximately 12 vehicles and some 25 to 30 people. They will be
used to support the landing oper&tion of the shuttle. This is
about 1/2 of the size of the normal crew used to support landings
of the shuttle. The convoy has been on station since
approximately 4:00 pacific time this morning and ~ill remain on
until the Orbiter returns to the ~huttle support area at NASA
Dryden. As part of this morning's activities, once the shuttle
has come to a stop on the lakebed, the brakes will be removed
from the Orbiter, an operation expected to take some 4 to 6 hours
and then pulled for examinati0n and the Orbiter. will bo
returned. NASA Dryden Control.
PAO

Mission Control, Houston, approximately 2 minutes
in the blackout period until we expect to acquire voice
from Challenger.

rev~ining

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston with you TORS, configure AOS.

SPACECRAFT
Okay Houston, Challenger, loud and clear.
been nice all the way.
CAPCOM

Sounds great.

PAO

Range 400 miles, Mach 10, altitude 167,000.

n

,

?
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CAPCOM
nav are go.

Challenger, Houston, (garbie) to ground check and

SPACECRAFT

Rog, understand and how do you read me, Guy?

CAPCOM
Dryden.

You're loud and clear now, we just handed over to

SPACECRAFT
the way_

Okay, I'm reading you loud and clear and smooth all

CAPCOM

Roger, sounds good.

PAO
Range 300 miles, Mach 8.8, altitude 156,000.
250 nautical miles, Mach 7.5, altitude 149,000.
CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston, take Tacans.

SPACECRAFT

Roger, take Tacans.

Range

PAO
200 miles, Mach 6.6, altitude 138,000. 150 miles,
Mach 5.3, 123,000 feet. 100 miles, Mach 4, 104,000 - END

OF'
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100 miles Mach 4

CAPCOM

Challenger, Houston take air data.

SPACECRAFT

Understand, takg air data.

PAO

80,000 feet Mach 2.

CAPCOM
Challenger, Houston, transfer state vector to
backup, your convience.
SPACECRAFT

(Garble)

PAO
Altitude 75,000 feet.
now has a visual on the Challenger.
CAPCOM

- - new altimeter 3004.

PAO

66,000 feet.

SPACECRAFT

Dryden's long range tracker

3004, go ahead.

PAO
Air speed 1237 miles per hour. Altitude 55,000.
Air speed down to 920 miles per hour. 46,000 feet. 800 knots,
35,000 feet. 690 knots, 26,000 feet. 600 knots 20,000.
CHASE

Hello, Crip, chase is aboard.

SPACECRAFT

Well hello, Chase.

PAO

600

CAPCOM
are calm.

Challenger, Houston, looking good on final, winds

SPACECRAFT

That's my kind of winds.

PAO

6600 feet.

SPACECR1\FT

Houston, Challenger is wheel stop.

CAPCOM

Roger, welcome back on Friday the 41 charlie.

knot~,

14,000 feet.

3000 feet.

CAPCOM
And Challenger, Houston, I'm sure you remember the
good news, bad news that Brian O'Conner gave you a while back on
flight 7.
SPACECRAFT

I'll bet I've still got some buddies out here.
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